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PROCEEDINGS

This Association is not responsible, as a body, for the opinions or views expressed

by individual members.

TUESDAY, MARCH 2J, 1905.

MORNING SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a. m. by the President,

Mr. Hunter McDonald.

The President :—Gentlemen of the convention, you will please come

to order. The first business of the session is the reading of the Minutes

of the last meeting. As these Minutes have been printed, unless ob-

jection is made, the reading will be dispensed with. The next business

is the reading of the address of the President.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

The remembrance that an annual address must be delivered at

the close of the term in the presidential chair haunts the occupant

continually. From time to time throughout the year, as he gives atten-

tion to the various matters which present themselves for consideration,

subjects promising great possibilities are stored away for use in com-

posing the swan song of his official life.

As the days and months roll rapidly by and the time draws near

for the preparation of this, to him, all-important document, the mental

pantry is opened and search instituted for the tempting morsels which

he thought he had so carefully put away in cold storage. The things

are still there, but time has rendered them unfit for use.

As the final moment approaches and the guests are bidden to the

feast, a hasty effort is made to fix up something acceptable. If the

menu to-day, therefore, smacks of unpreparedness, the reason will be

readily understood, and it is hoped shortcomings will be condoned.

Our Secretary's report will show you that our financial condition

is good, and that our membership is being gradually increased. It is

a pleasure to note that the new members added are gentlemen of

high standing in the profession and capable of great usefulness in the

work which we have in hand.

This convention is the most important one held since our organ-
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ization. We are about to undertake to separate the cream from the.

milk, and as there is so much milk we must adopt the modern cen-

trifugal method rather than use the old process of skimming. Let us

hope that the product of the well-known Berg separator (you will

pardon the reference to a patented article) will produce a properly

sterilized product and one that will stand the rigid tests of the Board

of Health. What is left we can make into cheese, not the doubtful

variety, which is so much affected by epicures at present, but the kind

that everybody uses.

In outlining the work for the committees for this year, the Board

of Direction had in view the concentration of effort in the direction

of perfecting work already done, rather than taking up new subjects.

The committees have grasped the spirit of the idea, and their reports,

as a general thing, are models of thoroughness and directness. Old

material has been gone over and carefully weighed and scrutinized, and

is now presented to us for final consideration, with suggested changes

here and there, as the committees think best. These suggestions must

be considered and acted upon and the matter put in final shape for

publication in the Manual of Recommended Practice, which is intended

to express our best opinions on all matters contained therein.

It is necessary to make another appeal to members to give a

portion of their time and thought during the coming year to the prepara-

tion of papers and d cussion of reports, in order that the Bulletin

may be made a useful and readable publication. We cannot afford to

enter the field of technical journalism and compete with papers devoted

to railway literature, and which are published for pecuniary gain. The

Bulletin was established in the interest of our Association and for

the benefit of the members. We have no financial desire, except that

it be self-sustaining. Many valuable contributions to the technical press

are made each year by our members, and no doubt the authors receive

compensation therefor. This we are not in position to offer, but we

should consider the systematic offering of prizes of graduated value

for the three best papers or discussions.

Our relations with kindred bodies have been of a most satisfactory

nature. The Special Committee of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers is working in harmony with our Committee on Rail. Seven of

its eleven members are members of our Association. We have accred-

ited representation on the Special Committee on Reinforced Concrete,

appointed by the American Society of Civil Engineers, in addition to

which five out of seven of its members are members of our Association.

We are ably represented on the Joint Committee on Cement Specifi-

cations, and the final report of this Committee will be presented to

you at this convention for ratification.

Fifty-two of the delegates from the United States to the Inter-

national Railway Congress, to be held at Washington in May, are

members of our Association. This will be the most important gathering
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of railway men ever assembled, and it goes without saying that with

such a representation the interests of our Association will be carefully

looked after.

It has been our practice in the past to shun all discussion of devices

and appliances which are proprietary articles or covered by patents.

The reason for such a course seems to be the fear of advertising such

devices. When it is remembered that nearly all the important improve-

ments in railway appliances of recent years have been the result of

the labors of men not connected directly with railroads and that mr.ny

patented and proprietary appliances are indispensable articles of daily

use, it would seem that our position in this matter is incorrect. If

the objects of our organization are to be attained we should not hesi-

tate to ferret out and condemn the unworthy and to commend the

meritorious. By such a course the real advertisement would be confined

to those worthy of receiving it. It is fully realized that such a course

is strewn with pitfalls, but we possess the intelligence and integrity to

avoid them.

We have always shied at the word "standard," but on close inves-

tigation we will find that it is only a harmless stump on the roadside,

not a bug-a-boo. There is no other word in our language which comes

as near the one we need as this one. Webster defines it as "That

which is established as a rule or model by reputable authority, by cus-

tom or general consent." It is not immutable. The standard of to-day

may be the derelict of to-morrow\ What we want is a word that

stands for the best we know how to do. What it represents may and

will change from year to year, but the name will remain the same.

We should not refrain from approving or condemning any practice

with respect to our work solely for fear that such action may eventually

entail hardships on some roads. We are charged with the details of

the physical construction and maintenance of our lines, and our first

consideration is that of safety of the passengers and property com-

mitted to our care. Financial considerations, while not to be neg-

lected, should be secondary.

The Special Committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

appointed to consider rail sections, has reported in favor of taking

no action for the present looking toward the modification of the stand-

ard section of the society. This position is no doubt the correct one

at this time. It is possible that the sections are all right, but it is

a positive fact that there is something wrong with the rail, and this

Association could do no better work than to make an exhaustive inves-

tigation into the cause of the trouble, fix the responsibility where it

belongs, whether with the manufacturers, the Maintenance of Way or

Mechanical Departments of our roads, and recommend a remedy.

There is another line of investigation which is being pressed upon

us more strongly every day and one in which the time has come for

us to do some original work. It is the design of a road adapted to
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the high speeds and wheel concentrations of the near future, which

will admit of the same margins of safety as we now use in the design

of bridges to meet the same conditions. Are we following correct lines

of development, or is a radical change necessary?

A Committee of the Board of Direction is now engaged in revision

of our standing subdivision of committee work. It is hoped that the

results of its labors will remove all misunderstandings as to proper

jurisdiction of committees, although when the interdependency of the

various parts that go to make a complete railroad is remembered, the

difficulties of the task are apparent.

Our Special Committee on Classification of Steam Railroads is

at work, but it is to be regretted that their results will not be available

in the preparation of the reports for the next year. The labors of this

Committee, under its instructions, are confined to steam railroads.

The extensive experiments now in progress on the New York Central

may result in such sweeping changes on our lines having dense traffic

and heavy passenger business as to compel the revision of the instruc-

tions to this Committee before their report is forthcoming. How rapidly

the electrification of steam railroads will take place cannot be foretold

with accuracy, but the feverish energy with which the problem is being

studied, and the rapidity with which railroads in self-defense must

adopt improvements which promise economical results or increase in

speed or comfort of travel, places it entirely within the probabilities

that many of us are likely to be called upon to take up in earnest ihe

study of electricity before our days of usefulness are over or else

bring those days to a very brief and sudden conclusion.

In turning over the executive direction of your affairs to the gentle-

man whom you are about to choose for this important position, it is

a great pleasure to express the confidence of the Board of Direction in

his ability to perform the duties devolving upon him, and no more

good fortune can befall him than to be assisted in the work by such

men as have composed the committees and staff during the term of

the present incumbent, who takes this occasion to express his thanks

for the honors you have conferred on him in the past, and his best

wishes for your future advancement and prosperity.

The President :—The next business is the reports of the Secretary

and Treasurer.

Secretary L. C. Fritch read the following reports

:

REPORTS OF SECRETARY AND TREASURER.

To the Members of the Association:

The following report is respectfully submitted

:
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Balance cash on hand last annual report $4,9o6 29

Receipts during the year:

Entrance fees $ 530 00

Dues 5,285 00

Sale of Proceedings 1,93666

Sale of Bulletins 132 92

Sale of Specifications l 7 70

Binding Proceedings for members 128 00

Advertising 2
'
2^ * *

Interest on deposits 00 00

Total receipts $10,327 39

Expenditures during the year:

Stationery and printing $3,76o 81

Postage and exchange 382 22

Clerks' salaries i.5°o 00

Office equipment 258 02

Office supplies 43 32

Rents 36o 00

Annual meeting expenses 55 90

Committee expenses 3° 30

Telephone and telegrams 36 49

Expressage on Proceedings 124 68

Light :4 °3

Charter fees 20 0O

Total expenditures $6,673 77

Balance to credit $3,653 62

Balance cash on hand March 17, 1905 $8 ';>59 9 1

Bills payable (current accounts for printing, etc.) $631 50

Bills receivable

:

From dues $3,96470

From advertising 966 30

From sale of Proceedings 152 92

Total bills receivable $5,083 92

MEMBERSHIP.

Membership last annual report 437

Members admitted during the year 57

494

Withdrawals during the year 10

Dropped for non-payment of dues 10

Deceased members 3

31 3i

Membership date of this report 463
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The following members have died during the year: R. Southgate,

L. F. G. Bouscaren, John G. Hartigan.

Mr. W. S. Dawley,

Treasurer, American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association, Chicago, 111.

Dear Sir:—In accordance with your request, I have examined the

books and accounts of the Secretary of your Association, and find the

cash balance on hand to be $8,559.91, March 17th, 1905.

Yours truly,

(Signed) T. J. Lawlor,

Auditor's Office, Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R.

March 20th, 1905.

The President:—Gentlemen, you have heard the reports of the Sec-

retary and Treasurer. Without objection, we will consider them ap-

proved.

The next order of business is the reports of standing committees.

The first committee to be considered is that on Wooden Bridges and

Trestles. The Secretary will call the names of the Committee, and the

Committee will please take seats on the platform. The chairman will

please make a preliminary statement regarding the report of the Com-
mittee. (See report, pp. 23-47; discussion, pp. 54-T17.)

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President:—If there is no further discussion of this matter,

we will dismiss the Committee, and take up the subject of Roadway.

(See report, pp. 119-142; discussion, pp. 145-173.)

EVENING SESSION.

The President:—Our meeting to-night has been requested by '.he

Rail Committee, in order that it may acquire as much information from

the members as possible with regard to their experiences with rails since

our specifications were adopted; and the chairman states that if there

is any member here who has a hesitancy about talking, for fear that

his remarks will be published, we will make arrangements to see that

his remarks are not published, so we hope that everybody will feel at

liberty to talk. I will now turn the meeting over to the charge of Mr.

William R. Webster, chairman of the Committee on Rail. (See dis-

cussion, pp. I75- I 95-)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1905.

MORNING SESSION.

The President :—We will continue the consideration of the report

of the Committee on Roadway.

The next report to be considered is that of the Committee on Iron

and Steel Structures, Mr. J. P. Snow, chairman. (See report, pp. 197-446;

discussion, pp. 447-483.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President :—We will dismiss the Committee with our thanks,

and take up the report on Signaling and Interlocking, Mr. J. C. Mock,

chairman. It has been decided by the Board of Direction, in view of

the situation our work is in, that we are going to set a limit on the

time for the consideration of these reports. The time limit on this one

will be one hour. We will hear from the chairman. (See report, pp.

4S5-546; discussion, pp. 547-555-)

The President :—Before we adjourn I would announce the appoint-

ment of the following gentlemen to act as tellers : Mr. John Dean,

chairman
; J. G. Bloom, L. S. Rose.

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1905.

MORNING SESSION.

The President :—We will now consider the report of the Committee

on Yards and Terminals. (See report, pp. 557-591; discussion, pp.

592-595)

The President:—We will now hear the report of the Committee on

Water Service. The chairman is requested to make a statement in

connection with the introduction of his report. (See report, pp. 597"6i9;

discussion, pp. 620-628.)

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The President:—The first business in order is the consideration of

the report of the Committee on Records, Reports and Accounts. (See

report, pp. 629-658; discussion, pp. 661-673.)

The President:—We will now take up the report of the Committee

on Buildings. (See report, pp. 675-686; discussion, pp. 687-696.)

The President :—We will now call on the chairman of the Committee

on Masonry to present his report, and he will please make a statement

of the present situation. (See report, pp. 697-724; discussion, pp. 725-

729- ).

The President:—The next report is that of the Committee on Uni-

form Rules.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh .Valley) :—I move that the report of

the Committee on Uniform Rules be read by title and received as in-

formation.

(The motion was carried. See report, pp. 731-734.)

The President:—We will next take up the report of the Committee

on Ballasting. (See report, pp. 735-744! discussion, pp. 745, 746.)

The President :—We will now take up the report of the Committee

on Track. The chair does not feel that it is worth while to take up

the report in an extended manner, unless the chairman thinks there

are some things in the report which we could dispose of in a half hour.

If there are any items in the report which can be disposed of quickly, we

will take them up. (See report, pp. 747-758; discussion, pp. 759-761.)

2
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The President :—The hour for the business session of the conven-

tion is so near at hand that it seems hardly possible to dispose of any

more committee reports. I would like to have a motion that the report

of the Committee on Ties be read by title.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—I move that the report

of the Committee on Ties be read by title.

(The motion was carried. See report, pp. 763-774; discussion, pp.

775-78o.)

The President :—There is no formal report from the Committee on

Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards. Is the chairman of the

Committee present? If so, we would be glad to have a progress report.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—The Committee on Signs,

Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards had two meetings during the past

year. A sub-committee was appointed for the purpose of investigating

the question of galvanizing. That Committee has made some progress,

but is not prepared to make a report. Near the end of Bulletin No. 60,

page 69, will be found some slight changes that are suggested in the

conclusions. These changes are very slight. One of them is a sub-

stitution of the words "smooth wire" in preference to "woven wire,"

the intention being to provide for the use of the word "smooth" in

contradistinction to barbed wire. The others are merely definitions.

The President :—I think we might pass on the question of smooth

wire as opposed to barbed wire.

Mr. Baldwin :—That conclusion was adopted last year. As adopted

it read : "Use of woven wire in preference to barbed wire for railroad

fences." The Committee now submits : "The use of smooth wire in

preference to barbed wire in railroad fences," preferring to use the word
"smooth" in contradistinction to "barbed."

The President:—Is there any objection to the adoption of the sug-

gestion of the Committee? If not, we will consider it approved.

The President:—We will now hear from the Committee on Eco-
nomics of Railway Location.

Mr. W. McNab (Grank Trunk) :—The Committee on Economics of

Railway Location desires simply to report to the Association that the

work of investigation along the particular lines as laid down by rhe

Board of Direction has already been undertaken and definite progress

made, although there are no results in form for presentation at this

time. The Association will doubtless realize that the nature of the

work allocated to this Committee is somewhat complex, and will require

careful study and analysis before a report is presented to the Associa-

tion. With this in view, it is hoped that the members will understand

that it is impossible to announce in advance just when the first Bulletin

will be issued, but they can rest assured that the Committee recognises

that the ultimate results of its investigations will be far-reaching, and to

that end it will leave nothing reasonable undone in order to obtain data

which will be of practical benefit to the railways generally.
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The President :—Gentlemen, you have heard the report.

The President :—We would be glad to have a similar report of

progress from the Special Committee on Classification of Track.

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—Our Committee has

found it necessary to get a considerable amount of information from

the railroads, and it has taken considerable time to get it. The informa-

tion reached the Secretary of the Association only a few days prior to

this meeting, and it remains for the Committee to tabulate it, as the

information in question will forrn the basis of our conclusions. We
have had one meeting of the Committee and think that fair progress has

been made under the circumstances.

The President:—Without objection, the report of the Committee will

be received. This completes the consideration of the committee reports.

The next thing in order is new business. If there is no new business, we

will proceed with the election of officers. We will listen to the report

of the tellers.

The Secretary :—The tellers have canvassed the votes for the elec-

tion of officers and report that the following ballots were cast:

For President

:

H. G. Kelley 250

Hunter McDonald 3

A. W. Johnston 1

For Vice-President

:

A. W. Johnston 254

H. G. Kelley 1

For Secretary:

L. C. Fritch 255

For Treasurer

:

W. S. Dawley 255

Two Directors

:

J. B. Berry 254

W. McNab 255

Blank 1

L. S Rose,
^

(Signed) John Dean, ^Tellers.

J. G. BloomJ

The President :—The gentlemen who received the highest votes, as

announced by the Secretary, are declared elected to the offices. In this

connection I wiil announce that it was realized that Mr. Kittredge held

his office under the Constitution as a Past-President. The Board has

transferred Mr. Kittredge to the office of Past-President and substituted

Mr. W. C. Cushing, of the Pennsylvania Lines, to fill the vacancy. The

chair also desires to announce the resignation of Mr. A. W. Sullivan

from the Board of Direction, and to state that the filling of the vacancy

will be left to the new Directors.
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Unless the gentlemen desire to have a speech from the incoming

President, the chair will entertain a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley):—I move that a vote of

thanks be tendered to the Committee of Arrangements for the excellent

manner in which it has performed its duties.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

Mr. Garrett Davis (Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific) :—I move that

the thanks of the Association be tendered to the retiring President of the

Association for his courtesy and fairness in presiding over the delibera-

tions of this meeting.

(The motion was carried unanimously.)

The President :—I thank you, gentlemen, for the compliment.

The chair awaits a motion to adjourn, or a speech from the new

President.

President-elect Kelley:—Mr. Chairman and members of the Associa-

tion : In accepting the position of President, to which you have elected

me, I desire to express my keen appreciation of the honor you have con-

ferred upon me, and at the same time my realization of the obligations

which the office imposes. I will have as a guide the administration of

our retiring President, M'r. McDonald, whose devotion to the duties of

his office and whose fidelity to the interests of the Association have won
for him the respect of the Board of Direction who have been associated

with him during the past few years. If I shall be fortunate enough to

conduct the business of the Association with equal skill I shall " feel that

my labor is not in vain.

I hope that such work as I may perform may not be open to the

criticism of a piece of work performed by a rodman a number of years

ago in a location out in Montana. Many of us recall full well the old

brown cotton duck trousers that did such yeoman service for us on loca-

tion work, but they had a fashion sometimes of ripping up the leg. One
night, sitting before the campfirc, the rodman produced a piece of string

and started to lace up the outside seam of his trousers which had burst

open. I said to him, "Hello, Ralph, what are you doing?" He answered,

"I am running a preliminary line up my trousers leg and I intend to put

in a string intersection."

(On motion, the convention adjourned sine die.)

The seventh annual convention will be held in Chicago, 111., begin-

ning Tuesday, March 20th, 1906. L. C. Fritch,

Secretarv.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. VII.—ON WOODEN
BRIDGES AND TRESTLES.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

In accordance with instructions, your Committee has considered the

subject of Wooden Trestles for railroads and submits the following

report

:

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS OF PREVIOUS REPORTS.

1900:—In the preliminary report the Committee presented an outline

of the manner in which it proposed to prosecute its work and formulate

future reports (pp. 159-160, Vol. L, 1900).

1901 :—The report for 1901 contained papers on the following subjects:

Pile and frame trestles ; specifications for metal bridges ; docks and

wharves on the great lakes, docks and wharves for general freight pur-

poses ; freight sheds, transfer floats, ferries and bridges. The report con-

tained no conclusions or recommendations (pp. 136-166, Vol. II., 1901).

1902 :—The report for 1902 contained no conclusions or recommenda-

tions and was referred back for further consideration (pp. 288-294, Vol.

III., 1902).

1903 :—The report for 1903 did not come before the convention for

lack of time (pp. 27-30, Bulletin No. 31, 1903).

1904 :—The report for 1904 was read by title and written discussion

submitted from various members. In the report of 1904 the Committee

submitted for adoption definitions and specifications (pp. 729-747, Vol. V.,

1904).

HISTORICAL.

The Committee has undertaken the preparation of a history of the

development of the Wooden Bridge and Trestle and submits herewith

a list of the books and pamphlets relating to the subject with short notes

showing what part of the subject is referred to in each work.

This list is submitted as information leading to the more complete

history to be given to the Association in subsequent reports.

23
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ANALYTICAL.

Wooden bridges and trestles have served their purposes, and while

in many cases they have been superseded by permanent construction, it

will be a very long time before wooden trestles cease to be used on most

of our railroads.

The specifications for trestle timber have been compiled after com-

paring standard specifications from all parts of the country. The Com-

mittee has endeavored to eliminate {hose specifications that were needlessly

exacting or calling for the impossible.

The specifications for timber formerly submitted by this Committee

have been completely rewritten in the interest of clearness and to embody

the best practice.

The Committee submits as information a copy of the specifications

drawn up by a joint committee of the Southern Lumbermen's Associa-

tion and the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, which joint committee

met with your Committee and discussed these specifications informally.

It was intended that their "standard heart" should correspond to specifica-

tions for bridge timber. Your Committee did not adopt or in any way

authorize these specifications.

The specifications submitted by your Committee are so written that

each section is complete in itself, even though this calls for some repe-

tition.

A plan for a ballasted deck trestle is submitted without dimensions.

Local conditions and varying unit stresses will determine many of the

sizes and details, but your Committee believes that the type shown is best,

keeping in mind the fact that repairs must be made in time. Treated

timber is to be used throughout.

oTx
"
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Plan for Ballasted Deck Trestle.
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Specifications for workmanship are submitted. It is not expected

that they will be universally adopted, but rather that they will indicate

good average practice and that their use will lead to close and accurate

fit among the members, and that when built under these specifications

each member will carry the load designed for it.

REVIEW OF FORMER REPORTS.

Acting under instructions from the Association this Committee has

in previous reports presented several plans for trestles, accompanied by

specifications for material and workmanship.

We do not consider it feasible for the Association to adopt a stand-

ard plan for trestles on account of the varying conditions encountered

in the different localities where such structures are required.

The practice of designing and building trestles will be best advanced

by a discussion of the different types and details used and the endorse-

ment as being "good practice" of such as meet with the approval of the

Association.

The loads to be carried and the length of span to be used are largely

local questions. These two factors, together with the allowable unit

stresses, will determine the sizes of the various parts of the structure.

The first requisite toward uniformity in trestle building is the adop-

tion of standard unit stresses, and we recommend the following stresses

for long leaf Yellow Pine and Oregon Fir:

Stringers 1,200 lbs. per sq. in. on extreme fiber in bending

Caps and Sills 350 lbs. per sq. in. for bearing across the grain

Posts and Piles |i,2CO-i8— lbs. per sq. in. where 1= length and

d== least diameter of post, both in inches.

Length of Span.—A very general criticism developed by the Com-

mittee's correspondence during the past year is that the span is too long,

and it is recommended that the span be reduced to 12 feet.

Number of Piles to the Bent.—The best practice is in favor of more

than four piles to the bent, at the same time five piles per bent does not

admit of carrying the load from the stringers to the pile in the best

manner, hence the Committee's recommendation to use six piles to the

bent. In open trestles these should be grouped close to the stringers;

in ballasteed deck trestles they can be distributed more uniformly under

the cap.
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Bracing.—The Committee is in receipt of a great deal of correspond-

ence as to size of sway-bracing and method of fastening same to the

bent. More than half the mileage reporting used 3 X 10-in. sway-bracing

and bolt the ends, spiking the sway-braces securely to intermediate piles

or posts. This is believed to be good practice.

Elevation of Outer Rail on Curves.—The Committee is somewhat

divided, but in general believes it good practice to frame the elevation

in the posts or piles (see 1904 report). This decision is borne out by the

majority of the roads reporting.

Longitudinal X Bracing.—This should be 6 X 10 !"• instead of

3 X 10 in.

Material like washers, packing spools, bolts, etc., that can be pur-

chased ready-made, can be readily standardized to the advantage of both

manufacturer and user.

The proper function of the specifications for workmanship and mate-

rial is to supplement the information given on the plans by stating the

quality of the material to be used and the manner of doing the work.

A general specification for workmanship will naturally contain many

clauses that are not required for each particular case, and this fact must

be borne in mind in discussing the specifications appended hereto.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BRIDGE TIMBER.

guard-rail.

*To be cut from sound live trees and sawed full size, square in section Long Leaf
YsIIow

and out of wind. It shall be close grained and free from wind shakes, Pine or

1 1 .... , , Douglas Fir.
unsound knots or knots over 2 in. in diameter, or any defect that will

impair its strength or durability. One face shall show all heart, the other

face and both edges shall show not less than 75 per cent, heart measured

across the surface anywhere on the piece.

BRIDGE TIES.

*To be cut from sound live trees and sawed full size, square in section Long Leaf
Yellow Pine

and out of wind. Timber shall be close grained, free from wind shakes, and White,
Post and

unsound knots, or knots over 1Y2 in. in diameter, or any defect that may Burr Oak.

impair its strength or durability. Sap will be allowed on any or all corners,

but each side shall show 75 per cent, heart, measured across the side any-

where on the tie. Sound knots not more than ij^ in. in diameter will be

allowed if so located that they will not impair the strength of the tie.

•See amendment, page 41.
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BRIDGE TIES.

Shall be full size and length and sawed square and out of wind.

They must be close grained and free from wind shakes, large, loose or

unsound knots or decayed streaks, and must show at any point in their

length not less than 85 per cent, heart. Knots must not show over 2 in.

in diameter "is measured on the surface and must not be in groups.

STRINGERS.

*To be cut from sound live trees and sawed full size, square in section

and out of wind. They must be close grained and free from wind shakes,

large or unsound knots, pitch seams, decay or defects that will impair

their strength or durability. No side to show less than 85 per cent, heart

measured across the sides anywhere in the length of the stick. Solid

knots will be allowed, but not in groups nor so located as to impair the

strength of the piece.

STRINGERS.

*Shall be sawed square in section and full size and length. Straight

close grained and cut from sound live trees and must be free from shakes,

large, loose or rotten knots, pitch seams, pitch pockets, or any other

defect in the grain which would impair the strength of the piece. Sap

wood, if sound, will be permitted on two corners of the stick, but at

least 85 per cent, of any face and 70 per cent, of any edge shall show all

heart, measured across the surface at any point on the length of the stick.

Sound knots less than 2 in. wide will be permitted if not less than 4 in.

from the edge. Knots must not be in groups, and in no case will they be

allowed on any edge of any stick.

*CAPS, INTERMEDIATE CAPS AND SILLS.

Shall be cut from sound live trees, sawed full size and length and

square in section. Timber shall be close grained and free from wind

shakes, large or unsound knots, decay or any defects that will impair

its strength. Solid knots will be allowed, but they must not be so

located as to impair the strength of the stick. The opposite or bearing

faces of the caps shall show 85 per cent, heart and the other two sides

shall show 75 per cent, heart, measured across the face anywhere in the

length of the stick.

*CAPS, INTERMEDIATE CAPS AND SILLS.

Timber shall be sawed full size and length, square in section and out

of wind, close grained and free from wind shakes, large, loose or unsound

*See amendment, page 41.
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knots, decayed streaks, or hollow butts. Sap wood if sound will be

allowed, but each face shall show at least 75 per cent, heart measured

across the face anywhere in the length of the stick. Sap must not exceed

two (2) in. in width at any corner. Knots must be sound and not over

3 in. in diameter measured on surface of stick and must not be in groups.

POSTS.

Timber shall be cut from live sound trees, sawed full size and length

and out of wind. It shall be free from shakes, large or unsound knots or

any defect that will impair its strength or durability; each face must

show 66 per cent, heart measured across the face anywhere in the length

of the stick. Sound knots will be allowed up to two (2) in. in diameter,

measured on surface of the stick, but no knots will be permitted in the

corner of the post. One-inch wane will be allowed on two corners half

the length of the stick.

LONGITUDINAL STRUTS OR GIRTS.

Timber to be cut from sound live trees and full size and length,

square in section and out of wind. It shall be close grained and free from

shakes, rot and any defect that will impair its strength or durability. One

edge shall show all heart, the other three sides shall show 85 per cent,

heart measured across the face anywhere in the length of the stick.

LONGITUDINAL X BRACES, SASH BRACES AND SWAY-BRACES.

Timber to be cut from sound live trees, sawed full size and length and

square in section, close grained and free from wind shakes, large or

unsound knots or other defects that will impair its strength for the above

pieces, each face to show 66 per cent, heart anywhere in the length of the

stick; no restrictions as to sap on edges.

PILES.

*Piles shall be cut from growing trees, free from wind or heart shakes,

large or unsound knots, decay or other defects that impair the strength

or durability of the pile. Only butt cuts, cut above the ground swell of

the tree, will be accepted. Bark shall be peeled off, and knots trimmed

smoothly to the body of the tree. After peeling and trimming, piles shall

be reasonably straight and uniformly tapering.

Piles shall be of close, firm grain and with sap-ring not over 2 in. in

thickness. They shall not be less than 12 in. in diameter 6 ft. from the

butt, and when less than 30 ft. in length shall be 10 in. in diameter at the

*See amendment, page 41.
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point, 30 ft. to 39 ft. long, 9 in., and 40 ft. long and over, 8 in. at the point.

Square piles shall be of timber squared throughout their entile length,

smoothly hewed and of the following dimensions : Large end not less

than 14 in. or more than 16 in. in diameter; small end for piles 30 ft.

long and under, 10 in. square; 30 ft. long to 40 ft. long, 9 in. square; 40 ft.

long and over, 8 in. square. A pile will be considered straight if it has

not more than 2 in. deviation from the straight in 20 ft., 5 in. in 30 ft., or

8 in. in 40 ft., or 10 in. in 50 ft., but no short crooks will be allowed.

*Piles shall be cut from growing trees, free from wind or heart shakes,

large or unsound knots, decay or other defects that impair the strength

or durability of the pile. Only butt cuts, cut above the ground swell

of the tree, will be accepted. Bark shall be peeled off, and knots trimmed

smoothly to the body of the tree. After peeling and trimming, piles shall

be reasonably straight and uniformly tapering. Piles shall not be less

than 14 in. nor more than 18 in. in diameter at the large end. Piles less

than 36 ft. long shall be not less than 10 in. in diameter at the small end.

Piles over 36 ft. long shall be not less than 9 in. in diameter at the

small end.

PILES.

Piles shall be cut from sound live trees, close grained and free from

wind or heart shakes, large or unsound knots, decay or other defects

that will impair the strength or durability of the pile.

No doubtful grades of yellow pine will be accepted. Piles shall be

hewed square, except that 1 in. wane will be allowed on two corners half

the length of the pile. They shall not be less than 12 in. nor more

than 14 in. at the large end and not less than 8 in. square at the small

•end. Piles having a bend not exceeding 4 in. in 20 ft., 6 in. in 30 ft, and

8 in. in 40 ft. or over will be considered straight. No short crooks allowed.

Piles must be hewed smoothly without deep score hacks. Piles shall show

at least 75 per cent, heart on face anywhere in their length.

PILES.

White cedar piles shall not be less than 14 in. in diameter at the

large end and 9 in. at the small end, if less than 30 ft. in length ; when over

30 ft. in length they shall be not less than 8 in. in diameter at the small

end. Unsound butts will be accepted if the defect is not more than

4 in. in diameter. There must be 5 inches of sound close grained wood all

•See amendment, page 42.
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round the defect. Red cedar piles must fulfill above conditions, but shall

not be less than 12 in. in diameter at the butt.

Piles shall have knots trimmed smoothly to the body of the tree.

Piles having a bend of 4 in. in 20 ft., 6 in. in 30 ft., and 8 in. in 40

ft. or longer will be considered straight.

PILES.

All piles to be made from straight, sound, live red or yellow Oregon Oregon ]

Fir, free from shakes or unsound knots, and showing not more than 1^2

in. of sap at the small end. Piles shall show a gradual taper from end

to end. Ends must be cut off square, all bark peeled off and all branches

and knots trimmed off smoothly. Piles under 40 ft. in length must be

not less than 10 in. in diameter at the small end and not less than 14 nor

more than 18 in. in diameter at the large end. Piling over 40 ft. in length

shall be at least 8 in. in diameter at the small end and from 16 to 22 in.

in diameter at the large end. Piles will be considered straight when they

have a gradual bend of 2 in. in 20 ft., 3 in. in 30 ft., 4 in. in 40 ft., or

S in. in 50 ft. or over.

PILES.

*Cypress piles shall be cut from sound heart, red or swamp cypress. Cypress
.

Piles,
close grained, free from unsound knots, decay or large pecky timber or

any defect that would impair the strength or durability of the timber.

Piles shall be squared throughout their whole length and smoothly

hewed. No piles to be more than 16 nor less than 14 in. square at the

large end. Piles less than 30 ft. long shall be 10 in. square at the small

end. Following bends will be considered straight : 2 in. in 20 ft., 3 in. in

30 ft, 4 in. in 40 ft. ; 5 in. in 50 ft. Piles shall be free from sap.

Piles for foundation that will always be completely submerged and

piles for cofferdams, falsework and other temporary work may be of red

oak, hickory, elm, gum or any sound timber that will stand driving and

need not be peeled. They must not show short crooks. A line passed

from end to end of the pile shall lie within the pile. Such piles shall not

be less than 12 in. nor more than 16 in. in diameter at the large end and

at least 9 in. in diameter at the small end.

*See amendment, page 42.
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Standard
Heart.

Square Edge
and Sound.

Standard
Heart.

Square Edge
and Sound.

Standard
Heart.

Square Edge
and Sound.

Standard
Heart.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR YELLOW PINE FOR RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION.

Submitted by the Joint Committee from the Southern Lumbermen's Association

and the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

STRINGERS.

Must be sawn from sound timber ; may contain knots, shakes or

other defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength

or durability of the piece. Must show 85 per cent, heart on all four sides

at any given point on the piece. Must show four square edges the full

length.

Must be sawn from sound timber ; may contain knots, shakes or

other defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength

or durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

Sap is considered no defect.

GUARD-RAILS.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or

other defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show one face all heart, and other three

faces 75 per cent, at any given point on the piece. Must show four square

edges the full length.

Must be sawn from sound timber ; may contain knots, shakes or

other defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength

or durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

Sap is considered no defect.

CAPS.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show 85 per cent, heart on two parallel

sides and 75 per cent, on the other sides at any given point. Must show

four square edges the full length.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

Sap is considered no defect.

LONGITUDINAL X BRACES.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or

other defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength
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or durability of the piece. Must show 66% per cent, heart on all four

sides at any point on the piece. Must show four square edges the full

length.

LONGITUDINAL X BRACES.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

Sap is considered no defeat.

SWAY BRACES.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or

other defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength

or durability of the piece. Must show 66% per cent, heart on two faces, at

any given point on the piece. Must show four square edges the full

length. Sap is considered no defect.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

Sap is considered no defect.

Standard
Heart.

Must be sawn from sound timber ; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show 66% per cent, heart on all four sides, at

any given point on the piece. Must show four square edges the full

length.

Must be sawn from sound timber ; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

Sap is considered no defect.

BRIDGE TIES.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show 75 per cent, heart on all four sides, at

any given point on the piece. Must show four square edges the full

length.

Must be sawn from sound timber; may contain knots, shakes or other

defects of such character as will not materially affect the strength or

durability of the piece. Must show four square edges the full length.

3

Standard
Heart.

Standard
Heart.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR WORKMANSHIP FOR PILE AND
FRAME TRESTLES.

The work shall be done in strict accordance with the plans furnished.

Piles shall be properly prepared and driven to the satisfaction of

the Engineer.

When necessary the heads of the piles shall be protected by rings

and the points by iron or steel shoes of approved pattern.

Piles shall generally be driven until they do not sink -more than ^2-in.

per blow for the last ten blows of a hammer weighing 3,000 lbs. falling

freely 15 ft. except in soft bottom, when special instructions will be issued.

Batter piles shall be driven at the desired inclination, so as to require

but slight movement before framing.

The tops of the piles in the same bent shall be sawed off to the

same plane and shall be trimmed to leave no horizontal surfaces projecting

outside of the caps.

Piles shall be framed for a fair bearing to braces.

All piles injured in driving or driven out of place shall either be

pulled or cut off and new piles driven.

Caps shall be sized over the piles or posts to a uniform thickness.

They shall be drift bolted to the piles or posts.

Frame bents shall be neatly and accurately framed.

Sills shall be securely drift bolted to the foundations.

Posts shall be fastened to sills and caps by drift bolts or dowels

and toe-nailed.

Bracing, both longitudinal and transverse, shall be secured to the

bents by bolts and boat spikes.

Stringers shall be sized at the caps and shall be bolted together, using

proper packing spools.

Stringers shall be in double lengths and shall be laid to break joints.

Each stringer shall have four packing bolts at each cap and one uncut

stick of each group shall be drift bolted to the cap.

Side stringers and stringers laid singly shall be drift bolted at each

end to the cap.

Ties shall be notched over stringers to a uniform thickness. They

shall be spaced as shown on the plan.

Every fourth tie shall be spiked at each end to the outside stringers;

the ties shall be bored for these spikes.
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Guard-rails shall be neatly lapped i}4 in. over the ties and secured Guard-

by bolts or lag screws to every fourth tie.

The bolt or lag screw to be placed in the same tie which is spiked to

the stringers.

Holes for bolts and drift bolts shall be bored to give a tight driving p. it

Holes,

fit for the bolts.

Bolts shall be ordered of such length that not more than y2 -in. of Holts,

thread will project beyond the nuts.

Washers shall be of standard pattern.

Packing spools shall have the same area of bearing on timber as

the washers for the packing bolts.

Bulkheads shall be of good old timber cut to the slope of the bank

to hold the earth or ballast.

DEFINITIONS.

*Wooden Trestle.—A structure composed of vertical members, support-

ing simple horizontal members or beams, the whole forming a

support for loads applied to the horizontal members.

*Fbame Trestle.—One in which the vertical members or supports are

framed timbers.

*Pile Trestle.—One in which the vertical members or supports are

piles.

Bent.—The group of members forming a single vertical support of a

trestle, designated as pile bent where the principal members are piles,

and as framed bent where of framed timbers.

Posts.—The vertical and battered members of the bent of a framed

trestle.

Piles.—Timbers driven in the ground and intended generally to support

a structure.

*Batter—The deviation from a perpendicular in upright members of a

bent.

Cap.—The horizontal member upon the tops of piles or posts connecting

them in the form of a bent.

Sill.—The lower horizontal member of a framed bent.

Sub-Sills.—Timbers bedded in the ground to support framed bents.

-Intermediate Sill.—A horizontal member in the plane of the bent be-

tween the cap and lower sill and into which the posts are framed.

Sway Braces.—Members bolted or spiked to the bent and extending

diagonally across its face.

*See amendment, page 42.
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Longitudinal Struts or Girts.—Stiff members running horizontally or

nearly so from bent to bent.

Longitudinal X Braces.—Members extending diagonally from bent to

bent in vertical or battered planes.

*Sash Braces.—Members secured horizontally to the posts or piles of

a bent.

Stringers.—The longitudinal members extending from bent to bent and

supporting the ties.

*Safety or Jack Stringers.—A single line of stringers placed outside of

the main stringers.

''Ties.—Transverse timbers resting on the stringers and supporting the

track.

Guard Rails.—Longitudinal members, either iron or wood, secured on top

of ties.

Packing Blocks.—Small members, usually wood, intended to secure the

parts of a. composite member in their proper relative positions.

Packing Spools or Separators.—Small castings used in connection with

packing bolts to secure the several parts of a composite member

in their proper relative position.

:;-Drift Bolt.—A long piece of round or square iron with or without head

or point driven as a spike.

*Dowel.—A short iron or wooden pin used to connect members.

*Shim.—A small piece of wood or metal placed underneath any portion

of a structure to bring it to a desired elevation.

*FlSH Plate.—The short piece secured to the side of several members

which are butt jointed.

*Bulkhead.—Timber placed on edge against the side of an end bent for

the purpose of retaining the embankment.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

A list of books and pamphlets relating to Wooden Bridges and

Trestles, with short notes showing what part of the subject is referred

to in each work, is given herewith

:

Chanute, Octave, and George S. Morison, "Kansas City Bridge,"

New York, 1870. The bridge of which plans and descriptions are given

has combination trusses of the double intersection Warren type.

Charles River; "An account of some of the Bridges over Charles

River, as connected with the growth of Cambridge." Cambridge, 1858.

Cooper, Theodore; "American Railroad Bridges," New York, 1890.

Eleven of the 23 plates give general plans, and in some cases details of

wooden truss bridges. The text contains brief notes on a number of the

earliest bridges built in this country.

See amendment, page 42.
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Dredge, James; "The Pennsylvania Railroad: Its Organization,

Construction and Management." London and New York, 1879. Brief

notes on the wooden bridge over the Delaware River at Trenton, built

by Lewis Wernwag, in 1803, and replaced in 1875.

Duggan, George ; "Specimens of the Stone, Iron and Wooden Bridges,

Viaducts, Tunnels, Culverts, etc., of the United States Railroads," New
York, 1850.—Descriptions and plans of the wooden truss bridges of the

Burr type and of pile and fram'ed trestles on the Utica & Syracuse

Railroad ; the Cascade arch bridge ; the viaduct across Canewacta Creek

and other bridges on the New York & Erie Railroad ; one on the North-

ern Railroad of New York; three truss bridges on the Connecticut River

Railroad, and one of the type used on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

Most of these illustrations were republished in London in 1863 by John
Weale in "Theory, Practice and Architecture of Bridges of Stone, Iron,

Timber and Wire," in five volumes.

Comolli, L. ; "Aut. Les Ponts De L'Amerique du Nord, Edude,

Calcul, Description de ces Ponts. Comparison des Systemes Americain

et Europeen," Paris, 1879. One volume text and one volume plates.

Five of the plates show plans and details of a Howe truss of 14 panels

;

a combination Pratt truss by the American Bridge Company of Chicago

;

a combination Post truss ; a combination truss by Kellogg & Maurice,

which is a modified Pratt truss in which the lower chord is supported

midway between panel points by additional diagonals ; a combination Fink

truss over Tygart's Valley at Grafton, Va., on the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad ; and a short wooden beam bridge on the Philadelphia & Reading
Railway.

Foster, Wolcott, C. ; "Treatise on Wooden Trestle Bridges according

to the Present Practice on American Railroads," New York, 1891. The
text is illustrated by 37 plates showing details of pile and framed trestles

;

increased to 45 plates in the edition of 1894.

Haupt, Herman ; "General Theory of Bridge Construction," New
York, 185 1.—Besides historical notes on the relative extent to which the

Town lattice, Burr and Long trusses are used on railroads, the second

part gives dimensions, material, weight and cost for six wooden truss

bridges on the Pennsylvania Railroad, one on the Cumberland Valley

Railroad, one on the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, and one on the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

Johnson, J. B., C. W. Bryan and F. E. Turneaure; "Theory and

Practice of Modern Framed Structures," New York, 1893.—Historical

development of the truss idea, detail plans of a standard Howe truss

bridge on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway and of one on

the Southern Pacific Railway. Several plans of pile and framed trestles

of modern design.

Long, Stephen H. ; "Description of S. H. Long's Bridge," together

with a series of directions to bridge builders, Philadelphia, 1848.

Macdonald, Charles ; "Discussion of the General Principles Involved
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in the Construction and Action of the Isometrical Truss Bridge." Phila-

delphia, 1867.—The plate shows the plan of the Schuylkill River bridge

on the Perkiomen Railroad, which has combination trusses of the double

intersection Warren type.

Mahan, D. H. ; "Treatise on Civil Engineering." Revised and edited,

with additions and new plates, by De Volson Wood.—Contains descrip-

tion and some details of the Long, Town, Howe, Burr, Pratt, McCallum

and Post trusses.

Merriman, Mansfield and Henry S. Jacoby ; "Text Book on Roofs

and Bridges." Part I, Stresses in simple trusses. Sixth edition, New
York, 1905, Part III, Bridge design. New York, 1894.—Historical notes

on the evolution of American truss bridges.

Pontzen, Ernest ; "Ueber Holzerne Briicken unter besonderm Hinweise

auf Amerikanische Gerust Briicken" (Trestle Bridges). Wien, 1876—
The plate shows the three different types of trestle bents of the Louis-

ville, Cincinnati & Lexington Railroad, the Philadelphia & Reading Rail-

way, and the Central Pacific Railroad.

Pope, Thomas; "Treatise on Bridge Architecture," no place, 181 1.

Brief descriptions or notes, without illustrations, on a number of the

earliest wooden bridges in America.

Post, S. S. ; "Treatise on the Principles of Civil Engineering as

applied to the Construction of Wooden Bridges." New York, 1859.

Tower, G. B. N. ; "Instructions on Modern American Bridge Build-

ing." Boston, 1874.—Contains a plate showing a few forms of trestle

bents of one story.

Town, Ithiel ; "Some Account and Description of Ithiel Town's Im-

provement in the Construction and Practical Execution of Bridges,

Aqueducts and Railroad Bridges," New York, 1831.—Gives a list of Town
truss bridges built in the United States.

United States War Department ; "Reports of the Chief of Engineers

of the United States Army." These reports contain data relating to

bridges crossing navigable streams.

United States War Department Report on Bridging the Mississippi

River between St. Paul, Minn., and St. Louis, Mo., by Brevet Major-

General G. K. Warren, Corps of Engineers, United States Army. Wash-

ington, 1878.—Gives data relating to six wooden and combination bridges

on the LIpper Mississippi River.

United States Interior Department ; "Reports of the Patent Office,"

Washington.—Records of patents granted relating to wooden truss bridges.

Vose, George L. ; "Manual for Railroad Engineers and Engineering

Students," New York, 1873.—Brief descriptions and plans, with details

of a Howe truss and of seven combination trusses of the Howe, Pratt,

Warren and Fink type.

Whipple, Squire; "Essay on Bridge Building," Utica, 1847.—Work
on bridge building, Utica, 1847. "Elementary and Practical Treatise on

Bridge Building," New York, 1872. These works are noted as containing
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the first important development of the theory of bridge stresses and

design of simple truss bridges. The plan shows a few short span Howe
trusses and of a wooden truss, with double intersection Warren bracing.

Wood, De Volson ; "Treatise on the Theory of the Construction of

Bridges and Roofs," New York, 1873.—Contains brief notes on the King

Post, Queen Post, Warren, Fink, Town lattice, Long, Howe, Haupt lat-

tice, Hall lattice, McCallum and Burr trusses.

REFERENCES TO ENGINEERING PERIODICALS.

"Truss Bridges," by F. B. Brook, Patent Attorney, Engineering

News, Vol. 9 (1882), pp. 371, 384, 394, 395, 409, 4*7, 426, 433, 44 1 and

449; Vol. 10 (1883), pp. 16, 34, 41, 83, 85, 119, 143, 193, 228, 287, 324.

An illustrated historical description of all expired patents on truss bridges.

"Combination Bridge Building on the Pacific Coast," By Alfred D.

Ottewell. Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 27, page 446, 1892.

"The Mississippi River Bridges." Historical and descriptive sketch

of the bridges over the Mississippi River, by F. B. Maltby. Journal

Western Society of Engineers, Vol. 8, page 418. August, 1903. Describes

seven wooden and combination bridges completed between 1856 and 1882.

"Some Early Engineering Works in Pennsylvania." Presidential

address by Edwin F. Smith. Proceedings Engineers' Club of Philadelphia,

Vol. 21, page 73, April, 1904. Refers to a report made in 1838, which

comments upon the experimental design of lattice bridges on the Little

Schuylkill & Susquehanna Railroad (now the Catawissa branch of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway) and of their wooden trestle towers

ranging from 53 to 129 ft. in height. The plans of one truss span and

a 122-ft. tower of the Long Hollow Crossing, built in 1840, are repro-

duced. This was the first high trestle tower built in the United States.

The experimental model is preserved in the Museum of the Franklin

Institute in Philadelphia.

Journal of the Franklin Institute.

Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine.

Engineering News.

Railroad Gazette.

Engineering Record.

Engineering ( London )

.

These periodicals contain many historical notes on wooden bridges

in America, and many articles describing individual bridges, with more

or less details.
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CONCLUSIONS.

The Committee makes the following recommendations

:

FIRST—The adoption by the Association of the definitions submitted

in the 1904 report (pp. 73<>, 721, Vol. V).

SECOND—The adoption of the timber specifications submitted here-

with.

THIRD—The adoption of the plan submitted herewith for a ballasted

deck trestle as a type showing the best practice.

FOURTH—The adoption of the specifications for workmanship.

Respectfully submitted,

I. O. Walker, Assistant Engineer, N. C. & St. L. Ry., Paducah, Ky.,

Chairman.

F. E. Schall, Bridge Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railroad, South Bethlehem,

Pa., Vice-Chairman.

F. H. Bainbridge, Prin. Engineer, C. & N. W. Railway, Chicago.

D. B. Dunn, Division Engineer, Seaboard Air Line, Atlanta, Ga.

H. G. Fleming, Prest. and Chief Engineer, Memphis Belt Railway, Mem-

phis, Tenn.

B. W. Guppy, Bridge Engineer, Maine Central Railroad, Portland, Me.

J. C. Haugh, Resident Engineer, N. O. & N. E. R. R., New Orleans, La.

H. S. Jacoby, Prof, of Bridge Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca,

N. Y.

C. C. Mallard, Asst. Supt., L. & W. R. R.
:
Lafayette, La.

A. S. Markley, Div. Engineer, C. & E. I. R. R„ Danville, 111.

F. C. Miller, Resident Engineer, Southern Pacific Co., Sacramento, Cal.

F. J. Stimson, Engineer M. of Way, Grand Rapids & Indiana Railway,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Job Tuthill, Bridge Engineer, Pere Marquette Ry.. Detroit, Mich

Committee.
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AMENDMENTS.

Guard Rail.—Longleaf Yellow Pine or Douglas Fir. To be cut from

sound live trees and sawed full size, rectangular in section and out of wind.

It shall be close grained and free from wind shakes, unsound knots or

knots over 2 in. in diameter, or any defect that will impair its strength

or durability. One face shall show all heart, the other face and both edges

shall show not less than 75 per cent, heart measured across the surface

anywhere on the piece.

Bridge Ties.—Longleaf Yellow Pine, White, Post and Burr Oak.

To be cut from sound live trees and sawed full size, rectangular in section

and out of wind. Timber shall be close grained, free from wind shakes,

unsound knots, or knots over iy2 in. in diameter, or any defect that may
impair its strength or durability. Sap will be allowed on any or all cor-

ners, but each of the four sides shall show at least 75 per cent, heart,

measured across the side anywhere on the tie. Sound knots not more

than i l/> in. in diameter will be allowed if so located that they will not

impair the strength of the tie.

Stringers.—Longleaf Yellow Pine. To be cut from sound live trees

and sawed full size, rectangular in section and out of wind. They must

be close grained and free from wind shakes, large or unsound knots,

pitch seams, decay or defects that will impair their strength or durability.

None of the four sides to show less than 85 per cent, heart measured

across the sides anywhere in the length of the stick. Sound knots will

be allowed, but not in groups nor so located as to impair the strength of

the piece.

Amend heading to read : "Caps and Sills."

Piles.—White, Post or Burr Oak. Piles shall be cut from straight,

sound live trees, free from wind or heart shakes, large or unsound knots,

decay or other defects that impair the strength or durability of the pile.

Only butt cuts, cut above the ground swell of the tree, will be accepted.

Bark shall be peeled off, and knots trimmed smoothly to the body of the

tree. After peeling and trimming, piles shall be reasonably straight and

uniformly tapering.

Piles shall be of close, firm grain and with sap-ring not over 2 in. in

thickness. They shall not be less than 12 in. in diameter 6 ft. from the

butt, and when less than 30 ft. in length shall be 10 in. in diameter at the

point, 30 ft. to 39 ft. long, 9 in., and 40 ft. long and over, 8 in. at the point.

Square piles shall be of timber squared throughout their entire length,

smoothly hewed and of the following dimensions : Large end not less

than 14 in. or more than 16 in. square ; small end for piles 30 ft. long and

under, 10 in. square
; 30 ft. long to 40 ft. long, 9 in. square

; 40 ft. long

and over, 8 in. square. A pile will be considered straight if it has not more
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than 2 in. deviation from the straight in 20 ft., 5 in. in 30 ft., or 8 in. in 40

ft., or 10 in. in 50 ft., hut no short crooks will be allowed.

PILES.—Norway and Tamarack. Piles shall he cut from straight,

sound live trees, free from wind or heart shakes, large or unsound

knots, decay or other defects that impair the strength or durability of the

pile. Only butt cuts, cut above the ground swell of the tree, will be

accepted. Bark shall be peeled off, and knots trimmed smoothly to the

body of the tree. After peeling and trimming, piles shall be reasonably

straight and uniformly tapering. Piles shall not be less than 14 in. nor

more than 18 in. in diameter at the large end. Piles less than 36 ft. long

shall be not less than 10 in. in diameter at the small end. Piles over 36 ft.

long shall be not less than 9 in. in diameter at the small end.

Piles.—Cypress. Cypress piles shall be cut from straight, sound heart,

red or swamp cypress, close grained, free from unsound knots, decay or

large pecky timber or any defect that would impair the strength or dura-

bility of the timber. Piles shall be squared throughout their whole length

and smoothly hewed. No piles to be more than 16 nor less than 14 in.

square at the large end. Piles less than 30 ft. long shall be 10 in. square

at the small end. Following bends will be considered straight: 2 in. in

20 ft., 3 in. in 30 ft., 4 in. in 40 ft., 5 in. in 50 ft. Piles shall be free

from sap.

Wooden Trestle.—A structure composed of upright members, sup-

porting simple horizontal members or beams, the whole forming a sup-

port for loads applied to the horizontal members.

Frame Trestle.—A structure in which the upright members or sup-

ports are framed timbers.

Pile Trestle.—A structure in which the upright members or sup-

ports are piles.

Batter.—The deviation from the vertical in upright members of a

bent.

Intermediate Sill.—A horizontal member in the plane of the bent

between the cap and sill and to which the posts are framed.

Sash Braces.—Horizontal members secured to the posts or piles of

a bent.

Jack Stringers.—A single line of stringers placed outside of the main

stringers.

Packing Blocks.—Small members, usually wood, used to secure the

parts of a composite member in their proper relative positions.

Drift Bolt.—A piece of round or square iron of specified length, with

or without head or point driven as a spike.

Dowel.—An iron or wood pin extending into but not through two

members of the structure to connect them.

Shim.—A small piece of wood or metal placed between two members
of a structure to bring them to a desired relative position.

Fish-Plate.—A short piece lapping a joint secured to the side of

several members which arc butt-jointed.

Bulkhead.—Timber placed against the side of an end bent for the

purpose of retaining the embankment.



APPENDIX.

STANDARD PLANS FOR PILE AND TIMBER TRESTLE
BRIDGES, SANTA FE RAILWAY SYSTEM.

By A. F. Robinson, Bridge Engineer, Santa Fe Railway System.

In presenting these plans to the Association for discussion, the

writer has not forgotten that they will be found to vary somewhat from

the general rules and preliminary plans shown by the Committee on

Wooden Bridges in their last two annual reports. For the two years

last past, the writer has been a working member of this Committee, and

he knows fully of the obstacles they have encountered in their attempts

to make satisfactory reports. The work of this Committee proved that

it would be a very difficult matter to get up a set of plans which every

member would approve and recommend for adoption on the work under

his jurisdiction.

There are certain well-defined reasons for various opinions in ref-

erence to what is the proper timber structure to build. Some of these

reasons are

:

(i) Kind and quality of timber available at reasonable cost.

(2) The ruling and maximum grades.

(3) Weight of motive power and rolling stock, speed and frequency

of trains.

(4) Climatic and special local conditions affecting the life of timber.

(5) Quality of labor available for building and for future main-

tenance.

(6) Unusual traffic conditions necessitating special treatment.

(7) Policy of the railway company in reference to the use of timber

structures.

The plans shown herewith are the result of several years' investiga-

tions. A set of preliminary sketches or studies was first made up and

thoroughly discussed, after which came the first set of general drawings.

When these had been carefully studied by the Chief Engineer of the

system, they were sent to the chief engineer of each grand division, with

request for criticisms and suggestions for improvement. The writer also

had three of the best bridge and building foremen on the system to

spend a few days with him in discussing these plans. The foremen were

asked to criticise in the most severe manner possible every part and detail

of the plans. After all these final reports had been received and discussed,

the present set of plans was finished up.

The reasons for adopting the various details shown in the plans are as

follows

:

(a) Guardrails.—The timber guardrails are to be so dapped or

housed over the ties that the upper surface of the traffic rails and the

guardrails shall be in the same horizontal plane.

In all cases, there must be as much as i-in. dap in order to guard

against bunching of the ties. Dapping guardrails to prevent bunching

of the ties is not altogether successful, no matter what may be the depth

of the cut, as the projecting parts split off easily under derailments and

in weathering. This, however, has been the universal practice and the

writer knows of no economical method that would give better results.

43
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Usually lap splices are made, but are very unsatisfactory and expensive.

A butt splice with the extra bolt required will cost less than the half-

and-half lap splice, and will give better service. The butt splice can also

be made by any ordinary hatchet carpenter, while the lap splice requires a

skilled workman.
(b) Ties.—Ties 8 in. in depth may be preferred by some. They are

the writer's personal choice. It was, however, considered best in the

present plans to adhere to the 6-in. depth previously in use on the road.

One derailment on, a 6-in. soft-wood tie will cut it so badly where the

wheel flanges roll over that it must be removed. An 8-in. tie would stand

a more severe derailment without breaking or several derailments where

the wheel flanges only cut into the top of the tie. On the Santa Fe

System we have not been able to obtain acceptable oak or hardwood ties

for some years past at a cost that would warrant their use. At most

times good hardwood ties cannot be obtained quickly, no matter what the

cost may be. As to length, many engineers prefer a 12-ft. tie, while others

think 8 ft. is sufficient. The length of tie shown on accompanying plans

has been standard on the Santa Fe Railway for a good many years. It has

given good results in service and it was not deemed best to make any

variation.

(c) Stringers.—Stringers 7x16 in. in cross-section have been almost

universally used for so many years that they have become a regular mill

size over a large part of the country. Under these conditions they cost

no more per M. feet B. M. than any other regular sizes. For the plans

under discussion it was thought best to adhere to the regular size of stick

already in use ant
1 '- increase the number of pieces under each rail if

necessary. Long leaf yellow and white pine sticks more than 16 in. in

depth are expensive and hard to get ; Oregon or Douglas fir will also

be equally hard to obtain within a very few years. Stringer timber 8x18

in. costs $2.00 per M., and 8x20 in. $4.00 per M. ft. B. M. more than

7x16 in. Again, as the size of the stick increases the quality of the timber

decreases, and from year to year we have found it more and more diffi-

cult to obtain the high grade of material desired even for timbers 16 in.

in depth.

Some engineers may consider an extreme fibre stress of from 1,400

to 1,800 lbs. per sq. in. as excessive under regular fast traffic, and 2,000 to

2,100 lbs. as altogether too much to allow. On the Santa Fe System our
stringers have been standing for many years under loading that causes

fibre stresses of 1,600 to 1,800 lbs. per sq. in. On our branch lines, where
engines are light and the number of trains per day comparatively small, our
stringers last little, if any, longer than on main lines. In the above unit

stresses, impact effects are not considered. A stringer may be considered as

a machine which is capable of doing a certain amount of work. By the use
of heavy loading and the accompanying high fibre stress, we obtain the
maximum amount of work the stringer is capable of performing before the
it has lost very much from decay. I have never known the three

or more pieces that make up a stringer or chord supporting one rail to

break at the same time. In fact, I have no record of more than one piece

breaking at any one time under traffic. It may therefore be assumed
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that so long as the percentage of broken stringers is small, we are reason-

ably secure, no matter whether the stringers are six years old or twelve,

and whether the fibre stress is 1,200 or 2,000 lbs. per sq. in. While the

"Heavy Grade Loading" of our specifications for metal bridges shows

extreme fibre stresses of 2,070 lbs. per sq. in. in stringers, it should be

noted that 1,800 lbs. per sq. in. is the highest stress shown by any engine

or car now in service. Whenever our engines reach the weight shown by

the specifications above mentioned, if the percentage of broken stringers

should be increased materially, we would have to increase the number of

pieces used or their size.

For bearing of the stringers on the caps the nominal area is 42 sq.

in. per stringer, although actually it will be, in service, about 38% sq.

in., which gives a maximum load of 330 lbs. per sq. in. on the caps.

I think that so long as the bearing or crushing load on timbers such as are

used in all ordinary pile and timber trestle bridges is not more than 500

lbs. per sq. in., there should be no trouble.

(d) Bents.—In the bents, there are three fairly well defined stresses

that must be provided for. First: The transverse or lateral swinging

of the engines, causing the bents to vibrate or wave from side to side.

Second: The longitudinal movement caused by the tractive force of the

engines. Third: The direct effects of vertical loading. The tendency

would be for the first effect above noted to increase the unit stresses in

stringers and bents.

In pile bents of moderate heights, as ordinarily built, no special pro-

vision is made for this twisting from the transverse and longitudinal

forces. Where the bents are high the horizontal and vertical longitudinal

bracing, as usually designed, is so loose that small movements in the bents

will always occur, and under heavy or fast traffic these movements will

always increase. Under our standard loading the piles will carry 33,000

lbs. each in four-pile bents, and 22,000 lbs. each in six-pile bents. For

heavy grade loading the piles will carry 48,300 to 32,200 lbs. each in four-

pile and six-pile bents, respectively. In both cases I have considered that

the stringers and caps will distribute uniformly the vertical loading be-

tween the piles in any bent, which in actual practice is doubtful. In

timber bridges as- usually designed the vertical loading is seldom, if ever,

uniformly distributed over all piles making up the bent. For average

conditions, piles carrying loads of from 15 to 25 tons each will probably

not give irregular settlement under traffic.

In the plans under discussion the piles are so spaced that they can be

driven (in rebuilding) without disturbing the stringers and also so that

the effects of loading will be uniformly distributed. As a result there

should be but little, if any, settlement in the piles, and no irregular set-

tlement. It should be remembered that settlement of piles under traffic,

and especially irregular settlement of the individual piles in any bent, is

one of the most fruitful sources of high maintenance charges.

All caps and stringers have their upper surfaces completely covered

with galvanized iron. This is mainly to guard against fires, but is also

a protection from weather effects. In order to accomplish these objects,
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it is necessary that there be no open holes left in the iron where moisture

could collect and start decay or coals start a fire. Our plans have no

uncovered holes in the galvanized iron except where upper horizontal

longitudinal struts are fastened to caps and for the passage of tie

to stringer bolts. The latter are drained and covered by both the tie

and the cast washers, while the former is covered by the struts. The

deck anchor bolts are secured to the bents by eye-bolts passing horizon-

tally through the caps. Chuck blocks on top and sides of caps or spiked

to the under side of the stringers have been unsatisfactory in the past and

they offer a premium to decay. If the eye-bolt plan does not work satis-

factorily we will have to adopt some other one which will.

(e) Bracing.—Sash and sway bracing is made up of 3xio-in. ma-

terial fastened to the posts and piles by %-in. bolts. All other bracing

is of 6xio-in. pieces arranged, as far as possible, to act in compression.

All their connections with bents are forked or crotched, and the boat

spikes or drift bolts are merely to keep the pieces from jarring sideways

out of proper position to act to best advantage.

(f) Bolts and Washers.—The bolts used are all of them % in. in

diameter and the boat spikes of regular stock sizes. Drift bolts have

chiseled points and end upset only enough to permit drawing with claw

bar. The cast washers are 4 in. in diameter, and so designed as to reduce

their weight to the least possible limit consistent with proper strength.

The importance of this item will be realized when we remember that the

ordinary O. G. washers previously in use on the road weighed from 2% to

3 lbs. each, while those shown on the plans weigh i
xA lbs. each, and that

during the past few years an average of about 10,000 washers per month

have been used on the system. When the bolts have a stress of 20,000

lbs. per sq. in. net, the pressure of the washers against the timber will

be about 500 lbs. per sq. in.

(g) Material Bill.—No set of plans can be considered as com-

plete without a full bill of material. This is especially the case where

the plans are to be used over such a large territory and where the climatic

and supply conditions are so varied as on the Santa Fe System.

Conclusion.—While timber bridges are properly considered as tem-

porary structures, they will undoubtedly be used by the railways of this

country for many years to come. It is therefore important that they

be designed with due reference to first cost, probable life and average

annual cost of maintenance. The writer knows of only one or two rail-

ways in the country where what may be styled as the old time bridge car-

penters are still retained, men of this grade requiring from one-third to

one-half more wages than are usually paid to bridge carpenters on most

lines. In designing our bridges, we have had in mind at all times the

grade of labor obtainable or that it seemed to be the policy of the com-

pany to keep in their service. The system of horizontal and longitudinal

vertical bracing has been so designed as to provide as far as possible

against all of the small or minor movements of the structures. Very few

maintenance engineers appreciate at their full value the effect of these

minute movements in their structures. The writer's attempt has been to
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obtain at moderate cost structures that would be as nearly rigid in every
particular as it was possible to make them. It is his belief that the small

or minute movements of structures under traffic are the cause of the

major portion of maintenance expenses, as these movements will be
allowed to pass unnoticed from month to month until they have become so

marked that the structure is declared unsafe, thus causing extensive re-

pairs, which could easily have been avoided had proper provision been
made originally to prevent these minute movements. Another item of

considerable importance is that the number of different sizes of material

required should be kept to the lowest possible limit. In the present plans,

I believe there are eight sizes of sawed timber. Only one size of bolts and
washers is used, and in other particulars care has been taken to keep the

details as nearly regular as possible.

In getting up new plans for timber structures, the designer should not

make any more radical departures from the plans previously in use than

are absolutely necessary. Structures made on the old plans will have
to be maintained for from one to ten years after the adoption of the new
ones. Any changes in the sizes of material will be liable to cause con-

fusion in the field, and will also necessitate the Store Department keeping

on hand a supply of material to agree with both the old and the new
plans.

Sheet 7 is marked for branch lines. This sheet shows the bents and
bracing the same as for main line traffic. On many of our branch lines

where the light engines are used, it will not be necessary for the heavy

stringer chord to be used for some years to come. Whenever traffic re-

quires, the extra line of stringers can be put in without disturbing the

deck and at a very moderate cost.

The plans for creosoted ballasted deck trestle are shown with the

other work in order to present the whole scheme together. At a later

date the writer will be glad to make up a discussion of this ballasted deck

bridge, if it is desired, and will at that time give details of some quite

interesting experiments on deflection of stringers which have been taken

within the last two years, but which have not as yet been put into proper

shape for presentation.
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DISCUSSION OF PAPER BY MR. A. F. ROBINSON ON STAND-

ARD TRESTLE PLANS.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis—by letter) :—The writer has read with much interest and

profit the paper by Mr. A. F. Robinson, Bridge Engineer of the Sartta

Fe System, descriptive of the standard trestle plans recently adopted

on that road.

The plans seem to cover successfully all of the different problems

which present themselves to the man in the field. He has stated quite

clearly the various conditions which prevent the adoption of one standard

by all railroads.

Taking up the details in* the order in which they are treated by the

author, the writer desires to offer the following criticisms and

suggestions

:

Guardrails : In the author's design these are confined to place by

bolts running only through the tie. There appears to be no necessity for

placing the guardrail so far from the running rail. Twelve inches between

rail and guardrail is sufficient. By this arrangement the guardrail can

be bolted through the stringer, a more economical and stable arrange-

ment. This, however, would penetrate the galvanized iron cover of the

chords, which the author has studiously avoided, the necessity of which

will be referred to latei" in this article. It is very difficult to keep these

short bolts, running through guardrail and tie only, tight, and their

rattling under passing trains is a constant reminder that you are passing

over a trestle. When these are used, it would be preferable to bolt every

tie and dispense altogether with the dapping of the guardrail. The writer

knows of one large system where this plan is followed and the results

reported satisfactory, no bunching of ties nor failure of guardrail under

derailed trains having occurred. Dapping the guardrail has the following

objections: In addition to those mentioned by the author, it is expen-

sive and unless the ties are of absolutely uniform width, the guardrails

are useless when once taken off from their first bed. The writer prefers

the guardrail dapped over every tie, spaced twelve inches from the

running rail, bolted through the stringers at two points in every span

and spiked with ten-inch boat spikes into every tie. The lap joint is no
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more difficult to make than the dap ; bolted with one bolt, it is far

superior to the butt joint, as it will not raise up.

Ties: When the chords are placed directly under the rail, there

seems to be no necessity for making the ties thicker than the author's

plans show. The writer, however, believes that the stringers should be

spaced at least as far apart as the distance between the bases of the rail.

This is for the prevention of fire dropping from the ash pans on to the

stringer. His practice in the past has demonstrated many times the

wisdom of this plan, where the stringers are not covered with galvanized

iron. Of course, this requires a heavier tie to properly transmit the load

from the rail to the stringer. Some recent experiments made by the

writer on the deflection of stringers gave the following results: The ties

are of white oak 8 in. wide, 9 in. deep (sized to 8% in.), 10 ft. long,

spaced 1 ft. 4 in. c. to c, spans 12 ft. between centers of caps,

two 8x16 stringers on each side, packed 1 in. apart, chords 6 ft. apart

Guard Rail to be jointed at
bolts only

C/ass B

Fig. 1

—

Chord and Guardrail Joints.

inside supported by corbels 5 ft. long. Under ten-wheeled passenger

engine with 13-ft. rigid wheel base and 117,000 pounds on three driving

axles, running at high speed, the average deflections were for inside

member of chord .283 inches, for outside member .20. On three-ply

chords, no corbels, inside member directly under the rail, all other condi-

tions same as above, the average deflection was: Inside member .183,

middle member .166, outside member .133 inches. The writer believes

that the combined advantages of bolting the guardrail through the

stringer and protection against fire, fully justify the use of the heavier

tie. Where galvanized iron is successfully used, no protection against

fire is necessary and the closing up of the chords and the use of the

lighter tie is probably justifiable, but on economical grounds only.

Stringers : Regarding the cross-section of stringers. The writer

believes 8x16 is in more common use than 7x16. A log that will make

7x16 stringer will make 8x16 stringer just as easily. Larger sizes than

these, except out of Oregon or Douglas Fir, are very difficult to secure.

4
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It has not been altogether his experience that the quality of the timber

decreases with the size. There is a strong tendency among the mill men

to saw the largest stick possible out of the smallest log. It seems that

the author has not taken into consideration the rough riding of trestles on

account of deflection of stringers. A stringer whose extreme fiber is

strained to 2,000 pounds would necessarily cause very rough riding at high

speed and the continually recurring deflections between caps and rigid

bearings on the caps are not only very hard on the machinery, but also

on the trestle itself. It does not seem desirable that any stringers at all

should break under traffic; they should fail by decay only, and the writer

cannot agree with the author in his assumption that so long as the per-

centage of broken stringers is small, we are reasonably secure.

Bents : The writer does not believe that one bent carrying the

common traffic of to-day should consist of less than six piles, and thinks

that the piles should be spaced as closely as possible under the stringer.

This can always be done where trestles are high enough to admit of piles

being pulled after driving, but is not possible in low trestles. A single

cap is not sufficient to distribute the load uniformly between all of the

piles when spaced widely apart. The writer has seen the four outside

piles in a five-pile bent settle, leaving the cap rocking on the middle pile,

and similarly the two inside piles in a four-pile bent settle, leaving the

outside piles to carry the weight. It has been his practice to use red

cedar piles, which have a very long life, but do not stand the punish-

ment in driving that oak does. With strong oak piles properly driven

there is probably no need for six-pile bents, but with treated pine, chest-

nut, cypress and such softer woods, four piles are not sufficient. It is

very desirable to so space the piles that they can be driven without mov-

ing the stringers in rebuilding, but in low trestles this is done at the

sacrifice of uniform distribution of the load on the piles.

Galvanized Iron : It is with pleasure that the writer notes the use

of galvanized iron on the stringers and caps of* the author's plans. He
knows of instances where stringers covered with No. 16 galvanized iron

in 1880 have only recently been removed from the track. The cause of

their removal was not so much that the stringers were decayed, but that

they were too light for the traffic. He recently examined a large number

of these stringers and found dangerous decay in only a very few of

them. The galvanized iron, however, on these stringers was not properly

taken care of. After being once put in it was allowed to take care of

itself, and not being securely fastened in position, it crept, in some places

leaving the stringers altogether and in others shifting both endways and

sideways. When holes developed, on account of rust and from other

causes, no effort was made to repair them. The writer has had in use,

on the line with which he is connected, intermediate caps of double-deck

trestles and caps of timber piers under girders, covered with No. 22 gal-

vanized iron since 1887, and the timber under all of them is in good con-
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dition to-day and no repairs have been made on the galvanized

iron. For the past five years he has used galvanized iron on trestle

stringers. It was No. 22 and the galvanizing was very poorly

done, it being of the usual quality now found on the market. The life

of this iron on stringers under heavy traffic is proving to be only about

four years. No trouble has been caused by creeping of the iron, because
each tie is confined to position by a dowel into the stringer, thus holding

the tie rigidly to place and allowing no chafing between the tie and the

galvanized iron. The failure of the iron has taken place between the

ties and not under them. Recently he has secured a heavily coated

refined bloom iron, the life of which, he thinks, will far exceed that

formerly used, which, by the way, was steel. A careful watch is kept of

these stringer covers and whenever they show signs of leaking, which

are visible by rust stains on the sides of the timber, investigation is made

Fig. 2.

Standard Packing Ring

Weight Of2- Jb.

Fig. 3.

and the cause remedied. It has been his experience that perforations in the

iron are of little consequence, provided they are made in the proper way.

They should be made with a square cut tool working upward through the

iron into a hole bored in the wood, which plan raises the edges of the hole

so that water collecting on the metal will not find its way through the

holes. In order to accomplish this the dowels are driven into the stringer,

the ties jacked up, the iron slipped under them and the ties lowered.

Sheared dowels will not accomplish this result. They must be cut into

ten-inch lengths in the lathe and then sheared into five-inch lengths, the

sheared end being driven into the stringer. There is absolutely no

movement or creeping of the iron when put on in this manner. The cost

of covering the stringers and caps is about 50 cents per foot of bridge, and

even if it lasted only four years, it is much cheaper to renew the iron every

four years than it is to renew the timber every eight. As a precaution
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against decay and fire, the galvanized iron is more economical and letter

than using treated timber. In the writer's opinion the stringers should be

confined to position laterally by means of planks spiked on top of the cap

and sheltered under the galvanized iron, the ends of which are turned

up and fastened to the side of the stringer. They should be confined

to position longitudinally by a packing washer specially made with a

shoulder which engages the cap and is held in place by a packing bolt.

% Bolt through Guard & outside Stringer^

~7rl^r,e7"*8»-8'6"

Use standard slotted washers.
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framing of these braces is a very delicate operation if a tight fit is

wanted, which is necessary in order for the braces to be effective. While
it is quite true that the 3x10 plank bolted and spiked on is not what one
would desire, it will prove all right when some economical method of

fastening it to the timber is secured, which will develop its full strength.

BALLASTED DECKS.

The writer has had no experience with the use of ballasted trestles, but

a floor composed altogether of stringers does not appeal to him as desirable,

both on account of its expense and the difficulty of repairing both the

piles and the deck. A cross-section of his idea of the best construction is

herewith submitted.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. I. O. Walker (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—Mr.

President, 1 believe this is the first time this Committee has had the

pleasure of presenting a report to the Association. Something always

intervened to make it impossible to present the report until the closing

hours of the meeting, when the report was simply read by title. The

Committee has undertaken some historical work, upon which Professor

Jacoby will later make some remarks, as he has had that work in hand.

Many roads are trying to do away with wooden bridges and trestles,

but the wooden trestle has a mission to fill and will be useful for many

years to come and is a necessary part of our permanent way. For that

reason the Committee felt the wooden trestle had a reason for existence.

To bring matters before the Association in a more definite way, I will

call your attention to the conclusions on page 21. The Committee makes

the following recommendations :

"First—The adoption by the Association of the definitions submitted

in the 1904 report (pp. 730, 721, Vol. 5).

"Second—The adoption of the timber specifications submitted here-

with.

"Third—The adoption of the plan submitted herewith for a ballasted

deck trestle as a type showing the best practice.

"Fourth—The adoption of the specifications for workmanship."

In regard to specifications, the Committee has departed slightly

from the usual routine in presenting a set of specifications submitted

to it in an informal joint meeting held at Louisville last December

with representatives of the Southern Lumbermen's Association. These

specifications are simply submitted as information at the request of the

Southern Lumbermen's Association, who wish a standard lumbermen's

specification which will correspond to ours, perhaps not in name but in

fact. You will notice that the plans of the ballasted deck trestle are

submitted without dimensions. There are so many factors to determine

the length of span and number of stringers, etc., that the Committee

deemed it best to submit a plan as a type, but not. as a standard. That

is placed before you for consideration.

The men who served on the Committee are not the only ones who
appreciate the immense variety of wooden bridges and trestles, especially

trestles, there are in the country. And it is a fact that the Committee
has demonstrated to its own satisfaction that no two members, if left

to themselves, could agree upon a trestle. We have given up the idea of

presenting what might be termed a standard for pile or frame trestles,

54
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simply embodying some general ideas in onr report which we have placed

before you. I suggest that the conclusions be taken up in order and

discussed in that way. Prof. Jacoby will outline what we have done in

regard to historical work.

Prof H. S. Jacoby (Cornell University) :—One of the topics which

the Committee has considered is the history of the origin and develop-

ment of wooden bridges and trestles. It seemed desirable this year to

compile and publish a bibliography of the subject in order to secure the

assistance of the members of the Association to make it fairly complete

before undertaking any further historical work. It has been especially

difficult to get information about the development of trestle bridges.

Possibly these structures have been regarded as too simple to merit any

record in engineering literature of some changes in their construction.

The Committee will be glad to receive information, however meager,

from those who have personal knowledge of the introduction of new
details in trestles, together with the approximate dates.

It is hoped during the coming year to examine the files of the prin-

cipal engineering periodicals in order to collect the numerous little items

that require study before even a very brief reliable history can be

written. While the material for wooden truss bridges is very large, it is

worthy of notice that recently while permitted to examine some old draw-

ings of wooden bridges on the Philadelphia & Reading Railway one type

was found that was extensively built but of which no description has

been published. That leads us to feel that there may be other sources

cf information which have not yet been opened to us. We shall appre-

ciate any notes, no matter how brief they may be, which relate to the

introduction of special features, particularly in regard to trestles.

The President :—The report of the Committee having been printed

and distributed to the members, we will dispense with the reading of it,

and unless objection is offered we will take up the conclusions. The
first conclusion is the adoption by the Association of the definitions

submitted in the 1904 report. These definitions will be found on page

16, of Bulletin No. 61. The Secretary will read the definitions and we
will consider them in the order in which they are printed. We will

proceed in the usual way of passing these definitions, unless objection is

offered or a disposition to discuss them is evinced.

The Secretary:
—"Wooden Trestle.—A structure composed of ver-

tical members, supporting simple horizontal members or beams, the

whole forming a support for loads applied to the horizontal members.

"Frame Trestle.—One in which the vertical members or supports are

framed timbers.

"Pile Trestle.—One in which the vertical members or supports are

piles."

Mr. W. McNab (Grand Trunk) :—Would it not be better to have

each definition complete in itself and not taken in conjunction with

another? For instance, "Wooden Trestle" is put down as a structure
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composed of vertical members. The "Frame Trestle" and "Pile Trestle"

are referred to as "one in which." I would suggest that the words

"a structure" be put in in place of the word "one." "Frame Trestle"

and "Pile Trestle" may be .referred to elsewhere, and it would be better

to make each definition complete.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee accepts the suggestion.

The Secretary :
—

"Bent.—The group of members forming a single ver-

tical support of a trestle, designated as pile bent where the principal

members are piles, and as framed bent where of framed timbers.

"Posts.—The vertical and battered members of the bent of a

framed trestle.

"Piles.-—Timbers driven in the ground and intended generally to

support a structure.

"Batter.—The deviation from a perpendicular in upright members

of a bent.

"Cap.—The horizontal member upon the tops of piles or posts con-

necting them in the form of .a bent.

"Sill.—The lower horizontal member of a framed bent.

"Sub-Sills.—Timbers bedded in the ground to support framed bents.

"Intermediate Sill.—A horizontal member in the plane of the bent

between the cap and lower sill and into which the posts are framed."

The President:—It occurs to me that the word "into" in that defini-

tion is rather out of place. It would seem to carry with it the old

practice of tenoning, which has been abandoned.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—I do not believe the plan of using mortises

and tenons has been completely abandoned. While the chairman of the

Committee is willing to agree it ought to be, I do not think it has been

abandoned.

The President:—Not in your plans. If there is no" further objec-

tion it will stand as printed.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee's idea would be defined if,

instead of saying "into," we say "to which the posts are framed,"

attached by dowels or otherwise, and if the Association approves we will

cut out the "in."

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—I do not understand

that the definitions are supposed to cover the names used in different

sections of the country. The words "intermediate sill" may be used in

some sections to describe this member, but I think there is equally as

much use of the words "intermediate cap" for that same member. I

do not exactly wish to oppose this definition, but think another one

might be put in so that we would have definitions which would apply

to all sections of the country. "Intermediate cap" is just as much used,

I think, as the words "intermediate sill."

Mr. I. O. Walker :—Mr. Churchill is practically correct. The word
"cap" is used, I think, easily by the majority of the roads by mileage

reporting, and it might simplify matters to say "intermediate sill or

cap," which is yielding a little deference to all of the roads.
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Prof. C. Frank Allen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) :—

I

notice the definition of "sill" is "the lower horizontal member of a

framed bent." In the definition of "intermediate sill" the lower hori-

zontal member is referred to as "lower sill." Is not the word "lower"

unnecessary under the circumstances?

Mr. I. O. Walker :—This definition contemplates two or more decks,

as we frequently call it, and in such a place Mr. Churchill's criticism

that it should be called an "intermediate cap" would be pertinent.

Mr. J. G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—I have in mind two differ-

ent types of construction, one where the intermediate pieces between

decks include both a cap and sill, the other which I have been in the

habit of terming the cap-sill construction. I would like to ask if this

definition was meant to cover both cases, or if it is meant to cover the

piece where only one horizontal timber is used between the posts of a

double-deck trestle?

Mr. D. W. Lum (Southern Railway) :—My idea is that the cap

is the top member of the bent, and no portion of the bent could be

above the cap. We have sub-sills in these definitions, but a sill may
rest on a substructure. The word "cap" conveys the impression that it

is the upper member of the structure.

Prof. Allen :—This does not affect what Mr. Churchill said, but 1

want to speak further about the point I first raised. If the sill is the

lower member, it seems to me the definition would better read : "Inter-

mediate Sill—A horizontal member in the plane of the bent between the

cap and sill in which the posts are framed." If the sill is nothing but the

lower member, I see no advantage in the extra words "lower sill."

The President:—Your idea is to strike out the word "lower?"

Prof. Allen:—Yes.

The President :—The Committee accepts that correction. The Sec-

retary will read it as it now stands.

The Secretary :
—

"Intermediate Sill.—A horizontal member in the

plane of the bent between the cap and sill to which the posts are

framed."

The Secretary :
—"Sway Braces.—Members bolted or spiked to the

bent and extending diagonally across its face.

"Longitudinal Struts or Girts.—Stiff members running horizontally

or nearly so from bent to bent.

"Longitudinal X Braces.—Members extending diagonally from bent

to bent in vertical or battered planes."

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee calls attention to page 738 of

last year's Proceedings for Mr. McNab's suggestion as to how the

definition of "Longitudinal X Braces" should read : "Members extend-

ing diagonally across the batter posts from bent to bent, in vertical

planes." The Committee has in mind many cases where the longitudinal

X braces extending across the battered posts were not sufficient.

The President :—We understand the Committee does not accept that
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definition, and if the mover of it wants to speak to it we will be glad to

hear from him.

Mr. McNab :—I have nothing more to add. I adhere to that.

The Secretary:
—"Sash Braces.—Members secured horizontally to

the posts or piles of a bent."

The President :—Mr. MacPherson, in a letter, suggests the follow-

ing in place of the definition submitted: "Horizontal members bolted

or spiked to the sides of posts or piles of a bent."

Mr. Duncan MacPherson (Canadian Pacific) :—I submit that as an

amendment to the definition.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee would suggest, "horizontal mem-
bers bolted or spiked to the posts or piles of a bent."

Mr. MacPherson :—That, in my opinion, is an improvement.

The President :—The Association has not passed on it. They want

to know your reasons for changing it.

Mr. MacPherson :—I do not quite understand the meaning of the

words, "secured horizontally" by bolting or spiking. I think it is a

better way to put it than by saying "members secured horizontally." It

seems to me the wording, "secured horizontally" is not a happy wording

of it.

Mr. W. F. Tye (Canadian Pacific) :—The term is a new one to

me, and I would like to understand what is the difference between a

"sash brace" as defined and a "longitudinal strut" or "girt." It seems

to me to be one and the same thing.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The idea of a sash brace is a horizontal mem-
ber in a plane at right angles to the track ; a longitudinal brace is one

in a plane parallel to the track. The longitudinal girt and the sash

brace would be at right angles to each other possibly in the sarti; plane.

Prof. C. L. Crandall (Cornell University) :—This new definition

brings out a distinction between the sash brace and the intermediate

sill a little better than the definition proposed by the Committee.

The President :—Any further discussion on the Committee's defini-

tion of "sash brace?"

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway and Engineering Review) :—I suggest

that the Committee transpose two words to make the language har-

monize with Mr. MacPherson's definition, so that it will read, "hori-

zontal members secured to the posts."

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee will accept that change.

Mr. F. H. Alfred (Pere Marquette) :—I would like again to call

attention to the definition of the word "batter." I recommend in place

of "perpendicularly," the word "vertical" be substituted. A member
might be perpendicular to a member that was not horizontal. The
definition would then read as follows : "The deviation from the vertical

in upright members of a bent."

The President :—The gentleman moves to substitute the word "ver-

tical" for the word "perpendicular" in the definition of the word "batter."
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While it is not in strict accordance with parliamentary practice to go

back, we have no desire to have these things adopted without being

thoroughly understood. We would like to hear from the Committee

on that substitution.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee will accept the suggestion.

The President:—If there is no objection on the part of the con-

vention to accepting this, we will consider it changed.

The Secretary:
—

"Stringers.—The longitudinal members extending

from bent to bent and supporting the ties.

"Safety or Jack Stringers.—A single line of stringers placed out-

side of the main stringers."

Mr. J. B. Berry (Union Pacific) :—I would recommend that we

strike out the words "safety" and "or." There is nothing more in a

jack stringer to make it safe than there is in any other stringer of

the bridge. It conveys an impression to the public, possibly, that there

is something in that outside stringer which other stringers do not possess.

The President :—The Committee accepts the change, and we will

strike out the words "safety or," leaving the definition merely "jack

stringers."

The Secretary :

—
"Ties.—Transverse timbers resting on the stringers

and supporting the track.

"Guardrails.—Longitudinal members, either iron or wood, secured

on top of ties."

Mr. McNab :— I notice that in "stringers" and "ties" not only is

(he definition given, but also their purpose. I will make the suggestion

that it would be well to state the purpose of "guard-rails," and would

recommend that the words "to minimize damage in case of derailment"

follow the definition
—

"Longitudinal members, either iron or wood, se-

cured on top of ties to minimize damage in case of derailment."

Mr. Lum :—It would seem that the other definitions referred to by

Mr. McNab, or parts of them, were to indicate what service the member

performed in its proper position, and I do not think we ought to refer

to the matter of possible damage in our regular definitions.

The President :—Any further discussion on Mr. McNab's proposed

amendment ?

(The amendment was lost, and the definition adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Sullivan :—As I remember, the definition of "track" includes

ties. I suggest that the Committee substitute the word "rails" for the

word "track" in the definition of "ties."

The President:—The suggestion is accepted by the Committee.

The Secretary:
—"Packing Blocks.—Small members, usually wood,

intended to secure the parts of a composite member in their proper

relative positions."

Mr. Berry:—I suggest that we take out the word "wood." Nearly

all the roads use iron for packing purposes instead of wood.

The President :—"Packing Spools" is the next definition.
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The Secretary :

—"Packing Spools or Separators.—Small castings

used in connection with packing bolts to secure the several parts of a

composite member in their proper relative position."

Mr. Berry:—Why not incorporate both of those paragraphs in one?

It is misleading to speak of wood and not define where it is used.

The President:—We will be glad to have you state how you would

like to have it incorporated.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—How would you incorporate the two definitions

in one ?

Mr. Berry:—Mr. Tye suggests that we make it "packing blocks or

separators" and strike out "wood." It is a duplication of terms.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—I take the meaning

of this definition to apply to the wooden block used in trestle con-

struction, and that is still used in many parts of the United States,

and on some roads centering in Chicago to-day, where a heavy piece

of timber is used between the different leaves of the chord on a trestle,

and I have always heard it termed "packing block." I take it from

Mr. Berry's remarks that he is thinking of a separator or a packing

block in a truss bridge, which is a different article, and, as I under-

stand, covered by the next definition.

Mr. Berry:—Not anything of that kind. While Mr. Kelley may
have seen some structures put together with packing blocks of wood,

he does not find anybody to-day putting them in a bridge, which will

increase the rot, instead of putting in iron, which decreases the rot.

Mr. I. O. Walker :-—I think it is used in connection with the packing

spool also.

Mr. Kelley :—I was furnished standard drawings of a trestle of one

of the largest systems in the United States recently, and it contained the

wooden block.

Mr. Berry :—I can only say they were antiquated.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—Mr. Kelley failed to bring out one way that

a packing block is used. It is notched over the cap, usually about four

feet long, and is bolted between the stringers, and so that it comes
down over the cap, and keeps the chord from moving longitudinally.

As Mr. Kelley says, we find those in some of the largest roads of the

United States.

Mr. Berry :—That is a waste of money. You get your stringers

together, so that your distribution of load is over a shorter space than

it is by the use of wood packing blocks, and as long as you give space

for cinders and things to drop through, there is no use for wood packing

blocks, which have been discarded.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The question is not whether the packing block

is useful, but whether we are properly defining this particular article.

Mr. Berry :—Then take out the word "wood."

Mr. C. F. Loweth (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—I move to.

amend Mr. Kelley's motion, and strike out the whole defimtion.
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Mr. Churchill :—I would like to refer to the remarks I made awhile

ago. These definitions are supposed to cover usage over the entire

country. As long as anything is used, we should give a definition of

its use. I think, therefore, we are making a mistake in cutting out

definitions. We should make everything clear, so that in all parts of

the country contracts and plans can be made interchangeable, and the

meanings of the different terms should be such as to be understood

in all sections. As long as one road uses a wooden packing block, I

think this Association would do well to define what a wooden packing

block is.

Mr. MacPherson :—Mr. Berry's suggestion could be covered by

simply striking out the first definition of packing block entirely and

amending the second one by saying, "packing spools, blocks or sep-

arators," then say "small castings or wooden blocks"—make one defini-

tion cover the whole thing.

The President :—The speakers against the definition, I believe, are

losing sight of what the packing block is used for. It is used largely

to prevent longitudinal motion in the stringers, and while it helps to

separate the stringers, that is not what it is essentially for.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—Then it would seem it ought to have some
other name.

(The motion to strike out the definition of "packing block" was
Jost. The amendment to strike out the words "usually wood" was

lost.)

Mr. A. R. Raymer ( Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :— I wish to object

to the use of the word "intended." It implies there is some doubt about

the result. I suggest the word "used" instead of "intended."

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee accepts the substitution of

the word "used" instead of "intended."

(The definition of "packing block" was adopted as amended.)

Mr. Alfred :—It seems to me that the word "packing" in the defini-

tion "packing spools or separators" should be omitted. The definition

would then read, "Small castings used in connection with bolts to secure

the parts of a composite member."

The President:—Your idea is that "packing" should be defined?

Mr. Alfred :—Yes.

The President :—We will give the Committee time to prepare a

definition, and take that up later. If there is no further discussion on

the definition of "packing spools or separators" we will consider that

definition adopted, provided the definition on "packing" is accepted

later on.

The Secretary :

—
"Drift Bolt.—A long piece of round or square

iron with or without head or point driven as a spike."

Mr. Berry:—Mr. President, how long a piece?

The President:—Well, I have heard it being defined "as long as

a string with two knots in it."
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Mr. Kelley :—T move that we strike out the word "long."

The President :—The chairman suggests that will destroy the defini-

tion of the next one.

Mr. Alfred :—It seems to me that is a poor definition for ''drift

bolt," as it does not define its use.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—A drift bolt is nothing but a spike. On our

road we have them 24 inches long.

The President :—Mr. Berry, would you prepare something to submit

in the place of the definition of "drift bolt?"

Mr. Berry :—Yes, sir.

The President :—We will pass that and take up the next.

Mr. F. A. Smith (Roadmaster and Foreman) :—I would like to go

back to the word "batter." This does not cover all cases. The Com-

mittee evidently means where the two outer piles are battered in a

plane perpendicular, but the way the definition reads at present the

batter may be backward or forward, and would give us a skew bent.

I think, in order to cover that point, it should read, "The deviation

from a vertical in upright members in the plane of the bent." The

deviation must be in the plane of the bent, and not outside of such plane.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee has in mind some places where

there are eight or more piles under each bent or pier. In that case the

piles are battered both in a plane at right angles to the track and paral-

lel to the track, and this definition as now written will apply to both.

The President :—If there is no discussion on Mr. Smith's point, we

will take up the regular order.

The Secretary:
—"Dowel.—A short iron or wooden pin used to

connect members."

The President :—Mr. Berry, would you want to provide for the

indefiniteness of the word "short" in that definition, as well as the word

"long" in the other?

Mr. Berry :—I certainly should.

The President:—I will ask you then to supply definitions to replace

both.

The Secretary:
—

"Shim.—A small piece of wood or metal placed

underneath any portion of a structure to bring it to a desired elevation."

Mr. R. Montfort (Louisville & Nashville) :—I would suggest that

the word "position" be substituted for the word "elevation." Sometimes

shims are used under X-bracing, where one pile is smaller than others

or where one pile might be a little out of line. While it is objectionable,

it must be used.

The Secretary :

—
"Fish Plate.—The short piece secured to the side

of several members which are butt jointed.

"Bulkhead.—Timber placed on edge against the side of an end

bent for the purpose of retaining the embankment."

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee calls attention to Mr. McNab's

written discussion, where he suggests "timber placed on edge against

the face of an end bent," etc.
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The President :—Mr. McNab had presented a written discussion on

the definition of "bulkhead," but the Committee declines to accept his

suggestions, thinking the present definition is good enough.

Mr. F. H. McGuigan (Grand Trunk) :—I would like to ask if the

word "edge" is necessary
—

"placed on edge." Suppose the timber is

square: which side is the edge? It seems to me the words "on edge"

might very properly be omitted. "Timber placed against the side or

face"—I think "face" is better.

The President :—We will dispose of the first one
—

"face." It has

not been moved, but suggested, that the word "face" be substituted for

the word "side." If there are any advocates of that word, we will hear

from them. If not, we will proceed with Mr. McGuigan's motion, to

strike out the words "on edge."

Mr. E. E. Hart (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—I would sug-

gest, if we use an inch plank or something of that nature, it would not

be economy to use it the 12-inch way, have it 12 inches square.

The President :— I think Mr. McGuigan's idea is to have it made

out of any old timber you happen to have.

Mr. McGuigan :—I do not see that eliminating the words "on edge"

will prevent the placing of a 3-inch plank on edge. This leaves it

optional to place the timber either on edge or flat. The foreman in

charge would certainly place it in the most economical way.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee accepts the suggestion.

Prof. Allen :—I understand the definition of "shim" has been changed

to bring it to the desired "position." I think in connection with that

definition another change should be made—"underneath two portions."

Should that not be "between two portions," if it is desired to bring it

lo a position?

The President :—The chairman suggests that we strike out the words

''underneath any portion" and say "placed between two members." Will

that be satisfactory?

Prof. Allen :—Yes.

The President:—

W

r

e will consider that change made—"A small piece

of wood or metal placed between two members of a structure to bring

it to a desired position."

Mr. Lum:—That would not permit you to use a shim between one

structure and another. If you wanted a shim between a wall and a

stringer, your definition would not fit. It has been said a shim is a

very objectionable matter. You might leave it out.

The President :—We would be glad to do away with it, but we

cannot.

Prof. Allen:—If you used "against" instead of "underneath," I

think you would meet all objections.

The President:—You propose to substitute the word "against" for

the word "underneath?"

Prof. Allen:—Yes; that would fix it as to position.
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Mr. I. O. Walker :
—"A small piece of metal placed against any

portion of a structure to bring it to a desired position," I believe

would be a good definition. In the extreme case suggested by Mr.

Lum, the wall he speaks of might have something to do with the

structure.

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—What would you do

with a bent that you want to shim up from the ground?

The President :—This definition would cover it between the sill and

the sub-sill.

Mr. W. S. Kinnear (M'ichigan Central) :—Is there a motion before

the house?

The President :—Yes, to approve the Committee's definition as they

have amended it
—

"to bring them to a desired position." The motion

is really out of order, but, as I said before, we do not care to throttle

discussion on these points.

Mr. E. C. Brown:—Why use the word "shim," if you do not

bring both of them to a desired position?

The President :—I do not understand Mr. Montfort's original motion

was intended to substitute the word "them" for "it." Am I correct,

Mr. Montfort?

Mr. Montfort :—Yes.
The President :—The question is on the definition of the word

'shim" which the Committee presents. Mr. Brown has called your

attention to the fact that the word "them" would indicate that you

would have to bring both of them, whereas more than one is seldom,

if ever, moved. If there is no further discussion on the Committee's

definition as presented, we will consider it accepted.

Mr. Loweth :—I would like to inquire how we left the definition

on "guard-rails."

Mr. Berry:—I would like to refer again to "drift bolt," and will

offer this : "A piece of round or square iron of specified length, with

or without head or point driven as a spike." ."Dowel.—An iron or

wooden pin of specified length connecting two parts of a structure and

not passing through them." The last words in the definition of "drift

bolt" bring out the different ways the two irons are used.

Mr. McGuigan :—I would like to offer as a substitute for Mr. Berry's

amendment the following : "Drift Bolt.—A piece of steel or iron with

or without head or point driven as a spike"—leaving out dimensions.

Mr. J. W. Schaub (Consulting Engineer) :—It seems to me the

primary difference between "drift bolt" and "spike" is that a drift

bolt has a hole that is prepared previously by means of an auger.

Mr.- McGuigan :—For the definition of "dowel" I would suggest,

"Iron or wooden pin used to hold members in place"—instead of

"connect."

Mr. Berry :—I did not say "used to connect," but "connecting."

The President :—The question is on the amendment proposed by

Mr. McGuigan.
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Mr. Loweth :— I understand the amended motion is to read : "A
piece of round or square iron or steel."

The President :—The Secretary will read the proposed amendment.

The Secretary:
—

"Drift Bolt.—A piece of steel or iron with or with-

out head or point driven as a spike."

Mr. Loweth :—Why not drop out the words "iron or steel," and

substitute "iron?"

Mr. W. W. Curtis (Consulting Engineer) :—Is that not defining

"spike?" The definition ought to be explicit, not only in one direction,

but in the other. The essential difference between "dowel" and "drift

bolt" is the fact that in a drift bolt the bolt extends through one

member and into the other, while in the case of the dowel it does

not extend through either member. I have sketched something here.

"Drift Bolt.—An iron, with or without head or point, driven through

one member of the structure and into another to connect them."

The President :—The question is on Mr. McGuigan's motion. We
will consider Mr. Curtis' remarks as discussion of the amendment.

(The amendment offered by Mr. McGuigan was lost.)

The President :—Do I understand you desire to offer an amend-

ment, Mr. Curtis ?

Mr. Curtis :—I would suggest the following definition for "Drift

Bolt.—A round or square iron with or without head or point driven

through one member of the structure and into another to connect them."

The President :—This is a motion in lieu of the original, the original

now being the one Mr. Berry presented and accepted by the Committee.

(The substitute was carried.)

The President :—I will ask Mr. Curtis to present his definition of

"Dowel."

Mr. Curtis :
—

"Dowel.—An iron or wood pin extending into but

not through two members of the structure to connect them."

(The amendment was carried and the definition adopted as amended.)

Mr. C. Dougherty (Illinois Central) :—If I am not out of order, I

would like to say I do not think we left in a very good "shim," and

I move that we reconsider that definition.

The President:—We will reconsider it without a motion.

Mr. Dougherty :—I am in favor of the suggestion of Prof. Allen,

and if he will make the motion again, I will be glad to second it; that

is, referring to the change of "against" in place of the word "under-

neath" in the definition as printed in the report.

Prof. Allen:—Mr. Dougherty will not hesitate to make the motion

himself.

Mr. Dougherty :—I make the motion.

The President :—The definition as it stands reads, "A small piece

of wood or metal placed between the members of a structure to bring

them to a desired position."

Mr. Dougherty :—I prefer the original definition submitted by the
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Committee, with the change of substituting the word "against" for the

word "underneath" as printed in the report, and I make a motion to

that effect.

The President :—I will first put the motion that we reconsider.

(The motion to reconsider was lost.)

Mr. Kinnear:—Do I understand the definition of "bulkhead" as

amended was adopted?

The President :—Yes ; the words "on edge" were stricken out, and

the Committee accepted it.

Mr. Kinnear:—I move that the definition of "bulkhead" be recon-

sidered.

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. A. W. Johnston (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—I move
a reconsideration of "fish-plate." I think, on reflection, we will con-

clude it is not definite enough.

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

Mr. Johnston :—I wish to call attention to the fact that in the

definition the point at which the short piece is secured is not definitely

stated. I suggest the words "lapping a joint" be inserted after the

word "piece" in the definition.

The President :—The Committee accepts the amendment.

Mr. Berry :—Can we go back to "shim" and take out the word

"small ?" I have a recollection of it taking two or three sticks of big-

timber to get the structure to a proper position.

The President :—The question now before the house is on the

proposed amendment by Mr. Johnston. It having been passed by the

convention in its previous form, the convention will have to allow

the Committee to accept it. If there is no objection, we will consider

that the amendment has been passed, and the definition will now read

as follows: "Fish-Plate.—A short piece lapping a joint secured to the

side of several members which are butt-jointed." Mr. Berry's motion

is to strike out the word "small" in the definition of the word "shim."

We will consider a motion to reconsider as having been made, and the

question is on the amendment striking out the word "small" in the defini-

tion of the word "shim."

(The motion to reconsider was carried.)

Mr. Hart :—I suggest that we add as an amendment, "one of them."

The President:—It is moved and seconded that the definition be fur-

ther amended by inserting the words "one of" before the word "them,"

making the definition read as follows : "A small piece of wood or metal

placed between the members of a structure to bring one of them to a de-

sired position."

The President :—The question is on the motion of Mr. Hart.

Mr. Camp:—There seems to be a difficulty with the words, "two

members." I will not make a motion, but I suggest the definition read

as follows : "A piece of wood or metal so placed as to bring any

portion of the structure to a desired position."
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(The amendment offered by Mr. Hart was lost.)

The President:—Does the convention desire any further discussion?

Mr. E. C. Brown:—The .definition in the form adopted is certainly

not right, because a shim does not bring both members to a desired

position. I do not think it ought to be left in that shape.

The President :—Does the convention desire further reconsideration

of this definition? If not, the question is disposed of.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee is of the opinion that we should

introduce between the word "desired" and the word "position" the

word "relative," so as to make it read, "desired relative position."

Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. (Kansas City Belt) :—Has the shim in the

structure anything to do with the position at all? For instance, if one

pile in the bent is sawed slightly below the rest of them, the shim is

simply put in to fill up the space between. It does not bring the cap to

any position. It seems to me in this connection the word "position" or

"elevation" is entirely wrong. A shim is simply put in to fill up the

space in almost every case. You put a shim under the stringers to

bring them up to fill the space.

Mr. A. S. Markley (Chicago & Eastern Illinois) :—The idea is that

it brings the pile to the required elevation.

Mr. W. D. Williams (Cincinnati Northern) :—How would the words

"uniform surface" do?

The President :—This discussion is out of order. Does the con-

vention desire any further discussion of the word "shim?"

Mr. Tye :—I would move that we reconsider the definition of

"wooden trestles." My reason is that it says, "A structure composed
of vertical members." I think it should read, "vertical or battered

members." That would apply to the first three definitions. The members
are not always vertical, as has been brought out in this discussion.

They may be battered as well.

The President :—I suggest you use the word "upright" there, which

I think will settle it.

Mr. Tye :—That is better. That applies to the first three definitions.

The President :—Has Mr. Tye's motion, to reconsider the first three

definitions, a second?

(The motion was seconded and the definitions were declared to be

in order for reconsideration.)

Mr. Tye :— I move that we strike out the word "vertical" and sub-

stitute the word "upright." That is, in the definition of "wooden

trestle." I make the same motion with regard to "frame trestle"

and also the same motion with regard to "pile trestle."

(The motion was seconded and carried.)

The President:—We will now take up the timber specifications. We
have with us Mr. I. H. Fetty, Secretary of the National Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association, who is here at the invitation of the Com-

mittee. The privilege of the floor has been extended to Mr. Fetty.
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The Secretary will read the first clause of the specifications proposed

by the Committee.

The Secretary :
—

"Guard-rail.—Long Leaf, Yellow Pine or Douglas

Fir.—To be cut from sound live trees and sawed full size, square in

section and out of wind. It shall be close grained and free from wind

shakes, unsound knots or knots over 2 in. in diameter, or any defect

that will impair its strength or durability. One face shall show all

heart, the other face and both edges shall show not less than 75 per

cent, heart measured across the surface anywhere on the piece."

The President :—This section is before you, gentlemen. It is under-

stood that you have read it over and are familiar with it.

Mr. G. D. Hicks (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—I ask

if the words "square in section" are correct
—

"square in section and out

of wind?" I would move to substitute the word "rectangular" for

"square," on the top line.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—I call attention to the fact that the use of

the word "square" is rather a matter of use in specifications than a

mathematical term, and it will be found generally used as we have

used it. It means that the adjacent surfaces are at right angles to

each other.

(The motion of Mr. Hicks was put to vote and carried.)

Mr. Loweth :—I move that we strike out the word "live," so as to

read, "to be cut from sound trees." We might cut it from a live tree

and yet it might be an unsound stick.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee calls attention to the remarks

made on the floor at the last meeting in which this point was brought

out in the discussion of the report of the Committee on Ties, and in

which it was shown that the word "live" is a very essential thing

in the specification. I do not care how sound a tree is ; if it is dead,

you cannot cut the timber out of it which we want for a bridge. A
dead tree, while sound technically, is not the kind of timber we want

in a bridge.

The President:—We threshed that subject over at the last con-

vention.

(The motion of Mr. Loweth was put to vote, but was not carried.)

The President :—The question is on the adoption of the paragraph

as a whole.

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"Bridge Ties.—Long Leaf Yellow Pine and White,

Post and Burr Oak.—To be cut from sound, live trees, sawed full size,

square in section, and out of wind. Timber shall be close grained, free

from wind shakes, unsound knots, or knots over i]/2 in. in diameter,

or any defect that may impair its strength or durability. Sap will be

allowed on any or all corners, but each side shall show 75 per cent,

heart, measured across the side anywhere on the tie. Sound knots not

more than 1% in. in diameter will be allowed if so located that they

will not impair the strength of the tie."
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Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee understands that the word
"square" will be changed in each paragraph to "rectangular."

Mr. Loweth :—The paragraph says, "but each side shall show 75

per cent, heart." I think we had better change that so as to read, "each

side and edge." A tie may be 8 by 12 inches, and there might be

some question arise as to whether "side" meant four sides or the two

large sides.

Mr. Hart :—I think in making a specification for bridge ties we
make a great mistake in accepting only 75 per cent, heart. The sap

will not last two years on a tie timber which is exposed, and if you
accept a tie with only 75 per cent, heart, your ties and everything else

will be spoiled in a short time; the bridge flooring and deck will come
loose. In my opinion, the sap should be cut down to at least one inch

measured diagonally on two corners.

The President:—The point just made is out of order at this time,

although quite good. The question is one of the construction of the

clause. Mr. Loweth moved that we add the words "and edge" to the

sixth line of the paragraph, so that it will read, "sap will be allowed on
any or all corners, but each side and edge shall show 75 per cent,

heart," etc.

Mr. Montfort :—I would suggest to substitute the word "face" for

"side," and leave it as it stands.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee accepts the suggestion.

Mr. Kelley:—That will conflict with the terms as used in "guard-

rails," where it says, "one face and both edges," the word "face" being

intended to cover the broad side of the tie.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—I will explain the trouble which arises on that

very point. Some roads have ties 8 by 9, always laid on edge, others

have them laid flat, and whichever way the vertical surface is laid that

is called the side, and the Committee was puzzled how: to word the

definition. I believe Mr. Montfort's suggestion to make it each face

or each surface, possibly, will cover the trouble.

The President :—Is there any further discussion on the motion to

strike out "side" and substitute the word "face."

(The motion was put to vote and carried.)

Mr. Hart :—I believe it is useless to make such a specification.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—If I understand Mr. Hart's suggestion, he will

allow an inch of sap in depth if measured from the corner towards the

center.

Mr. Hart :—On one side of the tie. You will have only one face

entirely heart.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The specification allows V/2 inches on the face.

Mr. Hart :—You allow on all four corners, or 75 per cent, on each

face.

The President:—How would you propose to make it read, Mr. Hart?

Mr. Hart:—I would like to hear the opinion of the convention

—
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the opinion of some of our members who use Southern pine containing

as much sap as specified here.

The President:— I think Mr. Lum can enlighten us on the question

of the amount of sap admissible on ties.

Mr. Lum :—I think Mr. M'ontfort can tell you more than I can

about this matter. We use a great deal of yellow pine and some heart

pine, and we have very strong ideas with reference to the qualities.

We think, for our bridge timber, that the sap in a stick is absolutely

worthless. It is. You proportion your stringer for the available timber

—I mean for the available strength in the timber when it is old, not

when it is new. Your trestles and bridges are stronger than is neces-

sary when they are new. Before a heart pine has begun to rot, the

sap of the pine has vanished. The millmen say that they cannot furnish

the clear heart pine, and do not want us to ask for it. Assuming

that to be the case, then we should look elsewhere or increase the size

of our members, in order to have the requisite strength after the sap

has vanished. I have just been reading the specifications for heart pine,

and note that 75 per cent, heart is to show on each face. For a 12

by 12 stick, that would give you four corners of sap— 1^2 inches from

one corner one way and 1^2 inches the other way, which is 3 inches, or

25 per cent, of sap. This sap has no value; you do not need it when

the stick is new, and when the stick is old, you do not have it, for it

is gone. It seems to me that that proportion of sap is fair; we must

accept it, and we must pay the penalty of making the sizes of our

timbers large enough to provide for that sap timber which we have

paid the millman for. After the heart pine is gone, which the millmen

assure us will be soon, we will have to begin to preserve the bridge

timber, using that sap pine. I suppose we will have to come to it

pretty soon.

The President:—The question is not on the general subject of pine

for all purposes. The gentleman seems to refer to 12 by 12 pieces, but

the question before the house is on the sap* allowance for ties. We
properly take a rather wide range in this discussion, however.

Mr. Berry :—It would seem as if the Committee had only consulted

the Southern makers of timber; in the title the Committee leaves out

entirely the use of what we call pretty good timber, no sap in it, and

that is what we call fir. If you use fir, you will not require any specifi-

cations relating to sap.

The President:—You will find that fir is referred to in the next

paragraph. If you will read the next paragraph, you will see that it

refers to Douglas fir.

Mr. Berry:—I think it should be all put together.

The President :—The motion of Mr. Berry is that the two specifica-

tions, the one relating to yellow pine and that relating to Douglas fir,

should be included in the specifications for bridge ties ; that is, that

the whole thing be placed together. I do not know that we will be
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able to do that in the convention, unless an entirely new paragraph is

prepared.

Mr. Berry :—It will take some time to do that.

The President :—Has Mr. Berry's motion a second that these bridge

tie paragraphs be consolidated?

(There was no second to the motion.)

The President :—There being no second to the motion, the question

is on the paragraph as presented by the Committee.

Mr. Loweth :—It seems to me that we have not got this matter of

side or face straightened out yet. Mr. Kelley called attention to the

fact that we are referring to the face and both edges in the paragraph

for guard-rails, and as we had corrected the paragraph for bridge

ties, we have a requirement that each face shall show 75 per cent, of

heart, and nothing is said about the edges. I think that there is a

loophole here for trouble.

Prof. Allen:—How would "each of the four faces" cover it?

Mr. Curtis :—I want to call attention to the fact that we do not

want to have the Committee on Ties entirely forgotten in this dis-

cussion on bridge ties. In our report, which will come before you

later for discussion, we have denned the question of face. Whatever

we do in the consideration of the report of the Committee on Wooden
Bridges and Trestles ought to be done in the light of what the other

committees have done, or what they propose to "do, in the subsequent

reports, and the Committee on Ties had considerable argument and

difficulty in getting their specifications to suit them until they had defined

that question of face. The definition offered to the Association is this

:

"Face.—The upper or lower plane surface of the tie." If that is

to meet with the approval of the Association, it should be borne

in mind in the correction of this definition. I infer from what I

heard—and I think Mr. Loweth's criticism is correct—that unless the

Association had it in mind that all four sides of the tie were the faces

of the tie, it will not comply with the definition as given by the Com-
mittee on Ties.

The President :— I will state for the information of the Committee

that the first paragraph, already adopted, in the latter part, says, "The

other face and both edges, etc. It seems to me we should recognize

the fact that the face and edges exist just as the Tie Committee has

contended, and we are putting them in.

Mr. Kelley :—In my remarks on the use of the words "face" and

"edge," I had in mind the possibility of the confusion as to the inten-

tion of the specifications. The specifications are considered as a whole,

and the language throughout will be applied to any particular item

In the specification for guard-rail we say, "One face shall show all

heart, the other face and both edges shall show," etc.; but in the

specification for bridge ties, we are just as deeply interested in

having all four sides of the section with the proper amount of heart.
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We say that sap will be allowed on any or all corners, but each face

shall show, etc. Now, then, a millman or contractor, in passing on

your specification, will say that you mention edges specifically in your

specification for ties and leave it out in the specification for guard-rail,

and that therefore he is justified in giving you a guard-rail with 75

per cent, heart on two faces and 100 per cent, on the two edges. If

we use the term "edges" in one specification, we should use it in the

other.

The President :—I think the Committee is inclined to be converted,

if you will give it a little time.

Mr. Curtis :—If you substitute the word "surface" for the words

"face" and "side," you will cover the whole proposition.

Mr. Loweth :—If we say, "each of the four sides," we will say just

what we mean, and in as short form as we can express it.

Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. :—I move that Mr. Berry be asked to make

a specification to include both of these paragraphs of burr oak and

Douglas fir.

The President :—The question is on the adoption of this paragraph

as a whole, as presented by the Committee, except that the convention

has substituted the word "face" for the word "side." Mr. Kelley has

moved a reconsideration, with the idea, I think, of adding the words

"and edges" and striking out the word "face."

Mr. Kelley :—I accept Mr. Loweth's suggestion that it read, "all

four sides." I believe the sense of the convention is that that is more

terse and to the point; but whatever we use in one paragraph we
should use in the others.

The President :—In the preceding paragraph it says, "both faces and

both edges," which is in conformity with the practice of the Committee

on Ties.

Mr. Kelley :—I move that the specification for bridge ties be amended
to read the same as the specification for guard-raU

—
"both faces and both

edges." My amendment was that the specification for bridge ties be

amended to read, "but each face and both edges shall show," etc.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee has discussed Mr. Loweth's sug-

gestion
—

"but each of the four sides shall show 75 per cent, heart," etc.,

—

and the Committee will substitute that if the Association will permit it.

Mr. Kelley :—I withdraw my motion.

Mr. Lum :—The usual guard-rail is not larger than 8 by 8—many of

them smaller ; the ties are usually not more than 8 by 10 or 12—many of

them smaller. If we can procure heart pine for stringers, there is no rea-

son why we should now use so much sap, buying so much sap, as those

paragraphs permit. We do not need the sap. If we cannot get the timber

without the sap then we should begin to preserve the timber. The physical

objection is this—you buy the sap for the guard-rail and tie, the sap rots

in two years, the sparks from an engine fall on the rotten stuff and set

it on fire and the result is your trestle is burned. You do not need the
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sap ;
you can get along without it. You can buy yellow heart pine of the

small sizes without any sap ; and why should we go to the trouble of

specifying so much shall be permitted of what we do not want, what we do

not need, and what is really a damage to us?

The President :—The question is not on the quantity of sap ; that will

be taken up later. The question is on the verbiage we shall use. The

Committee now proposes that the sentence shall read as follows: "Sap

shall be allowed on any or all corners, but each of the four sides shall

show 75 per cent, heart, measured across the side anywhere on the tie."

If that verbiage is satisfactory we will take up the amount of sap it shall

show.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—The question comes up as to

whether or not sap shall be allowed on all four sides. If it is going to be

restricted, then that definition will be thrown out. I believe that after dis-

cussion the Association will very likely throw out any definition which

will allow sap on four sides of the tie. If you will stop to consider a min-

ute, you will come to the conclusion that the kind of timber which will

allow four corners of sap will be worthless for use as a tie. It will be a

pole tie, cut from a small branch, and would not be worth anything for

the purpose it is intended for. It should be restricted to one side or two

corners. If it were permitted that all four corners might have sap, the two

corners on one side soon rot off, and the two corners on the other side

soon rot off, and you will have no tie. I suggest that we discuss the

amount of sap to be allowed before we give the definition.

Mr. Curtis:—I move that the Committee be directed to substitute

after their description of the character of wood to be used for bridge ties

in this paragraph, the specification as defined by the Committee on Ties,

on page 36 of the report of the Committee on Ties under the definition

of "heart tie," which says: "Sapwood shall show on one or two cor-

ners only, and which sapwood shall not measure more than one inch on

either corner on a line drawn diagonally across the end of the tie." As

I understand it, that is the kind of tie you want for bridge ties ; certainly,

if you use long leaf pine. Of course, to put it into the specification the

Committee would need to rewrite the paragraph, but the intent, I think, is

what the Association probably desires.

Mr. Hart :—I second the motion.

The President :—Will Mr. Curtis make his motion a little plainer?

Mr. Curtis:—My motion is to substitute for the character of timber,

specified by the Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, the character

of timber included under the definition of "heart tie" in the report of

the Committee on Ties. That includes a description of the character of

timber which, in the judgment of the Committee on Ties, is desirable for

long leaf yellow pine ties.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—As Mr. Lum very well stated, we will find our

bridge ties varying from 6 by 6 up to 8 by 10 or 9 by 10. and the Com-

mittee was trying to devise a form of specification which would allow
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more sap on the larger timber. The specification on page 36, of Bulletin

61, refers, I presume, to a tie calculated to be 6 by 8.

Mr. Curtis :—Not necessarily.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—That is about the size—6 by 8 or 7 by 9—of the

ordinary track tie. What the Committee had in mind in using the per

cent, was that for a particular road that would be reduced to inches, and

fractions of inches, and reduced to a given specification for a particular

road. We do not say one inch, or an inch and a half, but we give the

percentage of face. It seems to me instead of moving a substitute, as Mr.

Curtis has done, he should move an increase in the percentage of heart,

otherwise all the specifications would have to be changed.

Mr. Loweth :— I believe the remarks of the chairman of the Com-

mittee are to the point. It is the clearest, most straightforward way to say

we want such and such a percentage of heart, and we should have it

measured on the side of the stick. We cannot very well get at the depth

of the sapwood measured on a line diagonally through the stick, except at

the end, and that may not be the point where there is most sap. Again,

that definition would permit a stick of timber being accepted that might

have sap all on one side, and that is what we want to avoid.

Mr. Montfort :—I believe in the present specifications and believe in

specifying 100 per cent. The Louisville & Nashville has been buying

bridge timber for the last twenty-five years, and we specified that all

bridge timber up to 12 by 12 shall be all heart, and we have not experi-

enced any difficulty in getting it, except in one year— 1900. With sticks

over 12 by 12 we permit one inch of sap on the corners.

Mr. Lum :—I move that the bridge ties and guard-rails be clear heart

pine, no sap to be permitted.

The President:—This brings us down to (he meat of the discus-

sion. We should have been at this point long ago.

Mr. Kelley :—The use of the word "clear" does not pertain to sap ; it

pertains to knots, and if you specify a clear heart stick, you mean a stick

without sap and without knots. That is the understanding of all mill-

men and I have seen companies pay quite a large advance per thousand

because they inserted the word "clear" when what they meant is all

heart.

Mr. Curtis :—The convention has already adopted the definition for

a strictly heart tie.

Mr. I. H. Fetty (Secretary, National Hardwood Manufacturers' As-

sociation) :—There is one thing the railroad people will have to consider

in changing the specifications, and that is the cost of the material. It is

possible for the Southern manufacturers to give you an all-heart tie, but I

do not think the railroads would want to pay ten dollars a thousand extra

for that sort of tie. The lasting qualities of a bridge tie, with a small per-

centage of sap on the corner, is practically as great as an all-heart piece,

because that small percentage of sap on the corner does not affect the last-

ing qualities of the stick as far as we can figure it. The strength of the

piece is not on the corner but in the center.
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Mr. Hart :—I differ entirely from Mr. Fetty in regard to the wear

of the tie. Suppose you have the sap under the rail. The rail will cut into

the tie in a short time, as soon as the sap is gone. It does not give one-

half the bearing surface of the rail.

Mr. Lum :—Mr. Fetty referred to paying ten dollars extra for the

ties if furnished under the specification of all heart as against this pro-

portion of sap. The difference, among all of the millmen in the South

where that timber is furnished, is not anything like ten dollars a thou-

sand. It may be fifty cents, or it may be a dollar. I am speaking only of

ties and guard-rails. When we come to stringers, it will be something

less. There is little difference in the price, if you say we will take sap,

which will be rotten in two years, or all heart, which will last ten or

twelve years. There is. however, a great difference to the maintenance

of way department which has to handle the stuff—taking it out from under

the trains and putting it back again because of the sap timber which has

been furnished.

Mr. Baldwin :—I move, if a motion is in order, that sap be allowed

on two upper corners, but the upper face shall show 75 per cent, of heart.

That will necessitate the greater portion of the tie being made of heart

timber. It will admit under these specifications 25 per cent, of sap, so

small a part that the loss to the durability of the tie will not be material,

and at the same time the difference in cost to the company will be appre-

ciable. I do not know what it will amount to in dollars and cents, but

I know we are having a great deal more trouble in getting all heart timber

than we had a year or so ago. And I am satisfied that the trouble will

grow and it will be even harder in a few years to get all heart timber than

it is now. I believe a tie with this small amount of sap on the corners

will be a sufficiently good tie, and at the same time will not have a suffi-

cient amount of sap to injure the tie, and the sap should be placed so as

to come on the top of the tie.

The President :—The motion before the house is to provide that all

pieces under 12 by 12 shall be free from sap.

Mr. Lum:—No, sir; ties and guard-rails, which are of much smaller

dimensions—8 by 10, or under.

. The President :—The point made by Mr. Kelley was instead of saying,

"clear heart pine" you should say "all heart."

Mr. Lum :—Change it to "all heart."

The President :—The motion is to strike out the last sentence in the

specification for guard-rail and substitute the words "The timber shall be

all heart." Is that correct, Mr. Lum?
Mr. Lum :—If you will permit me, I want to explain our position with

reference to this matter. We expect, as the gentleman said, that it will

be harder later on to obtain this heart pine, and then we expect to go into

some preservative arrangement to treat the timber, but then we will buy

the sap pine, and we will treat it ; but we do not want to buy it now when

it does us no good.

Mr. Fetty:—I ask how many of the roads represented here require
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their material to be furnished all heart, in the way of guard-rails and

bridge ties ; and whether they get them under that specification, or whether

they take a tie with sap on the corners and use it.

The President :—That would be a pretty hard matter to determine. We
would like to accommodate Mr. Fetty if we had the information before us.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee calls attention to one feature of

this definition which Mr. Fetty's remarks called to mind. It says, "and

both edges shall show not less than 75 per cent, heart measured across the

surface anywhere on the piece." It must be that or less. You see at once

it will be impossible to get a stick under this specification and not have

pretty nearly two-thirds of it all heart, and yet allowing the other third

to have a little sap is going to help the millmen out. I am on the other

side of the fence. I know that in buying timber more or less leeway must

be allowed, and under this specification you will get more or less heart

stock. Probably the guard-rail is 25 feet in length.

The President :—The question is to strike out the last paragraph of

the specification for guard-rail and substitute the words "the timber shall

be all heart."

(The motion was lost.)

Mr. Curtis :—Mr. Lum's motion was an amendment to my motion,

and as that motion was not adopted the question comes back to my
motion, which was that sapwood shall be allowed to show on one or two

corners only, and this sapwood not to measure more than one inch on

either corner on a line drawn diagonally across the end of the tie.

The President:—Has Mr. Curtis' motion a second?

Mr. Hart :—I second the motion.

Mr. Curtis :•—The specification which we now have under considera-

tion will read, "sap which shall be allowed on one or two corners only,

this sapwood not to measure more than one inch on either corner on a line

drawn diagonally across the end of the tie." That makes it correspond to

what the Committee on Ties has defined as a "heart tie."

Mr. Fetty:—I do not believe you would get as good a tie under the

specification just suggested by the gentleman as you would under the speci-

fication presented by your Committee. As stated a while ago, if you meas-

ure the sap diagonally across the end of the tie, you are liable to get a

piece with the sap almost entirely across the face before you reach the

other end of the tie, and I think you will get a better tie by taking the

sap on the face instead of measuring diagonally across the corner. Another

thing about the specification on two corners for bridge ties, that is, the

specification, I believe, which was adopted for cross-ties. As a rule, a

cross-tie is made either out of pole pile stick or ripped out of a large

tree. That, of course, gives you a stick with the sap on two corners only.

A bridge tie, the size you specify, is made out of one stick, and you get

heart boxed in center of the stick and get a better timber, for the reason

we do not open up the heart and thereby the stick would open with a heart

shake.

Mr, Hart:—I think the boxed heart is the poorest stick of timber we
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can buy. It is generally sawed out of the tops where the timber is so

small it will not make anything else.

Prof. W. K. Hatt (Purdue University) :—The specification for all

heart is right, if we stick to the terminology, that is to say, for long leaf

pine. A great deal of timber is used that is not long leaf pine, but is

called so. For strictly long leaf pine, I do not see any good in getting pine

all heart—they get a very large stick and thereby get near the center of

the tree. It is the material out near the center, which is clear, which is

far more valuable material. With a stick of true long leaf yellow pine,

there is very little sap. There is no reason why the bridge tie should not

be all heart. There is a great deal of pine used which is called long

leaf, which is not long leaf, and it has considerable sap.

Mr. Baldwin:—The objection I see to the use of the word "diagonal"

is that it would admit that the timber might be still cut from a very

small pole. If a line drawn diagonally across the tie would admit sap

on either corner, that would necessarily be a pole tie, and for the pine

timber we ordinarily use for bridges, that would be a piece of timber not

suitable for ties. I think it can only be governed by restricting the sap to

two corners that are adjacent, and these two corners should be the upper

corners. If it is restricted to the two upper corners, then necessarily the

body of the tie, and all the lower portion of the tie must be cut from the

heart of the timber.

The President :—Mr. Baldwin, I believe you made a motion some time

ago that sap be allowed in the two upper corners, but that the upper face

shall show at least 75 per cent, heart. The question is now on the motion

of Mr. Curtis. Is there any further discussion on the motion of Mr.

Curtis?

(The motion of Mr. Curtis was put to vote and lost.)

The President:—The question is now on Mr. Baldwin's proposed

amendment which is that sap will be allowed on the two upper corners,

but the upper face shall show 75 per cent, heart. That means that the

next to the last sentence in the paragraph will be stricken out and these

words substituted.

Mr. Baldwin :— I make a slight change in my amendment which I

would like to state. It is as follows : "Sap will be allowed on the two

upper corners, but the upper face and sides shall show not over 25 per

cent, sap."

Mr. Sullivan :—If I were ordering ties I would ord^r the ties

specified by Mr. Baldwin, but I would not use them as he suggests.

When building bridges, we depend on the framing between the guard-

rail and the tie to prevent the bunching of the ties. I instruct my men

to put the heart side of the wood up, and if there is any sapwood in the

tie to put it down. I simply mention this to bring out discussion. I

may be wrong in this, but I have seen ties bunched on account of using

sap timber and placing the sap part of the tie up.

Mr. Loweth :—I suggest that we drop out the word "upper." We
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are buying a stick of timber to be used as a tie, and it is not a tie until

it is placed in position in the bridge.

The President:—The inspector can judge which is the upper side of

the tie. The question is on Mr. Baldwin's motion. Mr. Loweth moves

to amend it by striking out the word "upper."

Mr. Sullivan :—I second that motion.

The President :—Mr. Baldwin, do you accept the amendment to your

amendment?

Mr. Baldwin :—I accept it ; it should read, "sap will be allowed on

two adjacent corners only."

Mr. Sullivan :—If we had a tie 7 by 9 and were laying it flat, I

would want the wide face all clear heart. If you say, "two adjacent

corners," it does not overcome my objection.

Mr. Baldwin :—I believe I will withdraw my acceptance of the

amendment. One advantage of having the sap on the top is that it can

be adzed off as it decays. That can easily be done and we have sound

timber.

Mr. Lum :—Why do we buy the sap, then, Mr. President?

The President :—Because it is cheaper. The question is on the

original motion of Mr. Baldwin, which is as follows : "Sap will be

allowed on the two upper corners, but the upper face and sides shall

show not over 25 per cent, of sap."

(The amendment was put to vote, and on a division was lost.)

The President :—The question is on the original specification of the

Committee, as amended by Mr. Kelley, the only amendment to the clause

as it now stands being, "but each of the four sides shall show 75 per

cent, heart."

Mr. Kelley:—Would it be permissible at this time to put in the

words "at least" before the words "75 per cent, heart?"

The President :—That is acceptable to the Committee.

Mr. John V. Hanna (St. Louis & San Francisco) :—Before we
vote on this question, I would like to ask why we require all heart

on one side of the guard-rail and allow sap on all four corners of the

tic. If we are going to allow sap on two corners of the guard-rail

only and require all heart on the other side, why does not that also

apply to the tie?

The President:—We are discussing the paragraph as submitted by

the Committee. It is still open for discussion.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I would say that

all specifications should harmonize. An examination of the seven follow-

ing specifications on pages 9 to 10 will show that the Committee uses

generally in the first line the words "full size and length," while in the

specification under discussion it has omitted the words "and length." I

think the Committee will probably accept the suggestion that the speci-

fications read, "sawed full size and length," so that they may be all

alike.
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Mr. Loweth:— I think we can leave out "and length." If the tie is

the size, it means not only cross-section but length.

Mr. Wendt :— I thought the Committee would accept the suggestion,

as that is the phraseology used in all of the following specifications.

My idea agrees with the gentleman who has just preceded me, but as

there seems to be a general meaning to "full size," it occurred to me
that it would be better to add the words "and length."

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—If a motion is in order,

I would offer one as a substitute for this second clause—the clause

next to the last one in the paragraph which is under consideration—the

.one which begins, "sap will be allowed on any or all corners," etc. I

would move to substitute for that sentence the following, "Not more

than one inch of sap will be allowed on one corner of pieces of 8 by 8,

or less ; not over one inch of sap will be allowed on two corners of

pieces over 8 by 8 and under \2 by 12 inches."

Mr. Curtis:—How is the one inch to be measured?

Mr. Cushing:—Cn the surface.

The President:—Does that apply to guard-rail also?

Mr. Cushing:—Yes, sir.

Mr. Fetty :—That is a specification which could not be furnished

except under an all-heart specification, because you cannot get a stick

and get one corner with sap on it and the other three heart. It is just

a^ well to say furnish a strictly all-heart to begin with.

The President :—This is a specification of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

and probably Mr. Cushing can tell us whether he gets it or not.

Mr. Cushing:—The specification which I have just given you has

been the subject of recent study—study of lumbermen's specifications,

standard size specifications, and investigation in the district by our own
inspector and our own purchaser of lumber, so that it has not been

decided upon without thorough investigation. We buy our ties under

that specification and get ties of that kind.

Mr. Loweth :—I am opposed to the amendment. I think it would be

better if we allow one inch of sap on top for an 8-inch tie, and say

that not more than one-eighth

—

\2 l/2 per cent.—shall be sap. I think

it would be a better tie to have sap on two corners than to have one

inch of sap on one corner, and I think we could buy our ties somewhat

cheaper.

(Mr. Cushing's amendment was put to vote and lost.)

The President :—The question is on the original clause as presented

by the Committee and amended by Mr. Kelley.

Mr. John Dean (Civil Engineer) :—I would like to offer as an

amendment that we take the last three lines of the specification under

guard-rail, beginning "one face shall show all heart, the other face and

both edges shall show not less than 75 per cent, heart," etc., and substi-

tute that for the next to the last sentence in the specification for bridge

ties. When I was building wooden bridges I was more particular
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about the ties than I was about the guard-rails. I would allow in the

guard-rail what I would not allow in the tie.

The President :—As I understand your motion, it is that we take the

last part of the specification under guard-rail and use it instead of the

sap clause under the bridge ties.

Mr. Loweth :—I should be opposed to that amendment. It seems

to me there is really no objection to having sap if you have it on

the four corners. If you take a tie and lay it on stringers and there is

a little sap on the lower corner, it is not such a vital defect after all.

I am in favor of letting it stand as the Committee has it, with the

amendment of Mr. Kelley.

Mr. Kelley:—If I understand the intent of Mr. Dean's motion, it is

to bring before the Association clearly the difference in the two

specifications so far as they have been written. We have admitted in

the guard-rail specification sap on two corners only. Now, by my
motion to amend the specification for bridge ties, we admitted sap

on four corners. If the Association votes down Mr. Dean's substitute

motion, it puts clearly before the Association the fact that we are

accepting for ties an easier specification than for guard-rails, and I

think all constructors will admit that if there is any favor to be shown

in accepting poor quality of material it should be in the case of the

guard-rail. Therefore, if Mr. Dean's motion is lost and my amend-

ment is carried, it seems to me a motion would be in order to recon-

sider the specification for guard-rails and substitute the same wording

as has been adopted for bridge ties.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—After discussion among the members of the

Committee present they submit the following in place of the sap clause,

which we hope will make it possible for all to agree: "Sap will be

allowed on two adjacent corners, but no side shall show less than 75

per cent, heart, measured across the side anywhere on the tie."

Mr. Dean:—The only objection to that is that you say that every

side shall be allowed to show only 75 per cent, heart. If you have

sap on two corners only, you want to have all heart on one side.

The President :—The question is on the amendment of Mr. Dean

that the sap allowance clause for guard-rails shall be applied to bridge

ties.

(The motion was put and lost.)

The President :—We will now take up the amendment of the Com-
mittee.

Mr. Lum :—I do not quite understand it. Does it mean that three

sides will be clear?

Mr. I. O. Walker :—One face will be all heart ; it may be the edge

or face.

Mr. Lum:—The other three corners will have sap?

Mr. I. O. Walker:—If two corners have sap, at least three faces

will be clear.
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Mr. Dean :—That is what I was contending for.

The President :—The motion as presented by the Committee is to

strike out the sentence presented in the report and substitute the follow-

ing: "Sap will be allowed on two adjacent corners, but no side shall

show less than 75 per cent, heart, measured across the side anywhere

on the tie."

Mr. Loweth :—I ask Mr. Fetty whether that will not cost more

than one which will have the same amount of sap distributed on four

corners?

Mr. Fetty :—This tie will cost more money, and will not be a

good tie-

Mr. Loweth:—I ask the Committee what the objection is to having

sap on four corners. If we are going to have sap, instead of having

the same amount of sap distributed on two corners, why not have it

on four corners?

The President:—The Committee is already in favor of four corners,

if the convention will pass it.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—We were trying to harmonize the differences

of opinion in the convention rather than in the Committee.

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I move that the

recommendations of the Committee be adopted.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee desires to harmonize the vari-

ous elements in the Association, rather than to present this new matter

in place of what we have put forth in the printed report. We would

rather have the printed report adopted.

Mr. Hanna:—I do not believe we ought to pass this last motion

until we are ready to decide whether we are going to apply the same

rule to ties as to guard-rails. I think that is really the point at issue.

The arguments so far presented have been to the effect that we should

have a better tie than guard-rail.

The President:—The gentleman wants to hear from the Committee

why there should be only two corners on the guard-rail and four on

the tie.

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee is of the opinion that a guard-

rail is a much more expensive piece of timber than a tie and more

expensive to renew. If we lose a tie, we are not losing as much as

if we lose a guard-rail, running from 24 to 30 feet in length.

Mr. Markley:—As a member of the Committee, I cannot quite

side with our chairman. It is a well-known fact—and the gentlemen

brought out the point—that in framing timbers in all cases we frame

the best side up, and in framing the guard-rail specifications we had

that in mind ; and I am rather inclined to believe that it is an oversight,

when it comes to the tie specifications, that the same provision was

not made. I think the same specification should apply to both, and

if anything is favored the tie should be favored, because it has more

bearing and is a more important piece of timber than the guard-rail,

6
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more particularly on account of derailment. All timber should be

bought with that in view. I believe it is almost impossible to get all

heart timber. We have never been able to get it up in the North. I

would like very much to have seen the information which Mr. Fetty

requested, as to how many roads are getting all heart timber, given

to him. I doubt if many are getting it for their bridge work.

The President :—Those in favor of the adoption of the paragraph

as submitted by the Committee, plus the amendment of Mr. Kelley, which

calls for sap on four corners of a tie, will please rise ; those opposed

to the specification as submitted by the Committee will please rise.

(The motion was carried, and the Committee's specification as origi-

nally submitted was adopted.)

Mr. Fetty :—There is something said about a coarse grain or fine

grain stick. How would you specify that?

The President :—That matter can be taken up at the afternoon

session. I suppose it could be provided for by specifying the number

of rings to the linear inch.

The President :—We will now take up the specification for bridge

ties—Douglas Fir ties.

The Secretary :
—

"Bridge Ties.—Douglas Fir. Shall be full size and

length and sawed square and out of wind. They must be close grained

and free from wind shakes, large, loose or unsound knots or decayed

streaks, and must show at any point in their length not less than 85

per cent, heart. Knots must not show over 2 in. in diameter as meas-

ured on the surface and must not be in groups."

Prof. Hatt :—I do not know whether it is in order to bring up

the question of the name of the timber or not. The Committee calls

it Douglas Fir. We all know that timber comes on the market which

is called "Douglas Fir," "Oregon Fir," Washington Fir," "Red Fir,"

and fir which is known by many other terms. The lumberman calls

it whatever the customer orders. The name adopted by the Bureau of

Forestry is "Red Fir." There is some objection to that, because there

is a prejudice on the part of many consumers concerning the color

of the timber. They will not use fir if it is red. They wish to get the

light-colored fir, although both come from the same tree. It seems

to me the term "Douglas Fir" is a good compromise, and in connection

with that I call attention to the fact that the
(
same timber is called

"Oregon Fir" by the Committee on page 7. I suppose that should be

changed to "Douglas Fir" in conformity with the rest of the report.

The same confusion arises on page 12, where the piles are referred

to as "Oregon Fir." I suppose that also should be "Douglas Fir." I

merely wish to call attention that the accepted name adopted by the

Bureau of Forestry is "Red Fir."

The President :—We understand you approve the name reported by

the Committee?

Prof. Hatt :—I think it is a fair compromise, although I think
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some note should be made concerning the true botanical name. In

connection with the specification, I raise the question as to what con-

stitutes "Red Fir." In large trees you get a growth from five rings

per linear inch up to 42. The best strains of Red Fir represent a growth

of 20 to 22 rings per inch, that being wood put on in the maturity of

the tree. There is a question as to the use of the word "point"
—
"must

show at any point in their length ;" that would seem very indefinite

to my understanding. In connection with the 85 per cent, heart, so

far as I know, there is no difficulty in getting ties or any other lumber

product from the Red Fir, which shall be all heart. Some of the trees

are 4 and 6 feet in diameter and only show one inch of sap in the

whole tree ; so that 85 per cent, heart is, I think, a specification which

is unnecessary.

The President:—Is there any further discussion on the specification

for bridge ties made out of Douglas Fir? The question has been raised

by Prof. Hatt and also by Mr. Fetty as to what is meant by close-

grained. I think the idea is that the Committee shall specify the number
of annual rings per inch which shall be admissible. Has the Com-
mittee any recommendation to make on that point?

Mr. I. O. Walker:—That is a matter which has been discussed be-

tween members of the Committee and users of timber. We find that

the number of rings in yellow pine varies from about 6 to something,

over 20 to the inch, and some men who have used yellow pine for

probably 30 years want not less than 8 to 10 rings to the inch. The
Committee got this information a little too late to place it in the

hands of the printer, and therefore made no recommendation, but the

information at hand leads the Committee to think that about 10 rings

per inch for yellow pine will be a safe minimum.

Prof. Hatt :—There is a question as to what is meant by yellow

pine. Long leaf pellow pine, merchantable size, runs from 30 to 43 rings

per inch—they are a very slowly growing tree. Yellow pine of the

short leaf variety runs from 15 down to 3 rings per inch, and it may
be that the Committee, in using the term long leaf, means simply a

reference to the commercial long leaf, which is not necessarily a specific

term, because on the market you will find long leaf pine is taken to

be anything which is not obviously short leaf. Ten rings per inch

would be rather too rapid a growth of the material to be supplied for

strength.

The President :—I think it would be in order that a motion be made

to take up again the question of specifications for bridge ties and guard-

rails, so as to define what we mean by "close-grained." The chair would

like to have a motion to that effect, if it appears to the convention

desirable. If it does not appear that that matter is to be reopened, we

will ta'ke up the subject of bridge ties of Douglas Fir. The question

13 on the adoption of the paragraph as submitted by the Committee.

(The question was then put on the adoption of the specification
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for bridge ties of Douglas Fir as submitted by the Committee. There

was no vote on the question.)

The President :—It seems evident that the convention does not un-

derstand.

Prof. Hatt :—I move that the matter be referred back to the Committee

to hereafter define what is meant by a "close-grain."

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee believes it would be more for the

good of the Association if the gentleman would make a motion as to how

many rings he wants for the various kinds of timber. Let us get this

closed up if we can. It would seem to be undesirable to let these

specifications go over for one or two small items. The Committee did not

have all the necessary information before it when the matter went to the

hands of the printer, and we left it in this shape, intending that a close,

firm grain should be secured in the various kinds of timber.

Mr. Fetty :—If the timber is long leaf, such as you specified, it is

close grain. The only loose-grain timber there is in yellow pine would

be short leaf or what is known as loblolly, none of which would come

under long leaf specifications. I think, as you have already specified

long leaf material, it is superfluous to say anything about it.

The President :—The chair desires to have something to say on this

matter. I do not believe there are a dozen inspectors that can pass over

a carload of timber and separate, by eye, the long leaf from the short

leaf, but 1 do think, whether it is long leaf or short leaf, if it is close-grain

timber, you can count on it being timber of considerable life, and if we
specify a sufficient number of rings to the inch to guarantee slow growth,

it is unimportant whether we get loblolly or long leaf. I think on the

question of pine, notwithstanding the fact the gentleman has said all

long leaf is slow growth, we ought to define the number of rings per inch.

I am not sufficiently acquainted with the actual growth of the timber in

the forest to know the truth of what he says, but I believe there is long-

leaf pine that grows in lowlands, and I know that timber that grows in

low lands has wider rings than that grown on the highlands, and timber

that grows on the highlands has more pitch in it than that which grows

on the lowlands.

Prof. Hatt :—I did not raise the question with reference to long-

leaf pine, because I agree with Mr. Fetty, that if you get long-leaf pine

it is bound to be long leaf timber. My remarks apply to Douglas Fir, and

I think it is very necessary in case of Douglas Fir to specify what we get,

as the growth in the trees varies. I do not think information is at hand

at present to settle the question. Certainly it is not in my possession at

the present time, and I am not ready to make a specification for the Com-
mittee.

The President :—The question before the house is that the Com-
mittee shall hereafter define what it means by close-grain with reference

to Douglas Fir. Are you ready for the question?

(The question on the motion was then put and carried.)

The President :—The question is now on the adoption of the para-
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graph of the specification for Douglas Fir as submitted by the Committee.

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"Stringers.—Long Leaf Yellow Pine. To be cut from

sound live trees and sawed full size, square in section and out of wind.

They must be close grained and free from wind shakes, large or unsound

knots, pitch seams, decay or defects that will impair their strength or

durability. No side to show less than 85 per cent, heart measured across

the sides anywhere in the length of the stick. Solid knots will be allowed,

but not in groups nor so located as to impair the strength of the piece."

The President:—Is there any discussion on the specification for yel-

low pine stringers.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—It is suggested that "no side to show less than

85 per cent, heart" is not what the Committee meant. They meant

"no surface." Perhaps it would be all right to say, "none of the four

sides to show less than 85 per cent, heart," the idea being that no

surface shall show less.

The President :—The Committee desires to amend that by substitut-

ing "none of the four sides" instead of "no side."

Mr. Lum:—Is that 85 per cent, of the depth or the width of the stick?

It has no reference to the length of the stick?

The President :—No.

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"Stringers.—Douglas Fir. Shall be sawed square

in section and full size and length. Straight close grained and cut from

sound live trees and must be free from shakes, large, loose or rotten knots,

pitch seams, pitch pockets, or any other defect in the grain which would

impair the strength of the piece. Sapwood, if sound, will be permitted

on two corners of the stick, but at least 85 per cent, of any face and 70

per cent, of any edge shall show all heart, measured across the surface

at any point on the length of the stick. Sound knots less than 2 in. wide

will be permitted if not less than 4 in. from the edge. Knots must not

be in groups, and in no case will they be allowed on any edge of any

stick."

Prof. Hatt:—I want to refer back to the specification on stringers-

long leaf yellow pine—the last sentence, to the words "solid knot ;" should

it not be "sound knot?"

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee had in mind a knot fixed in the

stick. We can have a sound knot in which there is no rot, yet it would

be loose. The Committee wanted a knot fixed in its place.

The President:—The question is on the adoption of the specifications

of stringers for Douglas Fir.

Mr. Tye:—I would like to ask the Committee why they use the term

"solid knot" in the long leaf yellow pine and "sound knot" in Douglas

Fir. What is the difference?

Mr. I. O. Walker :—We will use "solid" in the last case also.

The President :—The Committee will use "solid" instead of "sound."

Prof. Hatt:—The usual term in all specifications is "sound knots."
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I cannot recall the use of the term "solid knots." A loose knot may
be solid, of course, or you may have a knot that is apparently con-

nected with the timber that is punky and rotten. The term "solid

knot" does not convey any meaning to my mind, and referring back to the

specifications for bridge ties—Douglas Fir—"must show at any point

in their length not less than 85 per cent, heart." Should not the language

in that part of the specification conform to the language of the specifica-

tion for stringers—Douglas Fir—where it says, "measured across the

surface at any point?" The point is that the third line, under bridge ties,

is not definite. Should it not be made to conform to the seventh line of

the specification?

The President :—The language of the Committee is "solid knots."

Is the convention ready to vote on the specification as submitted for

stringers? Is there any further discussion on these points raised by Pro-

fessor Hatt? The Committee is undertaking to use a word which Pro-

fessor Hatt says has never been used before in specifications, that is,

the use of the words "solid knots" in place of "sound knots"—sound

knots being usual.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee wishes to be consistent on that

matter. I would like to ask Professor Hatt if he would consider a knot

sound without any rot that was loose in its place?

Prof. Hatt :—That is a loose knot.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The Committee wants a knot firmly fixed in its

place. Will "sound" cover it?

Prof. Hatt :—It seems to me it is tight in the surrounding timber.

Mr. Fetty :—Speaking from a manufacturing standpoint, the word

"sound" covers a knot that is absolutely sound in its place in the timber.

A gentleman here on the other side of me never used the word "sound."

"Sound" means absolutely sound in the timber.

Prof. Allen :—If that statement goes into the Proceedings. I think it

ought to be sufficient to express the idea of the Association.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—The specifications Professor Allen refers to may
be printed without any discussion attached to them and the Committee

is averse to introducing a new term if there is one in existence that fits

the case exactly, and they hesitated on the matter of "sound" and "solid."

The Committee is willing to accept the suggestion of Professor Hatt.

The President:—The chair would like to have some motion that will

get us out df this trouble.

Prof. Hatt :—May I quote from the specification for Douglas Fir

used by the Pacific Coast Lumbermen's Manufacturers' Association?

It reads : "Sound, strong lumber, free from shakes, large, loose or rotten

knots and defects that materially impair the strength." I think "sound,

tight knot" would be understood by everybody. The specification might

be modified by inserting the words "and tight."

The President :—The Committee is prepared to accept the word

"sound" instead of "solid." It is the long leaf yellow pine specification.
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If there is no further discussion we will consider that the specification

of long leaf yellow pine has been amended so as to change the word
"solid" to "sound." We will now take a vote on the stringers for Douglas

Fir. The description there reads "sound knots."

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:—Caps, Intermediate Caps and Sills.—Long Leaf

Yellow Pine, White. Post and Burr Oaks. Shall be cut from sound

live trees, sawed full size and length and square in section. Timber
shall be close grained and free from wind shakes, large or un-

sound knots, decay or any defects that will impair its strength. Solid

knots will be allowed, but they must not be so located as to impair the

strength of the stick. The opposite or bearing faces of the caps shall

show 85 per cent, heart and the other two sides shall show 75 per cent,

heart, measured across the face anywhere in the length of the stick."

Mr. I. O. Walker :—In discussing "intermediate sills," did we not

define that as "caps, intermediate sills, and sills?"

The President :—We adopted the term "intermediate sills." The
Committee is willing to strike out the words "intermediate caps" and say

"caps and sills." That will carry with it "intermediate sills." Are you
ready to vote on the specifications for caps and sills?

Mr. Raymer :—It is rather unfortunate that we have to reject timber

that shows more than 85 per cent, heart. I suggest that we insert the

words "not less than 85 per cent, heart."

The President :—It is moved that the words "at least" be put in front

of "85 per cent." in the line' next to the last, and also "75." The Com-
mittee accepts that. Are you now ready for the question? The question

on the adoption of the specification for long leaf yellow pine, white, post

and burr oaks is now before us. Any discussion. on that specification?

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary :—Caps and Sills.—Douglas Fir. Timber shall be

sawed full size and length, square in section and out of wind, close

grained and free from wind shakes, large, loose or unsound knots,

decayed streaks or hollow butts. Sapwood if sound will be allowed,

but each face shall show length at least 75 per cent, heart measured

across the face anywhere in the length of the stick. Sap must not

exxeed two (2) in. in width at any corner. Knots must be sound

and not over 3 in. in diameter measured on surface of stick and must

not be in groups."

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary :— "Posts.—Long Leaf Yellow Pine. White, Post and

Burr Oaks, Douglas Fir. Timber shall be cut from sound, live trees,

sawed full size and length and out of wind. It shall be free from shakes,

large or unsound knots or any defect that will impair its strength or

durability ; each face must show 66 per cent, heart measured across the

face anywhere in the length of the stick. Sound knots will be allowed

up to two (2) in. in diameter, measured on surface of the stick, but no

knots will be permitted in the corner of the post. One-inch wane will be

allowed on two corners half the length of the stick."
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(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :—"Longitudinal Struts or Girts.—Long Leaf Yellow

Pine, Douglas Fir. Timber to be cut from sound live trees and full size

and length, square in section and out of wind. It shall be close grained

and free from shakes, rot and any defect that will impair its strength or

durability. One edge shall show all heart, the other three sides shall

show 85 per cent, heart measured across the face anywhere in the length

of the stick.'"

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :—"Longitudinal X-Braces, Sash Braces and Sway-

Braces.—Long Leaf Yellow Pine, Douglas Fir, White, Burr or Post Oak.

Timber to be cut from sound live trees, sawed full size and length and

square in section, close grained and free from wind shakes, large or un-

sound knots or other defects that will impair its strength for the above

pieces, each face to show 66 per cent, heart anywhere in the length of the

stick; no restrictions as to sap on edges."

M'r. Lum :—As I understand it longitudinal braces, sash braces and

sway-braces are usually of small dimensions, perhaps 3 by 10, 6 by 6 or

8 by 8, or something of that kind. If you can get a stringer of heart

pine, as has been described, you can get your sway-bracing of timber

that would stand more than three or four years. This description will

give you rotten sway-braces, rotten longitudinal braces and rotten sash

plank in three or four years. If it is to be heart pine, it will last ten or

twelve years. You remove this sap, which decays in three or four years,

at the expense of the labor of putting it on. You purchase from the mills

new sap stuff and put it on twice, or maybe three times, whereas if the

material had been heart pine which you can purchase—it being small of

size—you would put it on once. This matter of the amount of sap which

you allow in this material is of very great importance to railways and to

the Maintenance of Way Department, and I want to ask that it be con-

sidered carefully. Our payrolls are scanned very carefully. I cannot

aeree to our buying so much sap stuff to throw away in three years, be-

cause we know that guard-rails with sap on them will rot in three years.

The ties you have described with sap on them will rot in three years.

We had better make the post, instead of 12 by 12 of sap, 9 by 9 or 10 by

10 clear heart.

Mr. Montfort :—I can fully endorse what Mr. Lum said.

Mr. Lum:—The millmen are represented here, and ably. It is to the

interest of the millmen to reduce that specification as much as possible.

It would certainly be to my interest, if I were furnishing lumber, and I

am only judging the millmen in general, by myself. They say that the

supply is limited ; that in the future it will be harder to get heart lumber

than it is now. All of that is granted freely ; we all know that. Ten years

from now the sap pine will be here and much of the heart pine will have

gone, but we can get it now and we ought to put it in now or else we ought

not write this specification for the use of sap, which is like the use of the

shim, or the use of the knot we have been talking about. We ought not
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to write a specification for the use of sap. We ought rather to put this

down and say "Let us make a specification for creosoting or preserving

our sap pine." Much of our time to-day has been devoted to what are

the objectionable features which we may put in here—sap, shim, knots.

Those three items have consumed much of our time, and I think I have

made it plain that I do not approve of buying sap for our trestles. We
have about forty miles of trestles and the timber we use increases our

maintenance of way expenses. If we use heart pine, we take it out in

ten years. If we use sap pine we take it out in three or four years.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—I believe the last two speakers have lost sight of

what we are doing. The timber is so situated that it will shed the

water, and I believe a guard-rail which is of heart and a longitudinal

X-brace 6 by 10, which is two-thirds heart, will last about the same

length of time.

Mr. Berry :—This may be a little early, but I would like to know the

recipe. When Mr. Lum goes to his superior officer and says, "Heart pine

will cost $40 per thousand and some other kind $20," how does he get it

approved? I think the specification ought to include, "with the approval

of the President or the Purchasing Agent."

Mr. Lum :—I would be glad to give you that if I had it. As a mat-

ter of fact I would not make the statement that there is a difference of

$20 as between this which we specify and that which we want. A tie is

a very small stick of timber, probably 8 by 8 or 8 by 10. That may be

heart pine, all four sides, at an expense of about $1 or $1.50 more. There

is not ten dollars difference—I am talking about the small pieces. It is

not as twenty is to forty. It is as 10 is to 11V2 or 12 is to 13. There is

only a very little difference. It is to the interest of the millmen to say

to you, "Now, if you call for all heart pine, look at the price you are

paying." That price is not there. You do not pay it. The difference is

not there at all.

Mr. Berry :—In the proposed purchase of some Southern pine our

Purchasing Agent got quotations for stringers at $35. We can buy

Oregon Fir for about $10 or $11, make a fair allowance for freight, $4

to $5, amounting to about $15, west of the Missouri River, as against

$35 that they quoted for Southern pine.

Mr. M'ontfort :—If the last speaker will write me I can give him a

list of first-class mills that will furnish yellow pine stringers for from

$20 to $23 per thousand.

Mr. Markley :—The same thing would apply in yellow pine that

applies in white pine. Why not buy clear white pine at $65 a thousand?

The President:—Gentlemen, this is a very interesting subject. We
have nearly come to the conclusion of this sap business. Are you ready

for the question?

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"Piles.—White, Post or Burr Oak. Piles shall be

cut from growing trees, free from wind or heart shakes, large or unsound

knots, decay or other defects that impair the strength or durability of
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the pile. Only butt cuts, cut above the ground swell of the tree, will be

accepted. Bark shall be peeled off, and knots trimmed smoothly to the

body of the tree. After peeling and trimming, piles shall be reasonably

straight and uniformly tapering.

"Piles shall be of close, firm grain and with sap-ring not over 2 in.

in thickness. They shall not be less than 12 in. in diameter 6 ft. from the

butt, and when less than 30 ft. in length shall be 10 in. in diameter at the

point, 30 ft. to 39 ft. long, 9 in., and 40 ft. long and over, 8 in. at the point.

Square piles shall be of timber squared throughout their entire length,

smoothly hewed and of the following dimensions : Large end not less

than 14 in. or more than 16 in. in diameter: small end for piles 30 ft.

long and under, 10 in. square
; 30 ft. long to 40 ft. long, 9 in. square ; 40

ft. long and over, 8 in. square. A pile will be considered straight if it

has not more than 2 in. deviation from the straight in 20 ft., 5 in. in 30 ft.

or 8 in. in 40 ft., or 10 in. in 50 ft., but no short crooks will be allowed."

Mr. Alfred :—I would like to ask the Committee what is meant bj

"diameter of the square piles." The Committee probably means smal'

diameter.

The President:—You mean square?

Mr. Alfred :—I think it should read "small diameter," if they use

diameter with square diameter, the same as with a knot.

The President :—The Committee accepts that amendment. Instead

of saying, "in diameter," they will say "16 inches square."

Mr. Kelley:—In reference to the size of this piling, it reads, "They

shall not be less than 12 inches in diameter 6 feet from the butt, and

when less than 30 feet in length shall be 10 inches in diameter at the

point, 30 feet to 39 feet long, 9 inches, and 40 feet long and over, 8 inches

at the point." I think 8 inches at the point for any pile is entirely too

small. At the present time, take a specification of that kind and purchase

Southern oak piling and you will get a pile so small at the average pen-

etration, say 14 to 16 feet, that it will not last. It is not a reliable pile.

I have had considerable trouble under a specification almost similar to

that. The longer the pile the higher the structure for which it is in-

tended, and why should we make a smaller requirement at the ground

surface where the strain will come than for a low trestle? Take a 40- foot

pile and allow 15 feet for penetration, you have 25 feet above the ground.

Either one is too small or the other too large. In our own case, after

struggling with piling obtained from different parts of the country, I finally

adopted 12 inches at a point 14 feet from the point of the pile, and under

that specification I obtain a very good pile. It is not unnecessarily heavy

for shipment, and at the same time gives us strong timber in the trestle.

The President :—Do I understand correctly that you move to strike

out the words "eight inches" and make it "nine?"

Mr. Kelley :—I would like some discussion upon the dimension in

diameter of the round piling. My suggestion is that we make it call for

a given diameter at a certain specified number of feet from the small end

of the pile, and my own personal experience is that 12 inches is the
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smallest I can specify and get a satisfactory pile, and I am getting that

now, both in oak and cedar. I specify 12 inches 14 feet from the point.

Before making a motion to correct that I would like to hear the opinion

of some of the other members whose business it is to construct trestles.

I am simply giving my experience. I worked under 9-inch piling less than

40 feet, 8-inch 40 feet and over, and I have never yet got a pile I was

satisfied with when it came to construction.

The President:—This is a live subject and we would be glad to hear

from you. The question is on the specification as submitted by the

Committee.

(The question was put to a vote and lost.)

The President :—We would like for some of the gentlemen who
voted no to say in what they want to change it.

Mr. Kelley :— I believe it will be in order to move that we accept

entire the first paragraph of the Committee's recommendation for white

or burr oak piles. Then we can proceed to dimensions after that.

The President :—The gentlemen desires to divide the paragraph and

take a vote on the first section of it. The question is on the adoption

of the first paragraph of the article covering piles for white, post or burr

oak.

(The first paragraph was adopted.)

The President :—The question now is on the second paragraph.

Mr. Kelley :—I move that the second paragraph of the Committee's

recommendation be altered to read as follows : "Piles shall be of close,

firm grain and with sap-ring not over 2 inches in thickness. They shall

not be less than 12 inches in diameter at a point 12 feet from the small

end of the pile." That is to take the place of the first four lines in the

second paragraph, leaving square piles for further discussion.

The President :—Gentlemen, you have heard the motion, and it is

a radical one, in that it changes the method in determining the size of

the piles.

Mr. Markley:—It would be impossible to carry out Mr. Kelley's

specifications of piling. While his idea is in line with good practice to

have as large a diameter at the surface of the ground as possible,

yet at the same time the timber does not grow and cannot be secured

under his specifications. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois specifications are

9 inches in the center for everything above 30 feet.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—Specifying only the dimen-

sion of a pile, 14 feet from the end, is based upon the assumption that

the pile tapers evenly throughout its length. It would not be a guarantee

that the pile might not be very small, a 6 or a 7 inch pile at the tip. I

think it would not be safe, without an additional guarantee of some kind in

regard to the size of the tip. This suggestion is based on the idea that

the pile tapers uniformly.

Mr. Kelley :—I believe it does not matter at all whether the tip is

6 or 7 inches, if we get 12 inches in diameter at the ground. Our piles

sustain their load not by bearing pressure on the end. Then again piling

does taper very uniformly, even cedar, until you come within a few feet
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of the butt, and then in the case of cedar and some of the Southern trees

it widens out rapidly; but if from the ground surface to the point it

tapers down 6 inches it will sustain just as much as it would if it were

10 inches, and it will get the resistance to a horizontal thrust, and that

we have on all of our trestles, against which we seldom design the trestle

to withstand. In the case of cedar the increase of length from the

point upward is remarkably uniform. The white cedars vary or increase

about one inch in diameter for every five feet or a trifle over. The red

cedars of Idaho and the Northwest Coast increase in diameter one inch

for about every six feet, and it is really remarkable with what uniformity

they do increase. If we take a specification that calls for 8-inch, it will

be too small. I have some piling now alongside of our track that was

accepted under that specification, and it was too small. It was so bad

that we were obliged to leave it out and cut some of it up for low

trestles. I believe a specification that will give us a definite diameter at

the ground line is the one to secure. Whether the Association think it

should be 12 or 10 inches, it would give us the most uniform construction.

(The question on the adoption of the amendment submitted by Mr.

Kelley was then put to a vote and lost.)

The President :—The question is on the specification as presented by

the Committee.

(The second paragraph was adopted as submitted.)

The Secretary :
—

"Piles.—Norway and Tamarack. Piles shall be cut

from growing trees, free from wind or heart shakes, large or unsound

knots, decay or other defects that impair the strength or durability of

the pile. Only butt cuts, cut above the ground swell of the tree, will

be accepted. Bark shall be peeled off, and knots trimmed smoothly to

the body of the tree. After peeling and trimming, piles shall be rea-

sonably straight and uniformly tapering. Piles shall not be less than 14

in. nor more than 18 in. in diameter at the large end. Piles less than

36 ft. long shall be not less than 10 in. in diameter at the small end.

Piles over 36 ft. long shall be not less than 9 in." in diameter at the

small end."

Mr. Hicks :—Would it not be well to say "sound, live trees" in

place of "growing trees'" in the specification ?

The President :—The Committee accepts that amendment. If there

is no further discussion on piles—Norway and Tamarack—we will con-

sider the paragraph adopted.

The Secretary:
—

"Piles.—Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Piles shall be cut

from sound, live trees, close grained and free from wind or heart shakes,

large or unsound knots, decay or other defects that will impair the

strength or durability of the pile.

"No doubtful grades of yellow pine will be accepted. Piles shall be

hewed square, except that 1 in. wane will be allowed on two corners

half the length of the pile. They shall not be less than 12 in. nor more

than 14 in. at the large end and not less than 8 in. square at the small
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end. Piles having a bend not exceeding 4 in. in 20 ft., 6 in. in 30. ft.,

and 8 in. in 40 ft. or over will be considered straight. No short crooks

allowed. Piles must be hewed smoothly without deep score hacks. Piles

shall show at least 75 per cent, heart on face anywhere in their length."

The President:—Without objection, we will consider the specification

for long leaf yellow pine piles adopted.

The Secretary :
—

''Piles.—Red or White Cedar. White cedar piles

shall not be less than 14 in. in diameter at the large end and 9 in.,

at the small end, if less than 30 ft. in length ; when over 30 ft. in

length they shall not be less than 8 in. in diameter at the small end.

Unsound butts will be accepted if the defect is not more than 4 in. in

diameter. There must be 5 inches of sound close grained wood all round

the defect. Red cedar piles must fulfill above conditions, but shall not

Ik less than 12 in. in diameter at the butt.

"Piles shall have knots trimmed smoothly to the body of the tree.

Piles having a bend of 4 in. in 20 ft., 6 in. in 30 ft., and 8 in. in 40

ft. or longer will be considered straight."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

''Piles.—Oregon Fir. All piles to be made from

straight, sound, live red or yellow Oregon Fir, free from shakes or

unsound knots, and showing not more than i
l/2 in. of sap at the small

end. Piles shall show a gradual taper from end to end. Ends must

be cut off square, all bark peeled off and all branches and knots trimmed

off smoothly. Piles under 40 ft. in length must not be less than 10 in.

in diameter at the small end and not less than 14 nor more than 18

in. in diameter at the large end. Piling over 40 ft. in length shall be

at least 8 in. in diameter at the small end and from 16 to 22 in. in

diameter at the large end. Piles will be considered straight when they

have a gradual bend of 2 in. in 20 ft., 3 in. in 30 ft., 4 in. in 40 ft., or

5 in. in 50 ft. or over.

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"Piles.—Cypress Piles. Cypress piles shall be cut

from sound heart, red or swamp cypress, close grained, free from un-

sound knots, decay or large pecky timber or any defect that would im-

pair the strength or durability of the timber. Piles shall be squared

throughout their whole length and smoothly hewed. No piles to be

more than 16 nor less than 14 in. square at the large end. Piles less

than 30 ft. long shall be 10 in. square at the small end. Following bends

will be considered straight : 2 in. in 20 ft., 3 in. in 30 ft, 4 in. in

40 ft., 5 in. in 50 feet. Piles shall be free from sap."

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :— I would like to ask, in the case

of the cypress piles, the object in having them squared, and the same

question would apply with reference to long leaf yellow pine piles. I

do not understand the necessity for squaring them up. Would not a

round pile do just as well, or just as it comes from the tree, with the

exception that the bark is taken off?
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Mr. I. O. Walker:—The general experience with the cypress is that

the sap on it is worthless. It rots very quickly, and we want to get

it off.

Mr. Robinson :—The same rule would not apply with reference to

the long leaf yellow pine, would it?

The President :—The point seems to be well taken, and ought to be

explained by the Committee. There is a clause on page n—long leaf

yellow pine—that says piles shall be smoothly hewed.

Mr. Robinson:—A gentleman has just told me that a hewed pile

would last one-half to one-third longer than the round. I raised the

question because I want some information in regard to it. If there is

any good reason why we should have our long leaf yellow pine piles

squared up, I would like to find out what it is.

The President :—I think the reason is that you get your piles out

of a larger stick when you get them hewed and require them to be

squared to certain sizes than if you take a round pile of a certain diam-

eter.

Mr. Montfort:—The same objection applies here that applies to the

cypress. The sap will rot and the spikes will go through the rotten

timber for two inches.

Mr. Markley:—The specifications can be used for either round or

square piling, it makes but very little difference ; what would answer

for one would answer for the other.

Prof. Crandall :—I would suggest the insertion of "straight" under

"cypress" in all cases where it has not been given. In Douglas Fir it

says, "All piles shall be made from straight sound," and so on. That

word seems to have been omitted in the other paragraphs, including this

one on cypress.

The President :—The Committee desires, instead of putting it in

all the others, to strike it out of the Douglas Fir, and "straight" has

already been provided for further down.

Prof. Crandall :—But there is no call for straight piles anywhere

in the specification.

Prof. W. D. Pence (Purdue University) :—I think the gentlemen

are mistaken. Mr. Montfort made the point that the word "straight"

should be in, and it is in—in the last line of the first paragraph. The
specification that the timber should be straight is omitted in half of

them, but the Committee has taken the pains to define the word "straight."

To be consistent it must be in, otherwise take out the definition of the

word "straight."

The President :—The Committee is willing to insert the word

"straight" in these specifications where it is left out. If there is no

further discussion, the specification will be considered adopted.

The Secretary :

—
"Piles.—Foundation Piles. Piles for foundation that

will always be completely submerged, and poles for cofferdams, falsework

and other temporary work may be of red oak, hickory, elm, gum or any
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sound timber that will stand driving, and need not be peeled. They

must not show short crooks. A line passed from end to end of the

pile shall lie within the pile. Such piles shall not be less than 12 in.

nor more than 16 in. in diameter at the large end and at least 9 in. in

diameter at the small end."

Prof. Hatt :—The clause, "a line passed from end to end of the

pile shall lie within the pile," is indefinite.

The President :—It is hardly definite, unless you bore a hole through

the pile.

Prof. Hatt :—I would like to ask why it is that sapwood is allowed

on the Douglas Fir, while it is excluded from the others?

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The Committee understands the sap on Douglas

Fir is very thin.

Prof. Hatt :—I think the sap on the fir and the sap on the long

leaf pine are about the same thickness.

The President :—The question is on the matter of "a line passed

from end to end of the pile shall lie within the pile." Do you make

a motion to alter that?

Prof. Hatt :—No, sir. I asked for the meaning of it.

Mr. A. M. Shaw (A. M. Shaw Construction Company) :—I suggest

that it read, "A line passing from the center of the butt to the center

ot the point shall lie within the pile."

Mr. I. O. Walker :—That is not what the Committee intended. Per-

haps it would clear it up to say that the pile would not be out of straight.

It was intended that it should not be more than the thickness of the

stick out of line from end to end.

(The paragraph was adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Fetty :—I would like to ask a question regarding yellow pine

piling. This says, "No doubtful grades of yellow pine will be accepted.
- '

What does the Committee mean by "doubtful grades?"

Mr. I. O. Walker:—The idea was to get the long leaf yellow pine;

we would have a true, long leaf yellow pine.

Mr. Fetty:—If you specify long leaf and get long leaf, there is no

question about it. It would place the matter entirely in the hands of

the inspector, who would have the right to reject any pile you would fur-

nish him regardless of the quality of the stick. You say, piles shall be

hewed square. We have never been asked to furnish any hewed yellow

pine piles. A standard pile is either 8 or 9 inch heart at the small end. It

would be impossible to furnish you a pile 8 inches at the small end

and up to 12 inches at the butt on a short pile. Taking the long leaf

yellow pine, it is small and straight and very long and it will not vary

much over 1 inch in diameter to every 15 feet. Take a pile 30 feet or

under, and it would be impossible for you to get an 8-inch tip and 12

inches at the butt. It would not be over 10 inches at the very outside.

It seems to me that is a place in the specifications that should be cor-
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rected, because the trees do not grow that way. In a pile 50 or 6c feet

long, with an 8-inch heart, the butt will seldom run 14 inches or over.

Mr. I, O. Walker:—I understand Mr. Fetty takes exception to the

clause reading, "They shall not be less than 12 inches nor more than

14 at the large end, and not less than 8 inches square at the small end."

We must have it at least 12 inches and not over 14 at the butt, let it

come what it will at the point—it must not be less than 8.

Mr. Fetty:—Of course, that could be overcome to a certain extent

on hewed piling. I should say 9 or 10, simply the straight pile. They

simply say 8 or 9 inch top, meaning the pile shall show 8 or 9 inches

heart at the tip end.

Mr. Robinson :—I would suggest that in making up this specification

for piling, the specification should be made to read so that we could order

round piling or square and either would be accepted at the will of the

purchaser. It will undoubtedly largely increase the cost of the piling to

have them hewed, and the matter ought to be left open to the desire

of the purchaser, and we should have the requirements read so that either

will be acceptable.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—I got up to defend the specification for hewed pine

piles. We have made no specification for a round pile.

Mr. Berg:—Simply insert the dimensions the Committee recommend
for round piling, then go on with the dimensions for the square piling.

The President:—This discussion is all out of order unless there is

some motion to reconsider the matter.

Mr. Loweth :—Do I understand we have adopted these specifications

as a whole?

The President—That is the way it looks. We have been over them
paragraph by paragraph.

Mr. Loweth :—I am not pleased with the form of these specifications,

and I would like to have it changed. We have four and one-half pages of

specifications for timber and piling, and we could say all that we have

said in a page and a half. I would make this motion : That the specifica-

tions be referred back to the Committee to be condensed, the condensation

to be of such order as will meet the requirements common to the several

classifications for timber and piling, so far as practicable in one paragraph.

We have items for seven or eight different kinds of piles, .and I venture

to say an average of 60 per cent, said under each item of piles is a repeti-

tion. Why not bunch that in one paragraph, and then follow along with

the specification for dimensions on the several kinds of piles. The same

is true of the timber. In the different items on timber 60 per cent, of

each paragraph might be embodied in one paragraph.

Mr. Robinson :—If Mr. Loweth will make that as a motion I will

second it.

The President :— I think he put it in the form of a motion. The
question is open for discussion, as to whether this specification should be

referred back to the Committee for consolidation. Is that the idea?

Prof. Allen :—As I understand it, the chairman of the Committee
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means substantially this, that but one of these items in this set of specifi-

cations will probably be used in any one contract. That is complete in

itself, and a" member of the Association, by taking what is here, can get it

in a simpler way than if it were scattered about in the specifications.

While there are six or eight specifications for piles, one or the other is

used, and not both or more in the same specification, so that so far as

the specification of a railroad for a particular contract is concerned, only

one of these items will be used.

Mr. Kelley :—I do not believe the conditions are as suggested by Prof.

Allen. The railroad specification ordinarily is made out for a certain

class of material. The general requirements are condensed, as suggested

by Mr. Loweth, and appear at the head of the sheet ; the particular require-

ments for the different classes of piling appear below under the proper

heading. Following the general rule our specifications are all upon one

sheet, and when my requirements are sent to the Purchasing Agent for

one year he sends one sheet for piling out to all the bidders. He is not

obliged to keep more than one sheet, as one sheet covers the whole thing,

and one single sheet for bridge timber covers the whole thing. It is con-

cise and clear and there can be no mistake. He frequently sends out but

one form of invitation to bid upon requisitions for cedar piling and Nor-

way pine piling—all on the same sheet.

(The motion of Mr. Loweth that the specifications be referred back

to the Committee for condensation was then put to a vote and carried.)

The President :—The next is the conclusions of the Committee. The
Committee, in their conclusions, have not asked for the adoption of the

specifications for workmanship, and it was not my intention to take them
up. The next conclusion, on page 21, is the adoption of the plans sub-

mitted here. The plans are shown on pages 5 and 6.

Mr. Curtis :—I would like to ask the Committee on what they have

based their conclusion as to this constituting the best practice ? In my
judgment it is not the best practice. I am open to conviction, and I would
like to have some reasons given. The only reason given in the report for

their conclusion is stated on page 5, as follows : "Your Committee
believes the type shown is best, keeping in mind the fact that repairs must
be made in time." It is undoubtedly true that repairs will have to be

made in time, but what that time is is problematical. Mr. Cushing, of

the Southern Pacific, wrote me that they had solid floor bridges on the

Southern Pacific Atlantic System which had been in service fifteen or six-

teen years and on which not one dollar had been spent for a bridge gang
from the time they were put in. The Louisville & Nashville have used
this type shown here, also the Southern Pacific on the Pacific System, and
possibly on the Atlantic System. The Southern Pacific adopted it largely

because of their conclusions that creosoted timber was materially weak-
ened in strength. I have endeavored to get some information on that and
I believe the Southern Pacific is mistaken. They have treated their creo-
soted timber by a different method from that by which it is treated in

the East. The result of their method of treating undoubtedly is to de-

7
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crease the strength of the timber, whether due to the method or the ma-

terial I do not know ; but so far as I can learn the strength of timber is

not materially weakened by creosoting when done by the usual methods,

and properly done. I have had some tests made along that line, not on as

large a scale as I would like. I understand several of our railroads have

made some tests along the same lines on larger sticks—full-sized string-

ers—but I have not been able to get their results. I understand from

them that the strength is not materially affected one way or the other.

In my tests by taking a long piece and cutting it into shorter pieces,

each of which was treated differently, I eliminated as far as possible

variations in the sticks themselves. If the loblolly is treated by the

usual methods, the strength of the timber is not decreased at all.

I would like to know whether the Committee have any facts upon which

they base their judgment that the design shown is the best.

Prof. Hatt:—I think Mr. Curtis has entirely misunderstood our posi-

tion with reference to the matter under discussion. I do not want to take

the time to-day to discuss the matter. Some thousands of tests were

made at St. Louis, and I. hope to present them at a later date, but I

should not like to base any conclusions upon what he said as to the mois-

ture in view of the best conditions for experimenting.

The President :—A number of roads have had considerable experience

in the matter of repairs to the piling underneath. I think all of us have

had the experience that piles settle sometimes and have to be blocked up

or redriven. The designs have a good deal to do with that, and I think

it would be well to hear from those gentlemen who have had experience

along that line.

Mr. Montfort :—On the Louisville & Nashville we have solid floors

built in 1876 and 1878. The rolling stock used at that time was very

much lighter than we use now. The consequence was that we were

obliged to strengthen them, so we laid another floor on top of the existing

floor, which was a hard job and cost money. If those trestles had been

built as shown by the Committee tbey could have been made stronger

simply by slipping in other stringers. That is the reason we changed our

standard and are building trestles somewhat on the plan shown here, the

difference being that we are using narrower sticks with a view to being

able to put the creosote nearer the heart. We have creosoted piles 90 feet

long in piers that were driven in 1876. They are at present safe and

sound, and recently we reconstructed the superstructures with steel bridges

resting on them, using the 1876 piles under the new bridges.

Mr. Robinson:—As near as I have been able to make out the matter,

the idea in using ballast in your structure, timbered over completely, with-

out any roof covering, has been based on the assumption that they

would not need any repairs ; that all of the creosoted sticks would last

the same length of time ; that a properly driven five or six-pile bent with

a ballast top should have very little if any settlement. We have no trouble

with fire catching from above, the only danger being from below. If vege-

tation and rubbish are allowed to gather, it is an indication of unusual
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carelessness. There is another item that has to be considered in preparing

these two designs. From my conversations with some of the Southern

Pacific people, I believe it is their idea in abandoning the coast-made timber

for stringers that the kind of ballast they used was not right. If you use

fine gravel or sand and the timbers deflect slightly, it is not long before

the sand sifts through between the timbers and you soon have trouble in

keeping your track in surface. On our Arizona Division the superin-

tendent complained about the first bridges he had put in. The ballast

was nothing more nor less than the sand that had scattered all along

through that country ;' they called it gravel. It sifted through the joints

between the stringers every time a train passed over, and as a result the

section crew had to go there once a week to surface up the track. We
took out this gravel or sand and replaced the same with broken stone,

and since then have had no trouble. I am not decided as to which will

be the better plan in the distribution of loading on the various timbers

of these decks. In the plan proposed by the Committee there are three

lines of stringers. This deck will hardly be strong enough to build 14-

foot panels for our heavy loading. We should have another line to the

chord. If this is used, the idea of having the stringers placed so that they

could lap by at the caps could hardly be carried out without increasing

the width of the deck material.

The President :—I think you misunderstand the plans. There is no

lapping-by on these plans.

Mr. Robinson :—I looked at the preliminary sheet and got the two

mixed. We have been making some tests for about two years past as to the

deflection of the stringers on our decks. I had hoped to be able to pre-

sent to the Association at this convention a paper on this subject, but the

results were so strange, so irregular, that we have decided to take a lot

more tests and see if we can find what the trouble is. The deflections

of the various pieces were very irregular. The maximum deflection was
not much more than a half of what we should have expected, so that so

far as safety is concerned there can be no question ; but the question as to

how the ballast has been tamped and as to the absolutely uniform distri-

bution has not been settled. It is a question in my mind whether with

the solid floor, as we have built it, the ballast does not distribute the

loading with absolute uniformity, and if not whether the thin layer of two
or three-inch planking that is laid over the top of the stringers as shown
in the plans submitted is sufficient to distribute the load uniformly. At
some time in the future I hope to be able to present a paper on the sub-

ject.

The President :—We hope the gentleman will favor us with that

paper.

Mr. Loweth :—I think the request of the Committee that the plan that

they submit for a ballasted deck trestle be adopted should not prevail and
I am opposed to the recommendation of the Committee.

(The motion on the adoption of conclusion No. 3, for ballasted deck
trestle was lost.)
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The President :—I presume it is the will of the convention that that

matter be referred back to the Committee for further investigation.

Mr. Lum :—Is it the understanding that the Committees of the future

are to prepare plans of structures and are those plans to be recommended

as final?

The President:—The point raised by the gentleman is hardly appli-

cable. The Committee, I think, desires to withdraw their specifications

for workmanship at the present.

Mr. Montfort :—The Committee, in considering these two types of

construction, should consider the stiffness of the structure as well as the

relative cost. As we figure it, it is a much cheaper structure, with much

greater stiffness than the solid floor.

The President:—The Committee will take that into consideration.

Mr. Berry :—I would like to recommend for the Committee's con-

sideration not creosoting all of the timber. Their recommendation says

treated timbers to be used throughout. As creosoting timber costs $17

to $20 a thousand, it adds to the cost of the structure.

The President :—The Committee desires to withdraw their specifica-

tions on workmanship.

Mr. I. O. Walker :—We will be glad to have an expression upon our

conclusion there.

Mr. J. P. Snow (Boston and Maine):—I think the suggestion of the

Committee for 1,200 pounds fiber strain for stringers, with the load

considered as static, is about right. The 2,000-pound unit mentioned

is to be applied only when impact is considered, which for such short

spans as obtains with wooden stringers about doubles the load consid-

ered as static. That would be about 1,200 pounds, as the increase for

impact is not quite 100 per cent.

Prof. Hatt :—I think the matter of stresses should be governed by

the matter of service.
,

Mr. Snow :—I would like to qualify what I have said by saying that

the fiber strain for stringers ought to vary with the ratio of depth to

span. If the ratio is about 12 or less, this unit would apply, but if the

stringer is shallow, so that the ratio runs up higher than 12, the fiber

strain ought to be reduced. I hope the Committee will take this into

consideration and see if they can recommend some formula which would

be satisfactory for reducing the fiber strain. The criterion of a good

bridge is stiffness rather than strength. Bridges do not often break

down, but they do sometimes ride badly. If they do not spring under

the load, they ride satisfactorily, and that should be the basis on which

to fix a fiber strain in designing a structure ; and if that is used as a

basis the unit strain must vary by a ratio of the span to the depth.

The President :—If there is no further discussion on this matter of

unit stresses of timber, we will dismiss the Committee with our thanks.
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Prof. W. K. Hatt (in charge of Timber Tests, Forest Service,

United States Department of Agriculture—by letter) :—The nomen-

clature of the Pacific Coast timber, which is called Douglas Fir by

the Committee, is somewhat confused. This timber comes on the

market under such names as Douglas Fir, Oregon Fir, Washington Fir,

Oregon Pine, Washington Pine and Douglas Spruce, and the dealers

use whatever term is familiar to- the customers. The name adopted by

the Forest Service is Red Fir. There is some objection to the use

of the term red fir in that certain large consumers discriminate against

timber which has a red color, and will only accept that which is yellow.

Both colors of wood may be found in the same log. The tests of the

Forest Service show that the fir of the red color is equally as strong

as the fir of a yellow color, provided both are of the same rate of growth

and have an equal number of defects such as knots.

As a general principle it is well to avoid names referring to the color

of the wood, and the term adopted by the Committee, namely, Douglas

Fir, seems to the writer to be a good compromise.

The Committee specifies in general that timber shall be close-grained,

and this raises the question as to what constitutes closeness of grain in

any given species of timber. It would be an advantage to the inspector

if the closeness of grain, as determined by the number of annual rings per

inch, could be specified. For instance, specification of the number of

rings per inch for longleaf pine would serve to shut out the inferior or

fast growth shortleaf and loblolly pine. In the case of Douglas Fir it

must be admitted that the character of the timber varies greatly, and

that some specification is needed to distinguish between the rapid growth,

open grain, soft wood, and the close-grained, hard and strong wood.

The number of rings per inch of longleaf pine and Douglas Fir is

approximately as follows: (One ring comprising the light spring growth

and the heavy summer growth of one year.) Longleaf pine of merchant-

able quality, in the form of bridge stringer sizes or thereabouts, will

show anywhere from 10 to 30 rings per inch. Douglas Fir will show

under the same conditions anywhere from 4 to 30 rings per inch. When
it is remembered that quick growth loblolly pine shows anywhere from

2H to 15 rings per inch, it would seem that Douglas Fir covers a range

of growth corresponding to both loblolly and longleaf pine. The best con-

ditions for strength lie somewhere between the rapid and the very slow

growth. For instance, in the case of red fir the maximum strength

appears to be at a growth corresponding to about 21 rings per inch, as

determined on small sticks in which the rate of growth varies from 5 to

42 rings per inch. This represents wood from the region of the cross-

section of a large tree about two-thirds of the distance between the heart

and the circumference.

When we deal, however, with large sticks 8x16 in. in cross-section

it is difficult to isolate the factor of rapidity of growth, because the latter

condition usually involves the presence of knots, so that sticks of rapid
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growth are usually defective in strength due to the presence of knots. In-

deed in the practice of grading it is the presence of knots and crooked

grain that determines the grade of a given stick rather than the rapidity

of growth.

Mr. L. E. Hunt, who is Engineer of Timber Tests of the Forest

Service, in charge of the timber testing station at the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, California, has supplied a discussion on this point, which

I take pleasure in introducing. It is apparent from the results that in

the case of large timbers 8x16 in. in cross-section, which are free from

loose knots or other defects in the grain, that a ruling in favor of the

slow growth does not increase the efficiency to a marked degree, but, on

the other hand, would greatly increase the cost of such timbers. The

Forest Service has this particular point in mind, and, later on r will be able

to give a more definite report on what constitutes proper closeness of

grain for various species of timber.

The chief measure of the strength of a stick is the proportion of

hard, strong summer growth that is present. Wide-ringed wood may

have as great a proportion of summer wood as close-grained wood. The

connection between the spring and summer wood should be, however,

strong enough to knit the entire fabric together.

Concerning the amount of sap allowed in various classes of lumber,

it appears that the specifications must be largely governed by the material

which can be obtained from the mills. There would be no difficulty in

obtaining practically clear heart material of Douglas Fir. The Douglas

Fir tree is similar to the true longleaf pine tree in that there is a very small

ring of sapwood even in very large trees. Sapwood is, however, not

necessarily weaker than heartwood.

Concerning the fiber stresses recommended by the Committee for

longleaf pine and Douglas Fir, it may be said that the modulus of rupture

of strictly longleaf pine heart stringers may be taken to be on an average

7,500 lbs. per sq in. Dividing this by the fiber stress recommended by the

Committee, namely, 1,200 lbs. per sq. in., there is thus a factor of safety

of 6.25. It is probable that this value of 7,500 is excessive for the general

quality of stringers obtainable to-day, especially if shortleaf pine sticks

are used. The modulus of rupture of average mercantile Douglas Fir

stringers may be taken as 6,400 lbs. per sq. in. This yields a factor of

safety of 5.83.

What governs the design of stringers in many cases is the stiffness.

Taking the modulus of elasticity of longleaf pine as 1,750,000 and of Doug-

las Fir as 1,570,000, the fiber stress of 1,200 lbs. per sq. in. is equivalent

to a deflection of nearly one-eighth of an inch in a 12-ft. span, or nearly

1-1,100 part of the span. These are for average sticks. There will be

weaker sticks used, and the factor of safety may drop to 3.5.

The factors of safety recommended by the Committee on Bridge and

Trestle Timbers of the Association of Railway Superintendents of

Bridges and Buildings is as follows : Transverse extreme fiber stress

6, transverse modulus of elasticity 2.
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The unit fiber stress on timbers should be governed by the results

of experience with structures designed on the basis of such fiber stresses.

If a factor of safety of 6 has proven satisfactory in service, that is the best

reason for adopting it. It should be remembered, however, that since

the quality of timber entering into structures is poorer year by year the

specified unit stresses should be lowered to correspond with the character

of timber to be obtained on the market.

It is noticeable that all specifications for structural timber have a

clause to the effect that defects are excluded that will impair its strength

or durability. Of course, this is not a specific clause, and leaves the

question open as to what are the defects that will impair the strength.

Ordinarily this is largely a question of the number, size, character and

location of knots. If a knot is firm and closely knit to the surrounding

wood it is much less harmful than one that is loose or shaky. In the

case of a beam loaded in the center, if a knot occurs in the lower portion

of the beam, close enough to the lower edge to cause the grain to be

interrupted and turn off, it brings about rupture. A comparatively large

knot placed far enough from the edge of a stick to allow the fiber to be

continuous when passing is much less weakening than a smaller knot lo-

cated so as to turn the grain off from the edge when passing the knot. The

nearer a knot is to the neutral plane of a stick the less the weakening

effect. Indeed, knots close to the neutral plane may even strengthen

beams which otherwise have a tendency to fail in horizontal shear,

because they act as pins to keep the two planes from sliding.

Knots in the top of a stick are less weakening than those in the

bottom. As a rough rule, which may be applied to loblolly pine, one may

say that the strength of a stick of timber with knots occurring in the

middle third of the length is about 70 per cent, of that of a clear stick.

The relations existing between the size of the knots and the distance

from the center of the span and the strength of the wood have not yet

been fully determined from an analysis of the data obtained by the

Bureau of Forestry.

As a matter of interest certain photographs of thin discs are herewith

submitted to show the characteristic sections of longleaf pine, Douglas Fir

and loblolly pine. Fig. ia is a I2xi2-in. longleaf pine stick of very slow

growth, representing 2& l/2 rings per radial inch. Fig. ib is a longleaf pine

stick 5.5x15.4 in. in cross-section, representing an average growth of 21.8

rings per radial inch. Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c are sections of Douglas Fir string-

ers 8x16 in. in cross-section, representing respectively 6.2, 13.3 and 29.3 rings

per radial inch. Figs. 3a and 3b represent loblolly pine joists 3.7x11.4 in.

in cross-section, and 5.5x15.3 in. in cross-section, representing a growth

of 3.2 and 4.6 rings per radial inch, respectively. The rapid growth, small

amount of summer wood in loblolly pine will be noticed, and the sharp

and sudden line of demarkation between the spring wood and summer
wood in the case of the red fir will be evident. The checks shown in the

photographs appeared after the discs represented had been taken from the

sticks. The latter were not checked.
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Referring to the remarks of Mr. Curtis concerning the strength of

treated timber, I fear that Mr. Curtis has entirely misunderstood the

position we have taken with reference to this matter. The Bureau of

Forestry has made some thousands of tests at St. Louis in connection with

the timber testing plant on the grounds of the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion, and hopes to present them shortly in the form of a report. It is only

necessary to remark at the present time that conclusions are not to be

predicated upon so few tests at those mentioned by Mr. Curtis, in which

tests, moreover, a number of variable conditions enter which are unknown
to the experimenter. It is certainly true that excessive steaming will

burn the wood and destroy its structural value, and particularly destroy

the cohesion which exists between the summer and spring wood. It is not

probable that the presence of creosote or zinc-chloride in itself is detri-

mental to the strength of timber. The only effect of the creosote is that

it keeps the walls of the wood cells in a pliable condition, and, therefore,

timber which has been heavily creosoted will never have the strength of

seasoned timber. There are, however, no indications at present that any

important degree of weakness is to be expected in the case of timber

treated in a proper manner.

Loren E. Hunt (Bureau of Forestry—by letter) :—My attention has

been called to the specifications for bridge timber proposed by the Com-
mittee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles of the American Railway Engi-

neering and Maintenance of Way Association at the last annual meeting.

In connection with the discussion on the meaning of "close-grain" in

Red, or Douglas, Fir, the following information relative to the strength

of the different rates of growth will be of service.

The average rate of growth, as measured across the section in a

radial direction in 57 sticks of Red Fir, 8x16 in. x 17 ft., tested by the

Bureau of Forestry at the University of California, was 14.1 rings per inch.

The maximum average number of rings in any stick was 30, and the

minimum average number of rings was 4. In the lot there were 24 se-

lects, 21 merchantable, and 12 seconds, as graded by the Pacific Coast

standards.

The average number of rings per inch as represented by the three

grades are shown in the following table

:

Average No.

Grade. No. Sticks. Rings per in. Max. Min.

Select 24 18.0 30 6

Merchantable 21 13.8 29 4

Second 12 6.1 10 4

The sticks were tested for cross-bending upon supports 16 ft. apart,

with a concentrated load applied at the middle. The width of the section

under test was, nominally, 8 inches, and the depth 16 inches. A sum-

mary of the results of the tests is shown in Table I.

Of the 57 beams tested, 21 failed by compression and tension, or by
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tension alone, and 36 failed by shearing longitudinally, from the middle

to one end of the beam. The results arranged according to the methods

of failure are shown in Tables II and III.

The records of 89 sticks, nominally 6x8 in. x 17 ft., show an average

rate of growth of 15.7 rings per inch. The maximum average number

of rings per inch in any stick was 33, and the minimum average 5. Ac-

cording to the Pacific Coast Standards, 26 of the sticks were select
; 36

sticks were merchantable, and 2.7 were seconds. The average rates of

growth of the different grades were as follows

:

Aver. No.

Grade. No. Sticks. Rings per in. Max. Min.

Select 26 21.8 33 10

Merchantable 36 13.3 33 6

Second 27 12.9 27 5

These sticks were tested on edge in the same way, upon supports

16 ft. apart. Here the depth (8 inches) relative to the span (16 ft.) was

sufficiently small to prevent the beam from failing by longitudinal shear.'

Failure occurred in nearly every case, first by a crippling of the fibers in

compression above the neutral axis, and then by the rupture of the fibers

on the lower side in tension. A summary of the tests is given in Table IV.

All the tests here summarized in Tables I to IV were made upon the

market products of all grades. The values given apply to timber that has.

not been seasoned and are practicable values applying to green sticks. It

will be noticed, by reference to these tables, that the average results of the

tests correspond closely with the grades of the timber, as determined by

the rules for grading adopted on the Pacific Coast. It is also to be noted

that the inferior timbers containing knots and defects, which grade them

as second, are usually wide ringed, rapid growths.

In the 59 8xi6-in. timbers above noted the maximum average number

of rings in any stick of the 12-in. second grade was 10 per inch; yet in

the same lot there were 12 other timbers, each with an average less than

10 rings per inch, 3 of which graded as selects and 9 as merchantable.

23 of the 89 Red Fir sticks, 6x8-in. x 17 ft., contained an average number

of rings less than 10 per inch. The grading rules placed 12 sticks in the

merchantable grade and 11 in the second grade.

In Tables V to VIII, average results of the tests have been taken with

reference to the average number of rings per inch for the more rapid

growths. These average results of all' grades, Tables V and VII, show a

marked decrease in the strength corresponding to a decrease in the average

number of rings per inch, or from the slow-growing to the fast-growing

timber; for example, the 6x8-in. sticks of all grades in Table VII, which

represent a rate of growth corresponding to 10 rings per inch and faster,

were about 1,000 lbs. per sq. in. weaker than the average strength of the
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sticks containing 10 or more rings per inch. These differences are nearly

as great as the 8xi6-in. sticks shown in Table V.

This difference in strength is partially due to the fact that a large

percentage of the sticks of fast growth were seconds and contained

knots and other defects which impaired their strength. In Tables VI and

VIII the results are given relative to the rate of growth for the select

and merchantable grades, rejecting those sticks in which the visible de-

fects, other than wide rings, class them as seconds. In the 6x8-in. sticks

of the better grades the relative increase in strength for the close-grained,

slower growths was about the same as the relative increase when all

grades were included.

In a large number of tests on small pieces carefully selected to avoid

all defects in the grain the maximum strength in cross-bending and in

compression parallel to the fiber was found to correspond to a rate of

growth represented by 21 rings per inch. In growths faster than that

represented by 21 rings per inch the strength decreased much more rapidly

than it did in sticks of slower growth than that representing maximum
strength.

It is apparent from the results, that, for timbers of the smaller sizes

used in framed structures, it is desirable to specify close-grained timber,

and require an average of 10 or more rings per inch. The results of the

tests of the 8xi6-in. timber, however, show very little increase in strength

for the close-grained timbers and would indicate that in large timbers

•which are free from loose knots and other defects in the grain, a ruling in

favor of the slow growth would not increase the efficiency to a marked

degree, and would, on the other hand, greatly increase the cost of such

timbers.
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I.—CROSS-BENDING STRENGTH OF 8xl6-IN. STICKS OF RED FIR.

SPAN UNDER TEST 16 FEET.

GRADE.
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III.—CROSS -BENDING STRENGTH OF 8xl6-IN. STICKS OF RED FIR WHICH
FAILED BY LONGITUDINAL SHEAR. SPAN UNDER TEST 16 FEET.

GRADE.
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V.—CROSS-BENDING STRENGTH OF RED FIR WITH REFERENCE TO THE RATE
OF GROWTH. 8xl6-IN. STICKS TESTED ON 16-FT. SPAN. AVERAGE

RESULT OF ALL GRADES, LRS. PER SQ. IN.
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VII.—CROSS-BENDING STRENGTH OF RED FIR WITH REFERENCE TO THE RATE
OF GROWTH. 6x8-IN. STICKS TESTED ON 16-FT. SPAN. AVERAGE

RESULTS OF ALL GRADES, LBS. PER SQ. IN.

Rings per Inch.
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Fig. ia.—Cross-section of Longleaf Pine Beam 12x12 in., with 28^
Rings per In. Very Slow Growth.
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Fig. 2A.-CROSS-SECTI0N of Douglas Fir Stringer 8xi6 In., with 6.2

Rings per In.
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Mi^€?

Fig. 3a.—Cross-section of Loblolly Pine Joists 37x11.4 In., with 3.2

Rings per In.
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Fig. ib.—Cross-section of Longleaf Pine Beam 5.5x15.4 In., with 21.

Rings per In.
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Fig. 2b.—Cross-section of Douglas Fir Stringer 8xi6 In., with 13-3

Rings per In.
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Fig. 3b.—Loblolly Pine Joists 5.5x15.3 In. in Cross-section, with 4.3

Rings per In.
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p IG 2c—Cross-section of Douglas Fir Stringer 8xi6 In. with 29.3

Rings per In.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. I.—ON ROADWAY.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Under the instructions of the Board of Direction, as contained in

Bulletin No. 51, of May, 1904, and letter of Secretary, September 8th, 1904,

your Committee would respectfully submit the following report for your

consideration and approval

:

Meetings of the Committee have been held at various times as here-

with enumerated.

First meeting was held in the office of the Association, Chicago, June

25th, the following members being present: H. J. Slifer, Chairman; R. C

Barnard, Vice-Chairman ; Prof. W. D. Pence, A. M. Shaw and H. M.

Waite.

The instructions given the Committee by the Board of Direction were

discussed, and the Secretary requested to procure for the use of the

Committee copies of specifications from the more prominent railroads

engaged in construction work for the purpose of formulating an alternate

overhaul clause.

The work of preparing standard plans for cross-section of roadway

was assigned to Prof. W. D. Pence.

The Secretary was requested to prepare and send to each member

of the Committee a tabulation showing the report as adopted by the

Association in 1903, and opposite thereto the clauses revised by the

Committee and submitted in 1904 for comparison and for convenience

in preparing an explanation of the changes made.

Second meeting of the Committee was held at the office of the

Association, Chicago, July 18th, the following members being in attend-

ance: H. J. Slifer, Chairman; R. C. Barnard, Vice-Chairman, and

A. M. Shaw.

It was the consensus of opinion that it would be preferable to divide

the work of the Committee into subdivisions, assigning the subjects to

the members of the Committee.

119
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The historical portion, and also the matter to be' incorporated in the

Manual of Recommended Practice, was assigned to Professor Pence.

The subject of specifications was assigned to the Chairman, Mr.

Slifer, with request that the specifications be prepared, indicating clearly

the clauses acted on by the Association and those not yet discussed.

The preparation of an alternate overhaul clause was assigned to

Mr. Shaw.

Anticipating the report of the Special Committee on Classification

of Track, classifying roads into three classes, Professor Pence was

requested to show roadbeds of 12, 16 and 20 feet on the plans to be

prepared for cross-section of roadway.

On the subject of methods of grade reduction, the Committee consid-

ered that it would be preferable to await the action of Committee No. 16,

on Economics, e. g. of Railway Location, but in the meantime to bring

down its former report on the subject to date, altering it to suit present

conditions. This portion of the subject was assigned to Mr. Bremner.

The preparation of a glossary of terms was assigned to Mr. Bar-

nard.

Third meeting of the Committee was held at the headquarters of the

Association in Chicago, September 8th, Messrs. George H. Bremner,

A. M. Shaw, A. K. Shurtleff and F. L. Stuart being present.

In the absence of the chairman and vice-chairman, no definite action

was taken. The overhaul clause submitted by Mr. Shaw was informally

discussed by the members present.

Fourth meeting was held in Chicago at the office of the Association,

October 4th, with the following members present: H. J. Slifer, Chair-

man ; R. C. Barnard, Vice-Chairman ; A. M. Shaw; A. K. Shurtleff and

F. L. Stuart.

The meeting first considered the subject of history, prepared by

Professor Pence, which was approved.

The chairman submitted a set of specifications, comparative with those

presented by previous committees, which were discussed seriatim and

approved up to paragraph 66. It was decided to consider the remainder

of the specifications at a subsequent meeting.

The overhaul clause prepared by Mr. Shaw was discussed and

approved and embodied in the specifications.

The cross-sections of roadway, prepared by Professor Pence, were

discussed, and a few changes ordered made in the plans submitted.

Fifth meeting of the Committee, held at the office of the Association,

October 31st, was attended by the chairman, Mr. H. J. Slifer, and Prof.

W. D. Pence.
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It was decided that the chairman draw up the report and submit

same to all members of the Committee for consideration and ask for

suggestions.

The Committee as a whole has considered all subjects with the

exception of "Methods of Grade Reduction," which was referred to M'r.

George H. Bremner ; the "Glossary," which has been prepared by Mr.

R. C. Barnard ; alternate clause for "Overhaul," by M'r. A. M. Shaw,

and the "Historical Matter," by Prof. W. D. Pence, as has been the practice

for several years.

The history of the Committee's work and the action which has been

taken on previous reports make a very interesting record, to which your

attention is called.

HISTORICAL.

The original title of this Committee was the "Committee on Gradua-

tion," the new designation of "Committee on Roadway" being adopted

at the 1901 convention. The first Committee on Graduation consisted of

J. B. Berry, Chairman; W. M'cNab, Vice-Chairman
; J. A. Atwood, R. C.

Barnard, G. M. Brown, H. Baldwin and C. Dougherty. The report of

this Committee, printed in the 1900 Proceedings, was received as advice

without action.

The second Committee on Graduation, reporting in 1901, consisted

of W. McNab, Chairman ; C. Dougherty, Vice-Chairman ; R. C. Barnard

and H. Baldwin. In addition to recommending a change of designation

for the Committee, a width of twenty feet for roadbed was suggested.

The Committee also called attention to investigations carried out by a

committee of the Southern Pacific Company and embodied in a pamphlet,

which, through the courtesy of that organization, the Association was

enabled to publish as Bulletin No. 1, Vol. II., November, 1900.

The Committee on Roadway, first so-called in 1902, consisted of

W. McNab, Chairman ; C. Dougherty, Vice-Chairman ; C. F. Allen,

H. Baldwin, R. C. Barnard, W. D. Pence, H. C. Phillips, H. J. Slifer and

J. T. Wilson. The Association adopted the following recommendations of

the Committee: (1) That on first-class roads of standard gauge, with

constant and heavy traffic, a minimum permanent width of 20 feet at sub-

grade is good practice. (2) In the theory upon which the width of

embankment at subgrade is based it is considered that the track in cuttings

is placed upon what is virtually a low embankment, and- in order to preserve

uniformity of conditions immediately under the track throughout the line

the width of subgrade in cuttings should be made the same as on embank-

ments, outside of which sufficient room must be allowed for side ditches.
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(3) Local conditions should invariably be taken into account in deter-

mining the angle of repose in given material to be dealt with, and slopes

should be varied to suit the character of the respective materials.

The Committee on Roadway reporting in 1903 consisted of W.

McNab, Chairman; H. J. Slifer, Vice-Chairman; C. F. Allen, H. Baldwin,

R. C. Barnard, A. C. Dennis, C. Dougherty, W. D. Pence, H. C. Phillips

and W. F. Tye. An elaborate set of specifications was presented and

the following conclusions adopted

:

(1) Similarity in form of specifications.

(2) The unit of measurement of clearing and grubbing to be a square

of one hundred (100) feet square.

(3) A threefold classification of materials, Solid Rock, Loose Rock

and Common Excavation, and in special cases such additional classification

of material as may seem necessary, such additional classes to be distinctly

defined and specified in the contract.

The Committee on Roadway for 1904 consisted of W. McNab, Chair-

man ; H. J. Slifer, Vice-Chairman ; C. F. Allen, H. Baldwin, R. C. Bar-

nard, J. B. Berry, A. C. Dennis, C. Dougherty, W. D. Pence, H. C.

Phillips, W. F. Tye. A revised set of specifications was submitted by

the Committee, and an appendix by Committeeman Berry on "Reduction

of Gradient and Elimination of Distance, Curvature and Rise and Fall

on the Union Pacific Railroad." These were read by title.

The Association adopted the following amendments

:

"91. In the foregoing specifications it is understood that it is the

Engineer or Chief Engineer whose judgment, direction, decision, approval,

etc., are to be accepted, whether such terms are actually used or not.

"Conclusion No. 2. A threefold classification of. materials, viz., Solid

Rock, Loose Rock and Common Excavation, as herein described, and in

special cases such additional classification of material as may seem neces-

sary; such additional classes to be distinctly defined and specified in

the contract."

The Committee would suggest the following clauses for publication

in the Manual of Recommended Practice

:

Vol. 3, 1902, pp. 34, 37, 43, 45.

This Association approves of the opinions of this Committee that

on first-class roads of standard gauge, with constant and heavy traffic, a

minimum permanent width of twenty feet at subgrade is good practice.

That in the theory upon which the width of embankment at subgrade

is based it is considered that the track in excavations is placed upon

what is virtually a low embankment, and in order to preserve uniformity
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of conditions immediately under the track throughout the line the width

of subgrade in cuttings should he made the same as on embankments,

outside of which sufficient room must be allowed for side ditches.

Local conditions and the character of material should invariably be

taken into account in determining the permanent slopes of the roadbed

cross-section.

Vol. 4, 1003, pp. 32, 34. 39, 44, 66, 74.

(1) Similarity in form of specifications.

(2) Measurements of clearing and grubbing shall be made in units

of one hundred (100) feet square.

(3) A threefold classification of materials : Solid Rock, Loose Rock

and Common Excavation, and in special cases such additional classification

of material as may seem necessary, such additional classes to be distinctly

defined and specified in the contract. (Amendment, Vol. 5, 1904, p. 688.)

Your Committee do not deem it advisable to include specifications

adopted at the last or previous meetings, as they are incomplete and have

never been considered except in part. It is the recommendation of the

Committee that sufficient time be given to the discussion of the specifica-

tions as submitted in this report so that they may be adopted by paragraphs

and as a whole.

It is believed that the specifications as herewith submitted can be

made applicable to the construction of roadways in any part of the

Western Hemisphere, and as per instructions the major changes that

have been made by the Committee are herewith explained. In the first

place, all references to the engineer have been eliminated and a general

paragraph to cover these constant references has been submitted for

approval.

The Association at its annual meeting in 1903 partly adopted a set

of specifications based on a roadbed of twenty feet and at the same meet-

ing expressed a desire for the appointment of a committee to submit

three separate standards for roadbed, dependent on the density of traffic,

and with this in mind and the further supposition that the Association

would record itself in favor of three separate classes of roadbed; the

Committee have felt it advisable to submit their specifications in skeleton

form, which would permit each individual member to supply unit factors

to suit his particular conditions. This will explain why all references to

dimensions have been omitted.

We would call especial attention to Articles 48-A and 48-B. In

submitting these two articles in this manner as alternative clauses we have
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followed the usual practice of the American Railway Association, and to

avoid lengthy discussions we have purposely made both paragraphs as brief

as possible, believing that each railway for itself will prefer to elaborate

the particular method it desires to adopt to compute overhaul in case it is

desired to use Article 48-B.

Other changes that have been made in former specifications are

referred to in detail, as follows, viz.

:

Article 5.—It is believed that the arrangement submitted is preferable,

being much plainer, and that a consolidation with former Article 6 is

advisable.

Article 10.—The introduction of ties into this paragraph was made to

provide for using all timber that might be available for such use.

Article 11.—For brevity this was consolidated with former Articles

13 and 15.

Article 17.—This was amended to correspond with the action of the

Association.

Article 19.—Since Loose Rock is frequently handled with steam shovels,

it seemed advisable to include that method.

Article 32.—It is believed that this revised Article represents the best

practice for tiling.

Article 45.—This was formerly Article 49 and has been consolidated

with Articles 48 and 50.

Articles 51 and 57.—It is not thought necessary or consistent to refer to

standard drawings in these specifications, as they may be altered

for each piece of work.

Article 56.—This was Article 62. All necessary special construction

should be shown on plans on which bids are made.

The attention of the Association is called to the fact that no action

has been taken on any of these specifications after Article 59 (old num-

ber 66), and the Committee would respectfully request that these be

considered at the next annual meeting. No particular mention is made

of any changes in said articles as the matter can be considered as original.



SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE FORMATION OF THE
ROADWAY.

IN GENERAL.

i. The center of the roadbed shall conform in alinement to the center

stakes.

*2. The grade-line on the profile denotes subgrade, and this term

indicates the tops of embankments or the bottom of excavations read}'

to receive the ballast.

3. The roadbed shall be formed to the section, slopes and dimensions

shown upon the standard drawings, or to such modifications thereof as

are required to meet special conditions, as may be from time to time

directed.

4. When finished and properly settled the roadbed shall conform to

the finishing stakes and shall be of the following dimensions at subgrade,

for single track, viz.

:

On embankments (••••) feet wide, and in

excavations (••••) feet, exclusive of the width

necessary for ditches. For each additional track an additional width of

( ) feet shall be made.

5. The slopes of embankments and excavations shall be of the

following inclinations, as expressed in the ratio of the horizontal distance

to the vertical rise:

Embankments, Earth—One and one-half to one

;

Rock—From one to one, to one and one-half to

one;

Excavations, Earth—One and one-half to one;

Loose Rock—One-half to one;

Solid Rock—One-quarter to one.

These ratios may be varied according to circumstances, and the

slopes shall be made as directed in each particular case.

Cross-
section.

Slopes.

CLEARING.

6. The right-of-way and station grounds, except any portions thereof

that may be reserved, shall be cleared of all trees, brush and perishable

manuals of whatever nature.

See amendment, page 143.
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7. All these materials, except such as may be hereafter mentioned,

shall be burned or otherwise removed from the ground, as may be directed,

and without injury to adjoining property.

8. Where clearing is to be done, stumps shall be cut off even with

the ground, except between the slope stakes of embankments, where stumps

may be cut so that the depth of filling over them will not be less than

two and one-half (2j4) feet.

9. The work of clearing shall be kept at least one thousand (1,000)

feet in advance of grading.

10. All trees which may be reserved shall be stripped of their tops

and branches, made into ties, or cut to such lengths as may be directed,

and neatly piled at such places on the right-of-way as may be designated,

for which service payment will be made by the tie, or by the cord of one

hundred and twenty-eight (128) cubic feet.

n. Fences, grain, grass or other annual growths and other movable

property on the right-of-way shall be carefully removed or piled up, as

may be directed, without extra charge, it being understood that the price

for clearing covers these items. In localities where isolated trees and

buildings exist, payment will be made for their removal at a price to be

agreed upon.

12. Measurement of clearing and payment for the same will be by

units of one hundred (100) feet square, or fraction thereof, actually

cleared.

GRUBBING.

13. Stumps must be grubbed entirely from all places where excava-

tions occur, including ground from which material is to be borrowed as

well as from ditches, new channels for waterways and other places where

required.

Grubbing will also be required between the slope stakes of all embank-

ments of less than two and one-half feet in height.

14. The work of grubbing shall be kept at least three hundred (300)

feet in advance of grading.

15. Measurement of grubbing will be estimated upon all excavation

actually done, and the space to be covered by all embankments of less than

two and one-half (2^2) feet in height. Payment for the same will be

by units of one hundred (100) feet square, or fraction thereof, actually

grubbed.
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GRADING.

16. The term "Grading" in these Specifications includes all excava-

tions and embankments for the formation of the roadbed, ditching, diver-

sions of roads and streams, foundation pits, and all similar works con-

nected with or appertaining to the construction of the railway, its side-

tracks and station grounds.

17. All material excavated shall be classified as "Solid Rock," "Loose

Rock," "Common Excavation," or such additional classifications of mate-

rial as may be established before the award of the contract.

18. Solid Rock shall comprise rock in solid beds or masses in its

original position which may be best removed by blasting, and boulders

or detached rock measuring one cubic yard or over.

*ig. Loose Rock shall comprise all detached masses of rock or stone

of more than one cubic foot and less than one cubic yard, and all other rock

which can be properly removed by steam shovel, pick and bar and without

blasting; although blasting may be resorted to on favorable occasions in

order to facilitate the work.

20. Common Excavation shall comprise all other materials of what-

ever nature that do not come under the classification of solid rock or loose

rock or such other classifications as may be established before the award

of the contract.

21. Slopes of all excavations shall be cut true and straight, and all

loose stones in the slopes must be removed.

22. Rock excavations must in all cases be taken out ( .

.

inches below subgrade and refilled to subgrade with approved material.

)

23. Excavation in excess of the authorized cross-section, as well as

slides extending beyond the slope lines, shall not be paid for unless such

are due to causes which are not under the control of the contractor or

his agents. In all cases the surplus material shall be removed by the con-

tractor without delay and the slopes reformed. The classification of the

material shall be in accordance with its condition at the time. of removal,

regardless of prior conditions.

24. Where the quantity of excavation exceeds that required to make

the embankments to standard cross-section the surplus shall be used to

widen the embankments uniformly, along one or both sides, as may be

Work
Included.

Classifica-
tions.

Solid Rock.

Loose Rock.

Common
Excavation.

Finishing
Slopes.

Excavation
Below
Subgrade.

Excess
Excavation
and Slips.

Disposal of
Excess
Excavation.

*See amendment, page 143.
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Waste
Banks.

Borrow
Pits, Etc.

Approximate
Quantities
Shown.

Reserving
Gravel, Etc.

Berme
in Rock
Cuttings.

Intercepting
Ditches.

Ditches in
Cuttings.

Subdrains.

directed, and no material shall be deposited in waste banks unless such

waste be indicated either on the profiles or by written order.

25. Where wasting is ordered the material shall, if possible, be depos-

ited below grade line, and under no circumstances shall the waste bank

have its nearest edge within (••••) feet of the slope stakes of

the cutting.

26. Where the quantity of excavation from the cuttings of standard

cross-section is insufficient to form the embankments the deficiency shall

be imde up by widening the cuttings on one or both sides of the center

line, as may be directed, and no material shall be taken from borrow

pits unless such borrow be indicated either on the profiles or by written

order.

27. The classification and quantities shown on the profile exhibited

for distribution of material are approximate only, and will in no way

govern the final estimate. The company reserves the right to increase

or diminish the quantities given without affecting the contract unit prices

for the various parts of the work.

28. Where gravel, stone or any other material suitable for special

uses of the company is met with in the excavations the same shall, when

required, be reserved and deposited in convenient places on the right-of-

waj', as directed, and other suitable material in the vicinity substituted, as

required, to complete the embankments.

29. A berme of (••••) feet shall be left between the top

of slope of rock cuttings and toe of slope of the overlying earth.

30. Intercepting ditches when ordered shall be made at the top of

the slopes of all cuttings where the ground falls toward the top of the

slopes, and they must diverge sufficiently to prevent erosion of the adjoin-

ing embankment. The cross-section and location of such ditches will be

designated and, if required, they shall be made in advance of opening the

cutting.

31. Ditches shall be formed at the bottom of the slopes in cuttings

according to the cross-section shown upon the plans, or such modifications

thereof as may be directed ; they shall be neatly made, clear of obstructions,

and at the lower end must diverge sufficiently to prevent erosion of the

adjoining embankment.

32. Subdrains of tile shall be constructed of the size and location

as directed. Trenches for these drains must be taken out at least
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(•••) inches below frost line ; the tiles shall be laid on a bed

which shall be true, with half round section, with a filling of at least

(••••) inches of cinders or other suitable material on

either side and above the tile, and then covered with ordinary soil to the

top of the trench.

Measurement and payment for such drains will be by the linear foot,

according to the diameter of tile, including excavation and refilling; the

contractor to furnish all material.

33. Excavations incident to the construction of the roadbed, ditches,

channels and roadways shall be used in forming the embankments ; but no

frozen or other unsuitable material will be allowed to enter into their

composition.

34. When directed, embankments shall be built in horizontal layers

of (••••) feet in thickness ; these layers to be of the full width

of the embankment and built to the true slope, and not widened with loose

material from the top. The most suitable material must in all cases be

reserved for finishing the surface and no large stones will be allowed

within a depth of at least (••••) feet below subgrade.

35. Embankments shall be carried to such height above subgrade

and to such increased width as may be deemed a necessary provision for

shrinkage, compression and washing. As the embankments become con-

solidated their sides shall be carefully trimmed to the proper slopes, and

they must be maintained to their proper height, dimensions and shape

until the work is finally accepted.

36. When an embankment is to be placed on sloping ground the

surface shall be deeply plowed or stepped ; and whenever directed, boggy

or unsuitable material shall be excavated so that the embankment shall

be started from a firm foundation.

*37. In crossing bogs or swamps of unsound bottom, a special

structure of logs and brushwood may be required, the logs forming

this foundation to be not less than six (6) inches in diameter at the small

end. If necessary there shall be two or more layers crossing each other

r.t right angles, the logs of each layer being placed close together, with

broken joints and covered closely with brush; the bottom layer shall be

placed transversely to the roadway and project at least five (5) feet

beyond the slope stakes of the embankment.

Unsuitable
Material.

Formation
in Layers.

Shrinkage,
Etc.

Embank-
ments on
Slopes.

See amendment, page 143.
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Filling
Trestles.

Embankments
at Trestles.

Finishing
Subgrade.

Embankments
Over Ma-
sonry, Etc.

Measurement of this substructure and payment for the same will be

by units of one hundred (ioo) feet square or fraction thereof of area

covered by each layer.

38. In forming embankments from trestles, the material must be

thoroughly compacted between the trestle bents and around and under

all parts of the structure, and in case of train filling by means of a tem-

porary trestle the material must be uniformly spread in the fill.

39. Embankments abutting the ends of trestle bridges shall be

brought forward upon the structures a distance of at least

( ) feet, with an increased width of ( ) feet in order

to form a full roadbed.

40. The subgrade must be compact and finished to a true plane, and

no depression left that will hold water.

41. In embankments over or about masonry or other structures the

material shall be deposited in thin layers and each layer carefully tamped.

Special care must be exercised not to unduly strain these structures, and

only the best material will be allowed for the purpose of such filling.

The contract price for excavation shall cover the cost of obtaining, dis-

tributing and packing the material behind, over and around all such

structures.

BORROW PITS.

Land
Provided.

Drainage.

Slopes and
Bermes.

Cross-sec-
tioning of
Pits, Etc.

42. Land for borrow pits or waste banks will be provided by the

railroad company.

43. Borrow pits shall be connected with ditches and drained to the

nearest water course, when required. Unless directed, material shall not

be borrowed to a depth that will not permit of proper drainage.

44. Side slopes of borrow pits on the right-of-way shall be the

same as used in the cross-section of the adjoining roadbed. A berme

of not less than (•••) feet in width shall be left between

slope stakes of the embankment and the edge of the borrow pit, and a

berme of not less than (••••) feet between the outside slope of

the borrow pit and the right-of-way line. Bermes must consist of the

original unbroken ground.

45. Borrow pits shall not be excavated before they have been staked

out, and borrowing must be done in regular shape in order to admit of
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ready and accurate measurement. No borrowing nor wasting of material

will be allowed on land set apart for station grounds or for other special

purposes except by written directions.

PRICE AND MEASUREMENT OF GRADING.

46. All grading will be estimated and paid for by the cubic yard

at the prices specified for the respective materials. Measurement shall

be made in excavation only, except in cases hereinafter mentioned.

47. The contract prices per cubic yard will include the excavation

of the material by any method whatever, the loading, transportation and

the deposit of the same in the manner described by these Specifications, and

in the places designated, the plowing or benching of slopes, as well as all

other expense incident to the work of grading.

*48-A. The contract prices per cubic yard cover any haul found neces-

sary, and there will be no allowance made for any so-termed "overhaul."

*48-B. The contract prices per cubic yard cover any haul found neces-

sary within the limit of a free haul of ('....) feet. All haul on

material beyond this free limit will be estimated and paid for.

49. If it be impracticable to measure borrowed material in excava-

tion, it may be measured in embankment, using the cross-section notes

of the embankment, and making a just and reasonable allowance for change

in bulk, so that the quantities shall equal the excavation quantities as

nearly as possible.

50. There shall be no classification or allowance made for loose or

solid rock in borrow pits unless specific written instructions are given to

the contrary, it being the intent and meaning of these specifications that

all borrowed material shall be classified and paid for as common exca-

vation.

TUNNEL EXCAVATION.

51. Tunnels shall be excavated to the alinement, gradients and sec-

tions shown upon the plans, or to such modifications thereof as may be

directed.

52. In rock tunnels the material must in all cases be taken out

(....) inches below subgrade and refilled to subgrade with

approved material.

Basis.

Work
Included
in Price.

Haul.

Overhaul.

Embankment
Measurement.

Borrow
Classification.

Line,
Grade and
Cross-section.

Bottom of
Rock Tunnels.

See amendment, page 143.
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Blasting.

Excess
Excavation.

Price to
include.

Shafts.

Wells or
Sumps.

Right-of-Way
for Roads.

Haul.

53. Blasting must be done with all possible care so as not to damage

the roof and sides, and all insecure pieces of rock beyond the standard

cross-section shall be removed by the contractor.

54. Excavation in excess of the authorized cross-section will not be

paid for.

55. The price paid for tunnel excavation shall embrace the cost of

removal of all materials between the outer faces of the portals, and shall

include the loosening, loading, transportation and placing of the material

in embankment or waste banks as directed ; it shall also include whatever

materials and labor are required for temporary props, supports and scaf-

folding for the safe prosecution of the work as well as all expense of

keeping the tunnel ventilated and free from water, oil or gas.

56. The location, number and dimensions of all shafts will be deter-

mined and the excavation price for them shall cover all materials con-

tained within the specified cross-sections between the surface of the ground

and the connection of the shafts with the tunnel; said price will also

cover all material and labor for curbing and support of the sides of the

shafts as may be required, the cost of keeping the shafts free of water

or oil as well as the cost of all pumping and hoisting machinery.

57. Wells or sumps within the tunnel necessary for its permanent

drainage shall be made as directed and paid for at the same rate per cubic

yard as for tunnel excavation.

58. The contractor will make all arrangements and be at the sole

expense for any right-of-way necessary over the. top of the tunnel for

such roads between the ends of the tunnel as he may need, and all grad-

ing necessary for the same will be done at his expense.

*59. It is distinctly understood that the contract prices per cubic yard

for tunnel and shaft excavation, respectively, cover any haul found neces-

sary in placing the material where designated, and that there will be no

allowance for any so-termed "overhaul."

Safety of
and Delay
to Train
Service.

CLAUSES SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO REVISION OF EXIST-

ING LINE OR WIDENING FOR ADDITIONAL TRACK.

*6o. The contractor must arrange his work so that there will be

no interference or delay in any manner with the train service of the

Company, and he will be responsible for any damage to the Company's

*See amendments, page 143.
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property caused by his acts or those of his employes. Whenever the work

is liable to affect the movement or safety of trains, the method of doing

such work must first be submitted for approval, without which it shall

not be commenced or prosecuted. It is estimated and agreed that a proper

basis of damages for train delays shall be at the rate of dollars

($....) for each minute of delay to each train delayed, and said amount

shall be payable by the contractor and deducted from his estimate. If

continuous detention occur to the train service, the Company reserves the

right to complete the work at the expense of the contractor after giving

him written notice.

61. Heavy blasting will not be allowed close to the main tracks,

nor will the contractor be permitted to transport material along or

between the Company's tracks, except when properly authorized. When-

ever the work as authorized affects the safety of the trains or tracks the

Company shall take such precautions as it may deem advisable to ensure

safety, and the cost of so doing shall be charged to the contractor and

deducted .from his estimate.

62. The contractor shall not move or in any way interfere with

the Company's tracks under any circumstances. Whenever it becomes

necessary that the main line or side tracks be moved, it shall be done by

the Company, and the actual cost thereof charged to the contractor and

deducted from his estimate.

63. The location of the additional track will be on the

side of existing line, but whenever it is expedient to change any portion

to the opposite side, the altered alinement will be shown upon the maps

or diagrams furnished by the Company, and the contractor shall conform

to the same without extra charge.

64. Whenever the existing embankment of (....)

feet in height or over is raised or widened, the slope of the existing

embankment shall be deeply plowed in order to bind the new material

thoroughly to it.

*65. Wherever it is necessary for material of any description to be

transported across the existing track or tracks, the location of the cross-

ings must be approved. The material and labor of placing the same will

be furnished by the Company and the actual cost charged to the con-

tractor and deducted from his estimate.

*66. Watchman, both day and night, will be furnished by the Corn-

Precautions
for Safety
of Trains
and Tracks.

When
and How
Company's
Tracks May
Be Moved.

Location of
Additional
Track.

Plowing
Slopes.

Crossings.

Watchmen.

See amendment, page 144.
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Safety
Signals.

pany at the places it may consider necessary for the safety of the Com-

pany's trains and works, and the cost shall be charged to the contractor

and deducted from his estimate. It is distinctly understood, however,

that the providing of such watchmen shall not relieve the contractor from

the liability and payment for damages caused by his operations.

*67. The cost of all signals necessary to ensure the safety of trains,

consequent upon the contractor's work, shall be borne by the contractor,

and all instructions regarding their observance shall be strictly obeyed

by him.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

Temporary
Fences.

Crossings,
Damage to
Property, Etc.

Changes of
Alinement or
Gradients,
Etc.

Work to Be
Paid for
as Extra.

*68. Previous to or during the work of grading, the contractor, if

required, shall erect and maintain temporary fences in order to prevent

trespass upon the railway or damage to adjoining property.

69. The contractor shall, at his own expense, make and keep in good

condition commodious passing places for public and private roads trav-

ersed by the line of railway, and shall be held responsible ,for damages

of whatsoever nature to persons or neighboring property caused by work-

men in his employ leaving gates or fences open, blasting rocks, building

fires or in other ways, and, if necessary, payment of the estimate may be

withheld until such damages are satisfactorily settled for, the intention of

the contract being that the Company shall not be held responsible for

any claims or losses incurred during the construction of the line, due to the

operations or negligence of the contractor or his employes.

70. The alinement, gradients and cross-sections of the roadbed, as

well as ditches and other incidental work, may be altered in part or in

whole as deemed necessary either before or after the commencement

of the work, but any such change or alteration shall not affect the unit

prices specified in the contract. Nor shall any such changes or alteration

constitute a claim for damages, nor shall any claim be made or allowed

on account of such change or alteration.

*yi. The contractor shall be paid only for work actually done at

contract unit rates, excepting in cases of cuttings, or embankments,

where the slopes have actually been completed and accepted; when such

slopes are required to be altered the contractor shall be paid for the

actual labor of re-sloping at the current rate of wages plus ten (10) per

cent.

*See amendment, page 144.
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72. Before beginning grading, as well as during the progress of the andTce.

work, the contractor must remove all snow and ice from between the slope

stakes at his own expense.

73. The contractor shall carefully preserve all bench marks and

stakes, and in case of neglect to do so will be charged with the resulting

expense.

74. Whenever required the contractor must open up a safe road for Roads,

passage on horseback and foot along the whole or any portions of the

work under contract.

75. No allowance or compensation whatever shall be due or paid Temporary
R.o3.ds

to the contractor for any temporary roads, bridges or trestles he may Trestles, Etc.

make to facilitate the work.

76. Before the work is finally accepted the contractor must, at his

own expense, clear away from the company's property, as well as from

public and private roads and the channels of streams and ditches, all

rubbish and surplus blasted or excavated material.

77. The cost of any extra work will not be considered or allowed

unless such extra work shall have been done by direction in writing, and

such written directions must in every case contain the rates and methods

of payment for said extra work.

78. The contractor shall take all risks from casualties of every

nature and will not be entitled to any compensation for detentions

from such causes. All stock, tools and machinery employed on the work

by the contractor are at his risk while on the property of the Railroad

Company, and the contractor agrees to make no claim for injury or

damage to same which may be caused by the operation of the Railroad.

79. Whenever the word "Company" is used in these Specifications

it designates the

Company.

80. The word "Contractor" is used herein to designate the person

or persons undertaking the work referred to in these Specifications and

drawings.

*8i. In the foregoing Specifications it is understood and agreed that

the Chief Engineer of the Company

is in charge of the work, and he may appoint such assistants as he may

select. Whenever the Specifications refer to the judgment, direction,

Company
DefiDed.

Contractor
Defined.

Work in
Charge of.

*See amendment, page 144.
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decision, approval, etc., of an employe of the

Company, they designate and mean that the Chief Engineer or one of

his subordinates is intended and referred to. The Chief Engineer shall be

arbitrator and his decision as to the intent and meaning of these Speci-

fications shall be final.

82. The Specifications and general conditions referred' to are dis-

tinctly understood as being embodied with the contract, the whole form-

ing the entire agreement between the Company and the contractor.

STANDARD ROADBED PLANS.

Your Committee has been requested to submit plans for Standard

Cross-Sections of Roadbed, and would respectfully call attention to the

fact that while the Association has expressed itself "That on first-class

Embankment

>.

CLASS A,

Excavation

roads of standard gauge, with constant and heavy traffic, a minimum

permanent width of twenty feet at subgrade is good practice;" yet the

Association has, since said conclusion was adopted, appointed a committee
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to submit plans for three classes of railroads, and we therefore have

deemed it expedient to submit three standards. It will be noted that these

plans do not show any details, such omissions being intentional, for the

purpose of bringing out the views of the members of the Association. In

Embankment

* 16 -54

CLASS B.

fact, it is believed that there will be so many different views expressed

on this subject that it would be -impossible at this time to submit final

plans for adoption, and those here presented are to be considered of a

preliminary nature for the purpose of being discussed and referred back

to the Committee with instructions from which final plans may be prepared.
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Embankment

k- 12'o--—*'

CLASS C.

Excavation

GLOSSARY.

GROUP A—GENERAL.

Classification.—Separating into groups according to the character of

material.

Construction.—The act of building or making.

Contract.—A written agreement between two or more parties specifying

terms, conditions, etc., under which certain obligations must be per-

formed.

Estimate.—The amount paid from time to time, usually monthly, under

the terms of a contract, for labor and material.

Quantities.—The amount of material to be handled, usually expressed in

cubic yards.

Specification.—A written or printed statement containing an enumera-

tion of particulars.

Unit Prices.—The price per cubic yard (or otherwise) specified in a con-

tract for which a certain work is to be done.
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GROUP B—RIGHT-OF-WAY, ETC.

Right-of-Way.—"The land or water rights necessary for the roadbed

and its accessories."

Roadbed.—The finished surface of the roadway upon which the sub-

structure rests.

Roadway.—The right-of-way of a railroad prepared to receive the track.

Sidetracks.—Tracks auxiliary to the main track.

Station Grounds.—Property, in addition to the regular right-of-way, to

be used for station purposes, either passenger or freight.

GROUP C—TECHNICAL.

Alinement.—The ground plan of the center line of a track in distinction

from its gradients or profile.

Center Line.—A line marking the center of an excavation or embank-

ment, usually the center of the main track.

Center Stakes.—Stakes set to mark the center line of the track.

Contour.—The horizontal outline of a figure or surface.

Cross-Section.—A section through any material or structure perpendic-

ular to its axis.

Depression.—A sinking or falling in of the surface.

Elevation or Height.—The distance of any given point above an estab-

lished plane.

Finishing Stakes.—Final stakes set for the completion of work.

Grade (verb).—To prepare the ground for the reception of the ballast

and track, and other similar works appertaining thereto.

Grade-Line.—The line on the profile representing the tops of embank-

ments and bottoms of cuttings ready to receive the ballast.

Gradient.—The rate of inclination from the horizontal, usually expressed

in feet per hundred.

Inclination.—The angle formed with the horizontal plane.

Plan.—A drawing furnished for guidance of work.

Profile.—The intersection of a longitudinal vertical plane with the ground

or established gradients ; or a drawing representing the same.

Slope.—The inclined face of a cutting or embankment.

Slope Stakes.—Stakes set to mark the top or bottom of a slope.

Staked Out.—Having the outline designated by stakes set for that

purpose.

Subgrade.—The tops of embankments and bottoms of cuttings, ready to

receive the ballast.

Top of Slope.—The intersection of a slope with horizontal plane at its

summit.

Toe of Slope.—The intersection of a slope with the horizontal plane at

its base.

True Plane.—A surface without elevations or depressions.

True Slope.—The designated slope of an embankment or cutting.
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GROUP D—CLEARING, ETC.

Brush.—Small trees, shrubs or branches of trees that have been cut off.

Clearing.—Removing natural and artificial obstructions to grading.

Grubbing.—Removing by the roots.

Stump.—That portion of a trunk of a tree remaining standing after the

tree has been cut down.

GROUP E—DRAINAGE, ETC.

Bog.—Wet, spongy ground of decayed or decaying vegetable matter.

Channel.—The depression or cut in which a stream is confined.

Drain.—A closed artificial waterway for conducting water from the

roadway.

Drainage.—The interception and removal of water from upon or under

the roadway.

Ditch.—An open artificial waterway for providing drainage.

Diversion.—The act of turning out of an accustomed channel.

Frost-Line.—The line below which the ground does not freeze.

Intercepting Ditch.—An open, artificial waterway for preventing surface

water from flowing over the slopes of a cut.

Subdrain.—A covered drain, below the roadbed or ground surface, re-

ceiving the water along its length by absorption or through the joints.

Swamp.—Low ground saturated with water.

Trench.—A narrow, shallow excavation to receive a structure or pipe.

Unsound Bottom.—Ground of not sufficient stability to maintain a

structure.

Washing.—Carrying away by the action of water.

Water Course.—A channel, either natural or artificial, for conducting

the flow of water.

Waterway.—A stream or passage of flowing water.

GROUP F—GRADING, ETC.

Average Haul.—The mean distance that material must be hauled.

Average Total Haul.—The average total distance that material must

be hauled.

Bed or Foundation.—The surface upon which a structure rests.

Benching.—Forming into a series of benches or steps.

Berme.—An approximately horizontal surface between the top or toe of

a slope and a boundary line, ditch or other excavation, for the pro-

tection of the slope.

Borrow (verb).—To take material from a borrow pit.

(noun).—Material removed -from a borrow pit.
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Borrow Pit.—A pit dug for obtaining material for making an embank-

ment or other filling.

Deposit (verb).—To place material in a designated place.

Embankment (or fill).—A bank of earth, rock or other material con-

structed for the purpose of carrying a track above the natural ground

surface.

Excavation (or cutting).— (a) The cutting down of the natural ground

surface.

(b) The material taken from cuttings, bor-

row pits or foundation pits.

(c) The space formed by excavating.

Filling.—Material placed in an excavation or depression.

Foundation Pit.—The excavation in which the foundation of a structure

is laid.

Grading.—The work of preparing the roadbed, whether excavation or

embankment.

Haul, or Free Haul.—The distance within a given limit that material

is hauled in constructing the roadbed.

Loading.—Placing on vehicles for transportation.

Overhaul.—The distance beyond a given limit that material is hauled

in constructing the roadbed.

Refilling.—Replacing material in trenches or pits.

Settlement.—Sinking; or adjustment in the direction of permanent

position.

Shrinkage.—The contraction of material.

Slide.—The slipping down of the sides of an embankment or excavation.

Stepped.—Formed into a series of steps.

Tamped (or packed).—Packed down by light blows.

Total Haul.—The total distance that material must be hauled.

Train Filling.—Filling by unloading from a train.

Transportation.—Carrying by vehicles from one point to another.

Waste.—Material in excess of that required to make an embankment of

given cross-section.

Waste Banks.—Banks formed from the deposit of waste material.

GROUP G—TUNNELS, ETC.

Blast (verb).—To break to pieces by the ager.cy of an explosive.

Curb.—A broad, flat ring of wood, iron or stone, placed under the bottom

of a shaft to prevent unequal settlement, or built into the walls at

intervals for the same purpose.

Rock.—A large, hard mass of mineral substance.

Shaft.—A vertical pit or well sunk from the ground surface above into

a tunnel for the purpose of furnishing ventilation or for facilitating

the work by increasing the number of points from which it may be

carried on.
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Tunnel.—A passageway under ground or water.

Well or Sump.—A cistern or well into which water may be conducted

by ditches to drain other portions of .a piece of work.

METHODS OF GRADE REDUCTION.

The Committee regrets that it cannot at this time submit a report

on the subject of the practical work in connection with the "Methods

of Grade Reduction," as requested, but hopes to make special report for

a later Bulletin.

CONCLUSIONS.

*FIRST—There should be recognized three widths of roadbed, and these

should be selected to suit the possible density of traffic to be handled

in the future. These widths should be 12, 16 and 20 feet.

*SECOND—Modern practice would indicate that a width of 14 feet be-

tween center lines of main tracks should be provided for.

*THIRD—Rock Excavations should be taken out not less than 12 inches

below subgrade.

FOURTH—No wasting should be allowed closer than 10 feet from slope

stakes.

Respectfully submitted,

H. J. Slifer, General Superintendent, C, R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, Chair-

man.

R. C. Barnard, Superintendent, C, A. & C. Ry., Akron, O., Vice-Chairman.

Geo. H. Bremner, Eng. M. of Way, 111. Lines, C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago.

C. Dougherty, Superintendent, Illinois Central Railroad, Clinton, 111.

W. I. Lee, Assistant Engineer, Seaboard Air Line, Cedartown, Ga.

W. D. Pence, Professor of Civil Engineering, Purdife University, Lafay-

ette, Ind.

H. C. Phillips, Chief Engineer, San Francisco & Northwestern Ry.,

San Francisco, Cal.

H. Rohwer, Con. Engineer, Missouri Pacific Ry., St. Louis, Mo.

A. M. Shaw, Civil Engineer, Dixon, 111.

A. IC. Shurtleff, Assistant Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha,

Neb.

F. L. Stuart, Engineer of Surveys, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore,

M'd.

H. M. Waite, Superintendent, Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific

Ry., Lexington, Ky.

Committee.

*See amendment, page 144.
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AMENDMENTS.

2. Subgrade. The grade-line on the profile denotes subgrade, and

this term indicates the top of embankments or the bottom of excavations

ready to receive the ballast.

19. Loose Rock. Loose Rock shall comprise all detached masses

of rock or stone of more than one cubic foot and less than one cubic

yard, and all other rock which can be properly removed by pick and

bar and without blasting; although steam shovel or blasting may be

resorted to on favorable occasions in order to facilitate the work.

2,7. Embankments Across Swamps. In crossing bogs or swamps
of unsound bottom, a special substructure of logs and brushwood may
be required, the logs forming this foundation to be not less than six

(6) inches in diameter at the small end. If necessary there shall be

two or more layers crossing each other at right angles, the logs of each

layer being placed close together, with broken joints, and covered

closely with brush ; the bottom layer shall be placed transversely to the

roadway and project at least five (5) feet beyond the slope stakes of

the embankment.

48. Haul. Unless otherwise specified, it is distinctly understood that

the contract price per cubic yard covers any haul found necessary and

that there will be no allowance made for any so-termed "overhaul."

56. Niches or Recesses. Niches or recesses for the protection and

convenience of the railway employes shall be provided at designated

intervals.

(Renumber remaining paragraphs.)

59. Haul. The contract prices per cubic yard for tunnel and shaft

excavation, respectively, cover any haul found necessary in placing the

material where designated, and that there will be no allowance for any

so-termed "overhaul."

60. Safety of and Delay to Train Service. The contractor must

arrange his work so that there will be no interference or delay in any

manner with the train service of the Company, and he will be respon-

sible for any damage to the Company's property caused by his acts or

those of his employes. Whenever the work is liable to affect the move-

ment or safety of trains, the method of doing such work must first be

submitted for approval, without which it shall not be commenced or

prosecuted. If continuous detention occur to the train service, the Com-
pany reserves the right to complete the work at the expense of the

contractor after giving him written notice.
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65. Crossings. Wherever it is necessary for material of any descrip-

tion to be transported across the existing track or tracks, the location of

the crossings must be approved. The material and labor of placing and

maintaining the same will be furnished by the Company and the actual

cost charged to the contractor and deducted from his estimate.

66. Watchmen, Operators and Flagmen. Watchmen, both day and

night, will be furnished by the Company at the places it may consider

necessary for the safety of the Company's trains and works, and the

cost shall be charged to the contractor and deducted from his estimate.

It is distinctly understood, however, that the providing of such watch-

men shall not relieve the contractor from the liability and payment

for damages caused by his operations.

67. Safety Signals. The cost of installment, maintenance and

operation of all signals necessary to ensure the safety of trains, con-

sequent upon the contractor's work, shall be borne by the contractor,

and all instructions regarding their observance shall be strictly obeyed

by him.

68. Temporary Fences. Previous to or during the work of grading,

the contractor, if directed, shall erect and maintain temporary fences in

order to prevent trespass upon the railway or damage to adjoining

property.

71. Work to be Paid for as Extra. The contractor shall be paid

at contract unit rates, excepting in cases of cuttings, or embankments,

where slopes have actually been completed and accepted.

81. Work in Charge of. In the foregoing Specifications it is

understood and agreed that the Chief Engineer of the

Company is in charge of the work, and he may appoint such assistants

as he may select. Whenever the Specifications refer to the judgment,

direction, decision, approval, etc., of an employe of the

Company, they designate and mean that the Chief Engineer or one of

his subordinates is intended and referred to. The decision of the Chief

Engineer shall be final as to the intent and meaning of these Specifica-

tions.

Conclusion No. 1. There should be recognized three widths of

roadbed for standard gauge railways, and these should be selected to

suit the probable density of traffic to be handled in the future. These

widths should be 14, 16 and 20 feet.

Conclusion No. 2. A width of 13 feet between center lines of

main tracks is recommended.

Conclusion No. 3. Rock excavations should be taken out not less

than 6 inches below subgrade.

Add Conclusion No. 5. That information on profiles as to dis-

tribution of material be so arranged that price for grading for each of

the classes may cover the haul, irrespective of distance.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. H. J. Slifer (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—Mr. President

and Gentlemen : I do not know that the Committee cares to add anything

to the report as it is printed, with one exception, and that is in submit-

ting the matter for the Manual we have omitted the third conclusion, sub-

mitted to the Association last year (Proceedings, Vol. 5, page 687),

namely, "That information on profiles as to distribution of material be so

arranged that price for grading for each of the classes may cover the

haul, irrespective of distance."

In regard to the overhaul clause, there is a question in the

Committee whether to recommend that clause for the Manual ; and we
have concluded that, until the Association adopts something definite,

we had better omit this particular clause from the Manual.

The President :—Unless the convention wishes it otherwise, we will

take these specifications up in detail and pass on them. A large number

of these clauses have been changed but. very slightly—not enough to dis-

turb the meaning of them, but simply changes in verbiage, and as we come
to them we will ask the chairman to make a brief statement regarding

them.

(Paragraphs 1 and 2 were adopted.)

Prof. C. Frank Allen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) :—

I

call attention that in paragraph 2 the word "tops" should be "top."'

Mr. W. McNab (Grand Trunk) :—I think it would be well to an-

nounce the clauses which have been changed since they were first adopted

by the convention.

The President :—The difficulty is that neither the Secretary nor the

chairman is fully informed as to which clauses have been adopted be-

fore, the Committee not having marked them in its report. We are de-

pendent upon the chairman of the Committee to tell us which clauses

have been adopted before.

Mr. Slifer :—No change has been made in paragraph 3. In paragraph

4 the Committee has submitted a skeleton specification. We have dropped

out all dimensions in our specifications. Otherwise the paragraph stands

as before. Paragraph 5 has been rearranged. The Association has

already adopted the following for excavations : Loose rock, one-half to

one ; solid rock, one-quarter to one. The Committee feels that the clause,

"these ratios may be varied according to circumstances and the slopes

shall be made as directed in each particular case," will cover any

variations.

Mr. W. F. Tye (Canadian Pacific) :—I do not agree with the specifi-

cation for loose rock one-half to one; it is entirely too steep. Loose rock

10 145
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may consist of a whole cut of small rocks of the size given, and such a cut

would not stand one-half to one.

Mr. Slifer :—The former report was one-half to one, to one to one.

Mr. Tye :—I move the old specification be retained.

The President :—The Committee calls attention to the fact that they

put this note at the bottom, "these ratios may be varied according to cir-

cumstances, and the slopes shall be made as directed in each particular

case," so as to provide for variations from these specifications.

(Mr. Tye's motion was put to vote, but was not adopted.)

(Paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 were adopted

as submitted.)

Mr. Slifer :—With paragraph 18 begins the omission of the word
"engineer," and you will find the word "engineer" omitted all the way
through the entire specifications and the general clause on the subject of

direction is added as paragraph 81. No reference to the engineer occurs

in the specifications except in paragraph 81.

The President :—If this omission is allowed in this case it will apply

to a very large number of others—that is, that this continual reference

to things being approved by the engineer shall be taken out and one clause

at the end made to cover it.

Mr. J. B. Berry (Union Pacific) :—The meeting in 1903 approved

of that, and after the specifications were amended the Committee had

no chance to report last year. Mr. Slifer is following the directions

given to the old Committee, of which there are several members present.

Mr. Slifer :—In paragraph 19 the Committee has added the words

on the third line, "removed by steam shovel," for the handling of

loose rock, which I believe the previous Committee recommended.

Mr. C S. Churchill (Norfolk. & Western):—I am afraid an over-

sight has taken place in connection with that paragraph, or else I do

not understand it. It seems to me the words "cubic foot" and "cubic

yard" constitute a measure, and so also do the words "material that can

be removed with pick and bar, without blasting." The fact that this

material can be removed by pick and bar, without blasting, is a definite

description of the character of that material, and it is a definite measure,

as nearly as it is possible to make a definite measure of what is loose

rock. To take out material with a steam shovel is not a definite measure.

You have steam shovels of many different powers and capacities. I do

not know where we will end with the steam shovel work. We are taking

out rock right along with less and less blasting than was previously done.

Therefore, the taking out of this loose rock with steam shovel would

indicate the fact that any material which can be removed through the use

of steam shovels classifies it as loose rock. I maintain that is not correct

and is liable to lead to disputes and even to injustice to parties who take

contracts under the ordinary ruling of what is loose rock. Loose rock is

something which can" be removed by one-man power with the use of "pick

and bar, without blasting." We do not want to insert a new measure
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of determining what loose rock is, without being very careful as to what

we insert. I therefore move that those words be omitted from the para-

graph as it stands now, at least.

Mr. Slifer :—The Committee desires to insert the words "removed

by steam shovel" into the paragraph for loose rock adopted last year.

Mr. Tye :—More and more work is being done by steam shovels every

year, and if material of this kind which could be removed by steam

shovels, and was removed by steam shovels, was met in the work, how

would Mr. Churchill classify it if he did not put it under the head of

loose rock? Soft rock—which could be removed without blasting or

the use of steam shovels—would you call it soft rock, or put it under the

head of common excavation?

Mr. Churchill :—This paragraph is a definition of what loose rock is.

The ordinary definition of loose rock is material which can properly be

removed with pick and bar, without blasting. I maintain, and my under-

standing is, that the insertion of the words "removed by steam shovel"

inserts a determining clause as to what loose rock is, and that is the

feature to which I object. If it is desired to add the words "removed by

steam shovel" they should be added after the clause, something like this,

"although the material may be removed by steam shovel ;" but the classi-

fication of loose rock should remain as it has been ; that it should be

defined by the words, "material which can properly be removed by pick

and bar, and without blasting."

Mr. Slifer :—It would be your idea, also, to eliminate the size of the

loose rock—one .cubic foot and one cubic yard ?

Mr. Churchill :—No, that is all right.

Mr. Slifer :—The Committee have followed along the line of the last

report, which was submitted as a printed report, and under paragraph 22

you will find the same phraseology, "or which can be removed by steam

shovel."

Mr. Tye :—I think it was the intention of the Committee that this

removal by steam shovel as a measure of loose rock would only be

applied where steam shovels were actually used.

The President :—The Committee has altered the paragraph slightly

from the way in which it read when the report was presented at the

1903 session, when it was adopted. The paragraph as adopted in 1903

read as follows : "Loose rock shall comprise all detached masses of rock

or stone of more than one cubic foot and less than one cubic yard in bulk,

and all other rock which, in the judgment of the engineer, can be properly

removed by pick and bar, and without blasting, although blasting may be

resorted to on favorable occasions in order to facilitate the work." The
report was read by title last year, and it is presented in this shape for

adoption.

Mr. Churchill :—I think the reading of the previous report is more
nearly correct.

Mr. R. Montfort (Louisville & Nashville) :—I am inclined to agree

that the steam shovel will give us a good deal of trouble in classification.
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Mr. Slifer :—How would you classify that material which you could

remove by steam shovel?

Mr. D. W. Lum (Southern Railway) :—I would like to ask the Com-
mittee whether the term "soft rock" is permissible in this paragraph; that

is, rock which can be best removed by the force and strength of a steam

shovel—of course, in larger masses than a yard, perhaps less stratified, in

layers, anyway. Is it the understanding of the Committee that this is

classified as loose rock?

Mr. Slifer :—Loose rock would include everything between solid rock

and common excavation, and would include the rock you refer to, if I

understand your description.

Mr. Churchill :—In order to bring my idea out plainly I would sug-

gest a change in the wording of this paragraph as follows : "Loose rock

shall comprise all detached masses of rock or stone of more than one

cubic foot and less than one cubic yard, and all other rock which can be

properly removed by pick and bar, and without blasting, although steam

shovel may be used and blasting may be resorted to on favorable occa-

sions in order to facilitate the work."

Mr. Tye :—I suggest a change to M'r. Churchill, that the clause read

the same as it is now until we reach the third line, and then go on to say,

"which can be properly removed by pick and bar, and without blasting, or

which is removed by steam shovel, and without blasting."

Mr. Berry :—I do not think it makes any difference whether you put

the butter on one slice of the bread or the other. It seems to me that as a

steam shovel is one of the implements of railroad construction, that the

contractor in many cases would prefer to take his loose rock out with the

steam shovel. If you do not allow him to do that, he would probably

put solid rock prices on you, as he would want to blast it all. It was for

the sake of economy that the Committee inserted the use of the steam

shovel in 1903. The steam shovel has been used and is used in this class

of work ; and if you put Mr. Churchill's amendment at the end of the

clause, it means the same thing as if it were in the body of the paragraph.

Mr. Slifer :—To remove any opposition on the part of Mr. Churchill

we will be glad to accept his amendment, as it does mean the same thing.

The President :—Mr. Churchill's motion is that the paragraph be

amended to read as follows : "19. Loose rock shall comprise all detached

masses of rock or stone of more than 1 cubic foot and less than 1 cubic

yard, and all rock which can be properly removed by pick and bar, and

without blasting, although steam shovel may be used or blasting resorted

to on favorable occasions in order to facilitate the work."

(The amendment was adopted.)

(Paragraph 20 was adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Slifer:—The words "as may be practicable" were omitted from

paragraph 21. The Committee was not a unit on the omission, and possi-

bly the Association may want to take some action.

The President :—The former specification read : "Slopes of all exca-
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vations shall be cut as true and straight as may be practicable, and all loose

stones in slopes must be removed."

Mr. J. C. Gray (Illinois Central) :

—
"All loose stones in the slopes

must be removed." I do not think that is good practice. I have had

considerable experience with steam-shovel work, and to remove the loose

stones in the slopes would cause the coming down of the clay or sand,

whichever it might be. In the steam-shovel work, you come along with

your steam shovel and in the slope you may find a stone which protrudes

two or three feet—if you take that stone out, you will give an opportunity

for the water to come into the bank and cause a slide.

The President :—I do not think the gentleman is discussing the matter

to the point. Paragraph 21 has no reference to steam-shovel work.

Mr. Tye :—I do not like that change about cutting the slopes true

and straight. The slope of a rock cut cannot be true and straight. The

old Committee had that in mind when they put in the words "as near as

may be practicable."

Mr. W. G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I think we want to avoid in all

of our specifications indefinite terms, such as "as far as may be practi-

cable." Who is to decide? Of course, we have the general clause that the

engineer is to decide everything. I think if you want to add something

to that paragraph, the term "as directed" would be preferable to "as far

as may be practicable ;" but personally I think it is all right to leave the

clause as it is. It is presumed that the engineer will direct the work

in a practicable way and not demand something which is unreasonable

or impossible, but if it is desired to add something, I think the words

"as directed" would cover the case without leaving it too uncertain.

Mr. J. G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—I would like to second the

recommendation of Mr. Berg, for the reason that if we leave the old clause

in, "as far as may be practicable," it leaves a loophole for the contractor

to say, if he is working the steam shovel, that he is doing the work true

and straight, as far as practicable ; and in my opinion, if it is desired to

put a clause in there, I think the one suggested by Mr. Berg, "as directed,"

is preferable. If you put in an indefinite clause, "as may be practicable,"

you leave open an opportunity for dispute between the contractors and

assistant engineers.

M'r. Slifer:—The majority of the Committee wanted to eliminate

anything that might cause a difference of opinion between the engineer

in charge of the work and the contractor doing the work, and that was the

argument used in cutting this out.

The President:—Is there any further discussion on the proposition

of the Committee to eliminate the words "as" preceding "true," and

"as may be practicable" after "straight" on the first line of paragraph 21 ?

(The paragraph was adopted as submitted by the Committee.)

Mr. W. S. Kinnear (Michigan Central) :—If I am not mistaken, the

majority of paragraphs in the specifications as now submitted by the Com-
mittee have been adopted at previous conventions, and it seems to me if
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we are going to take them up clause by clause again, it will take a good

deal of time. It must be apparent to any man who has read the specifica-

tions that the Committee has spent a good deal of time in their preparation

;

as general specifications they are complete and as near right as they can

be made. Some paragraphs may have to be modified to suit peculiar

conditions at the discretion of the party desiring to adopt them or issue

them, but that is a matter easily regulated; and if a motion is in order

I would move that the specifications be adopted as a whole.

Mr. Berg:—The specifications as printed have not been adopted

heretofore completely; they have only been adopted up to paragraph 59.

The short time you will spend in considering the 59 paragraphs will be

time well spent, as these specifications are going out as recommended

standards and are to be printed in the "Manual of Recommended Practice,"

presumably. It is very essential we make certain that they have re-

ceived the proper consideration, and such changes as the Committee has

made, as briefly indicated by the chairman, as we go along, will guar-

antee that the matter has been brought properly before the convention

and make it all the more certain that what we print in the Manual will

be acceptable. I think, however, it is desirable that we should limit the

discussion as far as possible to the most important features.

Mr. McNab :—Although these specifications have been adopted up

to paragraph 59, I notice in one of them there is a change from the one

adopted two years ago.

Mr. Slifer :—There are quite a number of minor changes. I trust the

motion will not prevail. The Committee will take but a short time to

submit the paragraphs down to 59, and after paragraph 59, the matter

has never been acted upon by the Association.

(The motion was not adopted.)

(Paragraphs 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31 were adopted

as submitted by the Committee.)

Mr. Slifer :—Paragraph 32 is entirely new. The Committee proposes

the following: "Subdrains of tile shall be constructed of the size and
location as directed. Trenches for these drains must be taken out at least

.... inches below frost line ; the tiles shall be laid on a bed which shall be

true, with half-round section, with a filling of at least inches of

cinders or other suitable material on either side and above the tile and then

covered with ordinary soil to the top of the trench."

Mr. Tye :—It seems to me we are leaving too many blank spaces.

I think it is important to determine what the depth shall be.

Mr. Slifer:—The object of the Committee in leaving blank space

was to allow the Chief Engineer to put his own figures in the blanks.

Mr. Tye:—Would it not be well for us to suggest what this con-

vention considers to be good practice?

Mr. Berg:—Will the suggestion as to good practice for depth he

accompanied by geographical divisions?

The President :—It certainly would not do to require us down
South to put them as deep as would be required in Canada.
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Mr. Tye:—The frost line determines. Would it not be as well

for you to go as far below the frost line in the South as in the North?
The President:—The question is on paragraph 32, as submitted by

the Committee, in lieu of the one which was adopted in 1903.

(The paragraph was adopted.)

Mr. Slifer:—The words "frozen or" have been put in paragraph ^3-

(The paragraph was adopted.)

Mr. Slifer :—"When directed" has been added to paragraph 34. The
old phraseology was "wherever practicable."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

(Paragraphs 35 and 36 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. McNab:—I suggest that the word "substructure" be substituted

for the word "structure" in second line of paragraph 37, in order to

harmonize with the second clause of the same paragraph.

Mr. Slifer:—The Committee accepts the suggestion.

(Paragraph 37 was adopted as amended.)

(Paragraphs 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 and 46 were adopted as

submitted.)

Mr. Berg :—I think the Committee, in proposing that paragraph, had

in mind the desirability in not having an overhaul, where the conditions

would allow it, and in my opinion the specification, as it is to go out as

a recommended specification, should include this general opinion and

idea that overhaul is not to be allowed, if practicable ; and that the

direction to the Committee to prepare an overhaul clause was simply to

have on record a recommended overhaul clause which such railroads

or engineers that desire to use it could embody in these specifications.

I do not think it desirable to have the specification go out with the

paragraphs 48-A and 48-B as alternates, and the convention is already

on record that the preferable method is -not to have overhaul, where

practicable. I think the clause in regard to not having overhaul should

be retained and that then, in the form of a recommendation or footnote,

the alternate clause could be presented.

The President:—I understand you think that the two clauses, while

not objectionable in themselves, must not have paragraph numbers, but

be put in the nature of a footnote?

Mr. Berg:—I do. As I understand it, this specification will possibly

be printed separately and sold to construction companies, consulting

engineers, etc., and in such cases it is preferable to have the clause we
recommend stated prominently. I think most of the members prefer

not to have overhaul, if practicable. I think it would be better not to

have both the clauses as inserted here, 48-A and 48-B. I would ask

the Secretary to read the clause previously adopted relating to this

matter.

The Secretary :—The clause previously adopted reads as follows:

"Unless otherwise specified, it is distinctly understood that the contract

price per cubic yard covers any haul found necessary, and that there

will be no allowance made for any so-termed 'overhaul.'
"
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Mr. Berg:—I move that in this specification the clause previously

adopted take the place of 48-A and 48-B.

The President :—The substitute as proposed was prepared by direc-

tion of the Board of Direction, and Mr. Berg is the man that requested

that it be prepared. Now he wants the original clause to stand in

place of the clauses submitted, and that these two alternate clauses to

be printed at the bottom of the specification to be used by roads which

desire to use them.

Mr. Berg:—This clause 48-B is not the definition of how the over-

haul will be determined. It is the business end of the question, and

the suggestion to have an alternate clause prepared for overhaul was
in regard to the method of ascertaining such overhaul, and not only

in regard to the business end of the contract. I think that an overhaul

clause should be prepared defining how overhaul would be paid for

and how ascertained and determined, and this could be done in an

alternate clause which could be used where desired to have overhaul,

but the clause which we adopt should state that there shall be no
overhaul unless otherwise specified. My idea is that this alternate clause

would be the one which would be inserted at some other point of the

specification or added as a supplemental note or requirement in the con-

tract, and that it should specify how the overhaul was to be determined.

Mr. Lum :—It would seem that you cannot leave out the 48-B very

well. It is needed in very much of the general work, whereas the 48-A
can sometimes be used.

Mr. Slifer:—The Committee at one time had prepared for submis-

sion to the convention a method of determining the overhaul. At the

last meeting of the Committee, however, it was concluded that if there

was anything which would tie up this Association for two days it would
be to bring this question before the Association, and we purposely

omitted submitting anything as to determining the method of the over-

haul. I have the original proposition here, but we struck it out of the

draft in making up the final report. I second Mr. Berg's motion.

The President:—Mr. Berg's motion is that the original clause on
overhaul be submitted for clauses 48-A and 48-B. The original clause

reads as follows : "Unless otherwise specified, it is distinctly understood

that the contract price per cubic yard covers any haul found necessary

and that there will be no allowance made for any so-termed overhaul."

(The motion was carried.)

The President:—That means that 48-A and 48-B are rejected, at

least for the present.

(Paragraphs 49, 50 and 51 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Slifer:—In paragraph 51 the Committee has eliminated the ref-

erence to the standard drawings. The language in the former paragraph

was, "and they shall conform as nearly as practicable with the standard

cross-section, as shown upon drawing No "

(Paragraphs 52 and 53 were adopted as submitted.)
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Mr. Tye :—Do you not think, in paragraph 54, that the engineer

should have the right to regulate drilling and blasting if excessive? I

have seen tunnels badly damaged by excessive blasting.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—Is not that safe-

guarded in paragraph 53, immediately preceding?

The President :—That is a matter for the convention to decide.

There is one danger of putting responsibility for drilling on the engi-

neer—it takes it off of the contractor.

Mr. Slifer :—It seems to me the general paragraph 81, where it

says, "The Chief Engineer shall be arbitrator, and his decision as to

the intent and meaning of these specifications shall be final," would

certainly permit the engineer to have some direction in connection with

the blasting.

The President:—Is there any further objection to paragraph 54?

If not, we will consider it adopted.

(Paragraph 55 was adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Slifer :—The Committee has omitted former paragraph 63, relat-

ing to niches or recesses for the protection and convenience of the

railway employes, which were to be provided at intervals designated by

the engineer. The Committee thought that was a matter of plans more
particularly than specifications.

Mr. Berry:—If you omit it, you will have an extra bill about three

times the price per cubic yard than if you provided for it in the

contract.

Mr. Slifer:—If it is on the plans, would there be any extra price?

Mr. Berry:—You may not be able to show it definitely. Suppose

you are driving a tunnel through sixteen different kinds of formation

and strike sandstone in one place, you will wait until you strike some

hard rock, where you can get a good place to make a good landing.

You do not have to pay for it then, if you put it in your contract.

Mr. Slifer:—The Committee felt that this was a matter of plans

in designating where the niches were to be placed. The Committee con-

sidered that paragraph 55 covered it, and it was thought that the engi-

neer could determine where the niches should be placed—thai they need

not be shown on the plan, but that there should be certain niches.

Mr. Berry :—To provide for it in the specification does not do any

harm, and it may save some money. It is left out entirely from the para-

graph. I think the old provision should be put in, namely, "Niches

or recesses for the protection and convenience of the railway employes

shall be provided at intervals designated by the engineer."

The President :—All in favor of according the Committee the privi-

lege of leaving this paragraph out will say aye ; opposed no.

(The noes were in the majority.)

The President :—The Committee is denied the privilege of leaving

this clause out.

(Paragraph 56 was adopted as amended.)
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(Paragraphs 57 and 58 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. McNab :—We are endeavoring to drop unnecessary words, and

I cannot see that the first five words in paragraph 59 are any more

necessary there than in any other paragraph, and if 48-A and 48-B

be referred to it will be seen that these preliminary words are not used

I move that the words, "it is distinctly understood that" at the begin-

ning of paragraph 59 be stricken out.

(The motion was carried and the paragraph adopted as amended.)

Mr. Slifer:—With reference to paragraph 60, there is a difference

of opinion in the minds of the Committee on inserting anything in the

specifications that might refer to the question of payment to the con-

tractor. In reference to the financial issues, the Association may want

to consider that portion of the paragraph in which reference is made

to damages for delay.

The President:—The Committee is divided on that point?

Mr. Slifer:—There is a difference of opinion. I think all the mem-
bers present are agreed on it, but I have received letters from some

of the absent committeemen who take the opposite side.

Mr. Berry:—In the case of some recent double-track work, which

we contemplated, we asked the contractor's opinion of the penalty

clause—it was on a very busy line between Kansas City and Topeka

—

we wanted to avoid all the interference of traffic that we could. There

was universal opposition to it, not so much on account of the penalty

clause, but as to where one would draw the lines as to delays. For

instance, where one track is parallel with the other, a contractor must

have some kind of a show to get the material out. It was a rather

peculiar situation in our case, and after considering it very carefully

we were unable to define any line that we could draw as to what might

be a penalty delay. It was impossible for us to fix it after careful

consideration, and the contractors all agreed that if they had to assume

such a responsibility, with the uncertainty about, the delays and the

liability of trains to come almost any minute, that they would have

to increase their price materially. So we provided that, at the expense

of the contractor, we should have a flagman at each end of the piece

of work, with another flagman at the steam shovel, and by a system

of hand signals we would govern the movement of the trains. The
contractors agreed that it was a good plan, our Superintendent agreed

it was feasible, we were enabled to get a better price for our work,

and we think the work will be done just as expeditiously as if we had

the penalty clause.

Mr. Slifer:—Who paid for the flagmen?

Mr. Berry:—The contractor paid for all three. They were subject

to employment by the railroad company and were wholly under the

control of the railroad company officials.

Mr. Berg:—I will state that we had a similar plan to that spoken

of by Mr. Berry—the flagmen were selected by the railroad company
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and the contractor paid the expense. They had control of the stretch

of track in question. In regard to the question of payment by the

minute for the delay of trains, we had a contract where we had that

clause, but the penalty only started after five minutes' delay, or ten

minutes' delay, according to the class of train. We recognized there

would be a certain amount of delay, and we gave a leeway of a few

minutes, but if the contractor was so careless of keeping out of the

way of scheduled trains, to call for more than five or ten minutes'

delay, then he ought to pay.

Mr. Kelley :—My experience in similar work has been precisely the

same as that of Mr. Berry and Mr. Berg. In one piece of heavy reduc-

tion work, where the new line crossed the old line some six times in

eleven miles, with some crossings at grade—one being below grade about

19 feet and another being above grade some 20 feet—the contractors nat-

urally objected to the penalty clause. We solved the situation by making
regular districts—you might call them block districts—with an

operator, who was the flagman, at each end. The work trains

worked under the direction of these blocks and in a period

of some sixteen months there was practically no dispute either

by the contractor or the railroad as to the work performed or the delay

of trains. In this particular instance the company paid for the flagmen,

although had it been arranged beforehand, the contractor would willingly

have paid for the flagmen because of the increased facility given him
in his work. In that district there were at times as many as six work
trains moving back and forth, and being near a terminal, there were

a large number of trains on the main line, operating over the old track.

It worked perfectly, and I believe a penalty clause such as included in the

proposed specifications, would have the effect of increasing the price per

cubic yard of the various contractors for work of that kind.

Mr. W. C. dishing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—Our specifications have

been made up from those of the Committee, which we found very admira-

ble, but this particular clause was modified as follows

:

"The avoidance of detention to trains is a matter of the utmost

importance, and the contractor will be held liable for any delays or

damage to trains or damage to track caused by his acts or those of

his employes.

"If there should be annoying and frequent detentions to the train

service, the company reserves the right to cancel the contract on sum-

mary notice in writing to the contractor, and to complete the work
at the expense of him and his bondsmen, as provided in the contract.

"Watchmen, both day and night, will be stationed by the company

at all places where the engineer considers it necessary for the safety

of the company's trains and work, and their cost shall be charged to

the contractor and deducted from his estimate. It is to be distinctly

understood, however, that they will be considered as employes of the

contractor, and the contractor will not be relieved from liability and

payment of damages caused by his operations or their neglect."
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Mr. Slifer:—Paragraph 66 in the specifications provides for the

watchmen and how they shall be taken care of; and I think our legal

friends would very plainly tell you that the contractor cannot very well

assume the liabilities of the railroad company. In some four or five

experiences in double-track improvement work, I feel sure that had

the specifications required a penalty for delays that the railroad company

would have paid a considerable advance over the regular contract prices.

I do not think there can be any question about that, and while it is a

fact that work trains ordinarily are under the jurisdiction of the con-

tractor, the employes of the work trains, the engineer and trainmen, are

all employes of the railroad company, and work under its direction, I

do not see as an individual any benefit to be gained by having the

penalty clause in the specifications.

Mr. Churchill :—I move that the penalty clause in paragraph 60,

beginning with the words "it is essential" and ending with the words

"deducted from his estimate," be stricken out.

(The motion was carried, and the paragraph adopted as amended.)

(Paragraphs 61, 62, 63 and 64 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Kelley:—I would like to ask the opinion of the members

whether we should add to paragraph 65 an item to the effect that the

contractor will be held responsible for keeping the flangeways clear in

these temporary crossings.

The President :—The point raised is a very important one. It is

a matter which is productive of a great deal of trouble.

Mr. Kelley :—I move that the Committee add to paragraph 65 an

item requiring the contractor to keep the flangeways clear in all cross-

ings put in for his use, and the plankings to be kept properly spiked.

Mr. Slifer:—The previous reports on this particular subject pro-

vided that the contractor should furnish the material and put these

crossings in place. The Committee gave this subject a great deal of

thought, and it was felt best that the maintenance of anything that

might affect the safety of trains should remain in the hands of the

railroad company. While the question of keeping the flangeways open

might properly be the business of the contractor, from the fact that

his men continually cross backward and forward, I think the question

of keeping the planks properly spiked should remain in the hands of

the railroad.

Mr. Kelley :—Personally I would follow the plan outlined by Mr.

Slifer. I make it a point for the sectionmen to look after the proper

spiking of planks, but it is impossible for the sectionmen to keep the

flangeway clear. Therefore, I think particularly the flangeway should be

inserted, but from Mr. Slifer's point of view you might omit spiking

the planks.

Mr. J. V. Hanna (St. Louis & San Francisco) :—Could not that

be covered by saying, "the labor of placing and maintaining in safe

condition," making an insertion of that sort?
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Mr. Tye :—I think there is no doubt, if the companies keep the

flangeways clear, it will cost more, but are we supposed to leave to

the contractor any question at all affecting the safety of our tracks?

I think the companies should keep the flangeways clear, the same as

they keep the rest of the track in repair. No doubt the contractor has

men there who can do it more cheaply, but that throws the responsibility

for our tracks on him.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—Does that mean

the contractor shall do that with his forces?

Mr. Kelley :—Keep the flangeways clear, yes. If he does not do

that, the railroad company has the option of placing a man at each

crossing to keep the flangeways clear, and the result will be that the

contractor will keep them clear. That is my experience.

Mr. Wendt :—Mr. President, I shall vote against the motion if it

carries with it the responsibility for the contractor to keep these flange-

ways open with his forces ; but if it simply places the burden of responsi-

bility on the contractor, I shall vote for it. I think it is bad policy

to permit anybody to have anything to do with the safety of tracks

except the company's forces. I have had considerable experience along

this line, and our policy has been, uniformly, of late, to take entire

charge of the maintenance of the track, and any expense which is

chargeable to the contractor is properly prepared, bills are rendered

and collected. I think the responsibility should be put on the con-

tractor, but the company's forces should see that these flangeways are

kept clear. If the contractor does it, all well and good; but in the

majority of instances they will not do it to the satisfaction of the

company.

Mr. McNab :—Does not the first clause of paragraph 60 cover the

matter ? "The contractor must arrange his work so that there will be

no interference or delay in any manner with the train service of the

company, and he will be responsible for any damage to the company's

property caused by his acts or those of his employes." The railroad

company gives to the contractor the right to detail a man for this

special purpose.

The President:—I think the object of the motion was to call par-

ticular attention to the dangers and troubles that arise from the fact

that wheelscrapers passing over a track drop dirt continually in the

flangeway, and the general provision would not call special attention

to that particular source of trouble. The Committee has a suggestion

to make that possibly may be satisfactory to the mover of that motion.

Mr. Slifer :
—"The material and labor of placing and maintaining

the same will be furnished by the company, and the actual cost charged

to the contractor and deducted from his estimate"—add the words, "and

maintaining."

The President :—Paragraph 65, third line, after the word, "placing,"

insert the words, "and maintaining."
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Mr. Kelley:—I believe that will cover it, and will give the railroad

company the undoubted authority to place a man there to keep the

flangeway clean, if the contractor neglects his duty in that respect.

The President :—The paragraph is now in satisfactory condition,

and we will consider it adopted.

Mr. Berg:-—In regard to paragraph 66, how about the cost of

operators? Is that to be covered?

Mr. Slifer:—The Committee had in mind that the word "watchmen''

would cover operators or anybody of that character. Possibly the head-

ing of the paragraph should have been "watchmen, operators and flag-

men." Paragraph 66 was to cover everything—operators, flagmen, watch-

men, or anybody else that might be employed.

The President:—I think the clause would be more effective if the

words "and the cost of installment and maintenance of all signals"

were added. The Committee prefers to say "installment, maintenance

and operation." If that insertion is satisfactory, we will consider it

made, and the paragraph adopted, so that it will read as follows

:

"The cost of installment, maintenance and operation of all signals," etc.

Mr. Wendt :—I would like to ask if that would include the first

cost of the signals? I presume it means the cost of labor incident to

the work, which would be temporary only.

Mr. Slifer :—The practice would be, I suppose, to charge the entire

cost of the signals and everything, and then when they were reclaimed

we would give the contractor credit for such material as could be used

again.

Mr. Berg:—In paragraph 68, do the words, "if required," mean if

physically required, necessarily required, or do they mean if ordered,

demanded?

Mr. Slifer :—If required by the company. That was the intention

of the requirement.

Mr. Berg:—Would not "directed" make it clearer?

The President :—The Committee accepts the substitution of the word
"directed" in place of "required." The paragraph is now satisfactory

and considered adopted.

(Paragraphs 6g and 70 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Berg:—May I go back to paragraph 69? "Shall be held

responsible for damages of every nature to persons or neighboring

property caused," and so on. Is not the railroad company's property

included there? Would not a clause be better, "of whatever nature,

to persons, railroad company's property or neighboring property," or

would the Committee consider damage to railroad company's property

covered by some other paragraph? We certainly want to protect the

railroad company's property for damage done by blasting and other

acts of carelessness.

The President :—The Committee suggests striking out the word
"neighboring."
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Mr. Berg :—No ; I think it is desirable to put that in.

Mr. Slifer :—The Committee did not consider the railroad company's

property in considering the paragraph.

Mr. Hanna :—In that connection it seems to me your suggestion

to leave out the word "neighboring" is the proper thing. Let it stand

"persons or property."

Mr. Slifer:—Paragraph 60, I think, will cover the company's prop-

erty
—

"responsible for any damage to the company's property."

Mr. Berg :—I think you are right.

The President:—Unless there is further objection, that paragraph

will be adopted.

(Paragraphs 71, 72, 73, 74 and 75 were adopted as submitted.)

The President:—The chairman of the Committee suggests that in

paragraph 74 the word "required" be changed to "directed." Unless

there is objection, we will consider that change made.

Mr. Berry:—We threshed that word "required" over. It requires

"directed" as well. The contractor may see a case where it is necessary

to protect himself by building a road, ditch or anything of the kind,

and if you leave the company to direct him in all cases, does not the

company assume some responsibility? If it is required, the company
can direct as well as the contractor look out for himself. The word
"required" places some responsibility on the contractor and the word

"direct" does not, in both cases.

Mr. McNab :—I agree with that.

The President :— I do not think the chairman insists on it.

Mr. Slifer:—We put in it paragraph 68, where the change, was made.

(Paragraphs 76 and 77 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. E. E. Hart (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—Paragraph 77

naturally would follow paragraph 71.

The President:-—Do you suggest that it be transposed?

Mr. Hart :—I would like to see it, yes.

Mr. Tye :—Why put those two paragraphs together—putting 77

after 71 ? They do not seem to fit in very well. Extra work is cer-

tainly done. Paragraph 71 provides that any work which is actually

done shall be paid for whether ordered or whether extra work.

Mr. Slifer :—Paragraph 77 provides that the extra work you refer

to would have to be covered by writing, and in the written directions

the method of doing the work would have to be provided for.

Mr. Hart :—It might be well to put the extra work first, and then

the payment for extra work.

The President :—Do I understand you want to put paragraph 77

ahead of paragraph 71 ?

Mr. Hart:—That will be the better way, in my judgment.

The President:—We will consider the other withdrawn. We are

trying to bring this question before the convention, and we want it

in the shape of a motion. Has it a second? There is no second to
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the motion. The other motion is withdrawn. The question is on the

original paragraph, and without further objection it will be considered

adopted.

Mr. Wendt:—Before proceeding, I would like to ask the Committee

if there is any provision in the other part of these specifications requiring

bills for extra work to be submitted monthly?

Mr. Slifer :—None.

Mr. Wendt:—I would like to have the opinion of the Committee

regarding that practice. It seems to me to be very good.

Mr. Slifer:—In reply to Mr. Wendt, I would say common practice

would make it payable monthly, and that is a matter which belongs

in the contract and not in the specifications.

Mr. J. B. Jenkins (Baltimore & Ohio) :—While it is the duty of

the contractor to submit the extra bills at the end of the month, he

lets it run as long as he can, and if possible until the time for final

estimate. It is almost impossible for the Chief Engineer to adjust the

matter then, on account of lack of records of the time spent on that par-

ticular work. I think it is necessary to require the contractor to put

in his bill for the extra work at the end of the month. I move, there-

fore, that we amend paragraph yy to read, "the cost of any extra work

will not be considered or allowed unless such extra work shall have

been done by direction, in writing, and such written directions must

in every case contain the rates and methods of payment of such extra

work, and the bill therefor shali be rendered by the contractor

to the company at the end of the month in which the work is done."

Mr. Tye:—I second the motion. I agree with what Mr. Jenkins

says with regard to the bills being put in monthly. I am trying to

settle bills where the work was done two years ago, and the bills were

not presented until the present time. We have a clause in the contract

which provides they must be put in monthly, but that has not relieved

us. Mr. Slifer says that should be in the contract, but we are getting

a great many things in this specification which should be in the con-

tract. I do not know that that can be avoided, as we are not drawing

up a contract at the same time.

Mr. Slifer :—I hope this motion will be voted down. The Committee

tried to eliminate everything from the specifications that belongs in the

contract. There is no argument as to the methods pursued generally

of the contractor carrying along these items from month to month and

year to year, so that nobody can check them, but the place for providing

that these bills shall be presented monthly is in the contract and not

in the specifications.

Mr. Kelley:—I think the point taken by the chairman of the Com-

mittee is a very good one. A careful reading of these specifications

shows that policy to have been followed throughout, and they have

prepared a set of specifications, leaving to the contract all regulations

of payments. I hope that that motion will not prevail and be inserted

as a portion of these specifications.
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Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. (Kansas City Belt) :—It seems to me that

the first part of paragraph 71 belongs in the contract and not in the

specifications.

The President:—We will take that up in a few minutes. The mo-

tion before the convention is whether this particular amendment shall

be made to paragraph 77. The amendment is as follows : Add the

words at the end "and the bills therefor rendered by the contractor

monthly, at the end of the month in which the work was done."

Mr. Wendt :—I agree with the chairman of the Committee that that

is a part of the contract, and with that understanding I shall vote no,

in regard to this amendment, hoping, however, that the proper Com-

mittee will formulate a standard contract.

The President :—For the benefit of the gentlemen and all others

the Committee has already intimated their intention of going ahead and

preparing a standard contract.

(The amendment was lost.)

The President:—We will hear from Mr. Walker on paragraph 71.

Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. :—It seems to me in that particular we are

getting the contract and the specifications mixed up. Paragraphs 71

and 77 might be combined by simply saying what extra work is and

the method of paying for it, and the extra amount that the contractor

is to receive would be a part of the contract, and not a part of the

specifications.

Mr. Tye :—I quite agree with the last speaker that that clause be-

longs in the contract and not in the specifications. The old Committee

on Roadway referred to this in Bulletin 48, report of Committee No. 1

:

"The contractor shall be paid only for work actually done, at

contract rates, excepting in cases of cuttings or embankments where

the slopes have actually been completed and accepted; when such slopes

are required to be altered, the contractor shall be paid for the actual

labor of resloping at the current rate of wages, plus ten (10) per cent."

Mr. Slifer :—While it is a fact that the old Committee did make

a reference of that kind, the phraseology of this is exactly as they

submitted it last year.

Mr. Tye :—As I say, a number of these things should be in the

contract, and not where they are.

The President :—There seems to be no motion before the house.

We will proceed.

(Paragraphs 78, 79 and 80 were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Sullivan :—Would the Committee consider the advisability of

adding the word "company?" You have companies of contractors as

well as individuals.

The President:—Would the phraseology "person or persons" cover

the case you mention?

Mr. Sullivan :—I do not know.

The President:—A corporation is a person. 1

11
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Mr. McNab:—In paragraph 81, in the third line, the word "assist-

ants" is used. I would suggest that the words "of an employe of the

company" and the word "subordinates" be eliminated, as they do not

otherwise appear in the specifications, and that this portion of paragraph

81 shall read as follows: "Whenever the specifications refer to the

judgment, direction, decision or approval, etc., they designate and mean

that it is that of the Chief Engineer or one of his assistants that is

intended and referred to.' Any man of the engineering department is

a subordinate of the Chief Engineer, but the first part of the paragraph

refers to the selected assistants to carry out the work.

The President:—The Committee accepts that suggestion.

Mr. Kelley:—I wish to speak again to the same intent as I did in

1903, when a clause similar to this was proposed. The last portion of

this sentence reads : "The Chief Engineer shall be arbitrator, and his

decision as to the intent and meaning of these specifications shall be

final." I doubt if the legal department will sustain us in such work.

In my own experience there was an identical clause in the contract

under which suit was brought, and this clause was spoken of specifically

by the judge, who said: "This court will not delegate to any individual

the right of adjudication," and after that experience I have changed

my specifications to read : "These specifications shall be considered a

part of this contract, to which reference shall be made in the adjustment

of differences."

Mr. George Crocker (Detroit Southern) :—I agree with what the

gentleman has said. My experience in that line bears me out.

Mr. Slifer :—The Committee put this clause here purposely to bring

out this argument.

The President :—That means that we want to hear from you on the

subject.

Mr. Slifer :—I have had the same experience as Mr. Kelley..

The President:—Did you put that in the form of a motion, Mr.

Kelley?

Mr. Kelley—Yes, sir.

Mr. Berry :—It was hard work for us to divorce the old Committee

from the new. We do not want any of the laurels of the new Commit-

tee, but we do want to be set right on the position we took at 'that time.

In Bulletin 48 that same thing was under consideration. I suppose the

law holds good in Canada the same as it does in the United States.

Mr. McNab says so. Paragraph 92 read as follows : "The specifications

and general conditions, together with the drawings referred to, are

distinctly understood as being embodied in the contract, the whole form-

ing the agreement with the company and the contractor."

Mr. Slifer :—That is 82 in the present one. I think you might have

read 91,

Mr. Berry :—I will read 91 : "In the foregoing specifications, it is

understood that it is the engineer or chief engineer whose judgment,
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direction, decision, approval, etc., are referred to, whenever such terms

are used." We agreed it could not be maintained.

The President :—We will be glad to hear from anyone else while

Mr. Kelley is preparing his proposed amendment.

Mr. Slifer :—I want to call attention to the fact "that I think para-

graph 82 covers Mr. Kelley's question, so I do not think an amendment

is necessary. The only question is, shall we strike out the last two lines

of paragraph 81

?

Mr. Kelley :—I move that we strike out the last sentence of para-

graph 81.

Prof. Allen :—I am not sure but what the courts might sustain

a provision that a decision of the engineer shall be conclusive as to the

construction of engineering questions. It is entirely possible that we can

take that much ground and that the courts will sustain it. They certainly

will not sustain the idea that the Chief Engineer can take the place of the

court. The court is somewhat jealous in such matters. I think it is

possible that they would allow the engineer's decision to be final on engi-

neering questions, and if so it might be well to hold that.

Mr. Berg:—I have followed the practice in line with what Professor

Allen says. I have been very particular to maintain the feature that the

Chief Engineer's decision as to measurement and the true intent and

meaning of the plans shall be final. In other words, retain in the Chief

Engineer the condition that his decision shall be final. The contractor

is generally ready to accept the Chief Engineer's decision on the question

of measurements and extras.

The President:—Do you allow his jurisdiction over classification

also?

Mr. Berg:—Yes, that is the intention.

The President :—If he has that, it seems to me he has all he wants.

Prof. W. D. Pence (Purdue University) :—I think it is a little

unfortunate to assume that the specifications are going into the courts.

There are a good many contracts which do not go into the courts. Only a

slight percentage of all the decisions made do go into the courts. A
majority of the disputed points are settled by the Chief Engineer or the

man he delegates for that service. On that basis it would be very unfor-

tunate for us to cut out of this specification the provision that the Chief
' Engineer shall exercise this function which universal practice has accorded

him. I should therefore be sorry to see this section cut out, as we would

weaken our specification were we to withdraw that.

Mr. Kelley :—I can heartily agree with Professor Pence in that view

of the situation. It appears to me that any weak spot in the paragraph

is a weakness of the whole article, and that therefore we should eliminate

all weak points, leaving what is left stronger and firmer and more useful

in the adjudication of questions that arise.

Mr. D. MacPherson (Canadian Pacific) :—Does not this paragraph

merely mean that the Chief Engineer shall be the final authority in so far

as the company has the power or jurisdiction? No company can appoint
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one of its officers to be a fixed and final arbitrator of all matters coming

before him, in such a sense as to prevent anyone concerned having final

resort to the courts of the land.

Mr. Churchill :—1 move that the last sentence be changed to read

as follows : "The Chief Engineer shall be arbitrator as to the intent .and

meaning of these specifications."

The President:—Allow me to suggest, if you use the word "arbitra-

tor," it opens up the room for a difference of opinion. I believe you

could effect what you want by saying the decision of the Chief Engineer

shall be final as to certain questions.

Mr. Churchill :—I will accept that.

The President:—I, somehow, do not like the word "arbitration" in

any shape or form. The Committee accepts that reading of it, if it is

satisfactory to Mr. Kelley, and we will consider his amendment withdrawn.

Mr. Kelley :—I will withdraw my amendment, but I am still uncon-

vinced.

The President :—It reads now : "The decision of the Chief Engineer

shall be final as to the intent and meaning of these specifications." If

there is no further objection we will consider the paragraph adopted as

amended.

Mr. Hanna :—I believe that paragraph 82 should be covered by the

contract and not by the specifications. The proper thing to do is to omit

it here and embody a clause in the contract that will make the specifi-

cations a part thereof. I move that paragraph 82 be eliminated.

The President:—The motion has no second. Without further ob-

jection the paragraph will be considered adopted. Before we conclude

the General Conditions, the chairman desires to return to paragraph 71.

Mr. Slifer:—I move a reconsideration of paragraph 71.

The President :—We will consider the motion passed.

Mr. Slifer :—The Committee desires to change the paragraph to read

as follows : "The contractor shall be paid at cgntract unit rates only

for work actually done, except in cases of cuttings or embankments where

the slopes have been actually completed and accepted." Omit the balance

of it. It is in line with what belongs in the contract and not in the speci-

fications.

The President:—You have heard the desire of the Committee on

this point. It covers a motion previously brought up and lost. It is

open for discussion. If there is no discussion on the motion, we will

consider the paragraph adopted as amended. We will now take up the

standard cross-sections submitted by the Committee under conclusion No.

1, page 62. The Secretary will read the conclusion. That conclusion carries

with it the adoption of these cross-sections, diagrams of which are printed

on pages 56, 57 and 58. The action is entirely in line with previous recom-

mendations.

The Secretary :—First.—There should be recognized three widths of

roadbed, and these should be selected to suit the possible density of traffic
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to be handled in the future. These widths should be 12, 16 and 20 feet."

Mr. Tye :—I move that the last sentence in the first conclusion be

changed to read : "These widths should be 14, 16 and 20 feet." I think

12 feet is entirely too narrow for any railroad worth building, especially

in a country where there is much rock. A 12-foot roadbed leaves entirely

too little clearance. One foot on each side would be sufficient for drain-

age.

Mr. Slifer :—I want to call your attention to the fact that the drainage

is outside of the roadbed.

Mr. Tye :—One foot in width for drainage on each side of the road-

bed would be sufficient for a road of that class in a rock cut ; with such

ditches and 12-foot roadbed you would have only a 14-foot cut which, in

rock, is not wide enough to give the necessary clearance for cars.

Mr. Slifer:—I think it is within the knowledge of a majority of the

gentlemen present that in the northern country (in the wooded country)

and in the yellow pine country of the South, there are many roads built

on a 12-foot roadbed simply to get lumber out and to get to the mines.

It was not for the purpose of building trunk lines that the Committee

submitted 12 feet for roadbed, but as these Proceedings go into the hands

of the young men they will see it is possible to build on a 12-foot roadbed.

Mr. Kelley:—What Mr. Slifer says, that it is necessary to build certain

logging roads or mining roads with a less width of roadbed than would be

proper for trunk lines, is entirely true; but these specifications will go

forth as the opinion of maintenance of way engineers' of America,

and I doubt if any member of the Association would be willing to be

placed in the position of recommending a 12-foot roadbed except for a

temporary line. For many years in the South the accepted width has

been 14 feet as the least at which a road could be constructed and main-

tained. With a 14-foot width roadbed, after three or four years, we will

find that we have less than 12 feet to carry our ties, and I believe that "12"

should be changed to "14," leaving to the local small proposition of a

railroad the privilege of reducing it below that if they see fit.

Mr. Sullivan :—In twenty years' experience in the Northwest, probably

80 per cent, of the roads I have had charge of the construction of were

built on 14-foot roadbeds. If you ignore that width, you are ignoring a

condition that exists to-day. You put in a 12-foot width. The president

of a small company or the promoter gets hold of the specifications. The

first thing he asks is: "How cheap can you build a road for me?" You
tell him you have to have a 14-foot roadbed. If he happens to get hold of

this he will say," The best engineers in the country recommended a 12-

foot roadbed." I think we would be on the safe, side to change that to

"14," and if it is necessary to build a 12-foot roadbed, do so ; but you are

apparently ignoring a width that is very common, giving the inexperienced

promoter a chance to make a mistake, because this is sanctioned by and

under the authority of an authorized engineering association.

Mr. Berg :—I would like to ask the chairman, or some member of the

special committee, to define the three classes of roadbed the Committee
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on Classification of Track propose. The Committee on Ballasting define

the three classes on ballast. If we adopt these three classes of roadbed

will it conflict with the report that the Committee on Classification of

Track will present?

Mr. Churchill :—As we understand our duties, we are not to pre-

scribe what kind of roadbed or what kind of track . is to be used in

these three classifications. We are to define what business on a section

of railroad warrants one or the other of three classifications. Then it

is for this Committee on Roadway to define three classes of roadbed.

The Committee on Classification of Track propose to define three

classes of track ; the Committee on Ballasting to define three kinds ot

ballast. I think there is nothing in this action but what is exactly in

accord with the duties of the Committee on Classification of Track.

• Prof. Allen:—Would not the question of gauge come in? Should

not this apply to standard gauge? There should be recognized three

widths of roadbed for standard gauge railways.

The President :-—It is understood that is the only kind we are dealing

with.

Prof. Allen :—Is the Association on record as dealing only with

standard gauge railways?

The President :—I could not say that they are.

Mr. F. H. Alfred (Pere Marquette) :—I would like to suggest to

the Committee the substitution of the word "probable" for "possible."

The President:—We will have to dispose of the matter of "12" or

"14" first. Are you ready for the question on the change of the figures

from "12" to "14" in the first conclusion, page 62?

(The motion to change the figures from "12" to "14" was carried.)

The President:—Now, Professor Allen, we will dispose of your point.

Prof. Allen :—I would suggest as an amendment that there should

be recognized three widths of roadbed for standard gauge railways ; that

there be inserted after the word "roadbed" the words "for standard

gauge railways."

The President :—The Committee states that that matter was passed

on last year and fully settled.

Prof. Allen :—I have no desire to press it.

The President :-—The motion is before the house, no matter what has

taken place before ; the Committee is somewhat divided on the question.

It seems important that we should emphasize the fact that we are dealing

with standard gauge railroads.

(The amendment was carried.)

The President :—The Committee feels that their definitions submitted

are not capable of further improvement by another passage through

the mill—that they cannot be improved. Are they to be considered at

this meeting, or have we had enough of the Roadway Committee?

Mr. Berg:—I move that the definitions be not considered at this

meeting.

(The motion was carried.)
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The President :—The Committee desires to change the word "possible"

in the first conclusion on page 62 to read "probable," "to suit the probable

density of traffic," instead of "the possible density of traffic." Without

objection we will permit it to make that change. The next question is on

the second conclusion.

The Secretary :

—
"Second—Modern practice would indicate that a

width of 14 feet between center lines of main tracks should be provided

for."

Mr. McNab :— It may be assumed that every conclusion that this As-

sociation comes to bears upon what modern practice indicates. I would

like to ask the Committee why they find it necessary to preface the sec-

ond conclusion with a statement and not the others.

Mr. Slifer:—I do not think you can get any argument out of the Com-
mittee on that.

Mr. Berg:—Does the measurement also refer to the distance of the

track from a neighboring sidetrack? As it reads, it would refer to double

or four-track railroads.

Mr. Slifer :—I think there was a difference of opinion in the Com-
mittee on that.

Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. :—I move that "13" be substituted for "14."

The President :—This matter was threshed over two years ago and
"14" was decided on.

M'r. G. M. Walker, Jr.:—We have been operating a railroad with 13-

foot centers and have not had a single accident. It is in a place where land

is sold by the square foot and not by the acre. The land runs from $1.50

to $3.00 or $4.00 a square foot and one foot in width for a line of road

amounts to a great deal of money. This ought to be changed.

Mr. Wendt :—The Committee evidently had some reasons for making
this recommendation, and I would like to hear those reasons.

Mr. Slifer :—I believe three years ago the Association discussed the

question of the width between main tracks, and it was the voice of the

members speaking on the subject that the width should be made 14 feet.

I believe the records will bear me out when I say the Association has never

passed on the question, that 14 feet should be the width. The Committee

deemed it wise to bring this before the Association.

Mr. Giurchill :—Will the chairman state what roads are using 14

feet?

M'r. Slifer :—We have no arguments for or against it.

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I want to support

the amendment for 13 feet width. I know of no reason why we should

change from 13 feet to 14 feet center to center of tracks, and I also

vTsh to say that in our community where property is sold by the square

foot, we do not care to pay for that extra foot, and I therefore would

vote in favor of the amendment.
Mr. Tye :—I think it will be found that that was voted on by the

Association.
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M'r. Slifer:—I read the Proceedings very carefully and I could not

find it.

Mr. Tye :—I do not think we should of necessity make our conclusion

to fit land that is sold by the square foot.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway and Engineering Review) :—I would

r-uggest that we call that "Class A Track" and harmonize these different

views.

Mr. Atwood :—Before we vote in favor of the original recommenda-

tion, I would like to have some one express some reason for suggesting

a 14- foot width. Up to the present time we have heard no reason

why we should adopt such a width.

Mr. McNab :—I think in the Proceedings of a few years ago it will

be found the reasons for the 14 feet were given by several members.

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :—There are a good many locomotives

running on our road that show 10.6 or 10.7 in width over the cylinder

heads. If you take 13 feet centers and get two of those engines passing,

it is a pretty difficult matter for a man to stand between the tracks and
clear himself. I do not think Mr. Walker himself would stand in there

with two of those engines going by, and whatever rules we may pass in

reference to employes or trespassers being on the railroad tracks, it fre-

quently happens that men are caught between tracks when trains are pass-

ing. I do not believe 13 feet, except in unusual conditions—like tracks

in large cities, where the land is sold by the square foot—that we should

countenance anything less than 14 feet. We have it on our road a little

less, of course, but we also have it 15.

Mr. Sullivan:—I am very much interested in this. We do not buy
land by the square foot, but by the section and township. There are, how-
ever, rock cuts 50 and 60 feet deep, and this will make a great deal of

difference. I cannot agree with the last speaker, that the casualties will

be reduced by putting it 14 feet instead of 13, although I am speaking

without experience. I think if we have it 13 feet, running broad engines,

it will be sure death if you stand on a single track. There will be enough
foolhardy men to do it if you leave the possibility open for a man to stand

on the tracks. I took the subject up last fall, and found that a great many
tracks in this country are only 12^ feet. I did not find any track that

was placed more than 13 feet. If we put them 14 feet, our roadmasters

or somebody will in time put a switch in there between tracks, and

that would be a source of danger. It would appear to be a matter of

economy in building, unless there are good reasons why the track should

be 14 feet, that the advocates of the 13 feet centers have the advantage.

Mr. W. B. Storey, Jr. (Santa Fe) :—There is another reason which

has not been brought forward. I would like to have the convention con-

sider the question of possible damage suits. A large number of roads

will maintain 13 feet in cities, no matter what this convention decides as

best practice, and in view of that I believe we should not declare in favor

of 13 feet, as it may be brought forward by attorneys in lawsuits to the

detriment of the roads. I think the point raised by M'r. Sullivan is
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well taken. Our employes should know the conditions surrounding them.

With 13 feet we can and do operate our roads successfully, and we will

continue to do so.

Mr. J. P. Snow (Boston & Maine) :—I would like to speak in favor

of what the gentleman has said, and would also like to hear somebody say

something in favor of 12 feet, which is very common in our part of the

country. The accidents due to walking on the track do not occur as a

rule by people trying to walk between tracks, but between the rails gen-

erally. I think 14 feet is entirely too much.

Mr. Slifer:—I had some experience with a 12-foot track some years

ago on a 5 or 6 degree curve. When the Pullman Company commenced

to widen out their cars, the markers would be knocked off and we had to

change the curvature.

Mr. F. A. Bagg (Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville) :—The standard

on the New York Central is 12 feet center to center, except when the

tracks are already 13 feet on center. They seem to have gotten along

all right with the tracks 12 feet center to center.

The President :—M'r. Cushing, what is the standard on the Penn-

sylvania?

Mr. Cushing :—It is now 13 feet, and the change is being made in

many cases at considerable expense. The old standard was 12 feet 2

inches, but owing to the increase in size of equipment we took the bull by

the horns and went to 13 feet.

Mr. Slifer:—My experience was on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mr. Wendt :—The modern steel coal cars are about :o feet 4 inches

wide. I know of baggage cars also about 10 feet 3 inches in width. The
distance of 13 feet between centers would seem to be ample for equipment

of this width. It is also a fact that on one of the large systems of rail-

way in this country the maximum width of the loading cars at the line of

the floors is 11 feet. With 13 feet centers this gives 2 feet between pass-

ing trains. I shall vote for the motion in favor of 13 feet.

M'r. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

There is a class of accidents that should be taken into consideration and

which argue in favor of the greater width. That is where cars are de-

railed on one track and trains are passing on the opposing track before

they can be warned. With 12 or 13 feet centers, a car, if derailed, is very

apt to foul the opposing track. With 14 feet centers and cars 10 feet wide,

the clearance between is about 4 feet ; the car can get 4 feet out of line

before it fouls a train on the opposite track, but the wheels still remain

on the ties with the car derailed. The car could not get much more than

4 feet out of line before the wheels were stopped by the opposite rail.

That danger, is not fanciful. It is an accident that occurs frequently, and

it is an argument in favor of 14 feet.

Mr. E. C. Brown (Union Railroad) :—Why not make it 16 feet in

order to make it a little safer?

Mr. Selby:—The road I am with is making the sidetracks next to

the main track 16 feet for the purpose of greater safety.
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Mr. Camp :—I think the point is well taken, and that wc should deter-

mine what width would be necessary to clear a derailed car, where the

coupling is holding. Where the coupling breaks, 50 or 100 feet or almost

any distance might be necessary to avoid accidents. Freight cars become

derailed and are sometimes hauled long distances, and as long as the

coupling holds there is danger that the derailment might not be discovered

by a passing train in time to avoid collision. On a track laid to 12-feet

centers, a derailed car would be liable to strike something when passing

a train on an adjacent track. It seems reasonable, however, that a mod-

erate increase in distance between track centers, above 12 feet, would

provide sufficient clearance to avoid accidents to passing trains in derail-

ments so long as the coupling holds.

The President :—It has been suggested by several gentlemen on the

platform that this question belongs to the Track Committee. The chair

is of the opinion that it belongs to the Committee on Roadway, because

it is its duty to locate the line, whether single or double track.

Mr. Jenkins :—The chairman mentioned that a great many roads

still have 12 feet between centers ; others have adopted 13-feet centers.

It will be a long time before some of the Eastern roads can come to the

13-feet standard, and many a year before they can widen to 14, on

account of running through congested territory, or where right-of-way

is expensive, or on account of other conditions which prevail in the

East and not in the West. If 14 feet is adopted it may result in our

rolling stock being made of greater width, and instead of giving

increased safety it will decrease - the safety, because the wider rolling

stock will have to go over the Eastern roads where they still have 12 or

13 feet centers. I think this body in fixing a standard will do well to

confine itself to 13 feet and allow the roads which are able to do so

to make it 14, 15 or 16 feet if they wish.

G. M. Walker, Jr. :—I would like to ask Mr. Robinson what the

clearance of their bridges is.

Mr. Robinson :—Fourteen feet.

Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. :—Thirteen-feet centers will give a greater

clearance on two trains passing than a bridge that is 7 feet from the

center, which makes 14 feet clearance.

(The motion to amend the conclusion by inserting. "13" for "14" and
striking out the word "for" at the end of the sentence was carried, and

the conclusion adopted as amended.)

Mr. Churchill :—I regard it as unfortunate that we have changed
the wording of the second paragraph. I think we should maintain the

wording, especially on account of cases that may be pending in court.

"Modern practice would indicate that a width of 13 feet between center

lines of main track should be provided." I move that those words
be restored and that the last word "for" be stricken out.

(The motion was carried.)

The President:—The original wording is restored.
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Mr. A. R. Raymer (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I should like to call

attention to the point raised by Mr. Berg as to the spacing between side-

tracks and the main tracks.

Mr. Slifer:—It seems to me that is a question for the Track Com-
mittee. The Committee will take due cognizance of it.

The Secretary :
—

"Third,—Rock Excavations should be taken out

not less than 12 inches below subgrade."

Mr. Slifer:—Two years ago the Association adopted that. The last

Committee changed it to 9 inches ; this Committee has changed it back

to 12 inches for the purpose of having the Association either reaffirm

its former action or change it to 9 inches, as desired by the old Com-
mittee.

Mr. Kelley :—I would ask for an expression by the members of the

Association as to the necessity of having 12 inches below the ties in

rock cut. This would entail quite a serious expense on original con-

struction in a rocky country, and one of the reasons why we use 12

inches of ballast under the ties is to secure sufficient bearing area to

carry our track and traffic ; we do not require an extra bearing area in a

rock cut. All we really require is a certain amount of elasticity. It is

not necessary to put 12 inches of ballast under a tie to secure the two

latter qualifications, and a reduction to 9 inches, or possibly less, would

save money to all companies constructing new lines and would secure

equally good track.

Mr. Wendt:—I would like to ask the Committee if they intend the

third conclusion to apply to roadbeds 14 feet in width, that being the

decision for the width of bed for third-class roadbed.

The President :—For the benefit .of the members present I will say

that the convention two years ago adopted a depth of 12 inches. The

Committee last year recommended 9 inches and it was not acted upon.

The present Committee has restored the figures 12 inches in the hope

that something definite will be determined.

Mr. Kelley :—Possibly I did not make my remarks clear. The con-

clusion calls for 12 inches below subgrade; that means 24 inches below

the bottom of the ties. That is an unnecessary expense, and in order

to bring it before the Association I move that the conclusion be amended

to read 6 inches below subgrade.

Mr. G. M. Walker, Jr. :—I agree with Mr. Kelley, and would go

further and would make the maximum only 12 inches from the bottom

of the tie.

Mr. Tye :—The Association must remember that on new lines, for a

certain time, there is very little ballast, and for some time there is no

ballast at all, and if the cuts are not taken out below grade, the rock

points project and smash the ties. I have been on a great many
mountain roads and my experience covers Mexico and Canada, and the

universal practice is to take it out below subgrade.

Mr. Storey:—For years I was employed on mountain construction
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where the rule required us to take the roadway out to the subgrade.

My general practice was to see that it was taken out two or three inches

below the subgrade, and this method served its purpose. Later on the

road was ballasted and it gave good service. A great deal of money

will be saved by changing this to six inches.

Mr. Sullivan :—Instead of it being a matter of elasticity, it is a

matter of equity between the company and the contractor. The con-

tractor has got to remove about a foot of rock below the roadbed in

order to get smooth surface, and if we do not pay for it one way we

will have to pay for it in another.

(The amendment to substitute the figure "6" for "12" was carried,

and the conclusion adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"Fourth.—No wasting should be allowed closer than

10 feet from slope stakes."

Mr. Slifer:—This conclusion, as submitted, was adopted two years

ago by the Association. Last year's Committee changed that to 25 feet.

The President :—It is understood that the Committee two years ago

submitted 10 feet and the convention adopted it. The Committee last

year submitted 25 feet, but it was not brought before the convention.

The present Committee submits 10 feet.

Mr. Tye :-*-I may say our idea in making it 25 feet was, if it is

wasted within less than that there is great danger of washing back into

the cut with rains.

Mr. McNab :—Another item taken into consideration was a pros-

pective second track.

The President:—The conclusion, as it stands, is before {be house.

Mr. Tye :—I move the figures "10" be changed to "25."

(The motion was lost.)

The President :—The question is on the original conclusion.

(The conclusion was adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Berry:—If not out of order, I move to reconsider conclusion

No. 2.

The President :—Did you vote in the affirmative on that, Mr. Berry ?

Mr. Berry :—No ; I had my thinking cap on and did not vote either

way. Lawyers defending a case will take advantage of this if the

Association goes on record as recommending any particular distance

between sidetracks. The New York Central has 12 feet centers; the

gentleman back of me says his road has 12, 13 and 14. It is as bad to

establish a distance of 13 feet between centers as it is 12 or 14. I

move that that conclusion read this way: "A width of 13 feet between

center lines of main tracks is recommended."

(The motion to reconsider conclusion No. 2 was carried.)

Mr. Berg:—I offer as an amendment to the amendment that the

prior conclusion be stricken out; that we do not mention anything

about it.

(The amendment to strike out the conclusion was lost.)
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The President :—The question is on the amendment by Mr. Berry,

the conclusion to read "a width of 13 feet between center lines of main
tracks is recommended."

Mr. F. H. McGuigan (Grand Trunk) :—I would like to ask Mr.

Berry if he would not be willing to accept "12 feet?" We have 80

miles of line with only 12 feet between center lines of the two main

tracks, and I understand the New York Central and Lehigh Valley

have 'a great deal of such line. The specification suggested would
practically condemn all double-track lines of only 12 feet centers as

unsafe.

Mr. Berry :—I would be glad to defer to Mr. McGuigan, but I do

not see how I can. I try to word it so that 12, 13, or any other distance

could be used. It is simply the sense of the Association that 13 feet is

recommended.

The President :—The question is on the amendment of Mr. Berry.

(The amendment to insert "12" instead of "13" was lost.)

The President :—The motion is lost and the amendment stands.

Mr. Slifer:—The Board of Direction asked the Committee to submit

a clause for overhaul ; and now that the matter is fully decided by the

Association, the Committee would like to submit the following for pub-

lication in the Manual : "That information on profiles, as to distribution

of material, be so arranged that price for grading for each of the

classes may cover the haul, irrespective of distance."

The President:—Without objection the Committee will be allowed

to include that.

Mr. Berry:—There seems to be a little doubt whether the motion
I proposed carried or was lost.

The President:—The motion you proposed carried. The Committee
has the thanks of the convention and is excused.





COMMITTEE ON RAIL.

DISCUSSION.

The President :—Our meeting to-night has been requested by the

Rail Committee in order that it may acquire as much information from

the members as possible with regard to their experiences with rails

since our specifications were adopted; and the chairman states that if

there is any member here who has a hesitancy about talking for fear

that his remarks will be published, we will make arrangements to see

that his remarks are not published ; so we hope that everybody will feel

at liberty to talk. I will now turn the meeting over to the charge of

Mr. Wm. R. Webster, chairman of the Committee on Rail.

Mr. Wm. R. Webster (Consulting Engineer) :—The Committee

particularly requests an expression of the members as to their experience

with the breakages of rails, irrespective of whether made under these

specifications or any other. Our specifications were not printed until late

in the fall, and it is too soon to say much about them. There are some

points in the specifications that the Committee would like to bring up

for discussion in order to get the views of our members and also the

views of rail manufacturers who have been invited to be with us this

evening. But before taking up the few points referred to I will ask the

Secretary to read a letter that was sent him some time ago for his

information as to what the Committee were doing. This letter has

been printed and will serve as an introduction of the subject to be

followed with the written discussions that have been received from Mr.

Johnson of Pittsburg and Mr. Moister of Philadelphia.

The Secretary read the following communications

:

To the Members of Committee on Rail:

Our specifications, adopted at the last meeting, were unfortunately

not printed until late in the year, and it is too soon to know what results

have been obtained from their use.

Although the Committee has not met during the year, the specifica-

tions have been widely discussed: Fiist, at the June meeting of the

American Society for Testing Materials ; second, at a special meeting in

December of Committee "A" of the same society, at which time a sub-

committee was appointed to investigate finishing temperature and shrink-

age clause and report early in March ; third, special committee on Rail

Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers referred to the work

of our Committee in their attached report.

i "5
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In some quarters it seems to be the impression that this Committee

advocates the use of steel high in phosphorus, and it is of the greatest

importance that we take measures at our next meeting to correct such

an impression.

It has been the aim of the Committee, by the introduction of clauses

to regulate the finishing temperature, to get good safe rails from the

ordinary rail steel which is high in phosphorus. But we all appreciate

that a better rail can be obtained from steel lower in phosphorus, in

that it is less liable to be brittle. This would increase the cost, and

we have therefore left this matter of phosphorus limit to be adjusted

by the individual railway companies with the mills.

On account of the large tonnage of low phosphorus, basic open-

hearth steel rails now being rolled, the members of the Committee are

requested to get all the information possible bearing on the specifica-

tions, and tests of such rails and their behavior in service.

It would also be desirable to get all possible data on rails rolled

under our specifications—tonnage, tests and behavior in service; for

comparison we should have similar data on rails rolled to other specifi-

cations, especially where failures have occurred.

There will no doubt be considerable matter to discuss before pre-

senting a report to the convention. I therefore call a meeting at the

Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on Monday evening, March 20th, at 8

o'clock. It is to be hoped that all members will be present to assist

on the report. Wm. R. Webster, Chairman.

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON RAIL SECTIONS, AM. S0C. C. E.

Your Committee respectfully report that during the year they have

given consideration to the work of committees on rail specifications

which have been appointed by the American Railway Engineering and

Maintenance of Way Association, the American Society for Testing

Materials, and the Engineering Standards Committee (Great Britain),

and with which committees yours is working in harmony.

Your Committee has also obtained and discussed data pertaining to

the service of rails made by different metallurgical processes, and under

various specifications. In addition to this they are keeping record of

the use by American and other railways of rails of the American

Society's section.

In the judgment of your Committee all of this will enable them to

later make a more definite report to the society. However, in the mean-

time, they would report that correspondence with the engineers of the

railways of the United States and Canada evidences that while the

wear of the heavier-sectioned rails is not as satisfactory as that of the

lighter ones, at the same time there is not a demand on the part of

said railways for a change in any of the American Society's sections.

In addition to this a conference with a committee representing Ameri-
can steel rail manufacturers elicited from said committee the statement
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that the manufacturers were entirely satisfied with the American Soci-

ety's sections.

In view of the above, your Committee does not now recommend
any change in the American Society's sections.

Inasmuch as the committees of the several societies above-named
hope to soon reach definite conclusions and in view of the Internationa!

Railway Congress to be held in Washington, D. C, in May next, your

Committee think it well that their labors be continued, and therefore

respectfully ask for such authority. Joseph T. Richards,

January 18, 1905. Acting Chairman.

Mr. William R. Webster,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir:—I am in receipt of a copy of your circular letter of 13th

inst. to the members of your Committee, and note the closing paragraph,

which, I feel, is apt to mislead your associates into the belief that I

have learned something new in regard to rails, which is not the case.

I can only reiterate the results of investigations of others, which may be

briefly summarized as follows

:

First—Resistance to wear is a function of fineness of grain.

Second—Fineness of grain is a result of mechanical treatment at

proper temperature, and is wholly independent of the chemical com-

position.

Third—The manufacturers have developed the present mill practice

along the line of increasing the tonnage output regardless of other con-

siderations. One feature of the modern practice is the high speed of

the rolling train, by which the time for rolling has been reduced to

two minutes or less, where it should be eight to ten minutes, in order

to allow the rail to gradually cool to a proper finishing temperature.

Holding the rails before the finishing pass is a distinct gain, but not

enough.

We are confronted by a commercial condition. To go back to the

slower speeds of the earlier practice would mean a greatly reduced

output, which the manufacturers will not consider. To obtain the desired

result with the present speed of rolls will require a longer distance

between the stands of rolls, which is physically impracticable at most

of the mills.

Fourth—The initial temperature at most of the rail mills is made
too high. (See Risdale's paper on "The Correct Treatment of Steel,"

before the Iron and Steel Institute, September, 1901, in which he shows

that work done at temperatures above about 1,000 degrees C. (950

degrees to 1,050 degrees) has no effect in changing the size of the grain

from the normal crystallization of the ingot.)

As illustrating the second point stated above, I would refer your

Committee to the analyses of a number of rails made by John Brown
& Co. of England, reported by Captain R. W. Hunt in the Journal of

the Franklin Institute for May, 1889.

12
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As the members of your Committee may not 'all have access to the

publication cited, I enclose a typewritten copy of Captain Hunt's article.

I can supplement Captain Hunt's list with two additional cases, both

Camel Sheffield steel—one in service on the Southern Railway from 1867

to 1901, the other on the P., C, C. & St. L. Railway from 1868 to 1902.

The analyses are as follows:

Southern. P., C, C. & St. L.

Carbon 0.158 0.273 0.22

Manganese 0.77 0.28 0.21

Phosphorus o. 1 14 0.050 0.05

Sulphur 0.067 0.040 0.031

Silicon 0.490 0.025 o °35

I give two analyses of the P., C, C. & St. L. rails, made by differ-

ent chemists from different samples cut from the same rail.

You will note that the Southern rail, with the exception of silicon,

is ordinary structural steel, yet as a rail steel it has had a life in service

of a third of a century.

These analyses, taken together, so strongly emphasize the fact that

when the heat and mechanical treatment are correct the chemistry is of

no avail, that further comment is unnecessary.

The micrographs of the two rails cited above show the characteristic

structure of low carbon steel, and in both cases the texture of grain at

the center and edge of the head is scarcely distinguishable as to fine-

ness of grain.

This is the point to which our railmakers must come if we are lo

have rails with satisfactory resistance to wear.

I trust that your Committee, and through them the Association, may

realize the supreme importance of this feature. Holding the rail before

the final pass makes the grain at the center of the head smaller than

when not so held, but the gain is not enough. The standard toward

which we should strive and which we should se,ek ultimately to obtain

is a rail in which the micrograph will show a grain at the center of

the head approximately as fine as near the edge.

I would like to see this requirement made the governing feature of

our specifications.

To- attain this end it will be necessary that the manufacturers recog-

nize the physical necessities of the railways and be willing to meet

them, and that the railway engineers realize the commercial situation

confronting the manufacturer with a willingness to pay a fair compen-

sation for increased cost.

If they can come together in this spirit of mutual recognition the

methods of obtaining the desired end will be soon worked out. That

end accomplished we can eliminate from our specifications all the chem-

istry (except perhaps as to phosphorus) and leave the manufacturer

in that respect. (Signed) Thomas H. Johnson.
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R. W. HUNT ON "MANUFACTURE OF BESSEMER STEELS."

Rails made by John Brown & Co. of England, and put down on

American railroads some years ago, have been generally held up as

ideal rails, and the American makers for a long time supposed that

when these rails did wear out so that they could be analyzed the secret

of their good service would be told. As an illustration of how little

regularity or purity of chemical composition influenced the wear, I

call your attention to the analyses of thirteen of John Brown rails, all

of which had filled years of faithful service and have been selected as

bright examples of what good rails should be

:

i

2

3
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c.
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Fourth—Care must be exercised in pouring or casting the ingots.

not only in keeping the steel from spluttering against the sides of the

ingot molds, but also that the final manner of pouring each ingot shall

act as a sink head and the gases allowed to escape, so that an excessive

length of spongy tops to the ingot shall not be made.

Fifth—The ingots must not be taken from the perpendicular position

until the interior steel has had time to solidify.

Sixth—The steel must not be overheated in the heating furnace,

whatever form it may be, either in the shape of ingots or blooms.

Seventh—All defects should be carefully cut off and out before the

steel is put in the finished shape.

Eighth—The temperature of the metal while receiving the final passes

or reductions in the rolls should be low.

PAPER BY F. L. MOISTER.

Considerable progress has been made the past ten years in the heat

treatment of steel rails. Probably the most important factor has been

the introduction in recent specifications of what is known as the "shrink-

age clause." The object of this clause is to specify a shrinkage which

will insure the rails being rolled and finished at the proper low tem-

peratures, and thus produce the fine structure which we believe means

good, tough, well-wearing fails.

Despite the improved methods of rolling and finishing, there are

still an alarmingly large number of rails which break in the track,

which cannot be attributed alone to heavier service. As is always the

case, a post-mortem examination is made and the verdict is generally

"improper heat treatment." The idea is fostered that someone in the

mill has blundered and the rail, or rails, in question have been finished

too hot in rolling, thus producing the enlarged grain due to uninterrupted

cooling from a high finishing temperature.

It is generally accepted that the rails as now rolled are giving good

wear in tangents, barring breakages, and that only those rails in curves

or grades are not giving the desired wear. This latter condition is due

to, first, extra heavy or severe work, and, second, to cutting or grind-

ing action of the flange of the wheels, caused by very imperfect side

bearings under the heavy cars (this matter has been thoroughly venti-

lated).

It has been noted in numerous cases that individual rails from the

same heat of steel show greater variation in their physical properties

than rails from different heats, and it is one of the reasons advanced

for specifying a drop test from one heat in five instead of one from

each heat. An examination into practices at the rail mills convinces

one of the approximate uniformity of the methods of heating and rolling

;

in fact, there is not enough difference in the heating and rolling and

finishing temperature in rails from the same heat of steel, nor in the

chemical analysis of the rails, to account for such variations.
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For instance, the writer was testing and inspecting rails rolled at a

mill where the direct process of rolling is in use. A drop test was made
on each heat of steel and occasionally a rail would break under the drop.

Two pieces were cut from other rails of the same heat (such retests

had in all cases the heat number stamped on them, so there was no

possible chance of other heats being substituted) and in a great majority

of cases these retests stood the drop test. Drillings were taken from

the broken rail and tensile test cut from it. There was nothing in the

analysis to account for the failure and the tensile test did not develop

any unusual conditions. This latter is not to be wondered at, as it is

generally known that steel which will not resist shock will sometimes

give good results under the slow pulling of the testing machine. Micro-

photographs of the broken rail showed it to be brittle or the grain larger

than is desired, but did not account for the fact of its being brittle.

Having uniform steel chemically, uniform methods of heating and

rolling and uniform shrinkage, the resultant rails should be uniform in

physical properties. That they are not uniform is positive evidence that

at some critical stage of the process of manufacture there is lack of

uniformity.

Starting at the first stage in the manufacture of steel rails, by

process of elimination we get rid of the iron from the blast furnace,

the metal used in the converter, the conversion of the steel, the recar-

burization, the pouring of the steel into the moulds, as all of these

processes are under excellent control, and arrive at the crux of the whole
situation—that is, the solidification of the steel in the ingots. It is the

writer's contention that at this point is produced all or most of the

difference in the physical properties of rails from same heats of steel.

In present practice the steel is poured into the moulds and as soon

as enough of the outer surface of the ingot within the mould is solidified,

to prevent bled ingots, it is stripped. The steel is now in two con-

ditions in the ingot, the outer portion solid and the inner portion

still liquid. In this condition, without allowing for any further cooling,

the ingot is taken to the soaking pit and allowed to stand in it subject

to a certain amount of heat for such lengths of time as in the opinion

of the various mills will equalize the heat and insure the center being

solid. That ingots are stripped when the center is still liquid is proven

by the fact that the hydraulic plunger of the stripping machine some-

times breaks through the thin crust of solid metal on the top of the

ingot and liquid steel is forced out over the top of the ingot mould.

There is no question but that a large percentage of ingots so treated

do properly solidify and the heat is equalized. But there is likewise no

question that occasionally an ingot is drawn from the pits and rolled

when the center is almost liquid, not perfectly solid and with little

or no cohesion between the atoms or molecules comprising the mass.

Soaking pits are not intended to act as a medium for heating ingots,
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but as an intermediate station in the process of manufacture, where the

steel solidifies and the heat equalizes. That is, the center of the ingot,

which is the hottest portion, cools down and the whole mass is brought

to such uniform temperature throughout as is best suited for rolling.

The writer has seen etchings of a great many rails which have

broken in the track, and they almost invariably present an irregular

surface in that small cavities appear, which one investigator pronounces

to be filled with foreign matter. There are no other indications of a

piped ingot and these cavities may be produced by rolling steel while

the center is not thoroughly solid. It is self-evident that steel injured

in this manner is permanently injured, and no subsequent heat treat-

ment other than remelting can restore it to its proper condition.

Another feature of charging ingots while their central portion is

liquid is that the heat of the pit undoubtedly delays cooling and the

center remains liquid longer than it otherwise would and segregation is

proportionately increased.

In the specifications proposed by the Committee on Rail of the

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association,

and adopted by the Association at the convention last March, is the

following clause

:

"Ingots should be kept in a vertical position in the pit heating

furnaces until ready to be rolled, or until the metal in the interior has

time to solidify."

This seems to the writer to be a step in the wrong direction. Had
the Association specified that after stripping the ingots should not be

charged into the soaking pits until such time had elapsed as would

insure the metal in the interior being solid, the rails rolled under these

specifications, which in all other respects represent the most advanced

and best methods of rolling mill practice, would have been of better

quality and wear longer and more uniformly in the track.

To" change the practice at any of the mills so as to allow the ingots

to become solid before charging in the pits would entail some additional

cost in the increased heating capacity, made necessary by the longer

time which would be required to heat such ingot than when charged

direct in the pits and increased cost for fuel ; but there would be fewer

broken rails to replace, and the correspondingly decreased danger of

accidents from them and the increased life of the rail would warrant

the railroad companies in paying the slight additional cost per ton.

The President :—Gentlemen, you have heard these various papers,

and we would like to hear discussion on them from the members present.

Mr. J. C. Gray (Illinois Central) :—In a general way these letters

are very exhaustive, and I think a vote of thanks should be passed to

the gentlemen who sent them. I am somewhat familiar with steel

working, and these papers give the gist of the matter as to the rolling

process. The rolling of rails in recent years has been too fast.

The President:—I do not think the letters were written with the
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idea of their authors receiving a vote of thanks. We want some further

discussion on the general subject. Mr. Webster has some points on

which he would like to get expressions from the members.

Mr. Webster :—I hope the discussion will take in some points we
want to bring up in the third paragraph, where we state that "the test

piece shall, preferably, be taken from the top of the ingot." Attention

has been called to that. We have asked for a pretty rigid drop test.

Our ideas are rather higher than they were in the old specifications,

and it has been suggested that if we leave out the word "preferably"

and say that the test shall be taken from the top of the ingot, that is,

"one drop test shall be made on a piece of rail not less, than 4 feet and not

more than 6 feet long, selected from each blow of steel. The test piece

shall be taken from the top of the ingot." That is the point to be

considered, whether the word "preferably" shall be omitted from Lhis

section. If we do that, to be consistent, we should also lower the height

of drop to 17, 18 and 19 feet, respectively, in place of 18, 20 and 22 feet

for rails weighing 65 pounds and over.

The Committee has discussed this matter and they feel that they

would like to have the views of the members on it, calling attention to

the fact that if we get the manufacturers to give us the rail from the

top of the ingot, then we are testing the rail which is most likely to be

defective, and by sacrificing a little in our height perhaps we gain more

by being able to test the rail which is most liable to give trouble. I

would like to get the views of the members, and also the steel manufac-

turers who are with us to-night, on that proposition.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway and Engineering Review) :—Do {.he

manufacturers claim that the heights of drop given originally are too

severe?

Mr. Webster :—The heights of drop referred to are not as great as

some of the roads are calling for, but they are all getting the drop on

the rail from the bottom of the ingot. Nobody is uniformly getting a

drop test made on a rail from the top of the ingot. When you ask if this

is too severe, I will say that I talked recently with a representative of one

of our prominent roads, and he claims that one of the mills which is meet-

ing the requirements could not meet the requirement if the test was
made on a rail from the top of the ingot, and he would prefer to change

the drop test and get the rail from the top of the ingot. We do not

advocate making a requirement which is easy to meet, or anything

of that kind; but we do want to make a step in the right direction,

and that is, to arrange to get the rail from the top of the ingot

tested. I think Mr. Kenney, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, will help

me out in regard to that matter of the drop test on a rail from the

top of an ingot.

Mr. E. F. Kenney (Pennsylvania Railroad) :—As a matter of

fact, in almost every rail mill to-day the drop test is made on a rail

taken from the bottom of the ingot, and the makers will give you
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more or less excuse in the way of saying that it is impossible for

them to take it from the top. The truth of the matter is that thev

do not want to take it from the top, because the rail is more liable

to be segregated, and will not stand a test so well. We have tried

to get the test made on a rail made from the top of the ingot, but

have not been able to do it. I am sure that in the case of one of the

mills from which we get rails the rails would not stand up under the

test, if the test rail was taken from the top of the ingot. We have

to condemn many rails now on account of breaking under the drop,

and if we insisted on getting the test rail from the top of the ingot

the condition would be so severe that I believe many more rails

would be broken in the test. I believe it would be better to get the

test rail from the top of the ingot, because it is not the best rails

rolled which worry us, but the worst ones. The worst ones should

be tested, not the best. It does not make any difference how good

some rails are, if certain other ones are below standard. You should

have a certain standard of test—everything better than that would be

all right—and we should be careful to see that we get nothing worse.

If you have the drop test from the top of the ingot, all the rails are

equal to or better than that, but if you get the test piece from the

bottom of the ingot, we do not know what the others are.

Mr. Gray:—Can you describe to the members the difference between

the top of the ingot, the middle or bottom of the ingot? Why should

the top, middle or bottom of the ingot be different when the metal

comes out of the mixer?

Mr. Kenney :—Because, as a matter of fact, great segregation is

found almost invariably in the top of the ingot. In certain practice,

for instance, in the making of axle steel, high-grade steel, there is a

heavy discard from the top, 25 per cent, or more, because they know
the top metal is relatively more or less unsound. I do not think there

is any question on that point. Some of the manufacturers probably

could explain it better than I can, but, as a matter of fact, the upper

part is considered more unsound than the bottom.

Mr. Gray :—I cannot see any reason why the metal in the top

of the mold should be different from the metal in the bottom of ,the mold.

The President :—It may be of interest to know that it is a fact,

although the reasons may not be so clear. Mr. Bostwick, of the Car-

negie Steel Company, is present, and we would like to hear from him.

Mr. W. A. Bostwick (Carnegie Steel Company) :—I hardly like

to enter into this discussion, but Mr. Webster has kindly stated that

the manufacturers had the privilege of the floor. The question the

last speaker has just raised about comparing material from the top

of an armor ingot with the bottom is an unjust comparison. The top

and bottom are not comparable at all, because there are many factors

which should be taken into consideration besides the mere fact that it

is the top of the ingot, such as the time taken in cooling, and the size
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of the mold. As you all know, steel, in solidifying from a liquid

condition, contracts, and in consequence there is a cavity at the top

of the ingot, » solidification being last, and contraction being greatest

at that portion. It is not a question why it is so—it is a fact that

such a condition exists. There is a certain amount of segregation

resulting, but you cannot really compare the discard of one-half of

the ingot in armor where it is made from a 50-ton ingot, with an

ingot rolled into a rail, the maximum size of which is 2V2 to 3 tons.

The President :—We want you to tell us something about our

specifications, especially the present height of drop test, and taking

the sample from the top of the ingot. We want to know what the

manufacturers think of them.

Mr. Bostwick :—I agree with Mr. Kenney in that respect ; what you

want to discover are not the best rails, but the worst rails. I think

you should modify the height of the drop test and test the worst rail?

—not to try to test them up to their maximum limit of endurance,

and in this way you would get more satisfactory rails, taking the

test piece from the top of the ingot.

Mr. Webster:—Do you think the present heights too high?

Mr. Bostwick :—I think they are too severe.

Mr. Webster:—What figures would you suggest?

Mr. Bostwick :—The last three heights mentioned are too severe.

In my opinion, 18 feet should be reduced to 17; 20 to 18 feet, and 22

to 19 feet. If I remember, that is in line with the chairman's sug-

gestion.

Mr. Webster:—I believe they are the figures used in our specifica-

tions three years ago.

Mr. Bostwick :—If I remember correctly, they are the figures used

also in the rail specifications of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials.

Mr. Webster :—They are.

Mr. Bostwick :—Which society has been endeavoring to work in

harmony with your Association.

Mr. F. E. Abbott (Illinois Steel Company) :—I think the Associa-

tion can fully understand, from what has been said, the condition that

is found in the ingots and the reason why a certain discard from the

top is necessary. There is another feature about molding steel in

ingots, and that is pressure in different parts of the mold, due to weight

of the steel itself. Pressure on the steel increases toward bottom of

mold, and it is therefore easy to see that steel at the base of the

ingot . is under greater pressure in cooling than it is near the top,

which would make some difference. In addition to this, there is the

effect of escaping gas which works toward and lodges near the top.

This partly accounts for the steel at the top not being as solid as it is

farther down in the ingot.
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The President :—I notice Mr. A. W. Fiero, Inspecting Engineer of

Robert W. Hunt Company, is present, and will ask him if he has been

able to secure rails rolled under our specifications—has he had any

trouble in getting them?

Mr. A. W. Fiero (Inspecting Engineer) :—I believe the mills

endeavor to fulfill the specifications, but at times have trouble in doing

so, as we know from our experience in the inspection.

Mr. Webster:—I will say for. the information of the members present

that three years ago, when we took up the matter of getting the test

piece from the top of the ingot, some of the manufacturers then

present seemed to think it would be impossible to identify the rail from

the top of the ingot ; and I consider it to be a decided gain, which is

the outcome of several discussions we have had with them during the

past year, for them to say that they can identify the rail from the

top of the ingot, and are willing to give it to us, provided we make

a slight concession regarding the height of the drop test. It is not

material that we should vote on this and adopt it at this session, but

I want to call attention to the members to the lines we are working on.

The President :—The Committee would like to have some expres-

sion from the Association as to the idea of reducing the height of

these drops—striking out the word "preferably," on page I of the specifi-

cation, and reducing the height of the drops on page 2 to read, 17,

18 and 19, instead of 18, 20 and 22, reducing the first one foot, the

second two feet, and the third one three feet. Is there any discussion

on that motion? We will consider the motion made.

Mr. W. C. dishing (Pennsylvania Lines West) :—I am entirely in

accord with the chairman's recommendations on that matter. I think

it will be of great advantage to have the test piece taken from the top

of the ingot, and I would be entirely willing to make the concession

on the drop. The real trouble with the rail question to-day is not the

wear of the rail. It is a matter, you might say, of life and death. We
have all read during the past winter of a great many breakages of poor

rails, and the trouble we have had has been almost entirely from piped

rails. An official of one of the prominent rail companies was asked

if it was not possible to do something to eliminate, absolutely, piped

rails. The question was introduced, with the statement, by the gentle-

man who asked the question, that we were simply trying to find out

what ought to be done as a matter of safety from a traffic standpoint.

The breakages were becoming so numerous that it was absolutely neces-

sary for the management of the railroads to find out what was really

the trouble. This gentleman reflected for some time, and then he said

:

"Yes, it is entirely possible to eliminate piped rails ;" and he was asked

what was the way in which to do it. He said, "The only way is by

cutting off a large percentage from the ingot; there is absolutely no

other precaution that we can take which will eliminate piped rails,"

so that, in view of that statement, I do not think that the reduction
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in the height of the drop will be a serious matter for us to concede, if

we can always get our test on a rail from the top of the ingot, which

is where the piped rails come from. If we can smash these piped rails

before we put them in the track, we have made that much progress

;

but what we really have to face is the fact that there must be more

sheared off from the top of the ingot before we shall be able to elimi-

nate piped rails. One of the steel mills has adopted that precaution

with reference to its ioo-pound rails, because of the fact that the

sheared-off portion can be rolled in rails of smaller weight, the industrial

rails of 20, 30 and 40 pounds to the yard—but the sheared-off portion

from the 100-pound product is ample to take care of the small section

rails. Consequently when it comes to shearing off other rails in the

same way, say 85-pound rails, for instance, which make up a very large

percentage of the rails used in this country, there is no market left

for rolling the waste product into the smaller sections, and the result

is that there is a waste to the mill.

Mr. R. Montfort (Louisville & Nashville) :—I ask Mr. Fiero what

percentage of rails are condemned on account of the drop test.

Mr. Fiero :—A very small percentage.

.
Mr. Montfort :—R. W. Hunt & Co., of which you are a member,

have been using the drop test for about 15 years on rails for the Louis-

ville & Nashville Railroad. Under our specifications for 80-pound rail

we have a drop of 24 feet, yet I do not recall having seen report of

a single rail which failed under that drop during the past year.

Mr. Fiero :—I think there has been with the Bessemer, but a much
less percentage with the open-hearth.

Mr. Montfort:—That is 24 feet as against 20 feet, which it is now
proposed to reduce to 18 feet.

The President:—The gentleman who has spoken should have ex-

plained that the drop test alluded to was made on rails made by the

open-hearth basic process, not Bessemer rails. The rails the gentleman

complained about are the Bessemer rails, made in the Northern states.

Mr. Montfort :—We also had the Carnegie Steel Company roll

80-pound rails under the same specifications without many breakages.

They furnished us rail in '98, '99 and 1900—Bessemer steel rails—under

these same specifications, same drop test of 24 feet for an 80-pound rail,

with few breakages.

Mr. Bostwick :—Twenty-four feet drop is a frightful test on an

80-pound rail. It is a miracle of Providence when you get rails to pass a

test of that kind.

Mr. Montfort :—They always have done it.

Mr. Bostwick :—Then I guess you got them from the bottom of

the ingot.

Mr. Fiero:—As a general rule, I do not think they come from (I12

top of the ingot.

Mr. Webster :—Can you give us your opinion as to the value of
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testing a rail from the top of the ingot compared with testing a rail

from the bottom of the ingot, irrespective of difference in height?

Mr. Fiero :—I think it is preferable if the tests should be taken

from the rail rolled from the top of the ingot, but the first twenty-five

per cent, of the top of the ingot should be discarded, which would very

much lessen the danger of piping in the rail.

Mr. Webster :—Then, if you put that in, it would be an additional

check.

Mr. Fiero :—Yes.

Mr. Webster:—We do not want to sacrifice the difference in height

if we can get the test as desired. We do, however, want to test the rail

from the top of the ingot.

The President :—It would seem more in line with our present ideas

to strike out the word "preferably."

Mr. Camp:-—When I asked the previous question, I had in mind

the discussion which took place here, I think, about three years ago,

when the heights of drop stood at 17, 18 and 19 feet for 75, 85 and

100-pound rails, respectively. It was pointed out then that the drops

were ridiculously low ; that a 100-pound rail is much stronger than a

55-pound rail than is the striking force of a 22-foot drop compared

with that of a 15-foot drop. As a compromise we fixed on 18, 20

and 22 feet. I wish to ask Mr. Webster whether the energy developed

by each of these drops has been figured out mathematically, and how
the results stand in relation to the theoretical strength of the rails of

different weights.

Mr. Webster :—They have ; but I want to call your attention to the

fact that we are not treating the same metal. That is, we are now coming

to a metal that is not as good as that we tested before in lighter rails.

We are coming to the spongy metal, or piped metal, or metal

liable to fail in the track. In some of our discussions it has been

stated that the mills put an identification mark on the top rail from

each ingot, so that if there is a breakage the railroad company will

know whether it is a top rail or not, and be able to follow it up. The

matter is open for discussion, and we want the views of both sides.

We do not want to use these drops— 17, 18 and 19 feet—if we can get

higher. We do not care particularly about deciding it to-night, but

we want to call your attention to the fact that the matter was fully

discussed in connection with Committee A of the American Society

for Testing Materials. It was suggested if we made that modification in

height, the manufacturers would give us the test from the top of the ingot.

We could not concede this, and report the matter here for further

discussion.

The President :—Mr. Webster has made the statement that no rails

have been rolled under the specifications of this Association.

Mr. Webster :—As far as the Committee knows.

Mr. Gray:—Why should they not have been rolled?
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Mr. Webster :—They have not been in use long enough.

Mr. Cushing :—We do not know that anyone is using them.

The President :—Is there any member present who knows whether

any rails have been rolled under these specifications. I know that the

mills at Sparrows' Point have telegraphed our Secretary for a copy of

the specifications. I do not know whether they wanted them for the

purpose of rolling rails according to the specifications, or simply to

examine the specifications.

Mr. V. K. Hendricks (Baltimore & Ohio) :—The Baltimore & Ohio

is using practically this specification in its contract.

Mr. Webster:—Are you getting a test from each heat of steel?

Mr. Hendricks:—I think it is all being done practically in accordance

with the specifications.

Mr. Webster :—I am glad to hear that. Do you know what mills

are rolling the rails?

Mr. Hendricks :—The Carnegie, the Maryland Steel Company, and

I am not sure about the Illinois Steel Company.

Mr. Bostwick":—The specifications of this Association are not being

used in connection with the Baltimore & Ohio rails which have been

rolled at our mills, that is to say, not in toto. The specifications have

been modified. The height of drop has not been modified, and in con-

nection with that I will say that a good many rails have been broken,

Mr. Webster :—That shows that we are taking pretty good care

of the interests of the railroad companies in respect to the height.

Mr. Bostwick :—Yes, if you look at it in that way—you are imposing

hardships without corresponding benefit.

The President :—Notwithstanding that, they are breaking in the

track frequently.

Mr. Montfort :—What percentage of them broke under the drop test?

Mr. Bostwick:—I could not give the figures in percentages.

Mr. Kenney :—Is the drop test being taken from the bottom or

the top?

Mr. Bostwick :—I cannot say that. The inspector is there to sec

where it is taken.

Mr. Webster :—You will allow him to seleGt drops from the top, if

he wanted to?

Mr. Bostwick :—Yes.
Mr. Webster:—He would have no trouble in telling which was the

top?

Mr. Bostwick :—That depends on his vigilance.

The President :—The situation seems to be, if I correctly under-

stand it, about as follows: We are asked to modify this drop test

in order that the mills may see their way clear to rolling under our

specifications. Our own experience seems to prove that the specifications

are not severe enough. The question is, shall we stand pat, and say,

you must come to our specifications, or shall we go to them? Are you
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ready for the question as to whether we shall modify this height of

drop in our specifications, striking out the word "preferably" on page

i, so as to make it obligatory that the piece shall be tested from the top

of the ingot, and reduce the last three figures, the third one to 19, the

-second one to 18, and the first one to 17? All in favor say aye; con-

trary, no.

(The vote was taken.)

The President :—The motion is lost, and it seems to be the sen-

timent of this meeting that we adhere to our present position.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—In order to obtain

the sense of the meeting, I move that we strike out the word "pref-

erably" from paragraph 3.

(The motion was unanimously carried.)

Mr. Webster:—There is only one other point that we care to

get an expression of opinion on—of course, the whole matter is brought

up for the purposes of discussion—and that is in the fourth clause, in

regard to finishing temperature and shrinkage clause. We merely want

to call attention to the fact that the shrinkage clause we have used

is the shrinkage clause used by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company

and the Pennsylvania Lines West. The temperature used is the tem-

perature in the R. W. Hunt & Co. specifications. There is nothing new

in either the shrinkage or temperature, although we have put the two in.

When they speak of the shrinkage clause and discuss it, they are

discussing what is in use by the Pennsylvania Railroad. The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad controls the output of two of the steel works, and

they are having that specification complied with, and we would like

to know from the manufacturers why they cannot comply with the

shrinkage clause as given in paragraph 4. Then we would like to know
from the railroad companies and the engineers what their views are in

regard to the same. We have been asked to try and get a better rail,

a rail which will be a safer rail, and we feel that the heat treatment

is one of the most important matters in securing a good rail, and,

whereas the shrinkage clause only covers the final pass, it is the work
of the previous passes

#
which is important—the work below a given

temperature will change the structure, and below that will only change

the form without changing the structure.

The President :—Mr. Bostwick, we would like to hear from you

on the question of paragraph 4, what the objections are to that paragraph.

Mr. Bostwick :—We advocate the insertion of that paragraph in

the Pennsylvania .Railroad specifications. Our objection to that clause,

as it stands to-day, is this : We are not any further along to-day

than we were three years ago. We do not know whether we have .ac-

complished anything or not, and hence we do not advocate making a

radical change which will affect every rail mill in the country. We do

not feel satisfied, from our experience, that we know all about it. I
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would like to hear the views of some of the rail users on that matter,

as I am a seeker here after information.

Mr. Webster :—I think you will agree with me that the Maryland

Steel Company are complying with the requirements of that specification

in this respect for the Pennsylvania Railroad. As a manufacturer, you

have conferred with Mr. Martin—they are complying with the require-

ments of that specification without any change in their mill ?

Mr. Bostwick:—If they are making P. R. R. rails, I suppose they

must be.

Mr. Webster :—I think if they can do it, that other mills can do it.

High finishing temperature gives large grain, and that gives poor rails.

You say the rails are satisfactory. I would like to hear from some of the

railroad companies. If you are getting satisfactory 8o-pound or 90-pound

rails, or over, made at the Illinois Steel Works, or elsewhere—we wi'l

leave the names of the mills out—then the Committee has misunder-

stood the whole subject. If the rails are satisfactory, there is no use

of the shrinkage clause. If the rails are not satisfactory, we are trying

to get you a better rail. We are to-night trying to find out if you

are at present getting a satisfactory heavy rail.

Mr. dishing:—Since 1899 every year, without question, has brought

a worse rail than the previous one ; all that is necessary is to look

at the reports that come in. It has gotten to be a very serious ques-

tion, and the trouble we have had has been largely from piped rails.

There is no doubt at all that there has been a decided decrease in

the quality of rails since 1899, and from that year you can pick them

out ; there seems to have been a sudden change in practice in more

than one mill which has produced a rail that has been gradually getting

worse; that is, in the mills that roll ours. '

Mr. P. E. Carhart (Illinois Steel Company) :—In answer to the gentle-

man who has just spoken I will state that Mr. Dudley, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, said that, notwithstanding the. increased tonnage passing over

the rails during any given period, he found that our rails are wearing as

well to-day as ever. The railroads have increased their rolling stock,

the speed, weight of cars and weight of locomotives, and where five trains

a day were run twenty years ago, probably twenty-five or thirty trains

are run, and yet these rails in the track are carrying the tonnage which

in earlier periods proved satisfactory to one of the leading trunk lines

of the country.

Mr. Webster: The question before us is as to a brittle rail—a rail

with a large grain.

Mr. Carhart:—We do not make brittle rails.

Mr. Webster:— I ask Mr. Churchill if he will give us his experience

with piped rails, and the methods suggested to correct that trouble.

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—Our experience with

rails has been from four mills, and I will say that from the four mills

we have gotten the same temperature at saws, according to our in-
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spector. I had very careful reports twice within the last two years,

and in each case the statement was made that the results obtained

at all four mills were practically the same, as far as shrinkage was

concerned, being a little less than 6 inches, and in other respects they

were very similar. Nevertheless, in the last two years we have had

a great many failures of rails, and investigation has shown them to

be mostly piped rails. I took them up personally with the mills, visited

the works, and from my observation and other statements which have

been made, it would appear that the present practice of rolling rails

was all toward getting them out rapidly. Everything was paid for

by the ton ; all the labor was gauged by the ton, and there was the

greatest incentive possible for rapid output, and in securing this the

men sometimes* overlooked the cropping off of the ingots to such an

extent as perhaps should be done. It has since been acknowledged

by one party that it is possible to crop them still more than they

had done. The statement has recently been made that it is practicable

to throw out as much as one rail length, and I have had the promise

made to me that this would be done.

The statement has been made at these meetings, within two years,

by the manufacturers that it is possible to greatly reduce bad rails. It

has been so intimated here to-night. I believe the manufacturers know

how to do it. I think we people who use the rails ought to be eased

up a little on our troubles, arising from broken rails. We pay the

money we are asked to pay for rails. We pay more money than the

rails are sold for abroad by some mills, and under these circumstances

I think it is time for the mill men to unite with us in securing the

best results. As to the condition at the top of an ingot, we know what

that is. It is plain enough—there is a large amount of spongy material

which must be gotten rid of, and the question is how best to accomplish

this.

Mr. Webster :—Do you think a certain percentage of discard should

be specified, in view of what has been suggested ? .

Mr. Churchill:—Something more than 18 per cent., which is the

present practice, possibly as much as 24 per cent. If the mill men will

work with us, I am sure railroad people will aid them. I have been

met frankly in the meetings I have had with the mill people, and

while the statement is made that there are certain things they do not

know, nevertheless, there are some things they do know, and acknowl-

edge, and I think the time is coming for them to use the cropped ends

for other things than railroad rails, according to the old practice.

Mr. H. R. Safford (Illinois Central) :—Our experience in the last

five years with 85-pound rail, which is the section we have used almost

entirely, is in the direction outlined. We did not have a great deal of

trouble with broken rails until last winter—rails laid two or three years

ago. Our trouble has been largely from piped rails and from soft

rails in which the wear is evidenced on the curves. Our broken rails

in the last year, however, have been mostly on straight track, and con-
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trary to the statement of one of the speakers, who said that traffic

conditions are much heavier than they were some years ago, I will

say that the track conditions were much superior, the line having
heen ballasted in that time and the wheel load little increased, which
shows that we get more brittle rail. We have looked into the chemistry

part of the proposition very thoroughly, and do not feel that the trouble

is in the chemistry. Our specifications run closely to the specifications

of the Association. We have felt that the trouble was largely mechan-
ical, and the question which interested us probably more than anything

else is the proportion of the ingot which should be removed. In

conversation with an old steel man I was told that 25 or 30 years ago
when we got 60-pound rails, which would give 25 years' service, a large

proportion of the ingot was removed and is removed at the present time.

I do not know what the percentage removed is. I ask the Committee if

they discussed the question and determined whether or not it is prac-

ticable to put in the specifications a definite percentage of the ingot

which shall be removed.

Mr. Webster :—I think it is ; but we have not taken it up as a

Committee. Some of the members of our Committee have had expe-

rience in that connection. Mr. Kenney, representing the Committee, has

had experience with the amount of discard for heavy rails.

Mr. Safford :—That would tend to prevent getting piped rails. I

presume that is a proper topic for discussion?

Mr. Webster :—We want all the information we can get from those

who are interested.

Mr. F. H. McGuigan (Grand Trunk) :—Notwithstanding the state-

ments of the gentlemen representing the Illinois Steel Company that

they are making just as good rails as they ever did, our observation

has been that it would not be difficult to disprove their claim.

Although we have not used any of their rails for some time, I do

know that the quality of the rails we have purchased has become more
inferior each year; also that we had in our track a considerable quantity

of rail weighing only 60 pounds per yard, which we considered almost

worn out, but which has given better wear than the new rail weighing

80 pounds per yard, laid from the end of it.

In the Province of Quebec, some four years ago, we laid during

the last week of October and the first week of November, 5^ miles

of new 80-pound rails, and were compelled to take out one hundred and

twenty-three of these rails before the following April, on account of

wear and breakage. Just a few miles further east we had a stretch

of 65-pound rail carrying exactly the same tonnage, all of which had

been in service over ten years, and not a single one of those rails

broke or gave out during the period mentioned. If the gentlemen

have confidence in their claim that the new rarl is as good as the

old, I should like to have them explain why the 60 and 65-pound

rails carried the same tonnage, under exactly the same conditions,

without a break, while the new 80-pound rail was breaking continually.

13
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We know, further, that, during the past three years, we have been

getting the worst rails we have ever used—a considerable portion of

it was made by our friends of the Carnegie Company. We purchased

some on the other side of the Atlantic—we were fortunately at that

time so situated that we could buy rails in England without paying

duty—and after these English rails had been in the track a little while

we concluded that they were worse, if possible, than the Carnegie rails.

We contracted also for a considerable quantity of German rails, which

were delivered about the same time as the English rails, and they

were equally as bad.

It now seems to me that the best possible remedy for the present

deplorable rail conditions is for this Committee to adopt specifications

of known merit, which would command and should receive combined

support from the managements of all railways.

We, of course, know, from newspaper reports, that the steel com-
panies have of late years been turning out rails at a great loss, and
that it would be a serious hardship to impose upon them specifications

involving the additional expenditure of a few cents per ton. We should

all feel very badly, I am sure, to know that their profits would be

reduced a few dollars, but most of us feel very much worse to know
that our companies spend annually enormous sums of money on account

of the inferior quality of the rails furnished us. There is no telling

how much money we may have to pay out any day, on account of

accidents resulting from broken rails.

The President:—As long as I have been asking the other mem-
bers to tell their experiences, I will give some of my own. We were

called on some time ago to look up the question of a number of cracked

rails, and I made the inspection myself three or four different times.

I found, when attention was first called to it, that there was a dark,

crooked line along the middle of the web, on the brand side of every

rail rolled, that did not appear on the opposite side. This struck me
as peculiar, and it was finally traced down to a point where we dis-

covered that a large number of cracks were along this mark. We
took this up with the manufacturers, and found it was due to badly

shaped roughing-in rolls, which they afterward corrected. The rails

began to show some signs of breaking in other ways. The breaks would

run from the head to the web in a diagonal line about two feet in

length, and upon investigation at the mill it was discovered that one

rail in the pass had been allowed to stop under the hot saws for an

unusual length of time, due to some trouble with the mill, and it seems

that the water used to cool the journals of the hot saws was allowed

to pour on the ends of the rail, cooling the ends, while the middle

remained hot. This rail split from one end to the other end on the

bed, and in that way called the attention of the mill men to the fact

that the rails were being cooled on the ends more rapidly than else-

where. A number of breaks were traced to this cause. The mill has
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since remedied the trouble, and I am informed that the breaks have

become much less. Some of the rails turned out showed signs of piping,

and in every pipe was found a small amount of what looked to be slag.

That was accounted for by the mill men by the fact that in pouring

the ingot, pieces of firebrick at the top of the ladle dropped into the

ingot and, being fused, found their way into the rail. I was informed

that this was corrected by using a different kind of lining at the top

of the ladle. I believe at the present day these difficulties have all

been overcome, and I think that that particular mill will from now
on turn out a much better product than it did before.

I believe the hour is getting late, and unless Mr. Webster desires

some further expression from the meeting, or some other member
wishes to discuss the subject further, we will consider this meeting
adjourned.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. XV.—ON IRON AND
STEEL STRUCTURES.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee on Iron and Steel Structures begs to lay before you

as their report complete specifications for the designing and building of

ordinary steel railroad bridges, covering fixed spans under 400 feet.

These specifications embody, as Part 2, the requirements for material

and workmanship adopted by you in 1003, with the amendments adopted

in 1904, and a few slight changes suggested during the last year. To

this has been prefixed Part I, covering requirements for bridge design.

If acceptable to the Association in its present form, it is proposed to add

a table of contents and a full index before it is printed in the Proceedings

and in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

Studies of live loads and impacts ; and a compilation of current

requirements for iron and steel castings will be published in the March

Bulletin.

A radical revision of the recommendations for obtaining bids on

bridge work, adopted by the Association in 1902, has been made by your

Committee and is laid before you for consideration.

During the past year, through the generosity of the Illinois Steel

Company, Cornell University, the Pennsylvania Steel Company, the Car-

negie Steel Company and the Pittsburg Testing Laboratory, your Com-

mittee has been able to make an extensive series of experiments on punch-

ing and reaming the usual grades of steel and on riveted joints. Full

details of these experiments will be published in early summer Bulletins.

Your Committee recommends for adoption by the Association the

following recommendations for obtaining bids on bridge work and the

general specifications for steel bridges :

197
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RECOMMENDED PRACTICE IN INVITING BIDS ON
BRIDGE WORK.

REVISED, I90S.

*First.—That it is preferable for railroads to furnish detail plans and

specifications of structural work to bidders, complete enough to show the

exact character of the work; but if such plans cannot be furnished, the

alternative to be full specifications similar to those on pages 48 to 58,

accompanied by outline plans and all information concerning the work.

Second.—That it is preferable to invite bids on a pound price basis

;

and, if desired, alternate bids may be asked for the work, f. o. b. cars, and

for the work erected. That a lump sum bid is inadmissible in case an

outline plan and specification only is furnished ; and that parties other

than manufacturers may be invited to bid on the erection.

*Third.—To invite bids for as large groups of bridges as can be

defined consistently with the first recommendation. When required to

anticipate future requirements, it is not necessary for the railroad to

submit designs if the nature of the work is known to the bidder by reason

of having previously done work for the railroad or if standard designs of

similar structures are submitted to the bidders.

*Fourth.—Wherever a bridge is to be erected on a line where

traffic is to be maintained, it is recommended that the work be done by

the railroad force ; but on small railroads where suitably organized and

equipped forces for such work may not be justified, the large bridges,

and in some cases all bridges, may be erected by contract.

Fifth.—That the railroad company shall in all cases furnish the

iloor timber.

*See amendment, page 238.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERI-
CAN BRIDGE SPECIFICATIONS.

The history of American bridge specifications begins with the

first rules laid down for designing bridges. It is likely that the famous

builders of wooden bridges in this country alxmt a century ago

—

Timothy Palmer, Theodore Burr, Lewis Wernwag and others, and

later Itheil Town, William Howe and the Pratt brothers—had rules

for designing their bridges, but they apparently formulated nothing in

the shape of fixed specifications for others to use.

Squire Whipple, who is justly entitled to be called the father of

the American trapezoidal iron truss bridge, built his first iron bridge

in 1840. In 1847 he published his first work on "Bridge Building," in

which he gave correct rules and formulas for computing the maximum
strains from fixed and moving loads, in the various members of a

truss; and recommended the now common form with inclined end

posts, with link bars for tension members, which finally developed into

our present eye-bars and pin-connections.

The live load for railroad bridges advocated by Whipple at this

time was one ton per foot of track and the unit strains 10,000 tension

on wrought-iron and 10,000 to 12,000 compression on hollow cast-iron

cylinders of not over 18 diameters in length. For highway bridges he

allowed about 50 per cent, higher unit strains.

In this book he recommended a sort of divided panel for long

spans and made estimates for a span of 450 ft. He built many bridges

and, although he used cast-iron for top chords and posts, many features

of his designs, both of details and general features, stand out as proto-

types of our present practice in pin-connected bridges. He recommended

as economical a depth of one-sixth the span with an inclination of 45

degrees for end posts and web tension members.

His book contains no schedule of rules comparable with our present-

day specifications. His columns were proportioned by a table covering

ratios of lengths divided by diameters from 2 to 40; and giving figures

for hollow cylinders, solid cylinders and cruciform sections. This table

was made up largely by good judgment; the only rule given being to "make

D3 D3

the power of resistance as — and as — successively and take the mean
L2 L

of the two results."

Herman Haupt, as engineer adviser on the public works of the

State of Pennsylvania, commenced experimenting in 1840 to determine

the proper unit strains to use on wood and iron in designing bridges.

His book on the theory of bridge construction, published in 1851, men-

tions 10,000 lbs. per sq. in. as good practice for iron rods in Howe
truss bridges.
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In 1859 Howard Carroll, as assistant to Geo. E. Gray, chief engineer,

built a riveted deck bridge over the Mohawk River at Schenectady for

the New York Central Railroad, of which the specification and strain

sheet are still extant. The live load is one ton per foot. On the strain

sheet the dead and live loads are considered movable, which is not so

far wrong, as the dead load is small and the web system double inter-

section. The unit strains were 9,000 tension and 8,000 compression, re-

L
duced to 7,000 for ratios of — greater than 20. The bridge was built at

d

the company shops, but the specification for workmanship is quite full.

It provides for precise shearing of plates and bars and for trimming or

planing the ends to insure accurate fits of all parts. The rivets were 1

inch in diameter, except where web members crossed, where §^-in. were

used. Correct punching was demanded. The rivets were evidently

plugged down, as no cupping was called for.

This bridge was a deck lattice of ten double track spans of 67 feet

each effective length. It had vertical tension members (flai: bars) and

inclined T-iron compression members. It was the first railroad bridge

of any magnitude in this country, built wholly of wrought-iron.

Carroll was followed by Hilton, Fisher and Thomson, who improved

the form of truss, but followed generally the principles laid down by

him in regard to riveting.

In i860 a double track deck plate girder bridge was designed by

E. S. Philbrick for the Boston & Albany Railroad. It is called the Ar-

senal bridge in Brighton, Mass. It had three girders spaced n ft. on

centers and one girder is still in service at the same site. The original

design (of which beautiful drawings are still in existence), had a tubular

top flange, made of four troughed bars, forming a diamond -shaped tube,

bisected by the web. The ties were to be carried on saddle castings rest-

ing on this diamond. The bottom flange was made up of angles and

plates with stiffeners bent out and attached thereto- as described farther

on in the 1873 Erie specification. The bridge was built, however, with

the top flange like the lower one. The girders were 96 ft. 9 in. long,

90 in. deep, with ^-in. web, 4-in. angles and 24-in. flange plates. Un-
fortunately, no specification or description of loading is known to exist.

During the decade between i860 and 1870 the building of iron bridges

passed through what might be called a formative period, many firms

being organized for the especial business of building iron bridges and each

advocating designs of its own, many of them being patented. Many
noteworthy structures were built by J. H. Linville, J. W. Murphy, S. S.

Post, and others.

Murphy, in 1863, building on modified Whipple designs, inaugurated
the all-wrought-iron pin truss, while Carroll's successor, Charles Hilton,

about the same time developed riveted truss bridges with web members
and end posts inclined. Mr. Linville states in Trans. Am. Soc. C. E. that

he advocated wrought-iron throughout for railroad bridges in 1863, but
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that his superior officers were wedded to cast-iron and it was not until

1865 that he succeeded in getting permission to build Pennsylvania Rail-

road bridges wholly of wrought-iron.

It is interesting to note the influence of incidental circumstances on

the development of iron bridges in various parts of the country. Mr.

A. P. Boiler, in Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 25, page 362, says : "Through

purely accidental causes, the three great nascent railway systems of those

days adopted three separate ideas of bridge building. The Baltimore &
Ohio school, under the lead of Albert Fink and Wendell Bollman, de-

veloped the trussed suspension type, of which school Shaler Smith was a

brilliant pupil ; the Pennsylvania Railroad school, headed by Jacob H.

Linville, under the inspiration of the early writings of Squire Whipple

and his pupil, John W. Murphy, who had settled in Philadelphia to en-

gage in the building of bridges (since known as the M'urphy-Whipple

bridge), first with A. & P. Roberts and afterwards with Stone, Quigley

& Burton, noted wooden bridge builders of the day; and the New York

Central school, under the lead of George E. Gray, which adopted the

riveted lattice type through the influence, if I am not mistaken, of How-
ard Carroll (killed in battle during the war), one of his assistants, a

brilliant young Irish engineer, who had been brought up under Sir John

MacNeil, and was therefore thoroughly imbued with English ideas.

Mr. Hilton was also a pupil of Mr. Gray and an associate of young Car-

roll, and was very active in Americanizing the riveted lattice truss, and

fastened for all time that type as the standard of the New York road.

Outside of this road and the tributaries which it influences, the Whipple

type (often erroneously called the Pratt), excepting for small spans, has

been universally adopted throughout the country as the most economical

and constructively the simplest, even as foreshadowed by the retiring and

modest mathematical instrument maker (Squire Whipple), who, without

precedent or example, evolved the scientific basis of bridge building in

America."

The then directors of the New York Central were very mistrustful of

iron bridges in general and would not permit the use of cast-iron. Whence
the riveted designs of Carroll, Hilton and Thomson. The president at

that time of the Pennsylvania Railroad was partial to cast-iron, screw

adjustments in diagonal web members and the use of the chords for

carrying distributed floor beams. From this we see the origin of some of

the features of the older bridges on this road. These were whims of un-

professional men, but who can say that in the final integration they have

not been productive of good?

On the Baltimore & Ohio the work was in the hands of B. H. Latrobe,

who was presumably unhampered by official restrictions, except, perhaps,

on the score of economy. He employed Fink and Bollman, with the result

of developing a very cheap and scientific class of bridges, well fitted for

the service obtaining at that time.

The influence of Whipple's teaching is apparent in Pennsylvania and
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the whole West. That of English engineers as introduced by Carroll

and others on the New York Central, and by E. S. Philbrick throughout

New England, while Latrobe's influence, as developed by the Bollman

truss and the combination trusses of Fink and others is shown farther

south.

Down to 1870 specifications in the sense now obtaining were rare.

The load was quite generally one ton per foot of track, although the

Pennsylvania Railroad used 1^4 tons in 1861 and l
1/* tons in 1863 and

afterwards. Some notable bridges built by the Keystone Bridge Company,

designed by Linville about 1865, were figured for two- tons per foot. The

Mohawk River bridge instanced above was figured for one ton per foot,

but most of the following bridges for the New York Central, aggregating

about one mile in length by 1865, were built for iy2 tons per foot. Mr.

Hilton is said to have used about this time engine axle loads of 10 tons

7^2 feet apart for stringers and floor beams.

In 1871 Clarke, Reeves & Co., the original of the present Phoenix

Bridge Company, issued their first annual circular, containing among other

things a statement of their practice in designing bridges, saying: "We
build our short spans stronger than has been heretofore customary, pro-

viding for a variable load of two tons per foot. * * * In proportioning

the different parts of our bridges, the strain per square inch is diminished;

or, in other words, the strength of each part is increased in proportion to

its nearness to its work. As the panel system is fully strained by the

passage of each locomotive, it should have greater strength than the chord

system. * * * The bolts which support the floor being subject to

accidental shocks, have given to them the greatest strength of all. This

is merely following out in practice the principle of uniformity of

strain. * * * "

Then follows a real general specification, which is the earliest that

your Committee has found in print, and which seems, by its striking

family resemblance, to be the parent of the multitude that have followed.

Specifications from above circular

:

1. "These structures are proportioned to sustain the passage of the

heaviest cars and engines in use, for coal, freight or passenger traffic,

at a speed of not less than thirty miles per hour, viz. : Two locomo-
tives coupled, weighing thirty tons on drivers, in a space of twelve
feet ; total weight of engine and tender, loaded, sixty-five tons, and
followed by the heaviest cars in use, viz., loaded coal cars, weighing
twenty tons each in twenty-two feet. The ironwork will be so pro-
portioned that the above loads, in addition to the weights of the struc-

tures themselves, shall not strain the iron over 10,000 lbs. per sq. in.

tensile, or 7,500 lbs. per sq. in. shearing strain, "and reducing the strain

in compression in proportion to the ratio of length to diameter, by
Gordon's formula.

2. "The iron used under tensile strain shall be of tough and ductile

quality, and be capable of sustaining the following tests

:

Round bar—11^2-in. diameter by 12 in. long.

Ultimate strength 55,ooo to 60,000 lbs. per sq. in.

No permanent set under 25,000 to 30,000 lbs. per sq. in.
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Reduction of area at breaking point, average 25 per cent.

Elongation, average 15 per cent.

Cold bend, without signs of fracture from 90 to 180 degrees

3. "All workmanship shall be first-class. In work having pin con-

nections all abutting joints shall be planed or turned, and no bars of

wrought-iron having an error of over A 10 of an in. in length between

pin holes or over ^tt of diameter of pin or hole, shall be allowed. In

riveted work, all plate and joint plates shall be square and truly dressed,

so as to form close joints.

"Rivet holes shall be spaced accurately and truly opposite. Rivets

shall be of the best quality of rivet iron, shall completely fill the holes,

and shall have full heads.

"Chord-links, main ties, and suspension bolts shall be die-forged

without welds. Screw -bars shall have threads enlarged beyond diam-

eter of bar, and shall be fitted with radial nuts and washers.

"All bars subject to tensile strains may be tested to 20,000 lbs.

per sq. in., and struck a smart blow with a hammer while under ten-

sion; and if any show signs of imperfections, they shall be rejected.

"All the ironwork shall be painted before leaving the works with

one coat of metallic paint and oil. All machine-cut work shall be

covered with white lead and tallow before leaving the works.

4. "These bridges shall not deflect under the passage of a train

of locomotives, moving at thirty miles per hour, over
, 5Vn of their

length, and shall return to their original camber after the passage of

the train."

It is interesting to note that Gordon's formula is here formally speci-

fied for compression members, although the constants are not given. Mr.

Geo. E. Gray, Chief Engineer New York Central, had great difficulty in

finding any authority for proportioning compression members in 1857, at

the time iron bridges were first considered on that road. He carried out

experiments at the Albany shops, for the purpose of obtaining data on

the subject, and from this information the units used by Carroll were

derived.

Mr. Cooper, in his history of American Railroad Bridges, Trans.

Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 21, says

:

"Up to about 1874 the designing and construction of bridges were
almost exclusively in the hands of the several bridge companies. Each
of these companies had its own peculiar style of bridge, consisting

either of a special form of truss, as the Bollman, Fink, Linville, Post,

etc., or in the use of patented forms, as the Phoenix, Linville & Piper

and the American Companies' post, and other detail parts.

"Each company also had its own special geographical field, or lines

of railroad, giving it the preference.

"Even at points where they did meet as competitors, it was rather

as advocates for their special trusses or forms of parts than as com-
petitors upon any definite specification About 1874, the bridge

engineer, acting in the interest of the railroads, began to exert a bene-

ficial influence."

Mr. Octave Chanute became Chief Engineer of the Erie Railroad in

1873. The wide divergence in the first set of bids that he received for

bridges convinced him of the necessity of some uniform basis for guiding

designers so that their bids might be comparable. He employed Mr. Geo.
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S. Morison to prepare a specification for this purpose and the result was

the first printed specification for iron bridges for a particular railroad.

This specification prescribes a floor load of 400 pounds per foot of

each track, in addition to the weight of iron in trusses and floor beams;

and a moving load of from 4,000 pounds per foot for spans up to 50 ft. to

3,000 pounds for spans of 150 ft. Reductions were made for trusses

carrying more than half of one track.

Plate girders were specified for spans up to 50 ft. ; deck girders to be

8 ft. on centers. Trusses with inclined end posts and pin connections

were preferred. Clearance was 15 ft. in width and 19 ft. in height.

Girder webs varied from x/i-'m. to zA-'m., according to span and load

carried. Stiffeners to be T-irons on each side of web not more than 4 ft.

apart, bent over and riveted to the top and bottom flange plates.

Unit strains and quality of materials follow the Clarke-Reeves specifi-

cation almost exactly. Eye-bars to be bored so accurately that when

piled on each other both pins could be passed through their holes without

driving. Section of eye-bar heads to have 20 per cent, excess.

Lateral braces to be round bars of diameters from ^-in. up, depending

on the span. In single-track through truss bridges, similar beams

were accessible for painting.

Floors of deck truss bridges were timbers 18 in. on centers, carrying

the rails directly. In single-track through truss bridges, similar beams

were carried on iron stringers built into the center of each lower chord.

These timber beams were figured for a load of 5,000 pounds per foot of

track. In double-track through bridges, having two trusses, iron floor

beams were called for, with three lines of iron stringers 13 ft. on centers.

On these the timbers above described were laid, as in single-track bridges.

Through bridges were required to have knee braces connecting the end

posts with the end lateral strut.

This specification follows the Phoenix of 1871 in many points, but

introduces many rules for governing individual designers and shadows

forth some of the ideas afterwards developed by its illustrious author.

About the time that this specification was printed Mr. Chanute became

convinced of the economical advantages of the consolidation type of en-

gines, just then being experimented with on the Baltimore & Ohio road,

and advocated their introduction on the Erie. He instructed Mr. Morison
to adapt the specification to these_ locomotives and at the same time an
office force, of which Mr. C. C. Schneider was chief draftsman and de-

signer, was organized to prepare plans for the individual structures needed

by the road.

Another specification was drawn in 1874 for use by the office force,

which was never printed. The live load was about the same as stated

above, but heavier weights were specified for very short spans.

Plate girders were to be proportioned on the supposition that the

bending strain was resisted wholly by the flanges and the shear by the

web. Stiffeners to be T or angle-iron, and not more than 20 sq. ft. of web
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was to be left without stiffeners. Nothing was said about bracketing the

flange plates by bending out the stiffeners as in the previous specification.

Rivets generally to be Ya-'vci., with pitch of not less than 3 in. or more
than 6 in. The rule for pitch of flange rivets was the same as is now
universal.

General unit strains similar to those of the Clarke-Reeves specification

were prescribed, but Rankine's formula, called "Gordon's" in the form

40,000

1+
40,000 r

was used for compression members where length exceeded 12 times

the least dimension, P in the formula being the ultimate strength. A
factor of safety of 5 was to be used and 20 per cent, deducted for each

pin joint. The tensile unit was cut down to 7,000 for members less than

5 ft. long. Shear on rivets 6,000, bearing 10,000 on the diametral sec-

tion. Pressure on masonry 250 lbs. per sq, in., and 300 D on rollers. All

bridges over 50 ft. span to set on rollers at one end.

Pins and lateral rods were specified as in the previous specification,

except that if the angle of laterals was flatter than 45 degrees their size

should be proportionally increased, and much stress was laid on substan-

tial lateral connections. End lateral struts were prescribed for all spans.

The requirements for ultimate strength of wrought-iron for tensile

members was brought down to 50,000, but the test specimen was to be

turned from bars intended for actual use in the bridge. Elastic limit to

be 26,000 and elongation 15 per cent. Welds to be used only by special

permission of the Chief Engineer.

Plates, angles, tees and channels to be best C No. 1 iron, with ultimate

strength not less than 45,000 when tested in long specimens.

Eye-bar heads were to have 50 per cent, excess. The clear distance

between rivet holes and between holes and edge of iron in line of fiber not

less than twice the diameter of the rivet.

In this specification, the data for which were worked up by Mr.

Schneider, we find many improvements over that of the year previous.

The provision for bracketing out plate girder stiffeners to connect with

the flange plates was wisely dropped, the rule for spacing stiffeners im-

proved, the pitch of rivets established on a working basis and the first

recorded attempt made at juggling with Rankine's formula. For some

years Rankine's modification of Gordon's formula was called Gordon's

and Rankine's indiscriminately, as seems to have been done in this case

by Mr. Morison. We see in this specification an assessment prescribed

for lateral braces with small inclinations to the chords, although the

amount is not fixed. This valuable feature has been too much lost sight

of by many recent specification makers.

The reduction in requirements for ultimate strength in test specimens

;

the quality of material called for in plates and shapes and the increase
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of section in eye-bar heads from 20 per cent, to 50, were, the results of

experiments made by Russell H. Curtis, inspector for the Erie Railroad.

In 1874 the bridges which were needed during that year by the Erie

were designed by Mr. Schneider, under the direction of M'r. Morison, and

the work let on a pound price basis. This was probably the first instance

where bridge work was let by the pound on designs furnished by the rail-

road.

An early general specification for the Boston & Albany Railroad,

written by the late E. S. Philbrick, specifies 10,000 in tension and 9,000

in compression in top chords and the same limited by Gordon's formula

in diagonal struts with a factor of safety of 4. No loads are specified, as

strain sheets and typical details were furnished to bidders with the con-

tract.

This specification calls for rivets to be generally %-in., with pitch lim-

ited to 3 diameters in chords and 2>4 in attachments of diagonals. Floor

to consist of transverse floor beams riveted to the chords by 3j^x3^x^-in.

angles and track stringers to be riveted to floor beams and supported by

4-in. angle iron brackets. Horizontal bracing to be angle irons.

This specification is printed, but has no date. It is general; having

blanks for span and description of bridge. It is evidently drawn especially

for riveted trusses with diagonal web members ; and is thought to have

been written previous to 1873. It is the earliest that prescribes the modern

type of floor and rigid bracing.

The plans of a deck girder bridge, dated 1873, built under this specifi-

cation, are still in existence. The girders are 76 ft. long. They are for

double track, there being 4 girders alike; each track with two, 7 ft. on

centers. The make-up is on modern lines, with none of the T-iron

vagaries described in the Erie specifications of even date. Considered in

connection with the 96-ft. i860 girder, this bridge is remarkable as

realizing the length of girders that other sections of the country worked

up to by gradual steps after many years.

In 1875 the famous specification for the bridges of the Cincinnati

Southern Railway, including the Ohio River bridge at Cincinnati, was

published. This is credited to Mr. L. F. G. Bouscaren, employed as Prin-

cipal Assistant Engineer under Mr. T. D. Lovett, Consulting Engineer.

For live load this specification prescribes two locomotives of 'the ten-

wheel type, as per diagram ; followed by a train weighing 20 tons in 22

£ £
I? .» .O 1? ~ s o ,<= o ooS <NCS|C\| - K . K« N. o 3 Oj 0| D>| K >-* K. *«.
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ft. It will be seen that the engines are typical. The tons are not defined

as "long" or "short."
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Additions from 10 to 30 per cent, are prescribed for impact on floors,

hangers, counters, etc., and a wind pressure of 50 lbs. per sq. ft. allowed

for on the vertical lateral rods. Trestles to resist a wind force of 13 lbs.

per ft. when covered with passenger cars.

Tensile strains are 10,000 lbs. per in., shearing 7,500 lbs., and com-

pression according to Gordon's formula, with a factor of safety of 1-6.

The constants of the formula to be determined by experiment. Com-

pression in beams and girders 8,000. Bearing on pins 10,000 on semi-

intrados. Eyes to be not less in strength than the body of the bar.

Iron used in tension to show 60,000 lbs. per in. without fracture and

to stand 25,000 lbs. with a smart blow from a hammer without taking a

permanent set.

Provision is made in the specification for thoroughly testing the ma-

terial. Full-sized compression members were to be furnished by the

contractors from which to determine the constants to be used in the

compression formula. Six specimen bars for tensile test, iJ/2-in. diameter and

12 in. long of the grade of iron proposed to be used were required to be

submitted by each bidder and the engineer was privileged to select at any

time similar bars from the manufactured stock for testing.

All abutting joints were to be planed or turned ; maximum error in

length of eye-bars i^ in.; ditto in pins or pin holes, * in.

In riveted work all joints to be square and truly dressed. Rivet holes

to be spaced accurately and directly opposite each other. Rivets to be

of best quality of iron and to completely fill the holes. The area of rivets

to be not less than the sectional area of the joined pieces. Ends of screw

rods to be enlarged to make the bar full sized at bottom of thread.

The bidders on this work were to furnish general plans with details

and strain sheets.

The salient points of this specification are the diagram of wheel

weights for live load, the impact addition and the extensive provision for

testing the material. An incident of this testing was to determine the

modulus of elasticity of each bar of material, with the idea of using bars

having practically equal modulii in the same member.

The system of loading and additions for impact have lived to the

present day and the tests then made on full-sized compression members

have been the basis for innumerable subsequent column formulas. The

tension tests in conjunction with those made on different material for the

St. Louis bridge had the effect of abolishing the requirement for 60,000-lb.

ultimate strength for bar iron. The then state of information, on this

point, is shown by the fact that while the specification calls for 60,000 lbs.

ultimate strength, the material selected as the result of the testing ran

from 52,000 to 55,ooo, as recorded by the testing machine, and these figures

were accompanied by the statement that they were too large, as the initial

force necessary to overcome the friction of the machine could not be

measured.

The tests for modulii of elasticity showed, according to the statement

of Mr. Onward Bates, who made them, that this feature was uniform
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enough, so that such refinement was not needed in the future. The re-

quirement, called for in this specification, for pulling all tension members

to 18,000 or 20,000 lbs. per sq. in. and striking with a hammer, first pre-

scribed in print by Clarke-Reeves in 1871, was dropped by most en-

gineers, but survived intermittently till after 1880.

The column tests were compared on the basis of both Gordon's and

Rankine's formulas and the results did much to clear up the evident

confusion regarding the two form?. The report states that for the styles

of sections tested both formulas gave practically the same results when

the constants were properly taken.

The extensive tests on eye-bars did much to fix the proper propor-

tions of the heads and pins.

These tests, with those made by the Erie in 1873, were near the foun-

tain head of our present elaborate and extensive system of commercial

testing of structural material. In 1869 our member, Mr. Onward Bates,

one of the early workers in this line, was employed by the late C Shaler

Smith to inspect the iron work for the approaches to the St. Charles

bridge. There were no testing machines at the rolling mills then, as we
know them now ; and all the testing that Mr. Bates did was by bending

and working shop tests. He worked with the templet makers and helped

the shop men on all measurements. It is likely that he secured just as

good material by such tests as he could with elaborate pulling machines

;

and he undoubtedly secured better workmanship than we now do under

the present system.

The history of our present system of testing from the beginning by

the ordnance department of the government would be interesting but

cannot be extended in this paper. Capt. (afterward Brigadier-General)

Rodman, in his improvement of cast-iron cannon before and during the

civil war, installed testing machines at Watertown, Mass., and at the

Fort Pitt foundry, Pittsburg. They were 100,000 pounds lever machines,

hand-worked by gearing and screw. They remained the best in the

country until the more p0werfi.1l machine built by the Keystone Bridge

Company was installed for use on the material of the Eads bridge at

St. Louis.

In 1876 a specification for a bridge over the East River, New York,

crossing Blackwell's Island, was published, signed by O. Chanute, J. G.

Barnard and O. A. Gilmore, consulting engineers. It was drawn by

Mr. Chanute. It follows the unpublished Erie specification of 1874 in

many points but contains the gefm of extensive modern practice in the

following clauses : "Tension Members :—For the weight of the structure,

for the effect of the wind and of changes of temperature, a factor of

safety of 3. shall be adopted, while for the rolling or live load the factor

of safety shall be 8 in." And again under compression members, after

specifying Rankine's formula in

40,000
Form P =

l
2

I+ J40,000 r
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it reads: "For this ultimate strength a factor of safety shall be used of

3 for the dead load and of 6 for the live load ; or the equivalent dead load

of both combined shall be arrived at by the formula :

3 dead load -f- 6 live load ...= equivalent dead load, for which the
3

factor of safety shall be 3-"

This bridge was to contain spans 734 ft. and 618 ft. in clear and to

carry a double-track railroad, two roadways for carriages each 10 ft. wide

and two sidewalks 5 ft. wide. It would consequently have a heavy pro-

portionate dead weight compared with ordinary railroad bridges and the

above provisions (unusual at that time) were wisely taken. The tempta-

tion held out for reducing all load to equivalent dead load and for using

a flat unit strain, as subsequently advocated by Mr. Schneider, is worthy

of note.

In 1877 a general specification was drawn for the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern by Mr. Chas. Hilton, which specified live loads some-

what similar to the Cincinnati Southern, although no engine diagram was

given. Three driving axles carrying 30,000 lbs. each were specified 7 ft.

on centers, and this was to be used for designing the floor. Two engines

followed Jay a trainload of 2,250 lbs. per ft. were prescribed, but a table

of uniform loads per ft. was given for computing strains. These loads

were to be used for chords and an excess load of 20,000 lbs. was to be

used at its head for computing shears.

Deck girders under 50 ft. were to be 6 ft. on centers and deck

trusses over 50 ft. to be 10 ft. on centers ; the floor system of bridges over

50 ft. span to consist of transverse floor beams resting upon or attached

centrally and securely to the chords at each panel division and four lines

of iron stringers supported by or rigidly attached to the floor beams ; the

middle lines to be 6 ft. on centers and the outer ones to be near the ends

of the ties. It is specified that the entire floor system shall be strong

enough to support the specified engine whether on or off the track with a

factor of safety of 8.

A lateral force of 300 lbs. per ft. is specified on the loaded chord

and 150 on the unloaded chord. The minimum for the. whole bridge to

be in no case less than 30,000 lbs.

Tensile strains to be not over 7,500 per in. net section. Members in

compression to be strained not exceeding 1-7 their ultimate strength.

Eye-bars to have 25 per cent, excess through pin hole. Pins to have

diameters equal to -)4 the widths of the bars.

Rivets to have hemispherical-shaped heads which shall be central on

the shanks and have the shoulders brought down evenly and squarely on

the plate. Rivets to be of double refined iron warranted to have an ulti-

mate strength of 60,000 lbs. per in. Rivets to be generally tVin. and

the holes Vs.. Pitch not less than 2 l/2 diameters and not more than 12

times the thickness of the plates riveted with 9 in. as a maximum. Mini-

mum edge distance to be i}4 in. and maximum 2 in. when two or more

14
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thicknesses of plate are riveted together. Rivet holes may generally be

punched but drilled holes are preferred. In all cases joint rivet holes

must be made with such accuracy that when the parts are assembled the

rivets can be entered without forcing with drift pins.

Bearing on masonry 250 lbs. per in. and on rollers 300 times diameter.

Bidders were to furnish detail plans and strain sheets with their tenders.

In this specification and the one credited to Mr. Philbrick we see

much more particular attention given to riveting than occurs in the other

specifications quoted. This is natural as these two specifications were

used in the American home of riveted bridges. The live load prescribed

by Mr. Hilton in the Lake Shore specification is considerably heavier

than was usual at that time, running from 6,oop per ft. for short spans

to 2,500 at 500 ft., which is heavier for spans under 100 ft. than those

given in the famous Erie specification of two years later, drawn by

Mr. Theodore Cooper. The lateral load was per foot of span, this being

the earliest specification in which we find wind load sc specified.

Mr. C. Shaler Smith designed and built many important bridges dur-

ing the years covered by the specifications noted above, but unfortuna'tely

no copy drawn by him is accessible till 1877, in which year he drew for

Mr. D. J. Whittemore, Chief Engineer Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway, a specification for the Rockton bridge, which was printed and is

still extant.

The spans of this bridge were about 104 ft. The live load was 3,000

lbs. per ft. headed by a single engine weighing 72,000 lbs. on three axles,

6 ft. on centers. The engine diagram is given and is identical with the

Cincinnati Southern 10-wheeler, except the pony truck is one ton heavier

per axle. The loads, however, are given in pounds.

Tensile unit strains are prescribed for . different members ranging

from 4,000 per in. for Moor beam suspenders to 10,000 for chords and

main ties.

Compression, called "crippling strain," is given by 12 modifications of

Gordon's formula depending on the form of column and end bearing.

Four styles of columns are shown in section—the square, Phoenix, Ameri-

can and H section, while three end conditions for each, viz. : Flat, one

end pin and two end pins, are covered. For the common chord section

36,500

with flat ends the formula is , H being length divided by least

H2

2,700

dimension. This expression is assumed to give the ultimate strength and

6 H
the working unit is this value divided by 4 -1 . The pin in unsymmetri-

100

cal sections to be placed so that the moment of inertia on both sides of

the pin shall be equal as nearly as practicable.

Wind load was 30 lbs. per sq. ft. on twice the area of one truss, plus
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300 lbs. per ft. of bridge ; the latter to be considered a moving load.

Tensile strains for bracing 15,000 and compression members to be propor-

tioned with a factor of safety of 4. It will be noted that no compression

formula is given for angle iron struts, so this form of lateral strut was

probably not admitted.

The floor beams were figured for the engine given with 25 per cent,

added for "momentum" and the stringers with 30 per cent, addition.

Rivets in floor beams and stringers to be proportioned for 7,500 lbs.

shear and 10,000 lbs. bearing on the semi-intrados of the rivet holes.

Lower flanges 10,000 per in. on net section and upper flanges 8,000 on

gross section. Outside stringers 3 ft. out from the main stringers were

required. These to have one-half the strength of the main stringer. The
contingency was considered of using timber stringers instead of iron in

this bridge, but subsequent specifications drawn on similar lines for other

bridges on this road restricted all stringers to iron.

Pins were figured for 7,000 lbs. shearing strain and 15,000 fiber strain;

the moment to be calculated by assuming the loads concentrated at the

center of the bars bearing on the pin. Bearing to be 10,000 on semi-

extrados of the pin; 5Vm. is the maximum error allowed in diameter

of pins.

A difference was allowed in the excess in eye-bar heads in favor of

piled hammered eyes over those that were upset, the section through

the eye in upset bars being from \y2 to 2 2-10 and in hammered heads

1 33-100 to 1 75-100 times the width of bar.

In posts and chords the rivets within two diameters of the ends to

be equal to the sectional area of the member; and elsewhere the pitch is

not to exceed 16 times the thickness of the thinnest plate joined by the

rivets and the distance between rivet lines across the plate shall not

exceed 30 times its thickness. In subsequent specifications following this

in general there are many clauses regarding riveted work that closely

follow and are evidently derived from the Lake Shore specification by

Chas. Hilton, quoted above. Also clauses requiring tie-plates at each end

of latticed members with lengths equal to the width of member ; and

symmetrical arrangement of rivets in tension splices about axial lines.

Bearing on masonry 25,000 lbs. per sq. ft. and on rollers V 540,000 d

per lin. in. Camber to be 1-1200 of span. Members strained in opposite

max. tension max. comp.
directions to have sections equal to 1 . The

10,000 ult. str.

4

ultimate strength in compression being that given by that one of the 12

modifications of Gordon's formula applicable to the form of section and

end condition of the member. The factor for general compression was

6 H
changed in these later specifications from 4 + as given in the

5 H 100
Rockton to 4 -|

100
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The additions to the clauses for riveted work in these later specifica-

tions is remarkable. The additions follow those of the Lake Shore sc

closely that it is evident that they were either taken from that or both were

derived from the same source. Whether this source was English, as for-

mulated by Fairbain, or as established on the New York Central by

Carroll, is uncertain ; but the latter appears probable.

Testing of materials was provided for on a quite extensive scale. All

iron was to be tested as rolled before it left the mills; and the shop work

was to be constantly under the supervision of the inspector, who was

commissioned with full power of rejection. Full-sized tests were provided

for with sweeping possibilities of rejection if unsatisfactory. All tension

bars were to be pulled to 18,000 lbs. per sq. in., and the completed bridge

to be tested with the specified train which should remain on each span for

30 minutes without producing permanent set. To test the stiffness and

stability a train of one engine and 15 loaded freight cars was to be run

onto the several spans at 15 miles per hour, and when the engine was at

the center of a span it was to be reversed and the brakes set on the cars,

all of which was to cause no permanent change in any part of the

structure. Mr. Onward Bates was the inspector intrusted with all this

power, and his account of the testing would be interesting.

These specifications of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul road are

unique. They were written by Mr. Smith, who was a contractor as well

as engineer, while those for the Erie, Cincinnati Southern, Lake Shore

and Boston & Albany were written by engineers employed as regular

employes of the railroads. The exigencies of competition may have

occasioned the writing in of the rather stringent requirements for in-

spection and tests.

In 1879 Mr. Octave Chanute, Chief Engineer of the Erie, published

the famous specification drawn by Theodore Cooper. This was designed

to be general for all track bridges on the Erie road. Preference was

expressed for rolled beams up to 17 ft., plate girders to 40 ft., riveted

lattice girders to 75 ft, and pin trusses over 75 ft. Live load, two con-

solidation engines followed by 2,240 lbs. per ft. The engines were what

might be classed as E-22 by Cooper's subsequent classification. The

spacing was in all sorts of odd inches. The wheel loads to be used in

positions giving maximum strains on all parts of the structure. Lateral

load was 450 lbs. per ft. on the loaded chord, and 150 on the unloaded

chord. Three hundred lbs. of the 450 were to be used as moving load.

Tensile unit strains similar to the Rockton bridge were prescribed running

from 6,000 on floor beam hangers to 10,000 for chords and main diagonals.

Compression is specified by working unit strains for three end con-

ditions, using Rankine's form of formula; 8-10 of the least strains to be

added to the greater in case of alternating strains. Lateral struts to

be proportioned to resist the resultant due to an initial strain of 10,000

lbs. per sq. in. upon all rods attached to them. Plate girders under 20

ft. long to be figured for unit strains, 1,000 lbs. per sq. in. less than those
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over 20 ft., and rolled beams to be allowed from 25 to 50 per cent, greater

unit strains than built beams.

Then follow stipulations for proportioning parts ; for details of con-

struction, quality of material, tests, workmanship, etc., covering the

points given by the preceding specifications referred to in this paper,

and adding many new ones. Among the features differing from those

previously described may be noted the following:

The paragraphs are numbered, and side-headings are freely used,

making reference easy and definite. Plate girders are to be propor-

tioned with no part of the web-resisting moment. Stiffeners to be

used at intervals not over twice the depth of the girder, when the thick-

ness of the web is less than 1-80 the depth of girder. Expansion

rollers to be not less than 2 in. diameter, and bearing on them not to

exceed SCO V~dT Camber to be built in all bridges by making the panel

lengths of the top chord longer than those of the bottom in the propor-

tion of 1-8 in. to every 10 ft.

Iron, cut, piled and rerolled from muck bars was required for tension

members. Bars over 4J/2 sq. in. in section were allowed a reduction

in ultimate strength over smaller bars. The modern form of test

specimen was prescribed, and bending tests required. The specifica-

tion in these respects laid down rules that were closely followed to

the end of the days of wrought structural iron.

This specification, although written especially for the Erie road,

then called the New York, Lake Erie & Western, was so general in its

nature and so complete in its details that it was applicable to any road.

It embodied most of the good points of all those that preceded it, and

added to them many new features. It prescribed consolidation engines

and unit strains in compression, based on formulas applicable to all

kinds of sections for the first time. All preceding specifications con-

taining Rankine's or Gordon's formulas made use of factors of safety.

Previous to the appearance of these formulas, unit strains were used,

as shown above by Whipple and Carroll.

This specification was also much more full and precise in its details

than preceding specifications, thereby enabling competitive designs to be

made on a much more uniform basis than was possible before it was
written. ,

It was the outcome of its author's practical experience as superin-

tendent of the Delaware bridge shops and later of the Keystone Bridge

Company, supplemented by six months' critical study of the bridges

of the Erie Railroad as special expert under Mr. Chanute. It was
extensively used by other railroads and engineers, and is the basis of the

series of general specifications since published by Mr. Cooper for public

use.

We. thus see that during the period from the beginning of iron

bridges to 1870 the art was developed greatly, but the rules were few and

crude, Whipple's book of 1847 being about the only guide printed in Eng-
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lish. Each builder had rules and methods of his own. The art developed

the science, as in so many other lines of human progress.

The next decade, from 1870 to 1880, witnessed the growth of speci-

fications until with the Erie of 1879 we meet the full-fledged prototype of

the specification of the present day. From this spread the specification

disease, as Mr. A. P. Boiler puts it. Sporadic cases appeared previous

to 1880, but it became epidemic afterward, with virulent manifestations

after the presentation of Mr. J. M. Wilson's specification for the Pennsyl-

vania road before the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1885.

The discussion of Mr. Wilson's paper marked a distinct era in bridge

designing. It brought into prominent notice the modification of unit

strains by the application of fatigue formulas based on the results of

the famous experiments of Wohler and Spangenberg.
min.

Mr. Wilson advocated the formula, a = u (1 -| ), for adjust-

max. .

ing unit strains. This modification of Launhardt's well-known formula

was suggested by Prof. William Cain in 1877 to cover impact as well

as fatigue. The extensive discussion brought out the fact that this

formula or some modification of it produced results that satisfied many
engineers not because they believed that iron was particularly injured by

repeated strains below the elastic limit, but because the formula scaled

the unit strains by a law depending on the relation of the static and

dynamic forces acting on the member. Mr. Wilson states that he had used

this formula since 1880.

The live load of this specification was two consolidation engines, with

24,000 on driving axles and a train of 3,000 lbs. per ft. A shifter with

axle weights of 34,000 and 30,000 was provided for short spans. Rankine's

formula was used for compression members, and a modified form of

Gordon's formula for upper flanges of beams and girders.

This specification as well as those previously described contem-

plated the use of iron only, although steel was mentioned in some of

them, notably as early as 1876, by Mr. Chanute in his specification for

Blackwell's Island bridge ; but if used, special evidence was required

of the builder to prove its reliability. Steel eye-bars were coming into

common use when this specification was presented, and Mr. Wilson men-
tions them in his paper, but makes no definite provision for them. This

is rather remarkable, as many bridges had been built of steel previous to

this time. The steel had, however, usually been of high carbon, from

70,000 to 80,000 ultimate strength.

A paper read before the American Society of Civil Engineers by Mr.

T. H. Johnson at the same time as the above brought forward the

straight-line formula for columns. These two papers and their discus-

sions did much to quicken the scientific spirit in bridge designing. Many
of the workers in this line at that time were fresh from German uni-

versities, where instruction in mechanics was on a much higher plane

than obtained in this country, and the conditions were favorable for a
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rapid advance. Specification writing became a mania, each writer trying

to get something a little different from those which he copied, but,

as Mr. Onward Bates says, "While each tried to make an original speci-

fication, he never ventured very far from the preceding ones." The ex-

treme variations were quite marked, however. The variations suggested

for Launhardt's formula ranged all the way from the original a = u

min. 2 min.

(! _j ) to a= u (i H ), as advocated by M'r. Alfred

2 max. max.

Ottwell in 1887; and the straight-line formula of Johnson was strug-

gled with until, as Mr. Johnson says, "A glance at these diagrams [on

which the various modified lines are plotted] would indicate that the

profession at large has become convinced, not that the law of the

column is correctly represented by a straight line, but that any straight

line may represent that law." The scramble for originality nearly ran

science by its signals, but all the while details were being improved,

shop work simplified and construction made more massive.

In 1887 the Pencoyd Iron Works published a specification written

by Mr. C. C. Schneider in which the dynamic effect of the live load

was allowed for in proportion to the loaded length by the formula

5
I=(.y-\ ); I being a per cent, of the live load to be added for

L
impact and L the length of load producing the maximum strain in the

member. This addition to the live load was intended to cover not only

the dynamic increment but also an allowance of about 20 per cent, of

the live load for secondary strains due to eccentric actions of all kinds.

The dead and live-load strains and the increment were added together

and a unit strain used, based on the grade of material for static con-

ditions of the load.

220
This formula was afterward changed to I = (.10 -| ) as

L + 240

the first formula was thought to give too great impact for long spans.

This was published in the edition of 1894. Mr. Fred. Thompson, bridge

engineer of the Southern Railway, discovered that almost identical

300

values were given by the simpler formula I = , and this was

L + 300

adopted by Mr. Schneider and published in specifications in 1895.

This method of treating the dynamic increment as a load, which it

really is, seems more rational than the usual preceding practice of

reducing the unit strain; which, as Mr. Brunner says (Proceedings,

Vol. 4, p. 233), is equivalent to considering it as decreased strength of

material. The method of reducing all load to a static basis and using

a flat unit strain found favor with many designers, although various

systems of reduction were used. The most prominent of several of these
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schemes for impact were: Cain's formula, already mentioned as sug-

gested in 1877 and used by the Pennsylvania Railroad since 1880; the

2 to 1 ratio proposed many years ago and adopted by Theodore Cooper

in 1888, and the one proposed by Mr. H. S. Pritchard in 1895, which

L
is 1=

, L and D being live and dead load strain, respectively,

L + D
arid I the per cent, by which to augment the live load. Prof. Cain's

formula, when transformed to express a per cent, of live load, becomes

L + D
I = , notation being as above.

L + 2D
About 1890 the great change from wrought-iron to open-hearth

steel began in earnest. Previous to this time many bridges had been

built of steel, but they were, as a rule, exceptional and the material was

generally of high ultimate strength, demanding special workmanship.

About this date, however, some engineers were specifying what was

later known as medium steel for all parts of bridges, large and small;

and nearly all engineers were using eye-bars made from this material.

In 1892 Mr. F. H. Lewis read a paper on "Soft Steel in Bridges,"

which did much to convince engineers that soft steel was as reliable

as wrought-iron and was damaged even less by the ordinary manipula-

tion in a bridge shop.

About 1894 wrought-iron for general structural purposes became

commercially extinct and those who had preferred wrought-iron when

it could be obtained used soft steel ; while the pioneers who had been

using steel of rather high grade for some years specified medium.

This gave rise to a demand for two grades of steel, one ranging from

about 54,000 to 62,000, the other from 62,000 to 70,000, and the battle

of the grades was fairly on.

As the open-hearth steel industry developed the basic process proved

its superiority under American conditions, and as the natural output

of this furnace is pretty close, to 60,000 lbs. ultimate, the tendency of

manufacturers was to furnish medium steel close to the lower limit and

soft steel near the upper limit. It thus occurred that engineers were

using practically one grade of steel and were probably specifying two

sets of unit strains for it. This anomaly was recognized by ' various

engineers, and in 1901 Mr. J. E. Greiner overcame it by specifying, for

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad bridges, a single grade ranging from 55,000

to 65,000 for all parts of bridges. This grade of steel rapidly found

favor with engineers, and in 1903 was adopted by the American Rail-

way Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association in its specifica-

tions for steel structures. During the past winter Committee A of the

American Society for Testing Materials has voted to recommend this

grade for bridge material.

In 1892 a paper by Mr. J. A. L. Waddell before the American

Society of Civil Engineers on "Some Disputed Points in Railway Bridge
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Designing," brought out an extended discussion which, while it showed

up the great difference of opinions existing on many of the said points,

undoubtedly served to bring engineers more nearly into harmony. The
salient feature of this paper and discussion was the advocacy of a uni-

form live-load system in place of the wheel concentration system used

by many engineers since its promulgation in 1875 by the Cincinnati South-

ern Railway. In this discussion many eminent engineers approved a uni-

form loading, but each one put forward a scheme which he preferred and

the result was no more unanimous than when each used his own favorite

engine and train loads.

Recent discussions before various scientific societies have shown a

less divergence of practice and opinion on the various points of bridge

designing than formerly prevailed, but by no means unanimity on many
points. All over the civilized world, however, there appears to be an

endeavor to ascertain and utilize the best of other's practice. The
Railway Congress of this country and Europe ; the International Associa-

tion for Testing Materials ; the American Society for Testing Materials

;

the English Standards Committee, and our own Maintenance of Way
Association as well as other kindred organizations are working to

this end.

In the line of bridge specification writing, while the faddist is still

at large, the general result tends toward uniformity and simplicity. The
question of grade of material was thoroughly discussed in Vol. 4 of our

Proceedings, and the grade there recommended is being generally

adopted throughout the country. The unit strain should be governed by

the grade of material used, and hence there is reason for fixing that.

Simple systems of loadings should be accepted, and if a reasonable

allowance for impact can be agreed upon it would seem that the salient

features of a uniform specification were in sight.

The aim of your Committee has been to cull from past practice

and experience that which is best and simplest ; and to compile a

specification that will furnish a safe guide for designing and buying

bridges. We have sought to make it general enough to cover all ordi-

nary bridges and at the same time full enough to guide experienced

designers to uniform results. Its details have been left flexible enough

to allow individual designers freedom for originality, and it is hoped
that it will meet the approval of American designers.

This sketch of the development of American bridge specifications

has been compiled during a busy season from such notes as could be

obtained from published papers and from a somewhat extended cor-

respondence. It is certain that much of interest has been omitted and
perhaps some errors perpetrated. It is earnestly hoped that those having
further light or more correct knowledge of the subject will communicate
the same to the Secretary of the Association,
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL RAILROAD
BRIDGES.

1905.

PART FIRST—DESIGN.

I. GENERAL FEATURES.

1. The material in the superstructures, except rivets, and as other-

wise designated, shall be structural steel.

2. On a straight line, the clear height of through bridges shall not be

less than 21 ft. above top of rails for a width of 6 ft. over a single track,

and the clear width shall not be less than 7 ft. from the center line of the

track between the heights of 4 and 17 ft. above the rails. The width

shall be increased to provide the same.minimum clearance on curves, for

a car 80 ft. long, and 59 ft. center to center of trucks, allowance being

made for curvature and superelevation of rails.

*3. The width center to center of trusses shall in no case be less

than one-twentieth of the effective span.

4. Ends of deck plate girders and track stringers of skew bridges at

abutments shall be square to the track.

5. Wooden tie floors, where used, shall be proportioned to carry the

maximum wheel load, with 100 per cent, impact, distributed over three

ties ; fiber strain on ties not to exceed 2,000 lbs. per sq. in., and the length

to be not less than the total distance over the outer edge of supports plus

12 in. They shall be spaced with not more than 6 in. openings, and shall

be notched to a tight fit over supporting girders, depth of notch to be

not more than i l/2 in.

6. Guard timbers shall be not less than 5x8 in. laid with the 8 in.

face down, notched over each tie and securely fastened.

II. LOADS.

7. The dead load shall consist of the estimated weight of the entire

suspended structure, assuming timber to weigh 4^ lbs. per ft. B. M. and

the rails and fastenings 150 lbs. per linear foot of track.

8. The moving load shall consist of two consolidation engines fol-

lowed by a train load, according to Cooper's series, or a uniform system

*See amendment, page 238,
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of loading practically equivalent to the same. The minimum loading to

be according to the following diagrams

:
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L2_Li the diagram that gives the larger bending moment to be

used.

*g. Heavier loadings shall be proportional to the above on the same

spacing.

*io. The dynamic increment of the moving load shall be added to the

maxium computed live-load strains and shall be determined by the

( 300

formula I= S

where

L + 300^

I = impact to be added to the live-load strains.

S= calculated maximum live-load strain.

L= loaded length of track in feet producing maximum strain

in members.

11. Truss spans shall have their lateral systems designed for a force

of 600 lbs. per linear foot of the loaded chord and 200 lbs. per linear foot

of the unloaded chord. Girder bridges shall have the lateral system at

the loaded chord designed for a force of 600 lbs. per linear foot, these

forces being considered as moving without impact.

12. On viaduct towers provision shall be made for a wind force of

50 lbs. per sq. ft. on V/2 times the vertical projection of the structure

unloaded; or 30 lbs. per sq. ft. on the same surface plus 12 ft. for height

of train when the structure is fully loaded, or when loaded on either

track with empty cars assumed to weigh 900 lbs. per linear foot.

13. Provision shall be made in structures for a longitudinal force,

applied at the rail, of f ff of the moving load.

14. Provision shall be made on curves for the centrifugal force

produced by the full live load, running at a speed to be determined by the

engineer for each case, acting at a height of 5 ft above the rails.

Heavier
Loading.

Impact.

Lateral
Load.

Wind
Load.

Longi-
tudinal
Force.

*See amendment, page 238,
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III. UNIT STRAINS AND PROPORTION OF PARTS.

15. All parts of structures shall be so proportioned that the sum of

the maximum strains shall not exceed the following amounts in pounds

per square inch, except as modified in paragraphs 21 to 24:

16. Axial tension on net section 16,000

1

17. Axial compression on gross section 16,000— 70—
r

where "1" is the length of member in inches and "r" is the least radius of

gyration in inches.

18. Bending on extreme fibers of rolled shapes, built sections

and girders ; net section 16,000

On extreme fibers of pins 24,000

*io. .Shearing, shop driven rivets in reamed or drilled holes. ... 11,000

Shop driven rivets in punched holes 10,000

Field driven rivets and bolts 8,000

d
Plate girder webs ;

gross section 12,000— 40—
t

where "d" is the minimum unsupported distance in inches, between the

flange angles or stiffeners, whichever is the smaller, and "t" the thickness

of web in inches.

Pins 12,500

*20. Bearing, shop driven rivets in reamed or drilled holes. .. .22,000

Shop driven rivets in punched holes 20,000

Field driven rivets and turned bolts 16,000

Pins 25,000

Expansion rollers
;

per linear inch 600XD
where "D" is the diameter of the roller in inches.

Granite masonry 600

Sandstone and limestone 1 300

Portland cement concrete 400

*2i. Members and their connections, subject to alternate tension and

compression, shall be proportioned to resist either strain increased by an

amount equal to -

t% of the smaller strain.

22. Whether the live and dead load strains are of opposite charac-

ter, only 70 per cent, of the dead load strain shall be considered as effective

in counteracting the live load strain.

*See amendment, pp. 238, 239.
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23. Members subject to the action of both axial and bending strains

shall be proportioned so that the greatest fiber strain will not exceed the

allowed limits for the axial tension or compression in that member.

24. For strains produced by lateral, longitudinal and wind forces,

combined with vertical forces, the unit strains may be increased not to

exceed 25 per cent, over those given above, but the sections shall not be

less than required by the strains from the vertical forces without such

increase.

25. In proportioning tension members, the rivet holes shall be taken

one-eighth inch larger than the diameter of the rivet before driving.

26. In proportioning rivets, the diameter of the rivet before driving

shall be used.

27. Pin-connected riveted tension members shall have a net section

through the pin-hole at least 25 per cent, in excess of the net section of the

body of the member, and the net section back of the pin-hole, parallel

with the axis of the member, shall be not less than the net section of

the body of the member.

*28. Plate girders shall be proportioned either by the moment of

inertia of their net section, or by assuming that the strains pass through

the centers of gravity of Range sections, in which case one-^ixth of the

gross section of the web, if properly spliced, may be used as flange section.

29. The gross section of the compression flange shall not be less

than the gross section of the tension flange, and the width of the flange

shall not be less than one-twelfth of the distance between its side supports.

30. The flanges of plate girders shall be connected to the wreb with

a sufficient number of rivets to transfer the total shear at any point

in a distance equal to the depth of the girder at that point, and in addition

any load applied directly on the flange. The wheel loads, where the ties

rest on the flanges, shall be assumed to be distributed over three ties.

31. Stiffeners shall be riveted to the web at all points of concentrated

loads and also at points required by the shear formula in paragraph 19.

The stiffeners at bearings and other points, where they carry load directly,

shall be connected to the web with a sufficient number of rivets to transmit

the strain from the concentrated load, and shall be proportioned for this

strain by the axial compression formula in paragraph 17. The effective

length shall be assumed to be one-half the length of the stiffener. They

Axial and
Bending
Strains
Combined.

Lateral
and Other
Strains
Combined.

Net Section
at Rivets.

Rivets.

Net Section
at Tins.

Proportion-
ing Plate
Girders.

Compression
Flange.

Flange
Rivets.

Web
Stiffeners.

*See amendment, page 239.
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shall, however, not be of smaller dimensions than specified in para-

graph 82.

32. Rolled sections, used as beams, shall be proportioned by their

moment of inertia. The width of flanges shall not be less than one-

sixteenth of the distance between side supports.

23- Pony trusses and plate girders shall preferably have a depth

not less than one-tenth of the span, and rolled beams and channels

used as girders shall preferably have a depth of not less than one-

twelfth of the span. When these ratios are decreased, proper increase

shall be made to the flange sections.

IV. DETAILS OF DESIGN.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

34. Details shall be so designed that all parts will be accessible for

inspection, cleaning, painting and repairs.

35. Pockets or depressions which will hold water shall be provided

with satisfactory drain holes, or be filled with acceptable waterproof

material.

36. Main members shall be so designed that the neutral axis will be

as near as practicable in the center of section, and the neutral axes of

intersecting main members of trusses shall meet at a common point.

yj. Adjustable members shall preferably be avoided, but when used

for counters of pin-connected trusses they shall be provided with open

turnbuckles.

38. The strength of connections shall be sufficient to develop the full

strength of the member, even though the computed strain is less, the

kind of strain to which the member is subjected being considered.

39. The minimum thickness of material shall be ^-in. for all parts

carrying calculated strain and rVin. f° r other parts. Fillers may be

of any thickness.

40. The minimum distance between centers of rivet holes shall be

three diameters of the rivet ; but the distance shall preferably be not less

than 3 in. for %-in. rivets and 2V2 in. for 2<+-in. rivets. The maximum

pitch in the line of strain for members composed of plates and shapes

shall be 6 in. for %-in. rivets and 5 in. for J^-in. rivets. For angles

with two gage lines the maximum shall be twice the above in each line,

with rivets staggered, and where two or more plates are used in contact,
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rivets not more than 12 in. apart in any direction shall be used to hold

the plates well together. In tension members composed of two angles

in contact, a pitch of 12 in. will be allowed for riveting the angles together.

41. The minimum distance from the center of any rivet hole to a

sheared edge shall be \Y2 in. for 7/&-m. rivets and 1^4 in- for J^-in. rivets,

and to a rolled edge 1J/4 and 1% in., respectively. The maximum distance

from any edge shall be eight times the thickness of the plate, but shall

not exceed 6 in.

42. The diameter of the rivets in any angle carrying calculated strain

shall not exceed one-quarter the width of the leg in which they are driven.

In minor parts %-in. rivets may be used in 3-in. angles, and -)4-in. rivets

in 2j4-in. angles.

t43. Rivets carrying calculated strain and whose grip exceeds four

diameters shall be increased in number at least 1 per cent, for each addi-

tional jV-in. of grip.

44. The pitch of rivets at the ends of built compression members

shall not exceed four diameters of the rivets for a length equal to one

and one-half times the maximum width of member.

*45. In compression members the metal shall be concentrated princi-

pally in vertical webs and flange angles. The thickness of these webs

shall not be less than 3V of the distance between the lines of rivets con-

necting them to the flanges ; and any cover plate shall be as thin as pos-

sible, but not less than 55 of the distance between rivet lines.

46. Angles used as flanges of girders or chord sections of trusses

without cover plates shall have a minimum thickness of iV the width

of the outstanding leg.

*47. The open sides of compression members shall be provided with

lattice and shall have tie-plates as near each end as practicable. Tie-

plates shall be provided at intermediate points where the lattice is

interrupted. In main members, carrying calculated strain, the end tie-

plates shall have a length not less than the distance between the lines

of rivets connecting them to the flanges, and intermediate ones not less

than half the distance. Their thickness shall not be less than 6
x
ff of the

same distance.

*48. The minimum width of lattice bars shall be 2 T/2 in. for ^-in.

rivets, 2% in. for 54-in. rivets, and 2 in. if ^j-in. rivets are used. The

Edge
Distance.

Maximum
Diameter.

Long
Rivets.

Pitch at
Ends.

Compression
Members.

Minimum
Angles.

Tie-Plates.

Lattice.
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thickness shall not be less than fa of the distance between end rivets, for

single lattice, and fa for double lattice. Shapes of equivalent strength

may be used.

49. Five-eighths-inch rivets shall be used for latticing flanges less

than 2 J/2 in. wide and 94-in. rivets for flanges from 2^2 to 3^2 in. wide

;

^$-in. rivets shall be used in flanges 3J/2 in. and over, and lattice bars with

two rivets shall be used for flanges over 5 in. wide.

50. The inclination of lattice bars with the axis of the member shall

not be less than 45 degrees, and when the distance between rivet lines in

the flanges is more than 15 in., if single rivet bar is used, the lattice shall

be double and riveted at the intersection.

51. The pitch of lattice connections along the flange divided by

the radius of gyration of the flange angle about an axis through its center

of gravity, perpendicular to the plane of the lattice, shall be less than the

corresponding ratio of the member as a whole.

52. Abutting joints in compression members when faced for bearing

shall be spliced on four sides sufficiently to hold the connecting members

accurately in place. All other joints in riveted work, whether in tension

or compression, shall be fully spliced.

*53. Pin holes shall be reinforced by plates where necessary, and at

least one plate shall be as wide as the flanges will allow and be on the

same side as the angles. They shall contain sufficient rivets to distribute

their portion of the pin pressure to the full cross-section of the member.

54. Forked ends on compression members will be permitted only

"where unavoidable ; where used, a sufficient number of pin plates shall be

provided to make the jaws of twice the sectional afea of the member.

At least one of these plates shall extend to the far edge of the farthest

tie-plate and the balance not less than 6 in. beyond the near edge of the

same plate.

55. Pins shall be long enough to insure a full bearing of all the

parts connected upon the turned body of the pin. They shall be secured

by chambered nuts or be provided with washers if solid nuts are used.

The screw ends shall be long enough to admit of burring the ends.

56. Members packed on pins shall be held against lateral movement.

57. Where members are connected by bolts, the turned body of these

bolts shall be long enough to extend through the metal. A washer at

Bulletin 54 revised.
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least yi-'m. thick shall be used under the nut. Bolts shall not be used

in place of rivets except by special permission. Heads and nuts shall be

hexagonal.

*58. Where splice plates are not in direct contact with the parts which

they connect, rivets shall be used on each side of the joint in excess of the

number theoretically required to the extent of % of the number for each

intervening plate.

59. The number of rivets in fillers between parts carrying strain shall

be governed by paragraph 58; the excess rivets, where possible, to be

outside of the connected part, so as to make tight fillers.

60. Provision for expansion to the extent of one inch for each

100 ft. shall be made for all bridge structures.

61. Truss bridges and plate girders over 80 ft. span shall rest on

turned rollers or rockers at one end, and plate girders of all other spans

shall be arranged to slide on smooth surfaces. The bearings of viaduct

towers shall be arranged to allow for temperature movement to the

amount called for by paragraph 60.

62. Movable bearings shall be designed to permit motion in one

direction only. Fixed bearings shall be firmly anchored to the masonry.

*6$. Expansion rollers shall be not less than 4 in. in diameter. They

shall be coupled .together with substantial side bars, which shall be so

arranged that the rollers can be readily cleaned.

64. Bolsters or shoes shall be so constructed that the load will be

well distributed over the entire bearing, and all spans over 80 ft. shall

preferably have hinged bolsters at each end.

65. Wall plates may be cast or built up. They shall be so designed

as to distribute the load equally over the entire bearing.

*66. Wall plates shall be securely anchored to the masonry against

displacement.

67. Anchor bolts for viaduct towers and similar structures shall be

long enough to engage a mass of masonry the weight of which is at

least one and one-half times the calculated tensile strain on the anchor.

68. Bridges on an inclined grade without pin shoes shall have the

sole plates beveled so that the masonry and expansion surfaces may

be level.

Indirect
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Imperfect
Bearings. 69. If wall plates do not get a full bearing on the masonry, the

deficiency shall be made good with rust cement or Portland cement mortar.

\
Floor

1 Beams.

Stringers.

. End Spacers
j
for Stringers.

FLOOR SYSTEM.

70. Floor beams shall preferably be square to the trusses or girders.

They shall be riveted directly to the girders or trusses or may be placed

on top of deck bridges.

*7i. Stringers shall preferably be riveted to the webs of all interme-

diate floor beams by means of connection angles not less than 7-16-in.

thick. Shelf angles or other supports provided to support the stringer

during erection shall not be considered as carrying any of the reaction.

72. Where end floor beams are not used, stringers resting on

masonry shall have cross frames near their ends. These frames shall

be riveted to girders or- truss shoes where practicable.

Rigid
Bracing

Portals.

Overhead
Transverse
Bracing.

End
Bracins

Style of
Bracing.

Minimum
Bracing.

Bracing to
Clear Ties.

Tower
Struts.

BRACING.

72,. Lateral, longitudinal and transverse bracing in all structures

shall be composed of rigid members.

74. Through truss bridges shall have riveted portal braces rigidly

connected to end posts and top chords. They shall be as deep as the

clearance will allow.

75. Intermediate transverse frames shall be used at each panel of

through bridges having vertical truss members where the clearance will

permit.

76. Deck bridges shall have transverse bracing at each end propor-

tioned to carry the lateral load to the support.

77. Each panel of bracing shall preferably consist of two intersecting

members, securely riveted at their intersection.

*78. The minimum sized angle to be used in lateral bracing shall

be 3J/2 by 3 by ^$-in. Not less than 4 rivets through the ends of the angles

shall be used at the connections.

79. Lateral bracing in deck spans shall be far enough below the

flanges so that the tits cannot by any possibility rest on it.

80. The horizontal struts at the foot of viaduct towers shall be strong

enough in compression to slide the movable shoes when the track is

unloaded.

Bulletin 54 revised.
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PLATE GIRDERS.

81. Where flange plates are used, one cover plate of top flange

shall extend the- whole length of the girder.

*82. Web stiffeners shall be in pairs. Those over the end bearings

shall be on fillers, the outstanding legs shall be as wide as the flange

angles will allow, and they shall be brought to a close bearing against the

upper and lower flange angles. Intermediate stiffeners may be on

fillers or offset over the flange angles. Their outstanding legs shall be

not less than 3V of the depth of the girder plus 2 inches. The thickness

of all stiffeners shall be not less than }i-m. and the rivet pitch in them

shall be not over 5 in.

83. Through plate girders shall have their top flanges stayed at each

end of every floor beam, or in case of solid floors, at distances not exceed-

ing 12 ft., by knee braces or gusset plates.

Top Flange
Cover.

Web
Stiffeners.

Stays for
Top Flanges.

TRUSSES.

84. Truss bridges shall be given a camber by making the panel length

of the top chords, or their horizontal projections, longer than the cor-

responding panels of the bottom chord in the proportion of ^-in. in 10 ft.

85. The hip verticals of through trusses, and generally the two end

panels of bottom chords of pin trusses, shall be rigid members.

86. The eye-bars composing a member shall be so arranged that

adjacent bars shall not have their surfaces in contact; they shall be as

nearly parallel to the axis of the truss as possible, the maximum inclina-

tion of any bar being limited to 1 in. in 16 ft.

87. Pony trusses shall be riveted structures and shall have all web

members latticed or otherwise effectively stiffened.

Camber.

Rigid
Members.

Eye-bars.

Pony
Trusses.

VIADUCTS AND TRESTLES.

88. Viaducts and trestles shall be riveted structures, with no adjust-

able members.

t89. Single track tower span girders shall preferably be riveted

solidly to the columns.

90. Expansion joints shall be provided at frequent intervals so as

to prevent the concentration of excessive motion in the floor and track

connections. At those points the free girders shall be secured against

displacement sideways by substantial guides. Excessive longitudinal

motion shall be prevented by effective connections.

Rigid
Members.

Tower Spans.

Expansion.
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Schedule of
Require-
ments.

Allowable
Variations.

Chemical
Analyses.

Form of
Specimens.

PART SECOND—MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

V. MATERIAL.

91. Steel shall be made by the open-hearth process.

*92. The chemical and physical properties shall conform to the fol-

lowing limits

:

Elements Considered.
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may be turned to a diameter of J^-in. for a length of at least 9 in., with

enlarged ends.

96. Rivets : Rivet rods shall be tested as rolled.

97. Pins and Rollers : Specimens shall be cut from the finished,

rolled or forged bar, in such manner that the center of the specimen shall

be 1 in. from the surface of the bar. The Specimen for tensile test shall

be turned to the form shown by Fig. 2. The specimen for bending test

shall be 1 in. by J^-in. in section.

98. Steel Castings : The number of tests will depend on the char-

acter and importance of the castings. Specimens shall be cut cold from

coupons molded and cast on some portion of one or more castings from

each melt or from the sink heads, if the heads are of sufficient size. The

coupon or sink head, so used, shall be annealed with the casting before

it is cut off. Test specimens to be of the form prescribed for pins and

rollers.

About 3"
,.N-

Parallel Section

Not less than q" „\

-.-

""f^l-M-ie-Etc-.

Abbut 2"

About 18" -;

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

99. Material which is to be used without annealing or further treat-

ment shall be tested in the condition in which it comes from the rolls.

When material is to be annealed, or otherwise treated before use, the

specimens for tensile tests representing such material shall be cut from

properly annealed or similarly treated short lengths of the full section

of the bar.

100. At least one tensile and one bending test shall be made from

each melt of steel as rolled. In case steel differing ^£-in. and more in

thickness is rolled from one melt, a test shall be made from the thickest

and thinnest material rolled.

Annealed
Specimens.

Number
of Tests.
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*ioi. For material less than TVin. and more than ^-in. in thickness

the following modifications will be allowed in the requirements for elonga-

tion :

(a) For each iVin. in thickness below iVin., a deduction of 2J/2

will be allowed from the specified percentage.

(b) For each J^-in. in thickness above ^-in., a deduction of 1

will be allowed from the specified percentage.

(c) For pins and rollers over 3 in. in diameter the elongation in

8 in. may be 5 per cent, less than that specified in paragraph 92.

102. Bending tests may be made by pressure or by blows. Plates,

shapes and bars less than 1 in. thick shall bend as called for in para-

graph 92.

103. Full-sized material for eye-bars and other steel 1 in. thick and

over, tested as rolled, shall bend cold 180 degrees around a pin, the diame-

ter of which is equal to twice the thickness of the bar, without fracture on

the outside of bend.

104. Angles 24-in. and less in thickness shall open flat, and angles

^2-in. and less in thickness shall bend shut, cold, under blows of a

hammer, without sign of fracture. This test will be made only when

required by the inspector.

105. Rivet steel, when nicked and bent around a bar of the same

diameter as the rivet rod, shall give a gradual break and a fine, silky

uniform fracture.

106. Finished material shall be free from injurious seams, flaws,

cracks, defective edges or other defects, and have a*smooth, uniform and

workmanlike finish. Plates 36 in. in width and under shall have rolled

edges.

107. Every finished piece of steel shall have the melt number and the

name of the manufacturer stamped or rolled upon it. Steel for pins and

rollers shall be stamped on the end. Rivet and lattice steel and other

small parts may be bundled with the above marks on an attached metal

tag.

108. Material which, subsequent to the above tests at the mills, and

its acceptance there, develops weak spots, brittleness, cracks or other im-

perfections, or is found to have injurious defects, will be rejected at the

shop and shall be replaced by the manufacturer at his own cost.

*1903 Specifications revised.
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109. A variation in cross-section or weight of each piece of steel of variation

more than 2^ per cent, from that specified will be sufficient cause for in WeiSnt -

rejection, except in case of sheared plates, which will be covered by the

following permissible variations, which are to apply to single plates

:

no. Plates 12V2 lbs. per square foot or heavier: When
7

_ _
Ordered to

(a) Up to ico in. wide, 2^ per cent, above or below the pre- Weight.

scribed weight.

(b) One hundred inches wide and over, 5 per cent, above or

below.

in. Plates under 12^2 lbs. per square foot:

(a) Up to 75 in. wide, 2^ per cent, above or below.

(b) Seventy-five inches and up to 100 in. wide, 5 per cent, above

or 3 per cent, below.

(c) One hundred inches wide and over, 10 per cent, above or

3 per cent, below.

112. Plates will be accepted if they measure not more than .01 in. ¥?
h?n, d

below the ordered thickness. to Gage.

*H3. An excess over the nominal weight, corresponding to the dimen-

sions on the order, will be allowed for each plate, if not more than that

shown in the following table, one cu. in. of rolled steel being assumed to

weight 0.2833 lb.

Thickness
Ordered

M-inch

Over

Nominal
Weights

10.20 lbs

12.75 "

15.30 "

17.85 "

20 40 '•

22.95 "

25.50 "

Width of Plate

Up to 75"

10 percent.

7
6
5
454
4
3y2

75" and up to
100"

14 per cent.
12
10
8
7
6% "
6
5

100" and up
to 115"

18 per cent.
16
13
10
9
8V2
8
6%

Over 115"

17 per cent.
13
12 " .

11
10
9

VI. SPECIAL METALS.

tii4. Except where chilled iron is specified, castings shall be made

of tough gray iron, with sulphur not over 0.10 per cent. They shall be

true to pattern, out of wind and free from flaws and excessive shrinkage.

If tests are demanded, they shall be made on the "Arbitration Bar" of the

American Society for Testing Materials, which is a round bar, 1% in. in

1903 Specifications revised.

tNot previously submitted.

Cast-iron.
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diameter and 15 in. long. The transverse test shall he made on a sup-

ported length of 12 in. with load at middle. The minimum breaking load

so applied shall be 2,900 lbs., with a deflection of at least ^5 -in. before

rupture.

ti 15. Wrought iron shall be tough, fibrous and uniform in character.

It shall be thoroughly welded in rolling and be free from surface defects.

When tested in specimens of the form of Fig. 1, or in full-sized pieces

of the same length, it shall show an ultimate strength of at least 50,000

lbs. per sq. in., an elongation of 18 per cent, in 8 in., with fracture wholly

fibrous. Specimens shall bend cold, with the fiber, through 135 degrees,

without sign of fracture, around a pin the diameter of which is not over

twice the thickness of the piece tested. When nicked and bent, the frac-

ture shall show at least 90 per cent, fibrous.

VII. INSPECTION AND TESTING AT THE MILLS.

116. The purchaser shall be furnished complete copies of mill orders,

and no material shall be rolled, nor work done, before the purchaser has

been notified where the orders have been placed, so that he may arrange

for the inspection.

117. The manufacturer shall furnish all facilities for inspecting and

testing the weight and quality of all material at the mill where it is manu-

factured. He shall furnish a suitable testing machine for testing the speci-

mens, as well as prepare the pieces for the machine, free of cost.

118. When an inspector is furnished by the purchaser to inspect ma-

terial at the mills, he shall have full access, at all times, to all parts of

mills where material to be inspected by him is being manufactured.

VIII. WORKMANSHIP.

119. All parts forming a structure shall be built in accordance with

approved drawings. The workmanship and finish shall be equal to the

best practice in modern bridge works.

120. Material shall be thoroughly straightened in the shop, by

methods that will not injure it, before being laid off or worked in any

way.

121. Shearing shall be neatly and accurately done and all portions of

the work exposed to view neatly finished.

122. The size of rivets, called for on the plans, shall be understood

to mean the actual size of the cold rivet before heating.

tNot previously submitted. See amendment, page 238.
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*I23. When general reaming is not required, the diameter of the

punch for material not over 5^-in. thick shall he not more than rVin.

greater than that of the rivet. The diameter of the die shall not exceed

that of the punch by more than J4 the thickness of the metal punched.

Material over fyi-'m. thick, except minor details, and all material where

general reaming is required, shall be sub-punched and reamed as per para-

graph 152, or drilled from the solid. Holes in flanges of rolled beams

and channels used in floors of railroad bridges shall be drilled from the

solid. Those in webs of same shall be so drilled or sub-punched and

reamed.

124. Punching shall be accurately done. Slight inaccuracy in the

matching of holes may be corrected with reamers. Drifting to enlarge

unfair holes will not be allowed. Poor matching of holes will be cause

for rejection at the option of the inspector.

125. Riveted members shall have all parts well pinned up and firmly

drawn together with bolts before riveting is commenced. Contact sur-

faces to be painted (see paragraph 156).

126. Lattice bars shall have neatly rounded ends, unless otherwise

called for.

127. Stiffeners shall fit neatly between flanges of girders. Where

tight fits are called for, the ends of the stiffeners shall be faced and shall

be brought to a true contact bearing with the flange angles.

128. Web splice plates and fillers under stiffeners shall be cut to fit

within r/$-m. of flange angles.

129. Web plates of girders, which have no cover plates, shall be flush

with the backs of angles or project above the same not more than M?-in.,

unless otherwise called for. When web plates are spliced, not more than

Y^-'vci. clearance between ends of plates will be allowed.

130. Connection angles for floor girders shall be flush with each

other and correct as to position and length of girder. In case milling

is required after riveting, the removal of more than iVin. from their

thickness will be cause for rejection.

131. Rivets shall be driven by pressure tools wherever possible.

Pneumatic hammers shall be used in preference to hand driving.

132. Rivets shall look neat and finished, with heads of approved

shape, full and of equal size. They shall be central on shank and grip

Rivet
Holes.

Punching.

Assembling.

Lattice
Bars.

Web
Stiffeners.

Web Plates.

Connection
Angles.

Riveting.

Rivets.

*1903 Specifications revised.
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Turned
Bolts.

Members to
be Straight.

Finish
of Joints.

Field
Connections.

Eye-Bars.

Boring
Eye-Bars.

Pin Holes.

the assembled pieces firmly. Recupping and calking will not be allowed.

Loose, burned or otherwise defective rivets shall be cut out and replaced.

In cutting out rivets, great care shall be taken not to injure the adjacent

metal. If necessary, they shall be drilled out.

133. Wherever bolts are used in place of rivets which transmit shear,

the holes shall be reamed parallel and the bolts turned to a driving fit.

A washer not less than J^-in. thick shall be used under nut.

134. The several pieces forming one built member shall be straight

and fit closely together, and finished members shall be free from twists,

bends or open joints.

135. Abutting joints shall be cut or dressed true and straight and

fitted close together, especially where open to view. In compression joints

depending on contact bearing, the surfaces shall be truly faced, so as to

have even bearings after they are riveted up complete and when perfectly

aligned.

136. Holes for floor girder connections shall be sub-punched and

reamed with twist drills to a steel templet 1 in. thick. Unless otherwise

allowed, all other field connections shall be assembled in the shop and the

unfair holes reamed; and when so reamed the pieces shall be match-

marked before being taken apart.

137. Eye-bars shall be straight and true to size, and shall be free

from twists, folds in the neck or head, or any other defect. Heads shall

be made by upsetting, rolling or forging. Welding will not be allowed.

The form of heads will be determined by the dies in use at the works

where the eye-bars are made, if satisfactory to the engineer, but the

manufacturer shall guarantee the bars to break in*the body with a silky

fracture, when tested to rupture. The thickness of head and neck shall

not vary more than ^g-in. from the thickness of the bar.

138. Before boring, each eye-bar shall be properly annealed and care-

fully straightened. Pin holes shall be in the center line of bars and in

the center of heads. Bars of the same length shall be bored so accurately

that, when placed together, pins ^g-m. smaller in diameter than the pin

holes can be passed through the holes at both ends of the bars at the

same time.

139. Pin holes shall be bored true to gages, smooth and straight;

at right angles' to the axis of the member and parallel to each other, unless

otherwise called for. Wherever possible, the boring shall be done after

the member is riveted up.
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140. The distance center to center of pin holes shall be correct within

a'g-in., and the diameter of the hole not more than g^-in. larger than that

of the pin, for pins up to 5-in. diameter, and 3^ -in. for larger pins.

141. Pins and rollers shall be accurately turned to gages and shall

be straight and smooth and entirely free from flaws.

*IJ2. At least one pilot and driving nut shall be furnished for each

size of pin for each structure, and field rivets to the amount of 10 per cent,

in excess of the number of each size actually required.

*I43. Screw threads shall make tight fits in the nuts and shall be

U. S. standard, except above the diameter of i^-in., when they shall be

made with six threads per inch.

144. Steel, except in minor details, which has been partially heated

shall be properly annealed.

145. All steel castings shall be annealed.

146. Welds in steel will not be allowed.

147. Expansion bed plates shall be planed true and smooth. Cast

wall plates shall be planed top and bottom. The cut of the planing tool

shall correspond with the direction of expansion.

148. Pins, nuts, bolts, rivets and other small details shall be boxed

or crated.

149. The weight of every piece and box shall be marked on it in

plain figures.

ti5o. Payment for pound price contracts shall be by scale weight.

No allowance over 2 per cent, of the total weight of the structure as com-

puted from the plans will be allowed for excess weight.

Variation
in Pin
Holes.

Pins and
Rollers.

Pilot Nuts.

Screw
Threads.

Annealing.

Steel
Castings.

Welds.

Bed Plates.

Shipping
Details.

Weight.

Finished
Weight.

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS WHEN GENERAL REAMING AND PLANING ARE

REQUIRED.

151. Sheared edges and ends shall be planed off at least J^-in.

152. Punched holes shall be made with a punch ^s-in. smaller in

diameter than the nominal size of the rivets and shall be reamed to a

finished diameter of not more than fe-in. larger than the rivet.

1903 Specifications revised.

tNot previously submitted.

Planing
Edges.

Reaming.

153- Wherever practicable, reaming shall be done after the pieces Reaming

forming one built member have been assembled and firmly bolted together. sembling."

If necessary to take the pieces apart for shipping and handling, the
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respective pieces reamed together shall be so marked that they may be

reassembled in the same position in the final setting up. No interchange

of reamed parts will be allowed.

Removing
Burrs. 154. The burrs on all reamed holes shall be removed by a tool coun-

tersinking about fg-in.

Cleaning.

Contact
Surfaces.

Inaccessible
Surfaces.

Condition of
Surfaces.

Machine-
Finished
Surfaces.

IX. SHOP PAINTING.

155. Steel work, before leaving the shop, shall be thoroughly cleaned

and given one good coating of pure linseed oil, or such paint as may be

called for, well worked into all joints and open spaces.

156. In riveted work, the surfaces coming in contact, shall each be

painted before being riveted together.

157. Pieces and parts which are not accessible for painting after

erection, including tops of stringers, eye-bar heads, ends of posts and

chords, etc., shall have a good coat of paint before leaving the shop.

158. Painting shall be done only when the surface of the metal is

perfectly dry. It shall not be done in wet or freezing weather, unless

protected under cover.

159. Machine-finished surfaces shall be coated with white lead and

tallow before shipment or before being put out into the open air.

Facilities
for In-
spection.

Starting
Work in
Shop.

Access
to Shop.

Accepting
Material
or Work.

X. INSPECTION AND TESTING AT THE SHOPS.

160. The manufacturer shall furnish all facilities for inspecting and

testing the weight and the quality of workmanship at the shop where

material is manufactured. He shall furnish a suitable testing machine

for testing full-sized members if required.

161. The purchaser shall be furnished complete shop plans, and must

be notified well in advance of the start of the work in the shop, in order

that he may have an inspector on hand to inspect material and workman-

ship. Complete copies of shipping invoices shall be furnished to the pur-

chaser with each shipment.

162. When an inspector is furnished by the purchaser, he shall have

full access, at all times, to all parts of the shop where material under

his inspection is being manufactured.

163. The inspector shall stamp each piece accepted with a private

mark. Any piece not so marked may be rejected at any time, and at any
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stage of the work. If the inspector, through an oversight or otherwise,

has accepted material or work which is defective or contrary to the speci-

fications, this material, no matter in what stage of completion, may be

rejected by the purchaser.

XI. FULL-SIZED TESTS.

*i64. Full-sized parts of structures shall be tested by the manufac- Test to
Prove

turer if required by the purchaser. Such tests on eye-bars and similar Workman-
i i ii-iiii i , ,

ship and
members, to prove the workmanship, shall be made at the manufac- Design.

turer's expense, and shall be paid for by the purchaser, at contract orice, if

the tests are satisfactory. If the tests are not satisfactory, the members

represented by them will be rejected The expense of testing members,

to prove their design, shall be paid for by the purchaser.

ti65. In eye-bar tests the ultimate strength, true elastic limit and the Eye-Bar
Tests.

elongation in io ft., unless a different length is called for, shall be

recorded.

166. In transverse tests the lateral and vertical- deflections shall be Transverse

a a
Tests,

recorded.

Respectfully submitted,

J. P. Snow, Bridge Engineer, Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston,

Chairman.

J. E. Greiner, Engineer Bridges and Buildings, Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road, Baltimore, Md., Vice-Chairman.

John Brunner, Asst. General Supt, North Works, Illinois Steel Com-
pany, Chicago, Secretary.

M. F. Brown, Chief Engineer, Boston Bridge Works, Boston.

C. L. Crandall, Professor of Railroad Engineering, Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y.

C. F. Loweth, Engineer and Supt. Bridges and Buildings, C, M. & St. P.

Ry., Chicago.

W. M. Hughes, Consulting Bridge Engineer, Chicago.

A. D. Page, Engineer Bridges and Buildings, Rock Island System, Chicago.

C. D. Purdon, Engineer M. of Way, St. Louis & San Francisco R. R.,

St. Louis, Mo.

C. C. Schneider, Consulting Engineer, American Bridge Company, New
York.

J. R. Worcester, Consulting Engineer, Boston, Mass.

Committee.

*1903 Specifications revised.

tSee amendment, page 238.
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AMENDMENTS.

First.—That it is preferable for railroads to furnish general detail

plans and specifications of structural work to bidders, complete enough

to show the exact character of the work; but if such plans cannot be

furnished, the alternative to be full specifications similar to those on

pp. 218-227, accompanied by outline plans and all information concerning

the work.

Third.—That it is preferable to invite bids for as large groups of

bridges as can be defined consistently with the first recommendation,

but when required to anticipate future requirements, it is not necessary

for the railroad to submit designs if the nature of the work is known

to the bidder by reason of having previously done work for the railroad

or if standard designs of similar structures are submitted to the

bidders.

Fourth.—That whenever a bridge is to be erected on a line where

traffic is to be maintained, it is recommended that the work be done

by the railroad force; but on small railroads where suitably organized

and equipped forces for such work may not be justified, the large bridges,

and in some cases all bridges, may be erected by contract.

3. The width center to center of girders and trusses shall in no

case be less than one-twentieth of the effective span, nor less than is

necessary to prevent overturning under the assumed lateral loading.

9. Heavier loadings shall be proportioned to the above diagrams on

the same spacing.

Add to paragraph 10: Impact shall be added to strains produced

by direct vertical loading only.

19. Shearing, shop driven rivets in reamed or drilled holes, 12,000;

shop driven rivets in punched holes, 11,000; field driven rivets and turned

d

bolts, 9,000; plate girder webs, gross section, 12,000— 40— where "d" is

t "

the minimum unsupported distance in inches, between the flange angles

or stiffeners, whichever is the smaller, and "t" the thickness of web in

inches
;

pins, 12,000.

20. Bearing, shop driven rivets in reamed or drilled holes, 24,000;

shop driven rivets in punched holes, 22,000; field driven rivets and turned

bolts, 18,000; pins, 24,000; expansion rollers, per linear inch, 600 X D,

where "D" is the diameter of the roller in inches. Granite masonry, 600;

sandstone and limestone, 300; Portland cement concrete, 400.

238
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21. Members subject to alternate strains of tension and compression

shall be proportioned for the strains giving the largest section. If the

alternate strains occur in immediate succession, as in counters, such mem-

bers, shall be so proportioned that their total sectional area is equal to the

sum of areas required for each strain. The connections in either case shall

be proportioned for the sum of the strains.

28. Plate girders shall be proportioned either by the moment of

inertia of their net section, or by assuming that the strains pass through

the centers of gravity of flange sections, in which case one-eighth of the

gross section of the web, if properly spliced, may be used as flange

section.

Strike out paragraph 89.

93. If the ultimate strength varies more than 4,000 lbs. from that

desired, a retest shall be made on the same gage, which, to be accept-

able, shall be within 5,000 lbs. of the desired ultimate.

114. Wrought-iron shall be double-rolled, tough, fibrous and uniform

in character. It shall be thoroughly welded in rolling and be free from

surface defects. When tested in specimens of the form of Fig. 1, or in

full-sized pieces of the same length, it shall show an ultimate strength

of at least 50,000 lbs. per sq. in., an elongation of at least 18 per cent, in

8 in., with fracture wholly fibrous. Specimens shall bend cold, with the

fiber, through 135 degrees, without sign of fracture, around a pin the

diameter of which is not over twice the thickness of the piece tested.

When nicked and bent, the fracture shall show at least 90 per cent,

fibrous.

*i65. In eye-bar tests the ultimate strength, true elastic limit and

the elongation in 10 ft., unless a different length is called for, shall be

recorded, but in no case will eye-bars be accepted if the ultimate strength

falls below 55,000 lbs. or the elastic limit below 50 per cent, of the ulti-

mate strength.

*This amendment will be submitted to the 1906 convention by the Com-
mittee for reconsideration.



APPENDIX.

STUDY OF TRAIN AND LOCOMOTIVE WEIGHTS FOR USE
IN DESIGNING BRIDGES.

TRAIN LOADS.

This investigation on the weights of freight cars was made by listing

from the July number of the "Official Railway Equipment Register" for

the years noted a more or less complete list of all- the freight cars given

under their different capacities. It has not been attempted to make a

complete list of all freight cars covering all the smaller roads, but it is

believed that the list as given will furnish a very close average of cars

of all capacities and that the deductions made will represent sufficiently

close the results aimed at. A table showing the roads listed together

with the mileage of same follows

:

LIST OF RAILROADS USED IK OBTAINING AVERAGE MAXIMUM FOR IOO3, ALSO

MILEAGE FOR SAME.

Name of Railroad—

•

Mileage.
Pennsylvania 5,142
Long Island 393
Cumberland Valley 163
Pennsylvania Lines West 2,892
Vandalia Line 634
New York Central 2,829
N. Y., Chicago & St. Louis 523
Pittsburg & Lake Erie 184
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern 1,416
C, C, C. & St. L 2,290
Michigan Central 1,662
Delaware & Hudson 832
Lehigh Valley 1,398
Erie 2,121
N. Y., Sus. & Western 234
Central R. R. of New Jersey 685
N. Y., Ontario & Western 494
Philadelphia & Reading 1,453
Baltimore & Ohio 3,446
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern. 976
Maine Central 821
Boston & Maine 2,265
Central Vermont 531
Rutland 416
Bangor & Aroostook 413
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg. . 475
Bessemer & Lake Erie 220
Wheeling & Lake Erie 462
Ohio Central 582
Hocking Valley 346
Lake Erie & Western 586
Toledo, St. Louis & Western .... 451
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton. 970
Detroit Southern 371
Grand Rapids & Indiana 620
Pere Marquette 1,780
Chi., Indianapolis & Louisville.. 537
Evansville & Terre Haute 307
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis 289
Wabash 2,493
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.. 5.392
Iowa Central 583
Minneapolis & St. Louis 642
Illinois Central 4,265
Chicago & Alton 908
Chicago & Eastern Illinois 738
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. 6,775

Name of Railroad

—

Mileage.
Brought forward . . . . 64,005
Northwestern 5,577
Chi., St. P., Minn. & Omaha 1,656
Chicago Great Western 1,321
Minn., St. P. & Sault Ste. Marie 1,470
Burlington Route 2,917
Burlington & Missouri River... 4,120
Great Northern 5,563
Northern Pacific 5,107
Oregon R. R. & Navigation Co.. 1,130
Oregon Short Line 1,691
Union Pacific 3,020
Southern Pacific 5,524
Galv., Harrisburg & San Antonio 937
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. . 4,871
Atch., T. & S. Fe, Coast Line.. 1.912
Pecos System 500
Colorado Midland 336
Colorado & Southern 1,145
Fort Worth & Denver 452
Kansas City Southern 762
Houston & Texas Central 669
Denver & Rio Grande 1.708
Rio Grande .- 660
International & Great Northern. 1,105
Cotton Belt 1,302
Texas & Pacific 1,708
Missouri, Kansas & Texas 1,261
Missouri Pacific 5,626
San Antonio & Aransas Pass. . . 688
Frisco System 3,273
Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf 1,061
Louisville & Nashville 3.297
New Orleans & Northeastern . . 504
Chesapeake & Ohio 1 ,634
Norfolk & Western 1,685
Mobile & Ohio 876
Alabama Great Southern 361
Southern Railway 6,732
Central of Georgia Railway.... 1,845
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. L. 1,200
Atlantic Coast Line 4,058
Georgia 307
Miscellaneous small roads 12,969

Total 168,545

240
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CAPACITIES AND NUMBER OF CARS.

Year.
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The maximum loads for 1900 and 1903 may also be taken as the

same and be those resulting from a 100,000 lb. coal car, or in special cases

from a 100,000 lb. ore car. We have, then, allowing 10 per cent, increase

in loading

:

Load, plus 10 per cent 1 10000

Weight 100000 lb. coal car. .

.

39500

Between couplers 35 Vz ) 149500

4500 max. per ft. of track for coal cars.

Load, plus 10 per cent. 1 10000

Weight 100000 lb. ore car. . . . 31500

Between couplers 24)141500

5900 max. per ft. of track for ore cars

The weight of cars and length are taken from data supplied by

various car manufacturing companies and railroad companies, and the

cars used are those which give the greatest load per foot. (See table

on opposite page.)

Both the average and maximum train loads for these periods are

represented graphically as follows

:

6000

5000

t 4000
tc

a. 3000
<n

2 zooo
o

1000

1890 1895 \900 1905
Year

Taking up the question of maximum train loads by investigating the

maximum size car to be used without disturbing in any great measure

the existing clearances of the main lines of railroads, the following results

are obtained.

Assuming an outside width of car of 10 ft., which is about the

present width of the heaviest coal cars, the minimum overhead clearances

given in July, 1903, number of the "Railway Line Clearances and Car

Dimensions," are as follows for main lines

:

New England States (Fitchburg R. R.) 12 ft. 6 in.

Southern States (Louisville & Nashville) 11 ft. 10 in.

Eastern States (Pennsylvania R. R.) 12 ft. o in.

(Erie R. R.) 12 ft. oin.

(Baltimore & Ohio R. R.) 11 ft. 3 in.

Central States (Michigan Central) lift. 8 in.

Western States (Northern Pacific) 13 ft. 1 in.
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With the exception of the Baltimore & Ohio, the Louisville & Nash-

ville, and the Michigan Central roads, the main lines and most of the

branches of the principal lines will pass a loaded car 10 ft. wide by 12 ft.

high, and with a few other exceptions (Queen & Crescent, Erie and

Pennsylvania) will pass a 10 ft. car 12 ft. 6 in. high. We may assume,

therefore, that future developments will allow a car of these dimensions,

10 ft. wide by 12 ft. 6 in. high.

The question of length of car is one where we can do more guessing,

but a car of the above dimensions 36 ft. inside will be within the capacity

of the supporting power of eight steel car wheels, and for the purpose of

getting the load per foot we may assume this length as well as another

without greatly varying the results.

Assuming, then, a coal car with double hoppers 6 ft. o. c. and bot-

tom slope of 30 degrees (the arrangement of present 100,000 lb. steel cars)

and an inside width of 9 ft. 6 in., we get a car about as follows

:

36'-Q"x 9'-
6'

inside.

u u '^ ^ o u
This car has a cubic capacity of about 2,400 cubic feet level full, or

about 2,725 cubic feet heaped full. With coal at 55 lbs. per cubic foot this

would give a capacity of 150,000 lbs.

Car would weigh about 50,000 lbs.

200,000 lbs.,

with car length 39 ft. in. between couplers, weight per foot of track =
5,100 lbs.

With a flat car of same width and 3 ft. 6 in. to bottom, loaded with

green sawed lumber at 60 lbs. per cubic foot and allowing 20 per cent

for voids (which is probably a small enough allowance) we get

:

Load 36 ft. X 9 ft. X (9 ft. 6 in. — 1 ft. 6 in.) at 60 lbs. 155,000 lbs.

Car about 40,000 lbs.

39 ) 195,000

Load per ft - 5,000 lbs.

These figures seem to be about the maximum unless we go into the

question of ore, broken stone, etc., which are either taken care of in

smaller cars or else handled by roads which make special provision for

such freight. These possible maximum loads are in excess of the present

maximum, as deduced above by about 10 per cent., and it is very doubtful

if a further increase than this will be attained by ordinary freight traffic

covering coal.
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There is, of course, the question as to whether freight cars may not

be built with six-wheel trucks instead of four. But even should this ever

come into general adoption it would merely result in longer cars with

little increase per foot unless we assume the roads could materially alter

their clearances.

In regard to making an alternate specification providing lesser follow-

ing loads than the maximum, it is not advisable to recommend a train load

for designing new bridges less than that produced by 100,000 lb. coal

cars ; because every road doing freight business must transport coal in

these cars.

LOCOMOTIVES.

We present the following data :

(r) A list, Table (A), showing the heaviest consolidation locomotive

put in service by various railroads during the period between 1888 and

1903.

(2) A list, Table (B), similar to the above for decapod locomotives.

(3) A couple of locomotives (C) of the Mallet type, one of these

being in process of construction ; the other being a possibility now under

consideration.

The lists have been compiled from a carefui consideration of a file

of the Railroad Gazette, and it is believed will be found to cover very

completely the heaviest as well as some of the lighter but more common
locomotives of their several types. Opportunity to check the accuracy

of the lists (so far as the heaviest locomotives are concerned) has been

afforded by information submitted by the Baldwin Locomotive Works

and the American Locomotive Company giving axle loads and spacing

for the heaviest locomotives built by them during the periods ending with

the present and at five, ten and fifteen years back.

The lists are as follows

:

(3) Articulated Locomotives of the Mallet Type.

207.5 TONS.

loco.= £850 00
o g o
o o o

7 ^

z£XXl_XXXD o cp q

TENDER^ 130 000

O OOo OO
U) Lf) \S)

N CVl £Vi

rO CO cO

5-0" 5'-0" 10-6 5-0" S'0"

61- 5"

Locomotive as shown above being built by American Locomotive

Company for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
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310 TONS-

loco- 425 000

irn nrncprp cpciypo hhmh

TENDER- 195000

A 50

. &'a"l5'-0'j,5'ol5'-0) IQ'-O" Is'O'JS'O'Is'-oI 9'-4J"
J, 6'0J5-Vj^'-6J,

S-6

30 '-32:

Locomotive as shown above being a possibility; being at present under

consideration by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

(i) Consolidation Locomotives dr.ring the period 1888 to 1903.

TABLE A—CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVES.

Name of Railroad.
Year.

S 2

0>rH
*<a

Notes.

A., T. & S. Fe

C, E. LAP
Col. & Southern
Erie
Southern Pac
A., T. &S. F
P. R. R
P. & L. E
B. AO
Norfolk & West
A., T. & S. Fe
Southern Pac
Northern Pac
Great Northern
N. Y. C
Erie
Boston <fe Maine
Bess. <fe L. E .. .

Oregon Short Line. .

.

N. Y. O. & W
Oregon Short Line. .

.

Ches. & Ohio
Rio Grande West
L. S. & M S
111. Central
Northern Pac
P. R. R
C, C.,C. &St. L
Union Railroad
Ches. & Ohio
Burl, & Missouri
Northern Pac
P. R. R
Oregon Short Line . .

.

B. &O
B. & O
Buffalo & Sus
Pitts. Jc
Brazil Ry
Columbian Exhib
Cornwall & Lebanon.
Phil. & Reading
Baldwin Compound.

.

Southern Pac

25t;

123

1903

1903
1903
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1901

1901
1901

1901

1901

1901

1901

1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900
1899
1899
1899
1899
1898

1897
1897
1897
1896
1896
1895
1895
1894
1893

1892
1891
1891

1888

130

101«
113,=!,

104ft
102S
100 ft
96A
94 ft
93
84

107/
100
99
97/
95
94 ft
81

1 OK

100
99
98
93 ft

92ft
84
108

93«
92ft
115
92
90
93
87
82
84
83

81ft
80
85
74yo
75
82
61

66

72 T

-

v

56 h
60
60

67ft
69£
57
51
55
50

54ft

55
63 ft

53

70ft
50/;,

49
49
60

52ft
59

53 ft
56
55
52

43ft
49
42
46
53 ft
42
40
45
39 ft
41

42y2

26000

20500
25000
23500
23600
25000
20500
21000
24000
18000
23200
24000
23000
21000
26000
23500
20000
25100
14500
20900
22000
19000
16000
19000
30000
20200
20100
20000
22000
19000
14000
18000
18200
16000
13000
14000
16000
12000
15000
17000
15000
16000
14000
9000

50000

45500
50425
46375
45300
44000
43250
42037
40500
37500
47850
44000
43750
43500
41000
41475
35500
56300
42750
44300
43500
42000
42000
37250
49000
42250
41600
41250
52000
41250
41500
37500
39000
37000
38750
38000
36750
37000
35000
33000
33750
36000
27000
28500

34000
Mountain climber

(2-8-2)

Ore Traffic,
4-8-0

Heavy transfer.

4-8-0

2 front truck axles

4-8-0
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(2) Decapod Locomotives during the period 1891 to 1903.

TABLE B—DECAPOD LOCOMOTIVES.

Name of Railroad.
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years. An attempt has been made to separate those locomotives built for

a special service, such as the 130-ton locomotive for the A., T. & S. Fe,

which is a pusher for heavy grades; the P., B. & L. E. and the Union

Railroad engines, which handle ore trains.

This diagram, then, will show the general increase in heavy loco-

motives of the consolidation and decapod types during the term of years.

Diagram Fig. 2 shows graphically the average driving-axle loads of

the maximum locomotives for special service as before. This diagram,

then, shows the general increase in the driving-axle loads for consolidation

and decapod classes during a term of years.

The Mallet locomotives are included as being possible factors in

future development, but not of much present importance as concerning

the work in hand, the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad having the only one

in service in this country at this date (1905). It weighs 323,000 pounds

without tender, instead of 285,000, as projected by its builders on Ex-

hibit (3).

Discarding the Mallet type as too little developed to warrant serious

consideration, we come to the consideration of which of two types to

recommend for adoption—the decapod or the consolidation. The recent

orders placed by the A., T. & S. Fe for 70 decapods (the largest loco-

motives in. the world) would seem to indicate that these engines are giv-

ing good satisfaction. On the other hand, the Atchison seems to be the

only road to use these locomotives to any considerable extent ; and the

fact that other roads do not use this type of locomotive to a great extent

will make difficult an attempt to impose it as the standard load ; and for

this reason, if for no other, it would seem best to retain the old consolida-

tion type.

There will probably be no opposition to retaining the present arrange-

ment of two locomotives at the head of the train, although this is not

according to the present trend of actual practice. in railroad operation.

It is true, of course, that some other arrangement may bring greater

strains on certain members, but the chance of getting two maximum loco-

motives each drawing the maximum train load, and the whole series of

loads arranged in just such an order as will give the maximum strains in

the members, seem to be very small indeed ; and when we still further

consider the number of times such a load would have to pass over a

structure to seriously menace a member, we see the futility of attempting

• to make such a refinement in getting the absolute maximum for any posi-

tion of a series of loads. Present practice will, then, be followed by put-

ting two locomotives, both headed in the same direction, at the head of

the train.

In regard to the relative effects on various lengths of spans of two

decapod locomotives plus train load and two consolidation locomotives
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plus train load, a comparison will be of interest. In making this com-

parison the question of wheel loads for each type locomotive comes up.

At the present time the maximum average load on driving axle of the

heaviest decapod is 47,500 pounds, while the heaviest consolidation is

56,300 pounds. This latter locomotive is used for special traffic, however,

and a comparison would hardly be fair to the decapod. It is probable

that a fair comparison of the types would be to assume such driving-axle

loads as would give equal tractive power for the two types, especially as

one of, if not the greatest, advantages of the decapod type is to do away

with excessive axle loads without impairing the tractive power. However,

for the present purpose the same axle loads will be assumed for the two

types, making them 25,000 for the truck, 50,000 for the drivers and 32,500

for the tenders, these loadings approximating closely to the A., T. & S. Fe

I33 is decapod and the Colorado Southern 113 j

3
lT consolidation. The

wheel spacings for these locomotives are approximately as follows

:

20 2. .5 tons

275 000
o O O o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
un uo in lti

(DZo OOOOO hfh h(h

130000

S000 LBS. PER FT

9Q lO'-O' ],5'0"J,5'0'15'-0|,

5'0"
,

IZ'-O" 5'-0j, 7-0" [5'0 5'-0'

59-0"

Typicm Decapod - D50
APPROXIMATING THE AT. &S.FE 200TON LOCO

177-5 TONS.

22.c,onn

chZqS (JYlYfrO ?*?h b-n

130000

LO to

5000 LBS PER FT.

. 9'-0'
,

,

9'-0
a

]t

5'-0"j,5'-0']
l S'-0'J,

I2.'-Q" JS'-O'JT-O" js'-O
-

,
5-0,

"

53-0"

Typical Consolidation C50
APPROXIMATING THE COL. 8l SOUTHERN 172 TON LOCO.

For purposes of comparison a following train load has been used in

each case of 5,000 pounds per foot.

Three moment polygons as follows have been constructed, viz.

:

Fig. 3—177^2 ton Consolidation C 50

Fig. 4—202 T/2 ton Decapod D 50

Fig. 5—310 ton Mallet Articulated. A 50
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typical Consolidation 177.5 tons (H2i+6S) C50

177.5 tons.

o o o o
o o o o o o
p O OO

J=>

°
u) in £j pj

9' S 5' S' \t i 7' B' 9' S S S

Moments Shears
1010000 153000

2250000 207000
4500000 270000
7 500000 347000
11250000 415000

16 250000 462000
28000000 621000

Fig. 3.

Mallet Type 3I0tons (2i2i»97\) A50

o o 00 o o o o00 OO o o 0000 OP o o 00
q o o o p o P

OOP PP

Span
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Typicm. Decapod 202.5tons (i37i-65) DSO

102.5 TONS

Moments
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comparative weights of the two locomotives. The figures for this type

have been put in merely as a matter of interest.

30 000 000
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10000000
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which may be fairly considered as representing maximum locomotives in

ordinary freight traffic

:

Number. Average Driv-
ling-axle Load.

Erie
New York Central
Great Northern
Northern Pacific
Southern Pacific
Pennsylvania Railroad
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. .

.

Southern Pacific
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

1901
1901

1901

1901
1901
1902
1902
190-2

1903

20
26
12

256

135

41,475
41,000
43.500
43,500
44.000
45,250
44,000
45,300
43,500

From the above, we may reasonably conclude the maximum axle load

on present locomotives for ordinary freight traffic is about 45,000 lbs.

For allowance for future development, this may be increased to 50,000

lbs., making an increase of about 11 per cent. The truck load is

usually very close to half the driving-axle load and may be taken at 25,000.

The tender loads are not so generally uniform as to make them as

readily determined, but the capacities for the heavier locomotives closely

approximate 6,000 gallons of water and 10 tons of coal. These figures

will be affected by the character of the service and the distance between

coaling and watering points. For our maximum, a capacity of 7,000 gal-

lons and 12 tons would seem to be large enough assumptions, although

these figures are exceeded by a number of locomotives in service. These

figures give an average axle load of about 32,500 lbs.

The locomotive as outlined above will, then, be as follows

:

177.5 Tons.

ZZ5QQQ
oooo
in

o o o
o o oO O oO O o
LO 1-0 10

Z4> 0)0)0)0)
For the wheel spacings, the drivers may be taken at 5 ft. center to

center as being on the side of safety, although all the present locomotives

approximating the above have total driving base somewhat in excess of

these figures. The total wheel base of the engines, if taken at 24 ft., will

closely agree with present heavy locomotives. The tender wheel base for

the capacities assumed would probably not be less than 17 ft., while the
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total wheel base engine and tender is about 53 ft. These bases make
the spacings as follows

:

. 9'Q" ls-Q-1,5-0'15-0-], ft'-O' l5'-ol7'-o"l5-q'

53'Q"

The 12-ft. space between engine and tender is somewhat larger than

is generally specified at present and it may be thought advisable to reduce

it as being on the side of safety. For the spacing between engines, 9 ft,,

agrees very well with present locomotives and 5 ft. between tender and

train load.

To summarize, then, the engine loading that best represents maximum
conditions for railroads doing a heavy freight traffic is as shown below. It

may well be called C-50 to designate its consolidation type and weight

index.

1st. Engine. C5Q, Engine &. Tender 177.5 ton». *«-Tk/mn Lo*d

o o
o o

_9lfil _aio; 5'0'S'O'. s'o

o4b CXXX^ cb o cbo
'r-o'

10 w
co to

5'0*
.
7-Q" S'o" 5'0

WMMW

It will be noticed that this loading bears a striking resemblance to

Mr. Cooper's series, being identical with the exception of the wheel

spacing, which in the above loadings is made to fit the larger locomotives,

while Mr. Cooper's typical locomotives were originated at a time when
engines with a driving-axle load exceeding 40,000 .lbs. were unheard of,

and consequently the wheel spacings follow the lighter engines more

closely.

For purposes of designing short spans, we cannot improve on Mr.

Cooper's specification of two axles loaded with about 60,000 lbs. each,

though the spacing should be increased to 7 ft.

The studies leading to the above conclusions were made in the latter

part of 1903. It has not been thought necessary to change the tables, etc.,

to include engines and cars built during the past year. Careful examina-

tion of the published accounts of new rolling stock shows that while the

average weights would be affected, the maxima would remain as given in

the paper.

For rating and comparing old bridges on an existing line of railroad

a loading that may be increased or diminished by ratios is very convenient.

Cooper's series presents such a loading, and, as it is in very extensive use

at the present time, it is thought best to recommend it to the Association,
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although the wheel spacings are too short to match the heavier engines.

It is recognized that it is a practical impossibility to build an adequate

boiler for an E-50 engine on the wheel base given, but as wheel concen-

trations are admittedly only typical and conventional, it is not essential

that the 'spacing be rational ; the only requisite being that the result shall

be a good bridge and the strains not less than those caused by actual

engines. This requisite is fulfilled by Cooper's loadings. Equally satis-

factory bridges may be designed by using uniform loadings and the Com-

mittee hopes in the future to present an acceptable system of this kind.

IMPACTS.

During the past five years the members of the sub-committee on

impacts have made some two thousand tests on various members of

different bridges under slow and fast movement of trains. These tests

were made partly with extensometers of original design and partly with

Frsenkel extensometers. A number of these tests were unsatisfactory

and worthless on account of the instruments slipping, but a large portion

of them were practically perfect and showed clearly the effect of fast-

moying trains on structures.

All data in connection with these tests, the eight original instruments

and four Frsenkel instruments were destroyed in the recent fire in Balti-

more; nothing was saved except a few bare results, which we outline

in this report.

These tests were made on plate girder bridges, running from 32

to 75 ft., and single-track truss bridges, running from 100 to 520 ft. On
the truss spans the instruments were attached to the end bottom chord,

.center bottom chord, hanger, the first main tie and counter tie. All these

tests were made on bridges on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and in

order to obtain slow speed tests the railroad company had all trains on

the day these tests were made move across the bridge at a very slow

speed, running from 4 to 20 miles per hour. Then on the second day

all trains were permitted to run at the regular speed, which ranged from

40 to 70 miles per hour. The speed was ascertained by using a stop

watch ; the train moving over a measured distance of about 500 ft., and

an automatic drop signal being arranged at the beginning and end of this

measured distance.

In a general way these experiments show that the impacts or vibra-

tions are not noticeable to any extent for speed under 15 or 20 miles

per hour, the diagram being practically a smooth line. As the speed

increased beyond 20 miles per hour the vibrations became more and more

decided, and at fastest speed we have the sharpest and greatest vibration.

In the majority of tests made, the maximum strain obtained by engine

at slow speed exactly intersects the vibrations obtained by the same

engine at fast speed, but there were a number of cases where this did

not hold good, and the center of vibrations at fast speed showed an

excess strain over that obtained by the same engine at slow speed. There
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were a number of instances where the pencil on instruments did not

return to the datum line after the train had been removed from the

structure. There were other cases where the pencil returned below

this datum line. When this occurred the clamps of the instruments were

closely examined to see whether they had shaken loose, but in the ma-

jority of cases they were found perfectly tight and secure. If, there-

fore, these instruments did not slip, it indicates that the members of truss

bridges do not always maintain the same initial strain, due to the dead

load, but that the jarring of trains in crossing these bridges in some

cases relieves part of the dead load in some members and throws more

of it in other members, and when the load passes off the bridge, the

members have somewhat different strains from what they had before

the load went on. Such a condition can be very readily understood.

We exceedingly regret the unfortunate fire which destroyed these

valuable tests, especially so as it will take a long time to cover the same

ground again, but trust that the results submitted below, which were

fortunately saved, will indicate clearly enough that impacts decrease as

the span length increases in plate girders and in the bottom chord of

truss bridges, but in hangers, main ties and counters of truss bridges,

there does not appear, from the summary of the tests made, that there

is a uniform decrease proportional to the length of load producing the

maximum strain in the member in question.

A summary of these tests is given below.

The plate girders experimented upon were deck; the instruments

were attached to the lower flange. The trusses were all through, pin-

connected, with stiff end verticals and end bottom chords. Floor beams

were riveted to posts and stringers to webs of flfior beams. Counters

were adjustable members. All were modern bridges in good condition.

The results given are the minimum and maximum of all tests made

on the individual bridges, and are for fast speed; They show the excess

due to fast speed and slow speed.

PLATE GIRDERS.

Span or Measured Impact Impact Am. Br. Co. Spec.

Length of Loading. Per cent. Per cent.

31 ft. 6 in. 15 to 85 91

60 in. 3 in. 36 to 71 83

75 ft. 6 in. 18 to 61 80

BOTTOM CHORD OF TRUSSES.

100 ft. 16 to 57 75

153 ft. 11 to 32 66

207 ft. 18 to 50 59
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MAIN AND COUNTER TIES OF TRUSSES.

Span or
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Bouscaren's, I = 10 -(-

Melan's, I = 14 +

5625

L +62^
2625

L+ 33

Cain's or Pennsylvania Railroad I =
max. -j- min.

or for

... ... Is + ds
limits of this paper

;
—;—=-

^ r
Is +2ds

In these formulas I = per cent, of live load and is an increment to be

added to the live load. L= length of loaded track for member consid-

ered, Is = max. live load strain and ds = dead load strain. It has been

necessary to redress Cain's formula in order to compare it with the

others, as in its ordinary form it effects the unit strain only. There

are other formulas which might have been included in the above list, but

it is believed that those given are fairly representative and include those

most used at the present time.

In making this comparison, since two of the formulas depend upon

a ratio of live and dead strains, it has been necessary to work out these

strains for the various span lengths. For this purpose the weights of

bridges given in the N. Y. C. & H. R. Railroad specifications for 1902,

and that loading of Cooper's has been used which would correspond

approximately, were the bridges designed under his specification. These

loadings are E-45 for girder spans 10 to 100 ft. long and E-50 for truss

spans 90 to 240 ft. long. The agreement between the loading and the

assumed weights would, of course, vary under each different impact

formula and the unit strains used with same, and in any of the above

cases this agreement is approximate only; so in so far as the formulas

depend upon a ratio of live and dead strains for their evaluation the

comparison can only be approximate also ; but they will be amply close

enough for the purpose intended.

From plate girder bridges of spans from 10 to 100 ft. the live and

dead strains are as follows

:

DECK PLATE GIRDERS, ORDINARY TRACK. (E-45.)

Span.
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THROUGH PLATE GIRDERS, BALLAST FLOOR. (E-45.)

Span.
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This diagram, Fig. 9, shows the impacts to be added for the shear in

the end panel as well as for the shear at the center of span.

Finally, there have been prepared two tables showing the ultimate

effects on the center flange or chord sections of bridges when the various

formulas are used with the unit strains commonly specified in connection

with them.

In Table D we find that for plate girders of 10-ft. span the flange

section ranges from 6.6 sq. in. for 'Cooper's formula and units to 10 sq.

in. for the B. & O. S. W. formula and units ; and for plate girders of 100-

ft. spans, from 39.5 sq. in. for M'elan's to 51 sq. in. for Pennsylvania Rail-

road; a difference in the first case of 51^2 per cent, and in the second

case of 29 per cent.

From Table E we find that for truss spans of 90 ft. the center chord

section ranges from 24.5 sq. in. for Melan's formula and units to 31.3 sq.

in. for Pennsylvania Railroad formula and units; and for spans of 240

ft. from 69.5 sq. in. for Melan's to 94 sq. in. for B. & O. S. W. ; a differ-

100 X of L
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ence for the shorter span of 28 3-10 per cent, and in the longer of 35

per cent.

Another comparison of various formulas is given on the following

diagram. The dead load used in this comparison is taken from the

records of the American Bridge Company and Cooper's E-50 is used for

live loads. This diagram shows to advantage how the Schneider formula

automatically favors the middle trusses and floor beams of double-track

bridges.

The foregoing shows the very considerable variation resulting from

the use of the various impact formulas and the practically identical unit

strains of various engineers, the maximum difference (omitting the B. &
O. S. W.) in the examples given being 26 per cent, for 30-ft. spans and

22 per cent, for 240 ft. spans.

DISCUSSION OF THE ABOVE COMPARISONS.

Your Committee feels that with a constant unit strain of 16,000

lbs. per in. base, as proposed in the recommended specification, an impact

addition of 100 per cent, should be used for zero span, and that it should

not decrease at a too rapid rate for longer spans. Diagrams Figs. 7 and 8

show that these requirements are well covered by three of the formulas

considered, viz., the Schneider, the Pritchard, and the Cain formulas.

The last named was proposed by Prof. Cain in 1877 as a modification of

Launhardt's formula and has been extensively used. When transposed to

admit of the use of a constant unit strain it has the apparent effect of

applying impact to the dead as well as live load, and consequently for long

spans the percentage is rather high.

To further test the Pritchard and Schneider formulas, Mr. Brown
of the Boston Bridge Works and Mr. Schneider of the American Bridge

Company have worked out comparisons, the results of which are given

on pp. 265-268. Mr. Brown's tables show the effects of the two formulas

on all members of four trusses. He says in transmitting them

:

"I have found among my files bridges having spans of 99 ft, 149 ft.,

200 ft., and 303^ ft. ; all designed for Cooper's loading E-48. I have,

therefore, tabulated the stresses and the impacts for each member of these

various spans, all of which are shown on the accompanying diagrams

and tables.

"The spans chosen are all skewed, making different length end panels.

This is to be regretted, but it will make little difference in the principle

and will doubtless answer the purpose as well as if the panels had been

equal throughout.

"These tables show that Fritchard's formula gives slightly greater

values than Schneider's for all members except floor beam hangers,

where they are a little less; but the differences are comparatively slight."
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COMPARISON OF SCHNEIDER S AND PRITCHARD IMPACT FORMULAS AS
APPLIED TO CENTER CHORD SECTIONS OF BRIDGES WITH

BALLAST FLOOR. COOPER'S E-50 LOADING.
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SUMMARY AND AVERAGE.
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TESTS OF RIVETED JOINTS.

We submit herewith a report of the tests and observations we have

made on riveted joints to ascertain their behavior under strain, and

the conclusions we have drawn from these tests.

The sizes and shapes of the specimens tested are shown on Plates

i to 6 inclusive. The material used for the plates and rivets was basic

open-hearth steel of a quality in accordance with the specifications for

material adopted by the Association in March, 1903.

The rivet holes were punched with a punch of if-in. diameter

and a die of i-in. diameter. No reaming was done before the rivets

were driven except such as was necessary to get fair holes. The con-

tact surfaces were painted with graphite paint. The rivets had a diam-

eter of ^s-in. before they were driven. They were driven with a

stationary pressure riveter operated by compressed air, direct, during

the first part of the stroke of the upsetting tool, and by compressed

air acting on a piston in an oil chamber back of the upsetting tool

towards the end of the stroke, exerting a pressure of about 70 tons

on the rivet.

Five specimens were made and tested of each of the eighteen types,

making ninety specimens in all. They were tested in a four hundred

thousand-pound screw, power driven, Riehle lever machine, the ends

of the specimens being held in the head blocks by wedges in the usual

manner.

For the attachment of the micrometer-extensometers, holes were

prick punched in the edges of the main plates, just beyond the

splice plates. Conical pointed set screws were supported in these

holes (for the double main plates, plugs were inserted in drilled holes

to receive the ends of the set screws) by passing through yokes of

Yi by Y^-va.. metal. The yokes were held in horizontal planes by the

adjustable springs shown in the photographs, Figs. 1 to 3 inclusive.

The lower ends of the micrometer-extensometer rods were fitted to

spools of insulating material on the set screws, and each held in place

by a small adjustable insulated plate clamped to the yoke as shown.

The upper ends were held in place by insulated plates in ,the same

manner, immediately under the set screws. Brown & Sharpe micrometer

screws, reading to ten-thousandths of an inch, were used, with electrical

contacts.

An initial load of one thousand pounds was applied and the mi-

crometers read. The required load was then applied and the micro-

meters read; the load reduced to the initial one and the micrometers

read. This process was repeated until the desired limit had been reached.

For some of the first tests the micrometers were held in place by

covered copper wire, which did not give so good results as the clamp

plates, which were subsequently provided.
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For measuring the slip of the different plates beyond the elastic

limit, the edges at the near ends of the main plates and the outer ends

of the splice plates were planed down to a surface, and a reference

line drawn on each with the planer tool. This is shown on the photo-

graphs, Figs. 4 to 18 inclusive. The distance between the central or

near ones was taken off with dividers and that between the outside

ones with a beam compass and read on a Brown & Sharpe steel scale.

The observations taken from the tests have been compiled in tables

7 to 96, inclusive. These tables show the total load on the specimens,

the readings on the extensometer, the elongations, the permanent sets

and the shearing strain per square inch on the rivets at the various

stages of the tests. The .elongations and permanent sets of each speci-

men are shown on diagrams 97 to 114, inclusive, and the averages

of the permanent set for each type of specimens are shown on diagrams

115 to 117, inclusive.

The strain per square inch is calculated for the diameter of the

rivets before driving.

The sliding of the plates in specimens 7 to 18, inclusive, in rela-

tion to each other is shown in tables 118 to 123, inclusive, and diagram

124. Some of the features and behavior of the specimen are shown
by Figs. 4 to 18, inclusive.

The distortion of some of the rivets at the breaking point is shown
by Figs. 19 and 20.

The tables and diagrams show that a permanent set took place in the

joints, during the tests, at a much lower strain than that required to

cause a permanent set in the rivet material from shearing forces.

The first permanent set, in the joint under strain, must, therefore,

be caused by the slipping, on each other, of the surfaces held in contact

by the rivets. This slip occurs when the shearing forces become large

enough to overcome the frictional resistance of this contact. That such

a slip can take place, without starting to shear the rivets, is due to the

space left between the rivets and the edges of the rivet holes caused

by the contraction of the material in cooling.

If rivets are driven through several pieces and the holes do not well

match in the component pieces, or if the grip of the rivet is above a

certain limit, or if the rivets are not properly driven, this space around

the rivets will be irregular and larger than if these adverse conditions

did not exist. Rivets under such conditions will not come to bearing at

the same time after the slip has occurred, but a permanent set or defor-

mation must take place in some of the rivets before they all are brought

into action to resist the shearing forces. The deformation of the joint

under these conditions will be correspondingly large under a compara-

tively low strain.

The importance of well matched and clean holes, short rivets, and

well driven rivets, is, therefore, self-evident.

The first set or slip, which may be called the yield point of the riveted

18
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joints, occurring when the frictional resistance of the contact between

the surfaces clamped together by the rivets is overcome by the shearing

forces is, therefore, dependent on the pressure exerted by the rivets

through their axial strain brought in play by their longitudinal contrac-

tion in cooling after they are driven.

If the pieces at the joint are well drawn together and held in posi-

tion by bolts when the rivets are driven, the rivets, in cooling, will contract

longitudinally sufficiently to bring a strain which will be considerably

above the elastic limit of the rivet in tension. This is shown by the fact

that a contraction, corresponding to a reduction of about 152 degrees

Fahrenheit in temperature, will produce a longitudinal strain of 30,000 lbs.

per sq. in. in the rivets, which is beyond the elastic limit of the rivet

material.

To enable the bolts to draw the surfaces in close contact, it is neces-

sary that all the component pieces are well straightened and all burr

around rivet holes, formed by reaming or drilling the material, are

removed before the pieces are assembled and bolted up.

After the first set or slip in the joint under strain has occurred, part

or all of the rivets, depending on the accuracy of the workmanship, will

be brought to bear against the edges of the rivet holes, but, as the rivets

in cooling have contracted to a smaller diameter than the rivet holes,

only a small part of the sides of the rivets will come in contact with the

rivet holes. If the strain on the joint is increased, a deformation of the

sides of the rivets will take place, bringing a larger surface of the sides

in contact with the rivet holes and increasing the resistance of the rivets

at an increasing rate until the rivets have been deformed sufficiently to

bring the whole side to bear against the rivet holes. After this point has

been reached, the resistance of the rivets will increase at a decreasing

rate until the ultimate strength of the rivets has been reached, and the

breakdown occurs.

The first set or slip being due to the open space left around the

rivets in cooling is very small, if the holes are well matched and the

rivets short and well driven. This is clearly shown on the diagrams

giving the permanent set.

It is, therefore, safe to successively strain a joint by shearing forces,

always acting in the same direction, considerably beyond the point where

the slip occurs without injuring its strength, but, on the other hand, it is

not safe to strain a joint successively by shearing forces, acting m alter-

nate direction, anywhere near this point, as the result will be loose rivet

within a short time.

Fillers inserted between the main plates increase the set of a joint

and thus reduce its working strength, but the set can be reduced by con-

necting the filler plates to the main plates with additional rivets, provid-

ing the fillers do not increase the length of the grip of the rivets to such

an extent that the rivets cannot be upset by the riveting tool sufficiently

to fill the holes throughout the length of the rivets.

Specimens T B 6 to T B 12, inclusive, having a maximum thickness

of 3.43 times the diameter of the rivets, show that by using an additional
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number of rivets for each filler, equal to about one-third of the number
of rivets used through the main plates in the joint without fillers, the

slip in the joint with fillers can be reduced to about the same as in the

joint without fillers.

Specimens T B 13 to T B 18 show, on the other hand, that this

number of additional rivets through the fillers is not sufficient on account

of the long rivets used and the difficulty of drawing up joints of this

thickness with bolts before the rivets are driven.

Comparing specimens T B 6 and T B 13, it will be seen that, while

T B 6 has a thickness of only 1.71 times the diameter of the rivets, and

T B 13 has a thickness of 3.43 times the diameter of the rivets the set

and the shearing strength per square inch of the rivets is practically

the same for both, although they are of different thickness and have a

different number of rivets. It seems, therefore, as if the set and the

shearing strength of the rivets in joints is nearly the same up to a

certain limit of the thickness of the joints. The tests indicate that this

limit in thickness is reached closely above the thickness of T B 13, or at

about four times the diameter of the rivets. For greater thickness the set

increases rapidly and the working strength decreases correspondingly.

To ascertain how well 'the different tools upset the rivets, several

specimens were made and the rivets driven through thicknesses made up

of from two to seven plates and varying in thickness from 1.33 times the

diameter of the rivets to 4.66 times the diameter of the rivets. The holes

were punched and not reamed before the rivets were driven. The speci-

mens were sawed longitudinally through the center line of the rivets and

the sawed surfaces polished.

The tools used in driving were the stationary hydro-pneumatic riveter,

same as used in driving rivets in specimens for tests of riveted joints; the

pneumatic horseshoe riveter; the pneumatic hammer, and the hand ham-
mer. The pneumatic hammer upset the rivets best, the hydro-pneumatic

riveter came second, the horseshoe riveter third, and the hand hammer
gave the poorest results.

The specimens showed that all the tools, with the exception of the

hand hammer, upset the rivets to fill the holes up to a thickness of about

four times the diameter of the rivets.

To obtain good results in riveting, not only the holes must match

well and the riveting tool be of the right kind, but the rivets must be

uniformly heated, which can be done only in properly constructed

furnaces.

Field rivets heated in hand forges and driven by hand hammers will

not fill the rivet holes and will not clamp together the pieces forming

the joint as closely as rivets driven in the shop; hence proper allowance

should be made for this deficiency in designing field joints.

The test on riveted joints made by the Committee is limited, and it

is to be hoped that someone will continue the investigation, using speci-

mens that fairly represent the riveted joints as they are used in struc-

tures under various conditions. There is no doubt but tests made on
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rivets in reamed or drilled holes will give somewhat different results

from those in punched holes.

The tests already made plainly show that it is not only the number

of rivets used but the arrangement of the component pieces of the joint

and the arrangement of the rivets through same, that govern the work-

ing strength of the joint.

From these tests we have drawn the following conclusions

:

(/) That the resistance of a riveted joint against deformation by

shearing forces, up to the yield point, is due to the friction betzvecn

the surfaces held in contact by the rivets.

(^) That the yield point of a riveted joint is reached when the

shearing forces arc equal to the friction of the surfaces held in contact

by the rivets.

(j) That the deformation of a riveted joint at the yield point is

caused by the slipping on each other of the surfaces held in contact

by the rivets, and is due to the diametral contraction of the rivets in

cooling after they are driven, which leaves a space betzvecn the body

of the rivet and the edge of the rivet hole.

(4) That after the slip at the yield point has occurred and the

rivet is brought to bear against the edge of the rivet hole, a deforma-

tion of the body of the rivet takes place with an accelerating increase

in the resistance until the entire side of the rivet has been brought to

bear against the edge of the rivet hole, and that the deformation con-

tinues beyond this point with a diminishing increase in the resistance

until the ultimate strength of the rivet in shear has been reached and

the breakdown occurs.

(5) That lap joints, on account of the unsyninictrical distribution

of the material, deflect sideways under strain, throwing the rivets in

tension, and thereby reducing the shearing forces between the surfaces

held in contact by the rivets.

(6) That fillers inserted between the main plates reduce the

strength of a riveted joint, but that the full strength can be obtained

by connecting the fillers to the main plates by additional rivets.

(7) That the number of rivets connecting the fillers to the main

plates should, for each intervening filler, be about one-third of the num-

ber of rivets required in a similar joint without fillers, to obtain the

same strength in both cases.

(8) That the strength of a riveted joint zvith rivets of larger grip

than about four times their diameter is decreased, as the length of the

grip is increased.

(9) That the number of rivets, in a riveted joint with larger grip

of the rivets than four times their diameter, should be increased at

least one per cent, for each one-sixteenth of an inch increase in the

grip above this length, to obtain the same strength as a similar joint

zvith the grip of the rivets shorter than four times their diameter.
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(10) That a riveted jo'mt, subject to forces always acting in the

same direction, may safely be strained beyond the yield point up to a

point where the rivets are brought to bear against the edges of the

rivet holes.

(11) That a riveted joint, subject to forces alternating in opposite

directions, may not safely be strained up to the yield point.

(12) That, to obtain a minimum slip at the yield point, it is neces-

sary that the holes in the component pieces should thoroughly match
and that the driving tool should upset the rivet throughout its length

so that it zvill thoroughly fill the rivet hole.

The specimens for these tests were furnished by the North Works
of the Illinois Steel Company, and the tests were made by the College

of Civil Engineering of Cornell University.
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Fig. i.
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Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9.
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Fig. io.
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Fig. ii.
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Fig. 12.
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Fig. 13.
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Fig. 14.
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Fig. 15.
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Fig. 16.
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Fig. 17.
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Fig. 18
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RESUME OF SOME EUROPEAN EXPERIMENTS ON RIVETED
JOINTS.

The most important foreign experiments on riveted joints within

recent years are the following

:

By. M. Considere in 1886 (Annalcs des Pouts et Chaussees). Men-
tion is made of previous experiments, showing strains per square inch

in the rivets at the slipping point of 9,800, 10,000, 19,800, 31,600, 47,000

and 48,400 pounds. In view of the divergence of these results, the

author determined to make experiments on his own account. His

experiments were all made with iron rivets. He found that the first

strength of the rivets was produced by the clamping action of the rivets,

due to shrinkage. He noted that the adhesion or friction depended

upon two elements—the condition of the contact surfaces and the force

which clamps them together.

It was found that the space between the rivet and the side of the hole,

near the middle of the shank, in the case of hand-driven rivets, in good
punched work, varies from .008 inch to .02 inch. In the best of machine
work the shrinkage of the metal in cooling alone leaves a space of .002

inch.

To test the effect of the condition of the surfaces on the frictional

resistance, he made fifteen tests of five groups of three identical samples.

Between the groups the only difference was in the way the holes were
made as affecting the condition of the contact surfaces. In all cases the

holes were circular, the freedom of the rivet from contact with the sides

of the holes being insured by using an extra plate each side of the

pair to which forces were applied, that is, one under each head of the

rivet, in which the hole was smaller than the hole in the strained plates.

The result of the tests is given in the table below, in which the

results of the three identical samples are averaged.

Method of Preparation of Samples.
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experimenters, but they show that a considerable variation may be

expected when the only condition varied is the surface of the plates.

It is worthy of note that the difference in adhesion caused by the

surface does not appear when the strain is continued up to rupture. This

is due to the fact that, after slipping, the rivet resists mainly by shear.

Another series of tests was made to determine the effect upon hand-

driven rivets of the temperature at which they are driven. In this case

the holes were all drilled.

The results showed the adhesion to be about 14,200 pounds per

square inch, when the driving was commenced at temperatures between

i,ooo° C. and 8oo° C. (cherry red) ; it increases as the temperature of

riveting decreases ; it reaches the maximum of 19,800 pounds for rivets

near 6oo° C. (very dull red) ; then diminishes with the temperature, fall-

ing to a value not determined, but certainly below 7,260 pounds per

square inch for rivets driven cold.

A similar series of tests upon rivets driven by a machine capable

of exerting a pressure of about 142,000 pounds per square inch on the

rivet showed analogous results, only more marked. In this case rivets

driven at a bright cherry color gave an adhesion of 14,200 pounds per

square inch, and, when driven cold, less than 7,100 pounds per square

inch. They reached a maximum, with a temperature from dull cherry

to dark red, of from 22,800 pounds to 24,200 pounds per square inch.

The author's explanation of the greater adhesion than that shown

by the hand rivets is that probably the condition of the plates was not

absolutely identical, he apparently not ascribing it to the difference in

driving.

Another series of experiments on rivets driven with a machine

capable of exerting a pressure of only about 100,000 pounds per square

inch gave about the same adhesion for rivets driven at a bright cherry

;

but the adhesion fell very rapidly as the temperature was decreased,

and amounted to only 5,700 pounds to 7,100 pounds per square inch when
it reached dull red. This indicates that the advantage of the lower tem-

peratures does not exist unless we have sufficient power.

The explanation of the increase in adhesion at low red temperature

is that when metal is upset at this temperature it is hardened and the

elastic limit increased, and the clamping effect of the rivet is proportional

to the elastic limit of the metal.

This calls attention to the advantage of rapidity in driving. With

power riveters this is easy, and it is safe to use rivets at about the right

temperature ; but with hand rivets, when the process of driving is slow,

they must be heated to a bright red, and the upsetting in the shank will

be finished very quickly, without very largely augmenting the elastic limit

of the part where it would do some good, while the upsetting in the head

is liable to be continued down to a black heat, at which incipient cracks

may be started, sufficient to cause the head to fly off at the least blow.

The fact that it takes longer to drive a large rivet by hand than it does one

of smaller diameter makes it apparent that the diameter should be limited

unless power is available. This same reasoning also applies to rivets of

which the length is excessive.
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The author sums up the conclusions of the foregoing as follows: "In

practice, mechanical riveting, done with suitable pressure and temperature,

presents an incontestable superiority, which increases with the diameter of

the rivets, the thickness of the joints, the imperfection of punching and

insufficient inspection."

A few experiments are described upon rivets strained in opposite direc-

tions. They indicate that if the alternate strains are sufficient to over-

come the adhesion, the strength of the rivet rapidly decreases, probably

through polishing of the surfaces in contact.

The author concludes with an account of his observations on the

effect of drifting unfair holes. He does not find by experiment that drift-

ing weakens the plates or diminishes the adhesion of the rivets, but it is

objectionable on the ground that it gives rise to abnormal tension in parts

of the structure. He considers that reaming unfair holes is better than

drifting, on this account, but "exactness in piercing holes is one of the

first characteristics of good construction. It is obtained more easily by

using a drill than in punching."

Experiments by M. Dupuy corroborated those of M. Considere in

regard to the effect of high temperature, and also show that the resistance

varies with the elastic limit of the rivet material.

J. Schroeder van der Kolk made extensive experiments on riveted

joints, published in Le Genie Civil, 1897, to ascertain the distribution of the

resistance among the various rivets of a joint, the method of this resistance

and the influence of the stretch of the plate between the rivets. Hand
and hydraulic riveting was compared, as well as the effect of round and

slotted holes and the action of rivets from which the heads were

removed after driving.

The method of measurement was by micrometers attached so that min-

ute displacements and elongations of the plate and bending of the rivets

could be observed with great precision.

The specimens were plates butted, with splice plates each side. Two
rows and three rows of rivets each side of the joints were experimented

with. In what follows the row of rivets farthest from the joint is called

A, the one next the joint B, and when there are three rows the central

one is C.

The loads were released at each measurable movement, and the total

movement was found to be partly elastic and partly permanent.

In hand-driven specimens, with oval holes in the central plate and

with the aggregate thickness of the splice plates double that of the central

plate, the elastic movement at rivets A was greater than at B, but the

permanent slip was equal at the two lines.

With round holes, and when the thickness of the central plate was

equal to the sum of the side plates, the elastic movement at both lines

was equal.

With oval holes, the elastic movement was resisted, of course, by

friction, and the excess at A over B was due to the elongation of the

comparatively thin central plate.
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It was found that the first permanent slip occurred at a higher load

when the holes in the central plate were oval than when round, but when

slip once commenced it increased rapidly in the former case.

Experiments on joints driven with a hydraulic riveter showed that

the permanent slip was diminished very considerably by continuing the

pressure for a period of five seconds or more after the rivet was upset.

The elastic movement, however, was the same, whether the pressure

was released immediately or continued.

With hydraulic riveting, the holes were completely filled even when
slightly enlarged in the central plate, and hence movement could occur

only bv flexure of the shafts of the rivets. The angle of flexure of the

rivets was measured and the elastic movement found to correspond exactly

with the elastic flexure of the rivets. This angle was much greater in

rivets A than in B.

The permanent slip was greater than the permanent flexure of the

rivets for moderate loads. This shows that the permanent slip was made
up of a displacement and a permanent flexure of the rivets. Under a

larger load the flexure of A and B was equal, although the slip was
greater at A than at B, due to the elongation of the plates.

By removing the heads of rivets and testing as before, it was shown
that the elastic movement was very largely dependent upon the friction.

The experiments as a whole showed

:

(i) That the permanent slips at the various lines of rivets were equal.

(2) That the elastic movements are sensibly equal when there are

only two lines of rivets each side of the joints and when the central plate

is double the thickness of each of the side plates.

(3) That the elastic movements are not equal when the thickness

of the central plate equals that of each side plate, or when there are more

than two lines of rivets.

(4) That when more than two lines cf rivets are used the elastic

elongation of the plate between the lines of rivets is not equal.

(5) That successive loadings and unloadings produced motion of the

central plate backward and forward between the side plates. Also that

this motion produced flexure in opposite directions in the rivets.

(6) That in hydraulic riveting the prime requisite is that a heavy

pressure be employed and that the pressure be prolonged for several sec-

onds after the rivet is upset.

(7) That to preserve a joint as solid as possible it is necessary to

adjust the conditions so as to make the elastic movement, as well as the

permanent slip, as small as possible.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON
IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES.

PUNCHING AND REAMING.

In the report of the Committee on this subject in 1903 (Proceed-

ings, Vol. 4, page 194), which contained all the information relating

to the subject that the Committee had been able to collate from earlier

experiments, it was announced that further experiments were in con-

templation. The earlier tests were made either upon steel of a higher

grade than that now in use, or, in the case of the complete series of

tests conducted at Edge Moor, upon soft steel, and it was thought neces-

sary, in order to bring the subject up to date, to make further tests

upon open-hearth steel of structural and medium grades.

In accordance with this plan, it was decided to secure, if possible, sam-

ples of both acid and basic open-hearth steel with ultimate strengths of

6o,oco, 65,000 and 70,000 lbs. per sq. in., and thicknesses of 3^, y2 ,

fy$ and 34-m -> ar| d to have this material made up into test specimens with

both sheared edges and planed edges with no holes, and having planed

edges, with a central hole rough punched, sub-punched and reamed, and

driiled from the solid. It was also thought best to have at least three

specimens of each kind in order to eliminate as far as possible irregulari-

ties of results.

It was further decided to make all the specimens 3 in. wide and

16 in. Jong, and all holes were to be 15-16-inch diameter. All the

samples of the same quality and thickness were to be cut from a single

plate, and the usual tests and chemical analyses from the heats the plates

were made from were to be recorded.

Through the generosity of the Carnegie Steel Company, the Commit-

tee has procured the basic samples, and through the generosity of the

Pennsylvania Steel Company the acid. All the samples were forwarded by

these manufacturers to the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, where they

have been broken. The Committee wishes to express its greatest obliga-

tions to Mr. John McLeod and Mr. W. A. Bostwick, of the Carnegie

Steel Company, and to Mr. F. D. Carney and Mr. H. H. Campbell, of the

Pennsylvania Steel Company, for their cordial interest and cooperation,

and to the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory not only for the services of

gratuitously making the tests, but for their painstaking care in accurately

reporting the results.

The following tables show the result of these tests in detail, as reported

by the mills and the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. Table I gives the

mill tests on the basic samples, together with the chemical analyses. Table

II gives the results obtained from the samples made from the stock covered

by Table I, the letters in the first columns designating the same material

in the two tables. Table III gives the mill tests on the acid steel, and

Table IV the corresponding results from samples.*
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Tabre II N
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Table H R
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Table II V
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Table JE" A
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Table IE E
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Central Iron Works. If we had used narrow fiats rolled on groove rolls in

a structural mill, I think the material would show far more uniform than

these tests in question, as it has always been our experience that the wider

you make the plates the greater variation in tensile strain. The mill

treatment was normal in the case of the plates %-in. thick, and 5^-in. and

24-in. with 60,000 ultimate, and the y2 -'m. and 5^-in. with 65,000 ultimate,

and the 24-in. with 70,000 ultimate. The others were rolled a trifle hot."

No information on this subject was received with regard to the basic

samples.

To simplify the comparisons, the Committee has prepared Tables V
and VI, abbreviating, first, by omitting the dimensions of samples before

and after testing, and also the figures for reduction of area, which do not

seem to indicate important results, and, second, by giving in each case the

average of three tests upon the same kind of specimens. Columns have

been added giving percentages of ultimate strength and elastic limit, based

upon those of the test specimens from the same heat.

In each group of tests the first line gives the tests upon the material,

as reported by the manufacturer; the second line, the tests upon samples

with no holes and planed edges ; the third, no holes and sheared edges

;

the fourth, planed edges and punched Siole ; the fifth, planed edges with

sub-punched and reamed hole, and the sixth, planed edges and drilled hole.

The last line gives the chemical analyses reported by the manufacturer.

In the table, the abbreviations under the head of fractures signify as

follows

:

(A.) Angular.

(C.) Cup.

(G.) Granular.

(I.) Irregular.

(S.) Silky.

In the columns marked "Elongation" is given the elongation in 8 in.

for all the samples without holes, but for the samples with holes the

elongation represents the elongation of the hole alone.
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ACID OPENHEARTH STEEL
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BASIC OPENMEtfFPTM STEEL
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In the acid samples the tests upon the planed specimens without holes

correspond very closely with the material tests, but this agreement is not

so close in the basic samples, for some reason which is not apparent. It is

therefore well to note, in comparing the tests, the percentage of the planed

sample as well as the others.

To further summarize the results of Tables V and VI as to the effect

of varying thicknesses, Tables VII and VIII have been prepared, giving

the average gains or losses in percentages due to shearing, punching and

reaming and drilling of all samples, regardless of the grade of steel. In

these tables all differences are referred to the planed sample without hole,

except in the cases of the elongation of samples with holes, which are

referred to the drilled samples.

TABLE 3ZH-

Basic Steel Changes in Percentages- Average of Tests on Structural Steel*
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CONCLUSIONS.

As a result of these tests, the following conclusions appear to be war-

ranted :

(i) Punching holes or shearing edges in structural steel according

to our specifications has the effect of slightly reducing the ultimate

strength, very largely reducing the ductility at the hole, and slightly

increasing the elastic limit.

(2) Of the 138 samples (sheared and punched) broken, not one indi-

cated, an effect until strains greater than the elastic limit were reached.

(3) Granular fracture appears to be more frequently produced in acid

than in basic steel.

(4) The effects upon stretch, ultimate, and elastic limit do not seem

to be any greater in cases of granular fracture than in others.

(5) The effects of punching and shearing upon the character of the

fracture are somewhat more marked as the thickness increases, the exact

limit of thickness where reaming is necessary, however, not being estab-

lished at SH$-in. or any other particular thickness. Thickness appears to

have little or no effect upon strength or ductility.

(6) The effects of shearing and punching are wholly removed by

planing and reaming concentrically.

(7) There is fully as much necessity for planing sheared edges as

reaming punched holes.

(8) The difference in elongation between finished and rough holes

seems large, but if we consider that failure in a member of a riveted

structure would undoubtedly occur at one point with no stretch except at

the weakest point, the ductility of the member as a whole would not be

seriously affected.

The above series of tests does not touch upon annealing, and the

question has often been raised as to the annealing effect of riveting. The
experiments of the Edge Moor Bridge Works, quoted above (see Voi.

4, Proceedings, page 207), demonstrated that in the grades of steel tested

by them all effects of punching could be removed by annealing, and it has

been held by some that driving a hot rivet in a hole and allowing it to

cool would anneal the metal sufficiently to have the same effect.

The Committee is enabled, through the courtesy of Mr. H. A. Carson,

Chief Engineer, Boston Transit Commission, to present in Table XI the

results of some tests made for the Commission at the Watertown Arsenal,

in December, 1904, bearing upon this point. The steel from which these

test samples were made was open-hearth, and was rolled under a specifi-

cation very similar to that of the Association, notwithstanding the wide

variation in grade shown by the tests. The samples were all 3 in. wide,

with planed edges. The effect of the punching corresponds with that of
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the Committee's tests, and apparently the riveting did not have any appre-

ciable annealing effect.

TABLE XL—TESTS ON PUNCHED BARS, ETC.

Description.
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Fig. i.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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There seems to be no doubt that where the metal is so crowded as to

produce the double shearing effect, it must be more seriously injured than

where the burr comes through with a single shear, and moreover it leaves

a hole which is so ragged that it is much less practicable to fill it by

upsetting the rivet.

While it is not desirable to specify the exact size of the die, it is well

enough to put a limit on it, and the only thing that is necessary is to put

this limit so that an inspector can insist on it and see that it is not

exceeded. For this reason the Committee has decided that clause 33

should be amended so that it shall read as follows

:

"33- When general reaming is not required, the diameter of the punch

for material not over ^-in. thick shall be not more than 1-16-in. greater

than that of the rivet. The diameter of the die shall not exceed the

diameter of the punch by more than one-quarter the thickness of the metal

punched . . .

."

The effect of this wording is to allow a 1-16-in. clearance for ^J-m.

metal, and ^-in. for metal 1 in. thick, if punching were allowed in so thick

metal ; but, limiting the thickness to 5^-in., the maximum clearance would

be 5-32-in., which is just about right for smooth punching.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. J. P. Snow (Boston & Maine):—Mr. President and Gentlemen:

The substance of our report consists of the specifications, etc., adopted in

1903, together with certain chapters covering the design of bridges. That

specification covered only the material and the workmanship for railroad

bridges. Since its adoption we have made a few amendments, shown by

footnotes in Bulletin No. 60. That specification commences on page 58

of the Bulletin. The chapters we have added cover general features;

loads; unit strains; proportion of parts and details of design; the chap-

ter on details of design was published in Bulletin 54, and the amend-

ments since adopted are referred to in footnotes in the February Bulle-

tin, commencing on page 52. The other chapters have not heretofor3

been published. In addition to this we have made a pretty complete

revision of the items covering recommendations for putting bridge-work

under contract, which were adopted in 1902. This occurs on page 46 of

Bulletin No. 60. Since the Association has been in session here we

have met as a Committee and decided on some amendments to the items

as published. .We have also offered to the Association certain papers

which cover studies on the various items of the specifications. Part are

printed in the March Bulletin, and others are to be printed in future-

Bulletins. The most valuable part of the work of the Committee will

appear in Bulletins covering experiments on the punching and reaming

of our ordinary structural steel and the action of a pull on the rivets

of riveted joints. We have a large number of careful and complete

experiments relating to these points on record. The features of the

report which come up for action before you are the changes in the 1902

recommendations for letting bridge-work, and the specifications in Bulle-

tin No. 60.

The President :—The Secretary will read from page 46.

The Secretary :
—"Recommended Practice in Inviting Bids on Bridge-

work. Revised, 1905. First.—That it is preferable for railroads to fur-

nish detail plans and specifications of structural work to bidders, com-

plete enough to show the exact character of the work; but if such plans

cannot be furnished, the alternative to be full specifications similar to

those on pages 48 to 58, accompanied by outline plans and all informa-

tion concerning the work.

"Second.—That it is preferable to invite bids on a pound price basis :

and, if desired, alternate bids may be asked for the work, f. 0. b. cars, and

for the work erected. That a lump sum bid is inadmissible in case an

outline plan and specification only is furnished ; and that parties other than

manufacturers may be invited to bid on the erection.

"Third.—To invite bids for as large groups of bridges as can be

447
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defined consistently with the first recommendation. When required to

anticipate future requirements, it is not necessary for the railroad to

submit designs if the nature of the work is known to the bidder by

reason of having previously done work for the railroad or if standard

designs of similar structures are submitted to the bidders.

"Fourth.—Wherever a bridge is to be erected on a line where traffic

is to be maintained, it is recommended that the work be done by the

railroad force ; but on small railroads where suitably organized and

equipped forces for such work may not be justified, the large bridges, and

in some cases all bridges, may be erected by contract.

"Fifth.—That the railroad company shall in all cases furnish the

floor timber."

Mr. Snow:—We wish to make a slight alteration in these para-

graphs as printed. In the first recommendation we desire to insert the

word "general" before the word "detail" so as to read "general detail

plans," so that it will not be considered that what is called detailed

shop plans shall be required. The changes in 3 and 4 are simply to make

them read consistently with the rest, beginning with "that it is pref-

erable."

The President:—Unless there is objection, we will consider the

recommendations adopted. We will go over material and workmanship,

adopted in 1903, page 58, as the Committee desires to submit some altera-

tions. We will not take this up item by item, but will only consider the

items the Committee desires to change.

Mr. Snow :—You will notice certain footnotes on these pages stating

that the specifications of 1903 were revised, and a few are new. The

first change is in addition to the table of requirements. In the lower right-

hand corner we have "90 D = 3t." That means the specimen for bending

shall bend to 90 degrees around a pin the diameter of which is three

times the thickness of the specimen.

The President:—We will consider that adopted, if there is no

objection.

Mr. Snow :—In paragraph 101 we omitted certain allowable variations

for thickness which applied to material under *a quarter of an inch thick.

We do not consider that that is applicable to bridge-work. We have

ruled it out for anything except fillers.

The President:—Without objection, that change will be made.

Mr. Snow:—Paragraph 113 was amended in a similar way. Para-

graph 114 is new.

The Secretary:
—

"114. Cast-Tron.—Except where chilled iron is

specified, castings shall be made of tough gray iron, with sulphur not

over o. 10 per cent. They shall be true to pattern, out of wind and free

from flaws and excessive shrinkage. If tests are demanded, they shall

be made on the 'Arbitration Bar' of the American Society for Testing-

Materials, which is a round bar, \% in. diameter and 15 in. long. The
transverse test shall be made on a supported length of 12 in. with load
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at middle. The minimum breaking load so applied shall be 2,900

pounds, with a deflection of at least iVin. before rupture."

The President :—That is new matter. The question is open.

(Paragraph 114 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"115. Wrought-Iron Bars.—Wrought iron shall be

tough, fibrous and uniform in character. It shall be thoroughly welded in

rolling and be free from surface defects. When tested in specimens of the

form of Fig. 1, or full-sized pieces, of the same length, it shall show on

ultimate strength of at least 50,000 lbs. per sq. in., an elongation of 18 per

cent, in 8 in., with fracture wholly fibrous. Specimens shall bend cold,

with the fiber, through 135 degrees, without sign of fracture, around a

pin the diameter of which is not over twice the thickness of the piece

tested. When nicked and bent, the fracture shall show at least 90 per

cent, fibrous."

(Paragraph 115 was adopted.)

The President :—The Committee desires to make a change in para-

graph 123.

Mr. Snow:—The change in paragraph 123 has reference to the

diameter of the dies. The former specifications said that the diameter

should not exceed that of the punch by more than 1-16 in. We find it is

impossible to get good results with this size of die in metal 5^-in. thick.

The President:—Without objection, the Committee will be allowed

to make that change. The next item is paragraph 142.

Mr. Snow :—We added to this paragraph as formerly adopted "and

field rivets to the amount of 10 per cent, in excess of the number of

each size actually required."

The President :—Paragraph 142 will be considered adopted.

Mr. Snow :—Paragraph 143 as originally written was not consistent,

and we have altered its wording.

(Paragraph 143 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"150. Finished Weight.—Payment for pound price

contracts shall be by scale weight. No allowance over 2 per cent, of the

total weight of the structure as computed from the plans will be allowed

for excess weight."

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :—I would like to ask the Com-
mittee their idea in dropping off the odd half per cent. The usual

practice has been 2^ per cent.

Mr. Snow:—We studied that paragraph considerably and reached

the conclusion that if the material was rolled as it ought to be the

excess in weight of the whole structure could not and did not exceed 2

per cent. In certain cases builders do not have facilities for weighing,

and it has to be paid for on computed weight. There has been diffi-

culty in making settlements because the builders would claim the full 2 T/2
per cent, on the whole structure, which we allow the mill on an occa-

sional item of material.

Mr. Robinson :—In the building of plate girder spans, when you get

29
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the spans from 80 to no or 112 feet, it is quite a different matter when

ordering material to gage and not to weight to obtain the stuff so that

it will not use up money in excess of the usual 2^2 per cent, leeway.

You cannot get large web plates exactly to the limit, and we have speci-

fied a wide range of leeway for the wide plates.

Mr. Chas. M. Mills (Philadelphia Elevated Railroad and Sub-

way) :—The provision in the specification reported by the Committee

covering excess weight in the case of pound price contracts is necessary

to avoid disputes in settlements, and the excess of 2 per cent, for the

total weight of the structure, as computed from the plans, I believe to

be sufficient. By investigation I have found that this allowance covered

the excess in several cases, one of which was a long plate girder

structure in which it might be expected the large proportion of wide

plates would have resulted in a greater excess. The 2^. per cent,

variation allowed in rolling the material is intended to cover a margin

either below or above the ordered weights, the manufacturer being

expected to roll the material as nearly as practicable to the weight

ordered. An average of the deficient and of the excess weight within

the limits allowed I believe should in the aggregate amount to not over

2 per cent, for the finished structure. In particular cases it may De

necessary for the mills and shops to cover an allowance in excess of 2

per cent, in the price bid for the work. It does not seem to me that this

consideration militates against the adoption of the 2 per cent, allowance.

Several interesting instances have been brought to my notice which

make the acceptance of this clause of the specifications very desirable.

The President :—There is no motion before the house. If the gen-

tleman who brought up the discussion will put it in the form of a

motion, we will get an expression.

Mr. Robinson :—In order to bring it before the house, I move on

account of previous practice that we make this 2 per cent, leeway 2 T^

per cent.

Mr. C. F. Loweth (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—I wish to

inquire what is meant by the mover of the motion by "previous practice."

Mr. Robinson :—If you will read about 95 per cent, of the specifica-

tions for bridges that have been in service some years past, you will find

that the allowed overrun is 2 l/2 per cent.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—While we ought to give

some recognition to the practice that has prevailed for years, still we are

here to correct mistakes which may exist in such practice. I 'think the

2^2 per cent, provision is excessive and 2 per cent, covers most of the

work.

(The motion being put to vote, it was lost, and the paragraph as

presented by the Committee was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"164. Test to Prove Workmanship and Design.

—

Full-sized parts of structures shall be tested by the manufacturer if

required by the purchaser. Such tests on eye-bars and similar members,
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to prove the workmanship, shall be made at the manufacturer's expense,

and shall be paid for by the purchaser, at contract price, if the tests are

satisfactory. If the tests are not satisfactory, the members represented

by them will be rejected. The expense of testing members, to prove

their design, shall be paid for by the purchaser."

(Paragraph 164 was adopted.)

Mr. Loweth :—The Committee would like to change paragraph 115

by substituting in the first line the .words "double-rolled" after the word

"be," and in the fifth line from the top insert the words "at least" before

"18 per cent."

Mr. R. Montfort (Louisville & Nashville) :—It seems to me wrought-

iron is obsolete.

Mr. Snow :—A good many feel as Mr. Montfort feels, that it is

obsolete as bridge material. It is so far as steel railway bridges are con-

cerned. We do not expect to make eye-bars of it, but round and square

rods are used a great deal by many railroads, especially the one I am
connected with. We build more wooden bridges than we do iron ones.

(The amendment to paragraph 115 was adopted.)

Mr. Wm. R. Webster (Consulting Engineer) :—I would like to call

attention to paragraph 165 in regard to tests on full-sized eye-bars. I

appreciate the position of the Committee in leaving out the elastic limit of

the small test pieces, but in testing the full-sized eye-bar I think we want

to know what the elastic limit is, and I do not think it ought to be less

than half the ultimate strength. Therefore I offer as an amendment to

paragraph 165, the true elastic limit to be at least one-half the ultimate

strength.

The President :—You desire to insert the words "of one-half the ihi-

mate strength" after the word "limit?"

Mr. Webster :—Yes, and strike out "shall be recorded" at the end

of the paragraph.

Mr. Snow :—The paragraph does not make any requirement, except

that certain things shall be recorded.

Mr. Webster :—Give us something we can insist upon.

Mr. Snow :—That could be inserted.

Mr. T. L. Condron (Consulting Engineer) :—If you will read the

specification, you will find the full sized eye-bar test neither accepts nor

rejects the material, the material having been accepted prior to this at

the mill. The only object of making the eye-bar test is to test the

workmanship done on the bars, especially the annealing after forging.

If you put in a required elastic limit, is it not likely to lead to annealing

the bar only to such an extent as not to take out too much of the elastic

limit?

Mr. Webster :—I fully appreciate the point made by Mr. Con-

dron and the idea of holding the manufacturer responsible, but I

claim the Committee has not gone far enough. We want to know that

that bar has a good elastic limit ; there is no trouble about getting one
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with the appealing that is best suited to comply with all of the other

requirements of the specification. I would like to refer the matter back

to the Committee and let them decide, if the Association does not care

about deciding it.

Mr. Berg:—Ought there not to be some more specific definition of

what this means? Ought there not to be some additional information

in paragraph 165 ? The test must reach those limits in order to be

satisfactory. Is not something left to the judgment of the inspector

unless tests are accurately prescribed so as to prove satisfactory as per

the wording of paragraph 164? "Full-sized parts of structures shall be

tested by the manufacturer if required by the purchaser. Such tests on

eye-bars and similar members, to prove the workmanship, shall be made

at the manufacturer's expense, and shall be paid for by the purchaser, at

contract price, if the tests are satisfactory. If the tests are not satisfac-

tory, the members represented by them will be rejected. The expense of

testing members, to prove their design, shall be paid for by the pur-

chaser."

Mr. Snow :—In drawing these specifications we tried to make them

general enough so that they can be used for what we call ordinary

bridges. In case of an ordinary pin truss bridge we do not generally

make many full-sized eye-bar tests ; and if we say in the specification

that such tests shall be made and that the eye-bar shall show certain

ultimate strength and elastic limit, it is obligatory every time you buy

a bridge to have the eye-bars tested. In case of a large bridge the engi-

neer has the right to enlarge on the specification. That was the reason

these factors were left out which Mr. Webster complains of.

Mr. Loweth :—I desire to call attention to the latter part of para-

graph 137, where it is required that a bar shall not only break in the

body, but with a silky fracture ; the Committee believes that a silky

fracture is fair evidence that the annealing has been properly done.

(Vice-President Kelley in the chair.)

Mr. Webster:—I offer the following addition to paragraph 165:

"But in no case will eye-bars be accepted if the ultimate strength falls

below 52,000 or the elastic limit less than one-half the ultimate strength."

The figures given are lower than should be expected.

Mr. A. O. Cunningham (Wabash) :—I would like to offer as an

amendment that the ultimate strength be not less than 55,000 pounds

and that the elastic limit be not less than 50 per cent, of the ultimate.

Mr. Webster :—I do not want to have the amendment made so as

to open the triangular fight as to whether it is poor workmanship or

poor material. I merely want the Association to know what they can

depend upon on a full-sized bar ; whether the Committee think thev

can give us 26,000 with 52,000 ultimate, I do not know ; but we will have

to make some limit on a full-sized test.

Mr. C. H. Cartlidge (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—Our specifi-

cations were adopted about a year ago with the same provision Mr.
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Cunningham has proposed—55,000 minimum ultimate, with an elastic limit

of 50 per cent. These specifications were submitted to all the bridge

companies with whom we have had any dealings and to the manufac-

turers of steel who furnished that material. No exception was taken

to that specification, and while we have had only a few bridges manu-
factured under them so far, we have had no difficulty whatever in meet-

ing these requirements in the full-sized tests.

Mr. J. W. Schaub (Consulting Engineer) :—If the representative of

the Phoenix Bridge Company is here—Mr. West was here this morning

—

I would like to hear from him on this subject. The Phoenix Bridge

Company have recently made some tests of full-sized bars that vary in

width 15 to 16 inches. The eye-bars are those proposed for the Quebec

bridge. The load-deformation curves show in no case that the elastic

limit on 16-inch bars has fallen below 30,000 pounds. It seems to me

we would be very conservative in making our lower limit one-half of

55,000 pounds, or 27,000 pounds per square inch, in full-sized tests, and

I would be in favor of making it 30,000.

Vice-President Kelley:—Is Mr. Osborn present?

Mr. F. C. Osborn (Civil Engineer) :—I do not think the position

Mr. Webster takes goes far enough. If you are going to record them,

make some limit. This leaves the question open. I do not think it

would wurk a hardship on anyone to go to 55,000 and 27,000, or even

30,000.

Vice-President Kelley:—We would like to hear from the Committee

on that question.

Mr. Snow:—If the Association wants to know the position of the

Committee on this matter, I think it is this : We feel that the material

of eye-bars is prescribed by the specimen tests mentioned under the head

of quality of material. If the material is rolled and accepted at the mills

under those tests, prescribing a minimum ultimate strength and maximum
ultimate strength, and a minimum elastic limit and elongation, we feel

that it would not be consistent to reject that material when made into

eye-bars if they are made properly. It may be said that the manufacture

of the eye-bar may be such as to ruin it, even though the material as

tested by the specimen test is all right. We have provided in paragraph

137 that the bar shall break in the body, and also that it shall break with

a silky fracture. If the bar breaks in the body it proves that the head is

properly made. If with a silky fracture, it shows that the annealing

has been properly done. If, then, you have proper material as developed

by the specimen test and the heads are properly made, and the annealing

is properly done, you have accomplished all that is possible. If we
prescribe another test of the material, as is proposed by the amend-
ment, it seems to us that it will be piling up too many difficulties.

Mr. Webster :—I take exception to the Committee omitting in this

specification what has proven good practice for ten or fifteen years.

We have had the elongation ; we have had the elastic limit ; have had
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the ultimate strength specified, and where you get an angular fracture

it is a hard thing to decide whether it is silky. I have been up against

it and I mean what I say. I have put it low, because I do not see how
the Committee can reject it, and I feel as though it is not a step in

advance but a step backward, and you will get worse annealing under

this specification than you would if you had some requirement. I do

not think you are testing the same material at all in the full-sized bar

that you are in a carefully annealed bar. You can anneal the specimen

most any way you want, but where you have a big furnace it is dif-

ferent; unless you have some check on the material you are using you

are going to get into trouble.

Mr. Schaub :—I agree with what Mr. Webster says, and if the Com-
mittee sees fit to introduce an elastic limit in the specimen test, I wiil

waive the entire test on the full-sized bars. We have done away with

the test on full-sized bars because, I think, it is a waste of money, and

all we have been insisting upon is the proper test on the specimen test.

Vice-President Kelley:—The question will be first upon the amend-

ment to make the ultimate read 5S,ooo pounds and elastic limit 50 per

cent, of the ultimate.

(The amendment was adopted.)

Vice-President Kelley:—A vote will now be taken upon the amend-

ment as offered by Mr. Webster, reading as follows : "But in no case

will eye-bars be accepted if the ultimate strength falls below 55,000

pounds, or the elastic limit less than one-half the ultimate strength."

(The amendment was adopted.)

Vice-President Kelley :—The chairman of the Committee states that

all changes made in the 1903 report have now been considered and

passed upon by the Association, and that he desires to take up some

additions under the heading of "General Specifications for Steel Railroad

Bridges," given on page 48. *

Mr. Webster:—Before passing to new matter, I would like to ask

if clauses in the old specification are open to discussion?

Vice-President Kelley :—Yes.

Mr. Webster:—I would like to ask the 'Committee if they will leave

out in paragraph 93 the first line and part of the second beginning the

paragraph : "If the ultimate strength varies more than 4,000 pounds

from that desired, a retest shall be made on the same gage, which, to be

acceptable, shall be within 5,coo pounds of the desired ultimate strength."

I do not think that changes the sense, but it makes it a little clearer.

Vice-President Kelley :—The Committee accepts that alteration.

Mr. Webster :—Then I would like to take up, in the fourth line of

that paragraph, the words "a retest shall be made." That makes it oblig-

atory with the inspector to make a retest, whereas if you say "may be,'

it will be optional. There may be a case where an engineer wants to

practically adhere to 4,000 one way or the other—2,000 each way will be

a little closer to it—if he can instruct his inspector to make that test

;
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but there is no reason why people using 10,000 should insist on that

additional test.

Mr. Snow :—We feel, where the specification says '"shall," it means
that it rests with the buyer or his representative, the inspector. I do

not understand that the word "shall" makes it obligatory upon the

inspector to make a retest if the original test falls a few hundred pounds

over the 4,000 pounds excess or underrun. If in his judgment it is

necessary it gives him the power to do it. If we change it to the word
"may," who is going to decide—the inspector or the manufacturer?

Who may do it or allow it to be done? The manufacturer, as I under-

stand it. It is the strong opinion of the Committee that that word

should stand as it is. If we throw out that by saying "may," we may
have a test perhaps 4,800 pounds away from the desired average, and

we are not quite sure whether that material is within, the 10,000-pound

range or is without it. One test does not tell the story when it is

pretty near the limit. We want to retest, to be sure that the material

is within 5,000 pounds of the limit. The Committee feels we ought to

make the range 8,000; that 8,coo is a wide enough range to get our steel

in ; we feel it would be opening the doors to a range wider than 10,000

to change that word.

Mr. R. H. Reid (Lake Shore & Michigan Southern) :—The question

of range was up at the meeting two years ago, and at that time a state-

ment was made that they were rolling steel then under two grades, the

soft and the medium ; the soft steel from 52,000 to 62,000, the medium
from 6o,coo to 70,000—a range of 18,000—while about 90 or 95 per cent,

of the steel rolled was between 60,000. and 62,000. If we come to a

single grade of steel, it does not seem to be necessary to leave the range

more than 8,000, when they can work practically to two or three thou-

sand with an allowable range of 18,000. It seems to me an 8,000-pound

range is abundant.

Vice-President Kelley :—The discussion is really upon the substitu-

tion of the word "may" for "shall," although the remarks are not out

of order.

Mr. Webster :—On December 9, Committee A of the American

Society for Testing Materials met in Philadelphia, and your specifications

were practically adopted by that Committee, with the single exception

of the word "may" for "shall," and I would like to see one specification

for the two societies.

(The amendment was lost.)

Vice-President Kelley:—The paragraph now remains in its original

condition, with the exception that the first two lines are omitted. We
will now turn, to page 48 of the Bulletin No. 60, General Features.

The Secretary:
—

"1. Kind of Material.—The material in the super-

structures, except rivets, and as otherwise designated, shall be structural

steel."

(The paragraph was adopted.)
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The Secretary :
—

"2. Clearance.—On a straight line, the clear height

of through bridges shall not be less than 21 ft. above top of rails for a

width of 6 ft. over a single track, and the clear width shall not be less

than 7 ft. from the center line of the track between the heights of 4 and

17 ft. above the rails. The width shall be increased to provide the

same minimum clearance on curves, for a car 80 ft. long, and 59 ft. cen-

ter to center of trucks, allowance being made for curvature and super-

elevation of rails."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"3. Spacing Trusses.—The width center to center

of trusses shall in no case be less than one-twentieth of the effective

span."

Mr. Snow :—In connection with paragraph 3, I wish to say the

Committee, since- this was printed, desires to amend it as follows: "The

width center to center of girders and trusses shall in no case be less

than one-twentieth of the effective span, nor less than is necessary to

prevent overturning under the assumed lateral loading."

(The amendment was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"4. Skew Bridges.—Ends of deck plate girders

and track stringers of skew bridges at abutments shall be square to

the track."

Mr. J. M. Johnson (Louisville Bridge & Iron Company) :—Will the

Committee explain what it means by paragraph 4? Suppose the skew

be excessive, does it mean that the ends of the girders must be opposite?

Mr. Snow :—That means that the ends of the stringers will be

square with the track ; the trusses will have the same skew as the abut-

ments.

Mr. Johnson:—Suppose there is a skew of 15 feet in 10? I have in

mind spans that have such a skew.

Mr. Snow :—One way is to extend such a girder by means of an

I-beam extension or something of that sort.

Mr. Johnson :—I would move to add to that paragraph "if so speci-

fied." This will leave it optional with the engineer to square up his span.

Mr. Berg :—I would make an amendment, "unless otherwise speci-

fied ;" that leaves the bulk of the excess as the specifications are now
drawn.

Mr. Loweth :—I think we should not amend the paragraph in ques-

tion. It will certainly be conceded that it is very undesirable to have

the ends of a bridge skewed so that the two wheels of an axle will not

pass on and off the bridge at the same instant. The clause does not

prohibit skew bridges, but it does require the- track supports at ends to

be square with the track.

Mr. Berg :—I agree with Mr. Loweth that we should leave the para-

graph alone. I think it would be better to leave it in the best shape

possible.

(The amendment was lost, and the paragraph adopted as read.)

The Secretary :
—

"5. Ties.—Wooden tie floors, where used, shall
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be proportioned to carry the maximum wheel load, with ioo per cent,

impact, distributed over three ties ; fiber strain on ties not to exceed 2,000

pounds per sq. in. ; and the length to be not less than the total distance

over the outer edge of supports plus 12 in. They shall be spaced with

not more than 6-in. openings, and shall be notched to a tight fit over

supporting girders, depth of notch to be not more than i]/2 in."

Mr. B. Douglas (Michigan Central) :—I think the spacing between

the ties is too great. We do not want to carry our trains on the

ties, but sometimes we do it."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"6. Guard Timbers.—Guard timbers shall be not

less than 5x8 in. laid with the 8 in. face down, notched over each tit*

and securely fastened."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :

—
"7. Dead Load.—The dead load shall consist of the

estimated weight of the entire 'suspended structure, assuming timber to

weigh 4]/2 lbs. per ft. B. M. and the rails and fastenings 150 lbs. per

linear foot of track."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :

—
"8. Moving Load.—The moving load shall consist

of two consolidation engines followed by a train load, according to

Cooper's series, or a uniform system of loading practically equivalent to

the same. The minimum loading to be according to the diagrams, the

diagram that gives the larger bending moment to be used."

Mr. Reid :—I arise to a question about notching, "not more than an

inch and a half," in paragraph 5. I think we will lose the ties if we

notch them an inch and a half. We have had .many of them break

entirely in two ; others have split badly. I think the dapping should be

the least possible.

Mr. Robinson :—I have made a few notes on paragraph 5. The

specifications called for 100 per cent, impact added to the actual wheel

loads for impact, and the maximum extreme fiber stress on timber is

fixed at 2,000 pounds per square inch, the wheel load being considered

as distributed over three ties. On the Santa Fe road we have engines

that show, under maximum conditions, axle loads of from 50,000 to

62,000 pounds. This impact addition, with its accompanying fiber stress

of 2,000 pounds, is equivalent to only i.oco pounds per square inch when

the actual live and dead load stresses are considered. For stringers or

girders spaced 7 feet apart centers, under 50,000 pounds axle loads, with

100 per cent, impact and distribution as specified, the fiber stress on 8 by

8-in. ties, sized to 7^2 deep, will be 2,666 pounds per square inch, while

for ties sized to 6^2 inches deep it will be 3,550 pounds for live load

and impact only. With a 56,000-pound axle load the fiber stresses will

be 3,000 and 4,000 pounds per square inch, respectively. On account of

the cover plates and camber in deck girders the ties are apt to be dapped

\}/2 inches or more. If 8 by 10 ties are used in the case cited and sized
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to 8 l/2 deep, the fiber stresses will be 2,083 pounds and 2,340 pounds per

square inch, respectively, for live load and impact only, under 50,000-

pound and 56,000-pound axles. We are using 8 by 8 ties sized to 6l/2
minimum depth. Where track is on curve and Arizona and New Mexico

pine (zinc treated) is used, we have had trouble from broken ties, but

when Oregon fir and long leaf pine have been used, there has been

no trouble. Under these conditions, it seems to me folly for the Asso-

ciation to fix on the maximum fiber stress the specifications show. If

this fiber stress is adhered to rigidly, we will have to use ties 12 inches

to 18 inches deep or order irregular-sized timber. It seems to me. we
are warranted in using a much higher unit strain. Under these condi-

tions it seems to me it is not wise to limit our stress on the ties to

2,000 pounds with the impact, or, in other words, to 1,000 pounds.

We should look into this matter and should not assume such ridiculously

low fiber stress for our ties and timber.

Mr. Reid :—I think that while 1,000 pounds fiber stress for static

load looks low when put in, it does not look low when the tie has been

in five or six years, after being subjected to the decay which goes on.

Mr. Robinson :—There are thousands and thousands of feet of pile

bridging in this country and bridges with pine ties, wherein the fiber

stress on the timbers, for the life of the deck, has been 1,400 to 1,800

pounds per square inch. I would move that that paragraph be cut

out entirely.

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—I suggest, instead of

striking out the paragraph, the omission of the portion after the first

semicolon, "fiber strain on ties not to exceed 2,000 pounds per square

inch," and so forth. The paragraph gives a bridge company all needed

information.

Mr. Robinson :•— I accept the amendment, but want to crave the

indulgence of the Association a moment. The question of the square

dapping of the ties is detrimental. The ties, when they are dapped as

much as three-quarters of an inch, unless the spacing of the girders

is very close, are apt to split at the shoulder, and when they are dapped

as much as an inch and a half with an 8-ft* spacing, they frequently

split. If the ties are sized with a long adze-cut, without any saw cuts

on them, the splitting trouble is almost entirely done away with, and

it seems to me we should not insist on or mark the 90-degree cut on

our ties.

Mr. Loweth :—I hope the amendment will not carry. For myself

I would prefer to have the entire paragraph struck out than amended

as proposed. If the amendment prevails the paragraph proposed will

specify the load to be proportioned for, but no unit strain ; one is use-

less without the other. If the ties prove large under this specification

it will be because of the heavy engine loads, and not because of a low

fiber strain. The ties directly take the heavy wheel loads, and are

most affected by any lack of balance in the driving wheels, and I
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think they should be liberally proportioned, and 1,000-pound fiber strain

is none too low for these important members. We could probably not

ride many miles over any road without seeing evidences of derailed

wheels on bridges ; if the ties are large, they may safely carry the

derailed wheels ; if not, the train may go through the bridge. I think

there are a good many arguments in favor of large ties.

Mr. Montfort :—It seems to me that you cannot fix the fiber stress

unless you specify the character of timber. With white oak and yellow

pine, 2,000 pounds is all right ; but you might use woods that are not

as strong.

Mr. Reid :—We have used the best white oak we can get on the

Lake Shore for bridge ties, and we go through a first-class oak country.

I think 1,000 pounds fiber stress is enough on white oak, and I think

it is enough for yellow pine and Oregon fir. We all realize that the

Association cannot make a definite specification which will fit every

railroad. The best we can do is to make a specification which covers

as many points as possible in a general way. I do not think- we should

cut those features out. They serve as a suggestion to the various roads

in making up specifications. If the conditions on the road warrant

changes, the engineers are competent to make them.

Mr. D. W. Lum (Southern Railway) :—Some gentlemen are re-

ferring to 1,000 pounds fiber strain and other 2,000 pounds fiber strain.

Mr. A. R. Raymer (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—It seems to me the

object of this paragraph 5 is not for a specification for a wooden tie,

but is in the nature of a direction to the steel bridgemen for their

(government in laying individual spaces for the tie to come in. If you

cut out the reference to the fiber stress, you cut out the meaning of

the paragraph. I shall oppose cutting it out for that reason.

(The amendment was lost.)

Mr. Condron :—Should not the length of span be from center

to center of the girders, or stringers, independent of the width of the

flange on which the tie rests? Should not this length be specifically

stated? If the ties rest on 6x6 angles, should the width of the span be

the same as when 18-inch cover plates are used? I think this an

important matter in figuring the stress on the tie.

Mr. Snow :—In making this specification, we tried very hard not

to make it too definite. In the matter of ties, it is all in the hands of

the owners of the bridge, because we say, in another place, as Mr.

Robinson stated, that the ties should be furnished by the railroad. That

leaves the question of figuring the strain on the tie to the engineer

of the railroad. I am talking of the length—wdiat he thinks it ought

to be. It seems to me it is all right to leave that to the intelligence

of the man who furnishes the tie.

Mr. Robinson :—I renew my motion that the entire paragraph be

stricken out, and that the matter be left to the engineer of each indi-

vidual road. I refer to paragraphs 5 and 6.
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Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

make the point of order that the matter has already been passed upon,

and the gentleman who made the original makes it again. He voted on

the wrong side, and is out of order.

Vice-President Kelley :—The point of order is well taken.

Mr. Johnson :—It seems to me Mr. Montfort's suggestion is worthy

of some consideration—to specify the best white oak or long leaf

yellow pine when specifying the maximum fiber stress. Either do that,

or carry out Mr. Robinson's suggestion and annul the whole paragraph.

Mr. Reid :—I think the results are the same, whether you take good

white or burr oak, yellow pine or Douglas fir. The three timbers are

about of the same strength and give about the same results.

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(9) Heavier Loading.—Heavier loadings shall be

proportional to the above on the same spacing."

Mr. Snow :—The Committee desires to modify paragraph 9 by in-

serting the' word "diagrams" after the word "above," so that it will

read : "Heavier loadings shall be proportional to the above diagrams

on the same spacing." There has been a little doubt as to whether

that portion applied to both diagrams or one, and we desire to have

it apply to both.

(The amendment was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"10. Impact.—The dynamic increment of the mov-

ing load shall be added to the maximum computed live-load strains and

300

shall be determined by the formula I = S

L + 300

where

1 = impact to be added to the live-load strains
;

S = calculated maximum live-load strain;

L = loaded length of track in feet producing maximum strain in

members."

Mr. Snow:—We desire to add to what has just been read the follow-

ing : "Impact shall be added to strains produced by direct vertical load-

ing only."

Mr. Schaub :—I fully agree with the Committee that the method of

proportioning recommended is the proper method, but the entire specifi-

cation hinges on the formula for impact. I note that the Committee has

nothing to substantiate or to show the method by which it arrives at

this formula. It is a purely empirical formula and is based on nothing

substantial that I have been able to discover. The formula gives an

impact as high as 50 per cent, for spans 400 feet long and gives an

impact for spans 1,000 feet long. There is nothing to justify it, and

on the contrary experiments made by Prof. Pritchard show there is no

impact for spans over 300 feet long. It seems to me the question of

impact should be referred back to the Committee until it has something

better to show than it has given us.
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Mr. C. C. Schneider (Consulting Engineer) :—Has Mr. Schaub any-

thing better to offer?

Mr. Schaub :—I have nothing better to offer, but if the Committee

wants an empirical formula I can offer half a dozen. In my own work I

use a formula which gives a uniformly decreasing impact in spans vary-

ing from o to 400 feet. Above that I add no impact whatever. That

seems to be more rational than an impact formula which adds impact to

a span a thousand feet long.

Mr. Snow:—I want to ask Mr. Schaub if he thinks there is no

impact, no dynamic effect from a train running across a bridge 400

or 1,000 feet long? Does the train act statically on that bridge, and

does not so act on shorter ones?

Mr. Schaub :—There may be some dynamic effect horizontally or

longitudinally with the train. I admit there is a dynamic effect, but it is

not due to gravity. It is a horizontal force that the structure is sub-

jected to. I happened to see a 500-foot span subjected to the dynamic

effect of a train moving at sixty miles per hour, and it seemed to me

that the dynamic effect was entirely longitudinal with the train, and not

a question of vertical loads at all.

Mr. Cunningham:—The trouble with the formula is that it takes no

account, as far as I can see, of the dead load. With bridges where we

have solid floors of concrete and ballast, you can see that the dynamic

effect is lessened. I would suggest that a formula be presented which

will take into account the dead load on a structure, and the best formula

I know of is that presented by Mr. Pritchard, in Bulletin No. 61, by

the Committee. I propose that Mr. Pritchard's formula be adopted in

place of this one.

Mr. Snow :—On behalf of the Committee I wish to speak to the

remarks which Mr. Schaub has made and also in answer to Mr. Cun-

ningham. I would refer them to page 38 of the March Bulletin, No. 5i,

where the Committee has tried to set forth all that we know on the

subject and where we give, in detail, as much as we can of such experi-

ments as we have been able to make ; a large part of which, unfor-

tunately, were destroyed in the Baltimore fire. Something over 2,000

experiments were made by Mr. Greiner with extensometer instruments

on actual bridges during the passage of trains fast and slow, and we

tried to get at something from these experiments in order that we

might be able to present to this Association an impact formula. As

I stated, a large number of these results were destroyed in the Balti-

more fire; but they had been studied for about two years by Mr.

Greiner and by Mr. Schneider, and possibly by others; and as a result

of all their study of that extensive series of experiments they decided

the best thing to be done was to recommend this formula which the

Committee presents to you. A few of the experiments are given on

page 49, and, as you will see there, there is a decided increment to the

static load, due to the trains on quite long spans. Two hundred and
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seven feet is the longest given, and we have there from 18 to 50 per

cent, actual extension of the members under the train. Now, that is

one element of the decision that the Committee arrived at in adopting

this formula. In reply to Mr. Schaub's question, the genesis of this

formula is given in an historical sketch, which we hope to have pub-

lished in an early summer Bulletin. It was derived from many investi-

gations and finally assumed the form in which you see it. As to the

formula which Mr. Cunningham suggests, we thoroughly investigated

that, comparing it with quite a number of other formulas, the results

of which comparisons you will find in the March Bulletin, beginning

with page 43 ; and taking everything into account we concluded that

the best thing we could do was to adopt this formula. It has been

found to work well and appears to be fully as sensible when you run

it to all extremes as any other formula. For instance, in regard to the

Pritchard formula, which has been mentioned, in the case of the middle

truss of a three-truss double-track bridge, you will get a greater per-

centage of impact on the middle truss than on the side truss on a

single-track bridge, which everyone knows is not reasonable. With

the formula which we present to you the L= loaded length, in a

double-track bridge, doubles up, and consequently the impact runs down

for the middle truss, as you will see by the diagram on page 47. The

point that Mr. Schaub makes that the impact ought to drop out at about

400 feet, I think, is all wrong. I think the experiments that Mr. Greiner

made, given on page 40, will convince you that there should be. some

impact added to any span whatever on which you run a train at a high

speed. A defect in the wheel, a flat wheel, or a poor joint, or even a

good joint in a rail, will produce a dynamic effect. It is not the fact

that the load is applied quickly—according to the old theory that a

quickly applied load has twice the dynamic effect of a static load—that

does not enter into the case. It is due to the shock of the train, the

hammer of the wheels, counter weights, etc.

Mr. Schaub:—I wish to call the attention of the Committee to the

fact that in the experiments given on page 40, the impact on the 207-

foot span, which Mr. Snow said varied from 18 to 50 per cent., was

measured on the bottom chord. The impact on the 153-foot span, which

varied from 11 to 2>
2 Per cent., was measured on the bottom chord; also

in the case of the 100-foot span. If you will now turn to the main

counterbrace on the 161-foot span you will find that the impact is only

4 to 15 per cent., which substantiates what I said before—that the

dynamic effect on the bottom chord, due to the longitudinal force, is

another matter entirely and should be provided for. But I do not see

that if you measure the extension due to impact from 18 to 50 per cent,

on the bottom chord of the truss span that you should add it to all

these members. There is nothing in the experiments made by Mr.

Greiner that changes my opinion at all.

Mr. Cartlidge :—The Association is indebted to the Iron and Steel
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Committee to a degree which is only beginning to be realized. The
adoption of its report on specifications for structural steel marks an era

in bridge design, and the benefits accruing from that action are already

in evidence. In view of this it is with reluctance that the speaker feeis

compelled to question the action with the Committee on the subject.

of the proposed standard live loads and unit stresses. The action at

the last convention was in line with recognized necessities and has met
with widespread commendation, and because of this it may seem prob-

able that similar benefits will result from the proposed action. The
adoption of a standard acts in itself as a stoppage to effort along that

line, and it is the speaker's firm belief that it is not within the prov-

ince of the Association to go into matters so deeply or to adopt specifica-

tions or standards covering such subjects as live loads or unit stresses.

There is no doubt that the report of the Committee will in many respects

meet with the views of a majority of the members. It is, however, so

far as loads and unit stresses are concerned, built on a foundation of

unknown quality. In its previous work, on the quality of the material,

the Committee was careful to present its reasons for each recommenda-

tion, and all recommendations were debated and approved, or amended
in the light of the evidence. In the present instance the proposed system

of loadings and unit stresses is based upon a certain impact formula

which the Association is asked to adopt without proof of its reliability.

The state of knowledge in this regard is such that it is impossible for

anyone to say definitely what impact allowance should be made. Is it

not the wiser course to defer any action on the subject until something

of demonstrable value can be presented? It would seem as if the

subjects for consideration by the Committee were yet so numerous that

it is unnecessary for it to go so deeply into purely theoretical questions.

While it is no doubt true that in this report has been summed up all

that is best in bridge design, it is equally true, and much more impor-

tant, that it does not predict the best that may be. The effect of the

adoption of any such specifications will be to spread upon the pages of

the Proceedings a lot of matter which will be outgrown in a year. Its

tendency would be toward the throttling of individual effort and the

interposition of a bar to further progress, both of which are contrary

to the spirit and aims of the Association. It rests with the Association

to say whether it shall go on record as believing that the science and
art of bridge design have culminated in these specifications and can

no further be improved. I move, therefore, that the whole question of

live loads and unit stresses be referred back to the Committee for fur-

ther consideration.

Mr. Cunningham:—I second the motion.

Mr. Loweth :—Before I vote on this question, I would like to

inquire whether, if the motion is carried, it will forestall further dis-

cussion of this subject by this convention.

Vice-President Kelley :—It will.
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Mr. Cartlidge :—The purpose of the motion was not to forestall

discussion. It is not at all my intention to shut off the expression of

opinion and the discussion of points which are valuable and for which

this Association was created. On the other hand, I do believe that it is

unwise for the Association to adopt a specification in the present state

of knowledge of the subject; the subject ought to be presented more

fully, more thoroughly, and with more arguments in favor of the pro-

posed specification than have been given so far to-day.

Mr. Snow:—If this subject is still open for discussion, I might

answer Mr. Cartlidge by saying that the Committee worked faithfully

and long on these two points. We were criticised two years ago because

we did not bring out something in the way of live loads and unit strains

so that a man could design a bridge. We have worked since that time

to produce this. I will admit that it is not worth very much, and we will

be perfectly satisfied to have it considered as subject to future revision,

but I do not want you to feel that we have not given this subject a good

deal of thought and work. If Mr. Cartlidge will read wh^t we have to

publish on this subject and are going to publish in the next three

months, he will see that the Committee has been busy.

Mr. Cartlidge :—Partly in answer to Mr. Snow, I will say that

it is much easier to criticise than to do. I recognize that, and do not

want to be put in the position of criticising the work of the Committee.

But I do wish to add here to the original point that the Association

ought not to be in a hurry to adopt specifications for live loads and

unit stresses until it is absolutely proved to the Association that the

specification which they are to adopt is the right one, at least at the

present time. We have no such proof. I know the Committee has

done a great deal of work ; at the same time there is a great deal

of work, in my opinion, which will have to be done before an accept-

able impact formula can be presented or should be adopted by this

Association as a whole.

Mr. Loweth :—I, for one, am not ready to vote that these specifica-

tions should be adopted by this Association. I do think, however,

that this convention ought to express its opinion about the many mat-

ters involved, so that the future Committee may know what is the

sense of this convention.

Mr. Snow:—If we refer this back to the Committee, I suppose

that the matter is dead for the present and cannot appear in the pub-

lications of the Association. What can we publish as a specification?

With these items left out there would not be anything of value, and

the Association is looking to us for a specification upon which bridges

can be designed and built. We do not think that these things are

final ; we expect that they will be modified and improved as time goes

on. The Association is about to issue a Manual of Recommended Prac-

tice, and if these items are dropped out this whole specification will

not appear in that Manual, except as far as material and workmanship
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go. It seems to me that it would be advisable to accept as much as

you can of it, enough so that it can be a fairly complete specification,

with the understanding that it is to be revised in the future.

Mr. Lum :—The Association is about six years old. Every year

there has been a Committee on Bridges or Structures. Every year that

Committee has done good work. We now have a Committee which

has prepared several papers, has gone through the work of its prede-

cessors, has made a very careful study of the situation, and now offers

to the Association the result of six years of work embodied in this

specification ; not only their own work, but the work of all who have

been able to contribute in that direction. We need this specification

or something which embodies the information on this subject up to

the present time. For that reason I think we should accept that specifi-

cation and endorse it, unless we are in a position to offer now, at the

end of six years, something better. We may not live forever, and we
know that those who come after us will improve on what is done here;

we hope they will. Why should we not, then, offer to the world the

result of our work up to the present time, and, if necessary, make a

footnote stating that you expect something will be added to this infor-

mation in the future ?

Mr. Robinson :—I, like Mr. Cartlidge, have made some notes on

this subject. The Committee has done admirable work, but there are

many points of view to this matter, and we should not undertake to

tie either the Association or the members to any especial line of

procedure that seems entirely different from what has been their previous

practice, and from what they deem as best.

Mr. McDonald :—I have listened with a good deal of attention to

the remarks made on this question. I think it is one that involves

a principle, and if we are going to settle it now, it should be done
with a full understanding of the facts. I understand that some of the

gentlemen think it is wrong for this Association to undertake to say

what we consider the best practice with regard to the designing of

bridges up to the present time. They ask us to postpone it until we
know all about it. I think we should express our opinion as to what
we think is the best practice to-day, and make changes in the specifica-

tion as conditions warrant from time to time. In regard to the impact

formula to which so much objection has been made, I believe it will

be found upon investigation that the majority of the mileage in the

United States to-day is using that formula.

Mr. A. W. Johnston (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—It seems

to me, in view of all that has been said on this subject, it is now high

time to limit the debate on this question.

Vice-President Kelley :—The chair will sustain the point of order.

The original motion will now be put, which is to refer back to the

Committee the entire report pertaining to live loads and unit strains.

(The motion was lost.)

30
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Vice-President Kelley:—We will now return to the consideration

of paragraph 9.

Mr. Cunningham :—There is a motion before the house, I believe

—what we just voted on was the amendment. I made a motion that

the Pritchard formula be adopted. The reason I wanted the Pritchard

formula adopted is that you cannot use Mr. Schneider's formula. It

takes no account of the dead load. Mr. Schneider's formula is a good

formula for open floor bridges. The Pritchard formula will take care

of all kinds of bridges equally as well as Mr. Schneider's formula,

and that is shown to be true on page 49 of Bulletin 61. If you look

at that table you will see that it gives the impact both for Schneider's

formula and Pritchard's formula. They are nearly identical. The ad-

vantage in using Pritchard's formula is that it can be used in solid

floor bridges, whereas Mr. Schneider's formula cannot be used with

solid floor bridges.

Vice-President Kelley :—The chair did not hear a second to your

motion, and therefore the motion was not put.

Mr. Cunningham :—I make it again as an original motion, that Mr.

Pritchard's formula be adopted in place of Mr. Schneider's formula.

Mr. Snow :—I wish to call attention to the table on page 52, which

gives a comparison of the formulas under discussion applied to ballast

floor bridges. You will find that the difference between them is not

very great. If with the Schneider formula a unit strain of 17,000

pounds is used instead of 16,000 pounds, the results are almost identical.

If we use our regular tension unit of 16,000 pounds, as we do for other

bridges, the difference will hardly be perceptible. It is not worth while

to take into account the difference that the two formulas give.

Mr. Cunningham :—That may be so on long bridges, but not on

short bridges. On girder spans up to 100 feet you can see the Schneider

formula is identical with the Pritchard formula, taking into considera-

tion dead loads. This comparison is continued to spans up to 200 feet.

On page 52 is a table made up on purpose to show how they were

compared. Therefore, why should not tl\e formula I advocate be

adopted?

Mr. Condron :—I voted for the amendment, which was not adopted,

simply along the line Mr. Cunningham speaks of; the fact of the matter

is that we do not seem, with the formula proposed by the Committee,

to have covered the ballast floor bridges and some of the conditions

which have been developed very rapidly of late. I have not had time

to study this new Bulletin which the Committee has just issued, but

I am interested in the tables to which attention has been called. I

think there are many in the room who are likewise not ready to vote

on a standard formula, for the reason that they have not given it

sufficient study or investigation; but it does seem to a good many. that

there is room for improvement on the formula presented. Many of

us have used the formula in bridge design and believe it as good as

any we have had for open floor bridges. If the Committee has inves-
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tigated this subject for years and presents the conclusion it has now,

it is certainly interesting, if there is so little difference ; but the whole

point of the matter seems to be that this is a subject which requires

considerable study, and it is hard for us to pass on it at this time.

Mr. Mills :—I believe that the provision for impact and vibration

in a specification for designing bridges should take in consideration

both the length of the span and the dead weight, or, in other words, be

a function of both these elements. The impact formula recommended

by the Committee has for its variable only the length of the span.

While it may be said that the element of weight is correlated and

implied in the length of the span, there is no distinction between heavy

and light spans of the same length. The Pritchard formula referred

to in this discussion is based solely on the live and dead load stresses,

or "range of stress," the length of span being neglected. It also seems

necessary to take into account the floor formation, as a ballasted floor

will have more elasticity than a floor without ballast. While, for the

foregoing reasons, I am not satisfied with the formula recommended

by the Committee, I believe in adopting it, with a statement that it is

tentative and subject to modification. It seems to me so desirable to

make provision for the effect of impact and vibration by the method

of an addition to the static stresses, instead of varying the unit stresses

in the several members of the structure, that the general adoption

of this method is very desirable, and should be recommended for prac-

tice by this Association, with the manifest advantage in securing uni-

formity in the strength of the details and connections throughout a

structure. The tests made by the Committee at considerable trouble and

cost, as well as the experiments reported in literature on this subject,

show that the formula suggested is on the safe side, while in many
instances it is open to criticism as giving excessive results. It is to be

hoped the additional experiments will be made by members of this

Association, so that results in sufficient number may be accumulated,

covering different styles of structures, upon which to proceed to develop

a more satisfactory formula, which in the present stage of our knowl-

edge it may be impracticable to place upon a strictly rational basis.

Mr. Andrews Allen (Consulting Engineer) :—I move to amend the

last motion by substituting the following : Insert "for open floor

bridges," after the words "moving load," where they occur in clause

10. We know that a solid ballasted floor has a considerable effect in

decreasing the impact on a bridge, and this Association ought not to

put itself on record in favor of any impact formula without some

reservation of this kind. Experiments seem to show that Schneider's

formula gives safe and reasonably consistent results for open floor

bridges. Therefore, let us say so here and leave the ballasted floors

until sufficient experiments are made to determine just how the impact

is affected by the ballast.

(Mr. Allen's amendment was lost.)
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Vice-President Kelley :—The motion now to be voted on is that

of Mr. Cunningham to substitute the Pritchard formula for the Schneider

formula.

(The motion was lost, and the paragraph adopted as presented by

the Committee.)

The Secretary:
—"n. Lateral Load.—Truss spans shall have their

lateral systems designed for a force of 600 lbs. per linear foot of the

loaded chord ; and 200 lbs. per linear foot of the unloaded chord. Girder

bridges shall have the lateral system at the loaded chord designed for

a force of 600 lbs. per linear foot, these forces being considered as mov-

ing without impact."

Mr. Snow :—The Committee desires to erase the last two words of

that paragraph, "without impact," as it is covered by the addition which

we made to paragraph 10.

Mr. Robinson:—It seems to me that this paragraph 11 gives per-

mission, especially for the top laterals, for us to put almost anything in.

There is a succeeding paragraph which says you must not. This matter

of the wind stress, so-called, for our lateral system, is not altogether

for resisting wind load, but it is simply sufficient to give us the

desired rigidity for our structure, laterally, under heavy fast traffic, and

I very much question whether what the Committee has given for the

bottom chord is sufficient for single track bridges. Two hundred pounds

per foot for the top chord is not sufficient. It would allow the use

of 2^4-inch angles for the laterals for single track, and 3^2-inch for

double track, and we know that neither should be permitted. It seems

to me that we should increase the load sufficiently so that we do not

need any following clause, telling us the limiting size of the vertical

leg in our angle shall be 3^2 inches.

Mr. Reid :—It seems to me the matter of detail of design should

be kept independent of the question of unit stresses. If we want to

make a certain unit stress, a certain impression on the side of our

bridge to allow the use of angles of sections smaller than we consider

advisable, I think that, should be taken care of in the details of the

design.

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary.-
—

"12. Wind Load/—On viaduct towers provision

shall be made for a wind force of 50 lbs. per sq. ft. on \
l/2 times the

vertical projection of the structure unloaded; or 30 lbs. per sq. ft.

on the same surface plus 12 ft. for height of train when the structure

is fully loaded, or when loaded on either track with empty cars assumed

to weigh 900 lbs. per linear foot."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"13. Longitudinal Force.—Provision shall be made
in structures for a longitudinal force, applied at the rail, of & of the

moving load."

Mr. Schaub :—In regard to paragraph 13, I ask the Committee

whether the provision for longitudinal force applies also to truss spans.
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It seems to me that opens an important matter, which has not been

considered to a very great extent, and that is the longitudinal forces

which act on all truss spans, due to friction, or the dynamic effect

of the moving load.

Mr. Snow :—The paragraph in general says that provision shall be

made in structures for longitudinal force. We have no other way of

figuring the longitudinal bracing.

Mr. Schaub :—If that is true, the longitudinal forces will introduce

stresses in the spans, in excess of the fixed loads. If you are going

to provide for the longitudinal force, you will be justified in introducing

a higher unit stress in those members wherein you combine the longi-

tudinal force with the vertical loads.

Mr. Snow :—You will find that in paragraph 24, which says, "For

strains produced by lateral, longitudinal and wind forces, combined with

vertical forces, the unit strains may be increased not to exceed 25 per

cent, over those given above, but the sections shall not be less than

required by the strains from the vertical forces without such increase."

That covers the longitudinal forces referred to in paragraph 13.

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"14. Centrifugal Force.—Provision shall be made
on curves for the centrifugal force produced by the full live load, running

at a speed to be determined by the engineer for each case, acting at a

height of 5 ft. above the rails."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"15. Unit Strains.—All parts of structures shall

be so proportioned that the sum of the maximum strains shall not

exceed the following amounts in pounds per square inch, except as

modified in paragraphs 21 to 24."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"16. Tension.—Axial tension on net section, 16,000."

( The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"17. Compression.—Axial compression on gross

1

section, 16,000 — 70— , where T is the length of member in inches and

r

V is the least radius of gyration in inches."

Mr. Montfort:—I have had some figures made showing the relation

between a column constructed under this formula and a column con-

structed under the formula used by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

—

which is Mr. Schneider's formula—which is 17,000 divided by 1, plus

1 square over 11,000 r square. I find that for short columns it will

require under the new formula considerably more material, while for

long columns it will require less. It seems to me that is probably in

the wrong direction. For a column where 1 over r is 36, the allowed

stress in the new formula is 13.480 against 15,200 by the old formula;

for a column where 1 over r equals 108, the new formula allows 8,440

against 8,250 by the old formula.
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(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"18. Bending.—Bending, on extreme fibers of

rolled shapes, built sections and girders; net section, 16,000; on extreme

fibers of pins, 24,000."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"19. Shearing.—Shearing, shop driven rivets in

reamed or drilled holes, 11,000; shop driven rivets in punched holes,

io,oco; field driven rivets and turned bolts, 8,000; plate girder webs;

d

gross section, 12,000—40—, where 'd' is the minimum unsupported

t

distance in inches, between the flange angles or stiffeners, whichever is

the smaller, and 't' the thickness of web in inches
;
pins, 12,500."

Mr. Snow :—The Committee desires to change the units as read to

"Shop driven rivets in round or drilled holes, 12,000; shop driven rivets

in punched holes, 11,000; field driven rivets and turned bolts, 9,000; pins,

12,000."

Mr. Douglas :—I notice that the Committee have not made any

restriction on the shearing on the net section of web, especially at the

end where the shear is the heaviest. I ask if the Committee intentionally

ignored allowing any shear on the net section. Will it not be better to

insert some limitations as to the amount of the shear on the net section?

Mr. Schaub :—I would like to ask the Committee what would justify

the idea that there is no shear on the web of the girder other than

the theoretical shear. The conditions of true shear cannot exist on

the plate girder. It either fails by the tearing or buckling of the web, or

by insufficient bearing of the rivets at the end, and experiments have

been made which demonstrate this.

Mr. Snow :—Mr. Schaub's remarks answer Mr. Douglas in a way.

There is no such thing as a true shearing action on the metal of

the web of a plate girder. The word shear, as we use it here, means

the force which we call a shear; that is, the vertical force in the girder

the same as we speak of a shear in a truss. We do not expect the truss

to shear off like a piece of paper between a pair of scissors, but we
speak of shearing all the same. The word shear here is exactly the

same as we use it in connection with a truss ; that is, it shall not be

more than a certain maximum per square inch, which we prescribe

here. We do not take into account the fact that the web is cut up

by rivet holes, because there are no rivet holes unless you ' have an

angle or something over the web which helps to stiffen it. The web

is really stronger with a lot of holes cut out and filled with rivets

and covered with a stiffener than it is where no rivets occur. The

stiffeners are needed to prevent the web from buckling, and this formula

is placed here for the purpose of furnishing some rule for placing them.

Mr. Schaub :—The stiffeners are needed to transmit the load into

the web, and after that load is in the web, the shear does not have
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anything to do with it whatever. The stiffeners need not be larger

near the ends, except the end stiffeners, than in the middle; and if

you suspend the load from the web underneath, you do not need any

stiffeners at all except at the ends.

Mr. Snow :—That is a question concerning which each designer can

do as he pleases, I suppose, but myself and the majority of the Com-

mittee prefer to have stiffeners and some rule for placing them.

Mr. Condron :—I see no provision made for air-driven rivets in

the field. A great deal of work is being done in which the field rivets

are being driven by pneumatic tools. I believe we are justified in

making some difference in the number of rivets required where they are

driven by air over what is required where the rivets are driven by

hand. I ask if the Committee has made any investigation along that line?

Mr. Mills :—Referring to the suggestion that a difference be estab-

lished in the specifications for field riveting, to cover rivets driven

by power and by hand, I do not believe that this is wise. It is difficult

to know in advance where rivets will be driven by power and where

by hand, the only safe course being to design the connections in all

cases for hand-driven rivets. This is with full appreciation of the prac-

tice of many engineers to call for power-driven rivets unless otherwise

authorized, and of the desirability in all cases of having rivets driven

in this manner. In this connection I am informed that, owing to the

influence of labor unions, in many cases no more rivets are driven in

a day by power than are driven by hand, considering the same number

of men, so that there is no saving of cost by power-driven rivets, but

on the other hand that the cost of the power plant is that much extra.

Mr. Condron :—I recently let a contract in which it was specified

in the contract that the field rivets would be driven by air.

Mr. Snow :—The answer to the question has been pretty fully

given by Mr. Mills. The number of rivets is fixed by the designer, and

he cannot know, as a usual thing, whether they are to be driven by hand

•or power. If the contract is made requiring pneumatic-hammer rivets,

it will be perfectly legitimate to allow fewer rivets, provided the con-

tract can be strictly enforced. But when rivet driving is going on

briskly and the air engine or hammers balk, as frequently happens, the

inevitable result is that hand hammers are put in service to keep the

work going, so that the safe way is to allow only the lower units on

field rivets. That is my personal opinion. The Committee has made

some experiments to show the difference between hand-driven rivets

and pneumatic-hammer rivets, and it has been found that the pneumatic

hammer fills the holes fully as well as the best hydraulic pressure riv-

eters, and a great deal better than they can be filled by hand. The

only safe way is to allow rivets enough, so that it will be all right

if they are driven by hand.

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary :—"go. Bearing.—Bearing, shop driven rivets in
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reamed or drilled holes, 22,000 ; shop driven rivets in punched holes,

20,000; field driven rivets and turned bolts, 16,000; pins, 25,000; expan-

sion rollers, per linear inch, 600 X D, where 'D' is the diameter of the

roller in inches; granite masonry, 600; sandstone and limestone, 300;

Portland cement concrete, 400."

Mr. Snow:—The Committee desires to change the figures as printed

to read : "Bearing, shop driven rivets in round or drilled holes, 24,000

;

shop driven rivets in punched holes, 22,000; field driven rivets and

turned bolts, 18,000; pins, 24,000."

Mr. J. M. Johnson :— I would move to strike out "sandstone and

limestone, 300 pounds, and Portland cement concrete, 400 pounds," and

substitute "sandstone, limestone, and Portland cement concrete, 400

pounds ; timber, 300 pounds." Some engineers use creosoted timber

wall plates.

Mr. Reid :—I think the figures given in the report are better than

the figures suggested ; sandstone and limestone, at 300 pounds, are plenty

high enough. With the ordinary limestone which we get there is a

question in my mind if it is good for 300 pounds. I am satisfied with

good Portland cement concrete at 400 pounds. As far as the timber

is concerned, we should make a difference in the timber. There is a

difference in the bearing strength of white oak and white pine, and

the timber is in between. White oak is used in this section, possibly

yellow pine in the South, and in the North they will use white pine.

White oak is good for 2,000 pounds, but white pine is not good for

200 pounds.

Mr. Loweth :—I shall vote against that amendment, because I do

not believe that the specifications of this Association should approve,

by implication even, that timber under a metal structure is good practice.

(The amendment was lost, and the paragraph adopted as modified

by the Committee.)

The Secretary:
—

"21. Alternate Strains.—Members and their con-

nections, subject to alternate tension and compression, shall be propor-

tioned to resist either strain increased by an amount equal to ,

8
5 of the

smaller strain."

Mr. Snow :—The Committee has an addition, or, rather a sub-

stitute, for this paragraph, as follows : "Alternate Strains.' Members
subject to alternate strains of tension and compression shall be propor-

tioned for the strains giving the largest section. If the alternate strains

occur in immediate succession, as in counters, such members shall be

so proportioned that their total sectional area is equal to the sum of

areas required for each strain. The connections in either case shall be

proportioned for the sum of the strains."

Mr. Robinson :—If it is 20,000 on compression, and 10,000 tension,

is the proposition to add all together as a gross strain, or if it is

50,000 tension and 40,000 or 50,000 compression, is it the intention to

add it up as a net section?
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Mr. Snow :—We understand that these strains are to be added to-

gether. In the case of strains that follow each other in immediate suc-

cession, as in counters, your counter is to be proportioned for the sum

of the two strains to which it is subjected, just the same as the con-

nections are. The last line applies to the connections, and in that case

we prescribe that the two strains shall be added together and the con-

nection made strong enough to carry the sum of these strains.

Mr. Robinson:—Is that irrespective as to what kind the stress is?

Mr. Snow:—They are to be added together arithmetically, and not

algebraically.

(The substitute as stated by the chairman was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"22. Counters.—Wherever the live and dead load

strains are of opposite character, only 70 per cent, of the dead load

strain shall be considered as effective in counteracting the live load

strain."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:

—

"23. Combined Strains.—Members subject to the

action of both axial and bending strains shall be proportioned so that

the greatest fiber strain will not exceed the allowed limits for the axial

tension or compression in that member."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

Mr. Cunningham:—I would like to know for what reason the

Committee uses the word "strains." I understand that "strain" means

a different thing from "stress."

Mr. Snow :—The question of definition and terminology is a pretty

large one to enter into at this time. It might take a half hour to give

all the reasons for the Committee's action ; but the main cause, perhaps,

was that the word "stress" does not work very well if you use it

as a verb. We must use something both as a verb and as a noun, and

as the Secretary of the Committee says, if you use stress as a verb, it

produces very distressing results. You have got to say stress, stress-

ing, etc. As a matter of fact, the two words are from the same Latin

root, stress coming to us through the French and strain directly through

the English. Prof. Rankine, fifty years ago, started this trouble. We
adopted the word strain right through, because we like it better, and

you can use it as a noun and also as a verb.

Mr. W. C. Cushiiig (Pennsylvania Lines) :—I move that the Com-

mittee be directed to use the word "stress" instead of the word "strain,"

as it is the term adopted by all the colleges to-day.

Prof. W. D. Pence (Purdue University) :—I had occasion to look

into this matter at the time the Committee first used the word "strain,"

coming in contact with it in my editorial work. I felt some delicacy

about bringing the matter to the notice of the Committee at that time.

I did not think it was my function to press the point, and I have been

looking forward to the time when the thing would occur which has

occurred in the last few minutes—when the Association would consider
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the. matter. If there is a minority in favor of "strain" it is certainly

a respectable minority. However, I think the majority of bridge engi-

neers in this country prefer the word "stress"—the term "stress" to

apply to the amount of force which is imposed on the member and the

word "strain" to the deformation which is produced by that stress.

Mr. Snow :—I do not want the Association to vote in favor of the

motion without knowing what they are doing. If "strain" is used in the

sense of deformation, how do you measure it—by inches or pounds? It

would naturally be by inches, or ratio of length. If that is right,

and I do not see any other way out of it, you have got to say that a bar

is strained .02 of an inch, or something of that sort. We do not say

that in print ; we use the word "stress," but we do not realize what it

would involve to relegate the old English word "strain" and assume a

definition which I believe is forced. The Century Dictionary gives

the derivation of these words, and on the next page it uses the word

"strain" in an exactly opposite sense from its definition. If you direct

this Committee to use the word "stress," it will necessitate doing what

I am sure you do not really want to have done.

Mr. Cushing:—It will only be a short time when those who want

to use the word "strain" will be in a hopeless minority, because the

colleges are turning out young men who use the word "stress."

Prof. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :—I do not know that I

can add anything more than my knowledge of what the practice is in

the colleges of the country. A few years ago we taught "stress" and

"strain." Some books call the force "stress," and some call it "strain."

Later some of the books took up "stress" as being the force and "strain"

as the deformation which was produced. Others said "stress" was the

expression of the force applied, and "strain" the internal force which

met that. I believe the universal practice at the present time is to term

the force which exists in the member "stress." I think if you look it

up in the text books on bridges and resistance of materials, it is given in

that way. That is what the practice of the country is coming to.

Whether you want to hold the time-honored term for your use is another

question. A number of writers, in view of the difference of opinion in

the use of the word "strain," do not use it for deformation, but have

taken the somewhat longer and awkward expression "deformation" to

express the amount of change in length or other' shape in the bar pro-

duced by the stress.

(The motion to substitute stress for strain was put to vote but

was lost.)

The Secretary :
—

"24. Lateral Strains.—For strains produced by

lateral, longitudinal and wind forces, combined with vertical forces, the

unit strains may be increased not to exceed 25 per cent, over those given

above, but the sections shall not be less than required by the strains

from vertical forces without such increase."

(The paragraph was adopted.)
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The Secretary :

—
"25. Net Section at Rivets.—In proportioning ten-

sion, the rivet holes shall be taken one-eighth inch larger than the

diameter of the rivet before driving."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"26. Rivets.—In proportioning rivets, the diameter

of the rivet before driving shall be used."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"27. Net Section at Pins.—Pin-connected riveted

tension members shall have a net section through the pin-hole at least

25 per cent, in excess of the net section of the body of the member, and

the net section back of the pin-hole, parallel with the axis of the member,

shall be not less than the net section of the body of the member."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"28. Proportioning Plate Girders.—Plate girders

shall be proportioned either by the moment of inertia of their net

section, or by assuming that the strains pass through the centers of

gravity of flange sections, in which case one-sixth of the net section of

the web, if properly spliced, may be used as flange section."

Mr. Snow :—We desire to change the third line, where it says,

"one-sixth of the net section of the web," to read "in which case one-

eighth of the section of the web, if properly spliced, may be used as

flange section." This is to prevent the uncertainty as to the net section

of the web. It works out very nearly the same in the final result in

either case.

(The amendment was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"29. Compression Flange.—The gross section of the

compression flange shall not be less than the gross section of the tension

flange, and the width of the flange shall not be less than one-twelfth of

the distance between its side supports."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :

—
"30. Flange Rivets.—The flanges of plate girders

shall be connected to the web with a sufficient number of rivets to

transfer the total shear at any point in a distance equal to the depth of

the girder at that point, and in addition any load applied directly on the

flange. The wheel loads, where the ties rest on the flanges, shall be

assumed to be distributed over three ties."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"31. Web Stiffeners.—Stiffeners shall be riveted

to the web at all points of concentrated loads and also at points required

by the shear formula in paragraph 19. The stiffeners at bearings and

other points, where they carry load directly, shall be connected to the

web with a sufficient number of rivets to transmit the strain from the

concentrated load, and shall be proportioned for this strain by the axial

compression formula in paragraph 17. The effective length shall be

assumed to be one-half the length of the stiffener. They shall, however,

not be of smaller dimensions than specified in paragraph 82."
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(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—

"32. Rolled Beams.—Rolled sections, used as

beams, shall be proportioned by their moment of inertia. The width of

flanges shall not be less than one-sixteenth of the distance between side

supports."

(The paragraph was adopted.)

The Secretary :

—

"33. Depth Ratios.—Pony trusses and plate girders

shall preferably have a depth not less than one-tenth of the span, and

rolled beams and channels used as girders shall preferably have a depth

of not less than one-twelfth of the span. When these ratios are de-

creased, proper increase shall be made to the flange sections."

Mr. Robinson:—What is meant by that?

Mr. Snow :—I suppose the reference is to the last line.

Mr. Robinson:—What is the increase or decrease?

Mr. Snow :—According to your judgment. We established no rule,

because we could not agree on any. Some of us, in designing a girder

that is very shallow in proportion to its length, decrease the unit strain

or increase the section, according to some rule which we guess at. We
put that in there so that a man would have a warrant for using whatever

rule he pleased.

Mr. Robinson:—If that is the case, would it not be just as well to

omit that paragraph? We are not going to design our girder trusses

st shallow that they will not carry. When it comes to stringers and

channels and stuff of that kind, where they carry stresses, they are

figured. It seems to me that idea covers it and we do not need the

other.

Mr. O. E. Selby (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—

I

think the proposed increase is to reduce the deflection and make a stiffer

girder. I therefore move that we add to that sentence "to reduce the

deflection to the desired amount."

Mr. Condron :—Would it not be clearer, instead of saying that

proper increase shall be made to the flange sections, to say proper

decrease shall be made to the allowable unit strains? A proper decrease

to be made to the flange section might mean that we have proper

increase if we have less depth of girder, and then we would have more

increase in the section. I think it would be better if you say some
definite ratio of decrease shall be made to the allowable unit stress.

Mr. Mills :—Referring to the question as to the meaning of para-

graph 33, where reference is made to proper increase in the flange sec-

tions where shallow girders are used, this is a proper and necessary

provision, which I have observed in many instances, increasing the

flange areas to reduce the unit stress and thereby bring the deflection

within proper limits.

Mr. Snow :—We want to make the girders equally stiff and rigid.

The reason why we did not say use decreased unit strain instead of

increased section is that the specification is based on a flat unit, and we
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wanted to carry it out in all cases where possible. The same thing

can be done whether you decrease the section or increase the unit strain.

Vice-President Kelley :—The hour having come for adjournment,

we will be obliged to discontinue the discussion. The Committee asks

that the members pass on the balance of the clauses by number instead

of having them read to-morrow, so that if any of the members desire to

take exception to the report the Committee requests that they prepare

their amendments and make reference to the paragraphs by number.

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION.

The President:—Before we take up the business of the day, I

would like to call the attention of the members to the fact that our time

is limited and there are a good many matters to be considered. While

we do not wish to hurry things over, we do wish to avoid any unneces-

sary waste of time.

We yesterday completed the specifications up to paragraph 33, cov-

ering the specifications under the head of ''Unit Strains" and "Proportion

of Parts." We will now proceed with the remaining paragraphs. The

reading of the paragraphs will be dispensed with, and we will consider

the paragraphs adopted as they are called unless there is objection. The

first is paragraph 34. The next, paragraph 35 ;
paragraph 36, para-

graph 37.

• Mr. Schaub:—In regard to article 37, it seems to me that adjust-

able members in these designs ought to be eliminated altogether. I

have never seen any necessity for using them, and cannot see w-hy they

cannot be omitted. In this shape it makes them permissible, and I

think the sooner we get rid of adjustable members, which in steel means

a V thread cut on a bar which has been subjected to heat treatment

—

which is in itself a doubtful process—the better: I think tinder those

circumstances we should eliminate them entirely. Designs were made

for bridges 25 years ago without adjustable members. I make a motion

that the paragraph be stricken out.

Mr. Mills :—The change suggested, as I understand it, would be rather

drastic. I do not think that any of us like to use adjustable members,

but in many instances they are necessary, so that some provision should

be made to cover their use.

(The motion not being seconded, the paragraph was adopted as sub-

mitted.)

The President :—The next paragraph is 38; if there is no objection,

we will consider it adopted. The next is 39; the next is 40.

Mr. A. J. Himes (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) :—In regard to the

pitch of the rivets, as I understand the paragraph, the horizontal spacing

would be not less than 2^ inches. That means in many cases that the

web of the girder will be increased in thickness. Is it understood and

expected by the members of the Committee and the Association that

that spacing will be adhered to? Spacing is frequently made as low as 1%

and \V% inches, and in our specifications we limit it to 2 inches.
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Mr. Snow :—The basis of this spacing was the old-fashioned rule of

3 times the diameter. Three times the diameter of a %-inch rivet would
be 2Y%. The spacing means the distance from center to center pf the

holes. In case you have two lines of rivets, it does not mean the distance

between rivets measured horizontally between vertical lines passing

through the centers of the rivets.

Mr. Himes :—I understood from the next sentence, in the case of

two rows of rivets in a flange, that spacing would be double. Would not

that make it 2^5 inches horizontally between the stock of rivets?

Mr. Snow :—Possibly the phraseology there is a little bit wrong,

but the intention of the Committee, as I understand it, is that this distance

should be from center to center of rivets as they actually stand. I wish

some other member of the Committee, if they remember what was said

at that time, would speak on this matter.

The President:—Mr. Himes, have you any motion to make to correct

this paragraph according to your views?

Mr. Himes :—I do not regard it as an error. I merely wanted to call

attention to it and learn whether an attempt is really being made to

make the limit 2$i inches.

Mr. M. F. Brown (Boston Bridge Works) :—It seems to me the

paragraph has been rather misunderstood. It says that the maximum
pitch for single line should be 6 inches and 5 inches, and for angles with

two-gage lines the maximum shall be twice the above in each line. It

says nothing about the minimum for two lines being twice that for one

line. '

f

(The paragraph was adopted as submitted. Paragraphs 41, 42, 43,

44, 45, 46 and 47 were adopted.)

Mr. Schaub:—In clause 48 there is no provision made for angle

lacing, and angle lacing is quite commonly used on large sections. It

seems to me this section is not clear enough as to what the Committee

intended. The size would be the same whether the compression member
was 10 inches, 20 inches, or 30 inches deep. The size of the lattice should

be dependent upon the size of the member.

Mr. Snow :—I will say for the information of the Association that

that point was thoroughly discussed in Committee and it was decided

that the paragraph as worded is about all we could properly say.

(Paragraph 48 was adopted as submitted. Paragraphs 49 to 71

inclusive were adopted as submitted.)

Mr. Andrews Allen :—I move that paragraph 72 be stricken out and

that we substitute for it, "End floor beams shall be used in all bridges."

I think it is well recognized that a bridge should act as a unit to take

its load on only four points of bearing. It is a question of good practice

and engineering and I think it should be specified. The few cases where

it is impossible to use end beams need not prevent the adoption of this

rule. There are very few rules of bridge design which do not have to be

modified once in a while to suit unusual conditions.
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Mr. Loweth:—I have no objection to the striking out of all this para-

graph, but object to what is proposed shall take its place.

M'r. Robinson :—If you have a skewed bridge girder, and we follow

the requirements laid down by the specification read yesterday that the

stringers must be squared up, I do not believe it is physically possible

to put in an end floor beam in the full sense of the term. If the paragraph

is doctored at all, in my opinion it should be left out. All we should say

is "where possible it is desirable that end floor beams shall be used;"

but I think it would be better to strike it out altogether.

Mr. Lum:—It is frequently desirable that end floor beams be used,

and that they should be used when possible, and I hope that the gentleman

will make an amendment to that effect, not requiring that they always be

used, but that they be used where possible, in order to have the bidders

understand that the floor beams will be required if it is possible for them

to be used.

Mr. Andrews Allen :—I accept the amendment—that in all bridges

where possible end floor beams shall be used.

Mr. Snow:—It seems that is a pretty drastic rule—as Mr.^M'ills

expressed himself—to put in this specification. I admit that the clause is

a little indefinite, but the owner of the structure can demand end floor

beams if he wants them. This does not amount to much, but I agree with

Mr. Robinson, that if it is to be doctored in any way it had better be

stricken out.

(Mr. Allen's motion was put to vote and lost.)

Mr. Schaub :—I move that paragraph 72 be stricken out entirely.

(The motion was lost and the paragraph adopted as submitted.)

(Paragraphs 73 to 82 were adopted.)

Mr. Andrews Allen :—I want to suggest that as the length between

the gusset plates has already been fixed, in paragraph 29, that the maxi-

mum distance of 12 feet in paragraph 83 is superfluous. I move that

it be stricken out, or that the sentence read : "Through plate girders

shall have their top flanges stayed at each end of every floor beam, or

in case of solid floors, at distances not greater than provided in para-

graph 29."

Mr. Robinson :—It seems to me that the spacing of 12 feet is alto-

gether too much for a through solid floor, and we had better change the

12 feet to a maximum, perhaps, of about 7, and leave the paragraph

otherwise exactly as it is, as it will then not interfere or conflict with

the previous paragraphs. I believe that 12 feet is too much and that we
will be safe in assuming 5 to 7 feet.

The President:—The motion of Mr. Allen is that the words "not

exceeding 12 feet by knee braces or gusset plates" be stricken out and

the words "not greater than provided by paragraph 29" be substituted,

making the paragraph read as follows : "Through plate girders shall have

their top flanges stayed at each end of every floor beam, or in case of

solid floors at a distance not greater than provided in paragraph 29."

Mr. Mills :—I am afraid that the amendment suggested in the case
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of half-through girders, covering the spacing of the intermediate gussets

or knee braces in through plate girders, would be injudicious. In the case

of deep girders, the gussets or knee braces are necessarily steep, so that

their value is questionable, and a closer spacing even than that required

by the paragraph submitted, is sometimes desirable, being frequently a

matter of judgment.

Mr. Andrews Allen :—I offer this amendment because I want to see

the same rule apply to solid floor bridges that applies to open floor bridges.

There is nothing in the specifications to prevent using panels 18 feet

long in bridges having beams and stringers, but if you have a solid floor

you must put the gussets closer. I do not think this is consistent. The

solid floor merely tends to stiffen the whole bridge and there seems to be

no reason for spacing gusset plates closer than in a shallow open floor

bridge. If the limit we have already adopted is too long, let us shorten it,

but let us make it a general provision instead of applying it only to open

floor bridges.

Mr. Loweth :—There is no harm in putting gussets every 12 feet in a

solid floor bridge. The, gussets in this type of bridge are not nearly so

efficient as in the ordinary through bridge where beams and stringers are

used, and where the gusset usually extends through the web of the beam

to its full depth. In a solid floor bridge the gussets are frequently

attached to the top flanges of the beams, which are usually rolled beams

spaced 15 to 18 inches apart, and the connection is not nearly as efficient

as where the gusset is made a part of a built-up floor beam.

(Mr. Allen's amendment was put to vote and lost. Paragraphs 84,

85, 86, 87 and 88 were approved.)

Mr. Schaub :—I would like to ask the Committee in regard to para-

graph 89, whether it means longitudinal girders shall be riveted to the

face of the column. I saw a design a number of years ago by an engi-

neer where he bent the columns of the viaduct near the top end into

vertical planes and riveted the longitudinal girders to the face of the

column. The way it reads to me is not clear.

Mr. Snow :—As I understand the provision of the Committee, it is

intended that the girders shall be riveted either to the face of the column

or to a large gusset, which forms a constituent part of the column head.

That is, that the girder is to be riveted to some substantial part of the

tower frame.

Mr. Schaub :—That would necessitate bending the column or cutting

it and splicing it. I do not see how it is possible to rivet the girders to an

integral part of the column without cutting it and splicing it or bending

the columns to meet the ends of the girders in a vertical plane.

Mr. Douglas :—Does that mean carrying the columns up to the top

of the girders?

Mr. Snow :—I do not know that we ought to go into the detail of the

tower here, but it is not necessary to carry up all the elements of the

tower. If it was made up of four angles and two plates you would not

be obliged to carry up the four angles and two plates.
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Mr. Schaub :—I grant that, but there have been designs made. I do
not think the structure I refer to was built, but the designs were made
for the viaduct in which the columns were bent in the shop, but it was

impracticable to do it, as every shopman said. Nevertheless designs were

made, but the structure was never built.

The President:—If the paragraph is ambiguous, and it is agreeable

to the Committee, we will strike it out.

(Paiagraph 89 was stricken out. Paragraph 90 was adopted.)

The President :—That ends the consideration of this report in detail.

Mr. Robinson :—I think all the members of the Association will agree

with me that the Committee on metal bridges have done hard and con-

scientious work, and in the main the work has been well done. I move

that Part First of the General Specifications be tentatively adopted as a

whole, subject to future changes.

Mr. Schaub :—I second the motion.

Mr. Lum:— I second the motion and I am very glad Mr. Robinson

made it.

Mr. Berg :—I think the motion is correct and should prevail.

Mr. Loweth:—I am not in favor of the Association adopting these

specifications, not even tentatively. Acting in my individual capacity and

not for the Committee, I would move to amend as follows : "That Part

First of the specifications be received as a progress report, be referred

back to the Committee, and the specifications as revised, with the dis-

cussion of the convention, be printed."

The President:—Has the amendment a second?

Mr. Schaub:—I second the amendment.

(The question on the amendment was put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Robinson:—I just want to say that the amendment made by Mr.

Loweth was putting the matter a great deal stronger than I had thought

would be altogether just to the Committee, but inasmuch as the majority

of the Committee agrees en it, I think it is much the better proposition.

Mr. Berg:—I would like to state my understanding. This vote means

that Part Second of the General Specifications, covering Materials and

Workmanship, is in proper shape for publication in the Manual, but that

Part First, covering the Design, will not be reproduced in the Manual.

The President :—That is my understanding of the vote as taken. We
will dismiss the Committee with our thanks.

Mr. A. W. Buel (Western Maryland—by letter) :—Paragraph 11

appears to omit bottom laterals in deck plate girders. The writer's expe-

rience indicates that they are desirable and worth more than they cost.

Paragraph 24 permits an increase of 25 per cent, in unit stresses

lor all lateral, longitudinal and wind forces, combined with vertical

forces. Lateral forces due to centrifugal force and longitudinal forces

due to traction and setting brakes are just as real and important live

loads as the vertical loads from the wheels, and for these forces no

reduction in unit stresses ought to be made.

.".1
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The last sentence of paragraph 33 would be more definite and satis-

factory if it read as follows: "Girders with a depth less than one-twelfth

the span shall have a moment of inertia not less than would be required if

the depth was one-twelfth the span."

Paragraphs 47 to 51, inclusive, make no specific provision for lattice

or lacing, except for compression members, and apparently permit single

lacing to have the same minimum angle as double lattice.

In paragraph 60, the provision for thermal expansion, of one inch in

ico feet, is no doubt sufficient, but one-eighth of an inch in ten feet (or

one inch in eighty feet) is a more convenient figure and gives better clear-

ances.

Paragraph 82 permits intermediate stiffeners to be crimped over flange

angles. If fillers are used in all cases, the finish and workmanship is likely

to be much better, and the local heating of the steel is avoided. No pro-

vision seems to be made for camber in plate girders. While a satis-

factory camber can usually be obtained by shop manipulation, some pro-

vision ought to be made to guard against a negative camber.

In paragraph 87, pony trusses should be required to be built with

double-web chords.

Paragraph 123 allows the diameter of the die to exceed that of the

punch by one-quarter the thickness of the metal punched. This is an

excessive amount for all material over ^& to ^2-in. thick. If the punching

machine is heavy enough, there is no necessity for such an allowance,

and much cleaner holes will result from a less clearance between die and

punch.

The "pure linseed oil" of paragraph 155 can be filled by a number

of very different articles, such as raw oil, commercial boiled oil ("boiled

through the bunghole"), kettle-boiled oil (practically not on the market)

and refined oils. Refined oil for all cases and all paint, with a minimum
of dryer and a very fine pigment, will prove the most economical in the end.

Mr. B. W. Guppy (Maine Central—by letter) :—Paragraph 2 of the

specifications to be complete should specify allowable clearance from

top of rail to a point four feet above the same. As some of the States

have laws governing clearances, it would, be well to state that the

clearances given here should be used in the absence of definite instruc-

tions from the Chief Engineer. Height to eaves of maximum car

should be' given or else a definite amount to add to width for each

inch of elevation in track, say 2*/> in. for each inch of elevation. The

writer has measured a car longer than the one specified, with a. smaller

wheel base, giving greater protrusion at ends. Simple formulas for

additional widths to be added to clearance to cover extreme cases are ^
D in. inside and outside; 1/,,%- D in. between tracks, when D = degree

of curve in inches.

In regard to paragraph 17, the writer prefers the Gordon to the

1

straight-line formula for compression. The limiting values of — should
'

r
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be specified. The ordinary limits are ioo for main members and 120

for laterals. There should also be a reduction formula for stresses in

the compression flanges of plate girders, as it is not always possible to

stay the flange effectively as often as specified.

With reference to paragraph 24, centrifugal force should be treated

as live load throughout, as a bridge on a curve is a shaky structure at

best. I would alter the last two lines of the paragraph to read, "but

the sections shall not be less than those required by the strains from the

vertical forces plus the centrifugal force without such increase."

In paragraph 25, I would specify the net section on zigzag line

one-third greater than for section square to axis of member.
In paragraph 33 there should be either a formula for allowable

stresses to use in proportioning shallow beams and girders or else the

allowable deflection under live load should be limited to a definite ratio.

The idea of proportioning shallow girders and trusses for stiffeners in

addition to strength is good.

Paragraph 76 : Is it the intention of the specifications to permit the

omission of sway-bracing at intermediate panel points of deck trusses?

I would specify intermediate sway-bracing at all panel points and load-

ing it should be proportioned to carry.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. X—ON SIGNALING
AND INTERLOCKING.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

At a meeting of the whole Committee in Chicago, May 12, 1903, there

were present: J. C. Mock, Chairman; W. C. dishing, Vice-Chairman, and

Thos. S. Stevens.

From the geographical location of its members it seemed to your

Committee expedient to carry forward the work in two divisions, both

divisions meeting occasionally to review the work of each.

The Eastern division of five members, namely, Vice-Chairman W. C.

dishing, C L. Addison, A-. H. Rudd, Lawrence Griffith and J. E. Taus-

sig, gave its special attention to "Telegraph Block and Controlled Man-

ual Block Signals;" and the Western division of five members, namely,

J. C. Mock, Chairman ; Thos. S. Stevens, Chas. A. Dunham, F. H.

Alfred and W. A. D. Short, having the general subject of Specifications

for Interlocking Plants, confined its attention to the question of "Standard

Arrangements of Signals at Interlocking Plants."

The subjects are presented separately for clearness, and conclusions

under both heads are submitted.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

The Western section held a meeting September 8, 1903, at the office

of the Association, 1562 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

The second meeting of the Western section 'was held January 12,

1904, at the office of the Association. At this -meeting the question of a

Standard Arrangement of Signals at Interlocking Plants was considered.

The members present were J. C. Mock, W. C. dishing, Thomas S.

Stevens and Chas. A. Dunham.

A meeting of the whole Committee was held in New York City May
10, 1904. There were present J. C. Mock, W. C. dishing, A. H. Rudd,

Lawrence Griffith, W. A. D. Short. The discussion of the above question

was continued.

The third meeting of the Western section was held June 14 at the

office of the Association, Chicago, and continued its work on Standard

Arrangement of Signals at Interlocking Plants. J. C. Mock, Thos. S.

Stevens, Chas. A. Dunham and J. A. Peabody (by invitation) were present.

485
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The fourth meeting of the Western section was held August 23 at

the office of the Association. J. C. Mock, W. C. dishing, Chas. A. Dun-

ham and W. A. D. Short were present. At this meeting recommendations

relative to the Standard Arrangement of Signals at Interlocking Plants

were formulated and another design for semaphore casting discussed and

favored.

The Eastern section of the Committee received its instructions from

the Chairman at the general meeting in Chicago on May 12, 1903, and held

its first meeting in New York City on May 29, the attendants being C. L.

Addison, A. H. Rudd, Lawrence Griffith and W. C. Cushing, the entire

membership of the sub-committee. The subjects assigned to this section

were "Manually Operated Telegraph Block Signals" and "Manually Oper-

ated Electrically Controlled Block Signals." At this meeting "Circular

No. 40" was prepared, and later issued by the Association Secretary pro

tern. The first subject was assigned by the Vice-Chairman to Mr. Rudd,

and the second to Messrs. Addison and Griffith.

The second meeting was held in New York City October 13, at which

Messrs. Griffith, Addison and Cushing were present, Mr. Rudd being

absent. Mr. Rudd sent a preliminary report, which was approved, and

suggestions were made for its elaboration. Messrs. Addison and Griffith

reported progress on their subject. As the roads employing the Con-

trolled Manual Block System are few, it was deemed advisable to secure

as complete information as possible.

In January, 1904, Mr. Rudd was selected by the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company as a member of a committee to visit England, and he was

requested by the Vice-Chairman to forward all papers to him, and he and

Messrs. Addison and Griffith together completed the report.

At the third meeting, which was held in Philadelphia May 25, 1904,

all four members of the Eastern section were present, and the report on

Manually Operated Telegraph Block Signals, after seme changes, was

unanimously adopted.

SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE REPORTS.

At the second annual convention, in 1901 (Vol. 2, p. 308), the Com-

mittee on Signaling and Interlocking presented a design for a block signal,

but the report was referred back and the design not printed in the Pro-

ceedings.

At the third annual convention, in 1902 (Vol. 3, p. 123), several

designs for signal arm castings were presented for consideration, but no

action was taken other than to refer the subject back to the Committee.

At the fourth annual convention, in 1903, the report was restricted

to Train-Order Signals and Compensation of Pipe Lines. Since the

adoption of that report the Committee has not received any written dis-

cussions for consideration.

At the fifth annual convention, in 1904, no report was presented by

the Committee.
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HISTORICAL.

The first all-electric interlocking machine was installed at College

Hill Junction, Ohio, a junction point of the Cincinnati. Hamilton &
Dayton Railroad, and was placed in service in the summer of 1888. The

design and construction of this installation was covered by a patent of

Joseph Ramsey, Jr., and F. C. Weir, both of Cincinnati. The principle of

the operation is practically the same as that of the present all-electric

interlocking ; the switches were operated by motors located on the head

blocks of the switches, and the signals were operated by motors in a

casing located on the signal mast, signals being set to normal position by

force of gravity.

Fig. A shows the original plan of layout as installed. Track

boxes were placed at all the switches and the signal circuits were run

through these boxes so that the signals could not be cleared until the

full movement of the switches had been made. This original all-electric

machine did not have mechanical locking, but relied entirely upon the

locking of divergent routes by the breaking and closing of circuits, through

circuit controllers on the signal poles, and on the controller magnets of

the machine itself, the dependent switch circuits being opened when the

controller magnets were demagnetized, or when the signal was placed

normal. The first source of power for generating the current was a hot-

air engine direct connected to a small dynamo, which, however, did not

prove a success. This was afterwards supplanted by an Otto gas engine

and a storage battery was installed in addition to the dynamo. There

were no detector bars used on this installation, and no track-circuit con-

trol. A description of the form of switch movement used here was some-

B - Motos Boi

C. H . * D . Ry

Fig. A.

—

First All-Electric Interlocking, College Hill Junction.

what as follows : An electric motor operating through a worm gear, a

pair of disks each with similar cam grooves cut therein; these grooves

carrying a pin which imparted movement to the switch through a rocking-

arm. The circuit was established by a lever in operating case in tower;

the lever was held in contact by a magnet in series with it until circuit

was momentarily broken in switch box upon completion of the throw of

switch, by a circuit breaker operated by one of the disks; the pin having
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reached that part of the cam groove which was concentric to the circum-

ference of the disk, the circuit was immediately re-established in the

switch box, but the momentary break demagnetized the magnet in the

tower, which caused the operating lever to fall and break circuit there.

The peculiarity of this plant was the fact that it was operated in the day-

time only, while at night the signals were tied down in the "proceed"

position.

This installation was much improved upon and the second installation

was put in service in 1891 at Storr's Station on the Big Four Railway,

immediately outside of Cincinnati. This latter installation was much
improved in switch mechanism and signal mechanism, as designed and

patented by C. Morris Wilder, at that time engineer of the Ramsey-Weir

Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was the third to install an all-electric

interlocking system. This was installed at East Norwood, Ohio, in

October, 1893, under the Taylor patent, it being the first installation of the

Taylor interlocking. The fundamental. idea of the operation of this plant

was the same as that of the plants installed under the Ramsey-Weir

patents, i. e., the operation of switches and signals by electric motor,

storage battery, charged by a generator, being the source of power. The

design of the switch and signal operating mechanism was very similar to

the present design of the Taylor all-electric, and had mechanical locking

of the switches in conjunction with the electric locking.

The first all-electric interlocking introduced in Europe was at

the station of Prerau, on the Northern Railway of Austria, in 1893. This

installation was put in according to the Siemens & Halske system, and

consisted of an installation of twenty-five switches, fifteen signals and

twenty-two indicators. This system is known as the four-wire type in

contradistinction to the two-wire type—the Taylor type. In this four-

wire type the indications of the movement of the switches and signals are

operated by a twenty-five volt storage battery located in the central station

or tower.

The most recent installation of the all-electric system in Europe is

at the Antwerp Station of the Belgian State Railway. The installation

corresponds in number of movements to that of a two-hundred-and-four

lever mechanical machine. The track circuit is used for operating tower

indicators and locking the routes, and a treadle alongside of the rail is

used for setting the signals normal as the train passes the signal. This

installation is most ably explained in detail, in the August, 1904, Bulletin

of the International Railway Congress, by an article written by Monsieur

L. Weissenbruch, Secretary General of the Congress.

The first installation of the all-electric interlocking in England was

at Crewe Station on the London & Northwestern Railway, and consisted

of five interlocking towers containing 60, 152, 95, 75 and 57 levers, re-

spectively.

The first experiments in operating switches and signals by electricity

were made at the suggestion of the management of the French Northern
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Railway. They date back to 1887-88, a period at which many of the

stations of that railway already had electric light installations.

A description of the apparatus used is given in the Revue Generale

des Chemins de fer for 1889 and in the Bulletin du Congres of the same
year. Two types of apparatus were tried. The first, based on the use

of two solenoids operated alternately by currents in opposite directions,

was worked out by M. Marcel De'prez and completed by a bolt devised

by M. Singre, engineer for the company on the Transmission of Power by

Electricity.

The second was worked out by M. E. Sartiaux, engineer and super-

intendent of the electrical department, on lines proposed by M. A. Sar-

tiaux, the distinguished Chief Traffic Engineer of the French Northern

Railway. It consisted of a rotary motor operating the switch points

by means of screws of decreasing pitch and oval followers. When the

points were closed, they were locked by stops, and electric contacts

transmitted a return current which made it possible to complete the

movement of the levers and to unlock the interlocked signals.

Fig. B shows a switch electrically operated. (Bulletin of the

International Railway Congress, Vol. XVIII, No. 8, August, 1904).

The first all-pneumatic interlocking plant, as designed and patented

by J- W. Thomas, Jr., was put in service at Clinton and Park streets,

Nashville, Tenn., on March 18, 1897. The fundamental feature of this

all-pneumatic interlocking, as differing from other forms of interlocking,

was the manipulation of the valves admitting air to, and exhausting it

from, the working cylinders of the railway switches and signals by means

of an equalizing type of piston, the piston being actuated by a sudden

increase or decrease of air.

The switch and lock movement of this method is similar to the form

of switch and lock movement in use oil mechanical interlocking. The

Fig. B.

—

Electrically Operated Switch, Experiment of French

Northern Ry.

back and front indications were given through indication pipes which

ran from the switches and signals to the machine in the tower, this being

the principal difference between all-pneumatic and the electro-pneumatic

system. In the all-pneumatic system the air is used for operation of

switches entirely and also for giving the indications on signal and switch
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levers, the control of the inlet and outlet, as stated, being accomplished

by equalizing valves. On the electro-pneumatic the indication is given

electrically and the control of the air is governed by a valve actuated

electrically.

The all-pneumatic machine had mechanical tappet locking in the

machine proper. The accompanying sketch shows the method of

operation of switch and locking movement, also of the switch indication

chest. Fig. C shows the layout of the switches and signals as installed.

The substitution of a two-arm signal, as shown in outline below the three-

arm, would make this layout conform to the Committee's recommendations.

Two g]/2 in. Westinghouse pumps were used for compressing air at this

plant.

Fig. C.

—

First All-Pneumattc Interlocking, Clinton St., Nashville,

Tenn.

Interlocking work has been specially active in Texas, due to the

requirement by the railroad commissioner of that state that all grade

crossings be interlocked. We note with satisfaction a remarkable increase

in the number of power plant installations during the past two years;

especially is this true of the "All Electric." We believe the power plant

is an advance step in this art. At many mechanical plants* power operated

distant signals are being installed.

Automatic Block Signaling is- becoming more and more popular for

double track roads having heavy traffic, as is evidenced by the large

additions to the mileage of this equipment. The installations of automatic

block signals on the North Shore Railroad of California and the New
York City Interborough Rapid Transit System are interesting as the first

applications of alternating current to track circuits.

reference index.

For the benefit of those wishing to acquaint themselves with what has

been done during the past year, we refer them to the year's issues of

Railway and Engineering Review, Railroad Gazette, Railway Age, Proceed-

*As distinguished from mechanically operated ; they may be Electric, Elec-

tro-Gas or Electro-Pneumatic.
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Fig. D.

—

First Interlocking Plant Erected in America at East

Newark, N. J., 1874.

ings of the Railway Signal Association, and the following books for gen-

eral information : Kirkman, "Science of Railways," Vol. IV ; W. M'.

Camp, "Notes on Track;" W. H. Elliott. "Block and Interlocking Sig-

nals;" Stretton, "Safe Railway Working;" Tratman, "Railway Track and

Track Work;" Journal of the Franklin Institute, September, 1903, "Auto-

matic Electric Railway Signaling," by C. C. Rosenberg and H. S. Balliett.

Bulletin, International Railway Congress, August, 1904, No. 8, Vol.

XVIII. "Electric Interlocking of Switches and Signals at Antwerp Cen-

tral Station," by L. Weissenbruch, Chief Engineer, Signal Superintendent,

Belgian State Railway.

Following articles from Railway and Engineering Review : "Distant

Signals at Interlocking," November 14, 1903, page 812; "Device for Pick-

ing up Train Staff, C. N. O. & T. P. Railway," February 20, 1904, page

116; also March 12, 1904, page 165. "Interlocking with Electric Roads,"

September 3, 1904, page 642 ; "An Interlocking Stand for a Slip Switch,"

July 25, 1903, page 569; "New Electro-Pneumatic Interlocking Plant for

the St. Louis Union Station," March 28, 1903, page 263. "Distant Signals

at Interlockings," November 14, 1903, page 812; "An Interesting Exhibit

of Signaling and Interlocking Apparatus," February 7, 1003, page 97.

Following articles from Railroad Gazette : "All-Electric Interlocking,

Pneumatic Signal Company, Park Junction, Pa.,"' Vol. 36, June 10, page

303; "Electro-Pneumatic Interlocking, Long Island Railroad, Long Island

City," issue 1904, since June 10, page 228.

The Railroad Gazette of October 16, 1875, contains an article on

installation at Spuyten Duyvil Junction, New York Central &" Hudson

River Railroad, of the Toucey & Buchanan interlocking machine. This

was the first interlocking machine designed by Americans ; iron signal

posts were used.

The Railway Age of March 2, 1894, contains an article by H. M.

Sperry describing the first interlocking machine installed in America at

East Newark Junction. (See reference in Proceedings, 1903.) The origi-

nal machine is now in the Columbian Museum, Chicago; it was brought

over from England by the Saxby & Farmer Company and installed by
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them; put in service February n, 1875, and remained in use until 1892.

Fig. D is a reproduction of the installation, showing the track layout and

location of signals ; there were five facing-point lock levers, Nos. 7, 8, 10,

13 and 15. Everything pertaining to this plant came over from England,

including the diagram on which signals Nos. 18, 19 and 20 showed their

arms extended to the left of the posts ; this is thought to be an error on

A Ova. ive £ oxr

Block Q ' c hal

the part of the draughtsman. Distant signals Nos. 1, 3 and 20 had red

arms in accordance with the English practice. They make no distinction

between home and distant signal indications. These distant signals were

erected with green arms and green glasses, but it is stated the arms were

not notched.

It will be noticed that there are no signals for reversed movements

nor for movements from a main line to a side track ; the crossover

between main tracks required four levers, two for operating switches Nos.

6 and 14, and two for the facing-point locks Nos. 5 and 15. This differs

from the present American practice, which is te operate both switches of

the crossover with one lever and both facing-point locks with another lever.

In the effort to economize in levers a common, though bad, practice

is to use one lever for moving and locking both switches of a crossover.

Fig. E is a diagram of the signaling for this track layout according

to the Committee's recommendations. The English installation had 20

active levers ; an installation in accordance with our recommendations,

including three for advance home signals, would have 29 active levers.

We copy from Mr. Sperry's report a table of levers and functions,

showing comparison between this original installation, the best practice

in 1894, the common practice and the bad practice; for the English prac-

tice see Fig. D, and for the plan recommended by the Committee see

Fig. E.
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Best practice in 1894 ; no selectors and switch and lock movements used on
sidings and trailing switches only.

Levers for 5 switches and 3 switches and locks (Nos. 11, 12 and 16) 5
Levers for 5 facing point locks 3
Levers for 8 high (2 arms on No. 2) and 5 low signals, 3 for reverse move-

ments 13

21
Common practice ; selectors and switch and lock movements.
Levers for 4 switches and 4 switches and locks (Nos. 11, 12, 14 and 16) 5

Levers for 4 facing point locks 2

Levers for 8 high signals (selectors for 2, 18 and 19) and five low signals. . . .11

IS
Bad practice ; selectors and switch and lock movements ad libitum

Machine always works hard ; first cost low, maintenance cost high.

Levers for 3 switches, 5 switches and locks (Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, 16) and 1 low

signal No. 17 5

Levers for 3 facing point locks 1

Levers for 5 high signals, 3 distant signals* fixed, i. e., not operated, and 4 low
signals 6

12

The locking on this East Newark plant was known as "flop-locking,"

actuated from the latch ; it was rather expensive to make changes on

and lacked flexibility, but for durability and positiveness it was better

than some later types of locking. The Stevens and the Union lock-

ings are much simpler and have therefore displaced all other types, the

former using notched tappets and the latter wedge tappets.

During the decade 1880 to 1890 there was a demand for interlocking

plants by the railroad companies and also by the railroad commissions of

states where these had jurisdiction. The prevailing practice was to

combine a number of functions so as to operate from one lever

or wheel, the idea being to reduce the cost and perhaps to avoid the

use of patented apparatus owned and manufactured by Saxby & Farmer

and Stevens of England. The capstan wheel machine (one of a number

of designs) was used extensively ; some of these machines are still in

service, although no new installations have been made in the past 15

years. One wheel operated in sequence a derail, a home signal and a

distant signal. At a single track crossing four wheels were required to

operate the four derails and eight signals. The wheels were placed in a

suitable tower (cabin) and interlocked by means of a modification of the

Stevens type of locking. Wire cables connected wheels to functions in

series ; while the cost of installation and maintenance was undoubtedly

less than for the Saxby & Farmer or Stevens equipment, the operation was

slow and ill-suited for any extensive or complicated switch and signal

arrangement, and may be fairly considered a backward step in the art.

The other machines embodying the same idea of combining a number of

functions to operate on one lever are relatively unimportant, never really

getting beyond the trial and experimental stages.

When the "lever machine" with latch locking became generally rec-

*Dummy signals.
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ognized as the best for operating mechanically connected interlocking

switches and signals, the idea of moving and locking the switch with one

lever was retained, and wherever practicable one lever moved and locked

two switches ; by so doing the cost of installation is reduced ; but, gen-

erally speaking, this increased the cost of maintenance and made the

operating levers too heavy. Overloading levers to economize in number

is now generally recognized as bad practice and false economy.

From 1885 to 1890 a device known as the Signal Indicator was

popular; it was used in combination with a one-arm signal at points

where there was a number of diverging routes, to show what route was

set. A great many were installed, but they were not thoroughly reliable

and were found to add to the confusion they were supposed to guard

against; so they have been abandoned, and it is doubtful if any can be

found in use to-day. llie recognized best present practice for mechanic-

ally connected interlocked functions is to keep switches, locks and signals

on separate levers ; sometimes a lever operates one switch and one lock, or

two switches or two locks, and by interposing a selector two signals are

sometimes operated by one lever; but this last is not considered the best

practice.

STANDARD ARRANGEMENT OF SIGNALS AT INTERLOCKING

PLANTS.

It is desirable that signals be arranged to give full information. So

long .as the track layouts were confined to single and double track junc-

tions and crossings it was a comparatively simple matter to arrange

signals so that the engineer would know what route was clear. The

method of giving this information was not uniform; some roads gave

the top arm for the route diverging to the right, the second arm for the

route next to the left, the third arm for the route still further to the left,

etc. ; other roads gave the top arm for the straight route, the second arm

for the route diverging to the right, and the third arm for a route diverging

to the left; if there was one diverging route* only, the second arm gov-

erned it. It is obvious that with a strict adherence to either of the above

arrangements the top arm would in seme cases govern a low speed or

switching route and the lowest arm the highest speed route. This would

require the engineer to have an intimate knowledge of each situation to

run with safety.

As three, four and six track combinations were developed, the

effort to give a separate signal indication for each route resulted in a mul-

tiplicity of signals confusing to the engineer, as many as six arms being

required in some cases. Practice has demonstrated that the spacing

should be not less than six feet to properly distinguish signals at a

distance; this would require a mast of such great height that it would

be dangerous unless of very expensive construction, and under many
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weather conditions the top arm would be out of sight of the engineer,

especially if such mast were located on a signal bridge. Furthermore, it

is a proved fact that while enginemen, when running at a high speed, may
know at once the indications at a three-arm mast, they are confused

when confronted with more than this number of arms. Even were it

practicable to give a separate signal for each route, they should be arranged

to signify permissible speed at which each route may be run.

The practice on some roads is to distinguish between freight and

passenger tracks by placing the signals higher for the passenger track than

for the freight ; but as tracks are now used interchangeably for passenger

and freight service this method is objectionable.

From the above we conclude that an arrangement of interlocked sig-

nals that shall give the number of routes and the direction of divergence

from a main or nominally straight route is in many cases impracticable

and insufficient when practicable, unless the signification of the speed at

which movements may be made over each route is added.

This speed signification is made as clear as possible and at the same

time logical ; easily understood and easily explained to enginemen, by

locating the signals governing the high speeds high on the masts, and

the signals governing* low speeds low on (or near) the masts. This

places the high-speed signals where (under nearly all conditions) they are

most conspicuous, and keeps the low-speed signals as much as possible out

of the way; a very desirable arrangement, especially where both high and

low indications must be given from the same point.

While the addition of a third high-speed arm under certain con-

ditions may be desirable, your Committee is unanimous in its opinion

that as a rule only two high-speed arms should appear on one mast. Fig.

4 illustrates a situation where the third arm may be useful, under the

condition that all three lines are of equal importance and all operating

high-speed trains ; the top arm would then relate to the straight track

and would be (nominally at least) the highest speed route; the second

arm would relate to the route diverging to the right, and the third or

bottom arm would relate to the route diverging to the left ; each arm would

have its separate distant signal. Such an arrangement gives the engine-

men information as to which of the two diverging routes is set, and this

might prevent trouble if the operator made the mistake of setting the

wrong route ; but the engineer is supposed to take the route given him,

because at such points trains are sent upon a particular route by the

tower operator under orders from the dispatcher or under fixed rules.

A mistake of this kind is not likely to occur, because the engineer must

stop and investigate if he should be given other than his regular route

without having previously received orders. A mistake that might result in

a collision cannot be guarded against by the addition of signals, unless

the responsibility for accepting a route is placed on the engineer; this is

obviously impracticable. So is any effort to give signal indications for

more than the general subdivision of high and low speed diverging routes.

Your Committee discussed the question of providing an indication for
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intermediate speeds, such as tonnage trains are required to make in a

movement from main line to passing sidings, in order to avoid stalling,

and to get out of the way of passenger trains promptly ; this condition is

provided for in this way : If the siding is provided with a long flat

turnout, it should be signaled as a high speed diverging route,

otherwise it must be governed by a low signal. It has become recognized

as necessary to have long flat turnouts for important branch lines and long

flat crossovers for the passage of trains from one main track to another

main track in order to run around slower trains. We are of the opinion

that one arm is sufficient to govern all diverging routes of this character;

but they should be made with some restriction in speed and the lower arm

implies this; the top arm always refers to the highest speed route.

The signals for low speed routes should be low and of dwarf

construction, because it is not intended or desirable that they should

be conspicuous at any great distance, and one arm is sufficient for all

low speed routes signaled from one point. Conditions calling for an

exception to this rule are so rare that they serve only to prove the

rule. According to the present practice low signals are used for all

low speed routes, except the ones where they are most needed, namely,

movements from a main line in the established direction to a siding or

spur or to another main line against the established direction ; many acci-

dents have resulted from the present practice of giving a high arm for this

movement. We believe it is correct to govern every low speed route

with a low signal.

Since it is the function of distant signals to give preliminary

information regarding home signal indications, so that the speed of trains

may be governed accordingly, a separate distant signal should be provided

for each high speed home signal. The present practice is to install distant

signals for the highest speed only ; with this arrangement trains given

high speed diverging routes are required to run "prepared to stop" at the

home signal ; and the value of the high speed home signal is thereby

decreased. Enginemen who are accustomed to get a high speed route

regularly disregard this rule and interpret the caution indication relating

to the highest speed to mean the "diverging high speed route is clear ;•"

this is dangerous and the value of the distant indication is decreased,

whereas in this day of high speeds the value of the distant indication

should be increased and rigidly observed.

Our sixth recommendation in regard to the color stop indication

and the position stop indication for all home signals is inserted

here because there has developed recently a tendency to depart from

the present almost universal practice. Your Committee believes that red

is so firmly established as the "color stop indication" and the horizontal

position of the arm as the ''position stop indication" that they should not

be disturbed. Blue has been used as the color stop indication for low

speed dwarf signals, governing movements from one side track to other
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side tracks or a main track, and has been suggested for all signals gov-

erning low speed diverging routes. The argument for this is

:

(a) That it will not be mistaken for a non-interlocked switch dis-

playing a red light (the switch light does not necessarily mean stop).

(b) That it would serve to better distinguish between high speed

and low speed signals, and between interlocked signals and automatic

signals. It would also reduce the number of red lights that high speed

trains would pass.

Some recent designs for automatic block signals show the vertical

position of the arm for the stop indication. The American Railway

Association has prescribed what the stop indication shall be, and we con-

sider it proper to endorse their ruling and at the same time discourage any

tendency to depart from it. There should be only one color and one posi-

tion of the arm to mean stop.

While it is believed to be impracticable to present to the engine-

men a mark of distinction conspicuous and easily memorized for

all the various signals encountered on a division equipped with interlock-

ing plants, station signals, train-order signals and automatic block signals,

yet it seems very necessary to distinguish between home automatic signals

past which at the stop indication trains may proceed under restrictions

and other home signals requiring a stop until signal is cleared. Most

roads have some sort of distinguishing mark for this purpose; for exam-

ple, several use the automatic disk signal ; this gives a decided contrast

with the semaphore arm interlocked signals ; one road points the ends

of arms on automatic signals for contrast with square end on interlocked

signals; another depends on a conspicuous number plate and the difference

in general outline between the automatic signals and the interlocked

signals. The above examples are sufficient for day time (or night when

fortunate enough to have the aid of head-light) ; but on four-track

roads with signals located on bridges, the head-light does not assist and

the difference in outline no longer serves, since automatic designs are

now used extensively for interlocked signals. One road has a system

which requires every high interlocked signal to display two arms and two

lights (the lower arm is frequently a "dummy"—not operative—since

at many points there is only one route to be governed ; in such cases it

always displays a stop indication) ; this arrangement serves as a mark

of distinction and reduces the chances of accidents due to an extinguished

signal light ; while this has its advantages, it falls short of a final solution

of the question, because a broken glass will result in a proceed indication,

where white is so used, and one light out obliterates the distinction between

it and one-arm automatic signals. Where green is used for "proceed,"

yellow for "caution," and all automatic signals carry two arms (one home

and one distant), this method has only two bad combinations in the possi-

ble total of eighteen: (i) red above green, which for an interlocked

signal means "proceed" at second highest speed ; such a combination at

an automatic signal means stop (the distant arm is stuck at clear) ;
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(2) two green lights mean "all clear" for automatic signals. But

for interlocking signals two green lights indicate that both distant arms

are clear through some derangement.

One road has put on the automatic signal post an illuminated letter

"A" as a distinguishing mark; the disappearance of this mark converts

it into an absolute stop signal. It is presumed that lights at interlock-

ing plants being under constant supervision and within the visual range

of the leverman that an extinguished light is immediately discovered; for

this reason the additional lamps should be carried by the automatic signals

instead of the interlocked signals. Levermen frequently extinguish lights

through rough handling of the levers and fail to notice it. A great many

accidents have occurred at interlocking plants because of extinguished

lights. A compromise suggestion to put an illuminated letter on all inter-

locked signals, locating it in such a way that it would not be mistaken

or could not substitute a signal, was discussed by your Committee, but

failed to receive approval of the majority, so that while we recognize the

importance of a distinguishing mark and of having this mark uniform for

all roads, your Committee has failed to agree on a specific recommenda-

tion, submitting a general one and pointing out the present variety in

practice, hoping that the discussion may bring out one that can be adopted

as standard.

Interlocked signals relate to the use of track within the limits

of an interlocking plant. Where a block system is in force there

should be signals placed at or near these limits to give permission to pro-

ceed beyond into the block. There are interlocking plants located between

block stations that have no connection with them, being simply for the

purpose of governing a local condition. But it is a coming practice to have

block stations at such interlocking plants, and advance signals are installed.

This facilitates traffic by permitting the use of the interlocking plant as

soon as the train has cleared the advance signals. Where advance signals

are omitted trains are liable through misunderstanding to enter a block

;

for example, when they receive the "proceed" indication from a low

speed signal.

The Association has adopted the principle of continuous light

for arm castings. This requires signal arms in the "proceed" position

to be very close to the prescribed angle. From the Railway Signal

Association's investigation of the subject of wire connected signals

it is shown that they are not safe when operated more than 2,000 feet from

levers, as it is then found impossible to get reliability and accuracy in

varying temperatures with wire connected signals. Electric signals are

coming to be extensively used for distant interlocking signals. Since the

distant signal is used only in connection with high-speed routes, they are

required to be located 3,000 or 4,000 feet from the interlocking tower.

At this distance the operation by means of pipe line would be very difficult

and expensive. All high-speed signals that are operated mechanically

should have pipe connections. The low-speed signals are usually not
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far from the operating levers and the movements they govern being sec-

ondary and slow, nothing serious can result from a varying of the stroke.

Where clear indication is received from a distant signal it means

that trains may proceed at a high rate of speed, which should there-

fore insure that all home signals are clear as far as the next distant

signal, or when a train receives a cautionary indication at the distant

signal it should mean that he may encounter a signal at the stop indication

before passing out of the limits of the interlocking plant.

Fig. F.

Many plants have been installed without providing signals for

reverse movements ; so that when such movements are made, hand

signals are required. This is incomplete signaling, and has led to many

derailments. To be perfectly safe, every movement made at an inter-

locking plant should have an interlocked signal to govern it.

Fig. F shows the outline of a design for continuous light arm

casting now used extensively by many roads for automatic-block and

interlocking signaling. The majority of the Committee believe that such
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a design is demanded to reinforce the one adopted by the Association

for train-order signals, also used in automatic and interlocking signaling

for roads using the go-degree sweep of the arm. It will be necessary, be-

fore detail drawings can be submitted, to have the Association decide on

the sweep of the arm. This should be either 60 or 70 degrees. Circular

35, shown in our last report, gives the 60-degree angle a plurality. The

Committee recommends that the angle travel as represented by Figs. 2

and 3 (Plate 12, p. 311, Vol. 4) be again submitted to the railroads

for vote in case the design as shown in outline is acceptable to the

Association.

CONCLUSIONS.
*FIRST. That, inasmuch as interlocking signal plants were introduced

to make the passage of trains safe at speed over track layouts more

or less complicated by crossovers, turnouts, and crossings, the first

object in arranging interlocking signals is to indicate routes for

trains, and, secondarily, as a necessary consequence, speeds for

trains.

SECOND. That high-speed movements be governed by high signals, and

low-speed movements be governed by low signals.

THIRD. That only two high-speed signals be displayed on one mast,

the top arm to govern the unrestricted speed, and the lower arm

to govern all other high speeds.

FOURTH. That all low-speed movements be governed by one-arm low

signals of dwarf construction.

*FIFTH. That a distant signal be provided for each high-speed home
signal.

SIXTH. That "red" be the "color" stop indication, and that the "hori-

zontal" position of the arm be the "position" stop indication for all

home signals.

SEVENTH. That a mark of distinction be made between automatic

block signals, and all other home signals, whether interlocking, train-

order, or manually operated block signals.

EIGHTH. That home block signals be provided at all interlocking plants

used as block stations.

NINTH. That all mechanically operated high-speed signals be pipe con-

nected. (Low-speed signals may be wire connected.)

TENTH. That one distant signal only shall be provided for a high-speed

route, and when "clear" it shall mean that all high-speed home

signals along that route through the interlocking plant, including

the home block signal, are "clear."

ELEVENTH. That every movement within the limits of an interlock-

ing plant shall be governed by an interlocked signal.

See amendment, page 527.
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TELEGRAPH, AND CONTROLLED MANUAL, BLOCK SIGNALS.

The requisites of installation of a Telegraph Block System, as given

in the Standard Code of the American Railway Association, are as fol-

lows :

REQUISITES OF INSTALLATION.

i. Signals of prescribed form, the indications given by not more

than three positions ; and, in addition, at night, by light of prescribed

color.

2. The apparatus so constructed that the failure of any part directly

controlling a signal will cause it to give the normal indication.

3. Signals, if practicable, either over or upon the right of and ad-

joining the track upon which trains are governed by them. For less

than three tracks, signals for trains in each direction may be on the same

signal mast.

4. Semaphore arms that govern, displayed to the right of the signal

mast as seen from an approaching train.

5. The normal indication of Home Block Signals—Stop.

ADJUNCTS.

The following may be used

:

(A) Distant Block Signals interlocked with Home Block Signals;

normal indication
—

"Caution."

(B) Advance Block Signals interlocked with Distant Block Signals

if used, normal indication
—

"Stop."

(C) Advance Block Signals interlocked with Home Block Signals;

normal indication
—

"Stop."

(D) Repeaters or Audible Signals to indicate the position of signals

to the signalman operating them.

(E) The automatic release of signals to give the normal indication.

(F) The interlocking of switches with block signals.

(G) Bell circuits for signaling between a block station and out-

lying switches.

(H) The interlocking of telegraph keys with block signals.

Where the semaphore is used, the governing arm is displayed to the

right of the signal mast as seen from an approaching train, and the indi-

cations are given by positions

:

Horizontal as the equivalent of "Stop."

Vertical or Diagonal as the equivalent of "Proceed."

Diagonal as the equivalent of "Proceed with caution."
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The requisites of installation of the Controlled Manual Block System,

as given in the Standard Code of the American Railway Association, are

as follows

:

REQUISITES OF INSTALLATION.

i. Signals of prescribed form, the indications given by two (2)

positions, and, in addition, at night, by lights of prescribed color.

2. The apparatus so constructed that a failure of any part directly

controlling a signal will cause it to give the normal indication.

3. Signals, if practicable, either over or upon the right of and

adjoining the track upon which trains are governed by them. For less

than three tracks, signals for trains in the same direction may be on the

same signal mast.

4. Semaphore arms that govern, displayed to the right of the signal

mast, as seen from an approaching train.

5. The normal indication of Home Block Signals
—

"Stop."

6. The apparatus so constructed that the failure of the block signal

instruments or electric circuits will prevent the display of the "clear"

signal.

7. The relative position of the home signal, and track instrument, or

releasing circuit, such as to make it necessary that the rear of a train

shall have passed feet beyond the Home Block Signal before

the signal at the preceding block station can be released.

ADJUNCTS.

The following may be used

:

(A) Distant Block Signals interlocked with Home Block Signals;

normal indication
—

"Caution."

(B) Advance Block Signals interlocked with Home Block Signals

and with Distant Block Signals, if used; normal indication—"Stop."

(C) Track circuits.

(D) Repeaters or audible signals to indicate the position of signals

to the signalman operating them.

(E) The automatic release of signals to give the normal indication.

(F) The interlocking of switches with block signals.

(G) Bell circuits for signaling between the block station and cut-

lying switches.

(H) Unlocking circuits between a block station and outlying switches.

Where the semaphore is used, the governing arm is displayed to the

right of the signal mast as seen from an approaching train, and the

indications are given by positions.

Horizontal as the equivalent of "Stop."

Vertical or diagonal as the equivalent of "Proceed."

The information secured from the replies to Circular No. 40 is pre-

sented in the accompanying Table "A" for Telegraph Block System, and
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Table "B" for Controlled Manual Block System, and by the diagrams of

signals used by the several railroads.

For convenience in presenting and analyzing the statistics given in it3

annual reports on railways, the Interstate Commerce Commission has

divided the United States into ten groups, illustrated by a map. It

seemed to your Committee a wise thing to adopt the same grouping, and,

through the kindness of the Commission, they have received permission

to use the same map for illustrating the territorial groups.

By reference to Table "A," it will be seen that there were in the

United States June 30, 1902, 200,155 miles of railway line based on single-

track mileage only, and that the answers received represented 103,435

miles, or 51% per cent. Of the miles reported only 15,937 miles, or 15%
per cent., were being operated under the Telegraph Block System, and

04234 miles, or nine-tenths per cent., under the Controlled Manual Block

System.

The information given about the Block Rules was not very complete,

as the table will show, but nevertheless the operations are generally con-

ducted under the "Standard Code of Block Signal Rules" of the American

Railway Association, adopted April 25, 1900, showing how influential that

Association has become in a few years. One railroad uses this code

almost verbatim ; others adhere very closely to it, while others again have

made quite extensive modifications.

It has been impossible to prevent the overlapping of the lines in

different groups because the reports were not made in sufficient detail,

but the Committee hopes that these divisions may be more accurately

made in future statistics. Footnotes in the table explain where these

overlaps occur.

From Group No. 1, embracing the New England States, and from

Group No. 9, embracing Texas, Louisiana and half of New Mexico, no

information on the Telegraph Block System was received, although 14.9

per cent, of the mileage of line in the first and 19 per cent, in the

second group reported.

The railways of the Atlantic Coast States (except New England),

and the middle and northwestern states, represented by Groups 2, 3, 4, 6

and 7, are the most extensively operated under the block system in ques-

tion. These groups can apparently be subdivided a second time accord-

ing to the method of operating a "Permissive Block System." The Atlan-

tic Coast States and the Middle States, Groups 2, 3 and 4, give the per-

missive indication by the fixed signal arm, while the Northwestern States,

Groups 6 and 7, give permission by "Caution" or "Permissive" cards. To
this latter subdivision is also added Group 10, the Pacific Coast States.

While the replies from Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,

Alabama, Georgia and Florida, and from Group 8—Missouri, Arkansas,

Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma and Indian Territories, represented a large

mileage, 32 per cent, in the first case and 63 per cent, in the second, yet

the use of the Telegraph Block System is quite limited.
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There are but four roads in the table which employ the Telegraph

Block System on more than 50 per cent, of their line. Of these the New
York Central has the largest mileage, 1,881, or 65 per cent., while the

Norfolk & Western has the largest percentage, 76, or 1,280 miles. The

third is the Wabash with 50 per cent., or 1,044 miles, and the fourth, the

Lehigh Valley, with 50 per cent., or 688 miles. Other roads, however,

have a large mileage operated under this system ; the Pennsylvania, 1,287

miles, or 25 per cent. ; the Lake Shore, 1,008 miles, or 37 per cent. ; the

Chicago & Northwestern, 1,505 miles, or 25 per cent.; the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, 2,463 miles, or 37 per cent. ; the Santa Fe, 1,045 miles,

or 13 per cent.

Of course it must be borne in mind that some roads which are weak

in the Telegraph Block System are strong in the Automatic Block Sys-

tem, which is not under consideration at the present time.

On account of its bearing on the requirements which a Telegraph

Block Signal has to meet it will be interesting to note some differences

from the Standard Code of Block Signal Rules.

On the Long Island Railroad the time which a train must wait at a

block station before proceeding past the signal at danger in case the sig-

nalman is absent or incapacitated so that instructions cannot be obtained is

3 minutes ; on the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway it is

5 minutes, and on the Chicago & Northwestern and Southern Pacific it is

10 minutes. A bell code is used in place of the prescribed telegraph sig-

nals on the Long Island Railroad and seems to be about the best sub-

mitted. It is as follows and almost exactly the same as the bell signals

prescribed under the controlled manual block system rules of the American

Railway Association

:

Ring

2. All right. Yes.

3. Is block clear? Answer by 2 or 5.

4. Train has entered block. Answer by 2.

5. Block is not yet clear. Answer Jjy 2.

6. Is there a train coming to me? Answer by 2 or 2-1.

1-2. Clear. Train has passed. Answer by 2.

2-1. No.

5-5-5- Obstructions. Danger signal. Stop all trains approaching this

station. Answer by repeating".

3-3-3 3-3-3- Train proceeding toward you has broken, apart.

Answer by repeating.

4-4-4. Cars running away on wrong track and proceeding toward

you. Answer by repeating.

4-6-4. Cars running away on right of track and proceeding toward

you. Answer by repeating.

2-3-2. Train passed without markers. This signal to be given station

in advance. Answer by repeating.
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5-2-5. Train passed without markers. This signal to be given to

station in rear. Answer by repeating.

1-4-1-4. Stop and examine train. Answer by repeating.

3-3. Train is on siding. Clear of main track. Allow train to enter

block under caution card C. T. 89 B. Answer by

repeating.

5-5. Train crossing over to opposite track. Answer by repeating.

2-2-2. Previous signal given in error. Answer by 2.

6-6-6. Testing. Answer by repeating.

1. (Long stroke.) Answer telegraph call.

Note : (....) signifies pause between beats.

Note: All signals must be repeated until answered.

On the Mohawk and Western divisions of the New York Central,

trains on three and four-track systems, if preceding train has not cleared

the block, are held for 15 minutes and then given a caution card, unless

the block clears before the 15 minutes have elapsed. On the Pennsylvania

division, freight trains arriving at block station, the block in advance not

being reported clear, must be held 5 minutes after the departure of

preceding freight train and then given a green or caution signal. A
red and green blade on the same mast are used (see Fig. 19), the latter for

permissive blocking of freight trains, but not for passenger trains. A
passenger train following a passenger train must be held 10 minutes after

the preceding train, and when following a freight train 5 minutes after

its departure, unless the block section is reported clear before that time;

but if the section is not reported clear it may only proceed with a caution

card. The standard code is not used by the Pennsylvania division.

The rules of the Chicago & Northwestern are based on the "Standard

Code," but are quite differently arranged. They emphasize by a rule that

''block signals are to be used to control movement of trains upon main

track and must not be accepted by trains on side tracks." Trains are only

permitted to pass a block signal at danger under "proper authority,"

which consists of

(a) A caution card and release.

(b) A release stamped "Block is Clear."

(c) Train Order stamped "Block is Clear," or

(d) Train Orders and Caution Card.

In blocking trains a telegraph code of signals different from the

"Standard" is used.

The Block Rules of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul are not

entirely the same as the "Standard Code." Trains can only pass a block

signal at danger with "Clearance" or "Permissive" cards, and when they

have a "Permissive" card they must also have a "Clearance" card. At

certain block stations a permissive arm painted green placed below the

block arm is used for moving trains permissively. When a block station

is closed the block light must be left burning, which is the contrary of
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the standard code rule and the general practice of other roads, the theory

being that the absence of a signal from its usual place is a danger signal.

The Wabash rules are not arranged like the "Standard Code," and

different telegraph signals are used. Trains are moved "permissively"

by the use of clearance and caution cards. The type of signal is shown

in Fig. 27.

The Block rules of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe are not in the

form of the Standard Code. A clear block signal indicates that the block

is clear to a point 1,000 feet before reaching the next home block signal.

Permissive blocking for freights is allowed, but not when a passenger

train is in the block.

The Southern Pacific (Pacific System) operates under the "Standard

Code," but the telephone is used instead of the telegraph. This naturally

leads to bell signals between stations and the code employed is closely

similar to that already quoted for the Long Island Railroad. The opera-

tions are conducted under "absolute block," except that caution cards

are used for failure of the block signal apparatus and permissive cards

to allow trains moving in the same or opposite directions to meet at a

non-block signal station with "(31)" orders to do so.

Reference to Table "A" will disclose the fact that the same form of

fixed signal that is used for Train Orders is almost universally employed

for a Telegraph Block Signal. At the present writing your Committee

knows of only one exception, the Philadelphia & Reading Railway. Their

Train-Order Signal is illustrated in Vol. 4, p. 305, Fig. 12, while the block

signal is pictured in Figs. 20, 21 and 22 of the present report. The signals

which were illustrated in Vol. 4, pp. 3CO-305, have not been reproduced,

and new designs only have been shown in the present report. Figs. 1 to

7, Table A, explain in one column where the illustration is to be found

in Vol. 4. There is, as usual, wide variance in the design, for which there

seems to be no good reason. It seems quite plausible to your Committee

that the members of the Association can ultimately agree upon a standard

plan, an action to be desired by both the railways and the signal com-

panies. Present practice would indicate that at least the Train-Order and

Telegraph Block Signals can, without difficulty, be of the same design.

There are reported 11,248 miles of single track, 4,806 miles of double

track, and 825 miles of more than two-track line as operated under the

Telegraph Block System and Controlled Manual Block System, and this

requires the use of 3,426 signals for single track, 3,534 signals for double

track, and 2,142 signals for more than two-track line, a total of 9,102

signals.

The Baltimore & Ohio uses a double-arm semaphore on a single mast

(Vol. 4, p. 302, Fig. 6), located at the passenger station or on block sta-

tions (Vol. 4, p. 306, Figs. 14 and 17). The arms have a sweep of 90

and are not slotted, but at interlocking plants where signals are con-

venient for block purposes the arm is operated by two levers, the first

reversed giving the "caution" indication, while the second reversed com-
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pletes the movement for "clear." The plan insures the correct indication

of the arm but does not actually prevent the operator from giving a

"clear" indication instead of a "caution." It economizes in signals and

pipe run, only one line of pipe being used.

Since the Long Island Train-Order Signal was illustrated in Vol. 4,

p. 300, that company has added a spectacle to carry a green glass on

account of having adopted green for "proceed" and yellow for "caution."

The signals are placed on the block station or alongside the track (Vol.

4) P- 3°7> Figs. 17 and 20). Whenever the view is obscured a distant

signal is added. The block signals are pipe connected.

The New York Central has a two-arm signal on a single mast with

distant signals 6 feet below on the same mast, which is placed on the

block station (Vol. 4, p. 307, Fig. 17).

The arms are two-position, with a sweep of 6o°, and are operated by

a table machine, Fig. 19.

The Philadelphia & Reading uses a two-arm three-position signal on

one mast, Figs. 20, 21 and 22, the arms of which are pipe-connected and

have a sweep of 45° for "caution" and 75 for "proceed." It is placed

either on the block station or alongside the track (Vol. 4, p. 306, Fig. 14,

and p. 307, Fig. 20). The reason for using a different form for train

orders was not given.

The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Pennsylvania Lines)

has been using the form shown in Vol. 4, p. 302, Fig. 7, placed on the block

station (Vol. 4, p. 306, Fig. 14), but is now making renewals with, and

using in new work, the universal casting recommended at the fourth annual

convention and illustrated in Vol. 4, p. 311, and Plate 13, and places the

mast alongside the tracks (Vol. 4, pp. 306-308, Figs. 17, 20 and 21), or on

bridges over the tracks. The face of the blade is painted yellow and the

back black, similar to the Baltimore & Ohio. This style of painting is now
uniform on the Pennsylvania System east and west of Pittsburgh. At

tunnels the block signal arm is slotted, goes to "danger" as the train

passes and is held there by means of the track circuit until it has passed

out of the block, the block being absolute. Three-position signals are

pipe connected.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway is unique in the style

of block signal used. It is illustrated in Fig. 24 and is called the Gravit

signal. While it is a semaphore signal, it is used to give some indica-

tions at variance with the usual indications of the semaphore arm. It

is not used on any other railway. A lamp travels up and down inside the

mast with the movement of the arms and gives the correct night indication

through properly colored glasses fixed in the mast.

The Chicago & Northwestern standard is the Sanborn signal (Vol.

4, p. 304, Fig. 11) placed in front of the block station (Vol. 4, p. 307, Fig.

18). The mast is made of 2 rails, with the bases riveted together and

spread at the top to receive the lamp. It is two-arm and two-position.

The Chicago Great Western block signals are two-arm and two-posi-

33
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tion, Fig. 25, and placed at the passenger stations (Vol. 4, pp. 306 and 307,

Figs. 14, 15, 17 and 18).

All of the signal blades above described have the square end, but

that of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has a spearhead end (Fig. 23).

The signals are two-arm, two-position, wire-connected, and placed either

opposite the station or at one end.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Telegraph Block Signal also has a

spearhead blade and is double-arm but three-position. The "caution" indi-

cation, however, is given in an entirely different way from any of the others

described, viz.: 45 upward. The "proceed" position is 45° downward
(Fig. 26). The mast is placed in front of the block station.

The Southern Pacific uses a two-arm two-position signal (Vol. 4, p.

301, Fig. 4), the sweep of the arm being 6o° or more for "clear." The

mast is placed in front of the block station (Vol. 4, pp. 306, 307, Figs. 14

and 17).

It will be seen from the foregoing that the location of the Telegraph

Block Signal is generally on the block station and that the arms for both

directions of traffic are on the same mast. This arrangement serves the

purpose very well for single or double track lines, but the indications

become confusing for lines of more than two tracks. The increase in

the number of tracks takes place in a regular way and according to a plan

of evolution. The same should be the rule with the block signal. The

rules for signaling should be based on well-defined principles, so that

the plans for a special case will work themselves out naturally by reason

of the basic principles. It should not be necessary to make a new plan

to fit every condition that arises. According to our present practice we
started in with a two-arm signal on a common mast for single track and

continued it in service for double track ; but when we were confronted

with a larger number of tracks our signal was incapable of expansion

and we were obliged to adopt the one-arm signal on a single mast for

each track. It seems to your Committee that we should begin with the

mast and arm for each track and the arrangement is then capable of

indefinite growth. The natural position for such a signal is alongside the

track used by the trains it is intended to govern and on the right-hand side,

which is one of the requisites of installation of the American Railway

Association.

The location of the signal on the block station is awkward, because

when the block station is in the passenger station trains are often obliged

to run by it at danger when coming to the station or doing work in its

vicinity. The one-arm one-mast signal can be placed a few hundred feet

in advance of the station and the train makes its stop before reaching it.

When allowed to proceed the arm can be cleared for it without it being

necessary to issue a clearance card. This saves work and time. It is the

opinion, therefore, of your Committee that the signals should be located

as shown in the diagram in Figs. 28 to 31. This location for train-order
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signals was approved by the Association at the fourth annual convention

in 1903, and is entirely consistent with the former action.

Permissive block signaling is recognized by the American Railway

Association as good practice, and rules governing its use have been pro-

vided in the Standard Code. As already stated, some of the roads give the

permissive indication by the caution position of the block arms ; others

by the issuance of caution or permissive cards, and a few by the indication

of a separate caution signal on the same mast with the block arm. It

seems advisable, therefore, to your Committee to provide a signal which

can be used to give the three indications as well as two, and either method

of operation at the pleasure of the company can be followed by use of the

same fixed signal. In order that the several indications be clear and

distinct from each other, such a signal should have a sweep of arm of

90°. That is, the arm would be vertical for the "proceed" indication and

at an angle of 45 ° for the ''caution" indication. A signal which meets

these requirements is shown in Plate B. The arm casting is universal

and can be used for any combination of night signals in common use.

It is the same design that was adopted by the Association for train-order

signal at the fourth annual convention in 1903, except that some defects

in size of parts have been remedied.

It is a good plan to put an electric slot on the signal-arm connection

to insure the return of the arm to danger as the train passes. It is an

additional safeguard and especially valuable in the absolute block system.

While it does not prevent the operator from giving a wrong indication

in the case of permissive blocking, it requires him to reset the signal

for each train.

Only a very few of the railroad companies appear to have standard

specifications for the lead-outs, pipe runs and signal connections, and

your Committee therefore presents a set of proposed standard specifications

for your consideration, with a general diagram, Plate C, which illustrates

on a small scale the relation of the various parts from the block station

tc the signal.

There are but eight (8) roads in the table which use a Controlled

Manual Block System. Of these the New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad has the largest mileage and largest per cent. 45154 miles, or 48

per cent. The second is the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road—225 miles, or 24 per cent.

The bell code used on these roads conforms to that adopted in the

standard of the American Railway Association.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLLED MANUAL BLOCK SYSTEM.

In Controlled Manual Blocking the manipulation of the signal at the

entrance to a block is controlled electrically by. signalmen at block station

in advance.

There is at each block station a track circuit of at least 60 feet in

length which is used to actuate an electric slot and automatically restore
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the Home Signal to stop position when the first pair of wheels touch the

track circuit.

Each block station has an instrument for each track and block, the

two instruments at opposite ends of the block being connected by an

electric circuit. These instruments consist, primarily, of a series of elec-

tric magnets so connected with the lever by which the operator moves

the signal that the operator at out-going end of the block section controls

the lever by which the operator at the in-coming end admits the trains.

After the signal has been cleared to admit a train and train has

passed the first block station this arrangement of magnets cannot be

unlocked until the train itself actually passes out of the section. Thus

:

After "A" forwards a train to "B" and puts his lever normal, he is unable

to again move the lever until "B" unlocks him. This is accomplished by

running an electric circuit which controls the lever through a track circuit

beyond "B," and the action of a train going on "B" section and going off

of "B" section completes the series of make-and-break contacts, which

must be accomplished before "B" can again unlock "A."

W. R. Sykes is the inventor of the "Lock-and-Block" System, as it

is called in England, where it originated, and it has been introduced in

this country on the railroads enumerated in Table B-. The Sykes instru-

ments have some defects which have been overcome in the apparatus of

T. H. Patenall, when electrician of the Johnson Railroad Signal Co., now
with the Union Switch & Signal Company, and John P. Coleman, Chief

Engineer of the Union Switch & Signal Company.

In the original Sykes apparatus "each lock instrument controlled

the signal lever at its own station by mechanical means (rods) instead

of by an electric, lock." Patenall's improvements were designed to meet

the following requirements: (Block and Interlocking Signals, by W. H.

Elliott.)

"First. That gravity must be overcome by the action of the elec-

tric current in unlocking the signal levers instead of allowing it to assist,

as it now does, in withdrawing the lock rod from the locked position.

This means nothing more than that a failure of the apparatus should

lock the signal lever at danger and not unlock it, as now happens with the

Sykes lock if the latch holding the lock rod in place should slip or be

jarred loose, allowing the operator to clear the signal whether the block

was occupied or not.

"Second. That the magnets for unlocking the signal levers must

not be in the electric circuit except at the moment of actual use to pre-

vent an accidental release by the crossing of wires, lightning or other

causes ; this requiring an intentional setting of the instrument before it

can be plunged to and released by the next succeeding station.

"Third. That no interlocking relay must be used, the contacts all

to be made in the instrument, where it is impossible for them to be tam-

pered with or changed.

"Fourth. That the signal levers be perfectly free after having

been once unlocked, so that the operator can change the indication of
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the signal as often as he desires and not to have the lever locked when-

ever the signal is returned to the danger position, as is the case with

the Sykes."

The Patenall System is in use on the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad between New York and Poughkeepsie ; on the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad between New Haven and Providence

and on the Long Island Railroad.

The Coleman System is in use on the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad between Boston and Providence, and on the New York

Central between Poughkeepsie and Buffalo.

The Sykes Lock and Block System and its modifications by Coleman

and Patenall was designed for double-track railroads (or more than two

tracks) and permissive blocking cannot be used. This requires the block

stations to be very close together on railroads with heavy traffic, and,

accordingly, the automatic block signal system is more used in this

country.

A controlled manual system for single-track railroads has been pat-

ented by Messrs. Fay and Basford, but your Committee has no knowledge

of its application.

Mr. B. B. Adams in his book, "The Block System," describes a modi-

fied form of lock-and-block instrument devised by M. B. Leonard for the

Chesapeake & Ohio, but no further description of any of these instru-

ments will be detailed here, because they have been so well described

in Mr. Elliott's and Mr. Adams' books, already mentioned, and the

members who are interested are referred to them for an excellent

presentation of the whole subject.

The Committee makes no recommendations concerning the details

of the controlled manual system, because they are exemplified almost

exclusively for modern practice by the Coleman and Patenall apparatus,

and the development and installation of the automatic block signal system

is proceeding much faster. The scope of the controlled manual system

is quite limited. The same type of fixed signal should be used as recom-

mended for the Telegraph Block System.
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CONCLUSIONS.

*FIRST. The best location for the Telegraph, and Controlled Manual,

Block Signal is on a mast alongside and to the right of the track

on which are run the trains that it governs, as shown in Figs. 28

and 29; but, in the case of more than two tracks, when it is im-

practicable to spread them apart for this purpose, then the best

location is on a bracket post, as in Fig. 30, or on a bridge over

the tracks, as in Fig. 31.

*SECOND. It is good practice to make use of the electric slot to send

the signal to normal position, "Stop," as the train passes.

'"THIRD. The best "Arm'' for the "Telegraph," and "Controlled Man-

ual Block Signal" to be adopted as standard by the Association

is the one illustrated in Plate B.

FOURTH. The plan for "Leadout, Pipe-runs and Signal Connections,"

shown in Plate C, is recommended as good practice.

FIFTH. The "Specifications" on pp. 34-38, following, are recommended

for approval by the Association as good practice.

SIXTH. The "Definitions" of terms on pp. 39-41 are recommended for

adoption.

*See amendment, page 527.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TELEGRAPH
BLOCK SIGNAL AND CONNECTIONS.

GENERAL.

i. All material and workmanship must be of the best, and subject

to the approval of the Signal Engineer.

2. All parts must be properly proportioned for strength.

3. All plans furnished by the Railroad Company must be considered

a part of these specifications, and must not be departed from except

by permission of the Signal Engineer.

Workman-
ship.

Strength.

Plans.

MACHINE.

4. Operating machine must be of the lever type and of approved

design.

5. Locking, when required for distant signals, must be of the latch

or preliminary type. All wearing parts shall be of cold rolled steel, and

all bolts provided with jamb nuts or cotters.

6. The machine must be placed in a suitable block station, and

supported on a separate foundation, not connected with the building in

any way. This foundation must be made of white oak, long leaf yellow

pine, or steel.

7. There must be no difference in the size of corresponding parts

for large and small machines.

8. Top plates must be made in sections for four or eight levers.

9. All the levers in a machine must have an equal uniform throw.

10. Machine levers must be numbered from left to right; gen-

erally, the levers must be placed in the machine corresponding to

signal operated. Distant signal levers, when used, must be outside of

home signal levers, at ends of machine.

Size of
Parts.

Plates.

Throw of
Levers.

Position
of Levers.

SIGNAL CONNECTIONS.

11. Home signal connections must be made by means of pipe runs.

12. Pipe lines must be made of galvanized iron pipe, one inch (1")

inside diameter, and coupled with sleeves, plugs and rivets. One end of

each length of pipe must not be punched for rivet until pipe is screwed

together on the ground.

Pipe
Material.
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Position of
Pipe Runs.

Pipe
Carriers.

Couplings.

Sleeves.

Plugs.

Cranks

—

Construc-
tion.

Crank
Arms.

13. Pipe runs must be straight, when possible, and must be placed

not nearer than three feet (3') from outside of rail. They must be

laid two and three-quarter inches (2%") between centers, and so arranged

that the shortest line will be next to the rail. Pipe lines must be sup-

ported on carriers placed not more than seven feet (7') apart; top of

pipe lines must be one and one-half inches (1V2") above base of rail,

except across tracks, where they must be one inch (1") below base of rail.

14. Pipe carriers must be made of malleable iron, with sheaves not

less than two and a quarter inches (21
/4") in least diameter.

15. Couplings in pipe lines must be placed not nearer than twelve

inches (12") to a pipe carrier when the lever is in the center.

16. Sleeves for pipe couplings must be made of wrought iron, and

not less than two and a quarter inches (21/4") in length.

17. Plugs for pipe couplings must be made of wrought iron, one

inch (1") in diameter and six inches (6") long. They must be drilled

for quarter-inch 0/4" ) rivets, spaced four inches (4") center to center,

and one inch (1") from each end.

18. Cranks must be made of wrought iron, and mounted in a cast

or malleable iron stand. The top of the center pin must, in all cases, be

supported. All crank stands must be provided with lugs, to prevent

center pins from turning in stands. No more than two cranks shall be

placed on the same center.

19. All cranks, except those used in box or vertical stands, must

have arms not less than eleven and three-quarters inches fn%") in

length.

Solid Jaws. 20. Solid jaws must be made of wrought iron. They must be sev-

enteen inches (17") long from center of pin hole to end of body; open-

ing between sides of jaws must be straight for not less than three inches

(3") from center of pin hole.

Screw Jaws.

Jaw
Bodies.

Bends.

21. Screw jaws must be made of malleable or wrought iron; open-

ing between sides of jaws must be straight for not less than five inches

(5") from center of pin hole, and thread in solid end must be at least

one and n half inches (i%") in length. Body must not be less than

twelve inches (12") long, with thread cut half its length.

22. Bodies of all jaws must be one and a quarter inches (iW)
in diameter, with tang and thread for coupling to pipe. Tang must be

four inches (4") long and one inch (1") in diameter.

23. Bends must not be made in pipe, but in cranks, jaws, or an iron

rod, one r.nd one-quarter inches (iW) in diameter, placed in the pipe

line for that purpose ; the total bends must never exceed two and one-half
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inches (2V2") between any two supports. There must be no bends made
in cranks without special permission.

24. (See page 297, Vol. 4, Proceedings Am. Ry. Eng. & M. of W.
Association.)

"Lazy Jack" Compensators must be used. They must be made of

wrought iron and mounted on cast iron stands, but no more than one

compensator shall be placed on a stand or foundation. Crank arms must

be eleven inches (11") in length from center to center of pin holes. Top
of crank pins must be supported. All compensator stands must be pro-

vided with lugs to prevent center pins from turning in stands.

25. Means of adjustment must be provided for each line of pipe.

26. Lines to home signals must have a screw jaw in end of line

next to function operated; lines to distant signals must hove a screw jaw at

each end (when pipe connections are used).

27. All foundations must be made in accordance with standard

plans. In general, foundations should be made of concrete.

28. • Leadout foundation inside and immediately outside of tower

must be made of twelve-inch by five-inch oak, securely bolted to rails set

in tower foundation walls.

Compensa-
tors.

Pipe Ad-
justment.

Founda-
tions of
Concrete.

29. Four (4) three-quarter inch (%") bolts must be used to fasten

each crank stand, or compensator stand, to its foundation.

30. Two (2) one-half inch by two and one-half inch (Wx2%")
lag screws must be used for fastening each pipe carrier to its foundation.

31. All pins must be made of steel, machine turned, and provided

with cotters.

Crank
Stand
Fastening.

Pipe
Carrier
Fastening.

Pins

—

Material.

32. Connecting pins for jaws, cranks, etc., must be not less than

seven-eighths inch (%'') in diameter; center pins for bell cranks must

be not less than one and one-fourth inches (i-/4") in diameter.

Pins

—

Size.

33. Plate washers must be used under nuts and under the heads of Washers,

bolts and lag screws, where they would be otherwise in contact with wood.

34. When required, highway crossings must be boxed with four-inch Highways.

(4") oak plank.

35. High signals, where practicable, must not be closer than seven

feet (7') to the outside of rail.

36. Signal blades must be made of ash.

37. Signal masts must be made of iron and set in concrete. Straight

masts must be made in three sections, four inches (4"). five inches (s"),

High
Signals.

Signal
Blade
Material.

Signal
Masts.
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and six inches (6") inside diameter, from the top down, with shrunk

joints. They must be filled with concrete for a distance of one foot

(i') above the surface of the ground, and have a half-inch (^>") drain-

age hole at surface of concrete.

38. Bracket posts may be either pipe or lattice construction; the

bracket, or cross-arm, must be not less than twenty feet (20') clear

above top of rail.

39. All signal masts must be provided with ladders, bolted to post

at top, and at bottom to a one-way pipe carrier foundation set in the

ground.

40. Short uprights or stubs seven feet (7') long must be used to

indicate each track that is not signaled from the bracket, and which

intervenes between the bracket post and the farthest track signaled. The

stub must be placed not less than six feet six inches (6' 6") from the

adjacent signal mast

41. On signal bridges, masts for carrying signals must be placed

vertically over the right-hand rail of the track governed. Bridges must

be made according to standard plans, and not less than twenty-one feet

(21') in the clear from top of rail.

42. Arms must be not less than twenty-five feet (25') above the

base of rail. On bracket posts, or bridges, the arm must be not less

than seven feet (7') above top of bracket or bridge.

43. Blades must be four feet six inches (4' 6") in length from

center of casting to outer end. They must be seven inches (7") wide at

the arm grip, and ten inches (10") wide at the outer end. Stops for

the danger and safety positions must be provided in the center casting.

44. Outer end of blade for home signals must be square with center

line. Corners of all outer ends must be rounded to a radius of one

inch (:")•

45. Six (6) three-eighths inch by one and one-half inch (%"xiW)
elevator bolts, with head one and one-fourth inches (iVi") in diameter

must be used to fasten each signal blade to casting.

46. Colored glass six and one-half inches (6V2") in diameter must

be placed in signal casting.

47. A lamp, made in accordance with standard drawings, must be

furnished for each signal.

48. Lamp brackets must be attached by means of bolts passing

through signal posts.

. 49. Each bracket post stub required by Article 40 must be provided

with a standard lamp carrying white light. A fixed spectacle carrying
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a five inch (5") plain blue front-light must be attached to the stub by

through bolts.

50. All ironwork must be given one coat of good priming and two Painting,

coats of finishing paint. Pipe lines must be finished black. Signal masts,

and the ironwork on same, must be painted according to the standards

of the Railroad Company.

51. Levers must be painted as follows:

Home signal levers, red.

Distant signal levers, green or yellow.

Spare levers, white.

Lever
Painting.

Blade
52. Signal blades must be painted in accordance with standard plans. paintiing.
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DEFINITIONS.

Block.—A length of track of defined limits, the use of which

by trains is controlled by block signals.

Block Station.—A place from which block signals are op-

erated.

Block Signal.—A fixed signal controlling the use of a block.

Home Block Signal.—A fixed signal at the entrance of a

block, to control trains in entering and using said block.

Distant Block Signal.—A fixed signal used in connection

with a home block signal to regulate the approach thereto.

Advance Block Signal.—A fixed signal used in connection

with a home block signal to subdivide the block in advance.

Block System.—A series of consecutive blocks.

Telegraph Block System.—A block system in which the

signals are operated manually, upon information by tele-

graph.

Controlled Manual Block System.—A block system in

which the signals are operated manually, and so con-

structed as to require the co-operation of the signalman

at both ends of the block to display a clear signal.

Automatic Block System.—A block system, in which the

signals are operated by electric, pneumatic, or other

agency, actuated by train or by certain conditions affecting

the use of a block.

Mast.—The upright to which the signals are directly attached.

Absolute Block System.—One in which only one train at a time is per-

mitted to occupy the block. (Southern Pacific.)

Arm Casting.—That part of the arm supported by the signal mast, which,

by rotation on its axis of support, gives the night signal indications.

Arm Sweep.—The quadrant of a circle defining the limits of movement

of the arm.

Arm.—The movable arm pivoted to the signal mast, and by the position

of which the indications are given.

Blade—That part of the arm which, by its form and position, gives the

day signal indications.

Bracket Post.—An arrangement of main post with cross-beam, upon

which is placed one or two masts for carrying the signal arms, the

arrangement of masts determining which track or tracks the signals

govern.
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Chain Wheel.—A device used for changing the direction of a wire line.

Compensator.—A device placed in a pipe or wire line for automatically

maintaining a constant length of line under changes of temperature.

Crank.—A device used for changing the direction of a pipe line.

Crank Stand.—The frame in which cranks are supported.

Cross Locking.—A variable shaped block or bar running crosswise of

the interlocking machine, actuated by the movements of the locking

dog, and by means of which connection is effected between the levers.

Detector Bar.—A bar placed at a switch alongside of and normally below

the top of rail, operated in connection with a facing point lock, or

switch and lock movement, so that its operation, and consequently

that of the lock, will be prevented by the presence of any of the wheels

of the train.

Electric Slot.—An appliance for automatically disengaging the signal

arm connection from its actuating lever, returning signal arm to "stop."

Foundation.—A fixed support, usually set in the ground, for carriers,

cranks, compensators, wheels, signals and other like devices.

Interlocking Function.—Any signal, switch, derail, lock or crossing bar

operated separately or in combination with any other constituent part

of an interlocking system.

Interlocking Machine.—The primary operating or controlling mechanism

of an interlocking plant, placed in the interlocking station, and in

which the interlocking feature is. effected.

Interlocking Plant.—An arrangement of switch, lock and signal appli-

ances so interconnected or interlocked that one movement must succeed

another in a predetermined order.

Interlocking- Signals.—The fixed signals of an interlocking plant.

Interlocking Station.—A place from which an interlocking plant is

operated.

Jaw.—A device attached to pipe line for connecting same with machine,

crank, compensator, or any other device designed for pipe operation.

Leadout.—The combination of cranks, wheels, rocker shafts, etc., inside

and outside of lower story of interlocking station, by which connec-

tions are made between machine and pipe runs.

Lever.—That part of an interlocking machine whose movement effects

the operation of its function.

Locking.—The combination of locking dogs and cross-locking or locking

dogs and tappets by means of which interconnection is effected between

the levers and the order of movement determined.

Locking Bar—A bar running lengthwise in the interlocking machine to

which the locking dogs are attached.

Locking Dog.—A variable shaped block attached to locking bar and through

which the interlocking is accomplished.

Permissive Block System.—One in which two or more trains may occupy

a block at once. (Southern Pacific.)
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Pipe Carrier.—A frame with rollers between which pipe line is supported

and moves freely.

Pipe Run.—The assemblage of the pipe lines of an interlocking plant, with

their carriers and foundations, in a common course.

Rocker Shaft.—A rotating shaft used in leadout for changing vertical to

horizontal motion; also used at slip switches for operating several

detector bars and locks.

Route.—A course or way taken by a train in passing from one point to

another, especially a customary or predetermined course, or any one

of several possible combinations of turnouts or crossovers by which

a train may travel between two places.

Semaphore Signal.—A device consisting of a mast with movable arm

attached, the indications being given by the position of the arm.

Screw Jaw.—A jaw screwed on the end of pipe line, and used to adjust

the length of pipe connections.

Spectacle.—See "Arm Casting."

Tappet.—a. (In machine with vertical locking.) A bar operated directly

or indirectly by the lever or lever latch, which actuates or drives the

locking bars and is locked by them.

b. (In Saxby & Farmer machine.) A pivot or swing dog at-

tached to the locking bar, and actuated or locked by the cross-locking.

Wire Carrier.—A frame with roller upon which wire line is supported

and moves freely.

Wire Run.—The assemblage of the wire lines of an interlocking plant,

with their carriers and foundations, in a common course.

Respectfully submitted,

J. C. Mock, Signal Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Detroit, Mich.,

Chairman.

W. C. Cushing, Chief Engineer M. of Way, S. W. Sys., Penna. Lines,

Pittsburg, Pa., Vice-Chairman.

C. L. Addison, Gen. Supt., Long Island R. R., Long Island City, N. Y.

F. H. Alfred, Chief Engineer, Pere Marquette R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Chas. A. Dunham, Signal Engineer, Illinois* Central Railroad, Chicago.

Lawrence Griffith, Engineer M'. of Way, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., New
York.

A. H. Rudd, Asst. Signal Engineer, P. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.

W. A. D. Short, Supt. Signals, C, N. O. & T. P. Ry., Lexington, Ky.

Thos. S. Stevens, Signal Engineer, Santa Fe Ry. System, Topeka, Kan.

J. E. Taussig, Superintendent and Supt. Telegraph, Wheeling & Lake

Erie R. R., Canton, O.
Committee.
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AMENDMENTS.

Conclusion No. i : (Interlocking Signal Plants.) That, inasmuch

as interlocking signal plants were introduced to make the passage of

trains safe at speed over track layouts more or less complicated by

crossovers, turnouts, and crossings, the object in arranging interlocking

signals is primarily to indicate routes for trains, and secondarily, as

a necessary consequence, speeds for trains.

Conclusion No. 5 : A distant signal shall be provided for each

high-speed route.

Conclusion No. i : (Telegraph and Controlled Manual Block Sig-

nals.) The best location for the Telegraph, and Controlled Manual,

Block Signal is on a mast alongside and to the right of the track on

which are run the trains that it governs, as shown in Fig. 29; but, in

the case of more than two tracks, when it is impracticable to spread

them apart for this purpose, then the best location is on a bracket post,

as in Fig. 30, or on a bridge over the tracks, as in Fig. 31.

Conclusion No. 2 : It is good practice to make use of the electric

slot to send the block signal to normal position, "Stop," as the train

passes.

Conclusion No. 3 : The best "Arm" for the "Telegraph," and

"Controlled Manual Block Signal" to be recommended as standard by

the Association is the one illustrated in Plate B.

Omit Fig. 28.
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ILLUSTRATING FORMS OF MANUALLY OPERATED TELE-

GRAPH BLOCK SIGNALS IN USE.

New York Central

& Hudson River.
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ILLUSTRATING FORMS OF MANUALLY OPERATED TELE-

GRAPH BLOCK SIGNALS IN USE.

Fig. 20

Two-Position Signal iV\am

H

Philadelphia & Reading

Fig. 27

Three - Position Signal <"

Philadelphia & Reading
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ILLUSTRATING FORMS OF MANUALLY OPERATED TELE-

GRAPH BLOCK SIGNALS IN USE.

Fig. 22

Three Position Signal

v N
xx Philadelphia & Reading

Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul.
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ILLUSTRATING FORMS OF MANUALLY OPERATED TELE-

GRAPH BLOCK SIGNALS IN USE.

Both Tracks Blocked.

A
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ILLUSTRATING FORMS OF MANUALLY OPERATED TELE-

GRAPH BLOCK SIGNALS IN USE.

Fig. 25
Chicago Great Western.

AV

Ay

Fig. 26

X«fe
Atchison, Topeka

rX ^s5" & Santa Fe.
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ILLUSTRATING FORMS OF MANUALLY OPERATED TELE-

GRAPH BLOCK SIGNALS IN USE.

Fig. 27
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'RECOMMENDED STANDARD LOCATION OF TELEGRAPH
BLOCK SIGNALS.

Fig. 28

SINGLE TRACK

Fig. 29

DOUBLE TRACK

i> Fig. 30

FOUR TRACKS

~q

Fig. 31
FOUR TRACKS

E^:

R

See amendment, page 527.



C^? PLATE B-STANDARD SEMAPHORE ARM FOR TELEGRAPH
BLOCK SIGNAL.

Two Position.



PLATE B-STANDARD SEMAPHORE ARM' FOR TELEGRA

BLOCK SIGNAL.

Three Position.

544
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Plate B—Detail of Standard Semaphore Arm Casting.

35
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DISCUSSION.

The President :—It has been decided by the Board of Direction, in

view of the situation our work is in, that we are going to set a limit

on the time for the consideration of these reports. The time limit on

this one will be one hour. We will hear from the chairman.

Mr. J. C. Mock (Michigan Central) :—I think there is no necessity

for explaining the way the report has been divided up. Since the pub-

lication of the Bulletin, the Committee has met and made some revision

of the conclusions, the definitions and the specifications.

The President :—The conclusions of this Committee will be found

on page 21, Bulletin No. 57.

The Secretary: — "(1) That, inasmuch as interlocking signal

phmts were introduced to make the passage of trains safe at speed over

track layouts more or less complicated by crossovers, turnouts, and

crossings, the first object in arranging interlocking signals is to indicate

routes for trains, and, secondarily, as a necessary consequence, speeds

for trains."

Mr. Mock :—The Committee has decided to add the word "primarily"

after "is" in the fourth line
—

"the object in arranging interlocking sig-

nals is primarily to indicate routes," and the word "first," at the end

of the third line, will be omitted.

(Conclusion No. 1. as revised, was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(2) That high-speed movements be governed by high

signals, and low-speed movements be governed by low signals."

(Conclusion No. 2 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(3) That only two high-speed signals be displayed on

one mast, the top arm to govern the unrestricted speed, and the lower

arm to govern all other high speeds."

Mr. B. H. Mann (Missouri Pacific) :—The Committee has suggested

that there are many places where a third arm is necessary on a high-

speed signal. Since it is likely that the conclusions will be the basis

for specifications for interlocking plants, and as there are many places

with three high-speed diverging routes, I would like to move that the

word "three" be substituted for "two" in that conclusion.

The President:—Has Mr. Mann's motion a second? The motion

does not appear to have a second. The question is on the original

conclusion.

(Conclusion No. 3 was adopted as printed.)

The Secretary:
—

"(4) That all low-speed movements be governed
by one-arm low signals, of dwarf construction."

Mr. H. M. Waite (Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific) :—
I rise to a question about the display of a red signal, the high-speed
signal and the dwarf signal on a different mast.

547
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Mr. Mock:—The Committee did not want to decide where that

should be. You could use the standard dwarf signal placed alongside

of the high signal or have it operated from the same mast. It is de-

sirable that it be inconspicuous, when placed with the high-speed signal,

the high-speed signal being the prominent one, and the low-speed signal

being kept submerged as far as practicable. There must be no mistake

that it is a signal from the same point as the high speed.

Mr. Waite:—On account of the home signal being a lower signal,

was the question ever brought up about making it a different color?

Mr. Mock:—The Committee has discussed the subject very thor-

oughly. The practice on some roads is to use a blue light instead of

red for this low signal. A great many roads are coming to the use

of a blue or purple light for the low-speed movement. Your Committee

has therefore concluded to leave out the question of the color of light

in this particular conclusion.

The President :—The result of the vote on this question not having

been announced, and the debate having proceeded further, we will take

the vote over again.

(Conclusion No. 4 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(5) That a distant signal be provided for

each high-speed home signal."

(Conclusion No. 5 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(6) That 'red' be the 'color' stop indication,

•and that the 'horizontal' position of the arm be the 'position' stop indi-

cation for all home signals."

(Conclusion No. 6 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(7) That a mark of distinction be made between

automatic block signals, and all other home signals, whether interlocking,

train-order, or manually operated block signals."

Mr. Waite:—I think we will all agree with the Committee on No.

7, but what distinctive difference shall be made? I move that the Com-
mittee make a recommendation as to what distinctive difference shall

be made.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—That motion will not

be necessary, because the Committee has not taken up the subject of

automatic block signaling, and it is intended to give this matter further

consideration.

Mr. Waite:— I move that conclusion No. 7 be stricken out.

The President :—The matter is open for debate.

Mr. Cushing:—I do not know what harm the conclusion -will do.

It is nothing more than to call attention to the fact that train-order

signals, interlocking signals and block signals other than automatic

require trains to come to a stop when the signal is at "Stop" and not

proceed until it is cleared. With an automatic signal a train may
proceed to the signal, stop from one to five minutes, and then proceed

past the signal at "Stop."

Mr. Waite :—Mr. Cushing says the Committee did not consider
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automatic signals. If it did not, why make a conclusion as to com-

parisons ?

Mr. .Cushing :—We want the report to show that this is the signal

we are discussing here, which means a train shall stop when it comes

to a signal and not proceed until it is clear.

Mr. Mann :—Conclusion No. 7, if adopted, will have a great deal

of weight with a good many railroads in the purchase of signals.

Therefore, if the Association says to the railroads that they recommend

some mark of distinction, it ought to say what sort of distinction.

Mr. Mock :—The question was considered important by the Com-
mittee and was discussed at length. The mark of distinction now is

out on the different roads. Some roads limit the exterior appearance

of the signal, because it gives a mark of distinction ; other roads put a

mark of distinction on the mechanically operated signal rather than on

the automatic. The reason the conclusion was included here was to get

an expression from the Association as to whether a mark of distinction

should be placed on the interlocked or on the automatic signal. If on

the interlocked signal, it properly comes with this report ; if with the

automatic signal, it properly should be under the consideration of auto-

matic signals. But in the meantime the Committee recognizes the

necessity for that distinction, and the roads using automatic signals

extensively recognize such necessity. While the Committee is not in

position to make a distinct recommendation, it would like to have the

benefit of discussion.

The President:—There is a motion before the house, which we will

have to dispose of.

Mr. Mann :—I offer an amendment to the effect that the mark of

distinction be not applied to the interlocking signals, as were such a

mark illuminated, the light being out might cause a derailment in bad

weather.

The President:—Does the gentleman accept that amendment?

Mr. Waite:—No.

The President :—The amendment has no second, and the question

is on the original amendment to strike out conclusion No. 7.

Mr. Cushing:—If the amendment carries with it the intention to

say that the mark of distinction shall not be on any other than auto-

matic signals, it would be much better, but to exclude interlocking only

leaves the question still open.

The President :—The question is on the striking out of conclusion 7.

Mr. Mann :— I will change it to read that it must be put on signals

other than automatic signals.

The President :—We will take a vote on the amendment
(The amendment was lost, and the conclusion adopted as printed.)

The Secretary:
—

"(8) That home block signals be provided at all

interlocking plants used as block stations."

(Conclusion No. 8 was adopted.)
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The Secretary:
—

"(9) That all mechanically operated high-speed

signals be pipe-connected. (Low-speed signals may be wire connected.)"

Mr. George W. Kittredge (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis) :—Does that apply to distant signals as well as home signals

—

a signal a half a mile away?

Mr. Mock :—Distant signals as well. We do not recommend the

connecting of the signal by wire, and if you must have a mechanically

connected signal, we ask that you connect it with pipe. At present

we prefer to put it in as a power-operated signal, with motor of gas

or electricity or a pneumatic signal. The object is to discourage the

connecting up of a signal half a mile from its operating lever by

wire. There never has been a reliable wire connection. It is the

recommendation of the Committee that all high-speed signals be pipe

connected, whether they are home or distant. On pages 17 to 19 the

meaning of conclusion No. 9 is amplified.

The President:—This whole matter is discussed in the Bulletin.

(Conclusion No. 9 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(10) That one distant signal only shall be

provided for a high-speed route, and when 'clear' it shall mean that all

high-speed home signals along that route through the interlocking plant,

including the home block signal, are 'clear.'
"

Mr. Waite :—Conclusion No. 10 and conclusion No. 5 do not seem

to agree.

Mr. Mock :—The intention is wherever one home signal gives the

entire route, it must have a distant signal. If we find it necessary to

repeat the home signal and have a train-order and advance block signal,

their position must be indicated by one—and only one—distant signal.

Mr. Mann :—I agree with Mr. Waite that conclusions 5 and to

do not harmonize.

The President :—We would like to have a suggestion as to how
they should read.

(Conclusion No. 10 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(11) That every movement within the limits

of an interlocking plant shall be governed by an interlocked signal."

(Conclusion No. 11 was adopted.)

The President :—We will now turn to page 33, and take up the

conclusions of the Committee relating to Telegraph and Controlled

Manual Block Signals.

The Secretary:
—

"(1) The best location for the Telegraph and

Controlled Manual Block Signal is on a mast alongside and to the right

of the track on which are run the trains that it governs, as shown

in Figs. 28 and 29; but, in the case of more than two tracks, when

it is impracticable to spread them apart for this purpose, then the best

location is on a bracket post, as in Fig. 30, or on a bridge over the

tracks, as in Fig. 31."

The President :—The Committee desires to make a change in that
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conclusion by striking out "28 and 29," at the end of the third line,

making it read "as shown in Fig. 29."

Mr. Mock:—The figure shows a single track, and the location cf

the signals is beyond the station in each direction. The question came

up whether it was a good location, since there was a certain distance

where trains overlapped, if they are to meet at this point. If there

was no previous knowledge of a meet, it might result in trouble.

(Conclusion No. 1 was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(2) It is good practice to make use of the

electric slot to send the signal to normal position, 'Stop,' as the train

passes."

The President :—The Committee desires to insert the word '"block"

before the word "signal," in the second line of the conclusion, making

the second conclusion read as follows : "It is good practice to make
use of the electric slot to send the block signal to normal position,

'Stop,' as the train passes."

(Conclusion No. 2 was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(3) The best 'arm' for the 'Telegraph' and

'Controlled Manual Block Signal' to be adopted as standard by the

Association is the one illustrated in Plate B."

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—Had we not better use the

word "recommended" in place of the word "adopted" on the second

line of the third conclusion?

The President :—The Committee will accept that change.

(Conclusion No. 3 was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(4) The plan for 'Leadout, Pipe-runs and
Signal Connections,' shown in Plate C, is recommended as good prac-

tice."

Mr. Mock:—This conforms to the specifications embodied in the

report.

(Conclusion No. 4 was adopted.)

Mr. Berg :—The balance of the report consists of specifications,

details and definitions. It would be impossible, with the time at the

disposal of the meeting, to adopt these specifications complete, and, un-

less they are so adopted, there is very little value in disposing of a

few paragraphs. I think, therefore, it would be better to postpone

the further consideration of the report, as the remaining matter con-

sists of definitions, specifications and details which we can hardly

consider in full at this time. I would therefore make a motion to

that effect.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—Before Mr. Berg's

motion is acted on, I would move to reconsider conclusion No. 5.

The conclusion as passed reads : "That a distant signal be provided

for each high-speed home signal." Some signal engineers present con-

sider that that conflicts with the meaning of the tenth conclusion, and

the conclusion be amended to read : "That in all cases where a high-
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speed home signal shall be used, it shall be under the protection of a

distant signal."

(The motion to reconsider was carried.)

Mr. Mock :—I do not like the wording of a distant signal under

protection. A distant signal means a slowing of speed, and I would

prefer it to read : "That a distant signal be provided for each high-

speed route," substituting "route" for "home signal."

Mr. Kelley:— I accept the amendment, if it is satisfactorj to the

signal engineers.

(The amendment was adopted.)

Mr. Mann:—If in order, I would suggest that the Committee re-

consider the ninth conclusion to do away with possible misunderstand-

ing as to the recommendation that all mechanically operated distant

signals be pipe-connected, which I understand the Committee does not

intend.

The President :—The question is not open for reconsideration, un-

less a motion to that effect is made. However, the chair will permit

some discussion, so that the convention may understand the situation.

Mr. Mann :—I understood from the chairman of the Committee that

it was not intended that clause 9 should state that mechanically oper-

ated distant signals should be pipe-connected. It seems to me it can

be read that way.

Mr. Mock:—The Committee intends it shall be interpreted just as

it reads—that if you have a distant signal mechanically operated, it must

be pipe-connected.

Mr. Waite :— I understand that the question is raised by Mr. Mann
because Mr. Mock stated that if it was required that the distant signals

should be pipe-connected it would force the use of a power signal for

the distant signal.

Mr. Mock :—There are places where the distant signal may be nearer

the operating lever than the home signal. For example, where a tower

is located 1,500 feet from an interlocked crossing.

The President :—There is a motion before the house that we dis-

continue the further consideration of conclusions 5 and 6, on page 33,

and the specifications and definitions which are part of these conclu-

sions, 5 and 6, for the reason that the Association is not now in position

to take up these specifications in detail.

Mr. Mock:—We have taken up in a general way the requirements

of a mechanical interlocking plant, and on page 19 we have shown

the style of semaphore casting which has been suggested as an alternate

for the one shown on Plate B. Fig. F, on page 19, is for an arm

sweep less than 90 degrees, and for use in a two-position signal only.

The Committee desires to recommend a drawing for a casting next

year, unless it is the wish of the Association to make a 90-degree sweep

of the arm standard, in which case Plate B will answer for all signals.

The President :—The Committee simply announces this matter, and
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it is expected that the proposition will be submitted to the members, to

be voted upon by letter ballot.

Mr. Kittredge :—I ask if it would be proper at this time for the

members to give expression to their opinions on the point Mr. Moclc

has just stated, to be followed later, possibly, by a letter ballot. My
reason for asking that is that a discussion on this same point is to

occur in April, in which I will participate, and I would like, as a per-

sonal matter, to have the expression of the Association at this meeting

on the question of whether 90 degrees is good practice to indicate "pro-

ceed." To get a vote on the matter I would make a motion that a sweep

of the arm of go degrees is good practice to indicate "proceed."

Mr. Cushing:—If you will allow me, I would like to make a state-

ment on the opposite side, in order that the Association will have both

views of the question. I am not in sympathy with the chairman of the

Committee in this matter, because I cannot appreciate the necessity for

having a sweep of the arm of 70 degrees to mean clear for one kind

of a signal, and of 90 degrees for another. I think the sooner we
recognize the fact that one position of the arm means clear, no matter

what kind of a signal it is, the better. Whether that point be put at

co degrees, or 70 degrees, or 65 degrees, I am prepared to waive.

Although I am personally in favor of the 90 degrees, I think we are

taking a step backward if we decide on two positions. I think it should

be either the one or the other, and the more we can simplify our signal

practice from day to day the better.

The President :— It is moved that the sense of the meeting be taken

on this proposition : That a sweep of arm of 90 degrees for the "pro-

ceed" position be recommended as good practice.

(The vote being taken, a division was called for, and resulted as

follows: 17 in favor, 8 opposed.)

The President :—It is understood that these conclusions, as far as

adopted, will be put in the Manual. The Committee has the thanks

of the Association.

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis—by
letter) :—Referring to recent report issued by the Signaling and Inter-

locking Committee, I notice there is no provision in the double track

signal scheme for running trains against the current of traffic.

The Big Four has recently installed a signal scheme for this purpose

between Pana and Lenox, where trains are run with the current of traffic,

by block signals whose indications supersede time table superiority, and,

when necessary, against the current of traffic by train order. Standard

rules for blocking trains are used in both cases. The crossovers and side-

track switches near the tower are interlocked. The outlying ends of sid-

ings are protected by derails operated by main track switchstands. Tele-

phones are provided at outlying switches to notify signalmen when trains

have cleared main track.

A diagram showing this signal arrangement is shown below.
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Mr. George W. Kittredge (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis—by letter) :—We have been using during the last year or two the

castings recommended by the Signaling and Interlocking Committee, and

have found through our experience with them that when the semaphore

signal is brought to a "clear" position, the casting is so balanced that the

center of gravity comes directly over the bearing, and it only takes a

very small resistance, such as occurs in sleety or extremely cold weather,

to make the signal stick in a "clear" position. I think this matter should

be brought to the attention of the Committee, and the casting modified

in its details so as to have it return always by gravity to a "stop"

position without force having to be applied to make it do so.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Vice-Chairman of Committee) :—Since receiv-

ing Mr. Kittredge's criticism, the Committee has had the casting shown
on page 311 of Vol. 4 of the Proceedings tested to determine its correct-

ness, and finds that the counterweight exerts a downward pressure of

84% lbs. on the operating stud when the arm is vertical ; 66V2 lbs. when it

is at an angle of 45 degrees, and 58^ pounds when it is horizontal.

It seems, therefore, in the case cited by Mr. Kittredge, that the stop

must have been out of adjustment to such an extent as^to allow .the arm
to sweep through an angle of more than 90 degrees, and thus put the

center of gravity in an incorrect position.

This supposition is further strengthened by the fact that your Com-
mittee is acquainted with its use on other lines where no trouble of this

kind has been experienced.

Nevertheless, the Committee intends to submit, at the annual conven-
tion in March, a design for an arm casting for manually operated block
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signals (see Bulletin No. 57, page 57), which is differently counter-

weighted and somewhat heavier, and it is the intention of the Committee
to recommend to the Association the substitution of the new casting for

train-order signals also, instead of the one illustrated on page 311 of

Vol. 4.

A test of the counterweight in Bulletin No. 57 shows that it exerts a

downward pressure of 94^2 lbs. with the arm vertical; 82 lbs. when it is

at an angle of 45 degrees, and 74 lbs. when it is horizontal.

It is quite possible that this new casting is somewhat heavy, but your
Committee hopes that ultimately these castings can be made stronger with-

out quite so much weight, as for instance by the use of malleable iron, or

possibly an alloy with nickel.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. XIV.—ON YARDS
AND TERMINALS.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee on Yards and Terminals submits herewith its sixth

annual report. Although no special meetings have been held during the

past year, a full discussion of the subject matter here presented has been

brought out by correspondence.

The special subject of this report is the consideration of Summit (or

Hump) and Gravity Yards. In addition to this, however, your Committee

has, by request of the Board of Direction, compiled and revised a list of

definitions and conclusions (specifications and principles of practice) per-

taining to its subject, for adoption by the Association and incorporation in

the Manual of Recommended Practice.

(A) GENERAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS COMMITTEE
REPORTS.

The following is a brief review of previous committee reports, years

1900 to 1904, inclusive, showing reference to volume and page of Proceed-

ings in each case

:

1900: At the first annual convention the Committee presented a brief

preliminary report stating its views and purposes, but not discussing any

'special features of the subject. In the discussion, however, certain specific

features were touched upon, including the operation of gravity switching

yards. (Vol. 1 of Proceedings; pp. 17-18.)

1901 : At the second annual convention the Committee presented a

report containing a list of definitions of yards and yard tracks, and also

discussing the following subjects : (1) Location of yards
; (2) Receiving

yard; (3) Separating yard
; (4) Classification yard; (5) Departure yard

;

(6) Storage yard; (7) Points to be observed in the location of yard

tracks. This last section referred to the arrangement for the several

special functions of yard work, such as general switching, icing, weighing,

repairing cars, cleaning and coaling engines, etc. The discussion related

mainly to the definitions (pp. 39-40, Vol. 2) ; these were eventually

557
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adopted, but with the proviso that they were to be subject to future

amendment; no such amendments have so far been made. The report

covers eight pages of Vol. 2 of the Proceedings (pp. 37-46).

1902 : At the third annual convention the Committee presented a

report forming a continuation of the report of the previous year, and

dealing specifically with the following subjects: (1) Cluster, or general

yard; (2) Freight-car repair yard; (3) Passenger coach and car cleaning

yard; (4) Inbound freight house; (5) Outbound freight house;

(6) Transfer house; (7) Industrial district yard; (8) Division terminal

yard. The report was accompanied by plans of typical arrangements for

the different classes of yards discussed. It was also accompanied by an

appendix giving details of a number of actual freight terminals in differ-

ent cities, including particularly the widths of freight houses, platforms

and driveways ; also the street grades, wagon loads, etc., and dimensions

of wagons. The report with its appendix covers 23 pages of Vol. 3 of

the Proceedings (pp. 257-279). The conclusions presented in the report

were adopted (pp. 267, 268, Vol. 3), and are given in detail in this report.

1903 : At the fourth annual convention the Committee presented a

report following out the same lines as that of the previous year, but

dealing with two main subjects:

(A) Terminal, yard and general switching.—This section covered

two subjects— (1) The methods of handling cars by switching and trans-

fer engines in distributing the cars from the incoming trains to the

several freight houses, industries, or other points of destination; and

also collecting cars in the same way and delivering them to the yards

to be made up in outgoing trains
; (2) Methods of keeping car records at

large freight yards.

(B) Water and rail terminals at ocean and lake ports, with the

special facilities required at such terminals. This section discussed in

general the features and requirements of rail-and-water terminals, and

also the following specific facilities: (1) Cluster, or general yard;

(2) Covered and open lighterage piers
; (3) Export and storage piers

;

(4) Station piers; (5) Coal piers; (6) Elevators, flour and hay ware-

houses, and stock yards.

The report was accompanied by drawings of a car-record system, and

typical plans for the several classes of piers above mentioned. It covered

24 pages of Vol. 4 of the Proceedings (pp. 347-371).

The definitions presented in the report (p. 349, Vol. 4) were not con-

sidered in the discussion. The conclusions presented met with some dis-

approval, mainly in regard to the dimensions of piers. The first conclu-
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sion (relating to cluster or general yard) was adopted (p. 370, Vol. 4).

The report was then accepted as a report of progress and information,

and referred back to the Committee for further consideration in regard

to the points at issue.

1904: At the fifth annual convention the Committee presented a

report covering three principal subjects:

(A) Coal Piers.—This section dealt with the arrangement of tracks

and inclines for operating coal piers in different ways, and included the

following subjects: (1) Arrangement and operation of coal piers, with

their approaches and inclines ; (2) Selection of type of pier and arrange-

ment of approach tracks
; (3) Examples of coal piers with gravity chutes,

conveyors and car-dumping machines; (4) Descriptions of coal-car dump-

ing machines; (5) Adjustable coal chutes; (6) Ore piers.

(B) Icing Stations.—This section outlined the special requirements

for facilities for supplying ice to refrigerator cars, and then described in

some detail a large icing station, with its power plant and mechanical

equipment, the construction of the ice house and the methods of operation.

(C) Rail and Water Terminals (Piers).—This section again dealt

with the subject which had been referred back to the Committee at the

previous meeting, and discussed it in the light of the objections which

had been brought forward. Several revised conclusions were presented

(pp. 182-184). These were adopted and are given in this report.

The report was accompanied by numerous plans and illustrations and

also by three appendices: (1) Describing the piers and pier arrangements

at a number of ocean terminals
; (2) The coal and ore piers of the great

lakes, with their coal and ore handling appliances; (3) A historical review

of the Harlem River passenger and freight car-ferry transfer system at

New York. The report and its appendices cover 82 pages of Vol. 5 of the

Proceedings (pp. 133-220).

DEFINITIONS SUBMITTED IN FORMER REPORTS.

The following is a list of definitions which have previously been sub-

mitted to the Association. Those of 1901 were adopted subject to future

amendment; those of 1903 were not officially acted upon.

TERMINALS

:

^oi.

Terminal.—The facilities provided by a railway for the conduct of its

business at the end of its line, or of a division, or a district.

Freight Terminal.—The special arrangement of terminal facilities for the

handling of freight business.
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Passenger Terminal.—The special arrangement of terminal facilities for

the handling of passenger business.

YARDS

:

Yard.—Three or more parallel tracks arranged in series for the convenient

switching or storage of cars.

Receiving Yard.—A yard for the reception of traffic.

Separating Yard.—A yard next in order to the receiving yard, in which

the traffic is separated by districts or commodities, as may be required.

Classification Yard.—A yard next in order to the separating yard, in

which the traffic is classified in accordance with requirements and

made up into trains.

Departure Yard.—A yard next in order to the classification yard, in which

trains are placed awaiting departure.

Storage Yard.—A yard in which cars are held awaiting disposition.

Cluster, or General Yard.—An arrangement of yards in series, for the

separation, classification and storage of cars.

Gravity Yard.—A yard in which the movement of cars is produced by

gravity alone.

Assisting Grade.—The elevation given one or more tracks of a yard to

facilitate the movement of cars.

Poling Yard.—A yard in which the movement of cars is produced by the

use of a pole or stake operated by an engine on an adjoining parallel

track. The movement may be! facilitated by an assisting grade.

Summit Yard.—A yard in which the movement of cars is produced by

pushing them slowly over a summit, beyond which they run by gravity.

The movement from the base of the summit may be facilitated by an

assisting grade.

TRACKS

:

Body Track.—One of the parallel tracks of a yard upon which cars are

switched or stored.

Ladder Track.—A track connecting in series the body tracks of a yard.

Lead Track.—An extended track connecting either end of a yard with

the main line.

Drill Track.—A track connecting with the ladder and used exclusively

for movements in yard switching.

Open Track.—A track reserved for movements through a yard.

Running Track.—A track reserved for movements through a cluster.

Crossover Track.—A track connecting two adjoining tracks.
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Special Tracks.—In a typical yard there will be several tracks devoted

to special purposes, varying with the local conditions. These will

include caboose tracks, scale tracks, coaling tracks, ash-pit tracks, bad-

order tracks, repair tracks, icing tracks, feed tracks, stock tracks,

transfer tracks, sand tracks, depressed tracks, etc.

1903.

Switching District.—A portion of a railway at a large terminal into

which cars are moved, and from which they may be distributed to the

various side tracks and spurs to freight houses and manufacturing

establishments served from this district. The district is usually

worked by one or two switch engines. Where a railway passes

through a large city, the part lying within the city is generally divided

into a number of switching districts.

Rail and Water Terminal.—A terminal point where freight is trans-

ferred from ships and boats to railway cars (or vice versa).

PIERS:

Lighterage Piers.—Open or covered piers at which freight is loaded di-

rectly from cars to vessels (or vice versa).

Export Piers.—Covered piers in which freight is unloaded and stored,

mainly for shipment on ocean or coasting steamers.

Station Piers.—Covered piers having no rail connections, and where

freight is received and delivered by car floats.

Coal Piers.—Open piers where coal is transferred from cars to vessels

or barges, by gravity or otherwise.

conclusions submitted in former reports.

The following are conclusions which have previously been submitted

to the Association. No formal action was taken in regard to those

of 1901. Those of 1902 and 1904 were adopted; also that of 1903 relating

to Cluster, or General Yard:

1901.

Body Tracks.—These should be spaced 11 ft. 6 in. to 13 ft. c. to c,

and while the minimum spacing is not to be recommended for general

use, it is often desirable to use it for the purpose of utilizing the space

in city yards to its fullest capacity. At intervals of five or six tracks an

extra width of spacing should be given, in order to allow space for drain-

age and for the piling of track material, etc. It is also advisable to allow

36
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a space of 15 ft. between the center of a main track and a yard track, so

as to give ample space for water columns or stand-pipes, signal-posts, etc.

Ladder Tracks.—Where there are two ladder tracks, or where an-

other yard track parallels a ladder track, these tracks should be 15 ft.

c. to c. The extra room is required for the safety of trainmen in throwing

switches and moving in and out between the cars. The angle which the

ladder track makes with the body tracks should be the greatest angle

which the frog used will allow. Your Committee recommends that No. 7

should be the minimum number of frog for yard use. Frogs of higher

number are often preferable and are often used, but it must be remembered

that the easier curves of such frogs require longer leads and consequently

occupy more yard space.

Lead Tracks.—The connection of these tracks with the main line

should be controlled by a telegraph office and interlocking plant, both for

safety and to facilitate train movements.

Drill Tracks.—These tracks should be so located as to cause a

minimum interference with other movements.

Open Tracks.—The track selected as the open track should be one

that will enable movements to be made from one end of a yard to the

other with the greatest convenience.

Running Tracks.—Tracks of this class should be located with the

greatest care. Such tracks should be provided for movement in each

direction to enable yard engines to pass freely from one portion of the

cluster to another ; also for road and yard engines to go to and from the

engine house and other points where facilities are located.

Crossover Tracks.—These should be located at the most convenient

places, and where they will interfere as little as possible with regular

movements.

Special Tracks.—In addition to the foregoing there will be tracks

required for special purposes, sufficiently indicated by their names. Sev-

eral of these have been enumerated in the list of definitions already given,

and particulars as to some of them are given below.

Caboose Tracks.—Cabooses arriving at a yard usually return over

the same division, instead of going forward. It is, therefore, usually

necessary to locate them between' the receiving yard and departure yard,

and to arrange them so that the cabooses can readily be pushed from the

receiving track to the caboose track, and then dropped by gravity on to a

train departing in the direction from which the caboose has arrived.

There are various ways in which this can be accomplished, but in locating

these tracks care should be taken that only a minimum amount of switch-
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ing will be required. The tracks should be so arranged that cabooses

feed forward, first in—first out. Occasionally special tracks may have

to be provided for the cabooses of fast freight trains.

Scale Track.—This is usually located between the receiving and

separating yards. This is undoubtedly the best location when automatic

weighing is adopted, and no reverse movements should be required in

taking the cars on and off the scales.

Coaling, Ash-pit, Sand and Engine Tracks.—The engine coaling

facilities are usually located on the track leading to the engine house.

Water and sand should also be taken at the same time as the coal, where

it is possible to arrange this. The facilities for supplying coal, water and

sand are sometimes provided on the outgoing engine house track, as well

as on the incoming track. It will be of advantage to provide a run-

around track, so that switch engines may clean fires, take coal and water

and pass around waiting road engines.

Bad-order Tracks.—These are required in order to get the bad-order

cars out of the way of the switching movements, and they should be so

arranged as to be easy of access at all times. From them the cars are

taken to the repair tracks.

Repair Tracks.—These should be conveniently located, connecting

with bad-order tracks, when practicable. They should be laid in pairs,

16 ft. c. to c, with space not less than 24 ft. between each pair for the

handling of material. The length of repair tracks should not, ordinarily,

exceed fifteen cars.

Icing Tracks.—These tracks should be located between the receiving

and separating yards, so that the cars to be iced may be readily moved

from the receiving yard to the icing track, and thence to the separating

yard.

Other Special Tracks.—The particular purpose for which such

tracks are required should be carefully considered, and the tracks be so

located that their use will involve a minimum amount, of switching, and

the least possible interference with the regular yard movement.

(Note) : In the report of 1901, the Committee added a note indi-

cating that it had considered the designing of a yard with reference to

the movement of traffic in one direction only, and stated that for move-

ments in the opposite direction a duplication of yard facilities would be

required.

1902.

Cluster (or General Yard).—In the development of a cluster (or

general yard) less interference is caused to switching and road movement,
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and the main tracks are less obstructed, where the engine-house is located

in the center of the yard and the main tracks run around the yard.

Freight-car Repair Yard.—A repair yard should be composed of

short tracks. The spacing of tracks on which light repairs are to be made

should be less than that for tracks on which heavy repairs are to be made.

Passenger Coach and Car- cleaning Yard.—The yard should be at

such a location as to be of ready and quick access to and from the station.

The tracks should be of such length that they will accommodate trains

without cutting. Better results will usually be obtained with stub tracks

and a car-cleaners' repair and supply building located at right angles to

them at the stub end of tracks.

Inbound Freight House.—This house should be of such width as will

furnish a reasonable amount of floor space for the holding of freight.

(Fifty (50) ft. is a good average width.) Usually not over two tracks

are needed. These tracks should be provided with platforms to avoid the

necessity of spotting cars.

Outbound Freight House.—In order to decrease trucking at this

house it should be of narrow width. (Twenty-five (25) ft. is a good

average width.) It is of advantage to have a great number of cars at

the house so that all freight can be loaded into the cars direct. It is not

advisable to load through more than four (4) cars. These tracks should

be provided with platforms to avoid the necessity of spotting cars. Where

a great number of cars are required the trucking distance will usually be

decreased by having stub tracks running up to the freight house, which is

at right angles to them, these tracks to be separated by covered platforms

leading to the freight house. In addition to decreasing the trucking dis-

tance, this type avoids trucking through cars.

Roadways.—Where the freight house is on one side and a wall on

the other side, the proper minimum width of roadway is thirty (30) ft.

Where a freight house is on one side of it and a team track or other

freight house is on the other side, the proper minimum width of roadway

is forty (40) ft.

Transfer House.—A transfer house should be located at a point

where there is a coming together of the traffic and a necessity, exists for

its consolidation, and where the loaded equipment made empty can be used.

1903.

Cluster (or General Yard) at Rail and Water Terminals.—This

should be so arranged that as trains come in, the cars can be readily

switched into the necessary classification, and then moved to the proper

point without interfering with the other movements.
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Covered Lighterage Pier.—This should be 600 ft. long and 125 ft.

wide, with two tracks in the center. There should be a clear water space

200 ft. wide between adjacent parallel piers.

Open Lighterage Pier.—This should be 600 ft. long and 35 ft. wide,

with two tracks and a 6-ft. platform on the three water sides. There

should be a clear water space of 150 ft. between adjacent parallel piers.

Open piers which are very long or wdiich have two or more berths on each

side, should have three tracks, with crossover connections to allow of

shifting cars for any one berth without interfering with the other berths.

In this case the width should be 45 or 50 ft.

Export and Storage Pier.—This should be 600 ft. long and 125 ft.

wide, with two floors, the head room being 20 ft. from the first and 18 ft.

from the second floor. It should have a 6-ft. platform outside. It should

have two tracks on the first floor and one on the second floor ; the former

depressed so that car floors will be level with the floor of the shed.

Coal Pier.—This should be an open pier high enough to allow coal

from drop-bottom cars to be loaded by gravity into vessels or barges. It

should have three or more tracks, the outside tracks for loaded cars and

the inside one on an incline to return the unloaded car to the yard by

gravity. The length depends upon the grade necessary to reach the

desired elevation, the length of vessels to be coaled and the number of

cars which it is desired to unload at one time. Adjacent parallel piers

should be 150 ft. apart in the clear.

Station Pier and Team Track Deliverv.—A station pier served by

car floats should be 600 ft. long and 125 ft. wide, with a 35-ft. depressed

driveway in the center. It should be a closed pier, with 3-ft. platform

outside. Adjacent parallel piers should be 200 ft. apart in the clear.- Along

the water street should be a bulkhead, 50 ft. wide with 2-story building,

the upper floor being for offices, fruit auction room, etc.

Grain Elevators.—These should be so located that cars can be run

into them and unloaded, the tracks being so located that, cars will feed

to and from the proper part of the cluster or general yard without inter-

ference witk other movements. Where possible the tracks should be

arranged to feed cars in at one end and out at the other.

1904.

Piers.—At rail-and-water terminals, the piers should be designed

with a view to the most efficient, rapid and economical handling of the

business, and with a view also to the future development of this business.

Care must be taken to give due weight to the special conditions and

features of location, traffic, etc., which exist in every case, and which
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render it impossible to lay down any but the most general rules* for such

piers. In every individual case, the length, width, number of tracks, width

of platforms, details of construction, and width of waterway between

adjacent piers must be adjusted to best meet conditions as to shape and

area of site, as well as its relation to its approaches from both land and

water, and the character and volume of the business and manner in which

it is to be handled.

Covered Lighterage Pier.—When conditions will permit, good prac-

tice will generally suggest a length of approximately 600 ft, with two

depressed tracks. If the business to be handled over the pier is expected

to move quickly the width should be no greater than is necessary to pro-

vide temporary storage and shelter for the goods during ordinary deten-

tions while waiting for cars or lighters, preferably about 100 ft. If the

movement is expected to be slow and it is necessary to provide storage

while waiting for cars or vessels, or for assorting, classifying, inspecting

or sale of goods, the width should be increased, but generally not beyond

a width of 125 to 160 ft. If the movement is not expected to have a

special character, or a mixed business is to be provided for, a compromise

width of 125 ft. is suggested. The space between the shed and the outer

edge of the pier should be not less than two ft., and the clear width of

waterway between piers should be, if possible, not less than four times

the width of the largest vessels to be handled.

Open Lighterage Pier.—This should, if possible, have a length of

about 600 ft., and the width, number of tracks and the appliances for

handling traffic should be adjusted to the particular use to which the pier

is to be applied. On long piers, crossovers may be necessary.

For ordinary coarse freight in bulk, such as iron ore, stone, timber

and similar products, the width should be from 50 to 80 ft., and there

should be four tracks, with crossovers, to facilitate the handling of cars

and avoid delay in transferring to or fro,m vessels. If the business is

light, or consists principally of heavy or costly products, such as cut stone,

machinery, or miscellaneous freight not requiring shelter, a narrow pier

of about 35 ft. in width, with two tracks only, is suggested.

Export and Storage Pier.—This should be designed with special

reference to the character of the commodities to be handled, whether

quick movement is expected or the goods are to be held some time in

storage for the accumulation of full cargoes, or for inspection or classifica-

tion. There should be two tracks in a depressed pit on the pier level,

which, on long piers, should be properly connected by crossovers at con-

venient intervals to facilitate the movement of cars. On very wide piers
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additional tracks on the pier level are desirable under certain conditions.

Where the water front is limited or very valuable, and the conditions,

volume and character of business warrant, pier sheds of two or three

stories, with platform or barrel elevators and bag or barrel chutes, are

used. Under certain conditions additional tracks in the second story may

prove more advantageous than elevators. The length should be sufficient

to properly accommodate either one or two vessels on each side at the

same time, or approximately 600 to 1,400 ft. The width must be deter-

mined by the space available and the business to be handled. If quick

moving, a width of 125 to 150 ft. is recommended. If slow moving, and

large accumulations must be received and stored, the width may be ex-

tended, if space permits, to 300 or even 400 ft., but excessive width is not

recommended on account of the consequent increase in cost of handling.

The space between shed and face of pier should not be less than three nor

more than six feet, and the clear waterway between piers should be, if

possible, not less than four times the width of the largest vessels to be

handled.

Coal Pier.—This should be an open pier, and where coal is to be

delivered to vessels through pockets and chutes, in the ordinary way, the

pier should be high enough to allow coal from drop-bottom cars to be

loaded by gravity into vessels or barges. It should have three or more

tracks, the outside tracks for loaded cars and the inside one on an incline

to return the empty cars to the yard by gravity. The length depends upon

the grade necessary to reach the desired elevation, the length of the

vessels to be coaled and the number of cars which it is desired to unload

at one time. Adjacent piers should be sufficiently distant to accommodate

the class of service, which will depend on the length of the pier and the

size of the water craft to be accommodated. Where coal cars are dumped

by machinery which elevates and tilts the cars, a high pier is not neces-

sary, and it may be at any convenient height.

Station Pier.—A city station pier served by car floats should be

approximately 600 ft. long and 125' ft. wide, with a 35-ft. depressed drive-

way in the center. It should be a closed pier, with 3-ft. platform outside.

Adjacent parallel piers should be, if possible, 200 ft. apart in the clear.

Along the water street should be a bulkhead, approximately 50 ft. wide,

with two-story building, the upper floor being for offices, fruit auction

room, etc.

Grain Elevators.—These should be so located that cars can be run

into them and loaded or unloaded, the tracks being so located that cars

will feed to and from the proper part of the cluster or general yard with-
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out interference with other movements. The tracks should be arranged to

feed cars in at one end and out at the other. Where this cannot be done,

the tracks should be arranged so as to allow shifts of cars to be made

without stopping all work.

(B.) PROPOSED STANDARD DEFINITIONS AND
CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends the adoption of the following defini-

tions and conclusions for publication in the Manual of Recommended

Practice, to be issued by the Association, these definitions and conclusions

superseding those previously adopted :

TERMINALS: (l
>
D™TI0NS -

Terminal.—The facilities provided by a railway at a terminus or an

intermediate point on its line for the purpose of handling its business.

jFreight Terminal.—The arrangement of terminal facilities for the

handling of freight business.

fPASSENGER Terminal.—The arrangement of terminal facilities for the

handling of passenger business.

YARDS

:

Yard.—A system of tracks arranged in series, within defined limits, pro-

vided for separating and making up trains, storing cars, and other

purposes. Movements not authorized by- time tables or by train

orders may be made over these tracks, subject to prescribed signals

and regulations.

Receiving Yard.—A yard for receiving incoming trains.

Separating Yard.—A yard adjoining a receiving yard, in which cars

are separated according to district, commodity, or other required

order.

Classification Yard.—A yard adjoining a separating yard, in which cars

are classified or grouped in accordance with requirements, preliminary

to forwarding in trains.

Departure or Forwarding Yard.—A yard in which cars are assembled in

trains ready for leaving.

*Storage Yard.—A yard in which cars are held awaiting disposition.

Cluster or General Yard.—An arrangement of yards in serie? for the

separation, classification, assembling and storage of cars.

*Deflnition as previously adopted by the Association ; no change recom-
mended.

IDefinition practically as previously adopted by the Association ; slight
changes made in wording so as to improve same ; no change recommended.
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Gravity Yard.—A yard in which the separation or classification of cars

is aided by gravity.

Assisting Grade.—The inclination given to one or more tracks of a yard

to facilitate the movement of cars in separating or classifying.

*Poling Yard.-—A yard in which the movement of cars is produced by

the use of a pole or stake operated by an engine on an adjoining

parallel track. The movement may be facilitated by an assisting

grade.

fSuMMiT or Hump Yard.—A yard in which the movement of cars is pro-

duced by pushing them over a summit, beyond which they run by

gravity. The movement from the base of the summit may be facili-

tated by an assisting grade.

TRACKS:

fBoDY Track.—Each of the parallel tracks of a yard upon which cars are

switched or stored.

*Ladder Track.—A track connecting in series the body tracks of a yard.

*Lead Track.—An extended track connecting either end of a yard with

the main line.

IDrill Track.—A track connecting with the ladder track and used for

movements in yard switching.

Open Track.—A body track reserved for movements through a yard.

tRuNNiNG Track.—A track reserved for movements through a cluster or

general yard.

•{•Crossover Track.—A track connecting two adjacent tracks.

*Special Tracks.—In a typical yard there will be several tracks devoted

to special purposes, varying with the local conditions. These will

include caboose tracks, scale tracks, coaling tracks, ash-pit tracks,

bad-order tracks, repair tracks, icing tracks, feed tracks, stock tracks,

transfer tracks, sand tracks, depressed tracks, etc.

Your Committee also recommends the adoption of the following addi-

tional definitions for publication in the Manual of Recommended Prac-

tice, superseding those previously submitted to the Association and

adopted as a report of progress

:

Switching District.—That portion of a railway at a large terminal into

which cars are moved and from which they are distributed to the

Definition as previously adopted by the Association ; no change recom-
mended.

tDefinition practically as previously adopted by the Association ; slight
changes made in wording so as to improve same ; no change recommended.
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various sidetracks and spurs, to freight houses and manufacturing

establishments served from this district, by yard or switching engines."

Rail-and-Water Terminal.—A terminal where freight is transferred

from railway cars to vessels (or vice versa).

PIERS:

Lighterage Pier.—An open or covered pier at which freight is loaded

directly from cars to vessels (or vice versa).

Export Pier.—A covered pier in which freight is unloaded and stored,

mainly for shipment on ocean or coasting steamers.

Station Pier.—A covered pier having no rail connections, and where

freight is received and delivered by car floats.

Coal Pier.—An open pier where coal is transferred from cars to vessels

or barges.

(2) conclusions.

The recommendations submitted are considered to embody the

general principles to be followed in yard design, although local condi-

tions as to site or operation may frequently necessitate a deviation

therefrom.

*Body Tracks.—These should be spaced 11 ft. 6 in. to 13 ft. cen-

ters ; and where they are parallel to the main track or other important

running track they should be spaced 15 ft. c. to c. from said track.

*Ladder Tracks.—These should be spaced 15 ft. c. to c. from any

parallel track; and a No. 7 frog is the minimum number recommended

for yard use.

Lead Tracks.—For safety the connections of these tracks with the

main line should be interlocked ; and to facilitate train movements, tele-

graphic connections should be established in the tower.

tDRiLL Tracks.—These should be so located as to cause minimum

interference with other movements.

tOPEN Tracks.—The track selected as 'the open track should be one

that will enable movements to be made from one end of the yard to the

other with the greatest possible convenience.

Running Tracks.—These tracks should be provided for movements

in either direction to enable yard engines to pass freely from one portion

of the cluster or general yard to the other ; also for road and yard

engines to go to and from the engine house and other points where facili-

ties are located.

*See amendment, page 583.
tPractically as previously adopted by the Association ; slight changes made

in wording so as to improve same ; no change recommended.
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Crossover Tracks.—Crossovers should be located at the most con-

venient points, and where they will least interfere with regular movements.

Caboose Tracks.—These tracks should ordinarily be located between

the receiving and departure yards and so arranged that the caboose can

readily be pushed thereon from a receiving track and then dropped by

gravity to the train departing in the direction from which the caboose

has arrived.

Scale Track.—These tracks should be located between the receiving

and separating yards.

Coaling, Ash-pit, Sand and Engine Tracks.—These tracks should

be located on the route leading to and from the engine house and should

provide sufficient storage for the reception of engines by the hostler.

They should be so arranged (i) that water, coal and sand can be taken

and ashes disposed of in convenient rotation; and (2) that switching

engines may clean fires, take coal, water and sand, and pass around wait-

ing engines.

Bad-Order Tracks.—Where cars are classified, one or more of these

tracks, easy of access, should be provided for setting off bad-order cars,

and from which they can readily be removed to the repair tracks.

Repair Tracks.—These tracks should have a maximum capacity of

about 15 cars each, spaced alternately 16 ft. and 24 ft. c. to c, and

be connected conveniently with the bad-order tracks.

*Icing Tracks.—These should be located between the receiving and

separating yards so that the cars to be iced may readily be moved from

the receiving to the icing track, and thence to the separating yard.

^Cluster (or General Yard).—The main tracks should be located

on the outside of the cluster, or general yard, with the engine house

situated in the center.

Freight Car Repair Yard.— (See repair tracks.)

*Coach Cleaning Yard.—This yard should be locafed for ready and

quick access to and from the station. The tracks should be long enough

to accommodate trains without cutting; and should be stub-ended, prefer-

ably, with a car cleaner's repair and supply building located at right

angles at their ends.

*Inbound Freight House.—This house should be of such width as

will furnish a reasonable amount of floor space for holding freight (50 ft.

is a good average width). Usually not more than two tracks are needed,

*As previously adopted by the Association ; no change recommended.
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and these should he provided with platforms to avoid the necessity of

spotting cars at the doors of the house.

fOuTBOUND Freight House.—In order to decrease trucking at this

house it should be narrow (25 ft. is a good average width). It is of

advantage to have a number of cars at the house so that all freight can

be loaded into the cars direct ; it is not advisable to load through more

than four cars. Platforms should be provided between tracks to avoid

necessity of spotting cars. Where a great number of cars are required

the trucking distance will usually be decreased, and trucking through

cars will also be avoided by having stub tracks running up to

a freight house located at right angles to them ; these tracks to be

separated by covered platforms leading to the freight house.

fRoADWAYS.—Where the freight house is on one side and a wall on

the other the minimum width of roadway should be 30 ft.; but where a

freight house is on one side and a team track or another freight house

is on the other the minimum clear width of roadway should be 40 ft.

*Transfer House.—A transfer house should be located at a point

where there is a coming together of the traffic and a necessity exists

for its consolidation, and where the loaded equipment made empty can

be used.

*Cluster (or General Yard) at Rail-and-Water Terminals.—-This

should be so arranged that as trains come in the cars can readily be

switched into the necessary classification and then moved to the proper

point without interfering with the other movements.

*Piers.—At rail-and-water terminals the piers should be designed

with a view to the most efficient, rapid and economical handling of the

business, and with a view also to the future development of this business.

Care must be taken to give due weight to the special conditions and

features of location, traffic, etc., which exist in every case and which

render it impossible to lay down any but the -most general rules for such

piers. In every individual case the length, width, number of tracks, width

of platform, details of construction and width of waterway between

adjacent piers must be adjusted to best meet conditions as to shape and

area of site as well as its relation to its approaches from both land and

water, the character and volume of the business, and the manner in which

it is to be handled.

tCovERED Lighterage Pier.—When conditions will permit, present

practice will generally suggest a length of approximately 600 ft., with two

*As previously adopted by the Association ; no change recommended.
tPractieally as previously adopted by the Association; slight changes made

in wording so as to improve same ; no change recommended.
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depressed tracks. If the business to be handled over the pier is expected

to move quickly the width should be no greater than is necessary to

provide temporary storage and shelter for the goods during ordinary

detentions while waiting for cars or lighters, preferably about ioo ft. If

the movement is expected to be slow and it is necessary to provide storage

while waiting for cars or vessels, or for assorting, classifying, inspecting

or sale of goods the width should be increased, but generally not beyond

a width of 125 to 160 ft. If the movement is not expected to have a

special character, or a mixed business is to be provided for, a compromise

width of 125 ft. is suggested. The space between the shed and the outer

edge of the pier should be not less than two feet, and the clear width of

waterway between piers should be, if possible, not less than four times

the width of the largest vessel to be handled.

*Open Lighterage Pier.—This should, if possible, have a length of

about 600 ft, and the width, number of tracks and the appliances for

handling traffic should be adjusted to the particular use to which the pier

is to be applied. On long piers, crossovers may be necessary.

For ordinary coarse freight in bulk, such as iron ore, stone, timber

and similar products, the width should be from 50 to 80 ft., and there

should be four tracks, with crossovers, to facilitate the handling of cars

and avoid delay in transferring to or from vessels. If the business

is light, or consists principally of heavy or costly products, such as cut

stone, machinery, or miscellaneous freight not requiring shelter, a nar-

row pier of about 35 ft. in width, with two tracks only, is suggested.

*Expcrt and Storage Pier.—This should be designed with special

reference to the character of the commodities to be handled; whether

quick movement is expected or the goods are to be held some time in

storage for the accumulation of full cargoes, or for inspection or classifi-

cation. There should be two tracks in a depressed pit on the pier level,

which, on long piers, should be properly connected by crossovers at con-

venient intervals to facilitate the movement of cars. On very wide piers

additional tracks on the pier level are desirable under certain conditions.

Where the water front is limited or very valuable and the conditions,

volume and character of business warrant, pier sheds of two or more

stories, with platform or barrel elevators and bag or barrel chutes are

used. Under certain conditions additional tracks in the second story may

prove more advantageous than elevators. The length should be sufficient

to properly accommodate either one or two vessels on each side at the

'As previously adopted by the Association ; no change recommended.
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same time, or approximately 600 to 1,400 ft. The width must be deter-

mined by the space available and the business to be handled. If quick

moving, a width of 125 to 150 feet is recommended. If slow moving,

and large accumulations must be received and stored, the width may be

extended, if space permits, to 300 or even 400 ft., but excessive width

is not recommended on account of the consequent increase in cost of

handling. The space between shed and face of pier should not be less

than three nor more than six feet, and the clear waterway between piers

should be, if possible, not less than four times the width of the largest

vessels to be handled.

*Coal Pier.—This should be an open pier, and where coal is to be

delivered to vessels through pockets and chutes in the ordinary way the

pier should be high enough to allow coal from drop-bottom cars to be

loaded by gravity into vessels or barges. It should have three or more

tracks, the outside tracks for loaded cars and the inside one on an incline

to return the empty cars to the yard by gravity. The length depends

upon the grade necessary to reach the desired elevation, the length of

the vessels to be coaled and the number of cars it is desired to unload

at one time. Adjacent piers should be sufficiently distant to accommodate

the class of service, which will depend on the length of the pier and the

size of the water craft to be accommodated. Where coal cars are dumped

by machinery which elevates and tilts the cars a high pier is not necessary,

and it may be of any convenient height.

*Station Pier.—A city station pier served by car floats should be

approximately 600 ft. long and 125 ft. wide, with a depressed driveway in

the center 35 ft. wide. It should be a closed pier, with 3-ft. platform out-

side. Adjacent parallel piers should be, if possible, 200 ft. apart in the clear.

Along the water street should be a bulkhead, approximately 50 ft. wide,

with two-story building, the upper floor being for offices, fruit auction

room, etc.

*Grain Elevators.—These should be so located that cars can be run

into them and loaded or unloaded, the tracks being so located that cars

will feed to and from the proper part of the cluster or general yard

without interference with other movements. The tracks should be arranged

to feed cars in at one end and out at the other. Where this cannot be

done, the tracks should be so arranged as to allow shifts of cars to be

made without stopping all work.

*As previously adopted by the Association ; no change recommended.
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^ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

These are suggested by the Committee for consideration and dis-

cussion by the Association

:

Y Track.—A triangular arrangement of tracks used in place of a turn-

table for turning engines, cars or trains.

Transfer Slip.—A protected landing place for car floats, with adjust-

able apron for connecting the tracks of the pier and car float ; the

outer end of apron is generally suspended by adjustable chains and

sometimes assisted by pontoon support.

Siding or Side-Track.—A long track away from a yard connected with

the main or running track at one or both ends and used for the

storage or irregular movements of cars or trains.

Passing Siding.—A special siding, usually connected with the main track

at both ends, and used to enable trains to pass on single track, or to

relieve fast traffic on double track.

Relief Track.—An extended passing siding, long enough to allow an

inferior train to continue running.

Stub Track.—A short track connected with another at one end only.

Spur Track.—A stub track, usually leading to and serving an industry, or

warehouse, freight house, etc.

House Track.—A track alongside or entering a freight house and used

for cars receiving or delivering freight.

(C.) YARDS AND YARD DESIGN.

HISTORICAL.

No information in addition to that shown in previous reports has

been obtained relative to the history of yards and yard design, but it may

be of interest to give the following comparison of different methods of

operating yards. This is taken from a paper on "The Design and Opera-

tion of Division and Tidewater Terminals," read before the New York

Railway Club in December, 1903, by Mr. C. L. Bardo

:

"There are in use today three separate methods of switching: (1)

Push and pull, (2) Poling or ramming, and (3) gravity. The first

system is used to a considerable extent in some of the large yards, and

almost exclusively in local distributing yards. The second system is used

in the West Seneca yards of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail-

way just west of Buffalo; at Pitcairn, Altoona, Harrisburg, Philadelphia

and Jersey City on the Pennsylvania Railroad ; at Buffalo and Dewitt on

^Presented to the Association for the first time.
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the New York Central Railroad ; at Packerton and Perth Amboy on the

Lehigh Valley Railroad, and in a number of other large yards throughout

the South and West. The Belt Line (Chicago Union Transfer Clearing)

yard at Chicago represents the highest extreme in the development of the

summit yard, followed by the yards of the Pennsylvania Lines West at

Conway and Honey Pot, and an auxiliary yard at Harrisburg; the Pitts-

burg & Lake Erie Railroad yards at McKees Rocks, Pa., and Haselton,

O. ; the New York Central Railroad yard at Oak Grove, Pa., and the

Lehigh Valley Railroad yards at Coxton, Oak Island and Jersey City.

Of these the Conway yard of the Pennsylvania Lines West represents the

most comprehensive adaptation of the summit to division terminals,

although the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad yards at McKees Rocks and

Haselton, and the Pennsylvania Railroad yard at Honey Pot, Pa., are

particularly adapted to the class of traffic passing through them, and

therefore show a remarkable operating efficiency.

"In order to demonstrate clearly the superiority of one method over

the other the writer has prepared a table showing the time and labor

required to do a given amount of work by each of the three systems. For

the purpose of this demonstration we have selected a train of sixty cars

with 50 cuts.

Hump or
Push and Pull Ram or Poling. Gravity.

Number of cars 60 60 60

Number of cuts 50 50 50

Crew Engineman Engineman Engineman

Fireman Fireman Fireman

Conductor Conductor Conductor

2 trainmen 6 trainmen 6 trainmen

Time consumed 2 hours 1 hr. 15 min. 30 mm.
Wage expense $2.44 $2.55 $1.02

Distance traveled by locomo-

tive *24,750 ft. *24,750 ft. t6,ooo ft

Cars handled 1,541 ft. 60 ft. 60 ft.

Engine reverses 120 120 60

*Estimated at 250 ft. in each direction for each cut, or 500 ft. for the round

trip.

fEstimated at twice the length of the train to cover the return trip.

"It will be noted from the table that the last, or Summit method,

requires one-quarter the time of the Push-and-Pull, and two-fifths the

time of the Poling method. In engine service, the Hump method re-

quires one-quarter the reverses of either of the other two. In the number

of cars handled there is no difference between the Poling or Summit

systems, both showing an astonishing economy over the Push-and-Pull

method. In handling the train by the first-named method, assuming

that the train was moved 250 ft. in each direction, for each cut we find

that the engine service is equivalent to 137 car-miles. In addition to
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the amount of time required to handle a train under the Push-and-Pull

method, due consideration should be given to the question of expense,

on account of damage to lading and equipment by air-brake and reversing

shocks. The figures above given were obtained from actual tests, under

favorable grade conditions, for the first method, and similar, though

unfavorable, track facilities for the other two. The results above noted

indicate plainly the superiority of the Summit method over either of

the other two, for the classification of trains.

"Through the courtesy of Mr. J. W. Riley, Superintendent of the

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, I learn that the cost of handling a car

over their Summit at McKees Rocks is a fraction over 9 cents. For a

period covering a little upwards of twelve months we handled at East Oak
Island, eastbound, 253,551 cars, 123,351 cuts, at a cost of 0.117 cent per

car, 0.221 cent per cut for classifying; 55 per cent, of the cost for train

crew expense, 45 per cent, for fuel, water and supplies, including every

item of operating expense. During a visit of some of the operating

officers of the Northeastern Railway, of England, to this country, we
made some tests over the Oak Island Summit under their observation

and for their benefit. We classified two trains of 153 cars, 96 cuts in

42 minutes, including the time consumed in going back for the second

train, which stood some distance away. This was done with a crew

consisting of conductor, five trainmen and one switch tender, ten classi-

fications maintained throughout; two cars ran wrong on account of poor

brakes. The time actually consumed in pushing the trains over the

Summit was 24 minutes; 13 minutes to the first and 11 to the second.

"On November 2, 1899, some tests were made over the Honey Pot

hump of the Pennsylvania Railroad; 176 cars were handled in six drafts,

each car was cut and weighed as it passed over the scale, the whole

being done in one hour and three minutes. These are the only records

pertaining to cost of operation that I have been able to obtain. One
would naturally think that where the operations of the yard were fast

you would have more damage to equipment than under the old methods.

We have gone over our record since the summit was built at Oak Island,

and find that in handling 253,000 cars, our damage to equipment directly

chargeable to the hump grade is less than $800. We had considerably

more damage than that when we used it as a poling yard."

SUMMIT AND GRAVITY YARDS.

In the consideration of summit (or hump) and gravity yards, specially

assigned at the last annual meeting for the ensuing year's work, with spe-

cial recommendation by the Board of Direction as to linear feet of track to

assume in rating car standing capacity of yard tracks, also spacing and

grouping of tracks in car repair yards and team delivery tracks, your

Committee reports that there has been a full discussion of these subjects,

the result of which is submitted herewith in concise form

:

37
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In response to a letter addressed by the Chairman of the Committee

to Mr. W. J. Wilgus, Fifth Vice-President of the New York Central &

Hudson River Railroad, on this subject, Mr. Wilgus writes as follows

regarding the practice on his road

:

Linear feet of track per car used in rating capacity of yard tracks : 40 ft.

Spacing and Grouping of Tracks in Car Repair Yards : Our usual prac-

tice is 24 ft. c. to c. of tracks where we are not cramped for room,

as this gives ample room for the storing of materials and the passage

of men, and, furthermore, permits the laying of an additional track

in the open space when change of conditions so requires. The car

repair yards were usually located ahead of the classification yards,

and so placed that one of the classification tracks could be used for

cripples, which could then be shoved ahead directly on to the repair

tracks.

Team Delivery Yards : The tracks in these yards are usually grouped

in pairs, 12 ft. centers, with intervening driveways 36 ft. between

centers of tracks. This leaves ample room for teaming and at the

same time permits two additional tracks to be laid in the driveway

space should a revision of the yard be required.

SUMMIT (OR HUMP) YARDS.

CONCLUSIONS.

Definition.—A summit (or hump) yard is a yard which has a por-

tion of its tracks elevated above the general elevation of the yard, for

the purpose of giving cars which are being separated or classified an

impetus by a down grade or incline which enables them to run on to the

different tracks in the yard without other assistance. (See also technical

definition.)

Elevation and Grades.—The amount of elevation of summit and rates

of grades required vary with different kinds of cars and traffic handled,

and also with varying climatic conditions ; i. e., cars run easier in summer

than in winter, loaded cars run easier than empty cars, etc.

The tracks approaching the summit should be slightly up grade for

about 75 ft., to insure cars being closed up, so they can be uncoupled

rapidly.

The exact grades of each summit must be determined by experience

with the class of business handled, but fair average grades for this pur-

pose are about as follows : From the summit down for 300 ft, 2 per cent.

;

thence down through the several switches in the yard, 0.7 per cent.

;
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thence down through the remainder of the yard, 0.3 per cent. It may be

stated that in general the grades after leaving the summit should be such

as to carry the cars to their proper destination.

Location of Scales.—When scales are located on the summit they

should be so placed that when the cars reach the scales they will be

running slow enough to render correct weighing easy. The distance of

the scales from the summit, and also the rate of grade, should be such

that the car as it reaches the scales should be separated from the cars

following.

Length and Number of Yard Tracks.—The lengths of tracks

required for summit yards will vary, being dependent largely upon

the existence of receiving, classification and departure yards. When
all these conditions exist, the receiving tracks should be long

enough to hold full-length main line trains ; the classification tracks

should be about one-half the length of the receiving tracks (care being

taken to provide a sufficient number of tracks for the classification

desired), and the departure tracks should all be of full train length. In

case there is no departure yard, the tracks of the receiving and classifica-

tion yards should both be of full train length. The number of tracks in

the receiving yard should be sufficient to hold the maximum number of

trains that may be received in two hours. The number of tracks in the

departure yard should be sufficient to hold the maximum number of

trains made up in six hours, so that delay in dispatching trains may not

limit the working capacity of the yard.

rating car standing capacity of tracks,

conclusion.

Rating Car Standing Capacity of Tracks.—Forty (40) linear ft.

of track per car seems to be the universally recognized rule for distance

assumed in rating car standing capacity of freight yard tracks. No other

distance has been suggested, and hence your Committee feels safe in recom-

mending 40 ft. as good practice.

CAR REPAIR YARDS. (FREIGHT-CAR REPAIR YARDS.)

This subject has been quite fully covered in a former report of the

Committee (see Vol. 3 of Proceedings, 1903, pp. 259 and 267), and but

little additional matter has been obtained.

CONCLUSION.

Heavy car repair tracks should be under cover, and provided with

overhead cranes, to facilitate heavy lifting. They should preferably be
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short, of a capacity of ten to twenty cars each and arranged in pairs

;

the tracks of each pair should be spaced 16 ft. centers, and the pairs

themselves 40 ft. centers.

For other spacing, as well as additional suggestions, see the accom-

panying sketches, Figs. 1 to 4.

-Repair—Track~

-Repair~Track~

Standard-Gauge—Material—Tracki~Not-Connected~

Repair—Track

-Repair~Track~

-Standard-Gauge—Material-TraclcrNot'Connected—
Repair-Track

-Repair—Traclr

Fig. 1.

TRACKS FOR HEAVY REPAIRS
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TEAM DELIVERY YARDS.

CONCLUSIONS.

These yards should be located convenient to the freight house, so

that the receipt and shipment of freight may be easily under control

of the freight agent's force.

The tracks should be arranged in parallel pairs; the tracks of each

pair should be spaced 12 ft. centers,- and the pairs themselves 48 ft.

centers.

The yard should be provided with a crane for loading and unloading

heavy freight. Additional tracks should be provided adjacent to a con-

siderable ground area, where derricks can be located and material un-

loaded and piled ready for delivery by team. Such a layout is very

desirable in handling building material for large buildings, and also for

unloading and liberating cars which otherwise might have to be Jaeld

under load for various causes.

The driveway should be paved with gravel or broken stone for ordi-

nary work, but where there is much trucking it should be paved with

stone blocks. Some smooth pavement, such as brick, may be employed

for sanitary reasons, where large quantities of perishable freight are

handled.

It is desirable to limit the lengths of team tracks to about 20 cars

capacity to facilitate switching operations. They should be stub-ended

at a main driveway connecting all the other driveways.

Wagon scales should .be provided handy to team entrance to yard

;

and track scales should be provided and located for convenient switching.

Different types of team delivery yards, suggested by members of the

Committee, are shown in the accompanying plan, Figs. 5 to 8.

100 200 300 400 500

In Bound Offices Out Bound
Freight \ (

Freight\ Out'Bound Freight House

STREET.

Fig. 5.
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Derrick *
j _ # (_" Derrick

k- Storage space for building materials. Brick, Pipe etc.

Fig. 6.
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which definitions and conclusions have been considered in previous

reports.

Besides this, your Committee presents additional definitions relative

to certain classes of tracks; also additional conclusions relating to the

matter, embodied in the outline of the Committee's work for the past

year, covering (i) Summit or hump yards; (2) Rating car standing

capacity of tracks; (3) Car repair yards, and (4) Team delivery yards.

Respectfully submitted,

W. G. Besler, Vice-Prest. and General Manager, Central Railroad of New
Jersey, New York, Chairman.

E. E. R. Tratman, Resident Editor Engineering News, Chicago, Vice-

Chairman.

J. A. Atwood, Chief Engineer, Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

A. B. Corthell, Terminal Engineer, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., New York.

E. P. Dawley, Asst. Chief Engineer, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., Boston,

Mass.

W. A. Garrett, General Manager, C, N. O. & T. P. Ry., Cincinnati, O.

F. O. Melcher, General Supt., C, O. & G. Ry., Little Rock, Ark.

G. F. Morse, Assistant Engineer, Muskogee Union Ry., Muskogee, I. T.

1. G. Rawn, General Manager, Illinois Central R. R., Chicago, 111.

C. S. Sims, General Manager, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.
Committee.

AMENDMENTS.

Body Tracks.—These should be spaced 11 ft. 6 in. to 13 ft. centers;

and where they are parallel to the main track or other important

running track they should be spaced not less than 16 ft. c. to c.

Ladder Tracks.—These should be spaced not less than 15 ft. c. to c.

from any parallel track; and a No. 7 frog is the minimum number

recommended for yard use.



APPENDIX.

PAPERS ON YARDS AND TERMINALS.

In view of the several excellent papers which have been presented

before engineering societies and published in various engineering jour-

nals, it is believed the following references to certain of these articles

will be of use and interest in connection with this report

:

I'esign and Operation of Division and Tide-Water Terminals.

This paper was read before the New York Railroad Club by C. L.

Bardo, of the Erie Railroad, in December, 1903.

Division Terminals: (1) The writer demonstrates the economy of the

"hump and gravity" method of classification over either the "push and

pull" or the "poling and ramming" methods.

(2) Twenty-one important points to be considered in the design

of a division terminal yard.

(3) If the summit or hump is used, sufficient grade must be estab-

lished by considering the following: (A) Class of traffic. (B) Num-
ber of classification tracks. (C) Direction and average velocity of pre-

vailing winds.

(4) The class of traffic—(A) is subdivided as follows, with rates

of grade from summit to first classification switch (Column X), and from

the last switch to the yard level (Column Y) :

Col. X Col. Y
(a) Minerals and their prod-

(
1.72 per cent,

ucts. { grade.

(b) Grain, cement, lumber (

flour and other heavy bulk J 2 to 2 /2 per

freight.
ccnt

-

grade -

0.5 per cent,

grade.

0.7 per cent,

grade.

(c) Hay, merchandise, dairy
^ 2^/z to 3 per 0.8 per cent,

products, and empty cars.
|

cent, grade. grade.

(5) Size of terminal.—Car capacity of classifying yard should equal

combined capacity of other two
;
yard should accommodate at least one

and one-half days' run.

(6) Note terms—Advance, Forwarding, or Departure yards-.

(7) Freight divided into three classes:

(a) Live stock, fresh meat, poultry, fruit, vegetables, butter and

eggs, produce, etc.

(b) Packing house products, merchandise, new grain, household

goods, and such other commodities as require special atten-

tion.

(c) All other freight, including minerals and mineral products.

5^4
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(8) Equipment divided into two classes

:

(a) Air-brake.

(b) Non-air-brake.

(9) Separate classifying yards for fast and local freight.

(10) Central ladder vs. V ladder. Economy of crew expense, switch-

ing and drainage.

(11) Disadvantages of an all-gravity yard. If grade is above 0.7,

cars must be escorted by trainmen. Difficulty of coupling up trains.

Tide Water Yards: General discussion similar to the above. Also

diagrams of freight yard summits.

Discussion of Mr. Bardo's paper, by Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh

Valley Railroad).-— (1) In design there is frequently too little thought

given to expansive needs.

(2) Terminal yard design.— (a) The main tracks should run around

the entire yard layout, one on each side, without switches or turnouts

between the terminal entrance and exit towers of the whole yard system

—

so fast trains can run around the yard at full speed, without danger of

meeting with any obstruction.

(b) Quick movements into and out of the yard are. essential. Trains

should be got off the main track promptly when entering the yard, and

this should be by approach or lead-in tracks, long enough to accommodate

at least one train, so a freight can dodge in ahead of a passenger scheduled

train, to a clear track leading to the receiving yard. Similarly, with

regard to the departure or advance yard, a long lead-mi track can be

extended, several miles, perhaps, advantageously.

(c) The throat of the yard should not be too small.

(d) Car movements through a yard should be in one direction.

(e) In the center of the yard should be located everything of general

utility possible—offices, repair shops, etc.

(f) A summit or hump may be put in any yard and greatly decrease

the cost of classification. The hump in the Lehigh Valley yard at Jersey

City is a good illustration of a 6-foot hump introduced among existing

tracks without curtailment of the yard's capacity. (This hump is ren-

dering excellent service as an economizer.)

(g) Small humps might be used at power houses and shops, in

connection with ash-pits and coaling stations, to great advantage.

(h) Is an advance or departure yard necessary if a lead-out track

of sufficient length is run out far enough ahead to handle departure trains?

(See 2b, above.)

Discussion by Mr. Bardo:— (Cost of handling cars over a hump).

—

(a) Data in his possession reveals cost at about 9 cents per car.

Articles in Engineering Journals.

Terminal Necessities.—Railway Review, March 12, 1904.

Harbor and Terminal Improvements of the Gulf & Ship Island

Railway, at Gulfport, Miss.—Railway Review, March 12, 1904.
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Operating Freight Yards.—Railroad Gazette, April 15, 1904.

(1) Receiving yard done away with at Altoona and at Greenville, on

the Pennsylvania Railroad.

(2) Old 2.65 per cent, grade for summit unsatisfactory, while new 4

per cent, grade satisfactory all winter.

(3) The above brings up the question of "for summer and winter

work and for other variable conditions than temperature."

(4) The consideration of "adjustable summits," that is, where

changes in grades could readily be effected for summer and winter use,

as well as for classified freight, is also suggested in this article.

A New Yard Design.—By W. C. dishing. Railroad Gazette,

March 13, 1903.

Remodeling Freight Yards.—By W. C. Cushing. Railroad Gazette,

January 4, 1901.

Terminal Freight Yards.—By W. A. Garrett. Railroad Gazette,

May 12, 1895.

Sidings, Yards and Terminals.—Chapter 12 of "Railway Track and

Track Work," by E. E. R. Tratman.

Railroad Terminals and Public Sentiment.—Railroad Gazette, Jan-

uary 29, 1904.

Railway Switching and Yards.—By E. K. Turner, Railroad Gazette,

May 20, 1894.

Laying out Freight Yards.—Railroad Gazette, 1893, pp. 405, 427, 445,

475, 575, 638, January 5 and 19, 1894.

Management of Terminal Yards.—By T. F. Whittelsey, Railroad

Gazette, Vol. 25, p. 747.

Setting out Yard Tracks.—Engineering News, March 28, 1901.

Freight House and Local Freight Train Work.—Railroad Gazette,

April 22, 1904.

Chicago Union Transfer Railroad Switching Yards.—Engineering

News, January 2, 1902. Railroad Gazette, 1901, p. 159; 1902, p. 182. Rail-

way Review, November 16, 1901.

Pennsylvania Railroad Gravity Yards at Altoona.—Engineering News,

September 24, 1903.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Raihvay, Yards at Elkhart and

Collinwood.—Railway Review, November 28, 1903 ; Railroad Gazette,

March 18, 1904. The first of these articles gives a complete description

of the general yard at Elkhart, Ind. It has separate eastbound and west-

bound receiving and classification yards. There are no separate so-called

departure yards. The receiving yards are cut in two in the middle for

the convenient handling of short trains, or breaking long ones in two, if

necessary. Similarly, but by a different method, the classification tracks

are arranged for making up short trains, or long trains in sections ; a

bunch of short tracks, and a bunch of long ones. The long tracks in

the classification yard also serve as departure tracks. The repair yard

is situated in the middle of the general yard, between the two receiving
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yards and the two classification yards—a most appropriate location. The
bad-order tracks are near the repair yard.

The special feature of the second article is that it is accompanied by

profiles.

Illinois Central Railroad, New Yard Construction.—Railway Age,

February 12, 1904.

Northern Central Railway, Yard at Fairview.—Railroad Gazette, April

IS, 1904.

Norfolk & Western Railway, Yard Improvements.—Railroad Gazette,

July 3 and 24, and September 25, 1903.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Raihvay, New Freight Terminal

at Louisville.—Railroad Gazette, March 11, 1904.

Pennsylvania Railroad, Tidewater Terminal at Greenville, Pa.—Rail-

road Gazette, February 5, 1904.

Western Maryland Railway, Tidezvater Pier and Terminal.—Railroad

Gazette, November 18, 1904.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Export Pier at Locust Point.—Railroad

Gazette, March II, 1904.

Bush Piers and Tidezvater Terminal at Brooklyn, N. Y.—Raihvay

Review, August 15, 1903.

Gravity Poling Yard at Detroit, Michigan Central Railroad.—Railroad

Gazette, November 5, 1897.

Freight Yard at Port Jervis, Erie Railroad.—Engineering News, Vol.

35, P- 21.

Freight Yard and Docks at New Orleans, Illinois Central Railroad.—
Railroad Gazette, Vol. 36, p. 358.

Freight Yard of the Harlem Transfer Co.—Designed by W. G. Berg,

with oval tracks. Engineering News, December 22, 1898.

Freight Yard at Williamstown, Mass., Boston & Maine Railroad.—
Engineering News, Vol. 31, p. 443.

Oak Grove Summit Yard, New York Central Railroad.—Railroad

Gazette, Vol. 34, p. 177.

Gravity Freight Yard at Dresden.—Railroad Gazette, July 31, 1896.

Gravity Yard at Edge Hill, England.—Railroad Gazette, April 15,

1887; Engineering News, Vol. 31, p. 443.

Rearrangement of the Railway Terminal System at Altona.—By R.

Caesar ; Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 29,

p. 295: Vol. 30, p. 512.

Wechawken Terminal Improvements, West Shore Railway.—Railroad

Gazette, September 7, 1900. American Engineer and Railroad Journal,

February, March, April and May, 1904.

Pittsburg Terminal and Yard Tracks. Pennsylvania Railroad.—
Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1902, p. 186.

Freight Terminal at Omaha, Chicago Great Western Railway.—Rail-

road Gazette, December 23, 1904.
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Freight Station at Cincinnati; C, C, -C. & St. L. Railway.—Engi-

neering News, July 4, 1901.

Fruit Storage Warehouses, C, M. & St. P. Ry.—Engineering News,

March 20, 1902.

Freight House at Chicago, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.—Railroad

Gazette, September 2, 1904.

Freight House, Chicago Great Western Raihvay.—Railroad Gazette,

August 26, 1904.

Freight Transfer House at Mantua, Pennsylvania Railroad.—Railway

Age, March 18, 1904.

Freight Car Repair Yards.—American Engineer and Railroad Jour-

nal, November, 1903.

Passenger Car Yard at Boston.—Railroad Gazette, September 11, 1903.

Car Storage Yard. New York Subway.—Railroad Gazette, September

16, 1904.

Railway Stock Yards.-—C. W. Kelly (Paper read before the Iowa

Railway Club). Railway Review, August 20, 1904.

Ore D:>cks at Escanaba, Chicago & Northzvesteni Raihvay.—Engi-

neering News, July 2, 1903.

Ore Docks at Conncaut, P. B. & L. E. Railway.—Railroad Gazette,

1901, p. 121.

Coal Pier at Louisburg; Dominion Coal Co.—Engineering News,

November 20, 1902.

Coal Shipping Piers and Facilities in England.—Railroad Gazette,

May i, 1903.

The General Arrangement of Railzvay Repair Shops.—Railway Age,

April 24, 1904.

Shops of the Lehigh Valley Railroad at Sayrc, Pa.—Railroad Gazette,

March 18, 1904.

Shops of the C, R. L & P. Ry. at East Moline, III.—Engineering

News, February 11, 1904.

Circular and Rectangular Engine Houses.—Engineering News, March

3, 1904-

Roundhouse Construction and Equipment.—Engineering News, Aug.

22, 1901.

Double-Deck Transfer Table.-—Engineering News, July 17, 1902.

Railway Station Design.-—Engineering News, Jan. 12 and June 1, 1S99.

Nezv York Terminal Improvements, Nezv York Central & Hudson
River Railroad.—Engineering News, January 15, 1903, and November 10,

1904. Engineering Record, March 5, 1904. Railroad Gazette, Vol. 35,

p. 40.

Nezv York Terminals, Pennsylvania Railroad.-—Engineering Record,

January 17, October 10 and 17, 1903, and September 29, 1904; Railroad

Gazette, October 9 and 16, 1903, and September 23, 1904; Scientific Ameri-

can, October 8, 1904; Engineering Now, October 15, 1903, and November

10, 1904,
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Brooklyn Underground Terminal, Long Island Railroad.—Railroad

Gazette, April i, 1904.

St. Louis Station and Terminal Improvements.—Engineering News,

October 29, 1903, and September 29, 1904; Railroad Gazette, March 20,

1903, and January 29 and December 9, 1904; Railway Review, May

9, 1903, and February 20, 1904; Railway Age, February 26, 1904; Journal

of Association of Engineering Societies (paper by A. P. Greensfelder),

January, 1904.

St. Louis Exhibition; Wabash Railroad Terminal.—Engineering News,

January 28, 1904; Railroad Gazette, January 29, 1904.

Terminals at the St. Louis Exhibition.— Street Railway Journal, March

5, 1904; Engineering News, June 30, 1904.

La Salle Street Terminal Station, Chicago.—Engineering News,

August 6, 1903; Engineering Record, September 12, 1903; Railroad

Gazette, March 14, 1902.

Washington Terminal Improvements, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

and Pennsylvania Railroad.—Railroad Gazette, January 15, September 23

and November 11, 1904; Engineering News, November 10, 1904; Railway

Age, March 18, 1904. Engineering Record, Nov. 5, 1904.

Railway Stations at Omaha.—Engineering News, May 4 and June 1,

1899.

Philadelphia Terminal Station, Philadelphia & Reading Railway.—
Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 34, p. 115.

Rearrangement of Railway Tracks and Stations at Cologne.—Trans-

actions, American Society of Civil Engineers ; Vol. 29, p. 277.

Railway Stations at Dresden.—Transactions, American Society of

Civil Engineers ; Vol. 30, p. 450.

Atlanta Union Station.—Railroad Gazette, March 18, 1904.

Boston South Terminal Station.—By G. B. Francis. Transactions,

American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 25, p. 926.

Toledo Raihvay & Terminal Company.—Railway Age, Sept. 11, 1903;

Railroad Gazette, Sept. 23, 1904.

Terminal of the Great Northern Railway at Seattle.—Railroad Gazette,

Nov. 4, 1904.

Terminals of the Erie Railroad at New York and Jersey City.—
Railroad Gazette, April 24, 1903.

Ferry House of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad at

New York.—Railroad Gazette, January 15, 1904.

Yards and Terminals of the Canadian Pacific Railway at Winnipeg.—
Railroad Gazette, June 24, 1904.

Passenger and Freight Terminals at Atlanta, Ga.—Railroad Gazette,

March 18, 1904.

Terminals of the Paris & Orleans Raihvay at Paris, France.—Engi-

neering News, August 18, 1904.

Terminal at St. George, Staten Island.—Street Railway Journal,

May 30, 1903.
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Terminal for Handling the Heavy Coney Island Crowds, B. R. T.

Co.—Street Railway Journal, June II, 1904.

Terminals of Electric Railways at the St. Louis Exhibition.—Engi-

neering News, June 30, 1904.

Terminals of Electric Railways at the Buffalo Exhibition.—Engineer-

ing News, October 30, 1902.

Terminals of Electric and Elevated Railways at Chicago.—Engineer-

ing News, August 14, 1902.

Terminal for Electric Interurban Railways at Cincinnati.—Engineer-

ing News, January 29, 1904.

Hudson River Tunnel of the Nezv York & New Jersey Railway.—
Railroad Gazette, November 27, 1903.

Cost of Handling Locomotives at Terminals.—Railroad Gazette, Feb-

ruary 19, and March 18, 1904.

Terminal Cleaning of Passenger Cars.—Railroad Gazette, April 22,

1904.

Lighterage in the Port of Nezv York.—Paper by A. J. Grimes, read

before the New York Railway Club, March, 1904.

Grain Elevators in London Harbor.—Engineering News, October 13,

1903.

Railway Trains on Ferries.—Cassier's Magazine, May, 1903.

The Handling of Local Railzvay Traffic.—Enginering News, July 28.

1904.

International Engineering Congress.

The following is an abstract from "Engineering News," October 13,

1904, relative to papers on "Railway Terminals," by Mr. E. L. Corthell,

M. Am. Soc. C. E. ; Mr. W. T. Foxlee, of England, and Mr. Ernest

Poutzen, of France, which were presented at the International Engineering

Congress, held at St. Louis in October last.

Mr. Corthell's paper presented a description and comparison of a

large number of passenger terminals, 24 in number. Mr. Foxlee's paper

consisted mainly of descriptions of a number of individual passenger and

freight stations in England, and also three' terminals at seaports.

The discussion was opened by M'r. A. P. Greensfelder, Assistant

Engineer of the Railroad Terminal Association of St. Louis, who gave

further details of the improved facilities of the great union station at

St. Louis, which were described in "Engineering News" of September 29.

M'r. Corthell compared the baggage checking system with that of Europe,

and reference was made to the mechanical handling of baggage in France.

Mr. G. W. Parsons called attention to the subways connecting plat-

forms in European stations ; the signs for the information of passengers

at these stations are large and easily read, while in this country they are

too few and too small. Mr. E. E. R. Tratman, Associate Editor of

"Engineering News," referred to the great extent to which English rail-
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ways prevent the fouling of tracks at junctions by means of "flying

junctions," where the tracks are so arranged that the less important

line (either for a branch or a freight yard connection) passes under or

over the main tracks. At passenger terminals the relative location of car-

cleaning and storage yards, engine facilities, etc., is most important in

regard to the convenience and economy of operating the terminal, while

at large freight terminals economy in space can often be secured by the

use of freight houses of two or three stories, served by elevators. Mr.

Corthell, in replying to some enquiries, said he thought 15 ft. should

be a minimum width for platforms, and 10 degrees the minimum curvature

for the approach to a station, but, of course, local conditions may often

prevent these figures being followed.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—We will now consider the report of the Committee

on Yards and Terminals.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I move that the report

be called up by title, and in a few minutes we can make several mo-

tions which can be passed, which will permit considerable matter to

be endorsed, so that it may he used in the Manual; otherwise there

might be some question as to the approval of the matter in question

by the Association. With a view to endorsing certain matter in the

report for use in the Manual, and also rounding out certain matter, I

move that the definitions in Bulletin No. 58, pages 15 and 16, so far

as they are marked with a dagger or a star—which indicates that these

paragraphs were previously adopted, and some of which have been

slightly amended in the wording, but not so as to change the sense

of the matter previously adopted—that these be endorsed and printed

in the Manual.

Prof. W. D. Pence (Purdue University) :—I second the motion.

The President:— It is moved and seconded that the clauses as pre-

sented by the Committee on pages 15 and 16, with the changes shown

by stars, be adopted as printed.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Berg:—The motion just passed omits the items not marked,

which are new, or in which the changes are considerable, and which

it is, consequently, not desirable that we should consider as being en-

dorsed by the Association. They could be inserted in the Manual with

a proper footnote. I will move that the items on pages 15 and 16,

definitions which are not specially marked, and which are, therefore,

in some cases new matter and in some cases a revision of previous

definitions, be included in the Manual with a proper footnote that they

were reported by the Committee, but have not yet been endorsed by the

Association.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Berg:—In regard to the conclusions on pages 17-21, there arc

only ten short conclusions on the five pages which have not been

previously adopted. As there are only a few of these which embody
new matter, I think it would he desirable to take these up so that

they can be adopted. I move that these conclusions be considered.

The Secretary:
—"Body Tracks.—These should be spaced ir ft.

6 in. to 13 ft. centers; and where they are parallel to the main track

or other important running track they should be spaced 15 ft. c. to c
from said track."

592
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Mr. George W. Kittredge (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis) :—I move to insert "16" for "15" on the last line of the con-

clusion, for the reason that if it is opposite a main track or an important

running track, it unquestionably will be necessary to have signals of

some kind, and if tracks are only 13 feet centers, it is impossible to

get a signal post between the tracks ; but with 16 feet between, it is

entirely practicable to put a signal post between that track and tlic

main track or an important running track. Therefore, I suggest that

the conclusion be changed to read as follows : "Body Tracks.-—These

should be spaced 11 ft. 6 in. to 13 ft. centers; and where they are

parallel to the main track or other important running track they should

be spaced 16 ft. c. to c. from said track."

(The amendment was adopted.)

Mr. Kittredge :—If I can amend my own amendment, I will state

that I should have said "not less than 16 feet." As a matter of prac-

tice, we are spacing our sidetrack 20 feet from our main track, and

our ladder tracks 20 feet apart, where we have plenty of room. I think

a minimum of 16 feet should be provided.

The President:—Without objection, we will allow the insertion

of the words "not less than" in front of the 16 feet in this conclusion.

The Secretary :
—"Ladder Tracks.—These should be spaced 15 ft.

c. to c. from any parallel track; and a No. 7 frog is the minimum num-
ber recommended for yard use."

Mr. Kittredge :—I would amend that by putting "not less than"

before the 15 feet.

The President :—The Committee accepts that.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines West) :—I was going to

amend that conclusion also, but, inasmuch as it has been accepted, I

move to amend that the 15 feet be changed to 16 feet, on account of

the probable location of standpipes. Fifteen feet is too close.

Mr. Berg:—It would be covered by the statement "not less than

15 feet."

Mr. Cushing:—I think 15 feet is dangerous for a 12-in. standpipe.

Mr. J. A. Atwood (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I suggest that wher-

ever a standpipe is required, you design the yard to take care of the

standpipe.

Mr. Cushing:—It is more expensive to change the tracks after you

once put them down.

The President:—The amendment to the amendment is that "15"

be changed to "16."

(The amendment was lost.)

The President :—The question is now on the amendment by Mr.
Kittredge to insert the words "not less than" before "15 feet" in the

paragraph. Without objection, the conclusion will be considered adopted,

the Committee having accepted the amendment of the words "not less

than."
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The Secretary :
—"Lead Tracks.—For safely, the connections of

these tracks with the main line should be interlocked ; and to facilitate

train movements, telegraphic connections should be established in the

tower.

"Running Tracks.— These tracks should be provided for movements

in either direction to enable yard engines to pass freely from one por-

tion of the cluster or general yard to the other; also for road and yard

engines to go to and from the engine house and other points where

facilities are located.

"Crossover Tracks.-—Crossovers should be located at the most con-

venient points, and where they will least interfere with regular move-

ments.

"Caboose Tracks.—These tracks should ordinarily be located be-

tween the receiving and departure yards, and so arranged that the

caboose can readily be pushed thereon from a receiving track and then

dropped by gravity to the train departing in the direction from which

the caboose has arrived.

"Scale Tracks.—These tracks should be located between the receiv-

ing and separating yards.

"Coaling, Ash-pit, Sand and Engine Tracks.—These tracks should

be located on the route leading to and from the engine house and

should provide sufficient storage for the reception of engines by the

hostler. They should be so arranged (i) that water, coal and sand can

be taken and ashes disposed of in convenient rotation; and (2) that

switching engines may clean fires, take coal, water and sand, and pass

around waiting engines.

"Bad-Order Tracks.—Where cars are classified, one or more of

these tracks, easy of access, should be provided for setting off bad-order

cars, and from which they can readily be removed to the repair tracks.

"Repair Tracks.—These tracks should have a maximum capacity of

about 15 cars each, spaced alternately 16 ft. and 24 ft. c. to c, and be

connected conveniently with the bad-order tracks.

"Freight Car Repair Yard.— (See repair tracks.)"

(The conclusions were adopted as read.)

Mr. Berg:—That cleans up the five .pages 17 to 21. There is

another matter which might be taken up briefly, and that is the con-

clusion relating to "Rating car standing capacity of tracks," on page 26.

The Secretary:
—"Rating Car Standing Capacity of Tracks.

—

Forty (40) linear ft. of track per car seems to be the universally rec-

ognized rule for distance assumed in rating car standing capacity of

freight yard tracks. No other distance has been suggested, and hence

your Committee feels safe in recommending 40 ft. as good practice."

The President :—The Secretary will read the conclusion on page 26.

The Secretary:
—"Car Repair Yards (freight-car repair yards.)

—

Heavy car repair tracks should be under cover, and provided with over-

head cranes, to facilitate heavy lifting. They should preferably be
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short, of a capacity of ten to twenty cars each, and arranged in pairs

;

the tracks of each pair should be spaced 16 ft. centers, and the pairs

themselves 40 ft. centers."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

Mr. Berg:—Unless the Committee thinks otherwise, I believe that

is all we can dispose of at this time.

The President:—If there is no objection to the conclusion, it will

be considered as adopted.

Mr. dishing :— I wish to make one other statement in connection

with the report of the Committee on Yards and Terminals as a matter

of historical information which I would like to have go in the Minutes,

in reference to the hump yards. It is as follows : "In the fall of 1881

A. C. Shand. now Assistant Chief Engineer of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, had an artificial grade constructed near Huff Station, on

the Southwest Pennsylvania Railroad, by building a hump 8 feet above

the top of the main track with an approach of about a half mile

leading to it. On the slope of the hump the scale was placed about

200 feet from the summit. The engine which hauled the train through

the yard cut loose, went back behind the train and shoved it slowly

over the summit, so that the cars could be weighed and classified by

gravity. This seems to have been the first artificial hump for classifying

cars ever constructed on the Pennsylvania Railroad."

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—One suggestion occurs

which could be made in the report on hump yards; that is, to have

a number of cases, simply stated, of successfully operated hump yards.

It would be a good plan for the Committee to give drawings, on a

small scale, of hump yards which have proven successful under dif-

ferent circumstances and conditions, with cars of 80,000 pounds and

100,000 pounds capacity. A hump may be entirely different in that case

from what would be required for lighter cars.

The President :—The Committee states that what we have done is

satisfactory and they do not ask for anything more. They will be

excused with our thanks. The Committee will take cognizance of your
suggestion, Mr. Churchill.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. XIII.—ON WATER
SERVICE.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

INTRODUCTION.

Your Committee has held two meetings during the past year. It

finds that much progress is being made by American railroads toward

improving the character of the water that is furnished to locomotives.

Many railroads have found it advantageous to abandon wells that pro-

duced hard water, and secure a supply of softer water by constructing

reservoirs to collect and retain surface water. Several railroads have

erected water-softening plants during the past year. The last report

of your Committee contained a list of 27 American railroads that were

known to it as having established water-softening plants This list is

now increased to about 40. Several railroads that erected a few water-

softening plants, largely for experimental purposes, found the results

so satisfactory that during the year they have erected additional plants.

There seems to be no question, then, as to the beneficial results that can

be obtained by using softened water in locomotive boilers, nor the neces-

sity for softening hard water before using it in boilers.

The following quotation from an editorial in the Railroad Gazette

of June 24, 1904, bears directly upon this subject:

"In referring to the losses from bad feed water for locomotive boilers

in the excellent paper on 'The Loose Ends in the Motive Power De-

partment,' a liberal extract from which was printed in these columns two

weeks ago, the author says that a system of reservoirs to hold rain water,

when good water cannot be obtained, is the only remedy. A few years

ago this statement would probably have been accepted unreservedly, for

although American roads excel in many ways, the question of chemically

treating the feed water before it goes into the tank has remained in

the background until the past few years. In Europe, water softeners

have been a well-recognized factor in railroad economy for a long period,
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and in this country they are coming to be recognized as an operating

necessity by roads having bad boiler water to contend with. Their use

offers a remedy, equally, if not more, sure, and in many respects more

practical and satisfactory, than the one suggested above."

The outline of committee-work suggested to the Water Service Com-

mittee by the Board of Direction of the Association, published in Bulletin

No. 51, May, 1904, presents three problems, namely:

Problem I.—Water-Softening Methods and Plants for various con-

ditions.

Problem II.—Comparison of the Cost of Installing and Operating

Water-Softening Plants, with the benefits derived from their use.

Problem III.—General conditions under which the Installation of a

Water-Softening Plant would produce savings.

Your Committee begs to refer to its last report for general informa-

tion as to "The Kinds of Water used in Railroad Boilers," "Character

of the Impurities Found in Boiler Water," and "Treatment of Boiler

Water."

This report will be confined strictly to the three problems outlined

by the Board of Direction.

PROBLEM I.—WATER-SOFTENING METHODS AND PLANTS
FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS.

All natural waters contain certain solid matter in solution, suspension,

or both. When this exceeds a certain amount, it causes trouble in

boilers in one or more of three ways, namely:

(1) Depositing scale in the boiler.

(2) Corroding the boiler and its fittings.

(3) Causing the boiler to foam.

Of these three causes of trouble from water, the first two can be

corrected by treating the water with chemicals before it enters the boiler.

The only complete known remedy for the third is to distil the water.

When the operation of locomotives running in a certain district has

shown that the water used in the boilers is the cause of trouble and

expense, or when in opening up a new line it is desired to avoid the

use of poor water, chemical analyses should be made of all the available

water supplies. A careful study of the results of these analyses will

show the location of the poor supplies, and attention should be concen-

trated on these. A careful search should be made to find better supplies.

It is considered good practice to spend a liberal amount of money in
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developing a naturally good water, rather than in improving a naturally

poor one. When, however, a naturally poor water must be used, the

minimum quantity that is required should be determined. This fixes

the size of the softening plant.

The kind and quantity of chemicals required to soften any water

can readily be determined, by anyone conversant with the subject, from

the figures showing the results of an analysis of the water. If the hard-

ness is due to carbonates of lime and magnesia, the cheapest known

chemical for removing it is common lime, and the cost of softening will

be comparatively low. If the hardness is due, however, wholly or in

part to sulphates of lime and magnesia, it will be necessary to use

something else, and soda ash is the cheapest known chemical that can

be used for that purpose. Many waters can be softened by the use of

lime alone, and when such is the case, the operation- is almost ideal, as

nothing is added to the softened water, because the lime used for soft-

ening is precipitated along with the hardening matter that was in the

water. When it is necessary, however, to use soda ash to remove the

sulphates of lime and magnesia from the hard water, a by-product of

sulphate of soda is left dissolved in the softened water. This sulphate

of soda does not form scale in the boiler, but if allowed to concentrate

in the boiler, it is liable to cause foaming. It is, therefore, desirable that

it be removed from the boiler by blowing off or changing the water in

the boiler at regular intervals.

The problem of water-softening is not entirely a chemical problem.

While chemical reactions do take place when water is softened, and a

chemical analysis is necessary to determine the character of the treatment

it should receive, yet the problem is largely a mechanical one—involving

the use of machines for measuring the proper proportion of chemicals

to the hard water, for mixing same, and for disposing of the solid

hardening matter that is removed from the water. So far as the chemicals

to be used are concerned, we are practically limited to common lime and

soda ash, because these two chemicals are so abundant and cheap that

we cannot at the present market prices afford to use any other chemicals.

These two chemicals are the same as were proposed by Clark and Porter

many years ago for softening water, and notwithstanding the fact that

many other chemicals have been proposed by others since Clark and

Porter, yet their higher cost per unit of hardness removed has not allowed

them to be generally used.

The chemical part of the water-softening methods in common use,
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therefore, is not new. The mechanical part, however, has made rapid

strides since the days of Clark and Porter, and it is to the development

of the various mechanical devices that have been invented during the

past few years that the art of water-softening owes its greatest progress.

The problem may be stated as one in which a definite amount of

the lime and soda ash, or other chemicals, is to be mixed with a

definite amount of the hard water, and the precipitate resulting from

this mixture separated from the resulting softened water. In order that

the treatment may be efficient, it is necessary that the proper proportion

between the amount of chemicals used, and the amount of hard water

treated, be determined and maintained, because chemical reactions are

governed by fixed laws, and any excess or deficiency in either the amount

of chemicals or hard water will affect the results.

Although the chemical reactions in water-softening involve definite

quantities, yet other conditions also influence the satisfactory carrying on

of these reactions. Therefore, the element of time necessary to complete

the reactions, temperature of the water when treated, agitation of the

chemicals with the water, etc., have considerable influence upon the

results obtained.

In general, then, while the chemicals used to-day by practically all

water-softening methods are the same, yet the mechanical devices differ

widely.

There are two general types of mechanical water-softeners, known

as the Intermittent Type and the Continuous Type. The advocates of

each type claim certain advantages for their type. A brief description

of these two types was given in last year's report, to which reference

has been made.

Your Committee does not wish to exploit any particular kind of

water-softener, nor does it think that this is the place to discuss the

numerous claims' put forth by the makers of the various water-softening

machines that are on the market. It simply wishes to emphasize the

fact that the chemical method of all of them is practically the same;

that the chemicals in general use at the present time are common lime

and soda ash ; that many other chemicals have been tried and aban-

doned on account of costing more than lime and soda ash ; that the

plant best adapted to meet a certain condition can only be determined

after a careful study of that condition, and that the size of the plant,

cost of same, capacity, cost of operation, cost of chemicals required to

soften the water, is likely to vary with each condition.
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SUMMARY OF PROBLEM I.

(i) All water used in locomotive boilers contains scale-forming

matter in solution or suspension, that is the cause of much trouble and

expense in operating and maintaining locomotives.

(2) In locating water stations along a railroad, an investigation

should be made of all the available water supplies, and care should be

taken to avoid the use of poor water, or to curtail its use as much as

possible.

(3) If hard water is used, the hardness should be removed before

it is put into locomotive boilers.

(4) Hard water can be softened by treating it with chemicals. The

chemicals generally used are lime and soda ash.

(5) The chemical method of softening water, commonly used to-day,

has been known for many years.

(6) The mechanical methods of modern water-softeners are new

and differ widely.

(7) Water, whose hardness is due to carbonates of lime and

magnesia, can be softened by the use of lime alone, without adding any

soluble salts to the softened water.

(8) Water, whose hardness is due to sulphates of lime and mag-

nesia, can be softened by the use of soda ash, but in this case soluble

sulphate of soda will be added to the softened water.

(9) A water-softening method best adapted to any condition can

be determined only after a study of that condition.

PROBLEM II.—COMPARISON OF THE COST OF INSTALLING
AND OPERATING WATER-SOFTENING PLANTS, WITH

THE BENEFITS DERIVED FROM THEIR USE.

The cost of installing a water-softening plant varies in different

localities, and, of course, depends largely upon the type and capacity

of the plant. In general, it may be stated that a small plant having a

capacity of, say, 40,000 to 60,000 gallons of water per 24 hours, may be

installed for about $2,000.00; while a large plant having a capacity of

500,000 gallons per 24 hours may cost $10,000.00. The exact cost of

plants of various types required to soften a definite amount of water

in 24 hours can readily be ascertained from manufacturers of water-

softening plants. The cost of chemicals required to soften a fixed quan-

tity of any hara water can be figured from an analysis of the water. The

cost of operating will vary according to cost of chemicals in the locality,
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and also upon the efficiency of the apparatus. In most forms of both

types of apparatus, the cost for labor is very little, as most of the water-

softening machines on the market are automatic and simple, and require

so little attention that the ordinary pumper can attend to them without

neglecting his other duties.

Although the softening of water by American railroads may be said

to be in its infancy, as none of them have been doing it for more than

a few years, yet the results obtained up to date fully warrant the ex-

penditures that have been made for water-softening plants, and the fact

that more and more plants are being built every year by American

railroads indicates that they realize the possibilities for saving and are

not neglecting them.

Where a single plant has been erected along a railroad line it has

generally been impossible to obtain a fair idea of the full benefits derived.

It has, therefore, been the practice of the railroads that have studied this

problem the most to equip an entire division in a poor water district, or to

soften the water at the water stations where through passenger trains are

supplied, so that all the locomotives running on a division, or, at least the

locomotives used for hauling through passenger trains over a division,

can be supplied with soft water only. Where such practice has been

carried out, careful records have been kept, and comparisons can now

be made showing the real results that have been obtained. The five

American railroads that have gone into the matter the most extensively

are naturally located in the West, where the water supply is much worse

than in the East. They are as follows

:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway.

Southern Pacific Company.

Union Pacific Railroad.

Each of these railroads has 15 or more water-softening plants in

operation at the present time, and at least three of them are now con-

structing additional plants.

The information given out by the officers of these five railroads in

regard to the results from the use of softened water shows some of the

benefits that have been obtained. They first took up this subject in an

experimental way, and satisfied themselves in regard to the saving that

could be made, and have since been increasing the number of plants

every year. Your Committee has obtained the following data

:
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ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY.

Most of the Santa Fe water-softening plants are located in Western

Kansas and Colorado. In this district, during December, 1902, they had

456 locomotive boiler failures from leaking and 16 from foaming. These

were gradually decreased by the use of the softened 'water, until in

December, 1903, they had only 68 failures from leaking and 48 from

foaming—this particular month showing more failures from foaming than

any month for two years, while in July, 1904, they had but 28 failures

from leaking and 4 from foaming. The average for 12 months ending

with July, 1904, was 55 failures from leaking and 16 from foaming per

month; this against an average of 216 failures from leaking and 15

from foaming during) the 12 months previous. It will be noted that the

failures from leaking have decreased 74 percent, since the softening

plants were installed, while the failures from foaming have not materially

increased.

The experience of the Santa Fe has shown that just after the treat-

ment of water begins, there is an increase of boiler expense, owing to

the fact that the old scale becomes cleaned off by the use of the softened

water, and this cleaning off of the scale hastens the time for their admis-

sion to the shop, but when they come out with a new set of flues thev

make a showing that is highly satisfactory—a new set of flues lasting

an average of from 12 to 14 months, where before the water was treated

they had to be renewed in from 6 to 8 months.

A comparison of the number of new locomotive flues issued by the

Store Department for a year before and after the water-softening plants

were installed indicates one of the benefits of softened water.

During the year ending July, 1903, the Store Department issued

795,226 linear feet of flues, while during the year ending July, 1904,

685,289 linear feet were issued, being less by 109,937 linear feet, not-

withstanding the fact that the locomotive mileage for the year ending

July, 1904, was 40,295,707 miles, while for the year ending July, 1903,

it was 39,932,405 miles, being an increase of 363,202 miles. To sum-

marize : After the plants were installed, the locomotives made 363,302

miles more than the year before, and the Store Department issued 109,937

linear feet less flues than the year before. From these statistics regarding

flues and locomotive mileage it seems certain that a saving was made,

and this saving is attributed entirely to the use of softened water.

A statement of the wages of boilermakers, apprentices and helpers

employed on the district where above failures were recorded, for r2
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months from August, 1903, to July 31, 1904, shows a net decrease for

that time of $7,000.00 over the corresponding 12 months of the year before.

The average cost for chemicals and labor at the Santa Fe plants

was 2.8 cents per 1,000 gallons of water softened, the cost ranging at

different plants from 0.32 cent at the lowest, to 10.82 cents at the highesr,

the next highest being 5.56 cents.

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY.

The water-softening plants of the Northwestern line are located in

Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois.

The main line of the Iowa Division, extending across the State of

Iowa from the Mississippi River to the Missouri River, a distance of 352

miles, is equipped with 17 water-softening plants, and, where water sta-

tions exist that are not so equipped, the water used is natural soft water.

All the locomotives running on this division, therefore, are supplied with

soft water. A portion of these 17 plants have been in operation two

years, and all of them at least one year. After a year's exclusive use

of soft water, the Master Mechanic of this division was asked by his

superior officer to go over his records and state what benefit the use

of softened water had been in the operation and maintenance of the

locomotives under his charge. He reported in part, as follows

:

"I have the following figures which I desire to submit in testimony

of the benefits we have derived from purified water. Our boilermaker

force, for instance, has been decreased as follows : In 1902 we had at

Clinton and Boone an average of 36 boilermakers, costing $10.40 an

hour, and 42 boilermaker helpers, costing $7.09 an hour; while in 1903,

and thus far in 1904, we have had an average of 23 boilermakers at an

average cost of $7.71 an hour, and 35 boilermaker helpers at an average

cost of $6.70 an hour. This means that we have decreased the cost for

boilermakers 25.8 percent, and that we have decreased our boilermakers

36.1 percent. The increased compensation received by boilermakers

makes the difference in the percentage of force .employed and cost of same

"This is not the only result, however, that has been produced, as

the decreased number of boilermakers, with the beneficial results from

the treated water, together, have enabled us to keep our engines in such

condition that the number of engine failures has dropped off to a remark-

able degree.

"A comparison of the results from August, 1902, to and including

June, 1903, and August, 1903, to and including June, 1904, shows the

following very gratifying results

:

August, 1902, to and August, 1903, to and
including June, 1903. including June, 1904.

Leaky Flues 544 99
Leaky Fireboxes 33 20
Leaky A.rch-tubes . • 6 1

Total 583 120
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"This you will see gives a reduction of 79.4 percent, in our failures due

to leaky conditions in the above months. These improved results in

engine failures in 1903 over 1902 have been made with conditions that

show a heavier ton mileage in 1905 than in 1902, showing that the engines

were worked up to their full capacity, and even under these conditions

made such an improvement.

"The total ton mileage for 1902 showed a ton mileage of 2,934,130,377

ton miles, and this tonnage was handled at a cost of 28.7 pounds of coal

per 100 ton miles. In 1903 we handled 3,154,484,507 ton miles at a cost

of 27.5 pounds of coal. This is a saving of 1.2 pounds of coal per 100

ton miles, or 4.2 percent. From this you will see we have handled

an increase of 7.5 percent, ton mileage during the year 1903 over the

previous year, and this work has been done with an average assignment

of 159 engines in 1902, as compared with an average assignment of 154

engines in 1903, a saving of 3.1 percent, in the number of engines. In

each of the years 83 percent, of the engines assigned were in constant

service.

"From the above figures it will be seen that we reduced the number
of boilermakers 36 percent; reduced our cost for boiierrnakers 25 per-

cent. ; decreased our engine failures 70 percent. ; handled an increased

tonnage of 7 percent. ; decreased the number of engines in service 3

percent., and decreased the amount of coal consumed per 100 ton miles

4 percent.

"It is rather difficult for me to say to what extent our cost for mate-

rial and labor has been affected by this item, but I feel safe in saying

that a very material decrease has been effected in this direction, as we
are taking engines into shop right along that where, formerly, we had

to re-set their flues and give them new sidesheets, we now simply take

them in and make repairs to their machinery and reset a portion of their

flues, thereby placing the engines in serviceable condition for from six

to eight additional months before it is necessary to do the work that

we formerly would have had to do the engines when first taken in under

previous conditions.

"There are a number of other things that can be mentioned in con-

nection with these as being beneficial, but which we cannot compute in

dollars and cents, among which we may enumerate the benefits which

we have derived : First—from the short time required for engines to

go over the road, due to fewer engine failures and delays on account of

leaking; Second—-a better tone and feeling among our men, which neces-

sarily means better service; Third—longer time at terminals, which means

more time to work on our engines, consequently, our engines are in

better condition ; Fourth—less coal consumed, other conditions being

equal, because they are less hours on the road, and the destruction ol

the incrusting matter on the flues and firebox sheets means a higher

evaporative power of the fuel consumed ; Fifth—less expense in the cost

of delays and overtime, because of the shorter time the engines will
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have necessarily been on the road ; Sixth—we are not required to send

out any relief engines to protect important passenger and mail trains, or

to protect trains on stock nights.

"All of these things, which I have mentioned, while we are not able

to give you, as above stated, their cost in dollars and cents, count for

economy and better results."

The average cost for chemicals and labor at the Northwestern plants

was 1.8 cents per 1,000 gallons of water softened—the cost ranging at

different plants from 0.81 cent, at the lowest, to 3.40 cents, at the highest.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The Rock Island has 15 water-softening plants in operation on the

Kansas Division, only a few of which have been in operation longer

than six months. Reports from their M'aster Mechanic show that they

are having fewer engine failures and much less boiler repairs than they

experienced before the installation of their plants.

Owing to traffic conditions, they are not at the present time able

to 6tate whether or not they are using fewer locomotives in this territory

as a direct result of softened water.

The Rock Island was the last of the five railways mentioned to

install water-softening plants, hence they have not had time to collect

the statistics and data that the other four have.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY.

Most of the water-softening plants of the Southern Pacific are located

in California. Some have been in operation since 1896, and the fact that

at the present time they have 10 plants in course of construction indicates

that the problem of water-softening is no longer an experiment with

them. Their records and the comparisons that they have made at dif-

ferent times during the past 8 years show that the cost of boiler repairs

has been decreased 50 percent, by the use of softened water.

The average, cost for chemicals only, at the Southern Pacific plants,

was 4.4 cents per 1,000 gallons of water softened, the cost ranging at

different plants from 1.4 cents at the lowest, to 7 cents at the highest.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.

The Union Pacific water-softening plants are located in Nebraska,

Wyoming and Kansas.

The Wyoming Division has a number of water-softening plants, and

natural soft water is used to some extent.
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A study of freight train statistics before and after the improved

conditions in water supply shows an increase in the average monthly loco-

motive mileage of 27 percent., an increase in gross ton miles per pound

of coal of 7V2 percent, and a decrease in cost of repairs per locomotive

mile of 34 percent.

The increase in gross ton miles per pound of coal and decrease in

locomotive repairs is directly due to the better water supply, and the

increase in the monthly locomotive mileage is largely due to the same

thing, but cannot be entirely attributed to this one cause.

A better idea of the reduction in expense in locomotive repairs may

be obtained from the following: There are assigned to this district

about 8 passenger and 20 freight locomotives. The average life of a

set of flues in passenger locomotives before the water was softened was

6 months; since softening the water, the average life is 2^ years. The

average life of a set of flues in freight locomotives before softening

the water was from 10 to 12 months ; since then it is 2^2 years. Before

the change in water, a great deal of trouble and expense were incurred

because of tube sheets cracking between the holes, and occasionally

a crown sheet was mud-burned. No troubles of this nature have occurred

since using the better water.

A comparison of freight train statistics for the six months ending

January 31, 1904, with the first six months of 1902, shows an increase

of 17 percent, in average monthly mileage of freight locomotives, which

is largely due to better boiler water. The locomotives spend less time

in shops for repairs and in the house for washing out. The number

of men at work on boiler repairs has been reduced, but it will take

months and possibly years to realize fully the extent of the reduction

in boiler repairs. Locomotives, which under the eld conditions would

have required an entire change of flues several months ago, are still

running and doing good service.

The average cost for chemicals only (their published figures do not

include labor) at the Union Pacific plants, was 1.3 cents per 1,000 gallons

of water softened, the cost ranging at different plants from 0.63 cent

at the lowest, to 2.55 cents at the highest.

SUMMARY OF PROBLEM II.

(1) The cost of installing a water-softening plant varies according

to the capacity of the plant, its type, cost of material and labor in its

locality, and other local conditions.
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*(2) The cost of operating a water-softening plant varies according

to the efficiency of the water-softening apparatus, and cost of lime and

soda ash in its locality.

(3) The cost of chemicals required to soften water varies according

to the quantity of hardening matter in the water, and also its composi-

tion.

(4) If the hardening matter consists of carbonates of lime and

magnesia, the cost of chemicals for softening the water will be very

little, because common lime is the only chemical required.

(5) If the hardening matter consists of sulphates of lime and

magnesia, the cost will be higher, because it will be necessary to use

soda ash, or some more expensive chemical.

(6) The average cost for chemicals and labor on the Santa Fe

was 2.8 cents per i,oco gallons; on the Northwestern it was 1.8 cents

per 1,000 gallons ; on the Southern Pacific the average cost for chemicals

only was 4.4 cents per 1,000 gallons, and on the Union Pacific it was 1.3

cents per 1,000 gallons.

(7) The benefits derived from water-softening plants are:

Fewer boiler failures due to leaking.

Longer life of flues and firebox sheets.

Reduced cost of labor for repairing and washing boilers.

Increased locomotive mileage between shoppings.

Increased ton mileage per pound of coal consumed.

Decreased number of locomotives in service.

Shorter time required for locomotives to go over the road.

Better feeling among the men, due to fewer failures and shorter time

on the road.

Less expense in cost of overtime and delayed time.

PROBLEM III.—GENERAL CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE
INSTALLATION OF A WATER-SOFTENING PLANT

WOULD PRODUCE SAVINGS.

It is conceded by all who have any knowledge of the subject that

it costs less to produce steam from soft water than from hard water,

A railroad that operates its locomotives in a region where natural srjft

water exists, is saved much expense that a railroad that operates its

locomotives in a hard water region is put to. Some railroads are so

situated that part of their lines pass through a district where natural

soft water can be obtained. Where such a condition exists the difference

fSee amendment, page Gil.
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in the cost of operating and maintaining the locomotives in the two

districts is very apparent to the officers, and they realize that if soft

water could be obtained generally, the cost of operation and mainte-

nance of locomotives would be reduced, and ideal conditions, as regards

water used in locomotive boilers, would exist. It has become apparent

to the officers of American railroads during the past few years that the

quality of water used in their locomotive boilers should be improved.

The reason for this is brought home to them frequently. In connection

with the accepted theory that a locomotive should haul its full capacity

in order to most economically handle traffic, it has been found that within

certain limits, the larger the locomotive, the greater the economy. The

result has been a remarkable increase in the size of locomotives in com-

mon use to-day, compared with those of ten, or even five years ago.

This applies to locomotives in passenger as well as in freight service.

The larger locomotives necessitated larger boilers and fireboxes, and

the use of an increased amount of water and fuel to furnish steam to

operate them. The larger the amount of steam required, the more water

has to be evaporated to produce it. During the generation of steam

from water in a boiler, the solid impurities, such as the different salts

of lime, magnesia, etc., that were dissolved in the water, remain in the

boiler and form scale. The more water evaporated, therefore, in a boiler,

the greater the deposit of scale. It is for this reason that the quality

of the water used in locomotive boilers has become so important a ques-

tion within the past few years. With the smaller boiler carrying steam

at a pressure of 140 to 160 pounds and washed out at the end of each

trip; with the locomotive hauling but from one-half to two-thirds of its

capacity, and but six to eight hours on the road, the water had to be

very bad before it gave much trouble. But with the larger boiler in com-

mon use to-day, carrying 175 to 225 pounds pressure; with the locomotive

hauling its maximum rated tonnage, and often 15 to 20 hours on the

road, the trouble from bad water is much more apparent, and the neces-

sity for doing something to relieve this trouble almost imperative.

About ten years ago a general attempt was made by railroads located

in the Middle West to do something to reduce the trouble caused by

using hard water in locomotive boilers. This was accomplished to a

limited extent by using soda ash and other chemicals directly in the

boilers, and the relief for a time was quite marked, but with the con-

tinued growth of the locomotive boilers, and increased amount of steam

required from them, it was found necessary to resort to some process

39
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of treatment by which the incrusting matter could be removed from the

hard water before it was allowed to enter the boilers.

In general, it may be said that if a water is corrosive, it should

be treated to remove the cause of its corrosive action. If it contains

over 15 grains per gallon of hardening solid matter in solution, it will

pay to soften it—no matter what this hardening matter consists of. If a

water contains less than 15 grains per gallon of hardening matter, but

this hardening matter consists largely of sulphate of lime, it will pay

to soften it. If a water contains 50 grains per gallon of alkali salts, and

also a large quantity of sulphates of lime and magnesia, it will not

pay to soften it, as the resulting softened water would undoubtedly cause

foaming.

SUMMARY OF PROBLEM III.

(1) If a railroad runs through a region where hard water is the

cause of trouble and expense, it would undoubtedly benefit that railroad

to install water-softening plants. The actual benefits obtained from water-

softening plants by the five railroad companies referred to under Problem

II are evidence of this.

(2) If a railroad has increased the size of its locomotives and foun i

that it has more boiler troubles due to hard water than it had with

the smaller locomotives, it would be a benefit to install water-softening

plants.

*(3) It would be a benefit to soften any water used in locomotive

boilers that contains 15 or more grains per gallon of hardening matter,

or even less than 15 grains, if the hardening matter consists largely of

sulphate of lime.

*(4) It would not be of much benefit to soften a water that contains

50 grains per gallon of alkali salts before treatment, and also a con-

siderable quantity of sulphate of lime, for, although the water can be

softened so that it will not make scale, yet it will cause trouble from

foaming.

CONCLUSION.

Your Committee thinks that there are many railroads represented

in this Association whose officers have not had the time to give this

subject the attention it deserves. The facts and figures presented in

this report indicate that some American railroads are commencing to

realize the importance of softening water for boiler use.

That the subject is not new is proven by the fact that European

railroads have been softening water for many years. One European man-

*See amendment, page 611.
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ufacturer of water-softening apparatus has published a list of some 2,000

users of his apparatus ; another a list of about 1,200 of his plants, yer

the natural water supply in Europe is no worse than that of America.

We present this report, covering the three problems suggested to the

Committee by the Board of Direction, and ask for a full discussion of it,

trusting that such a discussion will clear up any doubtful points, and

possibly suggest new problems for next year's Committee to report upon.

Respectfully submitted,

G. M. Davidson, Chemist and Engineeer of Tests,. C. & N. W. Railway,

Chicago, Chairman.

F. A. Delano, General Manager, C, B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, Vice-Chair-

man.

J. A. Barnard, General Manager, Peoria & Eastern Railway, Indianapolis.

Ind.

Anthony McGill, Assistant Analyst, Inland Revenue, Canadian Govern-

ment, Ottawa, Canada.

C. A. Morse, Assistant Chief Engineer, A., T. & S. Fe Ry., Topeka, Kan.

R. S. Parsons, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Erie Railroad, Cleveland,

Ohio.

E. J. Pearson, Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific Railroad, St. Paul, Minn.

J. C. Stuart, General Manager, Erie Railroad, New York, N. Y.

Committee.

AMENDMENTS.

Summary of Problem II, paragraph 2: (2) The cost of operating

a water-softening plant varies according to the efficiency of the water-

softening apparatus and the cost of lime and soda ash or other

chemicals available for softening water in its locality.

Summary of Problem III, paragraph 3 : (3) It may be a benefit

to soften any water used in locomotive boilers that contains 15 or

more grains per gallon of hardening matter, or even less than 15 grains,

if the hardening matter consists largely of sulphate of lime.

Summary of Problem III, paragraph 4: (4) It would not be of

much benefit to soften a water that contains 50 grains per gallon of

alkali salts before treatment, and also a considerable quantity of sulphate

of lime by the use of soda ash, for, although the water can be softened

so that it will not make scale, yet it will cause trouble from foaming.



APPENDIX.

BOILER FEED WATERS.

By Prof. A. McGill, Assistant Analyst, Inland Revenue, Canadian Gov-

ernment.

(i) THE FORM OF STATING RESULTS OF ANALYSIS.

It has long been customary to express the finding of the analyst in

the form of salts. Every chemist knows the history of this technical

term, and its various meanings as used by Basil Valentine, Boyle, Liebig

and Berzelius. Whatever justification the older chemists may have had

for speaking of salts in solution, the classical researches of Arrhenius,

Ostwald and others have denied to us. It is only in a potential sense that

we may say salts are in solution, and we only know them as consequent

upon the removal of the solvent.

But even if we grant calcium sulphate (for example) to be poten-

tially present in a given water sample, the analyst is, as a matter of fact,

quite unable to say what percentage of calcium sulphate exists in a given

case. What he knows is that, under given conditions, he can obtain a

definite weight of calcium oxide (lime) from a fixed amount of the

water ; another definite amount of magnesia, or sulphuric acid, or car-

bonic acid, etc.

Under given conditions of treatment, a certain portion of the lime

(for example) will separate out as sulphate, a certain other portion as

carbonate, and perhaps another portion as chloride. Under different con-

ditions of treatment (say concentration, or agitation, or heating, or the

addition of chemicals) quite different proportions of lime would appear

in the various combinations (salts) named.

It remains that the analyst is never in a position to justify the expres-

sion of his results of analysis as these are conventionally stated in his

reports, and it must be evident that to base any process of treatment upon

such a statement is to begin with a false premise and is to court failure.

The proceeding is radically and palpably wrong, and I would respect-

fully ask this Association to put itself on record against it.

The position that I take is so great a departure that I am tempted to

strengthen it by citations from chemists whose authority and whose right

to speak cannot be called in question.

Frcscnius (Quantitative Analysis, Grove's Translation, Vol. II, 171)
says : "With respect to the principles that guide chemists in the hypo-
thetical association of the acids and bases found in the water, it is as-

sumed that the combination of the bases and acids is governed by their

respective affinities, i. e., the strongest acid is assumed to be combined
with the strongest base, etc. ; due attention being paid, however, to the

greater or less degree of solubility of the salts, since it is well known that

this exercises a considerable influence on the manifestations of the force

of affinity. Thus, for instance, when lime, potassa and sulphuric acid are

found in the boiled water, the sulphuric acid is assumed to exist, in the

first place, in combination with the lime, etc. It cannot be denied, how-
ever, that in this way much is left to the individual views and discretion

cf the analyst, and, consequently, that different reports might be calcu-

lated from the very same set of experimental results. A general under-

612
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standing upon this point would be very advantageous, because without it

the comparison of two mineral waters is beset with difficulties. As long

as an agreement of this kind is wanting, a comparison between two
mineral waters can only be made as regards the direct and immediate
results of the respective analyses."

Leffmann and Beam (Examination of Water. Lond. Kegan Paul,

Trench & Co., p. 70) say : "From the analysis of a water, it is rarely

possible to ascertain the exact arrangement of the elements determined

;

but it is the custom to assume arrangements based upon the rule of

associating in combination elements having the highest affinities, modi-
fying this system by any inferences derived from the character

or reactions of the water itself. It has been demonstrated that

even in the case of mixtures of salts producing no insoluble sub-

stances, partial interchange of the basylous and acidulous radicals takes

place. In a solution of sodium chloride and potassium sulphate, sodium
sulphate and potassium chloride will be found, as well as the original

salts. When the conditions are rendered more complex by the addition

of other substances, it is obviously impossible to determine the exact
arrangement. In view of these facts, it is best to express the composi-
tion of a water by the proportion of each element or radical present."

A. H. Allen (Jour. Soc. Chem. Indust., 1888. 799) says: "The vexed
question of the statement of the results of analysis of waters is by no
means one of mere academic interest, but rises as a spectre in the path

of the water analyst immediately he attempts to place his results on
paper. * * * We are driven to one of two alternatives ; either to

express the constituents in the old way, as anhydrous acids and bases, or

to combine them to the best of our knowledge and ability, and report

the constituents thus evolved from our imagination."

These opinions, which might be multiplied indefinitely, suffice to show

that leading chemists are fully aware of the imperfections inherent in our

present methods of writing results, and that they are desirous of sub-

stituting a better way, if such can be found. The main argument in

defense of the present state of things is that practical men, who are not

chemists, understand what is meant by such terms as sulphate of lime,

chloride of magnesia, carbonate of soda, etc., whereas they have no clear

conception of what is meant by chlorine, sulphuric acid, lime, soda, mag-

nesia, etc.

For my own part, I am unwilling to charge any such ignorance and

stupidity—for it is nothing less—against our clients. And whatever may
be true of business men generally, I cannot believe that the terms lime,

magnesia, soda, etc., are any less definite and full of meaning to railroad

engineers than the terms sulphate of lime, carbonate of magnesia or

chloride of sodium.

But even if it were so, the fact that my client is acquainted with

chloride of sodium, but not with soda, is no reason why I should assert

the presence of chloride of sodium in solution, when I am myself unin-

formed of such a fact. What we want to get at is truth ; the facts of the

case, in as simple and direct a way as possible. And if it is true that a

certain water sample contains 94 parts of lime (calcium oxide) per mil-

lion, then we want that fact to be stated, rather than any hypothetical
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assumption that this lime is present as 136 parts of sulphate of lime and

78 parts of carbonate of lime.

If- it be held that we can calculate a rational treatment on the latter

assumption, I still reply, such treatment will only work out satisfactorily

if calculated on a datum of facts ; and if it is a fact that 136 parts of

sulphate and 78 parts carbonate of lime are present, good and well ; but

do you know it to be a fact ? Now, as already established by quotation

from Fresenius and others, as well as demonstrated by the many failures

in actual practice of water softening, we know that the analyst can only

guess at such matters, and no two analysts will agree as to the form in

which analytical data should be presented. I hope to show that it is

quite possible to calculate treatment upon data which have nothing

problematical or doubtful about them, but are simple statements of fact.

In .reporting the content of (for example) lime in a water sample, the

analyst may state this as oxide of lime (CaO), or as hydrate of lime

(Ca(OH) 2 ), or as an equivalent of any salt of lime. But since caustic

lime is the chief reagent in use in water treatment, and is likely to remain

such while other reagents, such as caustic soda, barium hydrate, ferric

hydrate, etc., can quite easily and advantageously, for purposes of calcula-

tion, be written as oxides, there can be no question as to the best way
in which we should state our results. And if we write the lime as oxide,

it follows that magnesia and soda should also be written as oxides, while

the acids will naturally be given the form of anhydrides. We are accus-

tomed to see analytical results expressed in this way; and for the water

analyst the advantages of the method are very great and very apparent.

When we express lime as CaO, this is not an assertion that the sample

analyzed contains quick lime in solution. But it does assert that lime,

in various combinations, whose quantities are not exactly known to the

chemist, does exist in solution, in such amount that, if it were brought

into the condition of quick lime, it would weigh as stated by him. In

a similar way must we interpret the results for magnesia, soda, chlorine,

carbonic acid, etc. And we know that these statements, thus interpreted,

stand for actual facts, and constitute an assured basis for calculation.

(2) THE NUMERICAL STATEMENT OF RESULTS OF ANALYSIS.

Four different modes of expressing the results of water analysis are

in use, viz.

:

(1) Grains per United States gallon.

(2) Grains per imperial gallon.

(3) Centigrams per liter.

(4) Milligrams per liter.

All these methods agree in that they are statements of weight in

volume. If we take the density of water as unity, they may be inter-

preted in terms of weight as follows

:

1. Grains per United States gallon = parts per 57,6oo

2. Grains per imperial gallon = parts per 70,000
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3. Centigrams per liter = parts per 100,000

4. Milligrams per liter = parts per 1,000,000

The first mode of statement is employed by American chemists only,

and is not generally used, even in America.

The second mode is in very general use by English chemists, and is

also largely adopted in America. -

The third method is in general use in Germany, and to some extent

in England and America.

The fourth method is more or less used in all countries, and may be

called the international method.

In spite of the more or less widely extended use of the first and

second methods (grains per gallon), there is a universal recognition of

the desirability of a decimal notation. Hence it is customary to give a

double statement of results, even where the method of grains per gallon

may be employed in deference to long usage.

It is scarcely necessary to point out the great practical advantage of

a decimal system. The saving of time to everyone concerned, and the

clearness of statement consequent upon the simple relations between

weight and volume that exist in the metric system, are sufficient to justify

its adoption. In addition to this, the metric system is already in use in

every laboratory, and is destined very soon to displace pounds, ounces,

gallons, etc., in ordinary business, just as a decimal currency has long

ago driven out the clumsy pounds, shillings and pence of colonial days.

Metric weights and measures are already legalized by all governments, and

long before such legalization their convenience made them the choice of

scientific men.

I think it important that an association of this kind should express

a preference for some method of stating results. We may still find it

advisable, in special cases, to interpret our results into grains per gallon,

as the prejudices or limitations of our clients shall determine; but

economy of time and clearness of statement make it desirable that, as far

as possible, we should conform to a single system, and that a decimal one.

As between the third and fourth modes, both being decimal systems,

the only advantage that can be claimed for the last (international method)

if the fact that it does away with the necessity of using a decimal point,

or decimal figures. One part per million is equivalent to 0.07 grain per

gallon ; and a greater approximation to accuracy is never required for our

purposes.

If it be urged that we now measure water in gallons, and supply the

reagents for treatment in pounds, then it may be claimed that herein lies

one of the chief advantages of the decimal system. For it happens that

pounds and gallons have a decimal relation to each other, where water

is concerned, one gallon of water being ten pounds of weight. In order

then to convert parts per million into pounds per thousand gallons, it is

only necessary to divide by one hundred, since pounds per 1,000 gallons

equals parts per 10,000.

What I have just said relates to imperial gallons. Where the United
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States gallon is in question the conversion would be equally simple if the

Troy pound were used in weighing. But, unfortunately, American usage

has adopted the avoirdupois pound, with the wine gallon. These com-

plications make necessary the following factors

:

Wanted— Factor.

Lbs. avoir, per 1.000 Imp. gallon

r. s.

Grains per Imp. gallon
•• U. S. •'

Parts per 100.000
" -

: 1.000,000
Grains per U. S. gallon
Lbs. avoir, per 1,000 Imp. gal

0.143
0.174
0.1
0.01
0.143
0.823

In order more fully to make this matter clear, and to illustrate the

advantages of a decimal system, I have calculated the results of analysis

of two samples of feed water into the four different forms already

described

:

SAMPLE "LACOMBE."

Dissolved solids, dry at 120°
" ignited

Loss
Dissolved solids, sulphated. .

.

Lime (CaO) '

Magnesia (MgO)
Soda (Xa.,0)
Carbonic Acid (CO.,1
Sulphuric ' (SOs)

Chlorine (CI)
Alkalinity (as CaO)
Hardness, total

" permanent

Factor to convert to lbs.

Avoir, per 1,000 gallons, Imp
" TJ. S.

101.25
84.26
17.00
99.07
22.39
11.42
4.53
8.32

42.07
0.98

10.62
37.31
26.69

0.174
0.1-43

123.48
102.76
20.72

120.82
27.30
13.93
5.53

10.15
51.31
1.19

12.95
45.50
32.55

0.143

1 76.4
146.8
29.6

172.6
39.0
19.9
7.9

14.5
73.3
1.7

18.5
65.0
46.5

0.1

1764
1468
296
1726
390
199
79

145
733
17

185
650
465

0.01

17.64
14.68
2.96

17.26
3.90
1.99
0.79
1.45
7.33
0.17
1.85
6.50
4.65

0.823

14.52
12.05
2.47

14.17
3.20
1.64
0.65
1.19
6.03
0.14
1.52
5.35
3.83

SAMPLE "LA SALLE

Dissolved solids, dry at 120"
ignited

Loss ..
.'

Dissolved solids, sulphated .

Lime (CaO)
Magnesia ( MgO)
soda (Na20)
Carbonic Acid (CO,)
Sulphuric •' (SO s )

Chlorine (CI)
Alkalinity (as CaO)
Hardness, total

" permanent

104.12
86.90
17.22

114.28
9.13
9.24

28.13
6.95

12.05
34.44
9.82

20.26
10.45

12g.98
105.98
21.00

139.37
11.13
11.27
34.30
8.47

14.70
42.00
11.97
24.71
12.74

181.4
151.4
30.0

199.1
15.9
16.1
49.0
12.1
21.0
60.0
17.1
35.3
18.2

Column 1—Grains per U. S. gallon.
2— " " Imp. "

3-Parts per 100,000.
4— '• " 1.000,000.
5—Lbs. avoir, per 1.000 Imp. gallons.
6— " " " " U. S.

1814
1514
300

1991
159
161
490
121
210
600
171
353
182

18.14
15.14
3.00

19.91
1.59
1.61
4.90
1.21
2.10
6.00
1.71
3.53
1.82
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These illustrations suffice to show the superiority of the international

method (column 4) in the use of integral numbers only, and in the

ready convertibility into pounds per 1,000 gallons (Imp.), column 5.

(3) METHODS OF CALCULATING TREATMENT.

It is evident that, from the point of view of its treatment, every

water supply presents a fresh subject of study to the chemist. Having

ascertained that a given sample is not so good as it should be, the problem

is how to operate on it in such a way that, quality and economy being

considered, it shall be made as good as possible.

This is not simply a question of throwing lime and magnesia out of

solution. Various modes of accomplishing this are known, but all of

them may be untenable from considerations of cost, from the nature of

residual by-products, or for other reasons. It may be necessary to resort

to compromise in order to get best practical results. We may decide to

leave a certain proportion of lime in solution, rather than load up with

soda ; to do this by means of one reagent rather than another for specific

reasons, etc. Examination of the whole subject as indicated is beyond the

scope of the present paper.

I wish merely to show that treatment, for a definite end, can be more

safely calculated from a statement of results of analysis in the form I

have recommended, than from a statement involving such hypotheses as

come into any expression of dissolved solids as salts. For this purpose

it will suffice to consider the cases of lime and magnesia, which are the

chief basic substances contributing to the formation of scale.

As already pointed' out, it is not true that salts of lime and magnesia

exist in solution in water. Waiving this difficulty, and assuming not

only that they do exist, but that we know the amount of each salt in

solution, it becomes a simple matter to calculate the quantity of selected

reagents necessary for maximum precipitation of the bases.

Let us assume that the quantities present are as follows

:

Hypotlictical Lata.

Sulphate of lime CaSC>4=a

Bicarbonate of lime CalT(C03)2=:b

Chloride of lime CaCl.;=c

Sulphate of magnesia MgSC>4=a'

Bicarbonate of magnesia MgH2(C03)2=b'

Chloride of magnesia MgClj=c'

The total lime present will therefore be CaO = 56

And the total magnesia will be MgO = 40
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Let us further assume that the treatment is to be effected by lime and

soda ash.

The lime (CaO) required will be as follows:

56 b

b parts CaH 2 (C03 )2 require CaO
162

b'

MgSOj

MgH 2 (C0 3 ) 2

MgCl 2

56 a'

120

112 b'

146

56 c'

95

Hence the total lime to be added is CaO = 56

Also

106 a

a parts CaSOi require

136

106 a'

120

106 c'

95

106 c

( b a' b' c'

162 120 73 95
t

Na 2C03

MgSO*

MgCl 2

CaCl 2

Hence the total soda ash required is

'a a' c'

Na2C0 3 = 106
1 h ^ + -

136 120 95 i]

These are the theoretically correct quantities of lime and soda ash

to be used with a water containing sulphates, bicarbonates and chlorides

of lime and magnesia, in the proportions assumed.' And could we know
that these salts of lime and magnesia were present in the water in ques-

tion, in the amounts stated, the method of calculation outlined would be

perfectly correct and satisfactory.

Since, however, we can never obtain the requisite data for calcula-

tion, except by assumptions which may and must lead to error, it is very

desirable to find a method of calculating treatment which shall be based

on the actual results of analysis, i. e., on positive data. I propose to
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show that the same quantities of lime and soda ash can be deduced from

such positive data.

Positive Data.

Total lime (CaO) =56

Total magnesia (MgO) = 40

a b c

— +— +—
136 162 in

a' b' f"\

— +— +
120 146 95

\

Both of these quantities are positive, i. e., are direct results of analysis.

( a b c a' b' c'~

— +— +— +— +— +-
J36 162 in 120 146 95

a c a' c'
"

Hence total hardness = 56

Hence permanent hardness = 56

Hence temporary hardness = 56

J36 in 120 95^

f b b'

j62 146

(For explanation of these quantities, and the analytical processes

used in determining them, see my paper on "Water Treatment" in the

Jour. Soc. Chem. Indust., April 15, 1904.

Since the lime required in treatment is equal to the temporary hard-

ness, plus the equivalent of total magnesia in terms of lime, the follow-

ing expression represents lime required in the present instance

:

CaO = 56

= 56

' b b'

— +—
^162 146,

b b'

+ 14 X 40

a' b' c'

- +— + -
120 146 95^

162 73 120 95
^

Which is identical with the expression already derived from hypo-

thetical data.

Further, since the soda ash required is equal to 1.893 times the per-

manent hardness, the following expression represents its amount

:

Na2C03 = 1.893 X 56

c a c

- +— +— + -
136 in 120 95,

c a' c'

-- +— +-
J36 in 120 95

J

= 106

Which is seen to be identical with the expression formerly obtained.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. A. K. Shurtleff (Union Pacific—by letter) :—The report of

the Committee is an interesting one and contains valuable information

for the student of railway economics.

That part of the report under Problem I seems to cover the ground

in a complete manner. Although it may not be a point that should be

taken into account in this report, it might be advisable to call the attention

of railway officials to the fact that the erection of the most perfect water

softening plants will not secure the desired results except by constant

watching by the chemist and his assistants, and the co-operation of those

officials in charge of water service in impressing upon the employes having

charge of the plants the importance of properly following the instructions

given them. The average employe in charge of a pumping station is little

versed in the sciences; chemistry is an unknown book to him. If he feels

favorably inclined to water softening and his orders are to use a certain

number of pounds of lime or soda ash, he is liable to think a double dose

will accomplish twice the good. He may look upon the work as an ab-

surdity, as one pumper did, and say, "A man is a fool to put lime in water

to take out lime." In order to get results the human element must be

dealt with, and at times this element will require severe action on the part

of officials.

Under Problem II we find the benefits derived by certain companies

in using softened water. With the strenuous efforts put forth during the

last few years by railway officials in reducing gradients, improving the

standards in maintenance of track, steadily increasing the size and power

of locomotives and concentrating the tonnage in the minimum number

of cars, there has been a constant improvement in locomotive perform-

ance, especially in the increased ton mileage j)er ton of coal. When we

are shown figures as to increased monthly mileage and ton mileage with

a statement that it is entirely due to any one cause, we are apt to take the

information with a grain of salt. Other officials of the same district may
show the same figures but assign other causes for the improved conditions.

The use of softened water certainly contributes largely to the improve-

ment in performance of locomotives, but when we are given figures show-

ing a decrease in engine failures and boiler repairs, such as the Commit-

tee gives in its report, with the heavier service given by the locomotives,

there can be no element of doubt as to the cause of this decrease in fail-

ures and boiler repairs. The report of the results obtained by the Union

Pacific Railroad would be less confusing if they had quoted somewhat

m<~>re. fully from the article published in the Railroad Gazette of June 24,

620
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1904. The two sets of statistics given on page 7$ of Bulletin 58 apparently

are on the same district or division. As a matter of fact the first three

paragraphs of the page show the benefits derived from the elimination of

500 pounds incrusting matter daily from the boiler waters of a single

engine district in Western Wyoming. The fourth paragraph shows part

of the benefits derived from the elimination of 2,450 pounds incrusting

matter daily from the four engine districts between Council Bluffs, Iowa,

and Cheyenne, Wyo.

Referring to the summary of Problem III of the report—the second

paragraph of this summary should be stricken from the report, as it is

misleading and the hypothetical case given in this paragraph is improb-

able—misleading, since it suggests a possibility that the effects of hard

water on the lighter types of locomotives are less detrimental than on

the larger engines. It is hard to conceive a modern railway management

introducing heavier locomotives until they have approached the service

limit of the lighter engines in use. Without going into a lengthy disserta-

tion on evaporation, it is known that in practice the evaporation per square

foot of heating surface is practically the same in the engines working on

the same district, using the same class of fuel. This evaporation will vary

slightly, of course, depending on the ratio of heating surface to grate area

as well as on maintained boiler pressures. Since the evaporation per

square foot of heating service will be nearly the same, the deposit of

scale per square foot of heating surface will also be the same, and the

officials on a hard water district will probably experience trouble from

scale in their small locomotives long before the manufacturers begin to

deliver the larger types.

The position taken in paragraph 3 of the summary is unsupportable

without modification. At many water stations with water carrying 15

grains or more of incrusting solids per gallon the consumption of water

is so small that the interest charges on cost of installation with the

expense of maintenance and operation of a softener will exceed the bene-

fits obtained in the maintenance and operation of the locomotives. The
expense of maintaining and operating a softener including interest charges

can be closely estimated ; also the number of pounds of incrusting matter

that will be removed from the water consumed daily. Further study

should be made to approximate the value to locomotives of eliminating a

given quantity of incrusting matter from the water, and this value given

in items of repairs, mileage, etc., that it may be given the proper money
value by each company desiring to study this question. It can be but an

approximation at the best, but it is better than any data now at hand.

The conditions and character of waters vary so much on different districts

that the benefits shown as a total on one district may be far different from

those shown on a district with better waters. Hence the necessity of

reaching some unit values as to benefits received.

The statement contained in paragraph 4, summary of Problem III,

is generally true. Occasionally there are waters such as described, but
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carrying considerable quantity of carbonates of lime and magnesia. If

the quantity consumed is sufficient, it may pay to give such waters the

lime treatment alone, reducing the carbonates of lime and magnesia to a

minimum. It will not make a good boiler water, but it will improve it

over the natural water. There is a softener at one point in the West

working on a water similar to that described, except that the alkali salts

are not quite so high. The full lime treatment is given, but only a small

quantity of soda ash used to react on the sulphates of lime and magnesia,

so as to increase the alkali salts beyond a given limit. This softener is

proving an economy even though the water after treatment is far from

good boiler water.

The President :—The chairman of the Committee is requested to

make a statement in connection with the introduction of his report, if

he has any to make.

Mr. G. M. Davidson (Chicago & Northwestern) :—The Committee

this year has confined its work exclusively to the suggestions made by

the Board of Direction. It is unnecessary for me to take up the time

of the convention in going over these, as they appear in the report.

We would be glad to answer any questions, or receive any instructions,

in regard to the same.

The President :—-This report is open for general discussion. I do

not know what particular part of the report the members desire to

consider, and we would like to hear from some members regarding

the report of the Committee. When we come to finally consider it, we
will adopt or reject the conclusions on page 76. I will state that Air.

Kennicott has been extended the privilege of the floor, and we will be

glad to hear from him.

Mr. Cass L. Kennicott :—The first part of the summary of Prob-

lem III is the result of actual work done upon but five railroads; it

should at least also include the work of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie

Railroad, of which nothing is given. Section 2, under summary of

Problem III, speaks for itself.

It would be a benefit to soften any water used in locomotive boilers

that contains 15 or more grains per gallon of hardening material, or

even less than 15 grains, if the hardening* matter consists largely of

sulphate of lime. In giving consideration to the question as to whether

a certain water should or should not be softened, the number of grains

per gallon of incrusting matter is only one factor in the consideration.

I can conceive of a situation where less harm would be done by water

containing 40 grains per gallon of incrusting solids than one which

contains 15 grains per gallon. There should be considered, with the

quality of the water in question, the quantity which is used. If at a

certain station there were used 100,000 gallons per day of water con-

taining 40 grains per gallon of incrusting materials, the same amount

of difficulty from foaming would be given by a station using 200,000

gallons per day of water containing 20 grains of incrusting materials.

What really interests the practical railway man is the number of pounds
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of incrusting solids which enter the boilers at any given point, within

any given time. Under 4 we find : "It would not be of much benefit

to soften water that contains 50 grains per gallon of alkaline salts

before treatment." In general, this conclusion is correct, and possibly

the amount should be put even lower, but we find peculiar condi-

tions, particularly upon our Western railroads, and on some of the

railroads through Indiana and Ohio it is a condition and not a theory

that confronts them. It is sometimes best to soften the water and do

away with the difficulties experienced from the scale-forming material

contained and put up with the foaming difficulties where it is necessary.

That is, where water containing a small content of foaming solids is

not obtainable.

Experience of this kind has been had upon the El Paso & North-

eastern Railroad, which road should also be noted in the summary of

Problem III, running through Central New Mexico. Waters are being

softened upon that road, which, before treatment, contain as high as 152

grains per gallon of non-incrusting solids. True, difficulty from foaming

is experienced, but engineers using this water are obliged to bear in

mind the difficulties with which they have to contend, and they are

using the water successfully. The waters for a long distance over that

road contain so much material that foaming always takes place, and

engineers find, after they have had experience with the foaming of such

waters, that they can get over the road with them, even if they are

three times as bad as the 50 grains per gallon given in section 4, Prob-

lem III. Some work has been done by the Committee on the question

of reporting analyses for the purpose of examination by a railroad

official. There has been such a wide variation in the methods of analy-

sis adopted by railroad chemists that analyses by two chemists, both

equally correct, but made or calculated by a different method, are appar-

ently different when handed to the official who has to examine them.

Much good can be done by the Association by the appointment of a

committee who can decide upon a definite way of reporting water analy-
sis. The use of grains per gallon on reporting water analysis has given
rise to considerable confusion. I have frequently heard a railroad man
say, "This water contains so many per cent, of incrusting solids," which
shows that he has no conception of what "grains per gallon" means.
It is possible that a report made in such a form that it would show
pounds of incrusting solids in 1,000 gallons of water would be much
more intelligible than any method which would give merely grains per

gallon. It would be easy then to calculate how much incrusting grains

—solids—would be taken into a locomotive every time the tender tank

was filled.

(Vice-President Kelley in the chair.)

Vice-President Kelley :—We would be glad to hear from others on

the subject.

Mr. A. R. Raymer (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—Speaking for the

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, we have in service ten water-softening
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plants, with total hourly capacity of 350,000 gallons, in which we are

treating ahout 50,000,000 gallons per month. The waters we are treating

are of as variable a nature as those used by any of the Eastern roads,

and possibly as variable as any used by any railroad company. Our
water supply is drawn from six different rivers and from wells. At
one point the water has about 44 parts per 100,000 of scale-forming

solids, which is equivalent to about six pounds per thousand gallons.

This water is being treated so as to form no scale in the boilers. At

other points we are handling water that is decidedly acid, particularly

that in the Youghiogheny River, which has water from the coke ovens

and the mines. During part of last year the sulphate hardness, including

sulphuric acid in that water, amounted to 100 parts per 100,000. That

water was treated so as to cause no corrosion in the boilers. Our loco-

motive department has been able to increase the time between washouts

from seven days to 45 days. During the last six months of last year,

which covered a period of about three months of extreme dry weather

in the Pittsburg district, which means that the water was extremely

hard and required an excess amount of chemicals, the average cost

of our water, pumped, treated and delivered in the storage tanks ready

for use, was 4^4 cents per thousand gallons. This does not include

interest on the investment or an allowance for deterioration. The con-

stant attention of a chemist is not needed, and our pumpers',' who are

the ordinary pumpers, take care of the work with little supervision from

the general office. They have been able to determine the hardness

with an accuracy not varying more than 2 parts per 100,000 from analy-

ses made by the chemists. The result is that we have gotten satisfactory

boiler water from many sources' of raw-water supply, all of which are

bad. The results are highly satisfactory to our company.

Vice-President Kelley :—It has occurred to the President and the

chairman of the Committee that the adoption of all the summary of

Problem I, without taking it up in detail, would meet the approval of

the convention.

Prof. C. Frank Allen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) :

—

There is one point in relation to the report that I am not sure is

quite as clear as it might be, and that is the effect upon the trainload

of purifying the water. At low speeds the trainload is limited ; I sup-

pose by the adhesion. At higher speeds the tractive force is dependent

upon the steam-producing capacity of the locomotive, and when incrust-

ing solids are in the' boiler the steam-producing power is diminished.

The tonnage rating of your locomotive is, therefore, lower, and in

figuring upon the economy of a water-softening plant the item of cut-

ting off or adding to your trainload one or two cars, or whatever the

amount may be, should not be lost sight of. The Committee's report

covers that point, I think, but I desire to emphasize it.

Vice-President Kelley :—The Committee will take cognizance of the

remarks of Professor Allen. The question is on the adoption of the

summary of Problem I, as it appears on page 67, in toto.
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(The summary of Problem I was adopted.)

Vice-President Kelley :—I will ask the Secretary to read the sum-

mary of Problem II. Without objection, the clauses as read will be

considered as adopted.

The Secretary:
—

"(i) The cost of installing a water-softening plant

varies according to the capacity of the plant, its type, cost of material

and labor in its locality, and other local conditions."

(Paragraph i was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(2) The cost of operating a water-softening plant

varies according to the efficiency of the water-softening apparatus, and

cost of lime and soda ash in its locality."

Dr. Anthony McGill (Inland Revenue, Canadian Government) :

—

In regard to clause 2, under summary of Problem II, it will be noticed

that the Committee, in reporting upon this subject, has restricted its

conclusions to the consideration of general principles. This I consider

the only course that could honestly be followed by this Committee -it

this particular stage. As the result of more or less close connection

with this problem of water-softening for something over 20 years,

I feel myself now justified in saying that the problem is by no means

solved or settled once for all, either from its chemical or mechanical

side. With reference to the chemical side, we are in the habit of

speaking of two chemical substances alone as being practically avail-

able for use in the softening of water, and the cost of operating a

water-softening plant is stated, so far as the chemicals are considered,

to depend upon the cost of lime and soda ash, as though lime and

soda ash are the only chemicals which "can be used in the softening

of water. I have been pleased with the remarks of Mr. Kennicott as

to the extension of limits, and the fact that water containing 152 grains

per American gallon can be used in spite of its foaming qualities is

very gratifying. We are, however, compelled to increase the foaming

solids so long as we use soda ash as the essential material for throwing

sulphates out of solution. I must concede the point that at the present

moment soda ash is the only sufficiently cheap material that can be

used on a large scale for this purpose. But I am in correspondence

with manufacturers of barium compounds, especially barium hydrate, in

Germany and England and on this continent, and I hope that within

a short time we may avail ourselves of a substance to reduce scaling

solids of the worst kind without adding to the foaming qualities of

the water. I would prefer that some limiting phrase, such as "other

chemicals available for softening water," be introduced. The amended
clause will then read: "(2) The cost of operating a water-softening
plant varies according to the efficiency of the water-softening appa-
ratus, and the cost of lime and soda ash, or other chemicals available
for softening water, in its locality."

Mr. Geo. H. Bremner (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—I agree
with the gentleman that we ought to have some limiting clause in this

40
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article, because lime and soda ash are not the only chemicals used.

We have been unable to use a softening apparatus in one place on

our road, where we use a great deal of water, on account of not being

able to use lime and soda ash at that particular point. We tried tri-

sodium phosphate at this point, and while our experiment showed that

we might be able to soften the water with it, the extreme cost of

the chemical was such as to not warrant its use. At another point

on our road we have the water furnished by a flowing artesian well, so

that we do not have to pump the water into the tank, thereby making

the cost of operating the plant much less. Consequently, I do not

think we can fix definite limits in set of general conclusions.

Vice-President Kelley:—The Committee has accepted the interpola-

tion in clause 2. The article will stand as amended.

The Secretary:
—

"(3) The cost of chemicals required to soften

water varies according to the quantity of hardening matter in the water,

and also its composition.

"(4) If the hardening matter consists of carbonates of lime and

magnesia, the cost of chemicals for softening the water will be very

little, because common lime is the only chemical required.

"(5) If the hardening matter consists of sulphates of lime and

magnesia, the cost will be higher, because it will be necessary to use

soda ash, or some more expensive chemical.

"(6) The average cost for chemicals and labor on the Santa Fe

was 2.8 cents per 1,000 gallons; on the Northwestern it was 1.8 cents

per 1,000 gallons ; on the Southern Pacific the average cost for chemicals

only was 4.4 cents per 1,000 gallons, and on the Union Pacific it was 1.3

cents per 1,000 gallons.

"(7) The benefits derived from water-softening plants are: Fewer

boiler failures due to leaking: longer life of flues and firebox sheets;

reduced cost of labor for repairing and washing boilers ; increased loco-

motive mileage between shoppings ; increased ton mileage per pound of

coal consumed ; decreased number of locomotives in service ; shorter

time required for locomotives to go over the road ; better feeling among
the men, due to fewer failures and shorter time on the road ; less

expense in cost of overtime and delayed time.'
-
'

(The paragraphs were adopted as read.)

The Secretary:
—

"(1) If a railroad runs through a region where

hard water is the cause of trouble and expense, it would undoubtedly

benefit that railroad to install water-softening plants. The actual benefits

obtained from water-softening plants by the five railroad companies re-

ferred to, under Problem II, are evidence of this.

"(2) If a railroad has increased the size of its locomotives and

found that it has more boiler troubles due to hard water than it had

with the smaller locomotives, it would be a benefit to install water-soft-

ening plants."

(Paragraphs 1 and 2 were adopted as read.)
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The Secretary:
—

"(3) It would be a benefit to soften any water

used in locomotive boilers that contains 15 or more grains per gallon

of hardening matter, or even less than 15 grains, if the hardening matter

consists largely of sulphate of lime."

Mr. Raymer :—Where a large amount of water is being evaporated

in the boiler, a small number of grains will cause trouble. We are

treating water that has possibly not more than 6 or 8 grains, and find

it desirable to do so. Our locomotives, in making one trip on the

road, evaporate 10 to 12 times the volume of water contained in the

boiler. I move as an amendment that we substitute 7 in place of 15

grains.

Mr. George W. Kittredge (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis) :—I would like to amend that by substituting the word "may''

for the word "would"
—

"it may be a benefit" instead of "it would be

a benefit."

Mr. Raymer :—I accept the amendment.

Vice-President Kelley:—The Committee announce their willingness

to accept that. Without objection, the clause will stand as amended.

The Secretary:
—

"(4) It would not be of much benefit to soften

a water that contains 50 grains per gallon of alkali salts before treat-

ment, and also a considerable quantity of sulphate of lime, for, although

the water can be softened so that it will not make scale, yet it will cause

trouble from foaming."

Dr. McGill :—The remarks I have already made with reference to

the possible use of barium hydrate as a water-softening substance con-

tradicts to some extent the force of this clause. It would read con-

sistently with what I have read before, if the words "so long as sorla

ash is used to reduce the sulphate of lime" were inserted.

Vice-President Kelley:—Inserting those words after "treatment?"

Dr. McGill :
—

"Quantity of sulphate of lime by the use of soda ash."

Mr. Kennicott :—There are some considerations where it is necessary

to soften waters that would produce more than 50 grains per gallon

of non-scaling material which does cause foaming. We might amend

that clause the same as Mr. Kittredge amended the last.

(The paragraph was adopted as amended.)

Mr. J. B. Berry (Union Pacific) :—The Union Pacific is well pleased

with the results it has secured, but for the benefit of those who have

never tried the method, I would like to say that some of the remarks

we have heard are all right with a certain class of men, but eternal

vigilance is the price of getting good softened water. Do not wholly

depend upon your pumpers. You must have some other inspection

besides that. In these days, when operating expenses must be cut

down, the Superintendent is very apt to hire an inferior man to do

the pumping.

Mr. Raymer :—I agree fully with what Mr. Berry has said. The

supervision of the water-softening plant is much simpler than is supposed.
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Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—Has the Committee any

information to give as to the results that can be secured on a division,

one-third of which is equipped with water-softening plants and the other

two-thirds not so equipped? I have heard a statement recently that

this would prove bad for locomotives. Suppose a terminal is equipped

with water-softening plants and other stations are not, although it be

the policy of the road to equip other stations later on ; or suppose two

terminals are equipped with water-softening plants and intermediate

points are not equipped with them. Would any damage result to the

boilers from the fact of changing from treated water to untreated

water?

Mr. Davidson :—In reply to the gentleman's question, I will say

there can be no harm in a boiler from that sort of experience. Other

members of the Committee besides myself have been through that, and

we have equipped certain stations on a division and not others. We
picked out the worst ones first, and gradually worked up to the others.

Mr. Kennicott :—The benefit to be derived from the partial treat-

ment is directly in proportion to the water treated and its qualify.

After treatment the water is similar to a good natural water.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. XL—ON RECORDS,
REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering & Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee decided at the beginning of the present Association

year to carry on its work without the appointment of sub-committees.

The policy of the Committee has been to meet in general session monthly,

and this rule has been faithfully followed from the appointment of the

Committee in the month of May until the month of December, the time

of the preparation of this report. These monthly meetings have resulted

in a general interchange of ideas and information, so that the work

performed was truly committee work.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF MEETINGS OF COMMITTEE.

On May 13, 1904, a notice of the appointment of the Committee was

sent out by the Secretary of the Association, and the first meeting of

the Committee was held on June 20th at the office of the Association

in the Monadnock Block, Chicago. The members present were Messrs.

Edwin F. Wendt, Chairman ; W. S. Kinnear, Vice-Chairman ; H. A.

Woods and W. Archer.

A resolution was adopted to undertake no new work during the

year, but to devote the entire time of the Committee to the consideration

of previous conclusions of the Committee, which should be included in

the Manual of Recommended Practice.

The second meeting of the Committee was held on July 18th in De-

troit, Mich., at the office of Mr. W. S. Kinnear, Chief Engineer, Michigan

Central Railroad. Members present were Messrs. Edwin F. Wendt,

Chairman ; W. S. Kinnear, Vice-Chairman
; J. E. Turk, E. K. Woodward

and Paul Jones.

The General Labor Report, or Time Book form, was approved at

this meeting.
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Considerable time was devoted to a discussion of right-of-way and

lease records.

The third meeting of the Committee was held on September I2th

in Pittsburg at the office of Mr. Edwin F. Wendt, Assistant Engineer,

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad. Members present were Messrs. Edwin

F. Wendt, Chairman ; W. S. Kinnear, Vice-Chairman ; J. E. Turk and

W. Archer.

The subject of Addition and Betterment Accounts was considered

and referred to Mr. W. 'S. Kinnear, Vice-Chairman, with instructions

to confer with the Association of American Railway Accounting Officers

to the end that an answer be received to our communication of May

23, 1903-

It was also decided to revise the Section Foreman's Monthly Material

Report form, which appears on page 392 of the Proceedings of the third

annual convention, held in 1902.

The fourth meeting of the Committee was held on October 27, at

the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo. Members present were M'essrs. Edwin F.

Wendt, Chairman ; W. S. Kinnear, Vice-Chairman ; H. A. Woods, W.

Archer, E. K. Woodward and Paul Jones.

The entire time of the Committee was devoted to the consideration

of the revised form of Section Foreman's Monthly Material Report.

The fifth meeting of the Committee was held on November 21st,

at the office of Mr. Paul Jones, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Penn-

sylvania Lines West of Pittsburg, Columbus, O. Members present were

Messrs. Edwin F. Wendt, Chairman ; H. A. Woods and Paul Jones.

It was decided to submit two forms of Section Foreman's Monthly

Material Reports to the members for a letter ballot. As a result of

the ballot a revised form of the Material Report was finally adopted

and recommended for printing in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

The sixth meeting of the Committee was held December 19th, at the

office of the Association in Chicago. Members present were Messrs. Edwin

F. Wendt, Chairman; H. A. Woods, E. K. Woodward and J. G. Bloom.

The Committee was in session four hours and discussed and finally ap-

proved for printing the report of 1905.

BRIEF REVIEW OF REPORT OF 1904.

The general purpose of the last report was to consider the various

forms used in connection with Records, Reports and Accounts of the

regular Maintenance of Way Bridge Department of a railroad.
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Under the head of Conclusions (see Vol. 5, page 237) the Association

adopted (1) the following standard forms:

Report of Foreman of Bridges M. W. 1000, Vol. 5, page 247

Monthly Bridge Material Report M. W. 100 1, Vol. 5, page 249

Bridge Foreman's Diary M. W. 1002, Vol. 5, page 251

Bridge Department Tool Report M. W. 1003, Vol. 5, page 258

Structure Report M. W. 1004, Vol. 5, page 262

Current Bridge Inspection Report M. W. 1005, Vol. 5, page 266

Summary Current Bridge Inspection Report. .M. W. 1006, Vol. 5, page 268

General Bridge Inspection Reports M. W. 1007, Vol. 5, page 272

(2) In Bridge Inspections there should be a clear distinction made

between current inspection and general inspection. The purpose of the

current inspection is to keep the structure in safe condition, to promptly

discover any defects and to report same promptly, so that repairs can

be made before the safety of the structure is affected. It is important

that a simple record should be made while at the bridge, and that the

superior officer be kept advised of all such inspections promptly, whether

made by Bridge Mechanic, Gang Foreman, Division Bridge Inspector,

Master Carpenter, or others.

The purpose of the general inspection, frequently called the annual

inspection, although in many cases conducted semi-annually, or even

quarterly, is not only to check the maintenance work of the division

organization, but to make a more careful investigation of important

bridges and structures on the entire road, and, further, to ascertain and

settle what extensive repair work or renewal work should be done in

the following working season.

(3) The general forms of the railroad should be used in all de-

partments, including the bridge department as far as applicable. For

example, one form for reporting time should be used in all departments,

the blank being designed accordingly.

(4) Bridge Records, when properly kept up to date, in an accurate

manner, will prove of the highest value to railroads, and are essential

for our system of complete and proper Bridge Records. However, the

Committee believes that such forms are not necessary specially for a

Bridge Department, but are necessary generally for the compilation of

records for several departments, and hence these forms are not recom-

mended as standard special Bridge Department forms.

(5) Numerous minor forms are used on all railroads for reporting

information necessary to keep bridge records up to date, but in the opinion
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of the Committee such forms should be regulated by each individual

road, according to its peculiar requirements, and hence no standard forms

for this purpose are prepared and none is recommended to the Asso-

ciation for adoption.

The report also included three definitions, which were adopted as

conclusions.

(6) Records.—Records consist of information or data in graphical,

tabular or statement form, relating to the physical characteristics, con-

dition, cost and such other information as may seem desirable for record.

(7) Reports.—Reports consist of the medium through which in-

formation is transmitted from a subordinate official to a higher official

and from which records and accounts are prepared or compiled in the

filing office.

(8) Accounts.—Accounts cover all statements required to enable

payments to be made for labor performed and material furnished and

all statements necessary in order to establish the detail, total and com-

parative cost of work and various classes of expenses.

The Association adopted a conclusion regarding a system for filing

duplicate records in separate localities for protection in case of fire.

(9) It is recommended that duplicate copies of record books and

maps, particularly right-of-way maps, should be kept in quite widely

separated localities, so that the trouble and expense of reproducing the

same will be greatly reduced in case of fire or accident. (See Vol. 5,

page 228.)

Ledger Accounts.—The last report, Vol. 5, pp. 235, 263 and 284,

contains a short reference to the subject of Ledger Accounts, but no

conclusions regarding this subject were reached, and it is believed that

the subject is worthy of an entire year's study.

Bridge Office Records.—Reference was also made (Vol. 5, pp. 235,

237, 275 and 284) to a system of office records of bridges and culverts

and maintenance of way, but the Committee suggested that the entire

subject should receive further study before the Association be asked

to adopt any conclusions. The Board of Direction included this in the

assignment of subjects for consideration during the present year, but

the report of 1905 makes no reference to the subject, because the time

of the Committee was entirely devoted to other subjects.

Addition and Betterment Accounts.—The last report, Vol. 5, page

236, contains reference to this subject, and the present report, page 654,
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contains an account of the work done by the Committee in reference to

this subject during the present year.

GENERAL PURPOSE OF REPORT OF YEAR 1905.

The general purpose of the present report is to review, revise and

supplement all matter adopted heretofore and considered suitable for

publication in the Manual of Recommended Practice. The Committee has

been guided by a single purpose and a definite aim, viz., the study of pre-

vious reports.

HISTORICAL.

In the Proceedings of the fifth annual convention, page 243, will be

found a short statement regarding Historical Development of Records,

Reports and Accounts. During the past year the Committee has en-

deavored through correspondence to get some old forms and some infor-

mation regarding the same that would be of interest in this connection,

but these efforts have been in vain.

In the early days of railroads a complicated system of bookkeeping,

such as is in use at the present time on every important system of rail-

roads, was entirely unnecessary. The crude method of handling materials

for Maintenance of Way and Structure Department was to charge all

material to "Operating Expenses" as soon as it was paid for, without

waiting until the material was used. Since the consolidation of a number

of small railroads into one grand system, and in order to properly class-

ify the several expenses of a railroad, it has become increasingly neces-

sary to require a large number of reports. This was largely brought

about in the case of Material Reports by the fact that, instead of charg-

ing material out when it is purchased or shipped from Store House, it is

becoming more and more the practice to charge out the material as it is

actually used, thus keeping an accurate record of the material on hand

at all points. The development of the Section Foreman's Material Report

form would be interesting to study and ihe Committee is anxious to

obtain copies of such reports as were used in 1830, 1850 and 1870 or in

any intervening year.

ANALYSIS OF PRESENT REPORT.

The present report considers the following subjects:

(a) General Labor Report or Time Book Form. A standard form

is recommended. (See illustration, pp. 637-649.)
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(b) Section Foreman's Monthly Material Report. A standard form

is recommended. (See illustration, insert, page 650.)

(c) Right-of-way maps. A standard method is recommended. (See

illustration, page 652.)

(d) Register of Title Deeds. (See illustrated standard form,

page 655.)

(c) Lease Records. (See illustrated standard form, inset, page

655-)

(f) Report of conference with Association of American Railway

Accounting Officers relative to the advisability of the American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association considering the question

of the proper subdivision of Maintenance of Way accounts. (See page

654.)

(a)—GENERAL LABOR REPORT OR TIME BOOK FORM.

The form commonly known as the Time Book was considered by the

third annual convention in 1902 and in Vol. 3, page 383, will be found

a reference to this subject. The Committee has devoted considerable

time to a thorough reconsideration of the purpose and essential features

of the Time Book form, and as a result the illustrated form on pp.

637-649 is suggested for the Manual of- Recommended Practice.

The subject was also considered by the Committee in 1901. (See Vol.

2, page 316.)

The essential features of a Time Book form are five in number, as

follows

:

(1) The book should be of such convenient size as to be kept on

the person of the Foreman at all times while on duty during the month

covered by the time record.

(2) Proper provision should be made for accurate record of the

names of the employes of all classes.

(3) An adequate provision should be made for a daily record of

the time worked by each individual.

(4) The book should be so designed as to provide a place for the

daily record of work performed.

(5) Provision should also be made for a monthly summary cr

classification of work done.

The form proposed by the Committee meets all these requirements.

The size of the book is 5x8 in., a commercial size. The book is intended

to be carried by the Foreman while on the work, so that the record of

time worked and of work performed may be made during the day while
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the matter is fresh in his mind. One book or form would be used each

working month and the number of pages for the record of time worked

may be greater or less, according to the size of the working gangs. It

is not good practice to permit a Foreman to carry one Time Book-

on the work and transfer his record in the evening to another Time

Book which is forwarded at the end of the month to his superior officer.

Good practice requires that the Foreman should have only one Time Book

and shall carry the same on his person, shall make up his records while

on the work before he has time to forget what has actually been done

and shall forward this book without transcribing any part of the record.

The proposed book requires that the names of the employes shall

be recorded in full in rotation on a given page. Where check numbers

are also used, both the name and the check number of the man should

be recorded. For an ordinary section, carpenter or signal gang one page

only will be required for a record of names and time, because the capacity

of a page is fourteen names.

The most convenient arrangement for recording the daily time worked

is that shown in the form.

The fourth essential enumerated above is one of the strong features

of the proposed form. A daily record of the work performed is what

is actually wanted. When this record is made up on the very day of

the performance of the work, there is no possibility of error. Further-

more, such a record is valuable in future years in determining what was

actually done on a certain day. The Committee does not recommend

the printing of any definite classification of work or expenses for the

information of the Foreman. The Division Engineer or other officer

in charge of the preparation of the payrolls and the accounts wishes to

know in what work the men were actually engaged on the different

working days of the month. This work should be described in the

simple language of the men themselves.

Finally, the book provides for a monthly classification of the expenses

of a gang and distributes these expenses to the various items of work

performed, including repairs of main line, repairs of company sidings,

repairs of individual sidings, new tracks, new bridges, new buildings,

signals, water supply, etc.

The columns "Distribution and Amount" are not to be filled out

by the Foreman.

Very few instructions should be printed in the Time Book. The

better practice is for the superior officer to keep in constant touch with
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the Foreman and to deliver verbal explanations as often as may be neces-

sary, to the end that the Time Book may be properly kept. These

instructions may be varied by the individual railroad companies according

to their particular requirements.

The proposed Time Book would be handled according to the following

system

:

The Foreman, whether in the track, bridge, building, or signal de-

partment, would make up the Time Book at the close of the month and

forward the same to his superior officer. The book would be examined

and checked by the Supervisor of Track, Bridges, Buildings or Signals

and then forwarded to his superior officer, the Division Engineer, in

whose office the payrolls and report of distribution of expenses are pre-

pared. The Time Book would be filed in the office of the Division Engi-

neer, Assistant Engineer, or Engineer Maintenance of Way and pre-

served for a reasonable number of years.
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Form M. W. 1008.

A. B. & C. R. R.

Division.

TIME BOOK

Section No

Foreman.

Headquarters _

Month of- J90

SPECIFICATIONS.

Size of book, 5x8 inches. Form as shown, cover to be of three-ply manila
paper ; paper for book proper to be on yellow paper ; printing to be in black.

Book to contain 12 pages. (Form shown is one-half reduction.)
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INSTRUCTIONS.

1. Enter the information daily.

2. Read the instructions at the bottom of pages 2 and 3.

3. Show under each day the hours of work of each kind done, includ-

ing work done by Foreman.

4. The Summary on pages 14 and 15 must show all the work done dur-

ing the month. It is obtained by collecting the work done each

day. Show separately work done on main tracks, sidings, new

or construction work of all kinds, and for individuals or

other companies.

5. The total hours each day must agree with the totals shown on pages

2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

6. The total of hours in Summary must agree with tlie total on page 7.
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(B)—SECTION FOREMAN'S MONTHLY MATERIAL REPORT.

The subject of Material Report was considered in 1901 (see Vol. -»,

page 317). The subject was further considered in 1902 (see Vol. 3,

page 393). Conclusion No. 2, Vol. 3, page 406, contains a recommenda-

tion of the Committee for the adoption of the Material Report form,

found in Vol. 3, page 392. An examination of the text of the discussion

bearing on the report seems to indicate that the Association took no

formal action regarding this form.

During the past year the Committee made a thorough study of the

Section Foreman's Material Report form and it is now proposed to double

the size of the form, making it two times 8^x14 in., or 17x14 in. in size

(see illustration, inset opposite.) A desire for more information is the

single reason governing the Committee in deciding to recommend an en-

larged form.

The original instruction of the Board of Direction to the Committee

in 1901 was to consider the various forms in reporting material used,

to enable a complete check to be had on all material used. Your Com-

mittee believes that the form now proposed is in accordance with this

specification and that the information required by this form will enable

a complete check to be had on all material received and used.

The front of the proposed form is divided into fourteen columns

with various headings. The item under column No. 1, "Description of

Material," may be varied by the different railroad companies to suit their

special requirements. Column No. 4 covers material received through

purchases for which bills are passed. Column No. 5, "Taken out of

Track," covers all material received from the track when the same is

undergoing repairs. Column No. 6, "From Track Taken Up," covers

all material received from abandoned tracks which are taken up.

The precise wording of the fourteen columns referred to has been

carefully considered by the Committee, with the result shown on the

form.

The form has been prepared with the understanding that no detail

classification of scrap will be kept by the Section Foreman except Rail,

6 feet and over ; Rail, under 6 feet ; frog, switch and guard-rails, and

miscellaneous. These four classifications are sufficient.

On the back of the form will be found ample space for Remarks.

The Section Foreman should be carefully instructed and trained to submit

all necessary explanations in connection with the use and receipt of
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material. This part of the form may be conveniently used for separating

material used in different tracks for which bills are to be prepared.

In the "Remarks" column may also appear, when necessary, a state-

ment of material taken out of track when sidings are abandoned and

taken up, for which a special credit is to be made.

On the back of the form also appears a daily record of material

received by shipment and material shipped away. This is a valuable

feature of the form, for the reason that the record is complete and

accurate day by day. The information contained in this daily record

will enable 'a check to be made against columns 4 and 12.

In the body of the form a record of the number of linear feet of

switch tie timber is kept, while on the back of the form provision is

made for a record of the number of full sets of turnout, crossover or

other sets of ties. A record of extra pieces of switch timber is also

required.

The two latter features, viz., number of full sets of switch ties, and

number and length of extra pieces of switch ties, are simply an analysis

of the single item of total number of linear feet of switch ties shown

on the face of the form in column 14.

The Section Foreman's Monthly Material Report would be handled

in accordance with the same system as outlined for Labor Reports. At

the close of the month the Section Foreman will take an actual inventory

of material on hand and will prepare his report. He will forward it

to his superior officer, the Supervisor of Track, who will examine and

check the same and then forward it to his superior officer, the Division

Engineer. The different reports received from the Section Foremen

through the Supervisors of Track will be combined in the Engineer's

office and a proper classification of expenses for material prepared. The

Section Foreman's Material Report will be filed and preserved in the

office of the Assistant Engineer, Division Engineer or Engineer Mainte-

nance of Way.

RIGHT-OF-WAY RECORDS.

Right-of-Way records consist of Right-of-Way Maps and Deeds.

This subject was studied by the Committee in 1901, and the text of

the report in Vol. 2, page 318, contains a most excellent statement of

the essential features of such records.

(c) Right-of-Way Maps.—Your Committee submits a sample of

a right-of-way map, which is entered as M. W. 1010 (see illustration, page

652). This form is suggested for the Manual of Recommended Practice.

The Committee in 1901 really came to certain conclusions on this



Form M. W. 1010.

A. B. & C. R. R.

RIGHT-OF-WAY MAPS.

365
HENRICI & DUSS, TRUSTEES,

TO
P. & L. E. R. R.,

Beavek Falls, Beaver Co.
W. Deed.

Feb. 6, 1892. Rec. 142-398.
Con. $2,100. Slopes, None.

Description.
Lot 22, 23, 24, b'd n by lots of Darragh,

Fetterman and Porter, e by Lincoln alley,

s by 17th st, w by 2d ave.
Conditions, None.

366
J. S. DARRAGH ET AL,

TO
P. & L. E. R. R.,

Beaver Falls, Beaver Co.
Con. Pro.

No. 271, June, 1883.
Con., $4,309.28. Slopes, None.

Description.

60 ft. wide through property. Plot shows
30 ft. each side of C. L. from Economy addi-
tion to Henrici and Lenz. Being grantors
13-24 undivided interest in same.

Conditions, None.

367
H. W. HARTMAN

to
P. & L. E. R. R.,

Beaver Falls, Beaver Co.
R. of W. Deed.

July 10, 1889. Rec. 122-106.
Con., $8,000. Slopes, 2d P., yes.

Description.
First Par.—B'd s by Harmony Society,

e by Beaver River, n by Mrs. Metzgar, w

by a line 30 ft. and part with N. B. C. L.
and in addition so much as shall be neces-
sary for R. of W. for siding to Paper Mill.

Second Par.—60 ft. wide from Paper Mill
on s to Harmony Society on n, as shown
by plot (no plot attached). Being grantors
int. in above parcels.

Conditions.

Not to interfere with dam, right to trans-
mit power under tracks, water wheels, two
road crossings, to enlarge culvert, access
to dam to repair same, 10 ft. to be reserved
by grantee for siding above dam and w of
track. Not to extend slopes into river, re-
lease of old R. of W. interest of Jas. Dar-
ragh.

368.

JAMES DARRAGH
TO

J. M. SCHOONMAKER,
Beaver Falls, Beaver Co.

W. Deed.
Oct. 4, 1894. Rec. 147-233.
Con., $4,500. Slopes, None.

Description.
First Par.—Water lot 6, B'd n by lot 5,

e by Beaver River, s by lot 7, w by R. of W.
120 ft. wide, extending to river.

Second Par.—Water lots 15 and 16, B'd
n by lot 14, e by Beaver River, s by line
of Economy plan, w by R. of W.

Third Par.—Lots 543, 544, 545, B'd n by
unnumbered lot, e by Beaver River, s by lot
542, having a front on R. of W. of 1,845 ft.

Fourth Par.—Lots 546, 547, B'd n by
lot 548, e by river, s by unnumbered lot, w
by R. of W., 123 ft.

Fifth Par.—Unnumbered lot, B'd n by
lot 546, e by river, s by lot 545, w by R. of
W., 61.5 ft.

Conditions, None.
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subject, but an examination of the text of the Proceedings of the second

annual convention shows that the Association adopted no conclusions.

It is the opinion of the Committee that right-of-way maps, except in

cities and large towns, should generally be drawn on a scale of 400 feet

to 1 inch. They should be made in separate sheets for convenient han-

dling, the width of sheets generally not to exceed 18 inches. Right-of-way

maps of lands owned in cities or towns should be made on a scale of 100

feet to 1 inch; the length of the sheets being generally determined by the

size of the printing frame.

These right-of-way maps or sheets should be preserved in one of

three ways

:

(1) They may be bound together into an atlas.

(2) They may be bound loosely in board covers in such a manner

that sheets may be easily removed, corrected and replaced.

(3) They may be preserved as separate sheets and filed in regular

order.

Right-of-way maps should show the State, County, Township, Town
or City ; the right-of-way alinement complete ; the station plusses of

the crossing of all important land or property lines and streets, with

distances to all permanent line or street corners ; the angle which the

center line of the road makes with property lines ; the number of the

right-of-way sheet ; the points of the compass ; the scale of the map ; the

boundaries of the several parcels of land owned by the company; the

width of the right-of-way, particularly at those points where the widths

change; any additions or subdivisions of towns or cities with numbers of

lots and blocks and names of streets. On or near each parcel of land

shown on the right-of-way map should appear the deed custodian's num-

ber, with name of grantor, date, book and page of county recorder, and

an abstract of any unusual conditions appearing in the deed.

(d)—REGISTER OF TITLE DEEDS.

Deeds are filed with the Chief Engineer, the Real Estate Agent or

the Secretary of a railroad company, according to individual practice.

The custodian of deeds should keep a register of Title Deeds.

This subject was considered in 1901, but the Association took no

action regarding the report of the Committee.

In Vol. 2, page 318, of the Proceedings of the second annual con-

vention, may be found an excellent statement of the essential features

of Deed Records. Such a record consists of a direct or grantor index

of the deeds in alphabetical order in a book of convenient size. Deeds
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should be numbered consecutively, from I up, as they are received- by

the railroad company, then forwarded to the proper officer to record

on right-of-way maps, then returned by the Chief Engineer to the

custodian of deeds, with a notation thereon that deed has been properly

entered, after which the deeds should be filed in numerical order in a

fireproof vault.

Your Committee proposes for the Manual of Recommended Practice

a form called Register of Title Deeds and known as M. W. ion (see

illustration, page 655.)

(e)—LEASE RECORDS.

Leases should be numbered and filed in numerical order by road,

branch or division in a fireproof vault. The custodian of leases should

keep a lease record book containing in the body of the book a full record

of the lease. In the back part of the book 12 pages for the 12 months

should be ruled into columns for years.

Immediately after the receipt of a lease and its being entered in the

body of the book, the lease number should be entered under the year

on the proper month page when it expires. The names of the lessees

should be indexed alphabetically in the front of the book and each lease

should be indexed by the station name.

A few pages in the back of the book should be used for the purpose

of keeping a record of leases removed from the files.

Sample pages of a proposed Lease Record Book are illustrated. (See

illustration, form M. W. 1012, inset, page 655.)

(f)—REPORT OF CONFERENCE WITH ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILWAY

ACCOUNTING OFFICERS.

Your Committee has nothing new to report on this subject except

to make the statement that no reply to our request for a conference has

been received from the Association of American Railway Accounting

Officers.

The Proceedings of the fifth annual convention, page 236, contain

a statment of the work done by the Committee in 190,3. During Sep-

tember, 1904, the Committee took up this subject once again with a

view of preparing a final report. The conclusions of the Committee will

probably be formulated early in 1905 and will appear in the monthly

Bulletin.
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CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends that the following conclusions should

be published in the Manual of Recommended Practice:

FIRST—The following standard forms are considered essential and

recommended as the special forms for a regular working Maintenance

of Way Bridge Department

:

Report of Foreman of Bridges M. W. iooo, Vol. 5, page 247

Monthly Bridge Material Report M. W. 1001, Vol. 5, page 249

Foreman's Diary, Bridge Department M. W. 1002, Vol. 5, pp. 251-5

Bridge Department Tool Report M. W. 1003, Vol. 5, page 258

Structure Report M. W. 1004, Vol. 5, page 262

Current Bridge Inspection Report M. W. 1005, Vol. 5, page 266

Summary Current Bridge Inspection Report. .M. W. 1006, Vol. 5, page 268

General Bridge Inspection Report M. W. 1007, Vol. 5, pp. 272-3

SECOND—In Bridge Inspection there should be a clear distinction

made between Current Inspection and General Inspection. The purpose

of the Current Inspection is to keep the structure in safe condition, to

promptly discover any defects and to report the same promptly, so that

repairs can be made before the safety of the structure is affected. It is

important that a simple record should be made while at the bridge and

that the superior officer be kept advised of all such inspections promptly,

whether made by a Bridge Mechanic, Gang Foreman, Division Bridge

Inspector, Master Carpenter or others.

The purpose of the General Inspection, frequently called the annual

inspection, although in many cases conducted semi-annually or even

quarterly, is not only to check the maintenance work of the division

organization, but to make a more careful investigation of important

bridges and structures on the entire road, and, further, to ascertain and

settle what extensive repair work or renewal work should be done in

the following working season.

THIRD—The general forms of the railroad should be used in all

depaitments, including Bridge Department, as far as applicable, for

example, one form for reporting time should be used in all departments,

the form being designed accordingly.

FOURTH—Bridge records, when properly kept up to date in an

accurate manner, will prove of the highest value to railroads and are

essential for any system of complete and proper bridge records. How-

ever, forms in connection with bridge records are not specially necessary

for a Bridge Department, but are necessary generally for the compilation
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of records for several departments, and hence these for*s are not

recommended as standard special Bridge Department forms.

FIFTH—Numerous minor special forms are used on all railroads for

reporting information necessary to keep bridge records up to date, but

such forms should be regulated by each individual railroad according

to its peculiar requirements, and hence no standard forms for this pur-

pose are recommended.

SIXTH—Duplicate copies of Record Books and maps, particularly

Right-of-Way maps, should be kept in quite widely separated localities, so

that the trouble and expense of reproducing the same will be greatly

reduced in case of fire or accident.

SEVENTH

—

Records.—Records consist of information or data in

graphical, tabular or statement form, relating to the physical character-

istics, conditions, cost and such other information as may seem desirable

for record.

EIGHTH

—

Reports.—Reports consist of the medium through which

information is transmitted from a subordinate official to a higher official

and from which records and accounts are prepared or compiled in the

filing office.

NINTH

—

Accounts.—Accounts cover all statements required <t>

enable payments to be made for labor performed and material furnished

and all statements necessary in order to establish the detail, total and

comparative cost of work and various classes of expenses.

The above conclusions, nine in number, were adopted by the Asso-

ciation in 1904, and the text of the report in which these conclusions

appear is contained in the Proceedings of the fifth annual convention,

Vol. 5, page 227.

Your Committee recommends to the Association for adoption the

following additional conclusions, based on the text of the report of 1905

:

TENTH—The "General Labor Report" or "Time Book" form, M. W.

ico8, is recommended as a standard form for use by all employes or

working gangs in a Maintenance of Way and Structure Department.

*ELE\ EXTH—The "Section Foreman's Monthly Material Report"

form, M. W. 1009, containing the necessary information for keeping a

proper check on material received and used, is recommended as a standard

form.

* See amendment, page 659.
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*TWE]jFTH—Right-of-Way Maps should be prepared and kept in

accordance with form M. W. ioio, which is recommended as a standard

form for Right-of-Way Maps.

THIRTEENTH—The custodian of deeds should keep a Register

of Title Deeds in accordance with form M. W. ion, which is recom-

mended as a standard form for Register of Title Deeds.

'"'FOURTEENTH—The custodian of leases should keep a Lease Rec-

ord Book in accordance with form M. W. 1012, which is recommended

as a standard form for a Lease Record Book.

Your Committee recommends that conclusions 10 to 14 inclusive

be published in the Manual of Recommended Practice, if adopted by the

Association at its meeting in March, 1905.

Edwin F. Wendt, Assistant Engineer, Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad,

Pittsburg, Pa., Chairman.

W. S. Kinnear, Chief Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Detroit,

Mich., Vice-Chairman.

W. Archer, B. & O. S. W. R. R., Cincinnati, O.

J. G. Bloom, Principal Assistant Engineer, C, R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.

H. Fernstrom, Chief Engineer, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., New York.

V. K. Hendricks, Assistant to Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.

Paul Jones, Superintendent, Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Railroad,

Zanesville, O.

B. S. Josselyn, General Manager, Sioux City Union Terminal Ry., Phila-

delphia, Pa.

W. S. Thompson, Assistant Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, Oil City, Pa.

J. E. Turk Superintendent, Philadelphia & Reading Railway, Tamaqua,

Pa.

E. K. Woodward, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Wabash Railroad,

Detroit, Mich.

H. A. Woods, Engineer in charge of Double Track and Grade Reductions,

Grand Trunk Railway, Detroit, Mich.
Committee.

*Soe amendment, pp. 659, 660.



AMENDMENTS.

Conclusion No. ii: The ''Monthly Track Material Report form,

M. W. 1009, containing the necessary information for keeping a proper

check on material received and used, is recommended as a standard

form.

Conclusion No. 12 : Right-of-Way Maps should be prepared and

kept in general in accordance with form M. W. 1010, which is recom-

mended as a standard form for Right-of-Way Maps.

In connection with the illustration of Right-of-Way Maps, the

following descriptive matter should appear:

"Maps showing right-of-way in cities and boroughs should be drawn

to a scale of 100 ft. to one inch. Maps showing right-of-way outside of

municipalities may he drawn to a scale of 400 ft. to one inch. They

should be prepared, generally, as shown in the illustration. They should

be made in separate sheets for convenient handling, and the width of

sheets as a rule should not exceed 18 inches. The length of sheets will

be determined generally by the size of the printing frame.

"Right-of-way sheets may be preserved in one of three ways

:

"(1) The sheets may be bound together into an atlas.

"(2) They may be bound loosely in board covers so that the

sheets may be easily removed and corrected and replaced.

''(3) They may be preserved as separate sheets and filed in regu-

lar order."

Conclusion No. 13: Under the head of "Register of Title Deeds"

should appear the following descriptive matter

:

"Deeds are filed with the Chief Engineer, the Real Estate Agent

or the Secretary of a railroad company, according to individual practice.

"The Custodian of Deeds should keep a register of Title Deeds in

accordance with the form illustrated.

"Deeds should be numbered consecutively, No. 1, 2, 3, etc., in the

order of their receipt by the railroad company; then forwarded to the

proper officer to record on right-of-way maps ; then returned by the

Chief Engineer to the Custodian of Deeds with notation thereon that

the deed has been properly entered, after which all deeds should be

filed in numerical order in a fireproof vault."
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Conclusion No. 14 : The Custodian of Leases should keep a Con-

tract and Lease Record Book in accordance with form M. W. 1012,

which is recommended as a standard form for a Contract and Lease

Record Book.

Under the head of "Contract and Lease Record Book" should appear

the following descriptive matter

:

"The Custodian of Leases should keep a Contract and Lease Record

Book, containing in the body of the book a full record of the lease in

accordance with the form illustrated.

"In the back part of the book twelve pages for the twelve months

should be ruled into columns for years.

"Leases should be numbered and filed in numerical order, by road,

branch or division in a fireproof vault.

"Immediately after the receipt of a lease it is entered in the body

ot the book, the lease number should be entered under the year on

the proper month page when it expires.

"The names of the lessees should be indexed alphabetically in the

front of the book, and each lease should be indexed by the station name.

"A few pages in the back of the book should be used for the

purpose of keeping a record of the leases removed from the files."



DISCUSSION.

Mr. W. S. Kinnear (Michigan Central—by letter) :—As a member of

the Committee on Records, Reports and Accounts, I agreed with the major-

ity of the Committee in recommending to the Association a form for Fore-

man's Monthly Material Report. This form will be found attached to the

Committee's report for the year 1905, and published in Bulletin No. 59. As
a member of the Association, I feel entitled to discuss the blank form
referred to, which was submitted by the Committee for the consideration

of the Association.

The Foreman's Monthly Material Report is a very important report,

and in considering a form for adoption by the Association I feel that too

much consideration should not be given to forms of this report now in

use on various railroads throughout the country. It is the duty of the

Association to adopt what might be termed an ideal form, which will be

productive of absolutely the best results and give the most complete sec-

tion record. In my judgment the form recommended by the Committee

does not meet all of the requirements, the principal objection to the form

as submitted being the method of treating what cannot be termed other

than scrap. It certainly is desired to obtain, as far as possible, a com-

plete record of the expense connected with each section of any road.

Track material is shipped to the different sections from time to time, and

in the natural course of events certain material is obtained from track for

which a proper and correct return should be made. A large amount of

this material is usable, and in a great many cases a correspending amount

of it can be termed nothing but scrap.

It has always been my idea that section accounts have not received

proper attention, and that it should be one of the objects of the Associa-

tion, in connection with the Committee on Records, Reports and Accounts,

to improve conditions in this respect. I am submitting for the consider-

ation of the Association a form of Foreman's Monthly Material Report

which differs somewhat from that recommended by the Committee. Ver-

tical columns are provided for making the scrap return, and are arranged

in such order that it will be a very simple matter for the Foreman to ren-

der proper account of the different classes of material from month to

month. The form recommended by the Committee on Records, Reports

and Accounts provides only for a monthly record of scrap rail, frogs,

switches and guard-rails. An item is mentioned termed "Miscellaneous

Track Scrap." Under this last head would be shown all miscellaneous

material gathered from the track classed as scrap. We are all more or

less familiar with the different classes of track scrap, and know that it is

composed of angle bars, bolts, spikes, tie-plates, rail braces, switch stands,
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switch locks, switch lamps, and in fact all classes of material unfit for

further use in track, and having a commercial value. The form recom-

mended for adoption by the Committee calls for a complete record on

the part of the Section Foreman of all material received during the month,

and a further record of material used and shipped away during the month.

It occurs to me that it will be absolutely impossible for the Foreman to

make a correct report, unless he is given the privilege of making a detail

return of track scrap; for instance, he uses six pairs of angle splice to

replace six pairs of broken splice. The splice received are shown in the

proper column and a corresponding record is made of splice used. We
have no record whatever, except under the head of "Miscellaneous Track

Scrap," of the broken splice which were replaced by the new ones received

during the month. The honest disposition of this material rests entirely

with the Section Foreman, and in my judgment is absolutely wrong. It

is difficult at best to give a critical supervision to the actions of the Sec-

tion Foreman, and if any improvements in this line can be made in the

way of improved monthly material reports, I think it should be done. The

form to which I call the attention of the Association is one that will pre-

serve an accurate record of track scrap and enable the accounting office

to check scrap credit given the track department from month to month.

As before mentioned, I think, in considering this report, we should not be

governed too much by forms in use on various roads throughout the coun-

try, but should give careful consideration to the preparation of an ideal

form.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Chairman of Committee— by letter) :—The

statement of Mr. W. S. Kinnear, regarding the Monthly Material Report

form, contained in Bulletin 59, page 25. has been carefully read. The form

suggested by him has also been studied. I agree with Mr. Kinnear that "it

is the duty of the Association to adopt what might be termed an ideal

form, which will be productive of absolutely the best results and give

the most complete section record." The aim of the Committee has been

to suggest a form which would be best suited to the conditions generally

found throughout the country. The form suggested by Mr. Kinnear is

based on a desire "to obtain, as far as possible, a complete record of the

expense connected with each section of any road." This remark brings

up the entire question of ledger accounts, which has never yet been

thoroughly considered by the Committee (see Bulletin 59, page 7, also

Vol. 5, pp. 235, 263 and 284).

This is a most interesting subject, and the proper discussion of the

same will be profitable to the members of the Association.

Should ledger accounts be kept with each track section? There is no

agreement regarding such a practice. The subject, in my judgment, is

large enough and of sufficient importance to require the entire attention

of the Committee on Accounts for one year.

The Material Report form, suggested by the Committee, is really

based on the principle that no elaborate system of ledger accounts is kept
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with individual track sections; however, if such accounts are desirable

there is no reason why the same could not be kept in proper form with

the information given by the reports.

The item of "Scrap" is treated by the Committee in this way : Four

classifications of scrap are made: "Scrap rail, 6 ft. and over;" "Scrap

rail, under 6 ft. ;" "Scrap frog, switch and guard-rails," and "Scrap, Mis-

cellaneous." If a more detailed classification of scrap is necessary and

desirable, then the form suggested by the Committee will have to be modi-

fied as suggested by Mr. Kinnear. The real question is, what does the

railroad company gain by classifying its scrap in any greater detail than

the Committee has suggested.

I like Mr. Kinnear's suggested form very much, but do not favor the

adoption of the same at this time, because I fear that it will not be possi-

ble to get the ordinary section master, especially those in the industrial

districts, to properly keep the record.

Mr. C. S. Ells (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—by letter) :—On look-

ing over Bulletin No. 59 I beg to offer for the consideration of the Com-
mittee on Records, Reports and Accounts the following criticisms :

In Time Book make an additional column to the right for deductions.

This is particularly necessary with floating gangs, and necessary space

could be spared from columns "Check No." and "Occupation" to make it;

in my opinion it would be still better to have a column showing balance

due, as the extensions could be checked in the book, and in writing pay-

rolls all data in rotation being before you. In the instructions at bottom

of page 15, to show amounts in even 5 or 10 cents. The amounts are as

a rule taken from rate books figured to nearest cent, and unless all who
handled the books understood this rule it would be confusing.

On page 9, the recommendation that this Time Book should be the

only record of time kept by Foremen and carried by them constantly, does

not meet my entire approval. In the first place, a manila covered book,

carried by Foremen, in all kinds of weather, for thirty days, is apt to be

sadly demoralized; in the second place, the Foreman may in thus carrying

it, lose the book, or it may be lost in transmission to the Roadmaster, as

sometimes happens in my experience. In either event the original record

is lost and the copy must be made from memory. I believe it better to

insist that the daily record of time and work done be written up daily

from memoranda kept in a small book, which most Foremen carry.

In the last paragraph on page 10, that Time Book should lodge some-

where between Division Engineer and Engineer Maintenance of Way.
Personally I believe that pay-rolls should be written in the office of Road-

master, as he and his clerk (if he has one) are more familiar with the

penmanship and names and will get them nearer correct than anyone else;

then the books should lodge with him, or he should be furnished a tissue

of the rolls.

In the Material Report form, I would leave out entirely the listing

of full sets of switch ties, as in maintenance work it is seldom that they
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are sent out in sets. I would favor a tabular form, with headings for

lengths left blank, with four horizontal lines, "On Hand ist of Month,"

"Received," "Used," "Balance End of Month," total linear feet, of

course, to agree with totals shown in body of report and serving as a

check against these figures.

Very likely these points have been considered by the Committee, but

I thought no harm would be done in bringing them up.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Chairman of Committee—by letter) :—The
criticism of Mr. C. S. Ells has been carefully considered.

(i) Regarding an additional column in the Time Book for deduc-

tions. This will probably be necessary on some railroads. The Com-

mittee thought that this feature should be left open and decided accord-

ing to the requirements of a particular company.

Regarding the instruction to show amounts due in even 5 or 10 cents.

The practice of the treasury departments of railroads is variable, and

the Committee believes that this instruction will be changed by the par-

ticular railroad in accordance with the general practice of the company.

(2) The Committee recommended that the Time Book should be

carried by the Foreman in his pocket constantly when on duty. A manila-

backed book, such as is recommended, will of necessity need some pro-

tection in the pocket. The best practice is to provide the Section Foreman

with a canvas cover for the Time Book. This cover will last for several

years and will fully protect the Time Book from damage. The text accom-

panying the report failed to state that this cover should be used.

The objection to allowing a Foreman to transcribe his time in the

evening from a note book to the Time Book is based entirely on the prob-

ability of error in making the transfer; however, it is not denied that this

is common practice, and no doubt the rule which requires the Foreman to

carry the Time Book in his pocket while on duty is frequently violated.

The Committee believes, nevertheless, that the original record made by

the Foreman on the work will be more accurate.

Regarding the loss of the Time Book in transmission through the

mails, it is common practice for the Foreman to keep in his possession an

old-fashioned time book which will give the record of the time of his gang

for several years. In accordance with this practice, if the regular time

book should be lost, the record could be duplicated promptly.

(3) The third criticism of Mr. Ells is answered in this way. Pay-

rolls are prepared in a particular office in accordance with the general

organization of a railroad. In the eastern part of this country pay-rolls

are written up in the office of the Engineer Maintenance of Way. This

title may not be understood in all parts of the country. On the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West of Pittsburg the pay-rolls are prepared in the office

of the Engineer Maintenance of Way ; on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

the pay-rolls are made up in the office of the Division Engineer, and on

the Pennsylvania Railroad they are prepared in the office of the Assistant

Engineer. The Committee on Records, Reports and Accounts has noth-

ing to do with the question of titles, as that subject belongs to the
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Committee on Organization. It was the intention of the Committee to

suggest that pay-rolls be written in the office of the person immediately

in charge of maintenance of way work.

(4) In connection with the Material Report Form, Mr. Ells suggests

that he would leave out entirely the listing of full sets of switch ties, as

in maintenance work it is seldom that they are sent out in sets. The
position of the Committee is that the information given regarding the

number of full sets of switch ties on hand at the end of the month is

useful and desirable information. If, however, a particular road does

not desire this information, then that part of the form may be eliminated

or modified to suit the conditions. This feature is not an essential part

of this form and yet the experience of the Committee has been that the

information regarding full sets of switch ties is useful and desirable.

Mr. C. D. Purdon ( St. Louis & San Francisco—by letter) :—There is

one point in die report of the Committee on Records, Reports and Ac-

counts 1 would like to comment upon. For instance, the proposed Time
Book contains no column for deductions. If hoard is deducted from the

men it should be shown on the pay-roll. "1- otherwise the board bill might

get lost in transmission. Also, many roads have a hospital association,

and this deduction should also be shown on the Time Book.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Chairman of Committee—by letter):—The
criticism of Mr. C. D. Purdon, Engineer Maintenance of Way. St. Louis &
San Francisco Railroad, is to the point. The proposed Time Book does not

contain any column for deductions. The policy of railroads differ in

regard to deductions for board. Most treasurers will not honor a board

bill unless the laborer will authorize in writing on a special blank the

deduction of the amount of board from his wages. Where this rule is in

effect the board bill signed by the laborer will be sent in by the Foreman

with his time book and the matter of deductions will be taken care of

in the office by the clerical force of the Engineer. The same remark

applies to deductions on account of dues for hospital associations. The

idea is that these matters should he taken care of in the office of the

Engineer where the pay-rolls are prepared. On the same road there may

be deductions made for several reasons—board, rent, relief dues, hos-

pital association dues, etc. It is impossible to provide columns for all

these deductions. Is it not better practice to take care of all these

matters in the office of the Engineer and rely on the Foreman simply to

furnish the information which will be the basis of the work of the office?

On page 7 of Bulletin 59 will be found a reference to the historical

development of records, reports and accounts. When the report was pre-

pared the Committee had been unable to obtain any information bearing on

this subject. Since that, time valuable information has been received from

Mr. David Lee and his chief clerk. For the information of the members
the letters containing this information are printed in full.
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Zanesville, Ohio, February 27, 1905.

Mr. V. K. Hendricks, Assistant to Engineer Maintenance of Way,
B. & O. R. R.

Dear Sir :—Mr. David Lee has handed me yonr letter of December 17,

with request to reply ; he is too feeble to dictate, and as I was chief clerk

when the Maintenance of Way office was formed in 1872 and was with

him until 1899, I know nearly all the methods ; we talked the matter over

and I have read to him the enclosures, which he approves, and I regret I

am unable to supply any of the forms, as I appreciate how satisfactory

they would be.

The offices were moved several times and at each removal there was
a destruction of old papers, but I kept many memoranda and my old note-

books are very full of dates and statistics for nearly fifty years, my own
connection with the Baltimore & Ohio commencing in April, 1865.

Trusting this very imperfect sketch will be not altogether useless and

suggesting that you acknowledge the receipt to Mr. Lee, who will be

gratified thereby, I am, Respectfully yours,

(Signed) J. Hope Sutor.

(The sketch is written as Mr. Lee's article and not my own, and the

personal references are to him and not me.)

The Centra] Ohio Railroad, with which I had been connected for a

number of years preceding the lease to the Baltimore & Ohio, had no dis-

tinctive forms for Maintenance of Way or Road Department, as it was
then styled.

The common form of pocket time book, sold in the stores, was used

by track, bridge and other foremen, the names of the men employed dur-

ing the month being recorded and the time made by each entered under the

date worked. Alternate pages were blank, and foremen recorded upon

them the character of the daily work performed.

Two sets of books were provided for each foreman, the one in use

during the month being collected at the end of the month, and the other

delivered for use during the ensuing one ; therefore the books recorded

the work in alternate months.

When the books were collected they were delivered to the Auditor,

who prepared the pay-rolls from them. The classification was limited

to four accounts. Expenses incident to clearing wrecks, transferring

freight and removing ice and snow were charged to such accounts, and

all other expenditures to repairs of track.

The Road Department had no office organization, and instructions

were issued and interviews on special subjects elicited by personal inter-

view, the constant passage over the road by myself making such a prac-

tice possible. The limited correspondence was conducted by station

employes detailed for the purpose as desired.

When the Baltimore & Ohio took possession of the property, its

method of operation did not affect the Road Department, except in the

matter of the preparation of the pay-rolls. The Auditor's office was
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abolished and the rolls were prepared by the departments, and as the

Baltimore & Ohio paymaster disbursed the money, the Baltimore & Ohio

form of pay-roll was used. The Baltimore & Ohio method of prepara-

tion consisted of a check sheet, of the same size as the pay sheet, and

which was a duplicate of the foreman's time book, designed as a record

in the department office. The time book was discarded and a small check

sheet substituted, and as this was filed in the department office, the dupli-

cate check sheet was unnecessary and was discontinued.

The lines west of the Ohio River were increased in mileage by the

addition of the Lake Erie and Straitsville divisions, and early in 1872 a

Road Department office was organized, but as the lines west of the Ohio

were, in operation, distinct from those east, no direction was exercised by

main line officials, and the creation of forms was an evolution, as cir-

cumstances suggested their employment.

Among the first was a monthly rail report, which recorded broken

and defective rails, and the time of laying and removal, under the

impression that by some process of comparison the quality of each maker's

product would be indicated.

A tool and material report was introduced early to serve as a check

against loss by theft or carelessness, the foreman being required to show

the quantity of cross-ties, splices, tools, etc., on hand at the beginning of

the month, the quantity received and used, and the remainder at the end

of the month.

The "Finnegan to Flanagan" character of the reports made of stock

killed, and the wonderful discrimination made by locomotives in selecting

only the most valuable animals for destruction, made an accurate detailed

account of all such casualties desirable, and it was sought to secure infor-

mation to successfully defend fictitious claims ; accordingly this form was

frequently changed, as experience demonstrated the value of certain facts.

Foremen had four forms—check sheet, rail report, tool and material

report, and report of stock killed. When the rail report was discontinued

there were only three.

As railway service became more methodical and the system of account-

ing more analytical, forms multiplied very rapidly, but they were used

principally by men acquainted with accounting methods, and in this depart-

ment the workmen were relieved, so far as possible, of clerical work, as

tending to be expensive and inaccurate.

As the old forms were discarded they were destroyed, and as there

were no record rooms, old papers were burned when the accumulation

became burdensome, so that none of the early forms can now be secured,

and even those of more recent years have possibly been likewise

disposed of.

The President :—The conclusions are found on page 30, of Bulletin

No. 59. It is the desire of the Board that the conclusions be adopted, if

that can be done without a wide range of discussion ; but if the dis-

cussion takes a wide range, we will have to limit the debate. We will
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be glad to have a statement regarding the matter of the report from

the chairman of the Committee.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—The first nine

conclusions are practically the conclusions arrived at in previous reports.

At previous conventions, however, the discussions of reports of this

Committee have been exceedingly meager, and it may be that the con-

vention desires to discuss these nine sections again. I would suggest

that the conclusions be taken up in order.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I desire to make an amend-

ment to that. As these nine conclusions have already been duly acted

upon by the Association, and our time is too valuable to be taken up

in going over the matter again, we had better concentrate our time

on the additional conclusions—10 to 14. I do not think we should take up

these nine conclusions again, unless there is some special reason for

doing so.

The President :—The Committee will accept the fact that the con-

vention has already passed on the first nine conclusions, and the Sec-

retary will read the conclusions, beginning with the tenth, on page 3:.

The Secretary:
—

"(10) The 'General Labor Report' or 'Time Book'

form, M. W. 1008, is recommended as a standard form for use by all

employes or working gangs in a Maintenance of Way and Structure

Department."

(Conclusion No. 10 was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(11) The 'Section Foreman's Monthly Material

Report' form, M. W. J009, containing the necessary information for keep-

ing a proper check on material received and used, is recommended as a

standard form."

Mr. Wendt :—In Bulletin No. 61 will be found Mr. Kinnear's dis-

cussion, in which he submits a report similar to the present one, with

the exception that he provides a column for the purpose of classifying

the material into usable and scrap. In all other respects I think the

Committee is unanimous.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines West) :—I have a criticism

to offer in regard to the report referred to in conclusion 11. It may

be a very good form for a ledger account for the foreman, but it does

not tell the clerks in the office in what work the material was used,

and it requires some other report to give this information to the clerk.

There has been some attempt made to take care of this matter on the

back of the report, but it is not done in a satisfactory way. My own

opinion about material reports is that the best material report is a

piece of blank paper, with the name of the railroad and division printed

upon it, sent in daily by the foreman, on which he sets down the kind

of material and how much he used, and in what particular piece of work
he used it. Disposed of daily, it gets the matter off the foreman's mind

at once. All he needs in addition is a sort of ledger blank on which

to place his subtractions from, and additions to, material on hand, new
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material received, etc., which is always checked at least twice a year.

I move, therefore, that this eleventh conclusion be not accepted.

Mr. Berg:—I would ask of Mr. Cushing whether a form like this

is not needed as an office form, if not for the section foreman's report;

by changing the heading, perhaps it would be satisfactory?

Mr. Cushing:—We do not need that report at all, even for the

office worker. The one of which I speak takes the place of that, too,

because the clerks in the office keep track of these daily reports as

they come in and copy the record from them; the balance of material

is checked over every three months or six months, which is often enough

to keep track of it.

The President :—The Committee would be glad to have the mem-
bers state w^hat their present practice is with regard to this.

Mr. Cushing :—I am not speaking of our present practice, because

we had a committee go over this some time ago, and they adopted a

blank practically the same as this is. But the division on which I was

located for some time used for many years the method of which I am
speaking, and found it much more satisfactory, much more so than the

present blank.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—The lines with which

I am connected have for several years been using a form almost identical

with that recommended by the Committee, with the exception that there

is but one column in which to total amounts. The amounts expended by

the section foreman and the different kinds of material used by him are

so little that the clerks in the office themselves rejected the extra column
and preferred to foot up the single column themselves. In place of making
our material report of double width, as I understand the Committee recom-

mends, we make it of double length, so that it is quite long, but it folds

very readily, like a sheet of legal cap. We also give to each foreman a

small, cheap pocket memorandum book which he always carries with him,

and he notes in the book from day to day the amount of material expended

on any work. The plan works out very well with us, although I have

had under consideration from time to time a plan somewhat similar to that

suggested by Mr. Cushing, but I am not prepared to change to the plan

suggested by Mr. Cushing, and the clerks in the office who handle the

accounts say they believe they would prefer present methods.

Mr. Berg :—I believe most railroads do have a summary or monthly

material report, and this blank is of the order which most railroads

use. The real question is whether it is an office blank or a section fore-

man's blank.

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—Since it is merely a

matter of the heading, it may be used either as a supervisor's or section

foreman's report, as found necessary.

The President :—I understand, Mr. Churchill, that you move to

strike out the words "Section Foreman's" at the head of the blank, and

have it read, "Monthly Material Report."
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Mr. Berg:—I wish to convey the idea that, in my opinion, the

headings are immaterial in one sense; it is the blank we are after. I

believe the Committee is on record as saying that the headings

and titles can readily be changed on the blanks by any railroad com-

pany—that it can be changed from a foreman's report to a supervisor's

report, or an office report.

The President:—I believe the views of the Committee are all printed

in the Bulletin, in connection with Mr. Kinnear's discussion, but the

members present may not have had an opportunity to read that. It is

on page 66.

Mr. Wendt:—If the Association goes into the discussion of this

question, it will take more time than there seems to be for this part

of the report. However, with regard to the motion now before the

house, I am very anxious to hear that motion discussed. A number

of points have been raised which should be threshed out. The Com-

mittee does not aim to produce an ideal form, but does aim to present

to the Association a form which will represent the very best practice

of the day. The form is, as stated, a section foreman's report, made

monthly. It is handled in a certain way; that way being definitely laid

out in the text of the report. Representatives of two of the largest

systems in the country are members of the Committee, and I think

they will be willing to discuss the report.

Mr. V. K. Hendricks (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Practically the same

blank has been in use on the Baltimore & Ohio, and, so far as I

have been able to learn, has given satisfaction. In regard to stating

more definitely where the material was used, I ask Mr. Cushing to what

extent he would give that information. Do you mean to separate each

sidetrack?

Mr. Cushing:—The report is all right, if the men do nothing else

but ordinary maintenance work and have nothing else to report other

than to give this information to the auditing department. Men are

often engaged on construction work, on which we want an accurate

account of the cost. According to this blank, the clerk in the office

will not know what was done with the material, except that some frogs

and switches for maintenance work or some switchstands were used.

By the use of a simple blank on which it is stated that so much material

for such a purpose was used, all accounting objects are accomplished.

The bookkeeping is done in the office, where the maintenance of way

clerks keep track of the reports as they come in ; at the close of the

month they are entered in the journal. In this way they have not

only the new work material report, but the maintenance material report

sifted out and placed in their proper accounts.

Mr. Kelley:—On the Minneapolis & St. Louis, the special feature men-

tioned by Mr. Cushing is provided for. A separate report, known as a

sidetrack report, is kept. Any new work, such as extension of an existing

sidetrack or the building of a new sidetrack, or the taking up of an exist-
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ing sidetrack, is entered in this report. It finally goes from the section

foreman to the Division Engineer, who checks the expenditure of material,

hands it to the draftsman, whose duty it is to keep up station plats for

checking, and after it is signed by myself, it goes to the Auditor. I find

it a very convenient and satisfactory method.

Mr. dishing:—We have other blanks for mechanics, carpenters, etc.,

whereas this one blank I am speaking of will do the business of four

or five.

Mr. J. G. Bloom (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—This is prac-

tically the form we are using, and I call Mr. Cushing's attention to

column 6, which provides for "material from track taken up," and

columns 10 and II, each of which provides for "new track." It is

very seldom that we have special authority for more than one or two

new tracks in any one month on one section. All that is necessary,

therefore, to do is to have section foreman, or better, the supervisor,

write in red ink along the column the name of the new track and special

authority number for which the material was used. That explains all,

and it is not necessary to have another blank.

Mr. J. B. Austin, Jr. (Long Island) :—When we take into consideration

the fact that our section foremen unfortunately do not belong to the

most highly educated class—and I am sorry to say they are getting

worse every day in this respect—we should, I think, have a simple re-

port for them. I think the best results can be obtained by having them

make up, day by day, on a blank such as suggested by Mr. dishing, a

report of the material used each clay, instead of making up a whole

month's report at one time, at the end of the month.

The President :—The motion before the house is to strike out the

words "Section Foreman's" at the head of the blank, so as to leave

it optional with the roads using the form as to whose report the blank

shall represent—in other words, to enable its use for any purpose we

may see fit. Mr. dishing moved to strike out the entire conclusion, and

Mr. Berg moved the amendment which has just been stated.

Mr. dishing:—I have no objection to accepting Mr. Berg's amend-

ment, but I want to make the main point that there is a difference in

the way in which these things can be kept.

Mr. Hendricks:—I presume the amendment, if carried, will cover

the changes on the back of the blank as well.

The President :—If the amendment carries, the Committee will revise

the instructions on the blank so as to make them conform to the change

in the heading.

Mr. Berg :—The instructions on the back of the blank speak of a

feature which Mr. dishing has mentioned, in these words : "The section

foreman must keep in a small blank book a daily report of all materials

used." This blank we are discussing is a monthly summary. With Mr.

Cushing's system there is no doubt they will require such a summary at

least once in six months.
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Mr. dishing:—That is what we call an inventory.

Mr. Berg :—I think the blank could stand by not making it obligatory

on the section foreman to make this monthly statement, but leaving it

optional. I think it would be better to say "Monthly Track Material

Report," so as to define that it refers to track material.

Mr. Cushing :—I accept that.

(Mr. Berg's amendment was adopted and the conclusion approved as

amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(12) Right-of-Way Maps should be prepared and

kept in accordance with form M. W. 1010, which is recommended as a

standard form for Right-of-Way Maps."

Mr. Cushing:—I hope the Committee does not mean to leave out

the dimensions on the diagram. I suppose this is just a general idea,

but it is precisely in the shape that causes a good deal of trouble with

our draftsmen. It is a picture. There are no dimensions on it to

amount to anything, not even the sreets are marked as to width, all of

which is important information on a map of that kind. We have con-

stantly to instil into the minds of our young men that they are not to

make pictures, but to make plans.

Mr. J. A. Atwood- (Pittsburg & Lake Erie):—A right-of-way map

is a record of the right-of-way, and is not supposed to contain informa-

tion other than .that which is necessary to clearly define the right-of-way.

There are other maps for the purpose of general information. A right-

of-way plan should be kept for right-of-way information only, not

subject to frequent changes, and not filled with information not really

essential for right-of-way purposes.

Mr. Cushing:—I judge, from the numbers on the map, that some

of the lots belong to the railroad company, and yet there is not one

of them with dimensions, or sizes.

Mr. J. G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :—In the country (Canada)

where I am working, the Railway Act specifies what shall and what

shall not be put on various maps to be filed with the Department of

Railways. We find this map suitable for right-of-way purposes. Are

there any laws in the States making such a requirement?

Mr. Kelley :—In all the States in which I have had railroad experience

the law requires the railroad companies to file with the county recorder

or auditor a map showing the line of the road, the right-of-way owned

by the company, and the government reservation, signed and certified to

by the Chief Engineer.

Mr. Churchill :—I take it that this map is for general information,

and I suggest that we insert the words "general in" before the word

"accordance," at the beginning of the second line of the conclusion.

The President :—The Committee accepts the amendment.

The Secretary:
—

"(13) The custodian of deeds should keep a Register

of Title Deeds in accordance with form M. W. ion, which is recommended

as a standard form for Register of Title Deeds.''

(Conclusion No. 13 was adopted.)
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The Secretary:
—

"(14) The custodian of leases should keep a Lease

Record Book in accordance with form M. W. 1012, which is recommended

as a standard form for a Lease Record Book."

The President :—In regard to conclusion 14, the form proposed is

intended for both leases and contracts, and the conclusion should read,

"A Lease and Contract Record Book." The Committee desires to make

that change in the conclusion. To be consistent, the form should be a

"Contract and Lease Record Book."

(Conclusion No. 14 was adopted as amended.)

The President:—The Committee has presented all they have for

consideration. It is not thought well, right now, to open up our rela-

tions with the American Railway Accounting Officers' Association. I

think that matter had better be left to the Board of Direction, to be deah

with after awhile.

Mr. Berg:—I think, in connection with the track and lease record,

which shows samples of several different pages of the book all on one

blank, that it is desirable to authorize the Committee to prepare some

proper wording to put on the blank to indicate the use of these various

sections, similar to what appears on page 28. I also refer to the right-

of-way maps. There is a recommendation on page 27 that the sheet

shall not generally exceed 18 inches ; that it may be bound together

in atlas form or bound loosely in board covers or preserved as separate

sheets, etc. I move that the Committee be authorized to supply that

information, so as to explain on the form the proper use of the blanks.

(The motion was carried.)

The President :—The Committee on Records, Reports and Accounts
is excused, with the thanks of the convention.

v.:





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. VI.—ON BUILDINGS.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Acting under instructions of the Board of Direction contained in

Bulletin No. 51, dated May, 1904, your Committee on Buildings has con-

sidered the several subjects assigned to it, which are :

1. Standard form of contract for railroad buildings.

2. Recommendations relative to one general waiting room, or separate

waiting rooms, in local passenger stations ( without reference to sep-

arate waiting rooms for colored people).

3. Recommendations relative to the requirements of a modern round-

house.

Four meetings have been held, two in Chicago and two in Buffalo,

and part of the work has been done by correspondence. The conclusions

reached are practically the unanimous views of your Committee after

mature deliberation.

An effort has been made to reach concise and useful results, with

the object that the report may be "adopted as submitted."

(1) STANDARD FORM OF CONTRACT FOR RAILROAD
BUILDINGS.

At your fifth annual convention a report on this subject was presented

(see page 40, Vol. 5, of the Proceedings), and was received as a progress

report.

Your Committee has collected a lot of additional information bearing

on contracts now in use, and after carefully considering it wishes to

submit the following form of contract

:

675
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UNIFORM CONTRACT FOR BUILDINGS, AMERICAN
RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE

OF WAY ASSOCIATION.

THIS AGREEMENT, made this day of

in the year one thousand nine hundred and , by and between

,
party of the first part (hereinafter designated

the Contractor) and ,
party of the second

part (hereinafter designated the Company),

WITNESSETH, that the Contractor, in consideration of the pay-

ments and covenants hereinafter mentioned to be made and performed

by the Company, agrees with the said Company as follows:

ARTICLE I. The Contractor shall and will provide all transporta-

tion, materials, and perform all the work for the completion of

as described in the specifications herewith and as shown on the drawings

prepared by the Company, which drawings are identified by the signa-

tures of the parties hereto or by their representatives, and which become

hereby a part of this contract.

The materials used under this contract shall, as far as is possible,

be procured at points served by company lines or their connections and

shipped via them.

ARTICLE II. It is understood and agreed by and between the

parties hereto that the work included in this contract is to be done under

the direction of the Chief Engineer of said Company, and that his decision

as to the true construction and meaning of the drawings and specifications

shall be final. It is also understood and agreed by and between the

parties hereto that such additional drawings and explanations as may

be necessary to detail and illustrate the work to be done are to be furnished

by said Engineer, and the Contractor agrees to conform to and abide

by the same so far as they may be consistent with the purpose and intent

of the original drawings and specifications referred to in ARTICLE I.

It is further understood and agreed by the parties hereto that any

and all drawings and specifications prepared for the purposes of this

contract by the said Engineer are and remain the property of the Com-

pany.
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ARTICLE III. No alterations shall be made in the work as desig-

nated, except upon the written order of the Engineer ; the amount to be

paid by the Company or allowed by the Contractor by virtue of such

alterations will be stated in said order. Should the Company and the

Contractor not agree as to the amount to be paid or allowed, the work

shall go on under the order required above, and in case of failure to agree,

the determination of said amount shall be settled by arbitration by three

persons, the Company to select one, the Contractor one and these two

the third.

ARTICLE IV. The Contractor shall provide sufficient, safe and

proper facilities at all times for the inspection of the work by the Engineer

or his authorized representatives. The Contractor shall, within twenty-

four hours after receiving written notice from the Engineer to that effect,

proceed to remove from the grounds or buildings all materials condemned

by the Engineer or his authorized agent whether worked or unworked,

and to take down all portions of the work which the Engineer shall by

written notice condemn as unsound or improper, or as in any way failing

to conform to the drawings and specifications, and shall make good all

work damaged or destroyed thereby at his own expense.

The Contractor agrees to keep a competent man on the work at all

times during working hours, authorized to receive and carry out the

instructions of the Engineer.

The different branches of the work under this contract are intended

to be and are included in one contract, with the Contractor solely respon-

sible for all work and men employed. The Contractor shall not assign

this contract nor sub-let or transfer the whole or any part or parts of

erie work under it to any other persons or corporations (excepting for

the delivery of materials) without the consent of the Engineer, in writing,

but will give personal attention and superintendence to the work,

and the Contractor will not be released or discharged from any responsi-

bility or liabilities under this contract owing to such assignees, sub-con-

tractors or their agents, employes or servants being allowed to engage

in the work now under this contract.

ARTICLE V. The Company reserves the right to suspend opera-

tions on the work under this contract or on any particular part or parts

by giving the Contractor twenty (20) days' notice, and in the event

of such right being exercised, the Engineer shall grant to the Contractor

an extension of time equal to the time of suspension of the work. It is

further understood and agreed that on such suspension the Contractor
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may have the option to close and settle up for the work done according

to the estimate of said Engineer; such suspension or settlement of the

work, however, shall not entitle the Contractor to any claim for damages

;

or if the Company shall postpone or suspend the work under this contract

indefinitely or altogether, which it reserves the right to do, then and in

that case the Engineer shall prepare a final estimate of the value of the

part of the work done, such estimate to include any materials purchased

and delivered to the Contractor or specially designed and ordered for

the work under this contract the same as if the work had been com-

pleted, and this contract shall thereupon be terminated. All materials

paid for and included in such final estimate that are not on the property

of the Company shall be delivered to the Company before such estimate

is made. The canceling of this contract shall not entitle the Contractor

to any claim for damage or for anticipated profits on it.

In case the Contractor should become financially embarrassed and

unable to prosecute the work diligently or fail to pay promptly bills or

wages incurred for the work, or any one or more of joint Contractors

shall become a bankrupt, or make a general assignment for the benefit

of creditors, or if the property of any such Contractor or Contractors

shall be levied upon or taken in execution or under attachment or by

any judicial process whatsoever, or if by reason of insolvency or bank-

ruptcy he or they shall be unable to fulfil the covenants herein con-

tained fully and effectively according to the true intent and spirit thereof,

the Engineer at his discretion, acting for the Company, may at any time

declare this contract or any portion or section embraced in it terminated.

Should the Contractor at any time refuse or neglect to supply a

sufficiency of properly skilled workmen, or of materials of the proper

quality, or fail in any respect to prosecute the work with promptness

and diligence, or fail in the performance of any of the agreements herein

contained, such refusal, neglect or failure being certified by the Engineer,

the Company shall be at liberty after twenty (20) days' written notice

to the Contractor, to provide any such labor or materials, and deduct

the cost thereof from any money then due or hereafter to become due to

the Contractor under this contract.

In case the work under this contract shall be assumed by the Com-

pany, as provided above, the Engineer shall have the authority and right,

at his discretion, to take possession for the Company and make use of the

plant and of any or all construction materials, both such as enter into

the completed work and such as are required during construction, delivered
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by the Contractor at the site or in the vicinity of the work, the fair value

of all such materials as enter in the work so taken to be established by

the Engineer, and such value, less any previous payments made for such

materials, shall be allowed and paid to the Contractor in the final estimate

or settlement of his account as for so much work done under this contract.

ARTICLE VI. The Contractor agrees tc commence the work cov-

ered by this agreement within days after the date hereof

and to complete the same on or before

ARTICLE VII. Should the Contractor be delayed in the prosecu-

tion of the work by any other Contractor employed by the Company upon

the work, by acts of his employes, or by strikes caused by his employes,

or by any damage caused by fire, lightning, earthquake, cyclone, or any

other casualty for which the Contractor is not responsible, then the time

herein fixed for the completion of the work shall be extended for a period

equivalent to the time lost by reason of any or all the causes aforesaid, the

length of which extended period shall be determined and fixed by the

Engineer, but no such allowance shall be made unless a claim therefor

is presented in writing to the Engineer within forty-eight hours of the

occurrence of such cause.

ARTICLE VIII. It is hereby mutually agreed between the parties

hereto that the sum to be paid by the Company to the Contractor for the

work covered by this contract shall be the sum of

For

subject to additions and deductions as hereinbefore provided, and that

such sum shall be paid by the Company to the Contractor. On or about
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the first day of each month, during the progress of this work, an estimate

shall be made by the Engineer of the relative value of the part of the

work done up to such time, and upon his certificate of the amount being

presented to the proper official of the Company, or such disbursing agent

as the Company may appoint, the amount of said estimate, less a retained

IS percent., and less previous payments, shall be paid to the Contractor

on or about the twentieth day of each month for the work done in the

previous month at the nearest disbursing point of the Company to the

Contractor's office.

If demanded by the Engineer, said Contractor shall furnish to said

Company or Engineer receipts, vouchers, affidavits, schedules, all permits,

etc., required by State and Municipal Laws and Ordinances; or if at any

time there shall be evidence of any lien or claim for which, if established,

the Company might become liable, and which is chargeable to the Con-

tractor, the Company shall have the right to retain out of any payment

then due or thereafter to become due an amount sufficient to completely

indemnify the Company against such lien or claim.

The final payment shall be made subject to releases, after the com-

pletion of the work included in this contract. The Contractor shall fur-

nish to the Company or Engineer, if deemed necessary by the Engineer,

all releases or waivers of lien, claim or right of claim of said Contractor

and of sub-contractors and of all persons furnishing materials or labor

hereinunder who might have a lien therefore. Should there prove to be

any such claim after the final payment is made the Contractor shall refund

to the Company all moneys that the latter may be compelled to pay in

discharging any lien or claim on said premises arising from work done

on property or material furnished hereinunder, the Contractor to refund

such amounts to the Company before the bond covering the work is

declared released.

It is further mutually agreed between the parties hereto that no

estimates given or payments made under this contract, except the final

certificate or final payment, shall be conclusive evidence of the perform-

ance of this contract, either wholly or in part, and that no payment shall

be construed to be an acceptance of defective work or improper materials.

ARTICLE IX. Wherever in this contract the term "Contractor" is

used it represents the party of the first part to this agreement, and the

term "Company" represents the party of the second part.

Wherever in this contract the term "Engineer" is used, it is under-

stood (unless otherwise specified) to mean the Chief Engineer of the
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Company, or his duly authorized agents, limited by the particular duties

respectively intrusted to them.

ARTICLE X. The Contractor shall supply the Company with a good

and sufficient bond acceptable to the Company to the amount of 25 percent,

of the contract price, for the faithful carrying out and completion of this

contract ; and the bond shall remain in force until ninety days after the

final payment is due.

ARTICLE XL The Contractor shall, during the progress of the

work, maintain full insurance on said work, in his own name and in the

name of the Company, against loss or damage by fire ; the policy shall

cover all the work incorporated in the building, and all materials for same

in or about the premises covered by this contract, and shall be made

payable to the parties hereto as their interests may appear. The Con-

tractor shall also carry insurance upon his employes, and in case of

accident and suit occurring on same, he is to defend the suit in person

and relieve the Company from all cost and expense and pay any judgment

that may be recovered therein.

The Contractor assumes all responsibility for any loss or damage

that may happen to said work or to the materials therefore, or for any

injury to the workmen or to the public or to any individual, or for any

damage to the Company or other parties adjoining property.

It is further agreed that the Company shall not in any manner

be answerable or accountable for any violation of State or Municipal

Laws or Ordinances as far as they may be applicable to the carrying

out of the work. The Contractor shall indemnify the Company against

any such loss or damage or consequences of violation of any such laws

or ordinances.

ARTICLE XII. The said parties for themselves, their heirs, execu-

tors, administrators, assigns and successors do hereby agree to the full

performance of the covenants herein contained.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to these presents have

hereunto set their hands and seals, the day and year first above written.

Signed, sealed and delivered

in the presence of

The

By

(SEAL)

By

(SEAL)
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The skeleton form of this Contract is based on "The Uniform Con-

tract" adopted and recommended for general use by the American Insti-

tute of Architects and the National Association of Builders, revised 1902.

and modified by your Committee to meet the requirements of railroad

companies.

In making these modifications we have been governed by a desire

to cover all the essential points of a contract without making the form

too cumbersome, and in doing so we have recognized the fact that it will

be impossible to draw up a document that will be wholly satisfactory

to the Legal Departments of all of the roads represented by the Associa-

tion in all details of items, diction, etc. ; your Committee therefore respect-

fully requests in

CONCLUSION

that the Association approve the "Standard Form of Contract for Rail-

road Buildings" as submitted.

(2) RECOMMENDATION RELATIVE TO ONE GENERAL WAIT-

ING ROOM OR SEPARATE WAITING ROOM'S IN LOCAL
PASSENGER STATION (WITHOUT REFERENCE

TO SEPARATE WAITING ROOMS FOR
COLORED PEOPLE).

Your Committee recommends the use of one General Waiting Room

as shown on Diagrams Nos. 1, 2 and 3 for the following reasons

:

Length 50'-0" to 75'- 0"

Women s

Retiring

Room

15%

GENERAL WAITING ROOM

50%

Baggage Room

10%

Ticket Office &

Telegraph

15%

TRACK FRONT
FIG. I.
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Length 80'- 0" to 90'- 0'

083

Womens

Retiring

Room

13%

Baggage

Room

GENERAL WAITING ROOM

55%

Ticket Office

& Telegraph

13%

TRACK FRONT

FIG. 2.

(i) It allows the general waiting room to be properly proportioned.

(2) It permits proper development of a retiring room for women

with private entrance to their toilet.

(3) It readily admits of the other rooms being properly proportioned.

(4) It allows ease of access from Agent's office to the trains, to

the Baggage Room and to the Waiting Room.

Length 100'-0" to 125'-0"

1
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(5) It allows the ticket office to be us.ed for a registering or an

"O. S"ing office.

(6) It admits of the station being contracted in size without detri-

ment of facilities.

(7) Economy in heating.

(8) It admits easily of varied treatment architecturally.

CONCLUSION.

Your Committee therefore respectfully requests that the Association

approve the use of one general waiting room for a local passenger station

(without reference to separate waiting rooms for colored people).

(3) RECOMMENDATIONS RELATIVE TO THE REQUIRE-

MENTS OF A MODERN ROUNDHOUSE.
Your Committee wishes to thank the members of the Association

who have so kindly responded to the requests sent out for information

in regard to the best practices in roundhouse construction. The recom-

mended items of design have been carefully selected from the reports

received.

Your Committee recommends that a modern roundhouse be designed

and equipped as follows

:

*(i) That the form be circular and that the locomotives stand in

the house normally, with the tender toward the turntable.

(2) That distance from center of turntable to the inner side of round-

house shall be determined by the number of stalls required in the full

circle.

That length of stall along center line of track should be not less than

85 feet in clear.

(3) That clear opening of entrance doors should be not less than

12 feet in width and 17 feet in height.

That the angle between adjacent tracks sliould be an even factor of

180 , so that the tracks at the opposite ends of the turntable will "line

up" with it.

(4) The turntable should be not less than 75 feet in length.

The table should be operated by power, preferably electric.

(5) The material used in construction of the house should be non-

corrosive, unless proper care be taken to prevent corrosion.

(6) Engine pits should be not less than 60 feet in length, with convex

floor, and with drainage toward the turntable. The walls and floors may

* See amendment, page 686.
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be of concrete, and proper provision should be made in construction for

the support of the jacking timbers.

*(7) Roundhouse doors shall roll or fold and be made of non-cor-

rosive material, unless the cause of corrosion be removed.

(8) Smokejacks should be fixed, having large hoods; constructed

preferably of non-corrosive material and supplied with dampers. The

cross-section of the stack should be not less than 30 inches in diameter.

*(9) The floor should be of vitrified paving brick laid flat on a con-

crete foundation and grouted. It should be crowned between pits, and

that part adjacent to pits within jacking limits should be of wood.

(10) Drop pits should be furnished for handling truck wheels,

driving wheels and tender wheels. These can be most economically con-

structed in pairs.

*(n) The building should be heated with hot air by the indirect

method, and the supply should be taken from the exterior of the building

(no re-circulation of air should be allowed). The air should be delivered

to the pits under the engine portion of the locomotive.

Air ducts should be located under the floor and special precaution

should be taken to keep them dry.

(12) As much light should be obtained from the exterior of the

building as good construction will allow.

(13) There should be an arc light, and a plug outlet for incandescent

lights in each space between stalls.

(14) The contents of boilers should be taken care of and discharged

outside of the building in a suitable receptacle and the heat units used as

may be deemed best.

(15) Cold water should be supplied at each alternate space between

stalls from an outlet not less than 2% inches, located at a point about

opposite front end of firebox; the water pressure should be not less than

80 pounds. The hydrants should be located below the floor in properly

constructed pits amply drained.

Modern practice requires the use of hot water in the maintenance of

boilers.

(16) Compressed air is used for mechanical hoisting and blowing

operations. Overhead outlets should be furnished in each space between

stalls opposite front end of fire box. The pressure should be from 80 to

100 pounds.

(17) A modern roundhouse should have facilities for the location

of a few necessary machine tools, preferably electrically driven.

* See amendment, page 686.
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(18) Air hoists, or portable gooseneck cranes with differential blocks,

on wheels, should be furnished for handling heavy repair parts.

(19) The turntable pit side walls should be of concrete with wooden

coping not less than 6 inches thick, and the ties under the circular rail

should be supported on concrete walls. Pivot masonry may be of concrete

with stone cap.

CONCLUSION.

Your Committee suggests that the Association approve the above

recommendations in regard to modern roundhouse requirements.

Respectfully submitted,

A. R. Raymer, Asst. Chief Engineer, P. & L. E. R. R., Pittsburg, Pa.,

Chairman.

E. DB. Brown, Architect, Lehigh Valley Railroad, New York, Vice-

Chairman.

B. C. Gowen, Chief Engineer, Wis. & Mich. R. R., Peshtigo, Wis.

E. C. Macy, Prin. Asst. Engineer, Chicago Great Western Railway, St.

Paul, Minn.

L. D. Smith, Building Supervisor, G. C. & S. F. Ry., Galveston, Texas.

H. M. Steele, Chief Engineer, Central of Georgia Ry., Savannah, Ga.

Committee.

AMENDMENTS.

(I) That in a circular house the locomotives should stand in

the house normally with the tender toward the turntable.

(7) Roundhouse doors should be made of non-corrosive material.

(9) The floor should be of permanent construction. It should

be crowned between pits, and that part adjacent to pits within jacking

limits should be of wood.

(II) If the building is heated with hot air, it should be by the

indirect method, and the supply taken from the exterior of the building

(no recirculation of air should be allowed). The air should be delivered

to the pits under the engine portion of the locomotive. Air ducts should

be located under the floor and special precaution should be taken to keep

them dry.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. D. MacPherson (Canadian Pacific—by letter) :—The report of the

Committee on Buildings, just received, and the recommendations relative

to the requirements of a modern roundhouse, seem comprehensive, and in

most cases conclusive.

The recommendation that the form of building be circular might seem

justifiable in view of the fact that the great majority are now of that

shape, but the only reason for making them so has been that it made

each engine accessible without disturbing the others. It is very uneconom-

ical in space and must be made an expensive fireproof, or at least slow-

burning building, otherwise in case of fire most of the engines and the

building would be lost before you could get them all out over the cen-

tral table.

In ordinary working, if the turntable gets out of order, the whole

roundhouse is blocked.

A rectangular engine shed, with properly arranged diagonal track

and slip switches, would make all engines accessible, and, without having

any of the great disadvantages of the circular shed, would have the follow-

ing advantages

:

(i) In case of fire, forty engines could be run out in the time it

would take to get one engine out of a circular shed.

(2) Engines going to or coming out of shed do not require to run

over turntable, unless in need of turning, thus saving fifty per cent, of

wear on table and much time.

If a Y-track is available, no turntable is necessary for the engine

shed, thus saving large initial expense and also wages of men for turning

engines.

(3) Area of ground occupied or made useless by complete circular

shed about fifty per cent, more than for rectangular shed of same capacity.

(4) Fireproof building is not necessary, and only about one-third

the number of doors required, which makes saving in maintenance and in

heating.

(5) Engines are constantly increasing in length and weight, necessi-

tating new turntables and roundhouses. In rectangular shed it is only

necessary to extend sheds and rearrange tracks.

Herewith is shown a plan of rectangular design of shed, with an ar-

rangement of crossover tracks and slip switches, possessing all above-

named advantages over circular sheds.

Mr. A. R. Raymer (Chairman of Committee—by letter) :—Referring

to the written discussion by Mr. D. MacPherson, Division Engineer, Cana-

687
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dian Pacific Railway, on the report of Committee on Buildings relative

to recommendations as to requirements of a modern roundhouse.

We have noted Mr. MacPherson's argument in favor of the use of

a rectangular house, and in reply wish to say that the Committee has

carefully considered the arguments for and against the use of a rec-

tangular house and decided that it could not see sufficient reasons for

recommending the abandonment of the circular house in favor of a rec-

tangular house. At the same time it recognized that there are some argu-

ments in favor of a rectangular house.

Replying to Mr. MacPherson's argument in detail, we wish to say

that a modern turntable properly designed and well supported on masonry

is not likely to get out of order. We are convinced that there is no

more danger that this will happen than that derailments will occur at the

switches in a rectangular house, such as Mr. MacPherson recommends.

We have studied the plan of the rectangular house submitted by Mr.

MacPherson and find that instead of it having a capacity of forty-four

engines, each of which can be moved without disturbing others, that the

capacity will not be over thirty, and in addition to that, engines cannot

be brought into the house from one end and taken out at the other

without disturbing many more.

In case of fire, providing the building is combustible, the advantage

will probably be in favor of the rectangular house to some extent, but

not enough to make it of much advantage, as it is probable that there may

be engines on each track not in a condition to be handled, where one loco-

motive in such a condition will tend to block others in the house.

In a rectangular house it will be absolutely necessary in addition

to have either a turntable or a "Y" track. The advantage here is much

in favor of the circular house, as the wear and tear on the turntable will

be the same in each case, and that on the many switches in a rectangular

system very much more than on the tracks in the circular house. There

are not many terminal yards that will allow the construction of a Y-track

of sufficiently flat curvature to allow the locomotives to be turned readily

without the assistance of several men in throwing switches, etc. One
man or a boy on a turntable operated by power can easily take care of

all locomotives arriving and departing frorn the largest roundhouses.

In the comparison of the area of the ground covered by a circular

house of forty-four stalls with that covered by a rectangular house of

equal capacity, Mr. MacPherson places the advantage in favor of a

rectangular house; this result we believe to be not correct, as in the case

of a circular house he includes the area of the square, each side of which

is equal to the diameter of the house, and makes no allowance for the

corners not covered by the roundhouse. On the other hand, in estimating

the area of a rectangular house, he does not include the ground covered

by the leads and switches at each end of the house, the extreme points of

which are 1,500 feet apart, which, if included, will make the area greater

than that of the other form of roundhouse. In addition to this the house,

as illustrated on the plan referred to, will not accommodate more than
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about thirty locomotives, and not more than half that many if each loco-

motive is placed so that it can be handled in or out of the house without

disturbing any of the others.

We do not agree with Mr. MacPherson's conclusion that a fireproof

or a building of slow-burning construction is not desirable. As an offset

to the smaller number of doors required it will be found that he will

need two jacks for each space for storing a locomotive, as he cannot con-

trol the way in which a locomotive will enter the house, which will result

in a great loss of heat through the additionl number of jacks.

There may be some advantage in favcr of a rectangular house on

account of the length of the engine pit being sufficient for the probable

increase in length of locomotives. This, of course, can be met at a small

additional expense by increasing the length of the stalls in the circular

roundhouse.

In regard to any saving in the cost of a turntable, even if such be

not necessary in case the turning of the locomotives can be done on a

'Y" track, it will be found that the cost of the switches and slip switches

for a rectangular house, as suggested, will be about double the cost of a

turntable, and that the amount of track in the rectangular house, as sug-

gested, will exceed that required in a circular house of same capacity by

about 5,300 ft.

There are many other reasons in favor of a circular house in com-

parison with a rectangular house, such as convenience in control of

the work in a circular house by the roundhouse foreman ; shorter distances

between extreme locations of locomotives ;
greater simplicity in piping

design for furnishing hot and cold water; better light can be had around

the engine end of a locomotive in a circular house. There is more room

for doing work around locomotive at the place where it is needed. Arti-

ficial lighting is more simple in a circular house than in the other form,

and the rectangular design is not applicable to the majority of cases on

account of available space not being of proper shape.

From these and other arguments the Committee decided as stated

above.

Mr. C. D. Purdon (St. Louis & San Francisco—by letter) :—In the

diagrams shown in the report of the Committee on Buildings, I would

suggest the addition of bay windows to the telegraph offices in each case,

so the operator can see up and down the track without going out of doors.

Mr. A. R. Raymer (Chairman of Committee—by letter) :—Referring

to the criticism by Mr. C. D. Purdon. Engineer Maintenance of

Way, 'Frisco Railway, on the report of the Committee on Buildings in

regard to the suggested diagram of a passenger station by the addition

of bay windows to the telegraph offices. This point was considered by the

Committee and not recommended for architectural reasons, as the tele-

graph office is located at one end of the building. At the same time there

is no reason why this cannot be done if the road using this form wishes

to do so.

44
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The President :—It does not appear to be feasible to undertake the

discussion of the Committee's report in regard to a standard form of

contract for railroad buildings, but it seems we can take up and dispose

of the recommendations relative to one general waiting room, which

will be found on page 42.

The Secretary:
—"Your Committee therefore respectfully requests

that the Association approve the use of one general waiting room for

a local passenger station, without reference to separate waiting rooms

for colored people."

The President :—That conclusion, as I understand it, does not carry

with it the various areas of these rooms as proposed.

Mr. A. R. Raymer (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—The sketches 1, 2 and

3 are submitted as suggestions to carry out the idea of the recommenda-

tion.

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The President :—We will now take up the recommendations relative

to the requirements of a modern roundhouse.

The Secretary:
—
"(1) That the form be circular and that the loco-

motives stand in the house normally with the tender toward the turn-

table."

Mr. Duncan MacPherson (Canadian Pacific) :—I sent in a written

discussion on the Committee's report on roundhouses, and suggested

a rectangular form, with a special arrangement of switches, shown on

a plan submitted. The Committee's criticisms on my suggestions are

printed in Bulletin 61, which I had not seen until the meeting of this

convention. I have made some rough notes on these criticisms, which

I intend fully to reply to, but on account of the time occupied by other

reports did not expect it to come up this afternoon. In view of the

number of reports yet to be considered, there scarcely seems time to

discuss the matter in detail, but I should like the views of the con-

vention or of the chairman as to that.

The President:—I think it would be better to present your remarks

in written form, Mr. MacPherson, and they can be published, unless

there should develop that there is quite a tendency for the square round-

house in this convention.

Mr. MacPherson :—I thought the time was ripe to consider some

other kind of building. That is the reason I suggested this style of

building.

The President :—Of course, if we adopt this clause as it is pre-

sented, it will nullify your discussion.

Mr. MacPherson :—I did not expect my suggestions would be adopted

entirely, but would like to have them considered, and the more closely

they are considered, the more apparent will be their merits, although

presented in somewhat crude shape, requiring modifications in detail.

If the clause is adopted, will it bar out my written discussions in reply

to the Committee's criticisms?

The President :—Not by any means.
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Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I move that this' first clause

be changed to read : "That in a circular house the locomotives should

stand in the house normally with the tender toward the turntable."

With that change we have eliminated from the entire set of recommenda-

tions practically any reference as to the desirability of a square or

round engine house. We are giving the general requirements of a round-

house. Where it refers to a circular house it is stated, and where it is

in the nature of a general requirement as to heating, drop pits, smoke-

jacks, etc., it will apply to both classes. Whether or not the square or

roundhouse should be adopted is too large a subject to be taken up to-day,

and I do not think it was expected that the Committee would report

distinctly on that subject at this meeting. The report really is aimed

to cover more the question of general requirements. With that change

in the first clause we can go on and record a number of valuable princi-

ples of practice in regard to roundhouses generally, and where it refers

to a circular house it could be stated.

The President :—The Committee accepts that change.

Mr. Raymer :—In making these recommendations it was the desire

of the Committee to avoid any extreme conditions. The matter was

discussed very thoroughly and we saw nothing to warrant us in depart-

ing from a circular house. The spirit of the motion made by Mr. Berg

is accepted.

The Secretary:
—

"(2) That distance from center of turntable to the

inner side of roundhouse shall be determined by the number of stalls

required in the full circle. That length of stall along center line of track

should be not less than 85 feet in clear."

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—I think there should be a

revision of the second recommendation to make it coincide with the first.

The President :—It is not worth while for the convention to correct

that. We will leave that out.

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—
"(3) That clear opening of entrance doors should

not be less than 12 feet in width and 17 feet in height. That the angle

between adjacent tracks should be an even factor of 180 , so that the

tracks at the opposite ends of the turntable will 'line up' with it."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(4) The turntable should be not less than 75

feet in length. The table should be operated by power, preferably

electric."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(s) The material used in construction of the

house should be non-corrosive, unless proper care be taken to prevent

corrosion."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(6) Engine pits should be not less than 60 feet

in length, with convex floor, and with drainage toward the turntable.
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The walls and floors may be of concrete, and proper provision should be

made in construction for the support of the jacking timbers."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(7) Roundhouse doors should roll or fold and be

made of non-corrosive material, unless the cause of corrosion be

removed."

Mr. Samuel Rockwell (Lake Shore & Michigan Southern) :—I do

not believe we want to go on record as recommending folding doors.

We have had some experience with them and do not like them.

Mr. Berg:—Corrosive or non-corrosive?

Mr. Rockwell :—Either.
The President:—Will Mr. Rockwell state his objections?

Mr. Rockwell :—Occasionally an engine will go through a door, and

where folding doors are used it makes a bad wreck. Carpenters can

repair swinging doors quickly. I have known half a dozen doors to be

smashed in a few days.

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—I have recently

put up two rolling wooden shutter doors as an experiment, but my
experience is too limited to say what will occur. We have not yet

run through them.

The President:—Will you tell us how they were made non-corrosive?

Mr. Kelley :—Solid wooden slats connected with brass ribbons.

Mr. George W. Kittredge (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis) :—I do not want to speak against the rolling or folding door, but

I want to speak a good word in favor of the swinging doors. They

have been with us for a long time and have proved a stanch friend

in a good many cases. I do not like to see the swinging door relegated.

I move that the article be stricken out.

Mr. Rockwell :—I do not want to condemn the folding door. My
point was that we do not want to go on record as favoring their use.

Mr. Berg:—I would like to amend by saying "roundhouse doors

should be made of non-corrosive material."

Mr. Kittredge :—I will accept the amendment with the consent of

my second.

The President :—The Committee does not feel inclined to accept that.

Mr. Raymer :—This conclusion was based on thirty or forty reports,

from as many railroads throughout the country, and by a large majority

the tendency was toward a rolling or folding door. The Committee

would not object to including swinging doors.

Mr. W. B. Storey, Jr. (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) :^The reports

to the Committee show the tendency toward rolling or folding doors,

but I do not think the Association is in a position to recommend : these.

We are looking for something better than swinging doors, as we have all

had trouble with them. I hardly think, however, we are in a position

to recommend folding or rolling doors.

Mr. Berg:—They can be made of composition material, with heavy
hinges to prevent corrosion.
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(Conclusion No. 7 was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(8) Smokejacks should be fixed, having large

hoods ; constructed preferably of non-corrosive material and supplied

with dampers. The cross-section of the stack should be not less than 30

inches in diameter."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(9) The floor should be of vitrified paving brick

laid flat on a concrete foundation and grouted. It should be crowned

between pits, and that part adjacent to pits within jacking limits should

be of wood."

Mr. Kittredge :—I do not believe the Association wants to go on

record as confining the construction entirely to vitrified paving brick.

I know some roundhouses that have excellent floors of concrete. I think

there should be some form of floor that is a permanent floor, not one

that will wear out readily.

The President :—The Committee is willing to make it read as

follows : "The floor should be made of vitrified paving brick," etc.

Mr. Kittredge :
—"Or other equally satisfactory material."

The President :—How would it do to make it read : "The floor

should be of permanent construction?"

Mr. Kittredge :—That is satisfactory.

The President :—The Committee accepts that.

Mr. W. C. dishing (Pennsylvania Lines West) :—We have tried

every form of roundhouse floor and have come back to the brick as being

the only suitable roundhouse floor. After long experience we have

found brick is the very best material.

The President:—We would like to hear from somebody else in

regard to the practice on floors. The Committee has agreed to change

the paragraph to read : "The floor should be of permanent construction."

Mr. Garrett Davis (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—I would like

to have wood cut out of it.

The President :—We would be glad to know the experience of Mr.

dishing with regard to his floors.

Mr. dishing:—We use the wood next to the rail as being most

satisfactory.

Mr Davis :—I want to say that I am opposed to the pit having

any wood at all. I would not have a particle of wood about it.

Mr. Raymer:—In the light of the reports the Committee received

they do not wish to recommend the abandonment of wood for the sup-

port of the rails on the pits.

The President :—It reads now : "The floor should be of permanent

construction. It should be crowned between pits, and that part adjacent

to pits within jacking limits should be of wood."

(Conclusion No. 9 was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(10) Drop pits should be furnished for handling

truck wheels, driving wheels and tender wheels. These can be most

economically constructed in pairs,"
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(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—"(n) The building should be heated with hot air

by the indirect method, and the supply should be taken from the exterior

of the building (no recirculation of air should be allowed). The air

should be delivered to the pits under the engine portion of the locomo-

tive. Air ducts should be located under the floor and special precaution

should be taken to keep them dry."

Mr. MacPherson :—I scarcely think we should confine ourselves to

hot air for heating roundhouses, although it is a seemingly good process.

We have this season equipped several of our roundhouses with hot-air

heating apparatus, and several others with steam heating, using the

partial vacuum process, which, by pumping the air out of the pipes,

makes it possible to heat satisfactorily with about one and a half pounds

pressure of exhaust steam. We have had a very severe winter this year,

and this vacuum process of heating gave more uniform and satisfactory

results than the hot air.

Mr. Rockwell :—Some of our roundhouses are heated by steam.

Heretofore they were heated by hot air.

The President :—Perhaps the chairman can tell us on what the

Committee based its recommendations.

Mr. Raymer:—This is a very important subject, and one that possibly

has not received the attention it deserves. The heating of a roundhouse

is an absolute necessity for good roundhouse work. . The conclusion

of the Committee, of course, was based on the reports it received from

the different roads, suggesting good practice and showing what the pres-

ent practice is. We do not question that the roundhouse can be heated

satisfactorily by steam. There are some objections against placing the

steam pipes in the pits. These objections probably came from poor steam-

fitting. I am convinced that these objections can be largely overcome by

giving proper attention to the steamfitting and by properly protecting

the pipes in the pits ; but if the steamfitting is not well done and the

pipes are not properly protected, there will be some trouble from steam

leaking. The recommendation that air be used was based on the fact

that along with the heat we get good ventilation when the air is not

recirculated. By taking air from the outside of the roundhouse a large

amount of air is forced into the roundhouse, and any leak is outward

rather than inward on account of the slight pressure in the roundhouse.

Mr. Kittredge:—I would amend conclusion n so as to read: "The

building should be heated."

Mr. Berg:—There is no doubt that hot air has great advantage on

account of the pressure against the outside from inside the building. I

think the requirements, as the discussion has developed, are resolved

into a question of whether steam or hot air should be used. I would

like to amend conclusion n so as to read: "If the building is heated

with hot air, it should be by the indirect method," and the rest of the

paragraph to remain the same.
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Mr. Kittredge :—I will second that amendment.

The President:—The Committee and the mover of that amendment

are both in accord with that suggestion. The amendment is to insert

the word "if."

(Conclusion No. n was adopted as amended.)

The Secretary:
—

"(12) As much light should be obtained from the

exterior of the building as good construction will allow."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(13) There should be an arc light, and a plug

outlet for incandescent lights in each space between stalls."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(14) The contents of boilers should be taken

care of and discharged outside of the building in a suitable receptacle

and the heat units used as may be deemed best."

Mr. Berg:—Is it desirable to state the discharge receptacle should

be outside of the building? Is it not just as well to leave out "outside

of the building?"

Mr. Raymer:—The recommendations of the Committee are that the

contents should be discharged so as not to waste any of the steam in

the building.

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(15) Cold water should be supplied at each alter-

nate space between stalls from an outlet not less than 2V2 inches, located

at a point about opposite front end of firebox; the water pressure should

be not less than 80 pounds. The hydrants should be located below the

floor in properly constructed pits amply drained. Modern practice

requires the use of hot water in the maintenance of boilers."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary :—"( 16) Compressed air is used for mechanical hoist-

ing and blowing operations. Overhead outlets should be furnished in

each space between stalls opposite front end of firebox. The pressure

should be from 80 to 100 pounds."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(17) A modern roundhouse should have facilities

for the location of a few necessary machine tools, preferably electrically

driven."

Mr. W. McNab (Grand Trunk) :—I suggest that the word "modern"

be eliminated.

The President :—The Committee accepts that.

(The conclusion as amended was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(18) Air hoists, or portable gooseneck cranes

with differential blocks, on wheels, should be furnished for handling

heavy repair parts."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"(19) The turntable pit side walls should be of

concrete with wooden coping not less than 6 inches thick, and the ties
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under the circular rail should be supported on concrete walls. Pivot

masonry may be of concrete with stone cap."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

Prof. W. D. Pence (Purdue University) :—Could we have the first

sentence of conclusion n read again?

Mr. Berg:—I think I made that motion, that if the building is to be

heated with hot air it should be by the indirect method.

Mr. Davis :—I would like to ask some of the members who have

heated their buildings with hot air if they can advise what it would

cost to install hot air per stall, and how it compares with steam heat.

It costs about $75 per stall to put in steam pipes. Our experience with

steam pipes is that they are not very satisfactory.

The President:—Can any gentleman answer Mr. Davis' question?

Mr. Kelley :—A fifteen-stall roundhouse cost us $250 per stall ; a

twenty-seven-stall roundhouse cost us about $150 a stall. In the twenty-

seven-stall roundhouse fifteen stalls were small; in the fifteen-stall round-

house all the stalls were full size.

The President :—This completes the consideration of this report,

and the Committee is excused with our thanks.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. VIII.—ON MASONRY.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

The work of your Committee in formulating its sixth annual report

has been along the lines laid down by the Board of Direction, being a

revision and completion of the work of previous years rather than the

taking up of new subjects.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

The first meeting of the Committee was held at the Auditorium Hotel,

Chicago, September 29, the following members being present: Messrs.

E. C. Brown, C W. Boynton, A. O. Cunningham, John Dean, W. B.

Hanlon and E. P. Weatherly. The meeting decided to recommend the

adoption of the Specifications for Portland and Natural Cements as

reported by Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement of the

American Society for Testing Materials, adopted by that Committee June

11, 1904. A sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. C. W. Boynton, Chair-

man
; John Dean and J. W. Schaub, was appointed to secure information

as to the efficiency of concrete backing for stone face work; as to imbed-

ding large stones in the interior of heavy concrete structures ; as to the use

of concrete under bridge seats in place of stone pedestals, and as to the

economy and advisability of substituting reinforced concrete for the com-

mon forms of construction for small openings.

The second meeting was held at the office of the Association, Chicago,

December 7th, with the following members in attendance: Messrs. E. C.

Brown, C. W. Boynton, A. O. Cunningham, John Dean and J. W. Schaub.

The sub-committee appointed at the previous meeting submitted its report,

which was accepted. The subject-matter of the annual report was dis-

cussed in detail, and the Chairman was authorized to prepare same for

publication in the Bulletin.

Complying with instructions of the last annual convention, the

Chairman appointed a sub-committee to co-operate with the Special Com-

697
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mittee of the American Society of Civil Engineers appointed to report

on concrete and reinforced concrete. This sub-committee now consists

of Messrs. C. W. Boynton, Chairman ; G. F. Swain and C. M. Mills, all

of whom are voting members of the Joint Committee.

REVIEW OF LAST ANNUAL REPORT.

In its last annual report the Committee submitted Specifications for

Portland and Natural Cements, Specifications for Portland Cement Con-

crete, and Definitions of Masonry Terms applied to Railroad Construction.

The Specifications for Portland Cement Concrete were discussed, amended

and adopted. The other subjects were not taken up by the convention.

THE USE OF CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE.

The Joint Committee on Reinforced Concrete comprises nine voting

members of the American Society of Civil Engineers, four of the Ameri-

can Society for Testing Materials, three of the American Railway

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, and two of the Asso-

ciation of Portland Cement Manufacturers. This Joint Committee has

held two meetings during the year. A sub-committee on "Plan and Scope"

will soon make its report, after which the experimental work of the com-

mittee will begin. This work will require generous financial and co-opera-

tive aid, and the Joint Committee should receive the hearty support of

this Association. The following paragraphs are taken from the pre-

liminary draft of the report of the sub-committee on "Plan and Scope

'

and are presented as indicating somewhat the lines along which the work

of the Joint Committee will probably be done

:

"Reinforced concrete is comparatively new, but it has already become

of great importance in engineering and architectural construction. The

development of the Portland cement industry, and the improvement of the

product and the rapid extension of the use of concrete are among the note-

worthy features of engineering progress in recent years. It is not too

much to say that with the increased demand for permanence and better

appearance in structures a very great extension of the use of reinforced

concrete may be expected in the next few years. However, to insure this

development and to promote safe construction, a full knowledge of the

properties and principles appertaining to reinforced concrete is needed.

It is no reflection to say that our knowledge of reinforced concrete is

imperfect. The very newness of this construction explains the paucity of

information and diversity of opinions concerning it. But the lack of infor-

mation and of experience in this work and the carelessness or temerity of

inexperienced or incompetent persons make the danger from accident and
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failure of structures very great. The importance of securing definite and

complete knowledge of the principles underlying reinforced concrete con-

struction before a serious accident caused by imperfect or improper con-

struction injures the standing of reinforced concrete, is too apparent to

need argument. Besides, the properties of concrete are not as regular or

as well denned as those of such materials as structural steel, and the com-

posite structure of steel and concrete may be expected to have a different

action from that of the individual components. Recent investigations, too,

seem not to confirm certain deductions considered by many to have been

established. The need of a thorough and comprehensive investigation of

the properties of reinforced concrete and of the principles underlying its

design and construction is evident, and the sub-committee recommends that

such an investigation be undertaken under the auspices of the joint com-

mittee and emphasizes the importance and timeliness of such action to the

engineering and constructional interests of the country.

"It is true that many tests have been made on reinforced concrete, and

valuable information doubtless exists. At the same time there is con-

siderable diversity in results and in their interpretation. These conflict-

ing opinions extend to so many features and even to such fundamental

principles that it seems best to begin with elementary matters and to

get at the subject from the foundation up. As the investigation pro-

ceeds the conditions accompanying tests already made may be more
accurately learned and trustworthy data of such tests collected, and the

collation of this information may be made a valuable part of the under-

taking. However, the main purpose of the investigation should be to

establish principles independently of existing opinions, or of preconceived

ideas, and the principal present use of existing available data will be to

direct the nature and scope of the work and to avoid unwarranted

assumption.

"The scope of the investigation will include both (a) the determina-

tion of fundamental principles and properties, and (b) the choice of the

main general conditions and requirements controlling the more common
designs and construction. The above distinction is not intended to imply

that the conditions and requirements of design and construction are

not dependent .upon principles and properties, but rather that, as the

investigation proceeds, the results may be utilized without waiting for

the completion of the work outlined, and that in the selection of the

order of the work to be undertaken the choke should be such that items

of probable immediate applicability will be taken up first. This attention

to the order of the tests is warranted by the desire of railroad and

structural men to get facts upon which to base construction at as early

a day as possible. At the same time it must be borne in mind that the

bearing of facts and experiments upon important fundamental principles

may not be recognized in advance and that care must be taken not to

prejudge results nor to base conclusions on insufficient evidence. Besides,

if this investigation is worth undertaking, the subject-matter is worthy
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of comprehensive treatment and the Joint Committee cannot afford to

stand sponsor for a superficial investigation.

"The plan is to have tests made in the laboratories of engineering

schools, railroads, etc., which have facilities for the work and which

upon consultation express willingness to co-operate. It is expected that

much of the work will be done as thesis work by senior engineering

investigators. Certain expenses will be defrayed from funds raised by the

Committee on Ways and M'eans. Tests along special lines may require

that special arrangements be made, and special apparatus may have to be

provided. A committee to be known as the Committee in Charge of

Tests will supervise the work.

"It is proposed by the plan to take up at the beginning the more
simple constructions and the more fundamental principles and basic

properties. Especial attention will be given to reinforced concrete beams,

though columns and slabs will be taken up and plain concrete will be

investigated to determine its properties and constants so far as they have

a bearing upon reinforced concrete. Among the problems, variations, and

determinations for reinforced concrete beams included in the scope of

the work are the following : Amount of reinforcement : form, size and

position of reinforcing bars; variety and consistency of concrete; careful-

ness of concrete making; repetition of load; manner of application of

load; form of section; resistance to shearing; efficiency of devices and

arrangements to resist shear ; bond and anchorage ; effect Of age
;
general

investigation of manner of failure and of the critical or controlling condi-

tion upon which the design of beams should be based. It will be seen

that emphasis is placed on the stress-deformation relation", as this has so

important a bearing on the action of reinforced concrete beams.

"The scope of the work may be modified and extended as the develop-

ment of the investigation warrants. Special problems coming up may

need attention. It may be well in the report of the committee to for-

mulate general regulations for the proper execution of work in reinforced

concrete construction. It should be stated that the plan contemplates

tests of reinforced concrete, using that term to mean a construction com-

posed principally of concrete and having a small amount of metal so

imbedded as to take the principal tensile stresses and perhaps the secondary

tensile and shearing stresses developed, but not to any great extent the

compressive stresses, and does not include what may be termed steel-

concrete, meaning thereby steel structures encased in concrete and using

the concrete principally for stiffening and protection.

"The outline of the plan and scope which follows is arranged as

follows

:

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION.

r. Properties of Concrete.—A. Compression; B. Tension; C. Shear; D.

Flexure; E. Columns; F. Volumetric changes; G. Fire resisting

properties.
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2. Properties of Reinforced Concrete under Simple Stresses.—A. Com-
pression; B. Tension; C. Initial Stresses; D. Bond and anchorage.

3. Reinforced Concrete Beams. A. Simple flexure ; B. Complex

flexure ; C. Restrained beams ; D. Impact tests.

4. Reinforced Concrete Columns.

5. Reinforced Concrete Slabs.

TESTING WORK.

1. Materials and Mixing.

2. Test Pieces.

3. Testing."

THE ADAPTABILITY OF CONCRETE TO CERTAIN POSITIONS

IN RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.

Your Committee has made some investigations of present practice

among railroads in order to present at this time recommendations as to

the efficiency of concrete backing for stone face work; as to imbedding

large stones in interior of heavy concrete structures ; as to use of concrete

under bridge seats in place of stone pedestals, and economy and advis-

ability of substituting reinforced concrete for the common forms of con-

struction for small openings. To this end circulars were prepared and

mailed to most of the railroads represented in the Association. The

replies were quite satisfactory, both as to number and the information they

contained. Extracts will be published in a later Bulletin.

The Committee has carefully considered the replies, and a summary of

the information with recommendations follows

:

EFFICIENCY OF CONCRETE BACKING FOR STONE FACE WORK.

There seems to be no question as to the efficiency of concrete backing

for stone face work, but as a combination structure is- more expensive

than a straight concrete structure, it is desirable to combine the two only

under certain conditions.

Where sufficient care is taken, it seems that no difficulty is experienced

in securing a satisfactory bond between a stone face and a concrete back.

The best result is obtained from a wet concrete.

As this is not a form of construction to be adopted because . it is

superior in any way to either stone or concrete masonry, but is a form

which may be desirable and successfully applied under certain conditions,

your Committee can only recommend methods of procedure with which

satisfactory results can be obtained.

Therefore we recommend that in this form of construction the face
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work be constructed after the usual manner, the back being left as rough

as possible. To make the bond between the face and back more certain,

headers should project well into the concrete.

The work should be constructed in courses, and the backing brought

up flush with each course of face stone.

Portland cement concrete made in accordance with the standard speci-

fications of this Association, is recommended for this form of construc-

tion. The concrete must be sufficiently wet to conform readily to the

rough contact surface of the stone facing.

IMBEDDING LARGE STONES IN INTERIOR OF HEAVY CONCRETE STRUCTURES.

Imbedding large stones in concrete is not a very common practice

among railway engineers, because conditions seldom exist that favor, from

an economical standpoint, this form of construction.

The feeling seems to be that in massive work, where weight is more

of a factor than strength, rubble concrete can safely be used ; therefore, in

such work the question would resolve itself into one of comparative cost.

Apparently one point of weakness in this form of construction is the

fact that it is difficult to place the rubble stone so that the joints will be

broken.

Wet concrete is favored for this form of construction, as it is easier

to force it to conform to the outline of the rubble stone, and a more

perfect bond between the two materials is obtained.

That the rubble stone should be placed a sufficient distance apart to

permit perfect tamping of the concrete seems to be an important factor.

Also that the relative size of the rubble stone to the thickness of the wall

is a point that should receive serious consideration.

Your Committee recommends the use of rubble concrete wherever a

saving would result, provided the wall or structure in question is not less

than four feet thick.

The greatest diameter of the rubble stone must not exceed one-half

the thickness of the wall or structure. The rubble stone should be drenched,

before placing, and care must be exercised to avoid continuous vertical

joints.

A Portland cement concrete made in accordance with this Associa-

tion's standard specifications is recommended for this form of con-

struction.

The concrete must be sufficiently wet to conform readily to the rough

surface of the rubble stone, but not so wet as to permit the segregation

of the rubble stones.
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The thickness of the concrete between the rubble stone and the

exterior of the wall must not be less than one foot. The rubble stones

should be placed on their natural bed, and the minimum distance between

them must not be less than six inches.

THE USE OF CONCRETE UNDER BRIDGE SEATS IN PLACE OF STONE PEDESTALS.

Concrete has been and is being used extensively and successfully under

bridge seats, there not being a single case reported where concrete bridge

seats failed to do the work expected of them.

Concrete bridge seats have been successfully used in bridges up to

200-ft. span.

Concrete bridge seats are successfully constructed from the same

grade of concrete as used in the pier or abutment, except that a smooth

finish is obtained by the use of a cement and sand mortar on the top.

We recommend the use of concrete bridge seats under all ordinary

conditions where the body of the pier or abutment is constructed of

concrete, using a slightly richer mixture in the coping than in the body

of the structure.

A Portland cement concrete made in accordance with this Associa-

tion's standard specifications is recommended for the construction of

bridge seats. In constructing concrete bridge seats, the work should be

continuous, no time intervening between finishing the body of the structure

and placing the bridge seat. The bridge seat should be finished on the

top with a mortar composed of one part Portland cement and two parts

sharp sand and troweled smooth. This top finish should never be less than

one inch thick.

ECONOMY AND ADVISABILITY OF SUBSTITUTING REINFORCED CONCRETE FOR THE

COMMON FORMS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR SMALL OPENINGS.

This form of construction for small openings seems to have many

points of advantage to its credit, among them, ease of construction, low

first cost, durability, etc.

The value of the concrete arch constructed of plain or reinforced con-

crete is well known, and is usually preferred wherever the conditions

will permit of its use.

The use of the flat-top structure is more limited than that of the arch,

but because of the economy with which it may be constructed and the

limited head room required, it is a very convenient and desirable form, and

it occurs to your Committee that it is a form with great possibilities.

There are certain forms of I-beam construction in which the I-beams
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carry the load and the concrete protects the metal from corrosion, that

should not be classed as reinforced concrete. Such construction, although

very effectual, consumes a large surplus of metal, and therefore is not

economical.

There is little room for doubt as to the question of economy of straight

reinforced concrete structures compared with the common form of con-

struction for small openings.

We also think it advisable to substitute reinforced concrete for the

common forms of construction for small openings, but think the flat-top

structure should be studied in detail and an approved form recommended

for the consideration of the Association, and it is suggested that this

subject be assigned to the Committee for investigation.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR NATURAL AND PORTLAND CEMENT.

The Special Committee appointed by the Board of Direction to co-

operate with the Joint Committee on Standard Specifications for Cement

reported in favor of substituting the Joint Committee's Specification for

Cements in lieu of the present Specifications of this Association. The

Special Committee's report was published in Bulletin No. 54, August, 1904.

The Joint Committee embraces representatives from the American

Society of Civil Engineers, American Society for Testing Materials,

American Institute of Architects, Engineer Department of the United

States Army, Association of Portland Cement Manufacturers, and the

Special Committee appointed by this Association.

Your Committee has unanimously decided to recommend for adoption

by this Association the Standard Specifications for Cement formulated

by the Joint Committee, and presented to and adopted by the American

Society for Testing Materials at its meeting June 17, 1904, together with

the addendum to the same, being an Abstract of the Methods recom-

mended by the Special Committee on Uniform Tests of Cement of the

American Society of Civil Engineers.

The recommendation of your Committee is that the Specifications for

Portland Cement and Specifications for Natural Cement adopted by this

Association two years ago shall now be replaced by the Standard

Specifications for Cement of the Joint Committee. The importance of

unity of action by the principal engineering associations of the country

in the matter of cement specifications is so great that your Committee

hopes its recommendations may receive favorable action.
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STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR CEMENT.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

i. These remarks have been prepared with a view of pointing out

the pertinent features of the various requirements and the precautions

to be observed in the interpretation of the results of the tests.

2. The Committee would suggest that the acceptance or rejection

under these specifications be based on tests made by an experienced person

having the proper means for making the tests.

3. Specific gravity is useful in detecting adulteration or under-

burning. The results of tests of specific gravity are not necessarily con-

clusive as an indication of the quality of a cement, but when in combina-

tion with the results of other tests may afford valuable indications.

4. The sieves should be kept thoroughly dry.

5. Great care should be exercised to maintain the test pieces under

as uniform conditions as possible. A sudden change or wide range of

temperature in the room in which the tests are made, a very dry or humid

atmosphere, and other irregularities vitally affect the rate of setting.

6. Each consumer must fix the minimum requirements for tensile

strength to suit his own conditions. They shall, however, be within the

limits stated.

7. The tests for constancy of volume are divided into two classes,

the first normal, the second accelerated. The latter should be regarded

as a precautionary test only, and not infallible. So many conditions enter

into the making and interpreting of it that it should be used with extreme

care.

8. In making the pats the greatest care should be exercised to avoid

initial strains due to molding or to too rapid drying out during the first

twenty-four hours. The pats should be preserved under the most uniform

conditions possible, and rapid changes of temperature should be avoided.

9. The failure to meet the requirements of accelerated tests need

not be sufficient cause for rejection. The cement may, however, be held

for twenty-eight days, and a retest made at the end of that period. Failure

to meet the requirements at this time should be considered sufficient cause

for rejection, although in the present state of our knowledge it cannot be

said that such failure necessarily indicates unsoundness, nor can the

cement be considered entirely satisfactory simply because it passes the

tests.

45

Specific
Gravity.

Fineness.

Time of
Setting.

Tensile
Strength.
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GENERAL. CONDITIONS.

i. All cement shall be inspected.

2. Cement may be inspected either at the place of manufacture or

on the work.

3. In order to allow ample time for inspecting and testing, the

cement should be stored in a suitable weather-tight building having the

floor properly blocked or raised from the ground.

4. The cement shall be stored in such a manner as to permit easy

access for proper inspection and identification of each shipment.

5. Every facility shall be provided by the contractor and a period of

at least twelve days allowed for the inspection and necessary tests.

6. Cement shall be delivered in suitable packages with the brand and

name of manufacturer plainly marked thereon.

7. A bag of cement shall contain 94 pounds of cement net. Each

barrel of Portland cement shall contain four bags, and each barrel of

Natural cement shall contain three bags of the above net weight.

8. Cement failing to meet the seven-day requirements may be held

awaiting the results of the twenty-eight day tests before rejection.

9. All tests shall be made in accordance with the methods proposed

by the Committee on Uniform Tests of Cement of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, presented to the Society January 21, 1903, and

amended January 20, 1904, with all subsequent amendments thereto. (See

addendum to these specifications, pp. 708-718.

10. The acceptance or rejection shall be based on the following

requirements

:

NATURAL CEMENT.

11. This term shall be applied to the finely pulverized product result-

ing from the calcination of an argillaceous limestone at a temperature

only sufficient to drive off the carbonic acid. gas.

12. The specific gravity of the cement thoroughly dried at ioo° C,

shall not be less than 2.8.

13. It shall leave by weight a residue of not more than 10 percent,

on the No. 100, and 30 percent, on the No. 200 sieve.

14. It shall develop initial set in not less than ten minutes, and hard

set in not less than thirty minutes, nor more than three hours.

15. The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes

one inch square in cross-section shall be within the following limits, and

shall show no retrogression in strength within the periods specified :*

For example, the minimum requirement for the twenty-four-hour neat
cement test should be some value within the limits of 50 and 100 pounds, and so

on for each period stated.
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Age. Neat Cement. Strength.

24 hours in moist air 50-100 lbs.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 100-200 "

28 days (1 " " " 27 " " ) 200-300 "

One Part Cement, Three Parts Standard Sand.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 25- 75

28 days (1 " " "27 " " ) 75-150 "

16. Pats of neat cement about three inches in diameter, one-half

inch thick at center, tapering to a thin edge, shall be kept in moist air

for a period of twenty-four hours.

(a) A pat is then kept in air of normal temperature.

(b) Another is kept in water maintained as near 70° F. as prac-

ticable.

17. These pats are observed at intervals for at least 28 days, and, to

satisfactorily pass the tests, should remain firm and hard and show no

signs of distortion, checking, cracking or disintegrating.

PORTLAND CEMENT.

18. This term is applied to the finely pulverized product resulting

from the calcination to incipient fusion of an intimate mixture of properly

proportioned argillaceous and calcareous materials, and to which no addi-

tion greater than 3 percent, has been made subsequent to calcination.

19. The specific gravity of the cement, thoroughly dried at ioo° C,

shall be not less than 3.10.

20. It shall leave by weight a residue of not more than 8 percent,

on the No. 100, and not more than 25 percent, on the No. 200 sieve.

21. It shall develop initial set in not less than thirty minutes, but

must develop hard set in not less than one hour, nor more than ten hours.

22. The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes

one inch square in section shall be within the following limits, and shall

show no retrogression in strength within the periods specified :*

Age. Neat Cement. Strength.

24 hours in moist air 150-200 lbs.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 450-550 "

28 days ( 1 " " " 27 " " ) 550-650 "

For example, the minimum requirement for the twenty-four-hour neat
cement test should be some value within the limits of 150 and 200 pounds, and
so on for each period stated.

Specific
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One Part Cement, Three Parts Sand.

7 days (i day in moist air, 6 days in water) 150-200 lbs.

28 days (r " "* " 27 " " ) 200-300 "

23. Pats of neat cement about three inches in diameter, one-half

inch thick at the center, and tapering to a thin edge, shall be kept in moist

air for a period of twenty-four hours.

(a) A pat is then kept in air at normal temperature and observed

at intervals for at least 28 days.

(b) Another pat is kept in water maintained as near 70 F. as prac-

ticable, and observed at intervals for at least 28 days.

(c) A third pat is exposed in any convenient way in an atmosphere

of steam, above boiling water, in a loosely closed vessel for five hours.

24. These pats, to satisfactorily pass the requirements, shall remain

firm and hard and show no signs of distortion, checking, cracking or dis-

integrating.

25. The cement shall not contain more than 1.75 percent, of anhyd-

rous sulphuric acid (SO3), nor more than 4 percent, of magnesia (MgO).

ADDENDUM.

ABSTRACT OF METHODS RECOMMENDED BY THE SPECIAL

COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM TESTS OF CEMENT OF THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

SAMPLING.

i. The sample shall be a fair average of the contents of the package;

it is recommended that, where conditions permit, one barrel in every ten

be sampled.

2. All samples should be passed throtigh a sieve having twenty

meshes per linear inch, in order to break up lumps and remove foreign

material ; this is also a very effective method for mixing them together

in order to obtain an average. For determining the characteristics of a

shipment of cement, the individual samples may be mixed and the average

tested; where time will permit, however, it is recommended that they be

tested separately.

3. Cement in barrels should be sampled through a hole made in the

center of one of the staves, midway between the heads, or in the head,

by means of an auger or a sampling iron similar to that used by sugai

inspectors. If in bags, it should be taken from surface to center.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

4. As a method to be followed for the analysis of cement, that pro-

posed by the Committee on Uniformity in the Analysis of Materials for

the Portland Cement Industry, of New York Section of the Society for

Chemical Industry, and published in the Journal of the Society for Jan-

uary 15, 1902, is recommended.

Method.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

5. The determination of specific gravity is most conveniently made

with Le Chatelier's apparatus. This consists of a flask (D), Fig. 1, of

120 cu. cm. (7.32 cu. ins.) capacity, the neck of which is about 20 cm.

(7.87 ins.) long; in the middle of this neck is a bulb (C), above and

below which are two marks (F) and (£) ; the volume between these

marks is 20 cu. cm. (1.22 cu. ins.). The neck has a diameter of about

Fig. 1.

—

Le Chatelier's Specific Gravity Apparatus.
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9 mm. (0.35 in.), and is graduated into tenths of cubic centimeters above

the mark (F).

6. Benzine (62° Baume naphtha), or kerosene free from water,

should be used in making the determination.

7. The specific gravity can be determined in two ways

:

(a) The flask is filled with either of these liquids to the lower mark

(£), and 64 gr. (2.25 oz.) of powder, previously dried at ioo° C. (212

F.) and cooled to the temperature of the liquid, is gradually introduced

through the funnel (B) [the stem of which extends into the flask to the

top of the bulb (C)], until the upper mark (F) is reached. The differ-

ence in weight between the cement remaining and the original quantity

(64 gr.) is the weight which has displaced 20 cu. cm.

8. (b) The whole quantity of the powder is introduced, and the

level of the liquid rises to some division of the graduated neck. This

reading plus 20 cu. cm. is the volume displaced by 64 gr. of the powder.

9. The specific gravity is then obtained from the formula:

Weight of Cement.
Specific Gravity^-— ——

Displaced Volume.

10. The flask, during the operation, is kept immersed in water in

a jar (A), in order to avoid variations in the temperature of the liquid.

The results should agree within 0.01.

11. A convenient method for cleaning the apparatus is as follows:

The flask is inverted over a large vessel, preferably a glass jar, and

shaken vertically until the liquid starts to flow freely; it is then held still

in a vertical position until empty; the remaining traces of cement can be

removed in a similar manner by pouring into the flask a small quantity

of clean liquid and repeating the operation.

FINENESS.

12. The sieves should be circular, about 20 cm. (7.87 ins.) in

diameter, 6 cm. (2.36 ins.) high, and provided with a pan 5 cm. (1.97 ins.)

deep, and a cover.

13. The wire cloth should be woven (not twilled) from brass wire

having the following diameters

:

No. 100, 0.0045 in - ; No. 200, 0.0024 in.

14. This cloth should be mounted on the frames without distortion;

the mesh should be regular in spacing and be within the following limits

:

No. 100, 96 to 100 meshes to the linear inch.

No. 200, 188 to 200 " " "

15. Fifty grams (1.76 oz.) or 100 gr. (3.52 oz.) should be used for

the test, and dried at a temperature of ioo° C. (212 F.) prior to sieving.
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16. The thoroughly dried and coarsely screened sample is weighed

and placed on the No. 200 sieve, which, with pan and cover attached, is

held in one hand in a slightly inclined position, and moved forward and

backward, at the same time striking the side gently with the palm of the

other hand, at the rate of about 200 strokes per minute. The operation

Method.

FIG. 2.—VICAT NEEDLE.

is continued until not more than one-tenth of 1 percent, passes through

after one minute of continuous sieving. The residue is weighed, then

placed on the No. 100 sieve and the operation repeated. The work may

be expedited by placing in the sieve a small quantity of large shot. The

results should be reported to the nearest tenth of 1 percent.

NORMAL CONSISTENCY.

17. This can best be determined by means of Vicat Needle Apparatus,

which consists of a frame (K), Fig. 2, bearing a movable rod (L), with

the cap (A) at one end, and at the other the cylinder (5), 1 cm. (0.39 in.)

in diameter, the cap, rod and cylinder weighing 300 gr. (10.58 oz.). The

rod, which can be held in any desired position by a screw (F), carries an

indicator, which moves over a scale (graduated to centimeters) attached

to the frame (K). The paste is held by a conical, hard-rubber ring (/),

Method.
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7 cm. (2.76 ins.) in diameter at the base, 4 cm. (1.57 ins.) high-resting

on a glass plate (7), about 10 cm. (3.94 ins.) square.

18. In making the determination, the same quantity of cement as

will be subsequently used for each batch in making the briquettes [but

not less than 500 gr. (17.64 oz.)] is kneaded into a paste, as described in

paragraph 39, and quickly formed into a ball with the hands, completing the

operation by tossing it six times from one hand to the other, maintained 6

ins. apart; the ball is then pressed into the rubber ring, through the larger

opening, smoothed off, and placed (on its large end) on a glass plate and

' the smaller end smoothed off with a trowel ; the paste, confined in the

ring, resting on the plate, is placed under the rod bearing the cylinder,

which is brought in contact with the surface and quickly released.

19. The paste is of normal consistency when the cylinder penetrates

to a point in the mass 10 mm. (0.39 in.) below the top of the ring. Great

care must be taken to fill the ring exactly to the top.

20. The trial pastes are made with varying percentages of water

until the correct consistency is obtained.

Note. The Committee on Standard Specifications inserts the follow-

ing table for temporary use, to be replaced by one to be devised by the

Committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

PERCENTAGE OF WATER FOR STANDARD MIXTURES.

Neat
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TIME OF SETTING.

21. For this purpose the Vicat Needle, which has already been Method,

described in paragraph 17, should be used.

22. In making the test, a paste of normal consistency is molded and

placed under the rod (L), Fig. 2, as described in paragraph 18; this rod,

bearing the cap (D) at one end and the needle (H), 1 mm. (0.039 in.)

in diameter, at the other, weighing 300 gr. (10.58 oz.). The needle is then

carefully brought in contact with the surface of the paste and quickly

released.

23. The setting is said to have commenced when the needle ceases

to pass a point 5 mm. (0.20 in.) above the upper surface of the glass plate,

and is said to have terminated the moment the needle does not sink visibly

into the mass.

FIG. 3.—DETAILS FOR BRIQUETTE.
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24. The test pieces should be stored in moist air during the test;

this is accomplished by placing them on a rack over water contained in

a pan and covered with a damp cloth, the cloth to be kept away from

them by means of a wire screen ; or they may be stored in a moist box

or closet.

25. Care should be taken to keep the needle clean, as the collection

of cement on the sides of the needle retards the penetration, while cement

on the point reduces the area and tends to increase the penetration.

26. The determination of the time of setting is only approximate,

being materially affected by the temperature of the mixing water, the

temperature and humidity of the air during the test, the percentage of

water used, and the amount of molding the paste receives.

STANDARD SAND.

27. For the present, the Committee recommends the natural sand

from Ottawa, 111., screened to pass a sieve having 20 meshes per linear

inch and retained on a sieve having 30 meshes per linear inch ; the wires

to have diameters of 0.0165 and 0.0112 in., respectively, i. e., half the width

of the opening in each case. Sand having passed the No. 20 sieve shall

be considered standard when not more than 1 percent, passes a No. 30

sieve after one minute continuous sifting of a 500-gr. sample.

28. The Sandusky Portland Cement Company of Sandusky, Ohio,

has agreed to undertake the preparation of this sand and to furnish it at

a price only sufficient to cover the actual cost of preparation.

FORM OF BRIQUETTE.

29. While the form of the briquette recommended by a former Com-

mittee of the Society is not wholly satisfactory, this Committee is not

prepared to suggest any change, other than rounding off the corners by

curves of Vz-'m. radius, Fig. 3.

MOLDS.

30. The molds should be made of brass, bronze or some equally non-

corrodible material, having sufficient metal in the sides to prevent spread-

ing during molding.

FIG. 4.—DETAILS FOR GANG MOLD.
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31. Gang molds, which permit molding a number of briquettes at

one time, are preferred by many to single molds ; since the greater quantity

of mortar that can be mixed tends to produce greater uniformity in the

results. The type shown in Fig. 4 is recommended.

32. The molds should be wiped with an oily cloth before using.

33. All proportions should be stated by weight; the quantity of

water to be used should be stated as a percentage of the dry material.

34. The metric system is recommended because of the convenient

relation of the gram and the cubic centimeter.

35. The temperature of the room and the mixing water should be

as near 21 ° C. (70 F.) as it is practicable to maintain it.

36. The sand and cement should be thoroughly mixed dry. The

mixing should be done on some non-absorbing surface, preferably plate

glass. If the mixing must be done on an absorbing surface it should be

thoroughly dampened prior to use.

37. The quantity of material to be mixed at one time depends on

the number of test pieces to be made; about 1,000 gr. (35.28 oz.) makes

a convenient quantity to mix, especially by hand methods.

38. The material is weighed and placed on the mixing table, and Method

a crater formed in the center, into which the proper percentage of

clean water is poured ; the material on the outer edge is turned into the

crater by the aid of a trowel. As soon as the water has been absorbed,

which should not require more than one minute, the operation is com-

pleted by vigorously kneading with the hands for an additional 1Y2 min-

utes, the process being similar to that used in kneading dough. A sand-

glass affords a convenient guide for the time of kneading. During the

operation of mixing, the hands should be protected by gloves, preferably

of rubber.

MOLDING.

39. Having worked the paste or mortar to the proper consistency,

it is at once placed in the molds by hand.

40. The molds should be filled at once, the material pressed in firmly

with the fingers and smoothed off with a trowel without ramming; the

material should be heaped up on the upper surface of the mold, and, in

smoothing off, the trowel should be drawn over the mold in such a man-

ner as to exert a moderate pressure on the excess material. The mold

should be turned over and the operation repeated.

Method
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41. A check upon the uniformity of the mixing and molding is

afforded by weighing the briquettes just prior to immersion, or upon

removal from the moist closet. Briquettes which vary in weight more

than 3 percent, from the average should not be tested.

STORAGE OF THE TEST PIECES.

42. During the first 24 hours after molding, the test pieces should be

kept in moist air to prevent them from drying out.

43. A moist closet or chamber is so easily devised that the use of

the damp cloth should be abandoned if possible. Covering the test pieces

FIG. 5.—FORM OF CLIP.

with a damp cloth is objectionable, as commonly used, because the cloth

may dry out unequally, and in conseqence the test pieces are not all main-

tained under the same condition. Where a moist closet is not available, a

cloth may be used and kept uniformly wet by immersing the ends in
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water. It should be kept from direct contact with the test pieces by

means of a wire screen or some similar arrangement.

44. A moist closet consists of a soapstone or slate box, or a metal-

lined wooden box—the metal lining being covered with felt and this felt

kept wet. The bottom of the box is so constructed as to hold water, and

the sides are provided with cleats for holding glass shelves on which to

place the briquettes. Care should be taken to keep the air in the closet

uniformly moist.

45. After 24 hours in moist air, the test pieces for longer periods of

time should be immersed in water maintained as near 21 ° C. (70 F.) as

practicable; they may be stored in tanks or pans, which should be of

non-corrodible material.

TENSILE STRENGTH.

46. The tests may be made on any standard machine. A solid metal

clip, as shown in Fig. 5, is recommended. This clip is to be used without

cushioning at the points of contact with the test specimen. The bearing

at each point of contact should be /4-in. wide, and the distance between the

centers of contact on the same clip should be 1% ins.

47. Test pieces should be broken as soon as they are removed from

the water. Care should be observed in centering the briquettes in the

testing machine, as cross-strains, produced by improper centering, tend

to lower the breaking strength. The load should not be applied too sud-

denly, as it may produce vibration, the shock from which often breaks

the briquette before the ultimate strength is reached. Care must be

taken that the clips and the sides of the briquette be clean and free from

grains of sand or dirt which would prevent a good bearing. The load

should be applied at the rate of 600 lbs. per minute. The average of the

briquettes of each sample tested should be taken as the test, excluding

any results which are manifestly faulty.

CONSTANCY OF VOLUME.

48. Tests for constancy of volume are divided into two classes

:

(1) Normal tests, or those made in either air or water maintained at

about 21° C. (70 F.), and (2) accelerated tests, or those made in air,

steam or water at a temperature of 45 C. (115 F.) and upward. The

test pieces should be allowed to remain 24 hours in moist air before

immersion in water or steam, or preservation in air.

49. For these tests, pats about 7Y2 cm. (2.95 ins.) in diameter, 1%
cm. (0.49 in.) thick at the center, and tapering to a thin edge, should be

made, upon a clean glass plate [about 10 cm. (3.94 ins.) square], from

cement paste of normal consistency.

Methods.
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Normal
rest.

Accelerated
rest.

50. A pat is immersed in water maintained as near 21° C. (70 F.)

as possible for 28 days, and observed at intervals. A similar pat is main-

tained in air at ordinary temperature and observed at intervals.

51. A pat is exposed in any convenient way in an atmosphere of

steam, above boiling water, in a loosely closed vessel.

52. To pass these tests satisfactorily, the pats should remain firm

and hard, and show no signs of cracking, distortion or disintegration.

53. Should the pat leave the plate, distortion may be detected best

with a straight-edge applied to the surface which was in contact with the

plate.
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DEFINITIONS OF MASONRY TERMS APPLIED TO RAILROAD
CONSTRUCTION.

MASONRY.

Masonry.—All constructions of stone or kindred substitute materials in

which the separate pieces are either placed together, with or without

cementing material to join them, or where not separately placed, are

encased in a matrix of firmly cementing material.

CLASSIFICATION OF MASONRY.

Kinds of
Masonry
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Broken Range Masonry.—Masonry in which the bed joints are parallel

but not continuous.

Squared-Stone Masonry.—Masonry in which the stones are roughly

squared and roughly dressed on beds and sides.

Rubble Masonry.—Masonry composed of squared or roughly squared

stones, or rubble of irregular size or shape.

Dry Wall.—A masonry wall in which stones are built up without the

use of mortar.

CONCRETE.

Concrete.—A compact mass of broken stone, gravel or other suitable

material assembled together with cement mortar and allowed to

harden.

Rubble Concrete.—Concrete in which rubblestone are imbedded.

Reinforced Concrete.—Concrete which has been reinforced by means of

metal in some form, so as to give the concrete elasticity and increased

strength.

BRICK.

Brick.—No. I.—Hard burned brick, absorption not to exceed 2 percent.

by weight.

Brick—Nc. 2.—Softer and lighter brick than No. 1, absorption not to

exceed 6 percent, by weight.

CEMENT.

Cement.—A preparation of calcined clay and limestone, or their equiva-

lents, possessing the property of hardening into a solid mass when

moistened with water. This property is exercised under water, as

well as in open air. Cements are divided into four classes : Portland,

Natural, Puzzolan and Silica cement. (See each.)

Portland Cement.—This term is applied to the finely pulverized product

resulting from the calcination to incipient fusion of an intimate

mixture of properly proportioned argillaceous and calcareous ma-

terials, and to which no addition greater than 3 percent, has been

made subsequent to calcination.

Natural Cement.—This term shall be applied to the finely pulverized

product resulting from the calcination of an argillaceous limestone

at a temperature only sufficient to drive off the carbonic acid gas.

Puzzolan.—An intimate mixture of pulverized granulated furnace slag
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and slaked lime without further calcination which possesses the

hydraulic qualities of cement.

Silica Cement (Sand Cement).—A mixture of clean sand and Portland

cement ground together.

DESCRIPTIVE WORDS.

Arris.—An external angle, edge or ridge.

Ashlar.—A squared or cut block of stone with rectangular dimensions.

Axed.—Dressed so as to cover the surface of a stone with chisel marks

which are nearly or quite parallel.

Backing.—That portion of a masonry wall or structure built in the rear

of the face. It must be attached to the face and bonded with it It

is usually of a cheaper grade of masonry than the face.

Batter.—The slope or inclination of the face from a vertical line.

Bed.—The top and bottom of a stone. (See Course Bed; Natural Bed;

Foundation Bed.)

Bed Joint.—A horizontal joint, or one perpendicular to the line of pres-

sure.

Beton.— (See Concrete.)

Block Rubble.—Large blocks of building stone as they come from the

quarry. (See Rubble.)

Bond.—The mechanical disposition of stone, brick or other building blocks

by over-lapping to break joints.

Build.—A vertical joint.

Bush-Hammered.—A surface produced by removing the roughness of

stone with a bush-hammer.

Centering.—A temporary support used in arch construction. (Also called

Centers.)

Course.—Each separate layer in stone, concrete or brick masonry.

Course Bed.—Stone, brick or other building material in position, upon

which other material is to be laid.

Crandalled.—Dressed with a crandalling tool, producing the same effect

as fine-pointed.

Draft.—A line on the surface of a stone cut to the breadth of the chisel.

Drafted Stones.—Stones on which the face is surrounded by a draft,

the space inside the draft being left rough.

Dressing.—The finish given to the surface of stones or to concrete.

Expansion Joint.—A vertical joint or space to allow for temperature

changes.

Extrados.—The upper or convex surface of an arch.

46
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Face.—The exposed surface in elevation.

Facing.—In concrete: (i) A rich mortar placed on the exposed surfaces

to make a smooth finish.

(2) Shovel facing by working the mortar of concrete to the face.

Final Set.—A stage of the process of setting marked by certain hard-

ness. (See Cement Specifications.)

Fine Pointed.—Dressed by fine point to smoother finish than by rough

point.

Flush.— (Adj.) Having the surface even or level with an adjacent sur-

face.

(Verb.) (1) To fill. (2) To bring to a level. (3) To force

water to the surface of mortar or concrete by compacting or ramming.

Footing.—A projecting bottom course.

Forms.—Temporary structures for holding concrete in desired shape.

Foundation.— (1) That portion of a structure, usually below the surface

of the ground, which distributes the pressure upon its support.

(2) Also applied to the natural support itself; rock, clay, etc.

Foundation Bed.—The surface on which a structure rests.

Grout.—A thin mortar either poured or applied with a brush.

Header.—A stone which has its greatest length at right angles to the face

of the wall, and which bonds the face stones to the backing.

Initial Set.—An early stage of the process of setting, marked by certain

hardness. (See Cement specifications.)

Intrados.—The inner or concave surface of an arch.

Joint.—The narrow space between adjacent stones, bricks or other build-

ing blocks, usually filled with mortar.

Lagging.—Strips used to carry and distribute the weight of an arch to

the ribs or centering during its construction.

Leveller.—A small rectangular stone, not less than 4 to 6 inches thick,

used in broken range work to complete the bed for a stone in the

course above and give it proper bond. Sometimes called jumper or

dutchman.

Lock.—Any special device or method of construction used to secure a

bond in the work.

Mortar.—A mixture of sand, cement or lime, and water, used to cement

the various stones or brick in masonry or to cover the surface of

same.

Natural Bed.—The surfaces of a stone parallel to its stratification.

Paving.—Regularly placed stone or brick forming a floor.

Pean-Hammered.— (See Axed.)

Pinner.—A spall or small stone used to wedge up a stone and give it

better bearing.
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Pitched-Faced.—Having the arris clearly denned by a line beyond which

the rock is cut away by the pitching chisel so as to make approximately

true edges.

Pointing.—Filling joints or defects in the face of a masonry structure.

Quarry-Face.—Stone faced as it comes from the quarry.

Random Range Masonry.— (See Broken Range Masonry.)

Riprap.—Rough stone of various sizes placed compactly or irregularly to

prevent scour by water.

Rough Pointed.—Dressed by pick or heavy point until the projections

vary from Vi inch to one inch.

Rubbed.—a fine finish made by rubbing with grit or sandstone.

Rubble.—Field stone or rough stone as it comes from the quarry. When

it is of large or massive size it is termed block rubble.

Set (Noun).—The change from a plastic to a solid or hard state.

Soffit.—The under side of a projection.

Spall (Noun).—A chip or small piece of stone broken from a large block.

Steel Concrete.— (See Reinforced Concrete.)

Stretcher.—A stone which has its greatest length parallel to the face of

the wall.

Tooth-Axed.—Dressed by a method of fine pointing.

Voussoirs.—The stones, blocks of concrete or other material forming

the arch ring.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee arrives at the following conclusions and recom-

mendations :

*FIRST.—That this Association adopt as standard the "Standard Specifi-

cations for Cement" (both Portland and Natural) of the "Joint Com-

mittee," and in connection with same the "Abstract of Methods

Recommended by the Special Committee on Uniform Tests of Cement

of the American Society of Civil Engineers," as published in this

report.

SECOND.—That the Definitions and Classification of Masonry be adopted

as submitted.

THIRD.—Under certain conditions the use of concrete backing for stone

face work is desirable; and is considered good practice when eco-

nomical.

FOURTH.—Imbedding large stones in the interior of heavy concrete

structures is accepted as good practice when a saving would result,

and when the thickness of structure is not less than four feet.

See amendment, page 724.
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*FIFTH.—When practicable to use limestone or sandstone for bridge

seats and pedestal caps, concrete—either plain or reinforced—is recom-

mended as suitable and often more economical.

SIXTH.—That good practice permits the substituting of reinforced con-

crete for the common forms of construction for small openings.

Respectfully submitted,

E. C. Brown, Engineer M. of Way, Union R. R., Port Perry, Pa.,

Chairman.

John Dean, Civil Engineer, Chicago, Vice-Chairman.

C. W. Boynton, Chief Insp. Cement Dept., Illinois Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

W. W. Colpitts, Assistant Chief Engineer, K. C, M. & O. Ry., Kansas

City, Mo.

A. O. Cunningham, Bridge Engineer, Wabash Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

W. B. Hanlon, District Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Cleveland, O.

C. M. Mills, Prin. Asst. Engineer, Elev. R. R. and Subway, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

H. W. Parkhurst, Engineer B. & B., Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

A. F. Robinson, Bridge Engineer, Santa Fe Ry. System, Topeka, Kan.

J. W. Schaub, Consulting Engineer, Chicago.

G. F. Swain, Professor of Civil Engineering, Mass. Inst, of Technology,

Boston, Mass.

E. P. Weatherly, Resident Engineer, H. & St. J. Ry., St. Joseph, Mo.

Committee.

AMENDMENTS.

Conclusion No. i : That this Association adopt as standard the

"Standard Specifications for Cement" (both Portland and Natural)

of the "Joint Committee," and in connection with same the "Abstract

of Methods Recommended by the Special Committee on Uniform Tests

of Cement of the American Society of Civil Engineers," as published

in this report, in lieu of previous specifications adopted by the Asso-

ciation.

Conclusion No. 5 : Concrete, either plain or reinforced, is recom-

mended as suitable and often more economical for bridge seats and

pedestal cap?, in place of the use of limestone or sandstone.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. Duncan MacPherson (Canadian Pacific—by letter) :—In regard to

embedding large stones in interior of heavy concrete structures, the Com-

mittee states that rubble concrete can safely be used in massive work where

weight is more of a factor than strength, but is not the natural stone

stronger than any concrete made of its parts? If so, will not large stones,

well bedded in concrete, not only make a heavier but also a stronger work?

The report would have added value if the Committee would give, as

fully as possible, reasons why rubble stone should not be embedded in

walls less than 4 feet thick, and why such stones must not be greater in

diameter than half the thickness of the wall.

It would appear to the writer that so long as there was room to ram

the concrete thoroughly all round the stones, and between them and the

forms, that headers passing nearly through the wall would not be any

defect.

The writer would like to ask if the Committee has any definite infor-

mation as to better results having been obtained with cement mixed with

sand, having a slight proportion of clay or loam, than with the clean sharp

sand, which has been called for in the specifications since the dark ages.

Several reports of satisfactory results with such adulterated sand have

appeared in engineering journals during the past year. If the Committee

can corroborate such reports, or has any information bearing on the point,

it would be valuable.

Reply by Committee :—Referring to Mr. MacPherson's discussion of

the Committee's report and recommendations regarding the use of rubble

concrete, we wish to state that theoretically we believe Mr. MacPherson

is correct in holding that the natural stone is probably stronger than any

concrete, but we do not believe it is possible to bed large stone in con-

crete so that the actual strength of the stone is developed. The gentle-

man probably does not understand that the Committee's report and recom-

mendations were not based upon the experience of the members only, but

were based upon an extended investigation of the subject, and the infor-

mation accumulated would not justify us in recommending the use of

rubble concrete promiscuously. We were advised by a number who have

had considerable experience in this class of masonry construction that it

was with difficulty that all voids in this form of construction were filled,

and that it was impossible for the engineer or foreman to know whether

or not he had obtained a solid wall.

If stone of regular shape were being used this difficulty would be

somewhat reduced, but as the use of rubble concrete in most cases is to

reduce the cost of the structure, we provide only for the use of irregular

725
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stone, therefore we feel justified in making the recommendations as they

appear in our report.

It is the intention to publish extracts from a number of the letters

received in reply to our circular bearing on this subject, and when these

appear we believe Mr. MacPherson will agree with the Committee in their

recommendations.

The President :—The particular part of the Masonry Committee's

report which we feel we have time to consider is that relating to the

Standard Specifications for Portland and Natural Cement. The chair-

man of the Committee will please make a statement of the present situa-

tion.

Mr. E. C. Brown (Union Railroad) :—Perhaps all the statement nec-

essary has been made in the body of the report. We feel very keenly

the desirability of falling in line with the other engineering societies

in adopting a uniform standard set of specifications for Portland and

Natural Cement, and for that reason we suggest that we discard our

specifications for those materials adopted two years ago and accept in

their place the specifications which have been adopted by the joint com-

mittee1

, which embraces representatives of the various societies enumerated

—the American Society of Civil Engineers ; American Society for Testing

Materials ; American Institute of Architects ; Engineer Department of the

United States Army ; Association of Portland Cement Manufacturers,

and the Special Committee of this Association. These specifications have

been adopted by one of these societies, and whether action has been taken

by any of the others I am not certain, but the Society for Testing

Materials has formally adopted this specification, and I understand that

the American Society of Civil Engineers has virtually adopted it; at

least it is the uniform report of their committee, and we want to em-

phasize the fact that we think we ought to fall in line with those other

associations.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I recommend the adoption

as a whole, without further discussion, of the joint specifications for

cement as printed in Bulletin 59, pages 53 to 56, as per conclusion No. 1

of the Committee on page 71.

The President :—You would add to that, "in lieu of previous speci-

fications adopted by the Association?"

Mr. Berg:—Yes.
Mr. C. F. Loweth (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—I would like

to inquire if the adoption of these specifications as proposed will carry

with it the remarks under the heading "General Observations," on

page 53?

Mr. Brown :—I think that is the way they have been adopted by the

society I refer to, and the Committee thinks they should be included.

Of course, individual companies may exclude from their printed contract

or specifications anything of that sort. They are not bound by this action.

Mr. Loweth :—I do not think the nine paragraphs under the heading

"General Observations" on page 53 are properly part and parcel of
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specifications for cement, and doubt if they were ever intended by the

original committee to be incorporated in the specifications. As explan-

atory of the specifications, they are proper, and should be a part of the

report, but not of the specifications. I therefore move that the title,

"Standard Specifications for Cement," be transferred to the top of the

following page, immediately preceding the heading "General Conditions."

Mr. H. G. Kelley (Minneapolis & St. Louis) :—I was one of the

special committee appointed by the Association at the last convention

to take this matter up at a meeting of the joint committee in Phila-

delphia in April, 1904. The joint committee had already been at work

a long time on specifications, the committee being composed cf members

of the American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society for

Testing Materials, and the Association of Cement Manufacturers. The

first work at that joint meeting was an agreement upon the general

observations which it was thought should accompany the specifications.

As is pointed out, not only the requirements of the methods of testing

but the mechanical means of carrying out the test are set forth, and

in the specifications reference is made to some of the mechanical meth-

ods agreed upon, and some slight changes were made in the specifica-

tions previously adopted by this Association. They were not radical

changes or departures, and we thought that the Eastern members of

the joint committee had really given great weight to the expressed

opinion of this Association, and with some slight modifications the

specifications were adopted. It was made out in two parts : First,

General Observations ; second, Specifications. In the purchase of cement,

the specifications would be used ; but the prevailing opinion appeared

to be that they should be used together. The greatest departure from

the specifications adopted by this Association was in taking out a definite

percentage of increase in tensile' strength from seven to twenty-eight-

day tests. This Association having adopted ten per cent., it was argued

that, in the light of the several thousand experiments which had been

made at the expense of the American Society for Testing Materials,

that they were not prepared at this time to endorse a definite increase

in strength, but they did set for the ultimate an increase between the

seven and twenty-eight-day test. The work of the joint committee

having been so extensive and well-considered for a long period of time

and having been universally ratified at a meeting at Atlantic City later

in the season, I hope that we will endorse the action of the joint com-
mittee entire without changing the wording in the specifications as

printed. It is the greatest step forward that engineers have made in

the way of adopting a universal specification. It does not mean that

it shall be held rigid for a long time, but as our knowledge increases

we can change from year to year.

(Mr. Berg's motion, to adopt the specifications as printed in Bulletin

59 in lieu of those previously adopted by the Association, was carried.)

Mr. Loweth :—I wish to inquire how the Committee interprets clause
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No. 8. It says : "The cement may, however, be held for 28 days and a

re-test made at the end of that period." Does that mean that we cannot

reject cement until it has had a 28-day test?

Mr. Brown :—I believe that it is optional with the purchaser. The

cement may, however, be held 28 days.

Mr. Loweth :—That is clearly understood, is it, not only by this

Committee but by the other societies?

Mr. Brown :—That is the only construction we can put on the

language used.

Mr. Kelley :—The identical question raised by Mr. Loweth was

raised at the meeting I referred to, and it was clear that the discussion

showed it was within the province of the engineer purchasing cement

that it was not a necessity that he should hold it, but that he might

hold it if he chose to do so.

The President :—This discussion is out of order, but I have allowed

it to proceed with the idea that it might bring out something new. We
will now take up the third conclusion of the Committee on page 71. We
hardly feel at liberty to take up the second conclusion. If there is no

discussion on that conclusion, we will consider it adopted.

The Secretary :
—

"Third.—Under certain conditions the use of con-

crete backing for stone face work is desirable ; and is considered good

practice when economical."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary :
—"Fourth.—Imbedding large stones in the interior

of heavy concrete structures is accepted as good practice when a saving

would result, and when the thickness of structure is not less than four

feet."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"Fifth.—When practicable to use limestone or sand-

stone for bridge seats and pedestal caps, concrete—either plain or rein-

forced—is recommended as suitable and often more economical."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

The Secretary:
—

"Sixth.—That good practice permits the substituting

of reinforced concrete for the common forrhs of construction for small

openings."

(The conclusion was adopted.)

Mr. Garrett Davis (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—Conclusion

No. 5 does not seem clear to me. It may be a typographical error.

Mr. Brown :—The statement is correct as printed. The conclusion is

the result of some investigation, which, in turn, was the result of a

request on the part of the Board of Direction that the Committee look

up the practice in certain lines regarding the use of concrete. One of

these question was, "where and when," not "was the use of concrete in

the place of stone suitable or practicable for bridge seats and pedestals

or pedestal . caps." The conclusion of the Committee, based upon the

reports received from a large number of roads replying to their circular
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letter, was that there was no reason why concrete could not be used, if

desired by the user, wherever sandstone or limestone would be suitable.

We do not wish to compare the qualities of concrete with granite or

certain other forms of stone.

Mr. Davis :—There is no argument between us on that.

Prof. W. D. Pence (Purdue University:)—I agree with Mr. Davis

that the sentence is defective as it stands. If you turn it about I

think it will be clearer. It should read this way : "Concrete, plain or re-

inforced, is recommended as suitable for bridge seats, pedestal caps,"

and so on, ending by referring to the other kinds, which are suitable for

the same purpose.

Mr. Berg :—Prof. Pence is correct. I move that conclusion 5 be

amended to read : "Concrete, either plain or reinforced, is recommended

as suitable and often more economical for bridge seats and pedestal caps,

in place of the use of limestone or sandstone."

The President :—The Committee has accepted the reading proposed

by Mr. Berg. Without further vote we will consider the sentence amended
in that way. The chair would be glad to entertain a motion that the

Committee's second conclusion be received as a progress report and

referred back to it for future presentation.

Mr. Berg:—I move that the second conclusion be received as a

progress report. It is better to put it in that shape and not refer it back.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. C. H. Cartlidge (Giicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—With refer-

ence to conclusion No. 6, I should like to ask if the Committee is prepared

to specify what is meant by a small opening and what limit the Committee

believes should be placed on the use of reinforced concrete.

Mr. Brown :—In a general way I would say that openings up to

about a twenty-foot span would be classed under that head.

The President :— I will state for the information of the members that

the Board of Direction used the words "small openings" in their instruc-

tions to the Committee, and did not ask it to say what small openings

meant. The work of the Committee has been concluded and we will dis-

miss it with our thanks.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. XII.—ON UNIFORM
RULES, ORGANIZATION, TITLES, ETC.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee, in submitting its third annual report, desires to

state that meetings have been held as follows : July 13th, and November

10th, 1904, at which were present : R. H. Aishton, Chicago and North-

western Railway, Chairman; J. H. Abbott, Cleveland Belt Railway; C.

N. Kalk, Wisconsin Central Railway; H. G. Prout, Union Switch &

Signal Company; H. U. Wallace, Illinois Central Railroad; G. H. Webb,

Michigan Central Railroad.

The last report made by your Committee in 1902 was to recommend

a plan of organization, which, in discussion, developed a wide diversity

of opinion with no definite conclusion.

The present Committee, before taking this subject in hand, unani-

mously concluded it would be inadvisable to attempt to formulate any

rules for a uniform plan of organization above certain positions, and in

so far as uniform organization was concerned they would stop with

the office of Supervisor, leaving the roads to formulate such an organiza-

tion beyond that point as might best serve their conditions. It is con-

sidered by your Committee that uniform rules are practicable in so far

as they might be made to pertain to general conditions, but could not be

made of general application if rules should be established including meth-

ods and recommended practices. The Committee, having proceeded on

the line of formulation of as many rules for general application and

recommendation as possible at this time, submit herewith the following:

73i
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GENERAL RULES FOR THE GOVERNMENT
OF EMPLOYES

OF THE

MAINTENANCE OF WAY DEPARTMENT.
ROAD

RAIL
WAY

GENERAL NOTICE.

To enter or remain in the service is an assurance of wil-

lingness to obey the rules.

Obedience to the rules is essential to the safety of passen-

gers and employes, and to the protection of property.

The service demands the faithful, intelligent and courte-

ous discharge of duty.

To obtain promotion, capacity must be shown for greater

responsibility.

Employes, in accepting employment, assume its risks.

All employes in the Maintenance of Way Department

must do all in their power to prevent accidents, even though

in so doing they may occasionally have to perform someone

else's duty.

GENERAL RULES.

(i) The Maintenance of Way Department on each Di-

vision is in charge of ..
(
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each road/

(2) It will be subdivided under the following heads

:

Supervisors of Track.

Supervisors of Structures.

Supervisors of Signals.

(3) Supervisors of Track to report to and receive in-

structions from the (
.T?.
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(4) Supervisors of Track are responsible for the safe

condition and proper maintenance of the track and roadway.

They must inform themselves of the condition of structures,

make temporary repairs of such defects as may endanger or
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delay the movement of trains; and promptly report defective

condition to

(5) They shall employ, in the discharge of their work,

such men as are necessary for carrying out the duties for

which they are responsible.

(6) They must know that all Foremen are provided

with all rules, circulars, forms, and special instructions per-

taining to their duties and that they fully understand and

comply with the same.

(7) They must know that all Foremen are supplied with

tools and material necessary for the efficient performance of

their duties and must see that they are properly cared for and

used.

(8) In the execution of the work under their charge,

they must conform to the prescribed standards and plans.

(9) They will have immediate supervision of all work

train service for the maintenance of track on their Division,

and will employ such service only when authorized by the

^T
1
.*.

1
?'?

, doing work by other

means as far as practicable and economical.

(10) In cases of obstruction or damage to track or road-

bed, they will go promptly to the spot with the force, tools and

materials necessary to effect clearance and repairs.

(11) They must investigate and report on Form.... ;*,

all accidents occurring in their district, which may be attrib-

utable to track, roadbed or structures.

(12) They will see that no encroachment upon or occu-

pancy of any portion of the Company's right-of-way is per-

mitted, except by authority of the .,...
e

.°

(13) They will permit no experimental trials of appli-

ances or devices not standard with the Company, or give out

information of the results of any trial, except by proper

authority.

(14) They will keep general oversight of all work per-

formed in their district by contractors or others who do not

come under their direct charge, and see that nothing is done

by them that will interfere with the safety of track or move-

ment of trains.
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The Committee further advises that they have in contemplation the

formulation of rules covering the following points

:

Protection in case of obstruction of track.

Condition of under, over and grade crossings and proper protection

of same.

Reporting neglect of any department whereby train movements would

be jeopardized.

Personal attention to renewal or extraordinary work.

Also the formulation of rules for the government of "Supervisors of

Structures" and "Supervisors of Signals," which, with your approval,

they will submit at your next meeting.

Your Committee desires to have an expression from the Association

on the rules submitted, and the lines along which its future work is to

be conducted.

Respectfully submitted,

R. H. Aishton, Assistant General Manager, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago,

Chairman.

W. L. Derr, Chief Engineer, Erie Railroad, New York, Vice-Chairman.

J. H. Abbott, Civil Engineer, Cleveland, O.

C N. Kalk, Chief Engineer, Wis. Cen. Ry., Milwaukee, Wis.

C S. Millard, Engineer M. of Way, Peoria & Eastern Ry., Indianapolis,

Ind.

H. G. Prout, Vice-Prest. and General Manager, U. S. & S. Co., Swiss-

vale, Pa.

R. O. Rote, Prin. Asst. Engineer, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, O.

H. J. Simmons, General Supt., El Paso & S. W. Ry., El Paso, Texas.

A. G. Trippeer, Engineer M. of Way, Wabash R. R., Moberly, Mo.

H. U. Wallace, Chief Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago.

G. H. Webb, Asst. Chief Engineer, M'ichigan Central Railroad, Detroit,

Mich.

Committee.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. II.—ON BALLASTING.

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee on Ballasting begs to submit the following report:

Meetings were held in the Association room in the Monadnock Block,

Chicago, as follows : On September 28th, Messrs. Hanna, Paquette,

Campbell, Hicks, Milner and Ranno being present. On November 3d,

Messrs. Hanna, Paquette, Byers and Sullivan being present. On De-

cember 30th, Messrs. Hanna, Milner, Ranno and Rockwell being present.

Besides the regular meetings of the Committee, a joint meeting was held

with the Track Committee, November 29th, at the Auditorium Hotel,

there being present Messrs. Paquette, Milner, Ranno and Rockwell, of

the Ballasting Committee, and Messrs. Davis, Lee and Rose, of the Track

Committee.

The report submitted to the convention of 1904 was a revision and

enlargement of the report prepared for the 1903 convention, but which

was not brought before that convention for lack of time. This re-

port, with discussions thereon, will be found in Vol. 5, of the Pro-

ceedings, pp. 481-514, inclusive. It contained a summary of previous

reports, an historical sketch, definitions, and matter descriptive of various

kinds of ballast, including a specification for crushed rock, and some brief

conclusions. The definitions were discussed and amended by the con-

vention. The original definitions appear on page 486 of Vol. 5 of

the Proceedings, and the amendments on page 495 of the same volume.

The original specifications for crushed rock appear on page 487 of Vol.

5, and the amendments thereto on page 495. The conclusions also were

amended by the convention, the originals being found on page 494 and

the amendments on page 495 of Vol. 5.

Following the instructions of the Board of Direction, as given in

Bulletin No. 51, pp. 8 and 9, the Committee has prepared some matter

for the Manual of Recommended Practice, part of which has been

735
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passed upon by previous conventions and part of which is recommended

for adoption. It has conferred with the Track Committee and prepared

ballast cross-sections for submission to the convention. No recommenda-

tion can be made at this time on methods of quarrying, manufacturing

and delivering crushed rock. The Committee has had this matter in

mind, but was unable to accomplish anything along this line in time to

submit to this convention. For insertion in the Manual of Recommended

Practice your Committee would recommend the following:

DEFINITIONS FOR BALLASTING.

Ballast.—Selected material placed on the roadbed for the purpose of

holding the track in line and surface.

Broken or Crushed Stone.—Stone broken by artificial means into small

fragments of specified sizes.

Chats.—•Tailings from mills in which zinc and lead ores are separated

from the rocks in which they occur.

Gravel.—Small worn fragments of rock, coarser than sand, occurring in

natural deposits.

Sand.—Any hard, granular, comminuted rock material, finer than gravel,

and coarser than dust.

Chert.—An impure flint or hornstone, occurring in beds.

Cinders.—The residue from the fuel used in locomotives and other

furnaces.

Slag.—The waste product, in a more or less vitrified form, of furnaces

for the reduction of ore. Usually the product of a blast furnace.

Burnt Clay.—A clay or gumbo which has been burned into material for

ballast.
_

Gumbo.—A term commonly used for a peculiarly tenacious clay, con-

taining no sand.

The above are in accordance with amendments made by 1904 con-

vention.

CONCLUSIONS RELATIVE TO BALLASTING.

While there is great variation in the qualities of the different

natural materials for ballast, the choice of these qualities is not usually

left to the engineer, but has been made already by nature, and all that is

left to decide is what is most available, or most expedient. This each

one must decide for himself in the light of his own circumstances. The
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question of finance may be a ruling consideration or there may be but

one thing to be had, and he must take that or nothing.

In the case of crushed rock, however, the process of manufacture

being under control, it is practicable to make the product conform to

specifications. The following were adopted by the convention of 1904:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STONE BALLAST.

(1) Quality.— (a) Stone shall be durable enough to resist the

disintegrating influences of the climate where it is used.

(b) It shall be hard enough to prevent pulverizing under the

treatment to which it is subjected.

(c) It shall break in angular pieces when crushed.

(2) Size.— (a) The maximum size of ballast shall not exceed

pieces which will pass through a screen having 2-in. holes.

(b) The minimum size shall not pass through a screen having

J^-in. holes.

Your Committee wishes to say at this point, that following the

instructions of the Board to prepare concise general requirements or

specifications with marginal index for various kinds of ballast, it sent

out a circular asking for specifications of various roads covering crushed

rock. The replies indicated that very few roads used specifications

covering any more points than those given above. It seemed best to

the Committee to leave any other matters than those covered by the

specifications to be considered in connection with recommended practice.

As before mentioned, we hope to offer something further in this line

later. It will be noted that the wording of the conclusion and the

crushed rock specification has been changed slightly from that used by

the convention of 1904 in its amendments. The Committee thinks this

wording somewhat more logical, and therefore submits it to the con-

vention for approval. In line with the conclusions, no specifications are

attempted for other ballast than crushed rock, but principles of recom-

mended practice are submitted for gravel, cinders and burnt clay, as

follows

:

GRAVEL.

Gravel should be screened or washed where prevention of dust is

an object, but this need not be done where the character of traffic is such

that dust is not particularly objectionable. It is recommended that gravel

be screened or washed where the proportion of sand or clay exceeds fifty

47
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per cent. The minimum size should be such as is retained on screens of

12 meshes per inch. By this is meant the size pebble that would be

retained in a thorough, careful test. The Committee does not feel

warranted in recommending any particular size or design of screen or

arrangement of plant for screening gravel for the reason that it has

not sufficient information on those points. It is hoped that some member

of the Association can throw some light on this phase of the gravel

question.

CINDERS.

The use of cinders as ballast is recommended for the following

situations : On branch lines with a light traffic ; on sidings and yard

tracks near point of production ; as sub-ballast in wet, spongy places

;

in cuts and on fills ; as sub-ballast on new work where dumps are

settling, and at places where the track heaves from frost. It is recom-

mended that provision be made for wetting down cinders immediately

after being drawn.

BURNT CLAY.

The material should be black gumbo or other suitable clay free from

sand or silt. The suitability of the material should be determined by

thorough testing in small test kilns before establishing a ballast kiln.

The material should be burned hard and thoroughly.

The fuel used must be fresh and clean enough to burn with a

clean fire. It is important that a sufficient supply be kept on hand to

prevent interruption of the process of burning.

Burning should be done under the supervision of an experienced

and competent burner.

Ballast should be allowed to cool before it is loaded out of the pit.

Absorption of water should not exceed fifteen per cent.

The use of other kinds of ballast being governed so largely by local

conditions, the Committee feels that it is best to make no recom-

mendations.

BALLAST CROSS-SECTIONS.

At the joint meeting with the Track Committee, November 29th,

ballast cross-sections for two classes of track were agreed upon, and

plates showing the same are inserted herein.
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FIRST CLASS

Double Track, Cut or Fill

It was considered that a double-track road would hardly be other

than first-class and consequently a double-track section is shown for

first-class only.

OYSTER SHELLS.

As a matter which the Committee thinks may be of interest to

the members of the Association, the following notes on oyster shell
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ballast, kindly furnished by Mr. F. L. Nicholson, Engineer Maintenance

of Way, Norfolk & Southern Railroad, are herewith submitted:

"We find that oyster shells are the best for our purpose; they are

purchased from oyster packers in this section at prices ranging from

2 xk to 3
1
/& cents per bushel. As we have no special cars for handling

ballast, they are loaded into gondolas and by opening the doors partially,

they are distributed on the track while the train is in motion.

"The drainage properties are almost perfect, therefore the life of

the tie is extended—how much we are unable to say at this time.

"There is an entire absence of dust. They somewhat reduce vege-

tation but do not entirely prevent it. There is always more or less dirt

mixed with the shells, and this with the lime will support life in certain

kinds of weeds, and these have to be pulled out by hand. We now have

about forty miles of track ballasted with oyster shells, and during the

time we were ballasting there was on an average one high-speed train

per hour on this track. The following is table of particulars:

Averages. Oysteh Shells. Cost.

Bushels per mile 42,266

Cubic yards per mile 2,113.3

Cost of shells per bushel $ -0274

Cost of shells per cubic yard .5480

Cost of labor per cubic yard, shells .1744

Cost per cubic yard in track .7224

Cost per mile—labor v 368.64

Cost per mile—oyster shells 1,158.62

Total cost per mile $1,527.26

"We paid our foremen at the rate of $42.00 per month and laborers

$1.00 per day of ten hours."

GRANULATED SLAG.

The Committee also submits, as a matter of interest and information,

the following notes on granulated slag prepared by Mr. Samuel Rock-

well, Assistant Chief Engineer, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway

:

"Slag naturally falls under two heads : First, that which is hard and

vitreous and that will not slake, and, second, that which will slake, the

latter being due principally to an excess of calcium and deficiency of

magnesium oxides.

"Vitreous slag broken in sizes similar to broken stone makes fair

ballast, but the lime slag is not good, as after slaking it sets into a

solid mass almost resembling concrete.

"In order to facilitate and cheapen the handling of slag many fur-

naces are now making it into 'granulated slag.'

"The molten slag is run into a large cistern, and as it pours into

it from the end of a trough it is met by a stream of water forced under
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pressure through a flat nozzle, and the action causes the slag to fly

into fine particles somewhat resembling coarse sand. It is then dug out

of the water with a clam-shell dredge.

"The product varies from sharp, hard and heavy, resulting from

vitreous slag operated on with an excess of water, to soft, light and

pummice-like, resulting both from too little water in the treatment, and

from lime slag.

"The former kind makes an excellent ballast for yard work and on any

tracks with moderate travel. It is easily worked and stays where it is

put and has little dust. The soft kinds, however, should be avoided as

they are liable to set, although, to be sure, it will even then drain and

do its full duty as ballast so long as it is not necessary to disturb it."

Respectfully submitted,

John V. Hanna, Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, St. Louis &

San Francisco Railway, St. Louis, Mo., Chairman.

C. A. Paquette, Superintendent, C, C, C. & St. L. Ry., Indianapolis,

Ind., Vice-Chairman.

C. H. Byers, Division Engineer, Kansas City Southern Ry., Pittsburg,

Kan.

A. Q. Campbell, Hogansville, Ga.

L. F. Goodale, Engineer Maintenance of Way, C. B. & Q. Railway,

St. Louis. Mo.

G. D. Hicks, Superintendent, N. C. & St. L. Ry., Tullahoma, Tenn.

B. C. Milner, Superintendent,- Southern Railway, Louisville, Ky.

J. O. Osgood, Chief Engineer, Cen. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City, N. J.

F. W. Ranno, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Southern Indiana Railway,

Terre Haute, Ind.

Samuel Rockwell, Asst. Chief Engineer, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, O.

J. G. Sullivan, Division Engineer, Can. Pac. Ry., Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Committee.
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MINORITY REPORT.

While the ballast cross-sections embodied in the above report were

approved by the Track and Ballasting committees at the joint meeting,

the undersigned members of the Ballasting Committee do not believe

them to be the best for general adoption, and submit for the consideration

of the Association the sections given below.

Crushed Rock, Single Track

I3'0^-

t At*"V" ". .f 7." '''''•'" >''..'"' v
.

: '"'M ... ' < *y^-.

Drain Box 6"x 6
Spaced 400-500'

Use above Section for Crushed Rock, Slag
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Drain Box 6"X 6"'

Spaced 400'- 500'

Use above for Screened or Washed Grave/,

Burnt Clay and Chats

Spaced 400L500'

Use above Section for Engine Cinders
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"mmm*"'

Use above Section for Cementing Grave/,

Chert and Sand

Similar dressing for Earth

Signed] John V. Hanna.

C. H. Byeks.

L. F. GOODALE.



DISCUSSION.

Mr. Samuel Rockwell (Lake Shore & Michigan Southern) :—The

Committee's report shows that the definitions for ballasting, as presented

on page 12, are practically in accordance with the amendments made

in 1904.

The President :—The specifications, as presented in this report, I

understand, are the same as adopted in 1904?

Mr. Rockwell :—Yes, with the exception of one change in the size

of the holes the stones should pass through.

The President :—The only change made in the specifications for

stone ballast is in the size of the holes the stones should pass through,

which is specified instead of the size of the ballast. It read last year:

"It is recommended that the maximum size of ballast shall not exceed

pieces which shall pass through a 1 24-inch ring, but a ring of i^-inch

diameter is preferred as the maximum measure of size." That clause

was amended by the convention in 1904 to read: ''Maximum size of

ballast shall not exceed pieces that can pass through a 2-inch ring."

The Committee presents the following: "The maximum size of ballast

shall not exceed pieces which shall pass through a screen having 2-inch

holes." That is the only change. The Committee has substituted

''through a screen having 2-inch holes" for "a 2-inch ring." The matter

is open for the convention to decide.

(The clauses were adopted as amended.)

The President :—The next recommendation of the Committee we
will undertake to consider is gravel. The last two sentences of that

conclusion are not to be acted upon.

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—I was going to suggest

that it be adopted as a progress report.

The President :—Yes, that is the idea.

Mr. Churchill :—I make the motion that it be adopted as a progress

report.

(The motion was carried.)

The Secretary :
—

"Cinders.—The use of cinders as ballast is recom-
mended for the following situations : On branch lines with a light

traffic
: on sidings and yard tracks near point of production ; as sub-

ballast in wet, spongy places ; in cuts and on fills ; as sub-ballast on new
work where dumps are settling, and at places where the track heaves
from frost. It is recommended that provision be made for wetting down
cinders immediately after being drawn."
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The President:—Without objection, the recommendation of the

Committee will be adopted.

The Secretary :
—
"Burnt Clay.—The material should be black gumbo

or other suitable clay free from sand or silt. The suitability of the

material should be determined by thorough testing in small test kilns

before establishing a ballast kiln. The material should be burned hard

and thoroughly. The fuel used must be fresh and clean enough to

burn with a clean fire. It is important that a sufficient supply be kept

on hand to prevent interruption of the process of burning. Burning

should be done under the supervision of an experienced and com-

petent burner. Ballast should be allowed to cool before it is loaded

out of the pit. Absorption of water should not exceed fifteen per cent.

The use of other kinds of ballast being governed so largely by local

conditions, the Committee feels that it is best to make no recom-

mendations."

The President :—The last clause of this paragraph is to be consid-

ered as not a part of it.

The President :—The chair does not feel warranted in taking up the

matter of ballast cross-section, the Committee itself not being agreed,

and will entertain a motion to refer the matter back to the Committee.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I will make that motion.

(The motion was carried.)



REPORT OF COMMITTEE No. V—ON TRACK.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee on Track presents herewith a revised report in

accordance with the instructions of the Board of Direction and the dis-

cussions at the last convention.

The Committee has held two meetings during the year—the first on

November 29th at Chicago, being a joint meeting with the Ballasting

Committee. The following members were present: Messrs. Paquette,

Milner, Ranno and Rockwell, representing the Ballasting Committee ; and

Messrs. Davis, Lee and Rose, representing the Track Committee. This

meeting decided upon the form of ballast cross-section, to be submitted by

the Committee on Ballasting.

The second meeting was held in Chicago, December 10th, Messrs.

Davis, Lee, Hickey and Rose being present. At this meeting Messrs.

Hunt and Woodworth, representing the Rail Committee, were present,

and conferred with the Track Committee on the general requirements of a

standard rail joint. This joint meeting decided that the following general

requirements must bs fulfilled before any joint could be adopted as

standard

:

(1) It must connect the rails into a uniform continuous girder.

(2) It must be strong enough to resist deformation or taking per-

manent set.

(3) It must prevent deflection or vertical movement of the ends of

the rails and permit movement lengthwise for expansion.

(4) It should be as simple and of as few parts as possible and be

effective.

(5) Finally, its cost must not be prohibitive.

GENERAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS REPORTS.

1900—The Committee presented a preliminary report prepared by a

member of the Committee, on which, however, no definite action was taken

(Vol. 1, pp. 146-151).

1901—The second report consisted of a series of individual papers

prepared by the following members of the Committee : Maintenance of
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Line, by H. C. Landon; Curve Elevation, by W. M. Camp; Maintenance

of Gauge, by C. L. Addison ; Inspection of Track, by S. B. Fisher ; Cross-

ings and Joints, by W. H. Kimball ; Guardrails, by W. W. Gwathmey,

Jr. ; Tools, by W. B. Poland ; General Questions, by H. F. Baldwin. The

report was received as a progress report (Vol. 2, pp. 251-294).

1902—The report dealt with Maintenance of Line, Maintenance of

Surface, Maintenance of Gauge, Inspection of Track, and Tools (Vol. 3,

PP. 55-67)-

The convention, after discussion and revision, adopted Maintenance

of Line and Maintenance of Surface, but carried over the remainder of

the report for future action.

1903—The report submitted did not come before the convention for

lack of time, and hence was not printed in the Proceedings.

1904—The fifth annual report included, besides a reprint of the third

annual report, some historical matter, recommendations relative to

standard rail drilling, blocking frogs and switches, and definitions (Vol. 5,

PP. 515-534).

The Committee's recommendations for standard rail drilling and

blocking frogs and switches were adopted; also the following:

DEFINITIONS.

Track.—Ties, rails and fastenings with all parts in their proper relative

places.

Alinement.—The horizontal location of a railroad with reference to curves

and tangents.

Line.—The condition of the track in regard to uniformity in direction

over short distances on tangents, or uniformity in variation in direc-

tion over short distances on curves.

Tangent.—Straight track.

Curve.—A change in direction by means of one or more radii.

Curve, Simple.—A change in direction by means of a single radius.

Curve, Compound.—A curve consisting of two or more simple curves of

different radii, all in the same direction, joining one another at points

with common tangent.

Curve, Reverse.—'Two curves in opposite directions in a continuous line

joining at a common tangent point.

Curve, Easement.—A curve of regular varying radii connecting a tangent

to a simple curve, or connecting two simple curves.

Curve, Vertical.—A curve used to connect intersecting grade lines.
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Surface.—The condition of the track as to vertical evenness or smoothness

over short distances.

Level.—The condition of the track in which the elevation of the rails

transversely is equal.

Elevation (as applied to curves).—The amount which the outer rail

is raised above the inner rail.

Gauge, Standard.—The gauge of 4 ft. 8^4 in.

The definition of gauge of track was referred back and a new

definition is herewith submitted ; also a definition of fastenings

:

Fastenings.—Splices, bolts, and spikes.

Auxiliary Fastenings.—Nutlocks, tie-plates, rail braces, and anti-creep-

ing devices.

*Gauge (of track).—The distance between the intersections of the plane

of the tops of the rails and the planes of the running sides of the

heads of the rails.

That part of the 1902 report not adopted, viz., Maintenance of

Gauge, Inspection of Track, and Tools, was carried over in 1904 also,

except that paragraph (c) of Maintenance of Gauge, was amended and

adopted.

The suggestion of your 1901 Committee that a special committee be

appointed to confer with a committee of the American Railway Master

Mechanics Association, relative to uniform method for widening gauge on

curves, has never been carried out and your attention is respectfully called

to the matter.

The remainder of the report, paragraph (a) of Maintenance of

Gauge, and Inspection of Track, are herewith resubmitted for your

consideration.

The list of tools is included to serve as a general guide, but is obvi-

ously not applicable to all roads covering a territory so widely divergent

in climate and physical characteristics.

MAINTENANCE OF GAUGE.

(a) Proper Method of Spiking:

(1) The gauge (tool) used shall be the standard gauge recom-

mended.

(2) When track is intended to be spiked to standard gauge the rail

shall be held against the gauge with a bar while the spike is being driven.

See amendment, page 758.
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(3) Within proper limits a slight variation of the gauge from stand-

ard is not seriously objectionable, provided the variation is uniform and

constant over long distances. Under ordinary conditions it is not neces-

sary to regauge such track when the increase in gauge has not amounted

to more than three-eighths of an inch.

(4) All spikes shall be started vertically and square, and so driven

that face of spike shall come in contact with base of rail ; the spike should

never have to be straightened while being driven.

(5) Outside spikes of both rails shall be on the same side of the tie,

and the inside spikes on the opposite side of the tie. The inside and out-

side spikes shall be separated as far apart as the face and character of

the tie will permit. The ordinary practice shall be to drive the spike 2^2

inches from the outer edge of the tie. All old spike holes must be

plugged.

INSPECTION OF TRACK.

Except in case of roads of very light traffic, all main track shall be

inspected each day by section gang or trackwalker.

Trackwalker shall be sent over that portion of the track not covered

by section men during the day's work.

Trackwalker or patrol shall be sent out in case of storm, washouts,

etc., and during the period when slides or falling stone, etc., are to be

expected.

The trackwalker shall be provided with spike maul, spikes and proper

signals.

His duties shall be to carefully inspect the track, roadway, fences,

gates, bridges and culverts, and in general guard against all damage or

danger to any railroad property.

In case of trouble he will place torpedoes and other danger signals a

sufficient distance to protect trains and will notify proper officers from the

nearest possible point.

Supervisor or Roadmaster shall be required to go over the whole of

their district on foot or on handcar at least once every month, making

close inspection of all details.



STATEMENT OF TOOL EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDED FOR
REGULAR AND EXTRA GANGS.

Description of Tools.

Axes, Chopping
Adzes
Bars, Claw
" Lining
" Nipping, for holdins

ties to, while spiking

" Tamping
Blades for Brush Hooks

(extra)
Bits for Ratchet Drill

" " Power Drill
Brace, Carpenter
Bits for Carpenter Brace
Boards, Elevation for Surfac

ing Track
Boards, Dap, for Adzing Ties.
Boxes, Tool, Extra Gangs. . .

.

Book Rules
Brooms, Common '

—

Brushes, Whitewash
Buckets, Water
Cars, Hand, Small
" " Extra Gang
" Push
" Velocipede
" Rail (or "Larry Car").

.

Chains, Push Car Lock
Chisels, Track
Cans, Oiler, Handcar
" 2 Gal
" 5 "

Cups, Tin
Drills, Stone

" Rail. Power
Diggers, Post Hole
Dippers, Tin
Files, Large Flat
" Hand Saw

Forks, Rail (rail gang)
" Ballast (rock ballast)

Flag Covers, Tin
Flags, White (or Green)

" Red
" Green (or Yellow)

Gauges, Track
Grindstones, complete
Globes, Lantern, White (extra)

" Red
" " Green "
" " Yellow "

Hatchets
Hooks, Brush, complete

Tie
Hammers, Stone
Handles, Extra, for Axe

" " " Adze
" Pick
" Sledge....

" " " Stone
Handles, Extra, for Spike

Maul
Jacks, Track, Light, 5 tons.

.

Heavy, 10 tons
Kegs, Water
Lanterns, White, complete..

Red

Earth
Bal.

Gravel
Ballast.

Stone
Ballast.

Section
Gang,
3 Men.

Section
Gang,
4 Men.

Extra
Surfeg.
Gang,

25 Men.

Section
Gang,
5 Men.

1
4
4
12

10

Extra
Surfcg.
Gang,

25 Men.

1

12
1
1

1

2
2

Extra
Gang,
30 Men.

1
4
2

12

20

2
12
2
1

15
1

2
4
4
3

i
1

1
1

Rail
Laying

1

8
10
12

10

1

1

3

3
1

1

1

i
2

24
2
1

Remarks.

I Fork which fits

over Rail and
( under Tie.
( Tamping Picks
{ recommended
to be used in
place of bars
except for
earth and gra-

i vel ballast.

I Increase No. in
I Snow Country
' and in Yards.

IForLamplight-
ers, Inspectors,
etc., under spe-
cial conditions-

J
Rock Country

I
only.

j Where used as

| Signals.

Rock Ballast
or Rock Coun
try only.

j Rock Country
I
only.
For breaking
track out of mud
and for extra

I heavy work. Fur
ordinary work

I substitute 5 -ton
[jacks.
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STATEMENT OF TOOL EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDED FOR
REGULAR AND EXTRA GANGS—Continued.

Description of Tools.

Lanterns, Green
Levels, Track
Mauls, Spike
Mattocks, Grubbing
Picks, Clay

" Tamping
Platforms, Dumping, for Push

Cars
Pliers, Wire
Punches, Rail
Rail Bender, Complete
Rakes
Ratchet for Track Drills

(extra)
Saws, Hand

" Crosscut
Scythes, complete, Briars,

Brush and Grass
Scythes, Blades for Grass

(extra)
Scythes, Blades for Briars

(extra)
Scythes, Blades for Brush

(extra)
Shovels, No. 2 Track

" Scoop
Stretchers, Wire Fence
Sledges, weight 12 lbs
Tape Lines
Templet, Standard Roadbed..
Tongs, Rails
Torpedoes
Wheelbarrows, Iron
Wrenches, Track.,

" Monkey
Whetstones

Earth
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The Committee respectfully submits a revision of the matter hereto-

fore adopted for publication in the Manual. We have endeavored to

eliminate all descriptive matter or argument and present the result in as

brief and concise form as possible.

MAINTENANCE OF LINE AND ALINEMENT.

(a) Adjustment of Tangents:

Tangents shall be adjusted by throwing the tangent between sum-

mits ; between .curves ; or by throwing curves to meet tangent ; or by

partially throwing curves and partially throwing tangents, as may require

the least work. Centers should be set with transit to insure accurate line.

(b) Adjustment of Curves, with Consideration as to Easement Curves:

Recommendation : Easement curves shall be used as follows

:

For speed not exceeding 30 miles per hour, on all curves exceeding 2

degrees.

For speed not exceeding 60 miles per hour, on all curves exceeding

1 degree.

Where higher speed is attained, on all curves exceeding 30 minutes.

Easement curves shall be used between curves of different degrees

in the same way that they are used between curves and tangents.

The length of easement curves shall be the same as the distance in

which the curve elevation is run out; therefore, as the elevation of curves

depends not alone on the degree, but also on the speed of trains, the

length of the easement curve should vary in the same manner.

For ordinary practice, a chord length equivalent to 100 feet for each

degree of variation in curvature is recommended.

Where the distance between curves will not allow this, or for other

reasons, a chord length of 25 to 30 feet may be used.

For very high-speed roads, a chord length equivalent to 150 feet or

more per degree of variation is recommended.

Any form of transition curve is satisfactory which gradually changes

the degree of curvature, and in which the length of chord per degree of

variation can readily be changed to suit each particular case, the essential

point being that the length of the easement curve shall be the same as the

distance in which the elevation of the outer rail is raised from zero to

full elevation.

Any transition curve of the type of the Searles, Crandall, Holbrook,

Talbot or cubic parabola, which shall be susceptible of being run in by

deflection or offset.
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(c) Method of Securing and Maintaining Perfect Line:

Permanent witnesses shall be placed at points of tangent, points of

spiral, points of change of curvature, summits, and at such other points

along curves or tangents as will enable the alinement to be identically

reproduced with a transit.

MAINTENANCE OF SURFACE.

(a) Elevation of Curves, with special consideration as to amount and

beginning and end of elevation, and as modified by location of

curve and conditions of traffic

:

The approximate formula,

Gv 2

e—
32.16 R

in which e= Elevation in feet,

G= Gauge of track,

v=Velocity in feet per second,

R=Radius of curve in feet,

will give essentially correct theoretical elevation for the outer rail of curves,

and is recommended for ordinary practice, but must be modified as noted

below to suit special conditions.

For greater convenience the formula above may be further reduced by

substituting
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ELEVATION OF OUTER RAIL IN INCHES.
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Tools: Shovel equipped with iron cuff or handle for tamping; broad

pointed tamping bars.

Work : Tamp each tie from 18 inches inside of the rail to end of tie

with handle of shovel or tamping bar. If possible, tamp the end of the

tie outside of rail first and let train pass over before tamping inside of

rail
;
give special attention to tamping under the rail ; tamp center of ties

loosely with the blade of the shovel ; the dirt or clay between the ties must

be placed in layers and firmly packed with feet or otherwise, so that it

will quickly shed the water.; the earth must not be banked above the bot-

tom of the ends of the ties; the filling between the ties must not touch the

rail and should be as high as, or higher than, the top of the ties in the

middle of the track.

(2) Cinder Ballast (Railroad Product) :

Tools : Shovel, tamping bar or tamping pick.

Work: Same as for gravel.

(3) Burnt Clay Ballast:

Tools : Shovel only in soft material. When burnt very hard, tamp-

ing pick or bar should be used.

Work: Tamp 15 inches inside of rail to end of tie, tamping end

of tie first, letting train pass before tamping inside of rail ; tamp center

loosely ; tamp well between the ties ; dress ballast same as for earth or

cinders.

(4) Broken Stone or Furnace Slag:

Tools: Shovel, tamping pick, .stone forks.

*Work: Tamp 15 inches inside of rail to end of tie; if possible,

tamp the end of the tie outside of rail first and allow train to pass over

before tamping inside of rail ; tamp well under the rail ; tamp well under

ties from end of same; do not tamp center of tie; fill in between ties

to height of top of tie; bank ballast into shoulder about the end of the

ties level with top of tie.

(5) Chat, Gravel or Chert Ballast:

Tools : Shovel, tamping pick or tamping bar. For light traffic, shovel

tamping is sufficient. For heavy traffic, the tamping pick or tamping bar

should be used. The tamping bar is recommended instead of the tamping

pick for ordinary practice.

Work: Tamp solid from a point 15 inches inside of rail to the end

of the tie; if possible, tamp the end of the tie outside of the rail first and

These cross-sections to be revised to conform with the standard adopted
by the convention after action on Ballasting Committee's report.
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allow train to pass over before tamping inside of rail ; care must be taken

not to disturb the old bed. Tie must be tamped solidly from the end,

using pick or tamping bar. After train has passed, the center of the tie

shall be loosely tamped with the blade of the shovel. Dress same as stone

ballast.

(6) General

:

When not surfacing out of face, as in case of picking up low joints or

other low places, the general level of the track shall not be disturbed.

Where the rails are out of level, but where the difference in elevation is

not excessive and is uniform over long stretches of track, a difference in

elevation between the two rails of ^-in. may be allowed to continue

until such time as the track would ordinarily be surfaced out of face.

MAINTENANCE OF GAUGE.

(c) Methods used to prevent spreading of track and canting of rails on

curves,

(i) For heavy traffic, use tie-plates on all ties on curves.

(2) For medium traffic, tie-plate all curves over 3 degrees.

(3) For light traffic, double spike the outside of rails.

(4) Tie-plates are recommended in preference to rail braces, except

for guard rails and stock rails at switches, where the latter should be used.

(5) Tie-plates should be applied in all cases where greater economy

in maintenance is secured by their use, than in depending on the life

of the tie limited by rail wear.

STANDARD DRILLING.

The standard drilling for rails to be as follows

:

End of rail to center first hole. . .' 2 13-32 in.

Center of first hole to center second hole 5 in.

Center second hole to center third hole 5 in.

Diameter of hole in rail to be 3-16 in. larger than diameter of bolt used.

The punching in splices to be alternately oblong and round, to permit

staggering bolts in rail, high enough to allow it without flange interfer-

ence. The round hole (diameter) to be 1-16 in. larger than the diameter

of bolts over thread.

FROG BLOCKING.

That the heel of all frogs be made with a steel filler block, to fit

the section of rail, securely bolted in with the outer end of filler planed
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off J^-in. below top of rail to act as a riser for the outer edge of worn

treads.

That the wings and throat of all frogs be blocked with a metal

or wood blocking, shaped to fit rail section, give iJ-^-in. flange clearance,

and securely bolted to frog.

Respectfully submitted,

Garrett Davis, Prin. Asst. Engineer, G, R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.,

Chairman.

E. H. Lee, Engineer and General Roadmaster, C. & W. I. Ry., Chicago,

Vice-Chairman.

Wm. Ashton, Chief Engineer, Oregon Short Line, Salt Lake City, Utah.

J..R. W. Davis, Engineer M. of Way, Great Northern Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

T. H. Hickey, Roadmaster, Michigan Central R. R., St. Thomas, Ont.

C. B. Hoyt, Chief Supervisor of Tracks, N. Y., C. & St. L. Ry., Bellevue,

Ohio.

D. MacPherson, Division Engineer, Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal, Canada.

F. L. Nicholson, Engineer M. of Way, Norfolk & Southern Ry., Norfolk,

Va.

L. S. Rose, Engineer M. of Way, C, C, C. & St. L. Ry., Mattoon, 111.

J. C. Sesser, Locating Engineer, C, B. & Q. Ry., Centralia, 111.

F. S. Stevens, Superintendent, Philadelphia & Reading Ry., Reading, Pa.

Committee.

AMENDMENT.

Gauge (of Track).—The distance between the heads of the rails meas-

ured at right angles thereto at a point five-eighths of an inch below

the top of the rail.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—We will now take up the report of the Committee

on Track. The chair does not feel that it is worth while to take up

this report in any extended manner, unless the chairman feels that there

are some things in the report which we could dispose of within a

half hour. If there are any items in the report which can be disposed

of quickly, we will take them up.

Mr. Garrett Davis (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—The chairman

of the Committee feels, in view of the fact that so few of the Com-

mittee are present, that it would be preferable not to take up the con-

sideration of the report, -especially as the hour is so late. We would

rather have action on the report deferred than have it taken up and

any of the recommendations passed hastily. We respectfully request that

any member of the Association who has any criticism or suggestion

to make in reference to the report will submit a written discussion

embodying his views, so that the matter can be considered further. We
have had very little correspondence from the members in reference to

the report.

Mr. C. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—There is one item in

this report which, it seems to me, is as important as anything we have

had before us at this meeting. We have decided upon questions re-

lating to the roadbed and other questions, but the most important thing

about the track itself is the gauge of it, and yet we have not, as an

Association, decided what is the gauge of a railroad track. I think we
have enough members here to settle that question. If we settle that

one question, we will settle a great deal and get it behind us this year.

It will be found on page 23. It is- stated to be "the distance between

the intersections of the plane of the tops of the rails and the planes

of the running sides at the heads of the rails." I ask the question, Mr.

President, if you will consider a discussion and action on that one point?

The President:—Before answering that question, Mr. Churchill, I

desire to ask one of the Committee. The convention heretofore acted

on quite a large part of the report on Track. I understand the Com-
mittee has made some revisions for the purpose of making it more
concise, and it is desirable that these revisions, as made, should be

adopted, so that we can put them in the Manual. We cannot take them
up seriatim and do it. I would like to get a statement from the chair-

man of the Committee, briefly, as to what these modifications are,

whether they have changed the work of the last convention or not to

any material extent.

Mr. Davis :—The changes consist in eliminating some matters which
it was considered unnecessary to put in the Manual. I can hardly ex-
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plain them—the best way to understand what changes have been made

is to take the two reports and compare them ; that is about the only

way I can get at it. The Committee considered that a good deal of the

material which was embodied in the last report was of an argumentative

and descriptive nature, and was not proper material for the Manual.

We have condensed all that, but the pith of the matter has been re-

tained.

The President :—You mean to say that there is no radical change

;

that there are no new recommendations which the convention has not

already approved? You have taken out some of the work, but you have

not put in any more?

Mr. Davis :—That is correct.

Mr. Walter G. Berg (Lehigh Valley) :—I have carefully compared

the new revision with the old report and am ready to endorse what

the chairman of the Committee has said. I now make a motion, for the

purpose of including the following material in the Manual, that we
endorse the revised matter reported by the Committee, contained in

Bulletin No. 60, pages 27 to 32, covering the "maintenance of line and

alinement," "maintenance of surface," "maintenance of gauge," stand-

ard drilling," and "frog blocking."

The President :—I will not undertake to repeat the motion which

Mr. Berg has made, the members having all heard it.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Berg :—There are two other matters in this report which it is

desirable to bring up if there is time. One is the maintenance of gauge,

on pages 23 and 24, under the subhead "proper method of spiking." I

think that has been before the convention for some years, and in reality

it is a revision of the former matter. The chairman of the Committee

may be able to explain why it is printed separately. An examination of

the previous Proceedings indicates that this matter has been passed upon

by the convention and that the changes are in the nature of a slight

revision for the sake of greater clearness in the language. I therefore

move that it be left to the Board of Direction to include that in the

Manual.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. F. H. Alfred (Pere Marquette) :—I should feel sorry to have

the convention adjourn without taking up the definition of gauge. I hat

is one of the most important things we have before us.

Mr. Churchill:—I move that the definition for gauge of track be:

"The distance between the rails measured between points of one-half-inch

below the planes of the tops of the rails."

Mr. Alfred :—I move an amendment to Mr. Churchill's motion as

follows : "The gauge is the distance between the heads of the rails

measured at right angles thereto, at a point five-eighths of an inch below

the top of the rail."

The President :—That is a difference of one-eighth-inch.
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Mr. Davis :—I ask if the gentlemen use lugs only live-eighths of an

inch on their gauge?

Mr. Churchill:—We have found it unnecessary to use any lugs in

our method of measuring from one-half to five-eighths- inch below the

top of the rail. There is no trouble in getting the edge of the gauge at

that level below the top of the rail ; I believe there will b£ a great error

in the gauge if we use the top corner, for the rail is constantly wearing,

and it becomes much worn on a busy railroad within a month after it

is laid; the side becomes a curved surface instead of a straight line.

We must therefore fix the point where the gauge is to be measured, and

I think that is properly one-half-inch or five-eighths-inch below the top

of the rail. I second the motion that we fix it at five-eighths-inch.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Berg:—There are two definitions which I think we can pass

upon. They are the definitions of "fastenings" and ''auxiliary fasten-

ings," which appear on page 23. I move that the definitions of fastenings,

which is "splices, bolts and spikes," be adopted.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Berg :—I move that the definition of auxiliary fastenings, which

is "nut locks, tie plates, rail braces and anti-creeping devices," be adopted.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Berg :—I move that the balance of the report be received as

information.

(The motion was carried.)





REPORT OF COMMITTEE NO. III.—ON TIES.

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee submits herewith the revised general specifications

for tics. We have embodied the changes made by vote of the last con-

vention and added a few items which seemed necessary. Under woods to

be used without treatment, "locust" has been qualified as ''locust, except-

ing the honey locust." Black cherry has been added. The heading of

the second line of "Table of Dimensions," originally given as "Thickness

by Width," and changed by the convention to "Thickness by Face," we

have changed to "Thickness by Width of Face.''

The first sentence of the first paragraph under "Dimensions," as

amended by the convention, has been changed to read : "Except in pole

ties with rounded sides or with half-round ties, none shall be less than

eight inches width of face," etc.

The second paragraph has been changed similarly. These changes

have been made to comply with the proposed definition of "face" and

to include half-round ties.

As directed by the Board of Direction, we have collected information

regarding the sizes of ties now in use, but have been unable to confer

with the Committee on Track with reference thereto. Under the cir-

cumstances, we have thought best to make no change this year in the

number of sizes included in the "Table of Dimensions," awaiting action by

the Committee on Track.

The Committee considers the information received in reply to the

inquiries made to be of sufficient importance to warrant its publication,

and submit it appended hereto in tabular form. So far as possible the

replies are classified according to the size of ties used.

It will be noted that the replies show a very large number of rail-

roads are using 6x8x8 ties with satisfactory results. The objection to this

size is based on two points—one the insufficient thickness for a 5%-in.

spike ; the other, insufficient strength as a beam to properly distribute the
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load. The first objection will be met when we adopt a more efficient and

mechanical method of fastening the rail ; the other is largely governed by

the weight of the rolling load and character of the roadbed and ballast.

SPECIFICATIONS.

The following woods may be used for tie timber without any preserva-

tive treatment:

White Oak family.

Long-leaf strict heart yellow pine.

Cypress.

Redwood.

White Cedar.

Chestnut.

Catalpa.

Locust, excepting the honey locust.

Walnut.

Black Cherry.

The following woods shall preferably not be used for tie timber with-

out a preservative treatment approved by the purchaser

:

Red Oak family.

Beech.

Elm.

Maple.

Gum.
Loblolly, short leaf, lodgepole, Western yellow pine, Norway,

North Carolina pine and other sap pines.

Red Fir.

Spruce.

Hemlock
Tamarack.

All ties must be well and smoothly hewed or sawed out of straight

growing timber of specified dimensions and out of wind, sawed ends, with

straight and parallel faces, the minimum width of either face to be not

less than that given in the table of dimensions. All ties must have bark

entirely removed before being delivered on the company's ground. Ties

shall be free from splits, shakes, loose or decayed knots or any other

imperfections which may impair their strength or durability.

DIMENSIONS.

Except in pole ties with rounded sides, or with half-round ties, none

shall be less than eight inches width of face, and in no tie shall the thick-
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ness be less than six inches. A variation in size will be permitted of one-

half inch over in thickness, two inches over in width and one inch over

in length.

In pole ties with rounded sides and half-round ties, the width of face

may be less than that given in the table of dimensions below, but the least

area of cross-section shall be not less than the area corresponding to the

tabular dimensions, and in no case shall the width of face be less than six

inches.

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS.

Allowable
Variation.

Class.
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to allow easy inspection. Sawed ties must be piled separately from hewed

ties. All rejected ties must be removed from the company's right-of-way

within ten days after notice is given.

Ties shall be cut, as far as possible, in the winter period ; that is,

from October to March.

DEFINITIONS.

We give below the definitions of terms as adopted by the convention,

except that we have corrected that for "heart tie" and have added "half-

round tie" and "face". The instructions to define "tie" have been com-

plied' with by defining "cross-tie," which is believed to be the better word.

Cross-Tie.— That transverse member of a railway track which supports

the rails and by means of which they are retained in position.

Pole Tie.—A tie made from a tree of such size that not more than one

tie can be made from a section. Such a tie generally shows sap-

wood on two sides.

Split Tie.—A tie made by splitting from a tree of such size that two or

more ties can be made from a section.

Quartered Tie.—A tie made from a tree of such size that four ties only

are made from a section.

Half-Round Tie.—A slabbed tie which has greater width on lower than

on top face.

Slabbed Tie.—A tie sawed on top and bottom only.

Hewed Tie.—A tie hewed on at least two sides.

Sap Tie.—A tie which shows more than a prescribed amount of sap-

wood in cross-section.

Heart Tie.—A tie which shows sapwood on one or two corners only and

which sapwood does not measure more than one inch on either corner,

on a line drawn diagonally across end of tie.

Strict Heart Tie.—A tie having no sapwood.

Wane Tie.—A squared tie showing part of the original surface of the

tree on one or more corners.

Doty Tie.—A tie which contains dry rot.

Pecky Tie.—A tie made from a cypress tree which is affected with a

fungous disease, known locally as peck.

Tapped Tie.—A tie made from a tree the resin or turpentine of which has

been extracted before felling.

Score Marks.—Marks made by the ax as a guide for hewing.
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Shakes.—A separation of the wood fiber, due to the action of the wind.

Checks.—Small cracks in the wood due to seasoning.

Face.—The upper or lower plane surface of a tie.

MARKING TIES.

To prepare rules for marking ties, it has seemed best to consider the

quality of the dating nail, and a specification therefor is given. Mr. Edwin

F. Wendt has called attention to the experience of the Pittsburg & Lake

Erie Railroad with galvanized steel nails which after three years' service

in the Pittsburg Terminal yard at McKees Rocks had rusted so badly as

to make the date entirely illegible. They have therefore substituted copper

nails. The quality of the galvanizing seems to be poor, failing to meet the

proposed specification. The Committee has no data to determine what

life should be given by a well-galvanized steel nail, but is endeavoring to

secure such information and in the meanwhile considers it wise to adopt

the specification which is in use by the Western Union Telegraph Com-

pany and the American Telephone & Telegraph Company for galvanized

wire.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATING NAIL.

The nail shall be of the specified size, made of steel, galvanized with

a coating of zinc, evenly and uniformly applied, so that it will adhere

firmly to the surface of the steel.

Any specimen shall be capable of withstanding the following test:

The sample shall be immersed in, a standard solution of copper sulphate

for one minute and then removed, immediately washed in water thoroughly,

and wiped dry. This process shall be repeated. If, after the fourth

immersion there is a copper-colored deposit on the sample or the zinc

has been removed, the lot from which the sample was taken shall be

rejected.

The standard solution of copper sulphate shall consist of a solution

of commercial copper sulphate crystals in water. This solution shall have

a specific gravity of 1.185 at 70 degrees Fahrenheit. While a sample is

being tested, the temperature of the standard solution shall at no time be

less than 60 degrees Fahrenheit nor more than 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

Material.

Test.

PRESERVATIVE TREATMENTS.

There is comparatively little to report as to Preservative Processes

or the results of treatment. So far as known, there has been one new

treating plant built during the year in the United States and one in
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Mexico. No new treatments worthy of special note have been pro-

posed. One plant is now treating ties in this country by the Ruetgers zinc-

creosote process. Practically all ties treated have been by the use of zinc-

chloride. The records of the past year confirm the now prevailing opinion

that treatment of cross-ties is necessary, desirable and profitable. Greater

expense in higher-priced chemicals will produce greater life of the tie, but

any of the usual treatments will prove profitable.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway presented some months

since through the technical press, the statement of their results up to

January i, 1904. Up to that date they had used 9,068,105 ties. No accurate

records are obtainable prior to 1897, but since then it is understood the

records are as nearly correct as can be expected. The average life of all

the ties removed since then is 10.6 years. During 1903, there were removed

from tracks 3,278 ties out of 111,503 which had been treated in 1885, 18

years previous. From 1897 to 1903 there were removed 56^ per cent,

of the ties treated in 1885. Of the 270,581 ties treated in 1897, 3 7-10

per cent, have been taken out. Of 648,184 treated in 1898, 1 7-10 per cent,

were out. The ties referred to were treated by the zinc-tannin process.

In 1892 there were laid certain experimental ties on the Western

Division of the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railway. These were

untreated white oaks, and tamaracks and hemlocks treated by the zinc-

tannin process. Their life record can now be given in full, as all are out

but 25 of the hemlocks, which are to come out during the following

summer.
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We have recently received a copy of a report on a test to determine

the relative durability of sawed and hewed ties. The Missouri Pacific

Railway, in 1893, laid, in Western Kansas, 14,081 sawed and 3,950 hewed

long leaf yellow pine ties. After seven years, 67^ per cent, of the sawed

ties and 47.3 per cent, of the hewed ties were still in service. It is under-

stood the sawed ties were practically all heart, while the hewed ones

were pole ties, with unhewed sides. They were made with a full 8-in.

width of face, however, so that the sap on the sides was in addition

to the required width. An effort is being made to carry this record up

to the present. The information is presented in the hope it may bring

out other records of similar experiments.

TIE RECORDS.

If we are to secure correct records of the use of ties, there must

be care and attention given to securing correct returns from the section

foreman. We accordingly submit a few instructions for marking and

reporting ties laid and removed.

RULES FOR TIE RECORDS.

Section foremen are provided with daily record blanks having space

for each. day of the month to record the number of treated ties put into

track that day and the number taken out the same day, the latter being

divided according to the cause necessitating their removal, whether

rotten, broken, burned or rail cut. The section foremen must make

these records each day. They must also show the year in which these

ties were treated as indicated by the stamp and by the dating nail. These

records must be entered up each day, and at the end of each month the

daily record must be forwarded to the proper superior officer. If no

treated ties have been taken out or put into track during the month, section

foremen must so note on report.

Treated ties already in track, but taken up and relaid on another part

of the same section, need not be inserted on this report as ties taken out

or put in.

Section foremen must see that a dating nail is driven in the upper side

of every treated tie when it is first laid in the track, about ten inches inside

of the rail, and on the line side of the track. The tie shall be laid with

the end having the year stamp on it on the line side of the track. A
supply of these nails must be carried on the hand-car whenever any ties

are to be laid, and dating nail must be driven the same day the tie is put in.
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Foremen must be especially careful to see that neither they nor their

men injure or destroy the marks or nails intended to identify the ties.

At the end of each year all dating nails for that year remaining on

hand and unused must be returned to the storekeeper, and requisition

made for a new supply stamped with the following year.

It is recommended by the Committee that, in addition to the use of

the dating nail, each tie be stamped at the treating plant, before treatment,

with the year; and, preferably, be stamped on both ends.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends that the Association adopt the defini-

tions of cross-tie, half-round tie, heart tie and face.

That the specifications, as amended, be adopted.

That the rules for tie records be adopted.

That the method of stamping, in addition to the use of dating nail,

be adopted.

Also that ties treated with mineral salts be seasoned four to six

weeks before being laid in track.

Respectfully submitted,

E. B. Cushing, General Superintendent, Louisiana Lines, Southern Pacific

Company, New Orleans, La., Chairman.

W. W. Curtis, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, Vice-Chairman.

O. M. Dunn, Superintendent, Illinois Central R. R., New Orleans, La.

C. F. W. Felt, Chief Engineer, G., C & S. F. Ry., Galveston, Texas.

E. Ford, Superintendent, V., S. & P. Ry., Vicksburg, Miss.

R. R. Hammond, Vice-President and General Manager, C. & E. I. R. R.,

Chicago, 111.

E. E. Hart, Engineer, N. Y., C. & St. L. Ry., Cleveland, O.

F. T. Hatch, Chief Engineer, Vandalia Line, St. Louis, Mo.

W. K. Hatt, Professor of Applied Mechanics, Purdue University, Lafay-

ette, Ind.

J. C. Nelson, Roadmaster, Alabama Great Southern Railway, Birming-

ham, Ala.

S. M. Rowe, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

H. R. Safford, Prin. Assistant Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chi-

cago, 111.

Committee.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. 0. Chanute (Consulting Engineer—by letter) :—The writer

is very glad to note that Committee No. Ill, on Ties, calls attention in

its report of this year to the importance of keeping correct records of

the use of ties, and that similar recommendations are made in the

report of Mr. J. W. Kendrick on wooden sleepers submitted to the

International Railway Congress, which is to meet in Washington, D. C,

on the 3d of next May.

The writer desires to emphasize these recommendations, and deems

it well for that purpose to glance at past experience upon some Ameri-

can railroads.

It appears to have hitherto proved more difficult to preserve a record

of the life of treated ties in the track than of the way in which they

were treated and the amounts of antiseptics injected. Of course it is

quite true that the doing of the work is the substance, and the keeping

of accounts is the shadow
;

yet, if the railroads after paying out their

good money wish to know whether they got good work, or the relative

economical merits of various processes of tie treating, or of several

methods of working one and the same process, they must be at some

pains to keep records of the results in the track, as well as at the treat-

ing plants, for some years at least.

For instance, there were counted in 1903 in the tracks of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey, between Tremley and Sewaren, some 5,452

creosoted pine ties, 16 or more years old, but it has not been found

possible, thus far, to ascertain how many were originally laid nor how
much creosote was injected per tie. They must have been treated by

Mr. E. R. Andrews at Elizabethport about 1880 or 1882, and some have

lasted 21 years.

Again the same road has also 76,100 creosoted ties east and west of

Finderne, said to be some 6 to 8 years old, but the number originally laid,

nor where they were treated, has not been stated. The writer has caused

some inquiries to be made, but, thus far, without results.

Again, some 150,000 Texas short-leaf pine ties were creosoted by the

Houston & Texas Central Railroad from 1880 to 1882, but it has not been

ascertained as yet how many, if any, are yet in the track.

Between 1876 and 1885 the New Orleans & Mobile Railroad creosoted

some hemlock ties, which are known to have lasted 16 years, but have

since been lost sight of. Moreover a number of other railroads have also

laid down experimental creosoted ties, but no account of their duration

has been published.
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All this is rather discouraging to those who now contemplate using

creosoted ties, and it is to be hoped that investigations will be made by

the Committee on Ties, so that we may know what life to expect.

The writer now enters upon personal knowledge. In the year 1885

the Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Railway erected tie-treating works at Las

Vegas, N. M. It has since erected another plant at Bellemont, Ariz., and

has treated ties at Somerville, Texas, some by the zinc-tannin process and

some by straight Burnettizing. Altogether it had laid 10,982,042 treated

pine ties in its tracks to the close of 1904. At first the records were
neglected, but as the ties had fortunately been stamped at the ends with

the year of their treatment it was possible to reinauigurate a record. This

was done in 1897 and has been faithfully kept up ever since, with the

result that the ties are proved to last an average of 10.66 years in the

track, while if untreated they would have perished in 4 or 5 years. There

are no data, however, to establish the comparative merits of the zinc-

tannin and the Burnettizing process, nor to connect the life of the ties

with the amount of antiseptic injected.

The cussedness pertaining to tie records is illustrated by a little

occurrence on this road. Some experimental ties had been laid at

La Junta, with numbered tin tags well nailed on. One day the road-

master, walking by, said to the new section foreman, "I want you to

take good care of those tags." "I will, sor," said the foreman ; and the

next day he took them all off and sent them into the office, thus destroying

future records of life.

The second road to build a tie-treating plant was the Union Pacific

Railroad in 1886. It worked the zinc-tannin process for one year. The
works were then shut down for temporary economy, but they were finally

dismantled after a fire which destroyed one of the buildings. As the then

operating department had no faith in tie-treating, no records were kept

of the ties in the track, but some years afterwards they were found to

have outlasted several administrations and the present one has built

another tie-treating plant on the site of the one dismantled at Laramie,

Wyo., and it is to be expected that the records will show that it is obtain-

ing good results.

It was also in 1886 that the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway

decided to treat its ties by the zinc-tannin process. Instead of building a

plant of its own, it preferred to contract with the Chicago Tie Preserving

Company to erect works in Chicago and to treat ties for so much a piece.

Some 5,641,731 hemlock and tamarack ties were treated to the close of

1903. At first the records were started all right. Each roadmaster was

furnished with a record book in which he was instructed to enter each

lot of ties received, on what section laid and when removed. This was

done for four years, but when 6 or 8 years had passed and the ties began

to come out there was trouble. Some of the roadmasters had been

changed, some section foremen had gone, and even the limits of some of

the sections had been changed. Presently the records were found in
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such utter confusion that a circular was issued to each section foreman

asking him what his opinion was as to the life of the treated ties in the

track. The answers made confusion worse confounded. Some foremen

stated the life to be 20 years and some estimated the average life at but

three years, while the other opinions straggled along between those two

extremes. Then, in August, 1898, the officers of the road resorted to the

heroic measure of having all ties counted and inspected in the track

;

12,000,000 of them. From this count it clearly appeared that the treated

ties averaged a life of at least 9 years, and subsequent returns and

reports have since demonstrated that this life is really 10 2-3 years.

The first ties treated were injected with 0.20 to 0.25 pounds of dry

zinc-chloride per cubic foot. Those treated since 1899 were injected

with an average of 0.50 pounds per cubic foot and show corresponding

better results. As only the latter have been stamped at the ends there

is no way to restore the records, as was done on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway.

A little incident on a subsidiary line of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway shows how easy it is to lose sight of tie records. Some
72,000 hemlock ties had been treated for the Rock Island & Peoria Rail-

road from 1886 to 1891, and in 1898 the roadmaster reported that they

were all out of the track. The writer of this did not believe this to be

possible and he sent Mr. S. M. Rowe to walk over the 112 miles of its

track, to see if any treated ties were left therein. He found some 22,000

of them and a year ago the writer accidentally found a number of them

still in service near Peoria, after having been laid some 17 years.

In 1890 some 1,000 experimental ties were treated by the writer

for the Illinois Central Railroad. When their life was inquired into in

1898 the records of their locations could not be found, and a search all

over the lines disclosed only one section on which 420 had been laid, some

70 per cent, being still in the track.

Even the admirably organized Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg

have been caught napping. The Chicago Tie Preserving Company treated

some 190,160 ties for these lines from 1897 to 1902. These were of black

and red oak, of beech, of tamarack and of hemlock. The latter were

injected in 1897 with an average of 0.34 pounds of dry zinc chloride per

cubic foot, this being before the increase in practice made in 1899. Some
of the black and red oak ties were injected with 0.80 pounds per cubic

foot, which some authorities hold to produce possible brittleness. It is

particularly desirable, therefore, that all of the treated ties should be

accounted for, so as to know how each lot stands. When the time came

for the first few inferior ties to come out in 1902 inquiry was made as to

how many had failed. It then developed that the records of where the

ties had been laid were imperfect and that but 139,065 ties could be located

out of 190,160 furnished. The remainder is now being looked for. Those

which have been found are reported to look well.

All these, perhaps tedious, bits of history are given to indicate how
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easy it is for records to get astray, and how important it is to start rec-

ords right and to keep them up.

This Association adopted a form (i-c) in 1902 for keeping statistics

of treated ties of various kinds of wood. Copies will be found in the

hands of the Secretary.

A sample of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway records will

be found as Exhibit No. 10 in Mr. Kendrick's report to the Interna-

tional Railway Congress.

The Southern Pacific System has a very good and complete method

of keeping tie records, and will doubtless be pleased to furnish copies of

its blanks.

The writer begs to present a page from the Record Book of treated

ties as adopted by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad. It will be

seen that on one side are entered the treated ties laid on each separate

mile, by months, for the years 1899 to 1912, while on the other side the ties

taken out are recorded on each mile also by months and years, dis-

tinguishing between the main line and the sidings and indicating the cause

of removal and year treated, this being made possible both by a date

stamped in the end and by a record nail.

An account made up to July 2, 1904, showed that 18 ties had failed

by decay out of 111,813 treated in 1899 plus 221,568 treated in 1900, and a

subsequent report to your Tie Committee shows that about 845,000 treated

ties were put into track on that road since 1899, of which 64 have been

taken out of track.

RECORD OF TREATED TIES USED.

MILE
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RECORD OF TREATED TIES TAKEN OUT.

MILE
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COMMITTEE NO. IX—SIGNS, FENCES, CROSSINGS
AND CATTLE-GUARDS.

At a meeting of the Committee on Signs, Fences, Crossings and

Cattle-Guards, held in Chicago, February 20th, it was decided to give

notice that for publication in the Manual of Recommended Practice

the Committee would recommend at the ensuing convention to change

the recommendations adopted in 1904 in the following named particulars

:

Conclusion No. 1, which now reads, "The use of woven wire in

preference to barbed wire for railroad fences," to "The use of smooth

wire in preference to barbed wire for railroad fences."

Conclusion No. 2, which now reads, "The use of a heavier pattern

of woven wire than has generally been adopted," to "The use of heavier

smooth wire than has generally been adopted."

Under the head of definitions for fences, substitute the word "longi-

tudinal" for the word "horizontal" under "Fence Post," "Bottom Wire,"

"Intermediate Wire," "Stay," and "Fence."

Under the head of "Brace," insert the words "in compression,"

between the words "metal" and "placed," to make the definition read,

"A piece of timber or metal, in compression, placed diagonally," etc.

The following two definitions, as per the instructions of the con-

vention, are submitted for approval : •

"Fence Anchor.—A piece or pieces of wood, metal or other material

fastened to the end of a post below the surface of the ground for the

purpose of preventing the post from being pulled up."

"Anchor Post.—A fence post secured by an anchor."

Respectfully submitted,

A. S. Baldwin, Chairman.
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DISCUSSION.

The President :—There is no formal report from the Committee

on Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-guards. If the chairman of

the Committee is present, we would be glad to have a progress report.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—The Committee on Signs,

Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards had two meetings during the year.

A sub-committee was appointed for the purpose of investigating the

question of galvanizing. That Committee has made some progress, but

is not prepared to make a report. Near the end of Bulletin No. 60,

page 69, will be found some slight changes that are suggested in the

conclusions. These changes are very slight. One of them is p sub-

stitution of the words "smooth wire" in preference to "woven wire,"

the intention being to provide for the use of the word "smooth" in

contradistinction to barbed wire. The others are merely definitions.

The President:—I think we might pass on the question of "smooth"

wire as opposed to "barbed" wire.

Mr. Baldwin :—That conclusion was adopted last year. As adopted

it read: "Use of woven wire in preference to barbed wire for railroad

fences." The Committee now submits: "The use of smooth wire in

preference to barbed wire in railroad fences," preferring to use the

word "smooth" in contradistinction to "barbed."

The President:—Is there any objection to the adoption of the

suggestion of the Committee? If not, we. will consider it approved.
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CONSTITUTION.

REVISED AT THE FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section i. Name : The name of this Association shall b'e "The
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion."

Section 2. Location : The offices of the Association shall be

located in Chicago, 111.

Section 3. Object: The object of this Association shall be the

advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and economical

location, construction, operation and maintenance of railroads.

Section 4. Means: The.means to be employed for this purpose shall

be as follows:

(a) Meetings for the reading and discussion of papers and for

social intercourse.

(b) The investigation of matters pertaining to the objects of this

Association through Standing and Special Committees.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

(d) The maintenance of a library.

ARTICLE II.

MEMBERSHIP.

Section i. The membership of this Association shall be divided into

two classes, viz., Active and Honorary.

Section 2. Any Civil, Mechanical or Electrical Engineer who has

had five (5) years' experience in the location, construction or mainte-

nance of railroads, or a Professor of Engineering in a College of recog-

nized standing, and any railroad official who is responsible for or has

supervision of Maintenance of Way (embracing all grades of officials

from General Managers to Engineers of Maintenance of Way in charge

of Divisions, inclusive), or railroad men bearing other titles but perform-

ing similar duties, shall be eligible for Active membership ; provided,

however, that an applicant, to be eligible for membership, shall be not

less than twenty-five (25) years of age.

Section 3. An Honorary member shall be a person of acknowledged

eminence in railway engineering or management. The number of

Honorary members shall be limited to ten. Honorary members shall

have all the rights of Active members, except those of voting and

holding office.
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Section 4. Persons who are exclusively engaged in the sale or pro-

motion of railroad patents or appliances shall not be eligible for nor re-

tain Active membership in this Association.

ARTICLE III.

ADMISSIONS AND EXPULSIONS.

Section i. The Charter membership shall consist of all persons

who are eligible for membership under the provisions of Article II, and

who may make application to the Secretary of the Preliminary Or-

ganization and receive a majority of the votes of the Organization Com-
mittee (composed of the Chairman and Secretary of the Preliminary

Organization and the five persons constituting the Committee to pre-

pare a Constitution and By-Laws), and pay the entrance fee, herein-

after provided for, within thirty days from the date of the adoption

of this Constitution.

Section 2. After the expiration of said thirty days any person

desirous of becoming a member shall make application upon the form

prescribed by the Board of Direction, setting forth in a concise state-

ment the candidate's name, age, residence and technical and practical

experience. He shall refer to at least three members to whom he is

personally known, each of whom shall be requested by the Secretary

to certify to a personal knowledge of the candidate and his fitness for

membership in the Association. An application shall not be consid-

ered by the Board which has not been formally endorsed by three

members of the Association.

Upon receipt of an application properly endorsed, the Board of

Direction, through its Secretary, or a Committee on Applications to be

appointed by the Board of Direction from among its own members,

shall make such investigation of the candidate's fitness as may be

deemed necessary. The Secretary of the Association will furnish copies

of the information obtained, together with a copy of the application, to

each member of the Board of Direction. At any time, not less than

thirty days after the filing of the application, the admission of the ap-

plicant shall be voted on by letter-ballot by each member of the Board

of Direction. Affirmative votes by two-thirds of the Board of Direc-

tion shall elect the candidate
;
provided, however, that should an appli-

cant for membership be personally unknown to three members of the

Association, due to residence in a foreign country, or in such a portion

of the territory of the United States as precludes him from a suffi-

cient acquaintance with members of the Association, he may refer to

well-known men engaged in railroad or allied professional work, upon

the form above described, and such application shall be considered by

the Board of Direction in the manner above set forth, and the applicant

may be elected to membership by a unanimous vote of the Board of

Direction.

Section 3. All candidates, after due notice from the Secretary of

their election, shall subscribe to the Constitution and By-Laws on forms
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prescribed by the Board of Direction. If this provision be not complied

with within six months of said notice, the election shall be considered null

and void.

Section 4. Any person having once been an Active member of

the Association, and having, while in good standing, resigned from such

membership, may at a subsequent date be restored to Active membership

without the payment of a second entrance fee; provided his applica-

tion for reinstatement is signed by five members, certifying to his fitness

for re-election, and such application is favorably passed upon by the

Board of Direction by a two-thirds majority vote of the entire Board.

Section 5. Honorary members shall be proposed by at least ten

Active members to the Secretary. Each member of the Board of

Direction shall be furnished with a copy of the proposal, and after thirty

days votes by ballot shall be taken by the Board of Direction thereon.

If a candidate shall receive the unanimous vote of said Board, he shall

be declared elected an Honorary member.

Section 6. Expulsions : On written charges preferred by ten or

more members, addressed to the Secretary of the Association, the mem-

ber complained of shall be served with a copy of said charges, and

shall be called upon to show cause to the Board of Direction why he

should not be expelled from the Association. Thirty days after said

member has been properly notified of the charge preferred against him, a

vote shall be taken on his expulsion, and he may be expelled upon a two-

thirds vote of the Board of Direction.

Section 7. Resignations : It shall be the duty of the Board of

Direction to accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any member

whose dues are fully paid up.

ARTICLE IV.

Section i. An initiation fee of $10.00 shall be 'payable to the Sec-

retary with each application for membership; this sum is to be re-

turned to the applicant, however, who is not elected.

Section 2. The annual dues of this Association shall be $10.00,

payable annually, during the first three months of each calendar year

for the current year.

Section 3. Any person whose dues remain three months in arrears

shall be notified of same by the Secretary. Should the dues in arrears

not be paid prior to July 1st of each year, the delinquent member shall

lose his right to vote, but shall continue to receive the publications of

the Association. Should his dues become nine months in arrears he

shall be notified on the form prescribed by the Board of Direction, and

he shall no longer receive the publications of the Association. If the

delinquent dues are not paid by the first of the following year, he shall

forfeit his membership with the Association without further action or

notice.
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Section 4. The Board of Direction may, however, extend the time

of payment of dues and for the application of these penalties. The
Board of Direction may also, for sufficient cause, excuse from payment

the annual dues of any member who, from ill-health, advanced age or

other good reason, is unable to pay his dues.

ARTICLE V.

OFFICERS.

Section i. The officers of this Association shall consist of a Presi-

dent, a First Vice-President, a Second Vice-President, six Directors, a

Secretary and a Treasurer, who, together with the four latest living

Past-Presidents who are Active members, shall constitute the Board

of Direction, in which the government of the Association shall be vested,

and who shall act as Trustees and have the custody of all property be-

longing to the Association.

Section 2. The term of office of the President and Vice-Presidents

shall be two years ; that of the Directors three years, and of the Sec-

retary and the Treasurer one year, with the exception, however, that

at the first election of officers after the adoption of this Constitution

one Vice-President and two Directors shall be elected to serve one year;

one Vice-President and two Directors for two years, and two Directors

for three years; provided, also, that after the first annual election, one

Vice-President and two Directors shall be elected each year, in addi-

tion to the President, Secretary and Treasurer.

Section 3. The President shall not be eligible for re-election to

that office until the period of eight years shall have elapsed after the

expiration of his previous term of office. The Vice-Presidents and Di-

rectors shall not be eligible for re-election to the same office until at

least one full term shall have elapsed after the expiration of their pre-

vious term of office.

Section 4. The first election of officers under this Constitution shall

be held by the Preliminary Organization of Charter members immedi-

ately after the adoption of this Constitution, and the officers so elected

shall at once assume office. The term of each officer shall begin at the

close of each election and shall continue until his successor shall be

elected.

Section 5. Any vacancy in the office of President shall be filled by

the First Vice-President. A vacancy in the office of either of the Vice-

Presidents shall be filled by election from among the Directors. In

case of the disability or neglect in the performance of his duty of any

officers of this Association, the Board of Direction, by a two-thirds ma-

jority of the entire Board, shall have power to declare the office vacant.

Vacancies in any office for the unexpired term shall be filled by the

Board of Direction, except vacancy in the office of President, as pro-

vided above.

Section 6. At least thirty days before each annual meeting, the

Board of Direction, who shall act as a Nominating Committee, shall
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nominate to the Association a list of officers for the next ensuing year.

At any time prior to the thirty days before the annual meeting any ten

members of the Association shall have the right to nominate officers for

the ensuing year. Thirty days prior to each annual meeting the Sec-

retary shall issue ballots to each member of record in good standing,

with a list of the several candidates to be voted upon, whose names
shall be placed in alphabetical order if more than one person is nomi-

nated for any position. Ballots shall be placed in a sealed envelope,

with the name of the member voting endorsed thereon, and deposited

with the Secretary at any time previous to the annual meeting. At the

annual meeting three tellers shall be appointed, who shall open and
count the ballots and report the result thereof. The majority of votes

cast for any nominee shall determine his election.

ARTICLE VI.

COMMITTEES.

Section i. The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days

after each annual meeting, and shall appoint from among its members
a Finance Committee of three, a Library Committee of three and a

Committee on Publications of three. These Committees shall report to

the Board of Direction and perform their duties under its supervision.

Section 2. The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision

of the accounts and financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all

bills before payment, and shall make recommendations to the Board of

Direction as to the investment of moneys and as to other financial mat-
ters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur debts
or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment
of money other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current ex-

penses of the Association, except by previous action and authority of the

Board of Direction.

Section 3. The Library Committee shall have general supervision of

the library of the Association and property therein.

Section 4. The Committee on Publications shall have general su-

pervision of the publications of the Association.

Section 5. The Board of Direction may appoint such Standing

Committees as it may deem- best, to investigate, consider and report

upon methods or appliances pertaining to the general question of rail-

road location, construction or maintenance.

It shall be within the province of the Board of Direction to invite

discussions of reports from sources outside of the Association from

those who are especially qualified by their learning and experience to

add to the value of the report under consideration; and such discussions

may be printed in the Bulletins prior to the regular annual meeting, and,

if approved by the vote of the Association, shall be included in the pub-

lished Proceedings of the Association.

Section 6. Special Committees to examine into and report upon
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any subject connected with the purposes of this Association may be ap-

pointed in the following manner

:

A resolution to appoint such Committee, setting forth its objects and
the number of its members, may be presented by letter at any time to

the Secretary of the Association, if signed by ten Active members, and
shall be referred by him to the Board of Direction, which, if it sees fit,

may appoint such Committee. If the Board of Direction should not deem
it expedient to appoint such a Committee, the members requesting the

appointment of such Committee shall be notified, and the matter will

then be referred to the Association at its next annual meeting and decided

upon by ballot. If two-thirds of the members present vote in favor of

such Committee it shall be appointed by the President.

ARTICLE VII.

MANAGEMENT.
/

Section i. The President shall have a general supervision of the

affairs of the Association. He shall preside at all meetings of the

Association and at all meetings of the Board of Direction, and shall be
ex-officio member of all Committees.

The Vice-Presidents in order of seniority shall preside at meetings
in the absence of the President, and discharge his duties in case of a

vacancy in his office.

Section 2. The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the

Association and shall have full power to control and regulate all mat-
ters not otherwise provided for in the Constitution.

Section 3. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys and deposit same
in the name of the Association, and shall receipt to the Secretary there-

for. He shall invest all funds not needed for current disbursements as

shall be ordered by the Board of Direction. He shall pay all bills, when
properly certified and audited by the Finance Committee, and make such

reports as may be called for by the Board of Direction.

Section 4. The Secretary shall be, under the direction of the Presi-

dent and Board of Direction, the Executive officer of the Association.

He shall attend all meetings of the Association and of the Board
of Direction, prepare the business therefor, and duly record the pro-

ceedings thereof. He shall see that all moneys due the Associa-

tion are carefully collected and without loss transferred to the cus-

tody of the Treasurer. He shall personally certify to the accuracy of

all bills or vouchers on which money is to be paid. He is to conduct

the correspondence of the Association and keep proper record thereof,

and perform such other duties as may be assigned to him from time to

time by the Board of Direction.

ARTICLE VIII.

meetings.

Section i. The regular annual meeting of the Association shall be

held in the City of Chicago, commencing upon the third Tues'day in
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March of each year, and at such place in said city as may be selected by

the Board of Direction. Twenty-five Active members shall constitute

a quorum. Other meetings of the Association may be held at such

times and at such places, either within or without the City of Chicago,

as the Board of Direction may select. The Secretary shall notify all

members of the time and place of all meetings of the Association at least

thirty days in advance thereof.

Section 2. The Board of Direction shall meet at such times and at

such places as the President may direct. Five members of the Board

of Direction shall constitute a quorum.

Section 3. The order of business at meetings of the Association

shall be as follows

:

Reading of Minutes of last meeting.
Address of the President.

Reports of the Secretary and Treasurer.
Reports of Standing Committees.
Reports of Special Committees.
Unfinished business.

New business.

Election of officers.

Adjournment.

This order of business, however, may be varied from on a majority

vote of members present at any meeting.

Section 4. Discussions shall be limited to members and to those in-

vited to speak by the Presiding Officer.

ARTICLE IX.

AMENDMENTS.

Section i. Proposed amendments to this Constitution must be

made in writing and signed by not less than ten Active members, and

shall be acted upon in the following manner

:

The amendments shall be presented to the Secretary, who shall send

a copy of same to each member of the Board of Direction as soon as

received. If at the next meeting of the Board of Direction a

majority of the Board are in favor of considering the proposed amend-
ments, the matter shall then be submitted by letter to each Active mem-
ber of the Association for voting by ballot, and the result announced

by the Secretary at the next annual meeting of the Association. In

case two-thirds of the votes received are affirmative, the amendments
shall be declared adopted. Amendments so adopted shall take effect

thirty days thereafter.



GENERAL RULES FOR THE PREPARATION OF COMMITTEE
REPORTS.

(i) Submit condensed statement of meetings held and names of

members in attendance; also personnel of sub-committees appointed for

special subjects.

(2) Review briefly last report, describing action taken by the Asso-

ciation thereon, enumerating in their order all conclusions adopted,

referring to volume and page of Proceedings. Submit recommendations

for changes in previously adopted reports when deemed advisable, and

include specifications or standards adopted at the last convention.

(3) Make special effort, by personal request and letters, to secure

written discussion of past reports as a guide for future action.

(4) Frame reports to conform as far as possible to the following

general plan

:

First—Historical.—A brief account of the history of the subject-

matter of the report, giving an outline of the origin and development of

the same.

Second—Analytical.—An analysis of the subject-matter of the report,

especially of the most important elements thereof.

Third—Argument.—A statement giving the advantages in favor of

the recommended practices and the disadvantages of the old or present

practices.

Fourth—Conclusions.—The final recommendations for the adoption

of the various elements of the report in the order of sequence, expressing

in succinct language the action which it is desired the convention is to take.

Fifth—Definitions.—Submit definitions of technical terms used in the

report, the meaning of which is not clearly established, defining them

only from a professional standpoint. Group or tabulate definitions accord-

ing to their analytical sequence or for convenience of discussion and

reference.

Sixth—Plans.—The title of the drawings or plans submitted with

reports to be placed in the upper right-hand corner, together with the

following lettering:

Am. Ry. Eng. & M. W. Assn.

Convention of 190.

.

Committee on
(Title of drawing.)

(5) The collection and compilation of data and subsequent analysis

in the form of arguments and criticism is a necessary and valuable prelim-

inary element of all committee work, but the ultimate aim of all the Asso-

ciation's efforts should be to produce permanent results. This can be best

accomplished by having all committee work tend toward the presentation

to the Association of concise conclusions, recommendations, specifications,

standards, plans, etc., suitable for adoption and recommendation as good

practice.
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GENERAL RULES FOR CONSIDERATION AND PUBLICATION
OF COMMITTEE REPORTS.

(i) No report shall come before the convention for discussion unless

it has been published in the Bulletin.

(2) Written discussions on published reports will appear in subse-

quent Bulletins. The last Bulletin before the convention will appear about

February 1st. Discussions received between December 31st and February

15th which do not appear in the last Bulletin will be published in leaflet

form. The convention will be held about the middle of March of each

year. Discussions received after February 15th will not be published

prior to the convention, but will be transmitted to the respective com-

mittees as soon as received. Reports for which no definite date for publica-

tion has been fixed by the Board of Direction must be presented not later

than December 31st. Reports received after December 31st will not come

before the following convention for discussion, will be withheld from the

public press, published in a Bulletin after the convention, and considered

at the next convention.

(3) Reports will be considered by the convention in the order of

their publication in the Bulletin, unless the convention by a two-thirds

majority may decide to give precedence to one or more particular reports.

(4) No report shall be published in the Proceedings unless it shall

have been acted upon by the convention. Reports coming before the

convention and not being acted upon for lack of time will be published in

subsequent Bulletins, together with all written discussions presented to the

Secretary thereon, at times fixed by the Board of Direction.

(5) The method of consideration of reports will be as follows

:

(a) Reading by title.

(b) Reading, discussing and acting upon each conclusion separately.

(c) By majority vote discussion will be had of each item. Clauses not

objected to when read will be considered as voted upon and
adopted.

(6) Action by the convention on reports will be one of the following

after discussion is closed

:

(a) Receiving as information.

(b) Receiving as a progress report and referring back to committee.

(c) . Adoption of a portion and referring remainder back to committee.

(d) Adoption as amended.
(e) Adoption as submitted.

(7) Reports will be published in the Proceedings in their original

form, as presented by the committee; but the Secretary will prepare for

convenience of reference a summary of the alterations ordered by the

Association and insert the same immediately after the signature of the

committee and preceding the discussion.
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(8) All discussions, both oral and written, will be published in the

Proceedings. Each speaker's remarks will be submitted to him in writing

before publication in the Proceedings for correction of diction and errors

of reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.

(9) All committee organizations are to be considered permanent

unless changes are made by the Board of Direction.

(10) As soon as possible after each annual convention the Board of

Direction will announce the outline of committee work for the next

convention, with list of committeemen.

(11) Reports as finally adopted by the Association will be published

from time to time in a volume to be entitled "Manual of Recommended
Practice for Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way, containing

the Definitions, Specifications and Principles of Practice adopted and

recommended by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of

Way Association."

GENERAL RULES FOR PUBLICATION OF "MANUAL OF REC-
OMMENDED PRACTICE."

(1) The title of the volume will be "Manual of Recommended Prac-

tice for Raihuay Engineering and Maintenance of Way, containing the

Definitions, Specifications and Principles of Practice adopted and recom-

mended by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association," edited under the direction of the Committee on Publica-

tions and publication approved by the Board of Direction.

(2) The adoption by the Association and subsequent publication of

any matter in the Manual shall be considered in the nature of recom-

mended practice and shall not be binding on the members.

(3) The Manual shall only include resolutions, conclusions, recom-

mendations, plans, etc., relating to definitions, specifications or principles

of practice of such questions connected with railway engineering and
maintenance of way work which have been made the subject of a special

study by a standing or special committee and embodied in a committee

report, published not less than thirty days prior to the annual convention,

and submitted by the committee at the annual convention, and which, after

due consideration and discussion, shall have been voted on and formally

adopted by the Association.

(4) Any matter published in the Manual may be amended, revised,

extended or withdrawn by vote at any subsequent annual convention,

provided such changes are proposed in time for publication not less than

thirty days prior to the annual convention, and in the following manner:
(a) Upon recommendation of the committee in charge of the subject;

(b) upon recommendation of the Board of Direction; (c) upon request

of five members, subject to the action of the Board of Direction under

Rule (6).

(5) All resolutions, conclusions, recommendations, specifications,

standards, etc., in order to be included in the Manual, must be in concise
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and proper final shape for publication, as the Manual will consist only

of a summary record of the definitions, principles of practice, specifications

and standards recommended by the Association, with a brief reference

to the published Proceedings of the Association for the context of the

committee report and subsequent discussions and the final action by the

Association.

(6) The Board of Direction shall have authority to exclude from

the Manual any matter which, in its judgment, it shall consider as not

desirable to publish, or as not being in proper shape, or as not having

received proper study and consideration.

(7) The Manual will be revised annually and kept up-to-date by

publishing a new edition or a supplemental pamphlet as promptly as

possible after each annual convention.

INSTRUCTIONS TO COMMITTEES—OUTLINE FOR 1905-1906.

GENERAL FOR ALL COMMITTEES.

In the following instructions, the Board of Direction has outlined

the important matters which, in its judgment, each committee should select

from and preferably consider as far as possible during the current year;

but the Board does not desire to prevent any committee from presenting

in addition the results of any special study or investigation it may be now

engaged on, or that it considers important to take up at the next conven-

tion.

Review, revise and supplement, if thought desirable, all matter pub-

lished in the "Manual of Recommended Practice," and give the necessary

notice of any recommended changes in accordance with Clause "a," Article

4, of the General Rules for the Publication of the Manual of Recom-

mended Practice.

In presenting new matter for consideration of the Association, with

a view to having same subsequently appear in the Manual, aim to have

all conclusions, recommendations, specifications, standards, etc., in concise

and proper final shape, suitable for publication in the Manual. Descriptive

and argumentative matter will not be published in the Manual unless brief

and absolutely essential to a proper understanding of the context or plans.

Resubmit any matter presented in previous reports on which the Asso-

ciation has not acted, and which the Committee desires to have considered,

and state concisely what sections are to be so considered and what action

the Committee desires. It will not be necessary to include such matter

in the Committee report, but refer to the previous publication of same

in the Proceedings, unless the changes in the previously published version

are extensive. Minor changes can be explained in the text of the Com-

mittee report.

At end of the Committee report state concisely what action the Com-

mittee desires to have taken on the various parts of the report, and

especially the sections recommended for publication in the Manual.
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I. ROADWAY.—Present an overhaul clause for use as an optional

alternate clause for clause No. 48 of Specifications for the Formation of

the Roadway, defining not only the manner of payment but also method of

computing overhaul. Report on methods of conducting the practical work

in connection with revising and improving existing lines. Resubmit defini-

tions (Bulletin No. 58, pp. 58-62).

II. BALLASTING.—Ballast cross-sections for various classes of ma-

terial and conditions and for single and double track; review previous

report (Bulletin No. 60, pp. 14, 15, 18-20), conferring further with Track

Committee, if considered necessary, and aim to present one final recom-

mendation. Recommended practice in regard to preparation and delivery

of various kinds of ballast. Recommendation as to best and most eco-

nomical method of furnishing standard stone ballast, to cover quarrying,

crushing and delivery along roadway. Conclusion as to "What consti-

tutes ballasted track."

III. TIES.—Resubmit the Specifications for Ties (Bulletin No. 60,

PP- 34-36), and the four additional definitions (Bulletin No. 60, pp. 36, 37).

Rules for marking ties, prescribing distinctly the method to be employed

;

also resubmit specification for dating nail (Bulletin No. 60, p. 37). Rules

for tie records (Bulletin No. 60, pp. 39, 40). Conclusions relative to treat-

ment of ties. Data and statistics relative to life of ties and preservative

processes. Confer with Track Committee and make recommendations as

to tie-spacing and sizes of ties for various conditions.

IV. RAIL.—Frequency of occurrence, cause and recommended rem-

edy for piped rails. Recommendation as to limiting the number of standard

rail sections. Recommendation as to changing standard rail sections of

American Society of Civil Engineers, conferring with Track Committee.

Statistics as to life of rails. Statistics as to breakage of rails and causes.

Statistics as to the rail industry, annual consumption (American manufac-

ture and imported), cost of rail, probable life of rail, track mileage, etc.,

for various periods, preferably from year to year, with a view to show-

ing by comparative statistics the difference as to average life and annual

cost per mile of rails manufactured in recent years, as compared with

the results obtained in earlier periods. Prepare list of definitions.

V. TRACK.—Resubmit the general requirements for a standard

rail joint (Bulletin No. 60, p. 21) ; Inspection of Track and Statement of

Tool Equipment (Bulletin No. 60, pp. 24-26). Confer with Tie Committee

relative to tie-spacing and sizes of ties for various conditions. Confer

further, if found necessary, with Ballasting Committee relative to ballast

cross-sections. Confer with Rail Committee as to desirability of chang-

ing standard rail sections of American Society of Civil Engineers.

Recommendation relative to appointment of a Special Committee to confer

with the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association to establish

a uniform method for widening gauge on curves, and to settle any other
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questions requiring such joint consideration, giving reasons for the de-

sirability of such action, and outlining concisely the points to be con-

sidered by such Joint Committee. Easement curve formula recommended

for general use.

VI. BUILDINGS.—The relative advantages and disadvantages of

circular, square or other special designs of roundhouses, and the recom-

mended general principles of practice as to the conditions influencing

the choice of any particular design. Smoke jacks—various designs and

material, life, cost and recommended practice. Roundhouse doors—de-

scription and sketches of various designs, and recommended practice.

Definitions. Transmit all papers connected with standard form of con-

tract for railroad buildings (Bulletin No. 59, pp. 34-40) to Committee No.

XII, on Uniform Rules, etc.

VII. WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES.—Revise and re-sub-

mit Specifications for Bridge and Trestle Timber and Piling (Bulletin No.

61, pp. 8-12). Recommended standard specifications for yellow pine for

railway bridges and trestles. Collect data as to design, repairs, life and

cost of ballasted floor trestles and bridges, and prepare general principles

for practice governing choice of type. Recommended standard unit .stresses

for various kinds of timber in wooden bridges and trestles. Recommended

practice as to various types and details of trestle designs. Recommended

standard specifications for miscellaneous materials for trestles (not to in-

clude materials covered in Specifications for Bridge and Trestle Timber

and Piling). Recommended standard specifications for workmanship for

trestles to be built by contract.

VIII. MASONRY.—Resubmit Definitions and Classification of Ma-

sonry (Bulletin No. 59, pp. 67-71). Appoint subcommittee to attend meet-

ing and co-operate with Special Committee of the American Society of

Civil Engineers appointed to report on concrete and reinforced concrete.

Waterproofing masonry—methods, results, cost and recommended practice.

Specifications for bridge and culvert masonry. Waterway for culverts.

Collect data as to reported failures of concrete structures.

IX. SIGNS, FENCES, CROSSINGS AND CATTLE-GUARDS.—
Specifications for fences, with marginal index. Report on galvanizing wire.

Report on breaking strength of wire. Resubmit additional definitions (Bul-

letin No. 60, p. 69).

X. SIGNALING AND INTERLOCKING—Resubmit Specifications

for Construction of Telegraph Block Signal and Connections (Bulletin

No. 57, pp. 34-38). Resubmit definitions (Bulletin No. 57, pp. 39-4 1 )-

Submit result of letter-ballot relative to angle travel of semaphore arm

for block and interlocking signals. Specifications for interlocking plants.

Automatic block signals.
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XI. RECORDS, REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS.—Ledger accounts

for individual pieces of work. System for Maintenance of Way office

records of bridges and culverts. Recommended standard conventional

designs for right-of-way and topographical maps. Progress profiles. Track

charts.

XII. UNIFORM RULES, ORGANIZATION, TITLES, CODE,
ETC.—Complete "General Rules for the Government of Employes of the

Maintenance of Way Department," and submit in final shape. Prepare a

brief form of general contract applicable to all classes of railroad work.

XIII. WATER SERVICE.—Data and statistics from actual prac-

tice, and comparison of various methods in use for softening water, cost

of installation, maintenance, operation and resultant savings. Classifi-

cation of water supplies as to source of supply and general characteristics

of probable quantity of water from various sources of supply, based on

data collected as to analyses of such waters. Comparison of total me-

chanical energy and cost of transferring the water for the several water-

softening systems and various mechanical methods for pumping or trans-

ferring the water.

XIV. YARDS AND TERMINALS.—Resubmit for final action defi-

nitions adopted temporarily at 1905 convention (Bulletin No. 58, pp. 15-

17). Submit additional definitions (Bulletin No. 58, p. 22). Revise in

concise shape, suitable for adoption, the conclusions as to Summit (or

Hump) Yards, Freight Car Repair Yards and Team Delivery Yards

(Bulletin No. 58, pp. 25-29). Data, description and operating results of

Hump Yards.

XV. IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES.—Revise and submit Part

First, "Design," of "General Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges"

(Bulletin No. 60, pp. 48-58), for final action; also any desired additions

or revision of Part Second, "Material and Workmanship," as adopted at

1905 convention
; prepare table of contents and index for the complete

specifications. Investigations and reports on special subjects. Definitions.

XVI. ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY LOCATION.—Continue the

consideration of all questions connected with railway location, grades,

lines and improvements of grades and line affecting the economic operation

with relation to traffic, tonnage ratings, speed, density of traffic and

financial considerations, with the special aim in view of establishing uni-

form methods and unit values for investigating and analyzing the relative

advantages and costs of comparative routes or proposed grade reductions

and line corrections.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CLASSIFICATION OF TRACK.—
Continue the consideration of the classification of railway track.



ORGANIZATION OF COMMITTEES FOR 1905-1906.

I. ROADWAY.

H. J. Slifer, Contracting Engineer, New York, N. Y., Chairman.

R. C. Barnard, Superintendent, Cleveland, Akron & Columbus Railway,

Akron, O., Vice-Chairman.

G. H. Bremner, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, Chicago, 111.

J. F. Burns, Roadmaster, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Elizabeth-

town, Ky.

F. R. Coates, Contracting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

C. Dougherty, Superintendent, Illinois Central Railroad, Clinton, 111.

W. D. Pence, Prof, of Civil Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind.

H. Rohwer, Consulting Engineer, Missouri-Pacific Railway System, St.

Louis, Mo.

A. M. Shaw, Chief Engineer, Northern Illinois Electric Railway, Dixon,

111.

A. K. Shurtleff, Assistant Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha,

Neb.

J. G. Sullivan, Division Engineer, Const. Dept., Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, Winnipeg, Man.

H. M. Waite, Superintendent, Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific

Railroad, Lexington, Ky.

L. H. Wheaton, Division Engineer, Halifax & Southwestern Railway,

Shelburne, N. S.

R. C. Young, Chief Engineer, Lake Superior & Ishpeming Railway, Mar-

quette, Mich.

II. BALLASTING.

John V. Hanna, Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, St. Louis &
San Francisco Railway, St. Louis, Mo., Chairman.

C. A. Paquette, Superintendent, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railway, Indianapolis, Ind., Vice-Chairman.
C. H. Byers, Civil Engineer, Kansas City, Mo?

A. Q. Campbell, Hogansville, Ga.

M. P. Cotton, Assistant Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, Winnipeg,

Man.

L. F. Goodale, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

G. D. Hicks, Superintendent, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail-

way, Tullahoma, Tenn.

B. C. Milner, Superintendent, Southern Railway, Louisville, Ky.

J. O. Osgood, Chief Engineer, Central Railroad of New jersey, Jersey

City, N. J.

F. W. Ranno, Engineer of Way and Structures, Southern Indiana Rail-

way, Terre Haute, Ind.
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Samuel Rockwell, Chief Engineer, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway, Cleveland, O.

A. F. Rust, Resident Engineer, Kansas City Southern Railway, Kansas

City, Mo.

G. M. Walker, Jr., Assistant Engineer, Kansas City Belt Railway, Kan-

sas City, Mo.

III. TIES.

E. B. Cushing, General Superintendent, La. & Texas Lines, Sou. Pac. Co.,

New Orleans, La., Chairman.

W. W. Curtis, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111., Vice-Chairman.

E. G Ericson, Prin. Assistant Engineer, N. W. System, Pennsylvania

Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

E. O. Faulkner, Manager Tie and Timber Dept, Santa Fe Railway Sys-

tem, Topeka, Kan.

C. F. W. Felt, Chief Engineer, Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry., Galveston,

Texas.

E. E. Hart, Engineer, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, Cleve-

land, O.

Y. K. Hendricks, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Baltimore, Md.

J. C. Nelson, Roadmaster, Alabama Great Southern Railway, Birmingham,

Ala.

S. M. Rowe, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

H. R. Safford, Assistant Chief Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chi-

cago, 111.

Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, Pathologist, Dept. of Agriculture, St. Louis,

Mo.

IV. RAIL.

Wm. R. Webster, Consulting and Inspecting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Chairman.

R. Montfort, Consulting Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Louis-

ville, Ky., Vice-Chairman.

F. £. Abbott, Inspecting Engineer, Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo,

N. Y.

E. B. Ashby, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Lehigh Valley Railroad,

South Bethlehem, Pa.

D. D. Carothers, Chief Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad System,

Baltimore, Md.

S. M. Felton, President, Chicago & Alton Railway, Chicago, 111.

J. F. Hinckley, Chief Engineer, St. Louis & San Francisco Railway

System, St. Louis, Mo.

Robt. W. Hunt, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

J.
W. Kendrick, Third Vice-President, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway System, Chicago, 111.

E. F. Kenney, Engineer of Tests, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
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J. Kruttschnitt, Director of Maintenance and Operation, Harriman

Lines, Chicago, 111.

D. W. Lum, Chief Engineer Maintenance-of-Way and Structures, South-

ern Railway, Washington, D. C.

F H. McGuigan, Fourth Vice-President, Grand Trunk Railway System,

Montreal, Canada.

E. J. Pearson, Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

H. T. Porter, Chief Engineer, Bessemer & Eake Erie Railroad, Green-

ville, Pa.

J. T. Richards, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. Trimble, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, N. W. System, Penn-

sylvania Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

H. U. Wallace, Third Vice-President, J. G. White Co., New York, N. Y.

G. B. Woodworth, Rail Inspector, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way, Chicago, 111.

V. TRACK.

Garrett Davis, Principal Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway, Cedar Rapids, la., Chairman.

E. H. Lee, Engineer and General Roadmaster, Chicago & Western Indiana

Railroad, Chicago, 111., Vice-Chairman.
Wm. Ashton, Chief Engineer, Oregon Short Line, Salt Lake City, Utah.

J. R. W. Davis, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Great Northern Railway,

St. Paul, Minn.

G. E. Drew, Assistant Engineer, Pere Marquette Railroad, Grand Rapids,

Mich.

T. H. Hickey, Roadmaster, Michigan Central Railroad, St. Thomas, Ont.

D. MacPherson, Assistant Chief Engineer, National Transcontinental

Railway, Ottawa, Can.

F. L. Nicholson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Norfolk & Southern

Railway, Norfolk, Va.

O. D. Richards, Chief Engineer, Ann Arbor Railroad, Toledo, O.

L. S. Rose, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

& St. Louis Railway, Mattoon, 111.

John C. Sesser, Engineer of Construction, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, Centralia, 111.

F. A. Smith, Editor, Roadmaster and Foreman, Chicago, 111.

F. J. Stimson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Grand Rapids & Indiana

Railway, Grand Rapids, Mich.

VI. BUILDINGS.

A. R. Raymer, Assistant Chief Engineer, Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad,

Pittsburg, Pa., Chairman.

E. D. B. Brown, Contracting Engineer, Chicago, 111., Vice-Chairman.

G. F. Bristol, Engineer of Buildings, Pere Marquette Railroad, Detroit,

Mich.
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M. Coburn, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Vandalia Line, Terre Haute,

Ind.

H. M. Cryder, Principal Assistant Engineer, Wabash Railroad, St. Louis,

Mo.

B. C. Gowen, Chief Engineer, Wisconsin & Michigan Railroad, Peshtigo,

Wis.

E. C. Macy, Superintendent, Thos. Phee & Co., St. Croix, Wis.

H. M. Steele, Chief Engineer, Central of Georgia Railway, Savannah, Ga.

VII. WOODEN BRIDGES AND TRESTLES.

F. E. Schall, Bridge Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railroad, South Bethle-

hem, Pa., Chairman.

H. S. Jacoby, Professor of Bridge Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca,

N. Y., Vice-Chairman.

F. H. Bainbridge, Principal Assistant Engineer, Chicago & Northwestern

Railway, Chicago, 111.

A. L. Bowman, Consulting Engineer, New York, N. Y.

D. B. Dunn, Division Engineer, Seaboard Air Line, Dothan, Ala.

H. G. Fleming, President and Chief Engineer, Union Belt Railway, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

James Keys, Assistant Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb.

H. B. Merriam, Division Engineer, Chicago Great Western Railroad,

Dubuque, Iowa.

Wm. Michel, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Hocking Valley Railroad,

Columbus, O.

VIII. MASONRY.

E. C. Brown, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Union Railroad, Port Perry,

Pa., Chairman.

John Dean, Civil Engineer, Chicago, 111., Vice-Chairman.
Frank Beckwith, Engineer of Bridges and Structures, Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern Railway, Cleveland, O.

C. W. Boynton, Chief Inspector, Cement Dept, Illinois Steel Company,

Chicago, 111.

A. O. Cunningham, Bridge Engineer, Wabash Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

W. B. Hanlon, Civil and Mining Engineer, Cleveland, O.

W. K. Hatt, Professor of Applied Mechanics, Purdue University, Lafay-

ette, Ind.

C. H. Moore, First Assistant Engineer, Erie Railroad, New York, N. Y.

H. W. Parkhurst, Assistant to Engineer of Bridges, Illinois Central

Railroad, Chicago, 111.

J. W. Schaub, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

G. H. Scribner, Jr., Contracting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

G. F. Swain, Professor of Civil Engineering, Mass. Institute of Tech-

nology, Boston, Mass.
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Job Tuthill, Bridge Engineer, Pere Marquette Railroad. Detroit, Mich.

E. P. Weatherly, Resident Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road, St. Joseph, Mo.

IX. SIGNS, FENCES, CROSSINGS AND CATTLE-GUARDS.

W. D. Williams. Chief Engineer, Cincinnati Northern Railroad, Van

Wert, O., Chairman.

F. P. Gutelius, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Canadian Pacific Railway,

Montreal, Canada, Vice-Chairman.

F. E. Bissell, First Assistant Engineer, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway, Cleveland, O.

S. B. Fisher, Chief Engineer, Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, St.

Louis, Mo.

F. G. Jonah, Assistant Engineer, New Orleans Terminal Co., New
Orleans, La.

A. G. Norton, Resident Engineer, Erie Railroad, Otisville, N. Y.

H. R. Talcott, Engineer of Surveys, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Balti-

more, Md.

W. A. Wallace, Division Engineer, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville

Railroad, Chicago, 111.

A. A. Wirth, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines West,

Pittsburg, Pa.

X. SIGNALING AND INTERLOCKING.

Chas. A. Dunham, Signal Engineer, Great Northern Railway, St. Paul,

Minn., Chairman.

W. A. D. Short, Signal Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.,

Vice-Chairman.

C. L. Addison, General Superintendent, Long Island Railroad, Long

Island City, N. Y.

F. H. Alfred, Chief Engineer, Pere Marquette Railroad, Detroit, Mich.

G. E. Ellis, Signal Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad,

Chicago, 111.

H. H. Knowlton, Assistant Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Railway, Cincinnati, O.

J. C. Mock, Signal Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Detroit, Mich.

J. A. Peabody, Signal Engineer, Chicago & Northwestern Railway, Chicago,

111.

A. H. Rudd, Assistant Signal Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Thos. S. Stevens, Signal Engineer, Santa Fe Railway System, Topeka,

Kan.

XL RECORDS, REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS.

Edwin F. Wendt, Assistant Engineer, Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad,

Pittsburg, Pa., Chairman.
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W. S. Kinnear, Assistant General Manager, Michigan Central Railroad,

Detroit, Mich., Vice-Chairman.

W. Archer, Engineering Department, Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern

Railroad, Cincinnati, O.

J. B. Austin, Jr., Engineer Maintenance of Way, Long Island Railroad,

Jamaica, N. Y.

J. G. Bloom, Engineer Maintenance-of-Way, Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway, Topeka, Kan.

B. T. Elmore, Assistant Chief Engineer, Tidewater Railway, Norfolk, Va.

R. L. Huntley, Principal Assistant Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad,

Omaha, Neb.

Paul Jones, Superintendent, Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Railroad,

Zanesville, O.

V. D. Simar, Principal Assistant Engineer, Duluth, South Shore &
Atlantic Railroad, Marquette, Mich.

J. E. Turk, Superintendent, Philadelphia & Reading Railway, Tamaqua,
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Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison,

Wis.

599. Taylor, W. B.,

Division Engineer, Erie Railroad. Buffalo, N. Y.

490. Ten Eyck, P. G,
Treasurer and Chief Engineer, Federal Railway Signal Company,

Troy, N. Y.

in. Thomas, J. W., Jr.,

General Manager, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway, Nash-

ville, Tenn.
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290. Thompson, W. S.,

Assistant Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad, Oil City, Pa.

215. Tratman, E. E. R. (Vice-Chairman, Committee on Yards and Ter-

minals),
Resident Editor, Engineering News, Chicago, 111.

67. Trimble, Robert (Rail),

Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Northwest System, Pennsylvania

Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

428. Trippeer, A. G,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, Wabash Railway, Detroit, Mich.

$72. Trueman, Harmon,
Chief Engineer, Morden Frog & Crossing Works, Chicago, 111.

359. Turk, J. E. (Records, Reports and Accounts),

Superintendent, Philadelphia & Reading Railway, Tamaqua, Pa.

477. TURNEAURE, F. E.,

Dean, College of Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

379. Tuthill, Job (Masonry),
Bridge Engineer, Pere Marquette Railroad, Detroit, Mich.

112. Tweedy, R. B.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

364. Tye, W. F. (Economics of Railway Location),

Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Canada.

U
155. Underwood, F. D.,

President, Erie Railroad, New York, N. Y.

V
600. Van Houten, R. A.,

Division Engineer, Erie Railroad, Susquehanna, Pa.

195. Van Vleck, W. G.,

General Manager, Atlantic System, Southern Pacific Company, Hous-

ton, Texas.

103. Vaughan, G W.,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad, New York, N. Y.

573. Von Schrenk, Hermann, Dr. (Ties),

Pathologist, TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, St. Louis, Mo.

W
522. Waite, H. M. (Roadway),

Superintendent, Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railroad,

Lexington, RTy.

396. Walker, G. M., Jr. (Ballasting),

Assistant Engineer and Roadmaster, Kansas City Belt Railway,

Kansas City, Mo.
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122. Walker, I. O..

Assistant Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville,

Tenn.

57. Wallace, H. U. (Uniform Rules),
Third Vice-President, J. G-. White Co., New York, N. Y.

3. WALLACE, J. F. (Past-President),

Chicago, 111.

76. Wallace, J. H.,

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pacific System, Southern Pacific Com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal.

540. Wallace, W. A. (Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards),

Division Engineer, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railroad, Chi-

cago, 111.

487. Warrington, H. W.,
Chief Engineer and General Superintendent, British Columbia Rail-

way Company, Grand Forks, B. C.

349. Washburn, E. C,
Washburn Coupler Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

118. Washington, L. A.,

City Engineer, Paducah, Ky.

476. Waterman, H. S. (Water Service),

Chief Engineer, Detroit & Mackinac Railroad, East Tawas, Mich.

354. Watson, Thos.,
Resident Engineer, Northern Railways of Australia, Coolgardie, West

Australia.

421. Weatherly, E. P. (Masonry),
Resident Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, St.

Joseph, Mo.

507. Webb, G. H. (Vice-Chairman, Committee on Uniform Rules), .

Chief Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Detroit, Mich.

37. Webster, G. H.,

Vancouver, B. C.

306. Webster, Wm. R. (Chairman, Committee on Rail),

Consulting and Inspecting Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.

514. Wells, L. W.,
Chief Engineer, Texas Midland Railroad, Terrell, Texas.

127. Wendt, Edwin F. (Chairman, Committee on Records, Reports and

Accounts),
Assistant Engineer, Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, Fittsburg, Pa.

528. West, O. J.,

Resident Engineer, Phoenix Bridge Co., Chicago, 111.

590. Weston, C. V.,

Chief Engineer, South Side Elevated Railroad, Chicago, 111.

69. Wheaton, L. H. (Roadway),
Division Engineer, Halifax & Southwestern Railway, Shelbourne,

N. S.

228. White, H. F.,

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry.,

Chicago, 111.
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66. White, I. F.,

Superintendent, Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad, Dayton, O.

92. Whittelsey, T. F.,

General Manager, Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City Railway, Mobile,

Ala.

60. Whittemore, D. J.,

Chief Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Chicago, 111.

564. Wickhorst, M. H. (Water Service),

Engineer of Tests, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Aurora,

111.

185. WlLGUS, W. J.,

Vice-President, New York Central & Hudson River Railroad, New
York, N. Y.

104. WlLLARD, D.,

Second Vice-President, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Chi-

cago, 111.

271. Williams, H. R. (Classification of Track),
General Manager, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Chi-

cago, III.

32. Williams, W. D. (Chairman, Committee on Signs, Fences, Cross-

ings and Cattle-Guards),
Chief Engineer, Cincinnati Northern Railroad, Van Wert, O.

9. Wilson, C. A. (Classification of Track),
Chief Engineer, Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railroad, Cincin-

nati, O.

270. Wilson, J. T.,

Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Ellicott City, Md.

459. Wilson, T. W.,
General Manager, International Railroad, Buffalo, N. Y.

610. WlLLOUGHBY, J. E.,

Engineer of Construction, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Knoxville,

Tenn.

474. Wirth, A. A. (Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards),

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines, Pittsburg, Pa.

555. Wood, B. A.,

Resident Engineer, Mobile & Ohio Railroad, Meridan, Miss.

278. Woods, H. A. (Records, Reports and Accounts),

Assistant Chief Engineer, Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, Montreal.

Can.

101. Woodward, E. K. (Records, Reports and Accounts),

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Wabash Railroad, Peru, Ind.

292. Woodward, Roland,
Consulting Engineer, Jacksonville & Southwestern Railroad, Jackson-

ville, Fla.

200. Woodworth, G. B. (Rail),

Rail Inspector, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, Chicago, 111.

395. Worcester, J. R. (Iron and Steel Structures),

Consulting Engineer, 53 State Street, Boston, Mass.

412. Wright, J. T.,

Vice-President and General Manager, Macon, Dublin & Savannah
Railroad, Macon, Ga.
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Y
456. Yamaguchi, Junnosuke,

Chief Engineer, Sanyo Railway, Kobe, Japan.

595. Young, R. C. (Roadway),
Chief Engineer, Lake Superior & Ishpeming, Munising Railway and

Marquette & Southeastern Railway, Marquette, Mich.

Z

207. ZlESING, A.,

Western Manager, American Bridge Company, Monadnock Block,

Chicago, 111.

470. Zinck, K. J. C. (Water Service),

Division Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, Des
Moines, Iowa.

614. Zinn, A. S.,

Principal Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-

way, Oklahoma City, Okla.

HONORARY MEMBER.

Shepard, D. C,
Minneapolis, Minn.

DECEASED MEMBERS.

Bouscaren, L. F. G. Hartigan, John G.

Burke, S. E. Kellogg, E. A.

Caffrey, Richard, Kidder, J. F.

Clark, J. M. Kline, Theo. D.

Clarke, L. H. Mahl, J. T.

Carpenter, C. A. Morison, G. S.

Casey, D. J. O'Melveny, J. C.

Collins, E. M. . Quinlan, G. A.

Curtis, W. G Schmidt, H. W.
Draper, H. C. Southgate, R.

Frey, J. J. Taylor, J. W.
Gardner, G W. Torrey, A.

Goode, J. V. Wight, R. H.

Hall, Ferdinand,



MEMBERSHIP AND MILEAGE OF RAILWAYS REPRESENTED
IN THE AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND

MAINTENANCE OF WAY ASSOCIATION

Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Alaska Central Railway I 21

W. B. Poland, Seward, Alaska.

Ann Arbor Railroad 1 292

0. D. Richards, Toledo, 0.

Antofagasta & Bolivia Railroad i

A. Hohagen, Antofagasta, Chili, S. A.

Argentine Republic Railways 1

G. F. T. Dominico, Buenos Ayres, Arg. Rep.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System 13 8,296

J. W. Kendrick, Chicago, 111.

James Dun, Chicago, 111.

W. B. Storey, Jr., Topeka, Kan.
R. B. Burns, Los Angeles, Cal.

C. F. W. Felt, Galveston, Texas.

A. F. Robinson, Chicago, 111.

E. O. Faulkner, Topeka, Kan.

C. A. Morse, Topeka, Kan.

Thomas S. Stevens, Topeka, Kan.

J. M. Meade, Topeka, Kan.

F. M. Bisbee, La Junta, Colo.

L. D. Smith, Galveston, Texas.

T. S. Cafferty, Topeka, Kan.

Atlantic & Birmingham Railroad 1 331
Alex. Bonnyman, Oglethorpe, Ga.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 14 4,442
L. G. Haas, Baltimore, Md.
D. D. Carothers, Baltimore, Md.

J. B. Dickson, Baltimore, Md.
J. E. Greiner, Baltimore, Md.
H. R. Talcott, Baltimore, Md.
C. E. Bryan, Parkersburg. W. Va.
Paul Didier, Allegheny, Pa.

V. K. Hendricks, Baltimore, Md.
L- G. Curtis, Chicago, 111.

J. T. Wilson, Ellicott City, Md.
W. B. Redgrave, St. George, S. I., N. Y.

J. B. Jenkins, Pittsburg, Pa.

L. C. James, Bridgeport, O.

H. A. Lane, Chillicothe, O.
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern Railroad 3 918
Earl Stirnson, Cincinnati, O.

L. P. Boeh, Cincinnati, O.

W. Archer, Cincinnati, O.

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad 2 216
II. T. Porter, Greenville, Pa.
E. J. Randall, Greenville, Pa.

Boston & Albany Railroad . 1 392
Walter Shepard, Boston, Mass.

Boston & Maine Railroad 1 2,287

J. P. Snow, Boston, Mass.

Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad 2 172
H. Ilerden, Galeton, Pa.

H. C. Landon, Galeton, Pa.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway 1 475
J. M. Floesch, Rochester, N. Y.

Burlington Route 12 8,511

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

:

D. Willard, Chicago, 111.

T. E. Calvert, Chicago, 111.

W. L. Breckinridge, Chicago, III.

L. P. Goodale, St. Louis, Mo.
G. II. Bremner, Chicago. 111.

C. H. Cartlidge, Chicago, 111.

M. II. Wickhorst, Aurora, 111.

J. D. Mason, Chicago, III.

John C. Sesser, Central ia, 111.

P. M. Patterson, Chicago, 111.

E. P. Weatherly, St. Joseph, Mo.
E. C. Forbush, Herrin, 111.

California & Northwestern Railway 1

J. L. Frazier, San Francisco, Cal.

Cammal & Black Forest Railroad 1

C. B. McCulIough, Jersey Shore, Pa.

Canadian Northern Railway * 3
II. P. Forrest, Winnipeg, Man.
R. B. Pratt, Winnipeg, Man.
D. A. Ross, Winnipeg, Man.

Canadian Pacific Railway 7

J. W. Leonard, Winnipeg, Man.
W. F. Tye, Montreal, Can.

F. P. Gutelius, Montreal, Can.

J. G. Sullivan, Winnipeg, Man.
A. L. Buck, Montreal, Can.

M. P. Cotton, Winnipeg, Man.
II. L. Jordan, Montreal, Can.

Central of Georgia Railway 1 1,867
Henry M. Steele, Savannah, Ga.

204

31

2,170

8,986
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Central Railroad of New Jersey 3 641

W. G. Besler, New York, N. Y.

Jos. O. Osgood, Jersey City, N. J.

A. L. Bowman, New York, N. Y.

Central Railway of Guatemala 1 141

D. B. Hodgsdon, Guatemala City, Guat.

Central Vermont Railway 1 531

J. M. Morrison, St. Albans, Vt.

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway 2 1,670

F. W. Scarborough, Richmond, Va.

H. Pierce, Richmond, Va.

Chicago & Alton Railway 2 915
S. M. Felton, Chicago, 111.

W. B. Causey, Bloomington, 111.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad 3 921

W. S. Dawley, Chicago, 111.

A. S. Markley, Danville, 111.

Ralph McCalman, Villa Grove, 111.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway 5 7,41

1

W. A. Gardner, Chicago. III.

R. H. Aishton, Chicago, 111.

F. H. Bainbridge, Chicago, Hi.

G. M. Davidson, Chicago, 111.

J. A. Peabody, Chicago, Hi.

Chicago & Western Indiana Railway 1 49
E. H. Lee, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Great Western Railway 2 1,321

II. B. Merriam, Dubuque, Iowa.

Ole Davidson,' St. Taul, Minn.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway 2 536
A. S. Kent, Chicago, 111.

W. A. Wallace, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Junction Railway 1 243
J. B. Cox, Chicago, 111.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 5 7,185
H. R. "Williams, Chicago, 111.

D. J. Whittemore, Chicago, 111.

J. B. Moll, Chicago, 111.

C. F. Loweth, Chicago, 111.

G. B. Woodworth, Chicago, 111.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis Railway 2 245
J. P. Ramsey, St. Louis, Mo.
J. K. Howard, Springfield, 111.

*Chicago Southern Railway 2

E. H. Pfafflin, Chicago, 111.

F. R. Puder, Chicago, 111.

Under construction.
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Members.

. . . 10

Name of Road and Membership.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway
W. L. Darling, Chicago, 111.

H. P. White, Chicago, 111.

A. D. Page, Chicago, 111.

J. G. Bloom, Topeka, Kan.
Garrett Davis, Cedar Rapids, la.

W. II. Davisson, Chicago, 111.

K. J. C. Zinck, Des Moines, la.

A. S. Zinn, Oklahoma City, Okla.

G. E. Ellis, Chicago, 111.

C. S. Ells, Atlantic, la.

Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad I

J. N. Faithorn, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Union Transfer Company I

M. E. Shire, Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Railroad i

Paul Jones, Zanesville, O.

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railway 2

C. A. Wilson, Cincinnati, O.

I. F. White, Dayton, O.

Cincinnati Northern Railroad . . .- I

W. D. Williams, Van Wert, O.

Cleveland, Akron & Columbus Railway i

R. C. Barnard, Akron, O.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry. System. . io

Geo. W. Kittredge, Cincinnati, O.

0- E. Selby, Cincinnati, O.

Hadley Baldwin, Mattoon, 111.

C. A. Paquette, Indianapolis, Ind.

M. A. Neville, Indianapolis, Ind.

Charles S. Millard, Indianapolis, Ind.

H. H. Knowlton, Cincinnati, O.

L. S. Rose, Mattoon, 111.

Robt. H. Moore, Mt. Carmel, 111.

Paul Hamilton, Springfield, O.

Colorado & Southern Railroad »

H. W. Cowan, Denver, Colo.

Davenport, Rock Island & Northwestern Railroad.

Chas. E. Sheriff, Davenport, la.

Delaware, Susquehanna & Schuylkill Railroad . .

Edgar Kudlich, Drifton, Pa.

Mileage.

6,836

Denver, Enid & Gulf Railway
Ed. L. Peckham, Enid, Okla.

Detroit & Mackinac Railroad

H. S. Waterman, East Tawas, Mich.

Detroit Southern Railroad
Geo. Crocker, Springfield, O.

259

IOO

149

1,015

236

214

2,276

1,121

53

76

70

334

473
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Members.Name of Road and Membership.

Detroit United Street Railways
J. C. Hutehins, Detroit, Mich.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railroad
W. A. McGonagle, Duluth, Minn.

Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

V. D. Simar, Marquette, Mien.

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and Chicago, Lake Shore &
Eastern Railways

Arthur Montzheimer, Joliet, 111.

El Paso & Northeastern System
Geo. C. Millett, Alamogordo, N. M.

El Paso & Southwestern Railroad

H. J. Simmons, El Paso, Tex.

Erie Railroad i

P. D. Underwood, New York, N. Y.

C. S. Sims. Mount Holly. N. .T.

J. C. Stuart, New York, N. Y.

F. L. Stuart. New York. N. Y.

It. S. Parsons. Cleveland, O.

W. II. Peddle. Jersey City. N. J.

('. II. Moore. New York, N. Y.

I;. A. Van Ilouten. Susquehanna, Pa.

W. P.. Taylor. Buffalo, N. Y.

L. J. Mclntyre, Jersey City, N. J.

A. G. Norton, Otisvillo, N. Y.

Esquimalt & Nanaimo Railway I

Jos. Hunter, Victoria, B. C.

Evansville & Terre Haute Railway I

F. W. Hawks, Evansville, Ind.

*Ferro-Carril Occidental de Guatemala I

J. B. Hatch, San Felipe, Guat, C. A.

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Railroad I

F. A. Bagg, Gloversville, N. Y.

*Goderich & Guelph Railway 2

P. Alex. Peterson, Goderich, Ont.

F. D. Anthony, Goderich, Ont.

Government Railways of Japan t

Daiske Nishi, Tokio, Japan.

^Guatemala Railway I

J. T. Norton, Puerto Barrios, Guat., C. A.

Grand Rapids & Indiana Railway I

F. J. Stimson, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mileage.

533

163

575

386

460

340

2,553

164

77

1,344

620

*Under construction.
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Grand Trunk Railway System 6 4,177

E. II. Fitztaugh, Montreal, Can.

P. H. McGuigan, Montreal, Can.

H. A. Woods, Montreal, Can.

W. McNab, Montreal, Can.

T. L. Hanley, Grand Rapids, Mich.

M. S. Blaiklock, Montreal, Can.

Great Northern Railway 5 5.984

J. R. W. Davis, St. Paul, Minn.

Chas. A. Dunham, St. Paul, Minn.

.T. M. Dixon, Fremont, Neb.

W. I. Bassett, Grand Forks, B. C.

R. C. St. John, Grand Forks, N. D.

Halifax & Southwestern Railway 1 374
L. II. Wheaton, Chester, N. S.

Hankaku Railways 1 69

Kyoichi Murakami, Kitahama, Osaka, Japan.

Hocking Valley Railroad 1 346

Wm. Michel, Columbus, O.

Hokkaido Tanko Railway of Japan 1 207

T. Ohmra, Iwanizawa, Japan.

Illinois Central Railroad 16 4,343

W. J. Harahan, Chicago, 111.

I. G. Rawn, Chicago, 111.

L. C. Fritch, Chicago, 111.

A. S. Baldwin, Chicago, 111.

II. R. Safford, Chicago, 111.

C. Dougherty, Clinton, 111.

O. M. Dunn, New Orleans, La.

R. B. Starbuck, Mattoon, 111.

J. C. Dailey, Chicago, 111.

II. W. Parkhurst, Chicago. 111.

W. A. D. Short, Chicago. 111.

A. E. Harvey, Indianapolis, Ind.

E. I. Rogers, Covington, Tenn.

H. R. Dill, Evansville, Ind.

C. W. Pifer, Chicago, 111.

R. S. Blinn, Bloomington, Ind.

Indiana Harbor Railroad 1 70

C. W. Hotchkiss, Chicago, 111.

International Railway of Buffalo 1 355

T. W. Wilson, Buffalo, N. Y.

Jacksonville & St. Louis Railway 1 121

B. F. Bond, Jacksonville, 111.

Jacksonville & Southwestern Railway 1 9°

Roland Woodward, Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City Belt Railway 1 52

G. M. Walker, Jr., Kansas City, Mo.
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway 3 500

E. Dickinson, Kansas City, Mo.

M. P. Paret, Kansas City, Mo.

W. W. Colpitts, Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City Southern Railway 1 762

A. F. Rust, Kansas City, Mo.

Kohala & Hilo Railway 1 44

Robert Hawxhurst, Jr., Tacoma, Wash.

Lake Erie & Western Railway 1 7 r9

G. C. Cleveland, Indianapolis, Ind.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway 5 1,520

E. A. Handy, Cleveland, 0.

Samuel Rockwell, Cleveland. O.

F. E. Bissell, Cleveland. O.

R. O. Rote, Cleveland, O.

Frank Beckwith, Cleveland. O.

Lehigh Valley Railroad 3 1.393

Walter G. Berg, New York', N. Y.

E. P.. Ashby, Smith Bethlehem, Ta.

F. E. Schall, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Long Island Railroad 2 392

C. L. Addison, Long Island City, N. Y.

J. B. Austin, Jr., Jamaica, N. Y.

Louisville & Nashville Railroad 4 4>°20

R. Montfort, Louisville. Ky.

W. II. Conrtenay, Louisville, Ky.

J. F. Burns, Elizabethtown. Ky.

J. E. Willoughby, Knoxville, Tenn.

Macon, Dublin & Savannah Railroad 1 92

J. T. Wright, Macon. Oa.

Madras Railway 1 84.1

E. AV. Stoney, Madras, India.

Maine Central Railroad 1 821

B. W. Guppy, Tortland, Me.

Mexican Central Railway 6 3,155

A. A. Robinson, New York, N. Y.

E. E. Styner, City of Mexico, Mexico.

Lewis Kingman, City of Mexico, Mexico.
Hans Bentele, City of Mexico, Mexico.

W. C. Bradley, Tampico, Mexico.

E. S. Banks, Guadalajara, Mexico.

Mexican International Railway 4 1,564

C. T. Norton, Porflrio Diaz, Mexico.

Rankin Johnson, Durango. Mexico.

F. W. Andros, Durango, Mexico.

C. J. Carroll, Durango, Mexico.
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Name of Road and Membership. Members.

Mexican National Construction Company I

A. P. Herbert, Colima, Mexico.

Mexican Southern Railway I

W. L. Morkill, Puebla, Mexico.

Michigan Central Railroad 6

W. S. Kinnear, Detroit, Mich.
G. H. Webb, Detroit,' Mich.
B. Douglas, Detroit, Mich.

J. C. Mock, Detroit, Mich.
D. L. Parker, Jackson, Mich.

T. H. Hickey, St. Thomas, Ont.

Midland Valley Railroad
F. A. Molitor, St. Louis, Mo.

*Military Railway of Japan
T. Endo, Chemulpo, Corea.

Minneapolis & Rainy River Railroad
A. L. Davis, Deer River, Minn.

Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway.

Iowa Central Railway.

II. G. Kelley, Minneapolis, Minn.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway
E. Pennington, Minneapolis, Minn.

Mississippi Central Railroad .

M. J. Epley, Hattiesburg, Miss.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway
S. B. Fisher, St. Louis, Mo.

Missouri Pacific Railway 7

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.

C. S. Clarke, St. Louis, Mo.
A. W. Sullivan, St. Louis, Mo.
J. W. Iliggins, St. Louis, Mo.

H. Rohwer, St. Louis, Mo.
M. L. Byers, St. Louis, Mo.
B. H. Mann, St. Louis, Mo.
H. Devereux, Batesville, Ark.

Mobile & Ohio Railroad 2

C. F. Blue, Cairo, 111.

B. A. Wood, Meridian, Miss.

Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City Railroad I

T. F. Whittelsey, Mobile, Ala.

Moscow-Kursk Railway I

Then. Schidlovsky, Moscow, Russia.

*Muskogee Southern Railroad i

D. W. Bolich, Muskogee, I. T.

Mileage.

89

263

1,662

198

40

1,245

1,829

55

3,043

6,237

955

258

692

Under construction.
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway 4 T ,2°°

J. W. Thomas, Jr.. Nashville, Tenn.

Hunter McDonald, Nashville, Tenn.

G. D. Hieks, Tullahoma, Tenn.

I. O. Walker, Paducah, Ky.

National Railway of Tehuantepec I 210

John B. Body, City of Mexico, Mexico.

*National Transcontinental Railway 1

Duncan MacPherson, Ottawa, Out.

New Orleans Terminal Railway 2 23

F. G. Jonah, New Orleans, La.

A. L. Phillips, New Orleans, La.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad 4 2,881

W. J. Wilgus, New York, N. Y.

G. W. Yaughan, New York, N. Y.

A. B. Corthell, New York, N. Y.

G. F. Morse, New York, N. Y.

New York, Ontario & Western Railway 1 494
0. E. Knickerbocker, Middletown, N. Y.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railway 3 523

A. W. Johnston, Cleveland. O.

E. E. Hart, Cleveland, O.

C. B. Hoyt, Bellevue, O.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad 4 2,037

E. H. McHenry, New Haven, Conn.

E. P. Dawley, Boston, Mass.

W. H. Moore, New Haven, Conn.

W. L. Derr, Hartford, Conn.

New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk Railroad 1 112

J. G. Rodgers, Cape Charles, Va.

Nippon Railway of Japan . 1 860

S. Sugiura, Tokio, Japan.

Norfolk & Southern Railway 1 192

F. L. Nicholson, Norfolk, Ya.

Norfolk & Western Railway 1 1,745

C. S. Churchill, Roanoke, Ya.

Northern Pacific Railway 2 5.305

Howard Elliott, St. Paul, Minn.
E. J. Pearson, St. Paul, Minn.

Oregon Short Line 2 1,266

Wm. Ashton, Salt Lake City, Utah.

L. L. Dagron, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Pacific Electric Railway 1 345

Los Angeles Interurban Railway.
A. D. Schindler, Los Angeles, Cal.

Under construction.
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Name of Road and Membership.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg

Thos. Rodd, Pittsburg, Pa.

W. C. Gushing, Pittsburg, Pa.

R. Trimble, Pittsburg, Pa.

E. G. Ericson, Pittsburg, Pa.

A. A. Wirth, Pittsburg, Pa.

Members.

Pennsylvania Railroad ..'..'

Jos. T. Richards, Philadelphia, Pa.

E. P. Kenney, Philadelphia, Pa.

Robt. Bell, Buffalo, N. Y.

W. S. Thompson, Oil City, Pa.

A. H. Rudd, Philadelphia, Ta.

Peoria & Pekin Union Railroad....

Ciu-tiss Millard, Peoria, III.

Pere Marquette Railroad

F. H. Alfred, Detroit, Mich.

Job Tuthill, Detroit, Mich.

G. H. Bristol, Detroit, Mich.

G. E. Drew, Grand Rapids, Mich.

J. F. Deimling, Detroit, Mich.

Philadelphia & Reading Railway

Wm. Hunter, Philadelphia, Ta.

F. S. Stevens, Reading. Pa.

J. E. Turk, Tamaqua, Pa.

C. H. Ewing, Reading, Pa.

Philadelphia Elevated Railroad & Subway. .

Chas. M. Mills, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad

J. A. Atwood, Pittsburg, Ta.

A. R. Raymer, Pittsburg, Pa.

Edwin F. Wendt, Pittsburg, Pa.

E. W. Boots, McKeesport, Pa.

Queen & Crescent Route
W. A. Garrett, Cincinnati, Ohio.

C. C. Harvey, New Orleans, La.

E. Ford, Vicksburg, Miss.

H. M. Waite, Lexington, Ky.

J. C. Nelson, Birmingham, Ala.

J. C. Haugh, New Orleans, La.

St. Louis & North Arkansas Railroad

G. L. Sands, Eureka Springs, Ark.

St. Louis & San Francisco Railway
A. J. Davidson, St. Louis, Mo.

J. F. Hinckley, St. Louis, Mo.

C. D. Purdon, St. Louis, Mo.

J. V. Hanna, St. Louis, Mo.

San Francisco & Northwestern Railway

H. C. Phillips, San Francisco, Cal.

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake City Railroad.

E. M. Jessup, Los Angeles, Cal.

Mileage.

2,712

5J<

I.469

191

1,158

130

4738
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix Railway I 35°

W. A. Drake, Prescott, Ark.

Sanyo Railroad i 370
Junnosuke Yamaguchi, Kobe, Japan.

Seaboard Air Line 2 2,61

1

\Y. W. Gwathmey, Jr., Portsmouth, Va.

D. B. Dunn, Dothan, Ala.

South Side Elevated Railroad 1 18

C. V. Weston, Chicago, 111.

Southern Indiana Railway 2 148

F. W. Ranno, Terre Haute, Ind.

J. F. Cassell, Terre Haute, Ind.

Southern Pacific Company 12 7,964

J. Kriittschnitt, Chicago, 111.

W. G. Van Vleck, Houston, Texas.

R. Koehler, Portland, Ore.

Wm. Hood, San Francisco, Cal.

J. H. Wallace, San Francisco, Cal.

E. B. Cushing, New Orleans, La.

J. A. Naugle, Guaymas, Mexico.

T. Fitzgerald, Ogden, Utah.

E. L. Swaine, Los Angeles, Cal.

C. C. Mallard, Lafayette, La.

F. C. Miller, Sacramento, Cal.

C. S. Corrigan, San Antonio, Texas.

Southern Railway 4 7,201

C. H. Ackert, Washington, D. C.

D. W. Lum, Washington, D. C.

H. Baker, Greensboro, N. C.

B. C. Milner, Louisville, Ky.

Spokane International Railway 1 140

J. H. Abbott, Spokane, Wash.

Susquehanna & New York Railroad 1 60

C. A. Derr, Williamsport, N. Y.

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway 1 113

G. A. McCarthy, North Bay, Ont.

Texas Midland Railway 1 125

L. W. Wells, Terrell, Texas.

*Tidewater Railway 3

H. Fernstrom, Norfolk, Va.

B. T. Elmore, Norfolk, Va.
W. I. Lee, Jarratt, Va.

Union Belt Rail \v ay 1 22

H. G. Fleming, Memphis, Tenn.

Union Pacific Railroad 8 2,956

J. B. Berry, Omaha, Neb.

R. L. Huntley, Omaha, Neb.

H. C. Ferris, Denver, Colo.

•Under construction.
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Name of Road and Membership. Members. Mileage.

Union Pacific Railroad—Continued.

James Keys, Omaha, Neb.

A. D. Schermerhorn, Omaha, Neb.

A. K. Shurtleff, Omaha, Neb.

C. C. Post, Jr., Omaha, Neb.

John C. Beye, Kansas City, Mo.

Union Railroad T 57

E. C. Brown, Port Perry, Fa.

Union Stock Yards & Railroad Company 2 50

Wm. J. C. Kenyon, South Omaha, Neb.

W. S. King, South Omaha, Neb.

Union Terminal Railway (of Sioux City)..... I 16

B. S. Josselyn, Philadelphia, Pa.

Vandalia Line 2 804

F. T. Hatch, St. Louis, Mo.
Maurice Cobum, Terre Haute, Ind.

Vera Cruz & Pacific Railway 1 426

W, A. Hill, Orizaba, Mexico.

Victorian State Railways 1 3,™3
Thos. Tait, Melbourne, Australia.

Wabash Railroad 10 2,516

P. A. Delano, Chicago, 111.

W. S. Newhall, St. Louis, Mo.

A. O. Cunningham, St. Louis, Mo.
E. K. Woodward, Peru, Ind.

A. G. Trippeer, Detroit, Mich.

H. M. Cryder, St. Louis, Mo.
Edward Shelah. Decatur, 111.

A. C. Butterworth, Chicago, 111.

J. E. Taussig, St. Louis, Mo.

W. W. Greenland, Moberly, Mo.

Waterloo & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit Co 1 40

M. L. Newton, Waterloo, Iowa.

Wellington & Manawatu Railway 1 84

James Marchbanks, Wellington, New Zealand.

Western Maryland Railroad 2 260

Virgil G. Bogue, New York, N. Y.

A. W. Buel, New York, N. Y.

Western Railways of Australia 1 i,35S

Thos. Watspn, Coolgardie, W. Australia.

Wisconsin & Michigan Railroad 1 72

B. C. Gowen, Peshtigo, Wis.

Wisconsin Central Lines 2 881

C. N. Kalk, Milwaukee, Wis.

A. H. Langdon, Milwaukee, Wis.

Consulting Engineers, etc 78

Totals 465 197,853
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INDEX

Abbott, F. E., discussion on Rail, 185.

Adaptability of Concrete to certain positions in railway construction,

701-704.

Address, President's annual, 11-14.

Alfred, F. H., discussion :

On Roadway, 166.

On Track, 760.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 58, 61, 62, QO.

Alinement, definition of, 139, 748.

Maintenance of, 753, 754.

Allen, Andrews, discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 467, 478, 470, 480.

Allen, C. Frank, discussion:

On Roadway, 145, 163, 166.

On Water Service, 624.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 57, 63. 65, 71, 86, 96, 07.

Amendments to Committee Reports

:

On Buildings, 686.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 238, 239.

On Masonry. 724.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 659, 660.

On Roadway, 143, 144.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 527.

On Track, 758.

On Water Service, 611.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 41, 42.

On Yards and Terminals, 583.

Appendix, 783-852.

To Report on Iron and Steel Structures, 240-446.

To Report on Water Service, 612-619.

To Report on Yards and Terminals, 584-591.

Arm Casting, detail of semaphore, 545.

Arrangement of signals at interlocking plants, 494-506.

Arrangements, vote of thanks to Committee on, 20, 21.

Ash-pit Tracks, recommended practice, 571.

855
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Atwood, J. A., discussion :

On Roadway, 167, 168.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 672.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 64, 81.

On Yards and Terminals, 593.

Austin, J. B., Jr., discussion on Records, Reports and Accounts, 671.

B

Ballasted Deck Trestle, plan for, 24, 25.

Santa Fe Railway standard, 44.

Ballasting, report on, 735-744.

Ballast cross-sections, 738, 739.

Burnt Clay, 738.

Cinders, 738.

Conclusions, 736, 7^7.

Definitions, 736.

Discussion, 745, 746.

Granulated Slag, 740, 741.

Gravel, 737, 738.

Minority Report, 742-744.

Oyster Shells, 739, 740.

Stone Ballast, specifications for, 7^7.

Backing for stone face work, efficiency of concrete for, 701, 702.

Bad-order Tracks, recommended practice, 571.

Bagg, F. A., discussion on Roadway, 169.

Baldwin, A. S., discussion:

On Buildings, 691.

On Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards, 782.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 7^, 75, 77, 78.

Berg, Walter G., discussion :

On Ballasting, 746.

On Buildings, 691, 692, 694, 695, 696.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 450, 452, 456, 481.

On Masonry, 726, 729.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 668, 069, 670, 672, 673.

On Roadway, 149, 150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 158, 159, 163, 105, 166,

167. 172.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 551.

On Track, 760, 761.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 91, 96.

On Yards and Terminals, 592, 593, 594, 595.

Berry, J. B., discussion :

On Roadway, 146, 148, 153, 154, 159, 162, 163, 172, 173.

On Water Service, 627.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 66, 70, 71, 89, ico.

Election of, as Director, 19.
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Bibliography :

On Signaling and Interlocking, 490-494.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 36-39.

On Yards and Terminals, 584-591.

Blocking of frogs, 757, 758.

Block System, telegraph and controlled manual, report on, 507-523.

Bloom, J. G., discussion on Records, Reports and Accounts, 671.

Body Tracks, recommended practice, 510.

Boiler Feed Water, form of stating analysis, 612-619.

Borrow Pits, specifications for, 130, 131.

Bostwick, W. A., discussion on Rail, 184. 185, 187, 189, T90, 191.

Bremner, G. H., discussion op Water Service, 625, 626.

Bridge Office Records, 632.

Timber, Specilications for, 27-^.

Seats, concrete for use of, 703.

Work, inviting bids for, 198.

Brick, definition of, 720.

Briquette, form of, 713.

Brown, E. C, discussion :

On Masonry, 726, 728, 729.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles. 64, 67.

Brown, M. F., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 478.

Buel, A. W., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 481, 482.

Buildings, report on, 675-686.

Amendments, 686.

Conclusions, 682, 684, 686.

Contract for Railroad Buildings, standard form for, 675-682.

Discussion, 687-696.

Recommendation relative to one general waiting-room or separate

waiting-rooms in local passenger station, 682-684.

Recommendation relative to the requirements of a modern round-

house, 684-686.

Burnt Clay Ballast, specifications for, 738.

Business Session, 11-20.

Caboose tracks, recommended practice, 571.

Camp, W. M., discussion :

On Rail, 183, 188.

On Roadway, 168, 170.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 58, 66.

Caps and Sills, specifications for, 28, 29, ^2.

Carhart, P. E., discussion on Rail, 191.

Car Repair Yards, recommended practice. 579, 580.

Car Standing Capacity of Yard Tracks, rating of, 579.

Cast-iron Specifications, review of, 269-271.
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Cartlidge, C. H., discussion:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 452, 453, 462, 463, 464.

On Masonry, 729.

Castings, review of specifications for steel and cast-iron, 269-271.

Cattle-Guards, progress report on, 781.

Cement Specifications, standard, 704-708.

Chanute, O., discussion on Ties, 775-779.

Churchill, Charles S., discussion

:

On Ballasting, 745.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 458.

On Rail, 191, 192.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 669, 672.

On Roadway, 146, 147, 148, 156, 164, 166, 167, 170.

On Track, 759, 760, 761.

On Water Service, 628.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 56, 61.

On Yards and Terminals, 595.

Progress report on Classification of Track, 19.

Cinders, use of, as ballast, 738.

Classification of Materials, 127.

Of Masonry, 719.

Of Track, progress report on, 19.

Clip, form of, 716.

Cluster (or General Yard), recommended practice, 571, 572.

Coal Piers, recommended practice, 574.

Committees

:

Instruction to, 802.

Of the Board of Direction, 814.

Organization of, 806-814.

Outline for 1905-1906, 803-805.

Special, 813, 814.

General rules for the preparation of reports, 799.

Concrete, adaptability of, to certain forms in railroad construction, 701-704.

Condron, T. L., discussion of Iron and Steel Structures, 451, 459> 466,

467, 471, 476.

Constitution, 792-798.

Construction of Roadway, specifications for, 125-136.

Continuous light arm casting, design for, 504.

Contract for Railroad Buildings, standard form of, 675-682.

Contractor, defined, 135.

Covered Lighterage Pier, recommended practice, 572, 573.

Crandall, C. L., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 58, 94.

Crocker, Geo., discussion on Roadway, 162.

Crossover Tracks, recommended practice, 571.

Cross-section of Roadbed, 136-138.

Ballast, 738, 739, 742-744-

Cunningham, A. O., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 452.. 461,

463, 466, 473-
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Curtis, W. W., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 65, 71, 72,

73, 74, 76, 79, 97, 98.

Curves, elevation of, 754, 755.

Definition of, 748.

Vertical, 755.

Cashing, W. C, discussion

:

On Buildings, 693.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 473, 474.

On Rail, 186, 187, 189, 191.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672.

On Roadway, 155, 169.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 548, 549, 553, 554, 555-

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 79.

On Yards and Terminals, 593, 595.

Announcement of election as Director, 19.

Dating Nail, specifications for, 767.

Davidson, G. M., discussion on Water Service, 622, 628.

Davis, Garrett, discussion

:

On Buildings, 693, 696.

On Masonry, 728, 729.

On Track, 759, 760, 761.

Dawley, W. S., report of, as Treasurer, 15.

Re-election of, as Treasurer, 19.

Dean, John, discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 79, 80, 81.

Deceased Members, 16, 840.

Definitions of Terms

:

Ballasting, 736.

Masonry, 719-723.

Roadway, 138-142.

Records, Reports and Accounts, 657.

Signaling and Interlocking, 524-526.

Track, 748, 749.

Ties, 766, 767.

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 35, 36.

Yards and Terminals, 568-569, 575.

Details of Design, for steel railroad bridges, 222-227.

Development of American bridge specifications, historical sketch, 199-217.

Dimensions of Ties, 765.

Discussions

:

On Ballasting, 745, 746.

On Buildings, 687-696.

On Masonry, 725-729.

On Rail, I75-I95-

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 661-673.
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Discussions—Continued.

On Roadway, 145-173.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 447-483.

On Signaling and Interlocking. 547-555.

On Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards, 782.

On Ties, 775-780.

On Track, 759-761.

On Water Service, 620-628.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 54-117.

On Yards and Terminals, 592-595.

Dougherty, C, discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 65, 66.

Douglas, B., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 457, 470, 480.

Douglas Fir, specifications for, 27, 28, 29.

Tests of, 107-117.

Drilling of Rails, standard. 757.

Drop tests, discussion on, 183-192.

E
Economics of Railway Location, progress report on, 18.

Election of Officers, 19.

Electrically controlled, manually operated block system, extent of use of,

532-535-

Elevation, definition of, 749.

Of curves, 754, 755.

Ells, C. S., discussion on Records, Reports and Accounts, 663, 664.

Fences and Cattle-Guards, progress report on, 781.

Discussion, 782.

Fetty, I. H., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 74, 75, 76.

81, 82, 84, 86, 95, 96.

Fiero, A. W., discussion on Rail, 186, 187, 188.

Finishing temperature, discussion on, igo-195. .

Fritch, L. C, report of, as Secretary, 15, 16.

Re-election of, as Secretary, 19.

Gauge, definition of, 749.

Maintenance of, 749, 750, 757.

General Rules for government of emploves of the Maintenance of Way
Department, 732, 7^3-

For the preparation of Committee reports, 799.

For publication and consideration of Committee reports, 800 801.

For the publication of "Manual of Recommended Practice," 801, 802.

General Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges, 218-237.
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Glossary of Terms :

On Ballasting, 736.

On Masonry, 719-723.

On Roadway, 138-142.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 524-526.

On Ties, 766, 767.

On Track, 748, 749.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 35, 36.

On Yards and Terminals, 568-575.

Grade Reduction, methods of, 142.

Grading, specifications for, 127-130.

Granulated Slag Ballast, characteristics of, 740, 741.

Gravel Ballast, requisites of, 740, 741.

Gravity Yards, 577, 578.

Gray, J. C, discussion :

On Rail, 182, 184, 188.

On Roadway, 149.

Grubbing, specifications for, 126.

Guardrail, specifications for, 27, 35.

Guppy, B. W., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 482, 483.

H

Hanna, John V., discussion :

On Roadway, 156, 159, 164.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 78, 81.

Hart, E. E., discussion

:

On Roadway, 159.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 63, 66, 69, 70, 73, 75, 76.

Hendricks, V. K., discussion

:

On Rail, 189.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 670.

Hatt, W. K., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 77, 82, 83, 84,

85, 86, 95, 98, 100, 101-104.

Hicks, G. D., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 68, 92.

Himes, A. J., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 477, 478.

Historical

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 199-217.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 633, 666, 667.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 487-490.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 23.

On Yards and Terminals, 575-577-

Hump Yards, 578, 579.

Hunt, Loren E., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 104-117.

Hunt, Robert W., discussion on Rail, 179, 180.
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Icing Tracks, recommended practice, 571.

Impacts, 255-269.

Inspection of Track, 750.

Interlocking, Signaling and, report on, 485-546.

Interstate Commerce Commission, group map, 528.

Iron and Steel Structures, report on, 197-446.

Amendments, 238, 239.

Appendix to, 240-446.

Bids on Bridgework, recommended practice in inviting, 198.

Conclusions, 276, 277, 443-446.

Design, specifications for, 218-227.

Discussion, 447-483.

Full-sized tests, 237.

General Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges, 218-237.

Impacts, 255-269.

Inspection and testing at mills, 232.

Inspection and testing at shop, 236, 237.

Loads, study of train and locomotive, for use in designing bridges,

240-255.

Specifications for, 218, 219.

Material and Workmanship, specifications for, 228-237.

Punching and Reaming, 425-446.

Review of specifications for cast-iron and steel castings, 269-271.

Riveted Joints, tests of, 272-420.

Special Metals, 231, 232.

Unit Strains and Proportion of Parts, 220-222.

Workmanship, 232-236.

J

Jacoby, H. S., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 55.

Jenkins, J. B., discussion on Roadway, 160, 170.

Johnson, J. M., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 456, 460, 472.

Johnson, Thomas H., discussion on Rail, 177, "178.

Johnston, A. W., discussion:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 465.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 66.

Election of, as Vice-President, 19.

K
Kelley, H. G., discussion

:

On Buildings, 692, 696.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 453, 454, 455, 460. 463, 465, 466, 468, 477-

On Masonry, 727, 728.

On Rail, 190.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 669, 670, 671, 672.
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I-Celley, H. G., discussion—Continued.

On Roadway, 153, 155, 156, 157. 158. 160, 162, 163, 164, 165, 171.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 551, 552.

On Water Service, 623, 624.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 60, 62, 69, 71, 72, 74, 78, 90, 91,

92, 97-

Election of, as President, 19.

Remarks of, 20.

Kenney, E. R, discussion on Rail, 183, 184, 189.

Kennicott, C. L., discussion on Water Service, 622, 623, 627, 628.

Kinnear, W. S., discussion

:

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 661, 662.

On Roadway, 149, 150.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 64, 66.

Kittredge, George W., discussion :

On Buildings, 692, 693, 694, 695.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 550, 553, 554.

On Water Service, 627.

On Yards and Terminals, 593.

Labor Report, general, form of, 637-649.

Leadout and pipe runs, 546.

Lease Records, 654.

Ledger Accounts, 632.

Line and Alinement, 753, 754.

List of Members, 815-840.

Loads, specifications for, 218, 219.

Study of train and locomotive weights for use in designing bridges,

240-255.

Local passenger station, recommendation relative to one general waiting-

room or separate waiting-rooms, 682-684.

Location of telegraph block signal, 542.

Longitudinal X braces, specifications for, 32, 33, 34.

Loweth, C. F., discussion

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 450, 451, 452, 456, 458, 459, 463, 464, 472,

479, 480, 481.

On Masonry, 726, 727, 728.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 60, 64, 65, 68, 69, 71, 72, 74, 77, 78,

79, 80, 81, 96, 99.

Lum, D. W., discussion

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 459, 465, 479, 481.

On Roadway, 148, 152.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 57, 59, 63, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78,

80, 85, 88, 89, 100.
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M
McDonald, Hunter (see also under The President) :

Address of, 11-14.

Discussion :

On Iron and Steel Structures, 460. 465, 477, 479.

On Rail, 194, 195.

On Santa Fe trestle plans, 48-53-

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 84.

Vote of thanks to, 20.

McGill, Anthony, discussion on Water Service, 625, 627.

Boiler Feed Water, 612-619.

McGuigan, F. H., discussion

:

On Rail, 193, 194.

On Roadway, 173.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 63, 64.

McNab, W., discussion

:

On Buildings, 695.

On Roadway, 145, 150, 151, 154, 157, 159, 162, 167, 168, 172.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 55, 56, 58, 59.

Election of, as Director, 19.

Progress report of, on Economics of Railway Location, 18.

MacPherson, Duncan, discussion

:

On Buildings, 687, 690, 694.

On Masonry, 725.

On Roadway, 163, 164.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 58, 61.

Maintenance of Line and Alinement, 753, 754.

Of Gauge, 749, 750, 757.

Of Surface, 754, 757.

Maintenance of Way Department, general rules governing employes, 732,

733-

Mann, B. H., discussion on Signaling and Interlocking, 547, 549, 550, 552.

Manual Block Signals, telegraph and controlled, 507-523-

Manual of Recommended Practice, general rule's relative to publication of,

801, 802.

Marking Ties, rules for, 767.

Markley, A. S., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 67, 81, 82, 89,

9i, 94-

Masonry, report on, 697-724.

Amendments, 724.

Cement, standard specifications for

:

Natural, 706, 707.

Portland, 707, 708.

Classification of Masonry, 719.

Conclusions, 723, 724.
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A In son rv—Continued.

Concrete adaptability of, to certain positions in railroad construction,

701-704.

Use of, 698-701.

Definitions of Masonry Terms as applied to Railroad Construction,

719-723.

Discussion, 725-729.

.Methods of Tests Recommended, 708-718.

Material and Workmanship, specifications for:

Iron and Steel Structures, 228-2^7.

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 34, 35.

Material Report, section foreman's monthly, 650, 651

Measurement of Grading, specifications for, 131.

Members, list of, 815-840.

Membership and mileage of roads represented in the Association, 841-852.

Methods, of Grade Reduction, 142.

Water-softening, 598-601.

Mills, Charles M., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 450, 467. 471,

476, 477, 479. 480.

Minority report, on Ballasting, 742-744.

Mock, J. C, discussion on Signaling and Interlocking, 547, 54S. 549, 550.

551. 552, 553-

Moister, F. L., discussion on Rail, 180-182.

Montfort, R., discussion:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 451, 459, 469.

On Rad, 187.

On Roadway, 147.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles. 62, 64. 69, 74, 88, 89, 94. 98, 100.

N
Nail, specifications for dating, 767.

Natural Cement, specifications for, 706, 707.

o
Officers, election of, 19.

Past and Present, 784-791.

Operation of water-softening plants, and benefits derived from their use,

601-608.

Organization of Committees for 1905-1906, 806-814.

Osborn, F. C, discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 453.

Outline of Work for 1905-1906, 802-805.

Oyster Shell Ballast, 739, 740.

Passenger Station, local, recommendation relative to one general waiting-

room or separate waiting-rooms in, 682-684.

Past and Present Officers, 784-791.
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Pence, W. D., discussion

:

On Buildings, 696.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 473, 474.

On Masonry, 729.

On Roadway, 163.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 94.

On Yards and Terminals, 592.

Piers, recommended practice, 572-574.

Pile and Timber Trestles, Santa Fe Railway System, 43-47.

Discussion on, 48-53.

Specifications for Workmanship, 34, 35,

Piles, specifications for, 29-31.

Piling Ties, diagram for, 765.

Pine, specifications for, 27-30.

Cross-section of, ill, 113, 114, 116.

Pipe runs and leadout, 546.

Plans for Ballasted Wooden Trestle, Santa Fe Railway System, 44.

Ballast Floor for Trestle, N. C. & St. L. Railway, 52.

Ground plan for local passenger station, 682, 683.

Roadbed, 136-138.

Portland Cement, specifications for, 707, 708.

Posts, specifications for, 29.

Preparation of Committee Reports, general rules for, 799.

Preservative Treatments, 767-769.

President's Address, 11-14.

Price and Measurement of Grading, specifications for, 131.

Publication of Committee Reports, general rules for, 8oo-8or.

Of Manual of Recommended Practice, general rules for, 801, 802.

Punching and Reaming, 425-446.

Purdon. C. D., discussion

:

On Buildings, 689.

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 665.

Rail and Water Terminals (Piers), recommended practice, 572-574.

Rail Drilling, recommended practice, 757.

Rail, discussion on, 175-195.

Raymer, A. R., discussion

:

On Buildings, 687, 688, 689, 690, 692, 693, 694, 695.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 459.

On Roadway, 171.

On Water Service, 623, 624, 627.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 61, 87.

Recommended Practice, Manual of, general rules for publication of, 801,

802.

Records, Reports and Accounts, report on, 629-658.

Amendments, 659, 660.
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Records, Reports and Accounts—Continued.

Analysis of report, 633-636.

Conclusions, 656-658.

Discussion, 661-673.

General Labor Report or Time-Book Form, 637-649.

General Purpose of Report, 633.

Lease Records, 654.

Register of Title Deeds, 653-655.

Review of report for 1904, 630-633.

Right-of-waj' Records, 651-653.

Section Foreman's Monthly Material Report. 650, 651.

Reference Index

:

To papers on Signaling and Interlocking, 490-494.

To papers on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 36-39.

To papers on Yards and Terminals, 584-591.

Reid, R. H., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 455. 457, 458, 459,

460, 468, 472.

Reinforced Concrete, use of, 698-701.

Reports

:

On Ballasting, 735-744-

On Buildings, 675-686.

On Classification of Track (progress), 19.

On Economics of Railway Location (progress), 18.

On Iron and Steel Structures, 197-446.

On Masonry, 697-724.

On Rail (progress), 175, 176.

On Records, Reports and Accounts. 624-658.

On Roadway, 1 19-142.

Of Secretary and Treasurer, 15. 16.

On Signaling and Interlocking, 485-526.

On Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards (progress), 781.

On Ties, 763-/74-

On Track, 747-758.

On Uniform Rules, 731-734.

On Water Service, 597-628.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 23-40.

On Yards and Terminals, 557-591.

Riveted Joints, tests of, 272-420.

Conclusions relative to, 276, 277.

Roads represented in the Association, mileage and membership, 841-852.

Roadway, report on, 1 19-142.

Amendments, 143, 144.

Clauses Specially Applicable to Revision of Existing Line or Widening

for Additional Track, 132-134.

Conclusions, 142.

Discussion, 145-173.

Glossary of Terms, 138-142.
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Roadway—Continued.

Methods of Grade Reduction, progress report on, 142.

Specifications for the Formation of the Roadway, 125-136.

Borrow Pits, 130, 131.

Clearing, 125, 126.

General Conditions, 134-136.

Grading, 127-130.

Grubbing, 126.

In General, 125.

Price and Measurement of Grading, 131.

Tunnel Excavation, 131, 132.

Standard Cross-Section of Roadbed, 136-138.

Robinson, A. F., discussion

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 449, 450, 457, 458, 459, 465. 468, 472, 473,

476, 479, 481.

On Roadway, 168, 170.

On Santa Fe Railway Trestle Plans, 43-47.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 93, 94, 96, 98, 99.

Rockwell, Samuel, discussion

:

On Ballasting, 745.

On Buildings, 692, 694.

Rose, L. S., discussion on Signaling and Interlocking, 553, 554.

Roundhouse, recommendations relative to requirements of a modern, 6S4-

686.

Rectangular, 687, 688.

Rules, General, for government of employes of the Maintenance of Way
Department, 732, 7^^.

For preparation of Committee reports, 799.
_

For publication and consideration of Committee reports, 800, 801.

For publication of Manual of Recommended Practice, 801, 802.

For tie records, 769, 770.

Safford, H. R., discussion on Rail, 192, 193.

Sand, standard, 714.

Santa Fe Railway System, standard trestle plans, 43-47.

Discussion, 48-53.

Sash and Sway Braces, specifications for, 29, 3,).

Schaub, J. W., discussion

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 453, 454, 460, 461, 462, 468, 469, 470,

471, 477, 478, 480, 48 r.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 64.

Schneider, C. C, discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 461.

Secretary, report of, 15, 16.

Election of, 19.

Section Foreman's Monthly Material Report, 650, 651, 662.
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Selby, O. E., discussion

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 476.

On Roadway, 169.

Shaw, A. M., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 95.

Shells, oyster, use of, as ballast, 739, 740.

Shop painting, specifications for, 236.

Shrinkage clause, discussion on, 190-195.

Shurtleff, A. K.. discussion on Water Service, 620-622.

Sills, specifications for, 28, 29.

Signaling and Interlocking, report on, 485-526.

Amendments, 527.

Arrangement of signals at interlocking plants, 494-506.

Conclusions, 506, 518.

Definitions, 524-526.

Description of controlled manual block signal, 515-517.

Detail of semaphore arm casting, 545.

Discussion, 547-555-

Extent of use of manually operated telegraph block system, 528-531.

Extent of use of manually operated, electrically controlled block sys-

tem. 532-535.

Forms of manually operated telegraph block signals in use, 536-541.

Historical, 487-490.

Interstate Commerce Commission group map, 528.

Leadout and pipe runs for telegraph block signals, 546.

Location of telegraph block signal, 514.

Reference index, 490-494.

Specifications for construction of telegraph block signal and connec-

tions, 5I9-523-

Standard semaphore arm for telegraph block signal, 543, 544.

Telegraph, and controlled manual, block signals, requisites of installa-

tion, 507-523.

Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle-Guards, progress report on, 781.

Discussion, 782.

Slifer, H. J., discussion on Roadway, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151,

152, 153, 154, 156. 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164. 165, 167,

168, 169, 171, 172, 173.

Smith, F. A., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 62.

Snow, J. P., discussion

:

On Iron and Steel Structures, 447, 448, 449, 451, 452, 453, 455, 456,

459, 460, 461, 462, 464, 465, 466, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474,

475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480.

On Roadway, 196.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 100.

Specifications :

For Ballast, 737, 738.

For Bridge Timber, 27-33.

For Cement, 704-708.
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Specifications—Continued.

For Construction of telegraph block signal and connections, 519-523.

For Dating Nail, 767.

For Formation of Roadway, 125-136.

For Steel Railroad Bridges, 218-237.

For Ties, 764-766.

For Workmanship for Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 34, 35.

Review of various, for cast-iron and steel castings, 269-271.

Stone Ballast, specifications for, 737.

Storey, W. B., Jr., discussion:

On Buildings, 692.

On Roadway, 168, 169, 171, 172.

Stringers, specifications for, 28.

Sullivan, J. G., discussion

:

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 672.

On Roadway, 149, 161, 165, 168, 172.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 57, 59, 77, 78.

Summit (or hump) yard, definition, 578.

Elevation and grades, 578, 579.

Length and number of tracks, 579.

Location of scales, 579.

Surface, maintenance of, 754, 757.

Sutor, J. Hope, discussion on Records, Reports and Accounts, 666.

Talbot, A. N., discussion on Iron and Steel Structures, 474.

Tangents, adjustment of, 75^.

Telegraph block signal, 507-523.

Terminals, report on, 557-591.

Tests

:

Of Bridge Timber, 101-110.

Of Cement, 708-718.

Of Riveted Joints, 272-420. .

Ties, report on, 763-774.

Conclusions, 770.

Dating Nad, specifications for, 767.

Discussion, 775-780.

Definitions, 766, 767.

Marking ties, 767.

Preservative treatments, 767-769. .

Specifications for Ties, 764-766.

Piling ties, 765.

Table of dimensions, 765.

Sizes in use on various roads, 771-774-

Tie records, 769, 770.

Timber, specifications for bridge, 27-32.
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Track, Classification of, progress report on, 19.

Track, report on, 747-758.

Amendments, 758.

Alinement, maintenance of, 753, 754.

Curves, elevation of, 754.

Drilling of rails, 757.

Frog Blocking, 757, 758.

Gauge, maintenance of, 749, 750, 757.

Inspection of track, 750.

Surface, maintenance of, 754, 757.

Tool Equipment for regular and extra gangs, 751, 752.

Train loads, study of, for use in designing bridges, 240-245.

Trestles, Santa Fe Railway standard, 43-47.

Tunnel Excavation, specifications for, 131, 132.

Tye, W. F., discussion

:

On Roadway, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 153, 157, 159, 160, 161,

165, 167, 168, 171, 172.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 58, 67, 85.

u
Uniform Rules, Organization, Titles, Code, etc., report on, 731-734.

General Notice, 732.

General Rules for government of employes of the Maintenance of

Way Department, 732, 733.

Vertical curves, recommended practice, 755.

Viaducts, specifications for, 227.

Vicat Needle, 711.

w
Waite, H. M., discussion on Signaling and Interlocking, 547, 548, 549,

550, 552.

Walker, G. M., Jr., discussion :

On Roadway, 161, 167, 170, 171.

On Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 67, 72.

Walker, I. O., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 54, 56, 57,

58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 80, 81,

83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 94, 95, 96, 100.

Water Service, report on, 597-619.

Amendments, 611.

Appendix to (Boiler Feed Waters), 612-619.

Comparison of cost of installing and operating water-softening plants,

with the benefits derived from their use, 601-608.

Discussion, 620-628.
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Water Service—Continued.

General conditions under which the installation of a water-softening

plant would produce savings, 608-610.

Water-softening methods and plants for various conditions, 598-601.

Webster, William R.„ discussion :

On Iron and Steel Structures, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455.

On Rail, 175, 176, 183, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 193.

Wendt, Edwin F., discussion :

On Records, Reports and Accounts, 662. 663, 664 665, 666, 66S, 670.

On Roadway, 157, 158, 160, 161, 167, 169, 171.

On Ties, 779, 780.

Williams W. D., discussion on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 67.

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, report on, 23-40.

Amendments, 41, 42.

Appendix to (Santa Fe Railway Trestle Plans), 43-47.

Discussion, 48-53.

Bibliography, 36-39.

Conclusions, 40.

Definitions, 35, 36.

Discussion, 54-117.

Historical, 23.

Specifications for Bridge Timber, 27-31.

For workmanship for pile and frame trestles, 34, 35.

For yellow pine for railway construction, 32, ^t,.

Yards and Terminals, report on, 557-591.

Amendments, 583.

Appendix to (papers on Yards and Terminals), 584-591.

Car repair yards, 579, 580.

Cluster (or general yard), 564, 565.

Coal pier, 565, 567-

Covered lighterage pier, 565, 566.

Export and storage pier, 565-567.

Grain elevators, 567, 568.

Open lighterage pier, 565, 566.

Piers at rail-and-water terminals, 565, 566.

Proposed standard definitions and conclusions, 568-575.

Rating car-standing capacity of tracks, 579.

Station pier and team track delivery, 565, 568.

Team delivery yards, 581, 582.

Yards and yard design, 575-577.

Summit and gravity yards, 577, 578.

• Summit (or hump) yards, 578, 579.
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"WOLHAUPTER"
LATEST and

. . . BEST RAIL JOINT
ISTHE STRONG-
EST OF ITS TYPE
AND COMBINES
GOOD POINTS

OF
OTHER JOINTS.

SIDE VIEW

Some of the Railroads thai have bought:

Great Northern

Sante Fe

C. B. & Q.

•Queen & Crescent Route"

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Chicago & Great Western

Michigan Central

Illinois Central

Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

l/^ji Chicago & Western Indiana

^w^— Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

Southern

"Soo" Line

Southern Pacific

Long Island Railway

and others.

CENTRAL SECTION

JOINTS MANUFACTURED BY

LLIIMOIS TEEL Co.
AND

.ACKAWANIMA TEEL Co. CROSS-SECTION

INDEPENDENT RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
*<iOFFICES 554 "ROOKERY" BLDG

CHICAGO, ILL.



We have passed through a tremen-

dously progressive period. We have

seen the old give way to the new to

meet the demand for something better

TWENTY-ONE YEARS
ago the first order for

PERFECTED GRANITE
ROOFING

was sold to a railroad. It was a very small order.

To-day that same railroad, one of the most pros-

perous and progressive in the United States, is one

of our largest customers. Sales for 1904 to rail-

roads were the largest ever. Moral—Till something

better comes along Perfected Granite Roofing

stays in commission. Proven to be the best of all

prepared roofing, less costly and far more durable

than tin, iron, slate or shingles, and more sightly.

The EASTERN GRANITE ROOFING CO.
NEW YORK
Irving Building

CHICAGO
Monadnock Block

ST. LOUIS
Frisco Building

IV



CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT CO. OF AMERICA
NEWARK, IM. J.

MANUFACTURERS

Rail Joints, Step Joints and Insulating Joints

ALL OF THE CONTINUOUS PATENT TYPE.

St. Louis Exposition, 1904, awarded us the only gold medal for rail

joint products.

Over 20,000 Miles in Use
proving its unprecedented and unqualified approval by railway !

managements in all parts of the world.

We have the Mill

and Equipment

to fit over 125

different sections

of Tee and Girder

rails.

BRANCH AGENCIES
BALTIMORE, MD.. 322 N. Charles St. SEATTLE, WASH .,417 Wash. Bldg.

BOSTON, MASS., John Hancock Bldg. ST. LOUIS, MO., Commonwealth Trust Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL., Monadnock Bldg. ST. PAUL, MINN., Pioneer Press Bldg.

DENVER, COLO., Equitable Bldg. MONTREAL, CAN., Board of Trade Bldg.



METAL TANKS

Built for C. B. & Q. R. R. Co. East Winona, Wis.

Capacity 100,000 Gals.

MPT A I cos ^ ku *" kittle more than wood
ulVliW cos t almost nothing to maintain

TANKS
will last indefinitley

never leak

CHICAGO BRIDGE AND IRON WORKS
HORACE E. HORTON, Proprietor

105th & Throop Sts. CHICAGO.
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T«B? Combine!

A
HOPPER-BOTTOM BALLAST

STANDARD 50 - TON COAL

FLAT -BOTTOM GONDOLAO
ALL IN ONE CAR

AT COST OF ONE CAR

Hart

Convertible

Class C. S.

•IDE-DUMP

WOOD OR STEEL CONSTRUCTION

RODGER BALLAST CAR CO.
Fisher Building, - - CHICAGO, I'LL.

56



Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
(Limited)

Inspecting and Metallurgical Engineers

and Chemists

PITTSBURGH, PENNA.

Among the railroads for which we have inspected and tested material and

workmanship for bridges, buildings, Steel and wood cars during the pas! year are the

Canadian Pacific Michigan Central

Central Railway of Vermont Missouri, Kansas & Texas

Chesapeake & Ohio Mobile & Ohio

Chicago & Eastern Illinois Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Chicago & Alton New York Rapid Transit (Subway)

Chicago & Western Indiana Oklahoma City & "Western

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ohio River Bridge & Ferry Co.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh

Erie R. R. Peoria & Eastern

Grand Trunk Union Pacific System

International & Great Northern Wabash System

Maine Central Wisconsin Central

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA RICHMOND, VA.

60 New Street 906-907 Crozier Building 1107% East Maid Street

CHAMBERS & HONE, Cons. Engs. H. A. SCHOFIELD, Res. Mgr. E. T. D. MYERS, Res. Eng.

CHICAGO MONTREAL
1442 Monadnock Block 146 St. James Street

JAMES A. LISTER, Resident Manager T. S. GRIFFITHS, Representative

Inspectors permanently located in all of the principal mills and

structural shops in the country.



Iron City Tool Works, Limited
Pittsburg, Pa.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

STANDARD R. R. TRACK TOOLS
MINING, QUARRYING

and CONSTRUCTION TOOLS

5
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BEST TOOLS
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Best
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f Made from Special
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STAR BRAND SHOVELS and SCOOPS
made from one piece Solid Cast Steel; rolled

four gauges thicker in body of blade than edges

Best Shovel IVTsade. TRY THKM



Edison Primary Battery
Formerly EDISON-LALANDE

The battery with a good name
And as good as its name

HTHE principal use of these batteries in connection
1 with railroad work is for crossing bells and sema-

phore signals. For these purposes they are not ex-

celled. They command a little higher price than

most primary batteries, but their efficiency is so great

that in the end they are really the most economical

on the market. Where so much often depends upon

the proper working of signals only the best batteries

should be considered by railroad men. Edison Pri-

mary Batteries are made
at the Edison factories,

Orange, N.
J., and carry

the Edison guarantee for

quality. Send for Cata-

logue No. i giving infor-

mation about " RR " and
" SS " Batteries for rail-

road work.

EDISON MFG. CO.
Factory, Orange, N. J.

NEW YORK,

CHICAGO,

31 Union Square

304 Wabash Avenue

TRADE MARK

>Cl Cdt^cn—



THE .UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL CO.
General Office and Works : Swissville, Pa., U. S. A.

SIGNAL ENGINEERS AND

CONSTRUCTORS

Designers and Consulting Engi-

neers in the Art of Safe and Expe-

ditious Movement of Trains in

Yards and on the Open Road.

GOOD SIGNALING means getting the most

service out of a unit of track

Grand Prize at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition

BLOCK SIGNALS
Automatic Electric Semaphores; over 10,000 now

in use, on 76 different railroads.

Automatic Electro-Pneumatic ; about 7,000 now in

use.

Manual Station and Train-Order Signals.

INTERLOCKING
Electric, Electro-Pneumatic and Mechanical

Machines in all sizes to meet all conditions.

ELECTRIC TRAIN STAFF
A simple and safe means of protecting single

track. A pair of staff instruments gives the

best protection for a bridge or tunnel under

repair or for congested points.

SUNDRIES
Crossing Bells, Relays, Electric Locks

and Slots and all sorts of special devices.



Vulcanite

Portland Cement

Absolutely sound and uniform.

Great sand carrying capacity.

Guaranteed to meet all re-

quirements of the Standard
Specifications adopted by the

American Society for Testing
Materials

Main Office:

Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia

Sales Office:

Flatiron Bldg., = = New York



THE CHICAGO
Improved Cube Concrete Mixer

7 sizes.

Cut of Gasoline Outfit in Discharging Position.

Output 2 to 80 cubic yards per hour. On skids or trucks.

Steam, Gasoline or Electric Power.

"IT HAS NO 1NSIDES"
OBJECTIONS TO INSIDE PART5

It is a zuell kfiozun fact that mixers having inside blades pocket and sepa-

rate the material as it enters, and again in turn scoop it up from the bottom, and
require constant attention by frequent flushing, as also scraping and pounding at

short intervals on the outside of drum to dislodge the material which is constantly

attaching itself to the inside mechanism, such as vanes, scoops, paddle arms, in-

side shaft, or whatever it may be, not only causing the material to ball, but greatly

decreasing the life of the machine, as these accessories', by reason of their resist-

ance, not only wear out rapidly but largely increase the strain on the gears, frame,

etc. Our CUBE MIXER, with ordinary use, is guaranteed not to clog.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 52

Municipal Engineering and Contracting Co.

NEW YORK OFFICE
150 NASSAU STREET

GENERAL OFFICES

607-11 RAILWAY EXCHANGE, CHICAGO, U. S. A.



PAROID ROOFING
It Lasts."

Chicago & North Western R. R. Train Sheds, Chicago, 111.

Paroid used to replace tin roof.

For all kinds of railroad buildings, Paroid

has the endorsement of some of the largest rail-

road systems throughout the country, including

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, Boston

& Maine, Erie, Michigan Central and -Chicago

& North Western Railroads. It is spark-proof,

easily applied and lies smoother than any other

ready roofing made.

F. W. BIRD &> SON, Makers
Established 1817

EAST WALPOLE, MASS.
NEW YORK CHICAGO WASHINGTON



HYDREX WATERPROOF FELT
Especially Designed for

Underground and Bridge Waterproofing

Chicago & Western Indiana R. R. Bridges, Chicago, Showing Application of

HYDREX, Per New Methods.

" Hydrex Waterproof Felt was specified for the Pennsylvania R. R. Terminal and Tunnels,

New York City, after, in competitive tests, excelling all other felts."

Waterproofing is a modern science involving many complex problems. We
are specialists on this subject, and will be pleased to have you consult us regarding
the permanent waterproofing of any structure—bridges, tunnels, masonry
arches, floors, foundations, etc., etc.

Plans, specifications, estimates and examinations made—on old and new work.

HYDREX FELT AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
Engineers— Chemists—Manufacturers

120 Liberty Street, New York City

Washington East Walpole, Mass. Chicago Hamilton, Ontario



Drop us a line and

Get Posted on the Most Practical and Economical

Method of Protecting Against Rot and Decay

THE PARTS OF YOUR

Fence, Lamp and Signal Posts, Mile Stakes, Telegraph and Telephone
Poles, Drains, Gutters, Cattle Guards, Bulk Heads, Etc.,

that go into or lie on the ground, are exposed to frequent changes from wet to

dry, or subject to attacks from ants, teredo, woodpeckers, rats, etc.

More than 155,000 gallons of S. P. F. Carbolineum were used in 1904 for this

purpose, and as it has a 3o years' record, it well deserves your attention.

' S. P. F. Carbolineum will often enable you to utilize cheap lumber and tim-

ber that would otherwise be out of the question, on account of its tendency to rot

quickly. It will at all times save 10 times its cost in the course of years, and no

end of petty trouble and expensive small jobs.

Never Stick
a Post into
the Ground

without first getting our pam-

phlet with numerous testimonials

from well known authorities on

the subject, who speak from many
years' practical experience.

No. 1.

The cuts herewith represent

29 inches of two chestnut fence

posts from the surface of the

ground down that had been in

a light loamy soil for 9 years,

from April, 1894, to April, 1903.

They had been set 4 feet in the

ground. Post No. 1 had two

coats of S. P. F. Carbolineum

applied with a brush. Post No.

2 was left untreated, because a

sudden change in the plans ne-

cessitated more posts than were

originally intended, and the time

for finishing the job was too short

to await the arrival of an addi-

tional lot of the preservative.

The pieces can be inspected at

our office at any time.

BRUNO GROSCHE &> CO.,
27 William Street,

No. 2.

NEW YORK



The Goldie
Perfect Tie Plug

Goldies Perfect Tie Plug
Patented May 30™ 1899

TfTT' 13 T T/^ ^ ^re now considered by all progressive

1 11 j 1 J

—

i V-/ vJ-kJ Railroads as indispensably necessary for

THE PROPER CARE OF TRACK

THE GOLDIE TIE PLUG is the only plug

that has eVer been on the market that fills

the cavity perfectly. Can be entered easily,

and driven home With facility

All others, owing to their being of parallel sections and having

obtuse points, are hard to enter, and always fail to reach the bot-

tom of the Spike Cavity. Consequently, they perform only the

function of a cork, and when a spike is driven into them carry it

down further, and the spike is neither braced at its point nor at its

head.

WHY THEN USE INFERIOR GOODS
WHEN OURS CAN BE HAD AS CHEAPLY

We make only the Goldie Tie Plug, carry millions of them in

stock, can guarantee shipment immediately on receipt of order,

and quote delivery prices anywhere that can be reached by rail.

Address all inquiries and orders to us at West "Bay City, Michigan.

(Pittsburg office has been discontinued.)

WM. GOLDIE, JR., & CO.



Water Softening Plant

Water Softening

for Locomotives
Davidson Process

Complete Plants Installed

The Otto Gas Engine Works

T. W. Snow, Manager

360 Dearborn Street, Chicago



Universal
Portland Cement

A STANDARD PORTLAND
FOR UNIVERSAL USE

Concrete Bridge Piers on C, M. & St. P. Railway

Universal Portland Cement is in use by nearly

every Railroad within our market

CEMENT DEPARTMENT

ILLINOIS STEEL COMPANY

THE ROOKERY CHICAGO, ILL.



CORRUGATED
STEEL BARS

FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE

Give 20 to 50 per cent more efficiency

than any other mechanical bond bar on

the market.

Given only Gold Medal highest award

by both juries Louisiana Purchase Ex-

position for reinforcing bars.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

SPECIAL DESIGNS FURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE

St. Louis Expanded Metal

Fireproofing Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

Branch Agencies Ail Large Cities. GENERAL AGENTS.



THE RUEPING PROCESS
OF PRESERVING TIMBER.

The Rueping Process reduces the cost of creosoting by

75% thus making creosoting available for railroad ties.

A Rueping Tie costs little more than a burnettized tie

—

and will last as long as perfectly creosoted timber will las

Centre Cuts from Rueping Ties

For particulars address :

C. LEMBCKE & CO
80 WALL STREET

NEW YORK



BUDA FOUNDRY & MFG. CO.
Paige Iron Works

RY. EXCHANGE

CHICAGO
NEW YORK

26 CORTLANDT ST.

WORKS
HARVEY, ILLINOIS

SUPPLIES FOR THE) FROGS. CROSSINGS
CONSTRUCTION AND SWITCHES. HARD CEN-
MAINTENANCE OF WAY TERS. SPECIAL WORK

The Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co. make the

most complete list of appliances of this

nature of any other firm in America. Each
has some particular feature of merit to rec-

ommend it and the fact that these supplies

are now used on over 86.5 per cent of the

railroad mileage of the United States indi-

cates their standing. The list includes:

Hand Cars ; Push Cars ; Velocipedes ;

Track Drills of several styles ; Jim Crow
and Roller Rail Benders ; Cattle Guards

;

Track Signs ; Semaphore and Target

Switch Stands in large variety; Crossing

Gates ; Side Track Derail.

Also a full line of Jacks—Ratchet, Fric-

tion and Bali-Bearings; Bearings' Metals;

Car Replacers ; Brake Shoes, Etc.

The Paige IronWorks.which is a depart-

ment of the Buda Company make a

specialty of all kinds of intricate layouts.

An experienced force of engineers and

workmen is maintained and accuracy and

durable construction is guaranteed. When

desired we send our own men to make

surveys. All work is set up at the shops

before being shipped, to insure perfect fit.

Estimates furnished. Our facilities are such

that favorable arrangements can be made

as to time of delivery as well as price.

Chicago freight rate on all shipments. Long

distance phone Harrison 4416, Chicago.

OUR CATALOGUE HAS 225 PAGES - OUR OWN GOODS ONLY



Bridge near Watertown, Wis., C. M. A St. P. R. R.



THE KING BRIDGE CO.,
BRIDGES. CltEVEMflD, OHIO. VIADUCTS.

IRON AND STEEL EYE BARS, GIRDERS AND STRUCTURAL WORK FOR BUILDINGS.
PLANS, ESTIMATES AND SURVEYS FREE OF COST.

N. Y. C. & ST. L. R R DECK PLATE GIRDER, OVER FOREST ST.

Built by THE KING BRIDGE CO.

CLEVELAND, O.

Standard Automatic Coal Chutes

For Coaling Locomotives

ALSO

The Tangent Under-Cut Gates for Overhead Storage Bin

THIS SYSTEM CONSISTS OF

1st—Rows of pockets on one or both sides in which the exact amount
of coal for the locomotive is accurately measured and can be
instantly and automatically discharged into the tender.

2d.

—

Aq overhead storage bin into which the coal is dumped from
the car and from which the how of the coal into each pocket is

regulated by the under-cut gate. The man in charge fills each
pocket to the desired amount by means of this gate.

No other system coals locomotives so quickly and so conven-
iently, or is more economical, and, all things taken into consideration,
is more reasonable in first cost. Thousands of our coal chute fixtures
are in use, twice over more than all other systems combined.

We also take contracts for complete coaling stations and machin-
ery therefor.

WILLIAMS, WHITE & CO.
MOLIIME, ILL., U. S. A.



The Railroad Supply Company
CHICAGO NEW YORK

MANUFACTURE AND SELL

THE IMPROVED WOLHAUPTER
THE NEW LOHG FLANGE WOLHAUPTER
THE Q. & W.
THE SERVIS

THE C. A. C. - CLAW & SHOULDER

THE FLAT BOTTOM CORRUGATED TOP AND SHOULDER

THE COMBINATION JOINT & INTERMEDIATE

TIE

PLATES
TIE

PLATES
ALSO

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNALS

ELECTRIC BLOCK SIGNALS

HIGHWAY CROSSING GATES

CHANNEL PINS

BOND WIRES

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

WALTERS 1 BALLAST PLACING DEVICE
Patented March 21, 1905

Has been placed in sen ice on
eleven trunk lines and ten smaller

railroads since April ist

We will guarantee that every
particle of ballast will remain
under tie and that machine will

work in any kind of ballast.

Order samples. Satisfaction

guaranteed or money refunded.

Reference: Any bank in the

city.

Fig. 2—Showing pan removed, ballast
under tie, and cleaner ready to be
withdrawn.

Fig. i—Showing ballast removed from end of

ties to be raised, track jacked up and device in

position to receive ballast for placing under tie.

Will guarantee three men with this tool to do
as much work as eight the old way. Don't fail

to see it at Niagara Falls in September

WALTERS & OKELL, Fort Madison, Iowa



\

The Old Reliable

GIANT'
PORTLAND CEMENT

An insurance policy for the reputation of both the engineer
and contractor.

20 years' satisfactory use, to the extent of millions of barrels

on the largest and most important railroad and municipal works.
An unparalleled record.

Write for "Test of Time."

LESLEY & TRINKLE CO.
GENERAL SALES AGENTS

604 Pennsylvania Bldg. 15th and Chestnut Sts., Phila.

United Building Material Company
320 Broadway, New York IOI Milk St., Boston, Mass.

J. o. vs/m-ri OMPANY
INCORPORATED.

ENGINEER!
43-49 EXCHANGE PLACE

CONTRACTORS,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT:
Reports made on Electric Railways, Electric Light and Power Properties, Steam
Railways, etc., etc., for Trust Companies, Bankers and Investors. Separate
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil and Hydraulic Engineering Departments. Acts as
Consulting or Supervising Engineers for work embraced in any of its depart-
ments.

CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT:
Electric Railways. Electric Light and Power Plants, Steam Railroads, Water
Works, Gas Works, etc., etc., built on basis of either fixed amount or actual cost
and supervising fee.

OPERATING DEPARTMENT:
Electric Railways, Electric Light and Power Plants, Gas Works, Water Works,
etc., operated.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT:
Assistance given in financing meritorious enterprises for Public Service
Utilities, Transportation or Industrial Purposes.

London Correspondents

J. G. WHITE & COMPANY
Canadian Correspondents

CANADIAN WHITE COMPANY
Limited Limited

„«,* ^ „ t„„ ,^„^^„ ^ „ Sovereign Bank Building
22A College Hill, LONDON, E. C. MONTREAL, CAN.

PRINCIPAL PHILIPPINE OFFICE, MANILA, P. I.



the:

CLEVELAND FROG & CROSSING CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

'"HARD SERVICE" RIGID FROG.

Lucas' Patent Rigid and Spring Frogs,
Split Switches, Crossings, Switch Stands

and Track Supplies in General

CEO. STANTON,
Sales Agent CLEVELAND, OHIO

Pneumatic Gate Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

"Elliott New Style"

Pneumatic Gates
Furnishers of compressed air reducing

machinery, also of electrically driven

compressors for extensive gate systems.

95o=956 S. Fairfield Ave. - Chicago



Ramapo Iron Works

HILLBURN, NEW YORK

Niagara Falls

MacPherson Switch and Frog:

Safety Switch Stand

CROSSINGS, SWITCHES,

FROGS

Write Dept. B for Catalogues

High Grade
hoisting machinery costs

less than the other kind

if you count

Repair and
Maintenance bills.

Ultimate Economy
demands High Grade
equipment at relatively

high first cost. The larger

initial expenditure is a

For Derricks, Pile Driving, Bridge Erecting.
Live Asset profitably in-

Built with a Friction guaranteed not to
vPSteu.

STICK. SLIP or WEAR OUT.

American Hoist & Derrick Co.
St. Paul, U. S. A.

Chicago New York Boston. Hi* ORir«»«, S»n Francisco



The Weber Railway Joint Mfg. Co.

EMPIRE BUILDING, NEW YORK

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON, 70 Kilby St.

CHICAGO, Old Colony Bldg.

ST. LOUIS, Frisco Bldgf.

DENVER, Majestic Bldg:.

OMAHA, l2I2Farnam St. STANDARD T" RAIL JOINT.

With Compliments of

Verona Tool Works

Pittsburg, Pa.

The National Lock Washer Co.,

NEWARK, N. J.

Manufacturers of Nut Locks

IN NATIONAL, HARVEY RIBBED, PLAIN
AND TAIL PATTERNS.



CIM-" 1- 1*3

LUFKIN
Steel Tapes

ARE INDISPENSABLE FOR ACCURATE WORK
MADE BY -^m^MK^^'

The Lufkin Rule Co ., Saginaw, fflich.,U. S.A.
For Sale Everywhere. Send for Catalogue.

LO-S3XI
:i*iM«h!ii:h

MADE OF

Painted Tin or Galvanized Tin
Are especially adapted for roofing or siding on
railroad buildings. Catalog tells why.

CORTRIGHT METAL ROOFING CO.
Philadelphia and Chicago.

CHENOWETH steel concrete foundation
=PILES, RAILROAD CROSS-TIES

POSTS, PILLARS, BEAMS,
GIRDERS AND COLUMNS

CONTRACTS MADE FOR SAME RIGHTS SOLD

Alexander Crawford Chenoweth
\6 Court Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.



PROCEEDINGS

American Railway Engineering
-and-

Maintenance ofWay Association

First Annual Convention
Second Annual Convention
Third Annual Convention
Fourth Annual Convention
Fifth Annual Convention
Sixth Annual Convention

Contents :

COMMITTEE REPORTS and DISCUSSIONS on

Roadway, Ballast, Ties, Rail, Track, Buildings, Masonry,

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, Signaling and Interlocking,

Records, Reports and Accounts, Signs, Fences,

Crossings and Cattle-Guards, Uniform Rules,

Water Service, Yards and Terminals, Iron

and Steel Structures.

COMPLETE, SET, POSTPAID
Paper, $11.00; Cloth, $13.50; Half^Morocco, $16.00.

Address

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE

OF WAY ASSOCIATION

1562 Monadnock Chicago, Illinois
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